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EDITORIAL

International May Conference on Strategic Management has been held continuously
for 14 years, always in the last week of May (the first conference was held in 2005, while the
fourteenth was held in 2018). The quality of the presented and published papers has been
continuously growing as well as the number of authors from a large number of countries all
over the world (during the fourteenth conference 120 papers were submitted from 223
authors, coming from 24 countries). The visibility of published papers has been constantly
growing as well as the number of times they were cited, especially after the conference Book
of Proceedings started to be submitted to EBSCO Host database.
The May Conference on Strategic Management become recognizable in the world due
to its quality, especially in Central and Southeast Europe. Special interest from the researchers
has been expressed for publishing papers in the Book of Proceedings of the conference, as
evidenced by the growing number of submitted papers through the years. Due to these facts,
the organizers of the conference decided that papers will be published in a periodical
publication under the volume 14, with its Editorial Board, Editor-in Chief, Technical Editors
and ISSN numeration assigned to periodicals. In each volume there will be a number of
publications depending on the content of the available papers. In this way presented and
published papers will be made accessible to the widest scientific public interested in the
research in the field of Management Science.
In order to increase the quality of papers published in this periodical publication,
which will be published annually after the conference, the Editorial Board will carry out
another review of the papers after the conference using the external reviewers, and the
accepted full papers will be published in one of the issues of these publications. The
publisher's desire is to make this publication available to the general public by increasing the
quality of published papers and periodicity of the publication in order to increase its
accessibility, as well as to increase its contribution to the exchange of scientific experiences
and research results, along with providing a contribution to the development of Management
Science in the world.

Editor-in-Chief
Prof. dr Živan Živković
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EVALUATION OF THE MINING PROJECTS UNDER ECONOMIC
UNCERTAINTIES USING REAL OPTION VALUATION
Hesam Dehghani
Mining engineering, Hamedan University of Technology, Hamedan, Iran

Abstract: Nowadays, economic uncertainties have an indispensable role in mining evaluation
projects, so the evaluation of a mining project without considering if the available
uncertainties are incorrect and unreliable. Therefore, it is necessary that the mining
uncertainties be recognized at the initial stage and then the evaluation process be carried out.
Obviously, the economic uncertainties are the most important parameters, which can affect
the evaluation process. Selecting the most reliable method for evaluating a mining project is
another knot.
The results of conventional mining project evaluation methods such as Discounted Cash Flow
(DCF) are conservative and these methods cannot represent the real value of mining projects.
To solve this problem, it is necessary to use more accurate techniques such as Real Option
Valuation (ROV). This research uses the DCF and ROV methods to compute the Net Present
Value (NPV) of the Shahrak iron mine under uncertainties of operating costs and metal price.
It is concluded that the NPV, which is calculated by ROV, is about 19.2% greater than DCF.
Keywords: Economic uncertainty, Binomial tree, Real option, Net present value
1. INTRODUCTION
Mining projects are complex tasks that demand a constant assessment of risk. This is
because the value of a mine project is influenced by many underlying physical and economic
uncertainties, which are mainly due to the volatile nature of commodity prices and uncertainty
around geological conditions encountered in ore bodies. Therefore, evaluating a mine project
without mentioning the risk for future losses (or opportunities) will lead to invalid results.
Consequently, managers and stockholders of a mine company make an indiscreet decision
based on invalid information.
Uncertainties can arise from three different sources including: geological
uncertainties, design uncertainties and economic uncertainties. Geological uncertainties will
occur in the duration of resource evaluation stages such as grade uncertainty, reserve
modeling, deposit classification, reporting and so forth. Geological uncertainty has been
investigated by many researchers. Ramazan and Dimitrakopoulos (2004) develop a stochastic
based mixed integer programming (MIP) model for multiple elements that uses several
simulated orebodies in order to minimize the grade uncertainty in the life of the mine
schedule. The model also takes into account risk quantification, equipment access and
1
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mobility and other operational requirement such as blending, mill capacity and mine
production capacity. Godoy and Dimitrakopolus (2004) develop a new set of way to generate
a mine production schedule under geological uncertainty. The first stage of the method
generates a stable solution domain which shows the possible ore and waste extraction rates for
a given open pit. The second stage generates optimum ore production and waste removal
under uncertainty. The third stage generates a series of physical schedules which obey slope
constraints, maximize the equipment utilization and meet mill requirements while matching
the mining rates previously derived by the optimization. The last stage generates a single
mining sequence from alternative sequences produced in the third stage by using a new
algorithm based on the simulated annealing method. Leite and Dimitrakopoulos (2007)
develop a stochastic based optimization model for open pit mines and apply it to a copper
deposit for risk analysis. The study shows the stochastic approach generates 26% higher NPV
than the conventional schedule. Also, the study suggests that life of mine schedules which
incorporate geological uncertainty lead to more informed investment decisions and improved
mining practice.
Design uncertainties include bench heights determination, equipment reliability,
minimum stoping widths, choice of stoping method, dilution factors, geotechnical and
hydrological parameters, mining recovery factors and metallurgical recovery. This type of
uncertainty will affect the ultimate pit (stope) limit and scheduling period. Some researchers
tried to determine the effect of this uncertainty on the project value. Groeneveld et al. (2018)
presented a MIP model for determining the optimal open pit design in an iron ore mine under
geological and design uncertainties. Morshedlou et al. (2014) determined the role of the
equipment reliability uncertainty in the coal production in an underground mine.
Economic uncertainty is another important source of uncertainty, which has a critical
impact on mine project evaluation. From the economic point of view, future metal prices and
operating costs are the most important factors of uncertainty. The metal price is the real cashsettlement that represents the equilibrium or non-equilibrium of the metal market. Since this
market is based on demand, supply and other factors such as speculation, news events and
dividend payouts (Fanning and Parekh, 2004). Numerous research works have been carried
out for price uncertainty. Dehghani and Ataee-pour (2012) evaluate a mine project under price
uncertainty using binomial tree. Dehghani et al. (2014) estimated the price and operating cost
in a copper mine using multidimensional binomial tree. Dehghani and Bogdanovic (2018)
have proposed a new model based on the time series functions and bat algorithm for
forecasting the copper price volatilities.
The mining industry will be more sustainable if projects are developed in a manner that
increases flexibility to respond to uncertainties the business cycle. One of the most effective
methods for managing economic uncertainty in natural resources projects is real option method.
Many authors such as Costa Lima and Suslick (2006), Dimitrakopoulos and Abdel Sabour
(2007), Shockly (2007) and Akbari et al. (2009) noted that ROV is far more useful method than
the classical NPV method for evaluation of mining projects under the condition of price
uncertainty. The sense of option appears when the information obtained during the time can be
effective on the investment decision, especially when decision-making in the presence of high
degree of uncertainty, some managerial flexibilities and unawareness of all the facts.
In this paper, the NPV of a real mining project was computed and compared under
three scenarios: first, assuming the certain metal price; second, assuming uncertain metal
price without any managerial options; third, assuming uncertain metal price with managerial
options. For this propose the binomial tree method was used for investigating the operating
cost and price uncertainties.
2
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2. BINOMIAL TREE
The binomial model is a well-known alternative discrete time, which is developed by
Cox et al. (1979). The method of binomial pricing tree is a flexible, powerful, and quite superb
method. A binomial pricing tree is a structure that maps all possible trajectories of metal price
through time as are allowed by the model. This structure consists of nodes and branches. Each
node in a given layer, and therefore corresponds to a potential metal price at a particular point
in time. Nodes are identified with traversal probabilities, as well as with metal prices. Nodes
and the data items with which they are associated are easily indexed as elements in matrices.
A convenient indexing scheme has the layer or time step represented by j (a number between
1 and n, the number of layers or time steps) and the nodes within each layer (the potential
metal prices) by i (a number between 1 and m, the number of nodes in the layer). Depending
on whether or not the tree is recombining, the node count m for any given layer may range
from j to twice the number of nodes in the previous layer. Each branch or path in a binomial
pricing tree represents a possible transition from one node to another node later in the tree and
has a probability and a ratio associated with it. Branches to higher nodes reflect up
probabilities (pr) and multipliers (u), while branches to lower nodes implement the down
probabilities (1 − pr) and multipliers (d). A schematic binomial tree on the metal price at time
zero (P0) with three steps are shown in Figure 1. The up (u) and down (d) factors and the
probability of occurrence were determined using the following formula:

u  e

t

(1)

1
u
1  rf   d
pr 
u  d 
d  e 

t



(2)
(3)

The basic inputs are the volatility of the metal price (σ), the risk-free rate (rf), stepping
time (δt).

Figure 1. Three time step binomial tree
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3. METHODOLOGY
In this section endeavor that the amount of significance and efficiency of the
uncertainty of the economic parameters such as metal price and operating cost on the mining
project valuation was studied using three different scenarios which is introduced bellow:
Scenario 1: NPV computation under certain metal price
Scenario 2: NPV computation under uncertain metal price without options
Scenario 3: NPV computation under uncertain metal price with options
3.1 SCENARIO 1: NPV COMPUTATION UNDER CERTAIN METAL PRICE
In this scenario, the project NPV was calculated using the traditional discounted cash
flow (DCF) technique. For this purpose, in the first step, the taxable income (V) and cash
flow (CF) were determined using Equations 4 and 5.
V n   Pn  rn  Qrn  C n Qm n  Fn  Dn

CFn V n 1 T n   D n


CFn V n  D n

if V n  0
if V n  0

(4)
(5)

Where Vn: taxable income at time n, Pn: metal price at time n, rn: refining and treatment costs
Cn: variable cost at time n, Qrn: tonnage of metal production at time n, Qmn: tonnage of crushed
ore at time n, Fn: fixed cost at time n, Dn: the deprecation at time n, CFn: cash flow to the firm
at time n and Tn: tax rate at time n.
There are many methods for estimating the future metal price and operating cost such
as using the average of the previous metal price and operating cost data and regression
analysis. After calculating the CF, the NPV will be determined using Equation 6.
N

NPV   I  
n 1

CFn

1  i 

n

(6)

where I: the capital investment and i:the discount rate for the mining project.
3.2 SCENARIO 2: NPV COMPUTATION UNDER UNCERTAIN METAL PRICE
WITHOUT OPTIONS
In this scenario, the metal price is considered uncertain. A binomial tree which is
constructed using the historical data is utilized for estimating the future metal price changes.
The future operating cost data is estimated using the regression analysis. Therefore, a new
FCF binomial tree is constructed using the metal price binomial tree, annual estimated
operating cost and equations (4) and (5). Finally, after constructing the CF binomial tree, the
DCF will be calculated using the equation (7).
DCFn ,k  CFn ,k 

p r .DCFn 1,k  1  p r  .DCFn 1,k 1

1  rf 
4

(7)
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Where k is the node number at time n.
3.3 SCENARIO 3: NPV COMPUTATION UNDER UNCERTAIN METAL PRICE
WITH OPTIONS
In this scenario, the metal price is uncertain but unlike the previous scenario the
options were considered. The uncertainty of metal price will be modeled using the binomial
tree method. Then, the CF binomial tree will be constructed using Equations (4) and (5).
Finally, the ROV will be computed using Equation (8). The advantage of this model is
comparing mine value with reinvesting cost, closing cost and reopening cost in each period.
Three options were added to Equation (8): reinvesting cost, temporary closing cost and
reopening cost of the mine. These three functions should be estimated for the entire mine life.
This means the option comprehensively is comparing value of mine with all other
opportunities in each time.


pr .DCFn 1,k  1  pr  .DCFn 1,k 1
ROV n ,k  MAX D1O1 ,CFn ,k 
 D 2O 2 
1  rf 



(8)

where: ROVn,k is real option valuation in time n and node k, CFn,k is free cash flow in time n
and node k, D1 = 1 if the mine is going to close temporary in time n, otherwise D1= 0, D2 = 1
if the mine is going to reinvesting in time n, otherwise D2 = 0, O1 is temporary closing cost of
mine, O2 is cost of reinvesting.
4. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
4.1 SHAHRAK IRON MINE
Shahrak mine is one of the most important iron mines in west of Iran. This mine is
located 100km northeast of Bijar City in Kurdistan province, and is situated on the SanandajSirjan metamorphic zone, which has been played a large part in the history of the tectonics of
Iran plate margin. Open pit mining is utilized at this mine. The main mineral in this deposit is
magnetite. The average grade of magnetite is 50%. The effective tax is 30%. The average
annual deprecation at this mine is equal to 0.8M$. The risk free rate is 7%. It is assumed that
the operating and fixed costs are adjusted by the risk free rate for the entire life-of-mine.
Until 2008, Shahrak mine only produced and sold 500 thousand tones crushed iron ore
per year with the grade of 55 to 58 percent. Managers had three options, i.e. (1) continuing the
current situation, (2) temporary closing and reopening the mine based on the price changes
and (3) developing a concentrate factory for producing and selling the iron ore concentrate.
The NPV criterion was selected for comparing and choosing the best option. In order to
calculate the NPV, crushed iron ore and iron concentrate price fluctuations from 2003 to 2008
were gathered as shown in Fig. 2.

5
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Figure 2. Iron ore price fluctuation
For finding the best option, Shahrak mine project were evaluated under the above
mentioned scenarios. The fundamental information is presented in table 1.
Table 1. Input data parameters (In 2008)
Input data

Amount

Unit

73.2

($/ton)

Operating cost

6.5

($/ton)

Crushed iron ore production

0.5

(Mton)

Fixed cost

6.3

(M$)

Deprecation

0.8

(M$)

Tax

30

%

Discount rate

15

%

Stripping ratio

2:1

-

Crushed iron ore price

4.2 SCENARIO 1: NPV COMPUTATION UNDER CERTAIN METAL PRICE
In this scenario, it is assumed managers reluctant to change the current conditions.
Therefore, there is no option to deal with the future uncertainties. The metal price, operating
cost and fixed cost are adjusted by the risk free rate for the entire life-of-mine. Table 2 shows
the project discounted cash flow for next ten years. The Shahrak mine project NPV is
obtained as 106.17 M$ using Eq. 6.
6
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Table 2. Discounted cash flow
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Price ($/ton)

73.20

78.32

83.81

89.67

95.95

102.67

109.85

117.54

125.77

134.58

Operating cost ($/ton)

6.50

6.96

7.44

7.96

8.52

9.12

9.75

10.44

11.17

11.95

Production (M ton)

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

Fixed cost (M$)

6.30

6.74

7.21

7.72

8.26

8.84

9.45

10.12

10.82

11.58

Deprecation (M$)

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

Cash flow (M$)

16.59

17.73

18.95

20.26

21.66

23.16

24.77

26.49

28.32

30.29

Discounted cash flow (M$)

14.42

13.41

12.46

11.59

10.77

10.01

9.31

8.66

8.05

7.49

4.3 SCENARIO 2: NPV COMPUTATION UNDER UNCERTAIN METAL PRICE
WITHOUT OPTIONS
In this scenario, the crushed iron ore price fluctuations are modeled using the binomial
tree method. For this purpose, the volatility of the iron price data was calculated using the
historical data. Table 3 shows the fundamental information for constructing the iron price
binomial tree. Upside, downside and probability is calculated using equations 1 to 3,
respectively. In Figure 3, the binomial tree of iron prices is illustrated for 10 years.
Table 3. Fundamental data for copper price binomial tree
Input data

Volatility
(σ)

Up
(u)

Down
(d)

Risk free rate
(rf)

Probability
(pr)

Crushed iron
price

8.23%

1.33

0.75

0.07

0.55

Figure 3. Binomial tree of iron price from 2008 to 2017 ($/ton)
7
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The operating cost and the rest of the data is the same of the scenario 1. Therefore, the
CF binomial tree is calculated using Equations 4 and 5. Figure 5 shows the CF binomial tree.

Figure 4. Binomial tree of FCF (M$)
In this scenario, the project discounted cash flow binomial tree is calculated from
project cash flow binomial tree. The last column in Fig. 5 is the same as the last column in
Fig. 4. Eq. 7 is used to calculate the project DCF for the remaining years. According to this
approach and from Figure 5 the NPV is obtained 121.4 M$.

Figure 5. Binomial tree of DCF (M$)
8
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4.4 SCENARIO 3: NPV COMPUTATION UNDER UNCERTAIN METAL PRICE
WITH OPTIONS
In this scenario, for dealing with the risks and uncertainties the managers may use the
options. Temporary closing the mine (Temporary closing option) and investing for building
an iron ore concentrate plant (Investing option) are the main options in Shahrak mine. For
utilizing the options the American call option method was used. Therefore, the value of each
option should be calculated at the end of the period. Moreover, unlike the investing option,
which can be used only one time, mine may open and close many times during the plant
construction period. Figure 6 shows the real option valuation of cash flows for the next 10
years.
The reopening costs and temporary closure costs for the Shahrak mine have been
assumed $10 million in 2008. The cost estimations are adjusted by the risk free rate for the
entire life-of-mine, as can be seen in Table 4.
Table 4. Closing, reopening costs and value of expansion

Temporary and
reopening cost
(M$)

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

10.00

10.70

11.45

12.25

13.11

14.03

15.01

16.06

17.18

18.38

The capital investment for building the iron concentrate plant with the capacity of one
Mton per year is about 80 M$. The capacity of the first phase of the concentrate plant is about
325 thousand tons per year. The construction period is 3 years. Also the concentrate project is
tax free for 10 years. The rest of the information is presented in Table 5.
Table 5. Iron concentrates economic parameters (In 2008)
Amount

Unit

Concentrate price

122

($/ton)

Processing operating cost

10

($/ton)

0.325

(Mton)

Fixed cost

7.2

(M$)

Deprecation

1.8

(M$)

Input data

Concentrate production

The volatility of the iron concentrate price is like the crushed iron ore. Based on
Figure 5, as the value of the first and second nodes in 2009 is more than plant construction
capital investment, this year is suitable for constructing the concentrate factory. The CF
binomial tree of this scenario is shown in Figure 6.

9
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Figure 6. CF binomial tree for ROV
Using Equation 8 the real option binomial tree will be constructed as bellow. Using
this method, the NPV of the project is obtained 131.5 M$.

Figure 7. Binomial tree of DCF (M$) in real option valuation method
In Fig. 7 the investing option has been represented by green and temporary closing by red.
5. DISCUSSION
The changes of the NPV in various scenarios are presented in Fig. 8. As it is shown, in
comparison with classic evaluation, options can increase the NPV about 43 percent.
Therefore, the managers convinced that if the price of the crushed iron ore price increase
10
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more than 55 $/ton, called the investing option and if the crushed iron ore price decrease less
than 30 $/ton, called the temporary closing option. Since the average crushed iron ore price in
2009 reached to 80 $/ton, the construction period was began. After 3 years the concentrate
plant started to produce 0.325 MTon iron concentrate per year. Figure 9 shows the
concentrate plant. Also, the real NPV for this project was obtained 119.68 M$.

Figure 8. NPV changes based on the various scenarios

Figure 9. Shahrak iron ore concentrate Plant
6. CONCLUSION
The NPV of the Shahrak iron mine project was determined under three scenarios, i.e.
using: certain metal price, uncertain metal price without any options and uncertain metal price
with options. The following results were concluded:
-

The binomial tree method is a suitable and applicable technique for forecasting the
economic uncertainties in mining projects.

-

The conventional approach (Scenario1) provided 106.17 M$ for the NPV, while the
NPV in uncertain metal price without any options was obtained for 121.4 M$. The
NPV in uncertain metal price with options was obtained for 131.5 M$.
11
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-

Based on the foregoing facts, it can be confirmed that the suggested methodology can
successfully be applied for evaluating the mine projects.

-

This methodology has only been applied for a mine project, but it is obviously that the
proposed model can be used for solving a large scale of evaluation problems in various
fields, such as mining, management, economy, production, etc.

-

Fluctuation of the iron price and not using the temporary closing option are the main
reasons that the real NPV is less than ROV.
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Abstract: Agriculture and rural areas are of the exceptional socio-economic importance for
the Republic of Serbia, therefore, their management, although a very complex task, is an
imperative. Responsible governance is essential at all levels, starting with the most important
and irreplaceable role of the state, i.e., relevant authorities and institutions at the macro level,
to local self-governments, the private sector and farmers. At the global level, management of
agriculture and rural economy significantly determines the national institutional structure,
directions of development and models of rural development and agriculture. In the light of the
EU integration of the Republic of Serbia, as well as the effects of many global interrelated
factors that inevitably affect each and every country, the mentioned facts should be
thoroughly considered. With this in mind, the aim of this paper is to identify the opportunities
for improving the management of agriculture and rural development in the Republic of
Serbia, in terms of better strategic management, i.e., creating and implementing adequate
development policy tailored to the real needs of local farmers and non-agricultural economic
entities in rural areas, as well as the modernization of the lower levels of management,
including the smart use of external support. The research focuses on the following: key
characteristics of agriculture and rural areas in the Republic of Serbia that are considered
important in terms of management; management models currently applied; developing more
efficient management practices in line with the contemporary internal and external challenges.
Keywords: agriculture, rural development, management, Republic of Serbia

1. INTRODUCTION
The basic function of agriculture and rural areas is food production. Their role in
production of raw materials for the food industry, exports, and balance of payments,
extraordinary circumstances, environmental protection, and natural resources is of great
importance as well. Therefore, agrarian and rural development management is one of the
important issues of socio-economic stability, prosperity, and preservation of the ecological
capacity of each country. Macro-level management defines models of agrarian and rural
management at the micro level, i.e. it determines the position and performance of agricultural
producers and agribusiness enterprises, as well as the satisfaction of food consumers and other
relevant socio-economic entities.
Agrarian and rural development management is of strategic importance for the
Republic of Serbia, especially because of abundant natural resources in agriculture and rural
areas, which need to be used in a sustainable manner. Adequate management in this field is
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also important due to the large share of agriculture in GDP, employment, exports, and similar
indicators. Due to a large number of factors restricting the development of other economic
sectors, agriculture and rural areas are, due to favorable natural conditions and agricultural
tradition, becoming more and more important as the development potential of the Republic of
Serbia, as confirmed in a number of strategic documents related to this field. Nevertheless,
there are no ambitious activities in practice, as indicated by unsatisfactory business results in
agribusiness, unfavorable situation in agriculture and rural areas, and especially low
development level of small agricultural holdings and cooperatives. The above confirms the
need for better management of agrarian and rural development at all levels.
The research subject in this paper is the management of agrarian and rural
development in the Republic of Serbia. The aim of this paper is to identify the opportunities
for improving the management of agriculture and rural development in the Republic of
Serbia, in terms of better strategic management, i.e., creating and implementing adequate
development policy tailored to the real needs of local farmers and non-agricultural economic
entities in rural areas, as well as the modernization of the lower levels of management,
including the smart use of external support.
The starting hypothesis in the paper is: if the models of agrarian and rural development
management are created and applied, adapted to agriculture and rural areas specifics of the
Republic of Serbia, better results can be expected in this field, both at macro and micro levels.
The paper is based on the results of previous research, official statistical and available
empirical indicators on issue under consideration, relevant strategic documents, and legal
regulations underlying agricultural and rural development management. The purpose of using
the historical method in the paper is to identify the good and bad sides of different
management methods in the past and today. The description method is used for detailed
description of the development potentials and limitations managers face on the road to more
successful agriculture, i.e. rural economy. The comparison method is used to compare the key
development indicators, and the SWOT analysis gives strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats from the environment, relevant to the research area.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Specifics of production and consumption of agro-food products determine agrarian
management specifics. Agricultural production does not only involve work processes, but also
biological processes, which require special attention of agrarian managers. Resource
management is far more complex than in many other fields. The complexity is also related to
the specifics of certain production factors, such as land or genetic and human resources.
Agrarian business also requires environmental protection, since a large part of agricultural
production is carried out in the open space. Cost imbalance and longer working capital
entrapment in agriculture stem from the seasonal production character, the impact of natural
factors, and the like. Agricultural products cannot be stored and kept in stock indefinitely, so
their storage requires additional investment. Agriculture is in organizational, economic, and
technological terms linked with other sectors of the economy, which additionally complicates
the business in this area and the demands imposed on agrarian managers. The specifics of
small farm management are particularly emphasized, as well as the great influence of the
socio-economic environment (Figure 1), while the adjustment of agrarian and rural
development to the changed market demands does not generally take place rapidly [19].
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Figure 1. Environment facing management of agricultural and rural development [19]
Agrarian management (Figure 2) takes place both at the macro level (national level)
and at the micro level (level of agricultural enterprises, agricultural cooperatives, and family
farms). At the macro level, state management decisions relate to [15]: structure of agricultural
production in the country; price stability and parity; market; import, export, and balance of
payments; system of agricultural financing; organization of professional services; quality
system, and the like. Rural development management is a broader concept, and, in addition to
agrarian management in rural areas, implies also the management of other important sectors.
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Figure 2. Types of management in agriculture and rural development [20]
Some of the most important points that make up the essence of agriculture and rural
development planning at macro level are: importance, place, and role of agriculture and rural
economy in economic development; establishing the institutional framework for agrarian and
rural development; defining clear development directions; determining the available resources
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and the model of their allocation; anticipating problems and choosing alternatives. Within the
organization process, the following are of particular importance: new technology; sustainable
use of natural resources; organizing the market for agricultural products; developing modern
organizational forms and information system in agrarian and rural areas [4]. Some of the most
complicated issues that managers face are: managing innovation, information, risk, human,
and financial resources. Control activities are closely related to other stages of the
management process, permeate them, and contribute to their improvement. Control must be
very broad and include [5]: inputs, business operations, outputs, other phases of the
management process, and the environment (macro-environment, competitors, etc.).
Agribusiness management is concerned with decision making within the different
organizations that comprise the food system [7]. The agribusiness management is
fundamentally a multi-disciplinary endeavor because it operates at various levels of analysis
that requires different disciplinary approaches. As a result, dialogue between the fields of
management, sociology, economics and other related fields serves to not only highlight the
unique approaches to examining various levels of analysis in agribusiness management
research but as a consequence serves to advance the pluralistic nature of this field [12].
A generalized schematic representation of the farm system is shown in Figure 3. The
central role of management subsystems clearly emphasized.

Figure 3. Generalized schematic representation of the farm system [6]
The different concepts and principles are important for managers [2]. The main
problems of management of rural development are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. The most common problems of management of rural development [18]
Makeham (1968) wrote that there were two major challenges facing farmers [8]: how
to incorporate new technology and how to be sufficiently flexible. What farm management
economists today require from the agricultural systems modellers are the technical
coefficients for potential changes. The tools for analysing changes are already available, and
are very powerful, but still they must be in competent hands to be useful [9]. There are many
contemporary management tools: satellite farm monitoring systems; farm management
softwares that help farmers in data-driven decision making for improving productivity and
profitability; agricultural accounting packages; platforms designed to track field data, etc.
Thereby, the contemporary management has an important role to increase entrepreneurial and
employment opportunities of rural inhabitants [1].
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3. SPECIFIC FEATURES OF AGRICULTURE AND RURAL AREAS OF THE
REPUBLIC OF SERBIA IMPORTANT FOR MANAGEMENT AT MACRO AND
MICRO LEVELS
The analysis of the situation in the agrarian sector and rural areas as well as the
detection of external and internal challenges (Table 1) significantly define development
vision, goals, and priority areas of managers at all levels.
Table 1.SWOT analysis of agrarian economy and rural areas of the Republic of Serbia [16]
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES
Resources
Favorable climatic conditions for agricultural production;
Undeveloped infrastructure; Property fragmentation; Outdated
Abundant land resources and biodiversity; Animal feed; Cost of
equipment and machinery; Plantation depreciation; Small number
labor
of livestock; Demographic structure
Food production
Tradition of agriculture; Competitiveness of certain agrarian
Insufficient use of modern technology; Unattractive product
products on some foreign markets; Recovery of some branches
range; Inefficient food quality control system; Undeveloped
of agriculture; Growing organic production sector
system of financing and insurance in agrarian sector
Production chain
Relatively well-supplied input market; Storage capacities;
Outdated technology or a low degree of utilization of processing
Improved technology in some subsectors; Availability of various capacities; Low degree of horizontal and vertical connection;
raw materials from domestic agriculture; Associations,
Presence of monopoly; Insufficiently developed modern market
organizations, and other types of cooperation are formed
institutions and infrastructure; Insufficient logistical support
Technological development and environment
Scientific and educational institutions; Interest in accepting new
Low financial capacity and technical conditions for research;
technology; Unpolluted environmental in many rural areas;
Insufficient knowledge transfer; Degradation of many habitats
Existence of HNVF (High Nature Value Farmland)
and biodiversity
Rural development
Diversity and attractiveness of the rural environment; Cultural
Non-diversified rural economy; Undeveloped rural infrastructure;
heritage; Preserved tradition in many parts; Rural tourism
Lack of financial resources; Adverse demographic trends
OPPORTUNITIES
THREATS
Resources
Raising new plantations; Revitalization of animal husbandry;
Lack of system solutions and increased financial support;
Improvement of the natural resource management system and
Inefficiency of the natural resource management system; Climate
their increased use in organic production, rural tourism, etc.
changes; Neglecting marginal areas
Food production
Growth of investors’ interest in investment in the agrarian sector
Growing competition; Lack of financial capital; Political or/and
and the rural economy; Improving the quality system; Export
economic instability; Unpreparedness for the liberalization
growth
process
Production chain
Investing in quality, distribution, and storage systems
Non-functionality of inspections; Gray economy, Monopoly
Technological development and environment
Developing capacities for creating and transferring knowledge,
High costs of creating and transferring knowledge; Nonwith the cooperation of researchers and professionals in the
innovative scientific-research staff; Non-motivation of
country and abroad; Production of energy crops and use of
manufacturers to accept new technology; Absence of system
renewable energy sources
support
Rural development
Creating new products and services within the rural economy;
Insufficient budget support; Poor investor interest; Rising rural
Use of EU funds (IPARD etc.)
poverty and regional differences

The agricultural sector and rural areas of the Republic of Serbia have significant
development resources, especially natural conditions. On the other hand, there are many
weaknesses and threats to development. Nevertheless, there are many opportunities for the
development of the domestic agrarian and rural economy. More serious efforts are needed at
all levels, ranging from institutional improvement to significant changes in business models
of agribusiness entities themselves.
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4. MANAGING AGRARIAN AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE REPUBLIC
OF SERBIA
Agrarian and rural development management in the Republic of Serbia has in recent
decades been under the influence of very complex and heterogeneous factors, both in the
country and in the international environment. Basically, the main feature of this period was
the neglect of agriculture. The first transition years brought some changes in relation to
previously applied policies. In 2004, a new shift in strategic choices and implementation
mechanisms occurred. The Agricultural Development Strategy of Serbia was adopted in 2005,
then the National Program for Agriculture of the Republic of Serbia from 2010 to 2013, and
the National Rural Development Program 2011 - 2013 (Table 2).
Table 2. The strategies and programs for the agricultural and rural development of the
Republic of Serbia [17; 10; 11; 14; 16; 13]
Agricultural Development Strategy of Serbia in 2005
Strategic objectives:
 Build a viable and efficient agricultural sector that can be competitive on the world market
 Provide food that meets the needs of consumers in terms of quality and safety
 Provide support to the living standard of people who depend on agriculture
 Provide support for the sustainable development of villages
 Preserve the environment from the impact of agricultural production impact
 Prepare the agriculture of the Republic of Serbia for EU integration
 Prepare a policy of domestic support and trade in agriculture in line with WTO rules
National Agricultural and Rural Development Programs 2010/2011 - 2013
 Vision for agriculture: dynamic and competitive agriculture, commercial farms, quality products, cooperation with
the processing industry, contribution to the protection of environment and natural resource etc.
 Vision for food industry: meeting consumers’ needs and requests, innovation, food quality, cooperation with
farmers and their associations, development of SMEs, etc.
 Vision for rural economy and society: rural communities characterized by balanced age structure of the population,
satisfactory income and employment opportunities, access to education, fostering the cultural identity, protection
and preservation of the environment, sustainable use of natural resources, reducing poverty and social exclusion,
promoting local initiatives in order to improve the quality of life in rural areas, diversification of activities
Agricultural and Rural Development Strategy of the Republic of Serbia for the period 2014-2024
Vision for the development of agriculture and rural areas of the Republic of Serbia:
 Make agriculture a sector whose development is based on knowledge, modern technology and standards, which
offer innovative products to domestic and demanding foreign markets, and provide producers with stable income
 Manage the natural resources, environment, and cultural heritage of rural areas in accordance with the principles of
sustainable development, in order to make rural environment an attractive place for life and work
Strategic development goals:
 Growth in production and stability of producers’ income
 Increasing competitiveness by adapting to market demands, technological improvement of the agrarian sector
 Sustainable resource management and environmental protection
 Improving the quality of life in rural areas and reducing poverty
 Efficient management of public policies, improvement of the institutional framework for the development of
agriculture and rural areas
National Program for Agriculture for the period 2018-2020
Objective: Supporting the development of agriculture, adapting the agrarian policy to the EU, i.e. CAP rules and
principles

New phase of reform began in 2013, when the process of EU accession became more
dynamic. The new Law on Incentives in Agriculture and Rural Development (2013) created
an important prerequisite for establishing a more consistent agrarian and rural development
framework. Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance for Rural Development of the Republic
of Serbia for the period 2014-2020 (IPARD II program) was adopted in 2015. The
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Agricultural and Rural Development Strategy of the Republic of Serbia for the period 20142024 is an important step forward in the implementation of reforms in the agricultural sector
and the rural economy. The strategy encourages the harmonization of domestic legislation
with EU acquis in the field of agriculture and rural development. The National Program for
Agriculture for the period 2018-2020 is based on this Strategy, and further elaborates it
[13].The preparation of the National Program for Rural Development is also foreseen.
The visions, directions, priorities and objectives for the agriculture and rural
development of the Republic of Serbia contained in the agricultural and rural development
strategies and programs 2005-2024, which share the similar projections, are too ambitious for
our circumstances, especially in terms of financing, the scope of activities, the objectives to be
achieved, etc. [14]. Although the national policy frameworks are harmonized in legal,
strategic, and program terms, their implementation in practice has been inconsistent so far [3],
which is particularly evident in the level of development of small agricultural holdings, the
situation regarding rural infrastructure, and other numerous weaknesses in domestic
agriculture and rural areas.
Today, the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Water Management is responsible
for agrarian and rural development management in the Republic of Serbia, i.e. its sectors and
departments. Great efforts are being made in the process of negotiations with the EU, as well
as in other forms of international cooperation, so that positive developments are achieved in
some sectors. At the local government level, as well as at the micro level, there are examples
of good practice and interest to improve the management of agricultural and rural economy
development, although many restrictions still exist, which cannot be overcome without greater
state and external support, reasonably expected in the next period.
5. POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENT DIRECTIONS OF AGRARIAN AND RURAL
DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT IN THE REPUBLIC OF SERBIA
A successful agriculture development model requires comprehensive systemic
measures and state actions. In addition, farmers themselves must develop managerial skills,
which are of particular importance in today’s era of market globalization, modern technology,
strong competition of powerful companies and brands, high production costs, limited access
to favorable sources of financing, difficult product placement, etc. For domestic farmers, the
following is important: greater use of state subsidies and European funds for agricultural and
rural development; stronger linkage of primary agricultural production with the
manufacturing sector; contracting purchase before commencement of production; customizing
product range to market requirements; economic diversification of production on farms;
association of agricultural producers for joint performance and protection on the market, etc.
These and similar methods and models can significantly reduce the risks faced by small farms
and other economic entities in rural areas.
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Figure 5. Scheme of development of rural areas [18]
The direct administrative influence on the development of agriculture and rural areas
is carried out by local self-government and, on a national scale, state authorities (Figure 5).
The prospects for the development of rural areas depend primarily on the level of economic
development of the country. The further development of agriculture and rural areas should be
based on agrarian and non-agrarian activities in rural areas. It requires managers capable of
creating the necessary financial base for serious socio-economic transformations in the
villages in order to ensure agricultural profitability and adequate living conditions of the rural
population [18].
The complexity of the agricultural sector, the intensity of challenges facing food
production, and the multidimensional aspects of rural development suggest that the state
needs to create a more stimulating institutional environment, to motivate farmers and other
rural residents for better management decisions and activities. The complexity of the food
production system and the heterogeneity of the participants in the production chain require
state response to their needs in the form of appropriate policies [16]. On the other hand, more
pronounced entrepreneurial initiative, innovation, and creativity of economic entities in the
agricultural and rural areas are necessary.
6. CONCLUSION
Although the theory and practice around the world have given different models of
successful agrarian and rural development management, in the Republic of Serbia the
management in this field has not yet been sufficiently improved, either at macro or micro
level, as confirmed by the situation in agriculture and rural areas, especially unsatisfactory
macroeconomic indicators related to this field, rural poverty, and low level of development of
small agricultural holdings, as the dominant economic entities in agriculture and rural
economy of the Republic of Serbia. The development management of agriculture, rural
economy, and agribusiness systems in the Republic of Serbia is not sufficiently adapted to the
needs of domestic farmers and other relevant economic entities in the agricultural and rural
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economy, both as a result of a number of inherited problems in this field, whose solution
requires much more extensive and more comprehensive efforts, and due to numerous current
problems, which in modern conditions burden domestic agriculture and rural areas. Also,
external challenges, i.e. global tendencies in the economy and society, such as economic
signals on the international market of agrarian products and political influences of the world
agrarian forces, largely determine business success in this field. Therefore, with a view to the
future development of agriculture and rural areas of the Republic of Serbia, a number of
improvements in the management of this field are necessary, both at macro and micro levels,
where it is important, besides the inevitable state support, to provide greater external support,
taking into account national interests in agriculture and the rural economy.
The starting hypothesis in this paper has been confirmed, and it can be concluded that,
if more contemporary models of agrarian and rural development management are developed
and applied in practice, adapted to the specifics of agriculture and rural areas of the Republic
of Serbia, with the advocacy of all key stakeholders in this field, better economic results in
agrarian and rural economy can be expected, both at macro and micro levels.
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Abstract: To successfully solve the complex real world problems multi-criteria group
decision-making approaches are recognized as reliable and effective. They include evaluating
and selecting alternatives regarding multiple possibly conflicting criteria with participation of
multiple decision makers. Satisfying decisions demand that a certain level of consensus
among decision makers is reached. Consensus in the rigorous form is defined as full and
unanimous agreement of all decision makers. However, unanimity is difficult to reach in real
world situations with larger and heterogeneous groups of decision makers. A consensus
process has a dynamic and iterative character. It consists of several consensus rounds. In each
stage the level of consensus is measured and decision makers, typically following the advice
of the moderator, adapt their preferences to increase the level of the consensus. In this study
focus is on the analytic hierarchy process and multiplicative preference relations that are
presented as pairwise comparison matrices. Consensus can be reached for all pairwise
comparisons providing a group consensus comparison matrix. In this case, individual and
group consistency is often taken into account. Another possibility is consensus of individual
priority vectors derived from individual comparisons matrices. This study presents an
overview of consensus models within the framework of analytic hierarchy process. An
example is provided to illustrate the similarities and the differences between the selected
consensus models.
Keywords: Multi-criteria analysis; Analytic hierarchy process; Group decision making;
Building consensus; Consistency

1. INTRODUCTION
To successfully solve the complex real world problems multi-criteria group decisionmaking approaches are recognized as reliable and effective. They involve evaluating and
selecting alternatives with regarding multiple possibly conflicting criteria with participation of
multiple decision makers.
Group decision making is a process that unites individual evaluations into a joint
group opinion. The complexity of the real world problems often exceeds the knowledge and
experiences of a single decision maker (DM). Therefore, a group of DMs, experts,
stakeholders, participants is more suitable to be included in the decision-making process. A
group possesses a greater variety of opinions, knowledge and experiences comparing to the
single decision maker. However, conflicts and oppositions can also be present in group
decision making.
In group decision making preference relations are common approaches to model
decision makers’ judgments. Here we will discuss the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and
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multiplicative preference relations that are presented as pairwise comparison matrices. AHP is
one of the most appropriate group multi-criteria decision making method [1]. In group AHP,
there are four basic approaches to derive the group priority vector from comparison matrices
of DMs [2, 3]: consensus, voting or compromise, and two aggregating methods [4]:
aggregation of individual priorities (AIP) and aggregation of individual judgments (AIJ).
When AIP individual priority vectors are aggregated into a group priority vector by weighted
arithmetic mean or weighted geometric mean. However, when AIJ only weighted geometric
mean method (WGMM) can be used to aggregate individual judgments into group judgments
because geometric mean is the only merging mathematical function that preserves reciprocal
property and satisfies the unanimity and homogeneity conditions [5]. WGMM has been used
in many applications [6-12].
Consensus in its rigorous form is defined as full and unanimous agreement of all DMs
[13-15]. In AHP consensus is defined as the situation where all DMs agree on the judgments
or priorities [16]. In spite of their different initial opinions all DMs are persuaded of a
consensual group decision [17]. Compromise is the state where DMs do not have the same
opinion about the judgments or priorities, but because they want to cooperate, they agree to
support something other than what they think to be the best [16]. According to these
definitions, the aggregating methods are only special cases of consensus or compromise. It is
easier to achieve a compromise than consensus. We also cannot be absolutely convinced that
consensus is reached and that all DMs really agree that it is the best result. Moreover, a good
decision may not satisfy any of the DMs, and a popular decision may not be good [16].
In this paper we focus on the consensus reaching process. However, unanimity is
difficult to reach in real world situations with larger and heterogeneous groups of DMs and a
soft consensus can be applied instead.
In group decision making, many consensus reaching models have been proposed.
Chiclana et al. [18] developed a consensus model that integrates consistency reaching module.
Wibowo and Deng [19] presented an interactive algorithm for consensus building for multicriteria decision making problem. Herrera-Viedma et al. [13] prepared a review of soft
consensus models in fuzzy environment.
Many methods have been proposed to improve the consensus level in group AHP.
Regan et al. [20] presented an iterative consensus reaching model for AIP. It is based on the
Lehrer-Wagner model [21] and the philosophy of negotiation. Srdjevic et al. [22] upgraded the
Regan’s model into a two-phase algorithm based on the optimal clustering of decision makers
in the first phase followed by the consensus process within and between sub groups. Kou et
al. [23] developed AIP consensus model based on the optimization model and optimal
weights. Consensus can be reached in AIJ for all pairwise comparisons providing a group
consensus comparison matrix [14, 24]. In this case, individual and group consistency is often
taken into account [25-28]. Altuzzara et al. [29] based their model on the Bayesian analysis.
Pedrycz and Song [30] proposed consensus models based on the information granularity.
This study presents an overview of consensus models within the framework of AHP.
A case study is provided to illustrate the similarities and the differences between the selected
consensus models.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 a short introduction in AHP is
provided. In section 3 selected consensus models are presented, that are applied to the case
study in section 4. In section 5 conclusions are made.
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2. ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS
The AHP is a multi-criteria decision making approach with hierarchical structure of
goal, criteria, subcriteria and alternatives. It is based on pairwise comparisons of objects on
the same level of hierarchy regarding the objects on the higher level using 1-9 Saaty’s
fundamental scale, which express the relative importance of objects. The pairwise
comparisons of n objects are represented in pairwise comparison matrix (PCM) A   ai j nn ,
with a ji  1/ ai j . PCM A is consistent if
ai j  aik ak j , i  1,..., n, j  1,..., n, k  1,..., n.

(1)

Since consistency is hard to achieve, the level of inconsistency is measured by consistency
ratio CR [31]
CRA 

a quotient of consistency index CI A 

CI A
RI n

A,max  n
n 1

(2)

which depends on the principal eigenvalue

A,max of PCM A, and random index RI n [31]. In general, CRA  0.1 is considered acceptably
consistent.
The priority vector w   w1 , w2 ,..., wn  can be derived from the PCM A by several
methods. One of the most known besides the eigenvector method is the row geometric mean
method (RGMM) [32]
T

wi 






1

n

n

 aij 
j 1




i 1 
n


1

n
aij 

j 1


, i  1,..., n.

(3)

n



Let assume that there are m decision makers DM1 , DM 2 ,..., DM m with PCMs
Ak   aij( k ) 

nn

, k  1,..., m



w k   w1 k  ,, wn k 

and priority vectors



T

, k  1,..., m.

   1 , 2 ,..., m  be the weights of importance DMs, with k  0, k  1,..., m and
T

AIP the group priority vector wg   w1g ,, wn g 

T

m


k 1

k

Let

 1. In

can be derived by weighted arithmetic

mean
m

w   k wi  k  , i  1,..., n.
g
i

(4)

k 1

In AIJ the group PCM can be derived by WGMM as
m

 

G  ( gij )nn , with gij   aij k 
k 1

k

.

(5)

If all individual PCMs are acceptably consistent, the group PCM is acceptably consistent [33].
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3. CONSENSUS MODELS
A certain level of agreement between DMs increases the effectiveness of the decisions
[19, 34]. However, consensus as unanimous agreement between DMs is hard to achieve
therefore soft consensus is a more realistic goal in real decision making situations. The soft
consensus process tends to bring the diverse group opinion closer until a predefined
agreement is reached [19]. Consensus building is usually based on the iterative process that
involves evolution of individual opinions towards the consensus opinion [13]. This can be
appealing for DMS because it can improve the participation of DMs, it can help managing the
conflicts in their opinions and the final result can be more acceptable for all DMs [19, 35]. A
consensus process has a dynamic and iterative character. It consists of several consensus
rounds and in each round the degree of consensus, which is associated with the closeness of
individual opinions, is measured [25]. The closeness of group opinion can be measured by the
distance between the priority vectors, compatibility index or any other consensus measure.
The consensus building process is typically managed by the moderator. Models
involving moderator are more promising in practice [13]. The moderator controls the
consensus process and does not participate in the evaluations. When moderator receives
preferences of all DMs he calculates values of the selected consensus measure to identify the
level of consensus. If it is high enough the consensus process ends. Otherwise the moderator
gives advice to the DMs, how to adapt their preferences. The advice can be given to all DMs
or only to one or two the most discordant DMs. Some consensus models demand from DMs
to follow the advice of the moderator and to adapt their preferences to increase the level of
consensus. The other models leave the decision about the adjustment of the preferences to the
DMs. If the decision is left to the DMs that could create a more comfortable group decision
environment [25]. However, the group can use some psychological concepts to persuade the
other DMs to follow the moderator’s recommendation [13].
The algorithm of the iterative soft consensus process should have integrated some stop
conditions [25]. The threshold for the soft consensus should be defined according to the
measurement of the consensus. Also maximal number of consensus iterations should be
defined in advance. If all DMs rejected the modification of their preferences the consensus
process stops.
We selected several consensus models to discuss their similarities and differences. For
AIP we present Regan et al.’s [20] consensus model. The model presumes that all DMs adapt
their priority vectors in each iteration round and that the adaptations are obligatory. The
weights of importance of DMs cannot be assigned in advance, but are defined before the first
iteration and are based on the strength of the differences between the pairs of DMs for each
criterion
1  0 ws(i )  0 ws( j )
(6)
wsij  n
0 (i )
0 ( j)
 1  ws  ws
j 1





 

The weights of importance are gathered in matrices Ws  ws

mm

. Let 0 Ps denote the vector

Ps  Ws 0 Ps  1ws1 ,..., 1ws m , s  1,..., n.

(7)

0

of DMs’ priorities of the criterion s:

Ps   0 w1s ,..., 0 wsm  . The updated priorities of the

criterion s after the first iteration result in
1

ij
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The process is repeated with the same weights of importance:
r

Ps  Ws  0 Ps , s  1,..., n.
r

(8)

As r approaches infinity, the revised priorities of criterion s converge towards the consensual
priority c ws  c ws(1)  ...  c ws( m) , which is equal for all DMs and where c is the number of
iterations needed to reach convergence. The convergence is guaranteed [36].
For AIJ the goal of the consensus process is group consensus PCM. The result of
aggregation of individual PCMs by WGMM is a compromise and not a consensual result and
could be unsatisfactory for DMs because it does not take into account the whole range of the
individual judgments. Whether the judgments are all similar to the geometric mean or they are
very diverse the geometric mean could be identical. For AIJ we selected five consensus
models [14, 25-28]. All models have similar consensus algorithm.
Algorithm
Input: PCMs A1 , A2 ,..., Am of m DMs, all acceptably consistent
   1 , 2 ,..., m  the weights of importance of DMs
the threshold value of the consensus index (C) 
the maximum number of iterations T
T

Output: the number of iterations t, 0  t  T
final PCMs A1 , A2 ,..., Am
group PCM G 
Step 1: Set t  0 and Ak0   aij( k )0 nn   aij( k ) nn , k  1,..., m.
k

Step 2: Calculate the group PCM G t   gijt nn , gijt    aij( k )t  .
m

k 1

Step 3: Calculate the consensus indices C for all DMs. If all C   or t  T , then go to Step 5,
otherwise continue with the next step.
Step 4: Select one DM h (or a pair of the most incompatible DMs, depending on the model)
with maximal consensus index C. The moderator suggest him to update his PCMs from A( h )t
to A( h)t 1 by using

1
(9)
aij( h )t 1   aij( h) t   xijt 
t

t

where t , 0  t  1, is a parameter which determines the amount from DM’s old PCM that is
preserved in his new PCM and xijt is a part that changes DM’s new PCM and depends on the
model. If DM accepts moderator’s advice, than A( k )t 1   aij( k ) t 1 nn , k  1,..., m with
( k ) t 1
ij

a

( k ) t t
t 1 t

 aij   xij  , k  h

aij(k)t ,
kh



(10)

Set t=t+1 and return to Step 2. If DM rejects the moderator’s advice, set Akt 1  Akt , k  1,..., m,
t=t+1 and return to Step 2.
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Step 5: Let Ak  Akt , k  1,..., m and G  Gt . The output solution is A1 , A2 ,..., Am , G  and the
number of iterations t. End the algorithm.
Dong et al. [14] proposed two consensus models based on the RGMM prioritization
method. In their model, only one DM with the maximal consensus index C is advised to adapt
his PCM. In the first model, they defined the geometric cardinal consensus index (GCCI)





GCCI  Ak   ( n1)(2n2)  log  aij( k )   log  wig   log  wgj  ,
i j

2

(11)

that is based on the geometric consistency index [32]. Smaller values of GCCI indicate higher
cardinal consensus. In the second model, they defined geometric ordinal consensus index
(GOCI)
n

GOCI  Ak   1n  ri( k )  ri g ,

(12)

i 1

where ri( k ) is rank of the i-th criterion regarding w( k ) . Smaller values of GOCI indicate higher
ordinal consensus. In both models in Step 4, eq. (9) and (10), xijt , a part that changes DM’s
PCM, is defined as the quotient of the group weights:
 w gt
xijt   igt
w
 j


 ,


(13)

where wgt   w1gt ,, wn gt  is group priority vector derived from PCM G t by the RGMM in
T

iteration t. The parameter  in eq. (9) and (10) is set arbitrary. The DMs in their models have
to adapt their preferences.
Wu and Xu [26] proposed a consensus model that is not based on any prioritization
method. In their model, DM with the maximal group consensus index (GCI) cannot decide
himself but has to adjust his PCM. GCI is based on the compatibility index [37]
n

n

GCI  Ak   n12  aij( k ) g ji .

(14)

i 1 j 1

Smaller values of GCI indicate more compatibility between DM and the group with value 1
indicating full consensus. A part that changes DM’s PCM, is defined as the element from
group PCM :
xijt  gijt ,

(15)

The parameter  is set arbitrary.
Dong and Saaty [25] proposed a similar model as Wu and Xu [26] with the same xijt ,
based on GCI. However, in their model DM can decide whether he wants to adapt his PCM or
not. They proposed the threshold value of GCI to be set at   1.01 allowing 1% of deviation.
The parameter  is set arbitrary and can change in each iteration. They proved that the
acceptable consistency of the initial PCMs is preserved in the iteration process. They suggest
that moderator is not mandatory and that the propositions to the DMs can be provided by
computer.
Dong and Cooper [27] presented a peer to peer adaptive consensus model. They
proposed that the pair of two most disagreeable DMs with maximal individual consensus
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index (ICI) adapt their preferences. ICI is similar to GCI with smaller values indicating higher
degree of consensus:
n

n

ICI k l  n12  aij( k ) a (jil ) .

(16)

i 1 j 1

A part that changes DM’s PCM, is defined as the element from PCM of the other selected
DM q:
xijt  aij(q)t .

(17)

Parameter  in their model depends on the sums of ICIs.
m



( k )t

 1



j 1, j  k ,l

ICI kj

m
 m

2   ICI kj   ICI lj 
j 1, j  k ,l
 j 1, j  k ,l


(18)

Dong et al. [28] proposed a consensus model with a twofold feedback mechanism.
They defined consensus index based on logarithms:
n

n

LGCI k   log aij( k )  log gij

(19)

i 1 j 1

and set the same xijt as Wu and Xu [26] and Dong and Saaty [25]. However, they proposed
that if DM rejects to adapt his preference, his weight of importance reduces with parameter
 , that is provided by moderator.


t 1
k





  t   ht 1   t   ht , k  h


1   ht 1   t   kt , k  h







(20)

They proposed the threshold value  of LGCI to be set at 0.01 to 0.1 allowing from 1% to
10% of deviation.
4. CASE STUDY
The selected consensus models were applied to the data from the study, which goal was to
select the optimal strategy for the development of Pohorje, a mountainous area in northeastern
part of Slovenia. The first part of this study was SWOT analysis of Pohorje. Twelve local
stakeholders, experts from the fields of forestry, agriculture, tourism, and nature protection
made pairwise comparisons of SWOT groups. Their judgments were diverse. We took their
data and simulated consensus building processes. In all models we made some identical
assumptions. We set the maximal number of iterations to 20. We presumed that all DMs are
T
equally important with    121 , 121 , 121 , 121 , 121 , 121 , 121 , 121 , 121 , 121 , 121 , 121  at the beginning of the
consensus process. The prioritization method was RGMM in all models. We set parameter
 , that defines the part of the DM’s PCM that is preserved from the previous iteration, at
  0.8 . First we applied WGMM as a non-consensus approach. Then we applied all selected
consensus models. The results are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. The priority vectors gained from consensus models
WGMM Regan et al.
Strengths
Weaknesses
Opportunities
Threats

0.251
0.216
0.321
0.212

0.255
0.216
0.310
0.218

Dong et al. Dong et al. Wu and Dong and Dong and
GCCI
GOCI
Xu
Saaty
Cooper
0.236
0.223
0.306
0.235

0.294
0.161
0.372
0.173

0.283
0.201
0.320
0.197

0.250
0.230
0.293
0.227

0.256
0.212
0.328
0.203

Dong et al., a twofold
feedback mechanism
0.262
0.208
0.326
0.204

With Regan et al.’s [20] model the consensus (on four decimal places) was reached in
6 iterations. In Dong et al.’s [14] GCCI model we set the threshold value   GCCI  0.35 , as
was proposed in the authors example. The threshold was reached in 9 iterations. Five
stakeholders have to change their judgments, from them two stakeholders two times and one
stakeholder even three times (in the first, second and fifth iterations). In Dong et al.’s [14]
GOCI model we set the threshold value   GOCI  1 , while authors proposed 0. The
threshold was not reached in 20 iterations. Only four stakeholders have to adapt their
judgments: two DMs six times, one DM five times and one DM three times. For Wu and Xu’s
[26] model we set   GCI  1.1 , which was proposed by the authors. The threshold was not
reached in 20 iterations, two DMs have to made five adaptations, one DM four adaptations,
one DM three, one DM two and one DM one adaptation. In Dong and Saaty’s [25] model
with equal terms as Wu and Xu’s [26] model we presumed that every DM is willing to make
one adaptation and that all DMs reject the second adaptation. The consensus process stopped
after twenty iterations. All DMs made one adaptation of their judgments. For Dong and
Cooper’s [27] model we set   ICI  1.1 . We assumed that all pairs of DMs would make the
adjustments. The threshold was reached after seventeen iterations. All DMs have to made at
least one adjustment and the same pair of DMs has to repeat the adjustment only in the 16th
and in the 17th iteration. Dong et al. [28] in their twofold feedback mechanism model
proposed   LGCI  0.1 and we took the same threshold in our study and set   0.8. We
presumed that every DM is willing to make one adaptation and that all DMs reject the second
adaptation. The consensus process stopped after 20 iterations.
The results show similar ranking of the SWOT groups by all models. However, the
weights differ. The highest weight by all models was gained by opportunities and it varies
from 29.3% to 37.2%. Strengths were placed the second by all models, the weight varying
from 23.6% to 29.4%. Weaknesses and threats shared the third and the fourth place with
similar weights, varying from 16.1% to 23.5%.
The application of the consensus models shows that some models have shortcomings.
Our finding was that the consensus process should not have too many iteration rounds. Many
iteration rounds can be inconvenient for DMs. They could lose the focus if they have to make
many adaptations to their judgments and their initial preferences can blur. We set the number
of iterations to 20, but it can also be smaller. One of the main drawbacks is that the model
forces the DM to change his preferences many times, while the other DMs can preserve their
preferences. In our application DMs have to adjust their judgments up to six times in twenty
iterations. This could cause that the selected decision maker feels uncomfortable and that he
does not support the final result. The final result in such case could be less consensual than
the results of WGMM. On the basis of this discussion we do not recommend Dong et al.’s
[14] GCCI and GOCI models and Wu and Xu’s [26] model. In models, when DMs can decide
about the adaptation of their judgments, we presumed that each DM is willing to change his
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judgments only once. We find as a deficiency that all models state that once DM rejects to
adapt his opinion, he cannot change his mind in the future iterations. We think that it can be
convenient to allow DMs to change his mind. For example: DM adapts his judgments in the
first iteration. Then he is not willing to adapt his judgment in the next iterations. Nevertheless,
when all DMs adapt their judgments, he could be prepared to adapt his judgments again.
The second problem is how to define the threshold for the consensus index to be
reachable within a few iterations. The threshold depends on the initial consensus of the DMs.
We took the proposals from the literature, which was suitable in majority of the models.
However, the threshold for LGCI in Dong et al.’s [28] twofold feedback mechanism model
was far too low. We do not recommend this model until a broader research about LGCI and
its values is carried out.
Another important issue is determination of parameter  , which defines the amount
from DM’s old PCM that is preserved in his new PCM. In the literature, different values were
proposed and applied in the examples, but the values were not substantiate enough. The only
model that included the calculation of the parameter  is Dong and Cooper’s [27] model. The
values of parameter  ranged from 0.703 to 0.797, which stimulated us to set   0.8 for all
the other models.   0.8 also preserves a great part of DM’s PCM. However, how to define
the suitable value of parameter  needs further analysis.
At the end of this discussion, we recommend three consensus models as suitable to be
employed in applications. The first one is Regan et al.’s [20] model, which is suitable for AIP,
forces all DMs to adapt their preferences and stops in a few iterations. The second and the
third models are Dong and Saaty’s [25] model, where one DM is advised to correct his
preferences, and Dong and Cooper’s [27] model, where two DMs are advised to correct their
preferences, both models suitable for AIJ and both allowing DMs to decide for themselves if
they want to adapt their judgments.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The paper discussed the group decision making in AHP. The most desirable result of
the group decision making is consensus although it is hard to be reached in the real world
problems. Therefore soft consensus, with predefined degree of consensus is looked-for. There
are many consensus reaching models presented in the literature. We selected several models
and applied them to the case study. The results showed that not all models can be
recommended for the applications. We exposed some shortcomings and some not enough
researched topics. We proposed three consensus models as suitable to be used in applications.
However, more studies should be performed to confirm our selection.
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Abstract: Enterprises do not operate in a vacuum, but their functioning is influenced by
numerous internal and external factors. In contrast to internal factors that are under their
control, external factors are those that enterprises cannot control and they only can adjust their
operations according to them, if they want to do business successfully. In this context, it can
be concluded that there is necessity for analysis of the environment in which enterprises
perform their activities, so the policy makers in any country can identify its impact on the
performance of enterprises (micro level), but also, broadly, on the performance of the national
economy as a whole (macro level). On the basis of such analysis, appropriate strategic reform
program should be formulated and efficiently implemented in order to create the incentive
environment that will support the growth of existing enterprises and encourage starting of
new businesses.
This is particularly important for CEE and SEE transition economies, having in mind that
most of them are facing with numerous disruptions and imbalances inherited from the central
planning period as well as the growing challenges posed by the global market. Recent global
economic crisis caused the deepest recession they have experienced since the start of
transition to market-oriented economies. The economies that accumulated relatively more
substantial internal and external imbalances before the crisis suffered more severe
contractions in output and most of them face a more sluggish economic recovery. Economic
progress, transformation of their economic system and their greater involvement in global
economy is unimaginable without the implementation of intensive and efficient business
environment reforms. In that sense, the aim of this paper is to analyze the business
environment characteristics in these countries and to perform the comparative analysis of their
business environment using the PROMETHEE method in combination with entropy method.
The results have shown that CEE economies have more incentive business environment and
they were more resilient to the crisis than SEE non-EU countries. In front of these economies
there is a long way of business environment reform, where first-ranked economies can be
benchmark partners of good practice. According to that, some recommendations and
guidelines for improvement of business environment in the future period has been defined.
Keywords: business environment, CEE and SEE countries, transition, reforms, economic
development, PROMETHEE method, entropy method
1. INTRODUCTION
The beginning of the transition of former command economies to the market
economies was accompanied by a number of negative effects, first of all, a decline in
production and employment. The depth and length of the transitional recession was almost the
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same as the one that affected the developed countries during the Great World Economic
Crisis. While the crisis has been relatively quickly overcome in the CEE countries, this initial
crisis has been only further deepened in most of SEE countries. Today, nearly three decades
after the start of transition, the reduction in the development gap among mentioned economies
has not yet been occurred.
In order to reduce the development gap, CEE and SEE economies need to create an
incentive business environment for the development of the private sector. The business
environment is a multidimensional concept and can be defined as a set of economic, political,
legal, institutional and regulatory conditions that affect the business operations in one country.
Otherwise, the business environment is most often considered in the context of the investment
policies of transition countries, having in mind that FDI played a key role in the recovery of
these economies [1]. The arrival of foreign investors was not only significant as a source of
capital and new technologies, but also as an expression of confidence in the transition to the
market economy. Therefore, governments in transition economies were trying to liberalize
their national investment regimes, by effective implementation of reform processes, in order
to eliminate barriers for foreign investors’ entry. In addition, it should be born in mind that
there has been a significant decline in the volume of investments in recent years, due to the
effects of the global economic crisis in 2008, which intensified the competitive struggle for
attracting foreign investors among the transition economies [2].
In this sense, the main goal of this paper is to evaluate the business environment
determinants in the observed countries and their synthesis, by using the multi-criteria analysis,
into a single indicator - the level of preference, as an indicator of the business environment’
quality that enables the ranking of observed transition economies according to the quality of
the business environment. On the basis of the obtained results, the strategy for business
environment improvement in the following period is defined.
2. DETERMINANTS OF THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
Given that there are many different definitions of the business environment, there is no
unique set of determinants that compose it yet. Each author defines the appropriate set of
determinants starting from his own understanding or definition of a business environment.
However, there are also certain determinants that are common, since they often appear in
scientific papers, studies and reports of international institutions, such as: macroeconomic
environment, efficiency of the goods market, infrastructure development, government quality,
administrative procedures and tax system. This set of determinants business environment was
taken into consideration in this paper.
2.1. MACROECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT
Macroeconomic stability is a key driver and a fundamental precondition for economic
growth and the development in transition countries. The most important indicators of
macroeconomic stability for domestic and foreign investors are those that directly influence
their financial statements and the possibility to expand of operations, which are primarily
related to the level of price and currency stability, the level of indebtedness and economic
relations of a particular economy with foreign countries.
The necessity of maintaining the price stability arises, of course, from the effects that
inflation/ deflation has on the business operations and the growth and development of the
economy as a whole. Based on the price level trend in some country, a fairly real picture of
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the business conditions, the government quality and progress in the implementation of
structural reforms can be obtained. However, since it reflects primarily the internal balance of
a particular economy, foreign investors usually complement this first, coarse picture with
indicators about fiscal discipline and the external position of the country, in order to gain a
wider insight into the possibilities and cost-effectiveness of investments in that economy.
When it comes to fiscal discipline, it should be emphasized that it is very important for
CEE and SEE countries that they do not delay service of public debt. Although they can
achieve some short-term goals in this way, such behaviour of the governments in transition
countries sends a bad message to investors. If they consider the country highly risky due to
the accumulated public debt that threatens to cause illiquidity and instability in the economy,
foreign investors require the guarantee of international economic and financial institutions,
such as the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the World Bank, the
International Development Bank, etc., before investing in certain country [3]. However, it
often happens that the support of these institutions fail, which jeopardizes the inflow of FDI
and leads to further debt accumulation.
In the end, it is necessary to take in consideration the external position of some
country in order to obtain a complete picture of its macroeconomic environment. Given that
the current account balance is the result of the imbalance of the capital balance, i.e. the
category that closes the discrepancy between capital inflows and outflows, it is the most
frequently used indicator of external position in macroeconomic analysis. As in the case of
indebtedness, the sustainability of the current account and its financing became even more
important after the emergence of the global economic crisis.
2.2. EFFICIENCY OF THE GOODS MARKET
Bearing in mind that modern markets, especially in transition countries, largely
deviate from the model of perfect competition, engaging the state in the sphere of regulating
market structures is becoming one of the key business environment determinants. By
implementation the necessary measures in this area, it is possible to protect and strengthen
competition, which through competitive struggle leads to an increase in efficiency of the
economy as a whole. Although the benefits of the competition policy and anti-monopoly
policy implementation are more than obvious and the transition process began nearly three
decades ago, most of transition economies have still failed to leave their heritage from the
central planning period [4], so one of the key segments of the transition to a market economy
is the formulation of an effective competition policy and anti-monopoly policy and the
establishment of the necessary institutions responsible for its implementation.
The trade policy of a certain transition economy is a key link through which the
transmission of price signals from the world to the domestic market is carried out and which
ensures efficient integration of that economy into the world trading system. Increasing
openness and integration of these economies into global trade flows can lead to their
accelerated development through the application of new technic and technology and access to
the larger market. Whether these opportunities will be used or not depends to a large extent on
the trade policy reform in transition economies and the development of institutions that
support its implementation.
2.3. INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT
The World Economic Forum [5] emphasize that “well-developed infrastructure
reduces the effect of distance between regions, integrating the national market and connecting
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it at low cost to markets in other countries and regions.” Therefore, it is a particularly
important factor for multinational companies, given that the investments of these companies
are mainly efficiency-seeking, aimed at meeting the needs of the global, regional and local
market. In this sense, developed infrastructure reduces market entry costs, facilitates exports
and can represent a comparative advantage of a given country in relation to others that have
similar input costs, such as labour and land, but which have an underdeveloped infrastructure
[3].
The most important segments of infrastructure are transport infrastructure,
telecommunications and energy supply. Efficient transport infrastructure, which means the
existence of high-quality roads, railways, ports and airports, ensures normal carrying out of
economic activities, since it enables that companies distribute their goods and services on
time, with the lowest cost as possible. Furthermore, the solid and extensive
telecommunications network allows for a rapid and free information flow, which increases
overall economic efficiency by helping to ensure that companies can communicate and
economic actors can make decisions by taking into account all available relevant information
[5]. In the end, there is a need to ensure companies a free and secure access to energy in
sufficient quantities, so that companies can function smoothly, especially for manufacturing
sector [6]. If investors have to wait months to connect their plants to the network, the
profitability of their investment can be significantly reduced. On the other hand, the energy
flow must be stable, because a single unscheduled interruption in the operation of the
machine, especially in the case of modern and technologically advanced equipment, can
expose the company to significant costs [3].
Regulatory reform is a precondition for the development of infrastructure capacities,
since effective regulation leads to commercialization of this sector and attracting the
necessary, primarily foreign, investments. However, it is very difficult for transition
economies to establish an efficient regulatory system due to the lack of financial resources
and professional staff. Therefore, there is a need to increase private sector involvement in
infrastructure sector, which encourages competition struggle, cost rationalization and
harmonization of prices. Apart from trying to increase business efficiency, private owners
much less tolerate delays in payment, which leads to an increase in the rate of collection of
receivables and greater financial discipline, not only in the infrastructure sector, but also in
other sectors of the economy [7].
2. 4. GOVERNMENT QUALITY
One of the simplest, but also the most effective, things that government in a given
country can do to improve the quality of the business environment is to improve its
management. Bearing in mind that the political and economic development are closely linked
and mutually conditioned, the importance of government quality in transition economies is
reflected in finding the optimal relationship between the state and the market, while it should
be born in mind that their operations are complementary.
The constant change in legislation has a negative impact on the possibility of
forecasting project investment returns, especially in the case of foreign investors. They will
change the destination of their investment, if the estimated risk degree significantly exceeds
the return on investment rate. Even if legal regulations are favourable at the time of the
decision making, the uncertainty of future business environment may discourage investors. In
order to reduce the uncertainty of the business operations, some countries defined calendar of
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regular changes in certain legal regulations, so that companies know in advance when the
relevant changes in the regulations will occur.
Beside the way in which appropriate legislation is adopted, the legal aspect of the
reforms also refers to the implementation of the adopted legislation. This aspect of the
business environment is of particular important for foreign investors since they, in addition to
certainty and predictability, insist on protecting their rights and property and the judiciary
efficiency. Moreover, the perception of the rule of law in the country can also influence the
choice of investment options. For example, in conditions of inefficient judiciary and
proprietary rights protection, investors will decide to invest in the trade sector, where the
return on capital period is much shorter, than in long-term innovative projects, which are
associated with slower accumulation [8].
Corruption is one of the most reliable indicators of the business environment quality.
The widespread prevalence of corruption increases the investment costs, due to existence of
cost for ensuring the rents through the lobbying and bribery (so-called dead weight costs) [9],
which, according to the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), can
increase the cost of foreign investors by as much as 4% and it is enough to influence the
decision about investing in a particular country [3].
It should be noted that the consequences of unfavourable political circumstances, and
especially war conflicts, is very difficult to neutralize, given that it takes a lot of time to
rebuild the country and even more to "restore" the confidence of foreign investors [10]. If
foreign investors consider that their employees and property will not be safe in a particular
country, they will not even undertake planned investment, because their realization requires
additional costs related to insurance of assets and employees. On the other hand, the frequent
stopping and renewal of business operations in accordance with political circumstances is too
expensive, especially for industrial enterprises, because it additionally increases the costs of
doing business both domestic and foreign business entities in countries characterized by
significant political uncertainty.
If the effects of mentioned factors are not eliminated or, at least, minimized, any other
benefits (such as low tax rates or free construction land) will not be able to attract foreign
investors and motivate local businesses entities to increase their investments and scope of
activities.
2.5. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES
Foreign investors and business entities in transition countries are faced with significant
institutional constraints when they are starting a business. So called the guillotine of regulations
in transition economies requires considerable time and significant costs, so the creation and
implementation of reform measures in the area of starting a business are a long-lasting and
complex processes, that include the legal, institutional and organizational aspect of the reforms
[11]. As this process often involves a large number of institutions, which make starting a
business more complicated and expensive, potential investor can give up of starting a business
or decide to operate in the informal sector. Having in mind that the development of the informal
economy has many negative effects, reducing the duration and costs of doing these procedures
is one of the most effective ways for transition economies to deal with this problem.
The basic postulate of market economy functioning is the existence of private
ownership. Since the most of transition economies are faced by numerous problems in
implementation of property transformation, protection of property rights is the main driving
force behind the acceleration of this process. Strengthening the property rights is particularly
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important for the FDI flow, since foreign investors, regardless of other host country
characteristics, will not invest their capital in countries where their property will not be
protected from embezzlement, theft, crime and unlawful deprivation by the state. In addition,
too long and expensive procedures for registering ownership postpone the start of the
business, which can make foreign investors to give up on investment or to reduce planned
investments, as these additional costs and delayed start of business operations endanger the
market position. The registered and legally protected investor's assets make it easier for them
to access financial assets (because in this way they can use assets as collateral) and encourage
them to invest more.
2.6. TAX SYSTEM
Creating a stable and sustainable tax system is considered as one of the priorities of
the transition to a market economy. An efficient tax system enables the fight against
corruption and the shadow economy, increases FDI inflows and accelerates the completion of
other reform processes. In recent years, there has been a downward trend in tax rates in
transition countries, which seek accelerate growth by increase of tax competitiveness.
Improving the tax competitiveness is particularly important for small and undeveloped
economies, which cannot offer foreign investors any other benefits for starting a business.
Practice has shown that the unfavourable situation of exogenous factors (such as market size,
geographical location, resource availability, etc.) and a number of insufficiently incentive
aspects of the business environment can, in many cases, be compensated by an efficient tax
policy, which implies the definition of optimal tax rates and approving the appropriate tax
incentives.
As the stability and efficiency of tax rate policy is considered as key factor for real
sector restructuring, the development of the SME sector and the attraction of foreign
investors, the transition countries were primarily concentrated on achieving this goal, while
the development of the tax administration was initially neglected. After some progress has
been made in the tax rate policy reform, most transition economies have aimed their reform
processes in this area at minimizing the complexity and duration of procedures for paying
taxes. Analysing the importance of tax administration reform and the simplification of tax
procedures, Max Baucus, one of the US senators, concluded that "the complexity of tax
procedures itself is a kind of tax" [11]. Bearing in mind the advantages of rapid development
of information technologies, a large number, primarily developed, and later a number of
transition countries also have introduced a system for electronic filling of the necessary
documentation, and very often the execution of all necessary payments electronically, as the
most efficient way to reduce this type of indirect tax burden. In this way, eliminating
unnecessary paperwork and interaction between businessmen and tax officials are eliminated,
as well as the possibilities for corruption occurrence.
3. DATA
In order to preform comparative analysis of business environment in CEE and SEE
countries, the data representing the mentioned determinants should be obtained. In that sense,
in the Table 1 there are indicators used for multi-criteria analysis with their sources.
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Table 1. Indicators of business environment determinants
Determinants

Macroeconomic
environment

Efficiency of the
goods market

Indicators
Anti
inflation/forex
policy
General
government
gross debt
(in %GDP)
Current account balance
(in %GDP)
Market-based
competition
Anti-monopoly policy
Liberalization of foreign
trade
Roads
Ralways

Infrastructure
development

Electric power
ICT
Role of Law

Control of corruption
Government quality

Government
effectiveness
Political Stability and
Absence of Violence
Regulatory quality
Time to start business
Cost of starting business

Administrative
procedures

Time to register property
Cost to register property
Time to pay taxes
Income tax

Tax system

Labor
tax
contributions
Other taxes

and

Source
Bertelsmann Stiftung's Transformation Index (BTI)
https://www.bti-project.org/en/country-reports/ [12]
IMF, World Economic Outlook Database, April 2018
https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2018/01/weodata/we
oselgr.aspx [13]
IMF, World Economic Outlook Database, April 2018
https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2018/01/weodata/we
oselgr.aspx [13]
Bertelsmann Stiftung's Transformation Index (BTI)
https://www.bti-project.org/en/country-reports/ [12]
Bertelsmann Stiftung's Transformation Index (BTI)
https://www.bti-project.org/en/country-reports/ [12]
Bertelsmann Stiftung's Transformation Index (BTI)
https://www.bti-project.org/en/country-reports/ [12]
EBRD, Transition Report
http://www.ebrd.com/transition-report-2017-18 [14]
EBRD, Transition Report
http://www.ebrd.com/transition-report-2017-18 [14]
EBRD, Transition Report
http://www.ebrd.com/transition-report-2017-18 [14]
EBRD, Transition Report
http://www.ebrd.com/transition-report-2017-18 [14]
WB, Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI)
http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/#home [15]
WB, Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI)
http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/#home
WB, Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI)
http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/#home
WB, Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI)
http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/#home
WB, Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI)
http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/#home
WB, Doing Business database
http://www.doingbusiness.org/data [16]
WB, Doing Business database
http://www.doingbusiness.org/data [16]
WB, Doing Business database
http://www.doingbusiness.org/data [16]
WB, Doing Business database
http://www.doingbusiness.org/data [16]
WB, Doing Business database
http://www.doingbusiness.org/data [16]
WB, Doing Business database
http://www.doingbusiness.org/data [16]
WB, Doing Business database
http://www.doingbusiness.org/data [16]
WB, Doing Business database
http://www.doingbusiness.org/data [16]

[15]
[15]
[15]
[15]

As it can be seen from Table 1, there are 3-5 indicators for each determinant that
represent state in certain area. Also, used data are from different sources, increasing
objectivity of the research.
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4. METHODOLOGY
In order to perform a comparative analysis of the business environment in CEE and
SEE countries, multi-criteria analysis has been applied. The aim of multi-criteria analysis is to
rank numerous alternatives from best to worst, based on a large number of usually opposing
criteria. The PROMETHEE is one of the most prominent multi-criteria methods that can be
effectively used to solve very complex decision making problems. Furthermore,
PROMETHEE has good software support which enables additional processing and
presentation of obtained results. In order to identify and evaluate advantages and
disadvantages of each country, action Profiles were used in this research.
The PROMETHEE II method is an adequate method for solving problems whose aim
is multi-criteria ranking of final set of alternatives (in this case CEE and SEE countries) based
on a number of criteria which need to be maximized or minimized. For each observed
alternative this method calculate its value expressed in level of preferences. Thereby, each
alternative is evaluated based on the two preference flows. Positive preference flow φ + (P)
indicate how much is given alternative better than the other (according to all criteria).
Accordingly, the higher this preference flow is, the alternative is better. The negative flow of
preference φ - (P) indicates how much a given alternative is worse than the rest, and therefore
if this flow is lower, the alternative is better. After that, the PROMETHEE II method accounts
net preference flow φ (P) as the difference between these two flows [17-18].
On the bias of such calculated net preference flow, final ranking of alternatives is
performed, from the best one, with the highest net preference flow, to the worst one, with the
lowest net preference flow. To calculate mentioned flows, PROMETHEE II method requires
the specification of appropriate parameters for each criterion [17-18]:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Direction of preference, minimizing or maximizing;
Weight coefficients, indicating the importance of certain criteria;
Adequate preference function, that converts the difference between the two
alternatives in the level of preference, which ranges from 0 to 1. In PROMETHEE
methods following preference functions are available: Linear, Usual, U-shape, Vshape, Level and Gaussian;
Preference threshold (p), which represents the minimum deviation that decision
maker considers important for the decision making;
Indifference threshold (q), which represents the maximum deviation that decision
maker considered irrelevant for the decision making.

An appropriate approach to determine the weights of selected indicators is essential to
solving multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) problems because it may affect the rankings
of the alternatives. Generally, the weights can be classified into subjective weights and
objective weights depending on the information source [19]. Subjective weights reflect the
subjective judgment or intuition of the decision maker. But, when it comes to macroeconomic
analysis, it is very important to obtain objective weights in order to perform the reliable
comparative analysis of considered problem. Therefore, the entropy method was used for
determination of weights. The smaller the entropy value is, the smaller the disorder degree of
the system is and the weight coefficient of such indicator is lower.
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Application of PROMETHEE II method for the data on observed indicators in 2008
( ), negative
has produced the following results for the positive preference flows
( ) and net preference flows φ (Table 2).
preference flows
Table 2. Preference flows and rankings of CEE and SEE economies in 2008
Countries
SVK
POL
HUN
SVN
HRV
ROU
BGR
MKD
SRB
MNE
BIH
ALB

( )
0,3105
0,2927
0,3623
0,3056
0,2635
0,2389
0,2153
0,1570
0,0824
0,0805
0,0866
0,0564

( )
0,0767
0,0705
0,1432
0,1208
0,0851
0,1122
0,124
0,2171
0,3486
0,3661
0,4037
0,3838

( )
0,2338
0,2222
0,219
0,1849
0,1784
0,1267
0,0913
-0,0601
-0,2661
-0,2856
-0,3171
-0,3274

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

According to data from Table 2 it can be concluded that CEE countries that entered
EU in 2004 had the most favourable business environment in 2008. The first ranked was
Slovakia, followed by Poland, Hungary and Slovenia. Slovakia had advantage in all areas
except in road infrastructure and labour taxes and contributions. This country had very
favourable macroeconomic environment, having in mind that it met Maastricht criteria in
order to adopt euro in 2009. It is also among the first transition countries that have
implemented significant liberalization of prices and trade and strived to harmonize antimonopoly legislation with the practice of the European Union. In general, this country
improved its regulatory quality and government effectiveness in its implementation in the first
few years of EU membership. Poland had more disadvantages of business environment than
Slovakia, so it occupied the second position. The negative aspects of business environment in
this country are price and currency stability, gross government debt, time for registering
property and all aspects of tax system except other taxes. In addition, measures aimed at
simplification of registration of property and paying taxes procedures and lowering tax rates
was insufficient, so this country started to lagging behind other observed countries. But,
despite these limitations, Poland had a favourable business environment, with numerous
advantages. It have greatly improved infrastructure and the government quality after
accession to EU, especially in the area of regulatory quality, control of corruption (there have
been many cases in which corrupt officials have been accused for abuses before the State
Court ) and role of law.
It is interesting to note that Croatia, which at that moment has not joined EU, had
better business environment than Bulgaria and Romania that have accessed EU in 2007. Such
good ranking of Croatia is, before all, result of higher government quality (in all aspects,
except role of law and control of corruption) and improved tax system. In the area of
government quality, special progress has been made in the field of harmonization of national
regulations with the practice of the European Union in order to accelerate accession progress.
On the other hand, tax system was significantly improved in order to attract as many foreign
investors as possible, which was especially important in the light of current crisis.
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At the end of the rankings there are the rest of SEE countries – FRY Macedonia as the
eighth ranked, followed by Serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina and, at the very end,
Albania. FRY Macedonia was the best ranked country in the region primarily due to better
macroeconomic environment and tax system. At the end, it should be mentioned that Albania
was the last ranked country due to disadvantages in almost all observed areas and the most
prominent were infrastructure development, government quality and tax system. The fact that
the European Union rejected the request for accession of Albania several times, clearly
illustrate how much successful this country was in building market economy and democratic
institutions in the last period.
In order to identify progress in improvement of business environment, the ranking
results for 2016 are presented in the Table 3.
Table 3. Preference flows and rankings of CEE and SEE economies in 2016
Countries
SVK
POL
SVN
ROU
HRV
HUN
BGR
MKD
MNE
SRB
ALB
BIH

( )
0,3261
0,3413
0,2889
0,1966
0,2148
0,1895
0,1735
0,1663
0,0727
0,0558
0,0569
0,0891

( )
0,0507
0,0777
0,0977
0,0935
0,1176
0,1209
0,1164
0,1811
0,2950
0,2868
0,3454
0,3884

( )
0,2753
0,2636
0,1911
0,1031
0,0972
0,0686
0,0571
-0,0148
-0,2223
-0,2311
-0,2885
-0,2994

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Results presented in Table 3 point out that Slovakia and Poland retain their positions
from 2008 rankings and, according to that the most favourable business environment.
Slovakia has made significant improvements of business environment during the period 20082016. First of all this country significantly improved government quality by greater public
participation in the adoption of legislation through the public announcement of the draft law
on the internet in 2009, the introduction of so called "big protest" (which allows a meeting of
a body that passes a certain law with petitioners against the adoption of a law, if 500 people
sign a petition) [20]. Also, the competitive bidding has been improved and market pressures
have been increased in 2011, by adoption of numerous amendments to the Law on Protection
of Competition [21]. When it comes to anti-monopoly policy, it should be said that there are
some difficulties in its implementation, so this country does not have advantage in this area
anymore. Namely, Anti-Monopoly Office decisions has been frequently blocked and/or
delayed by the courts in Slovakia, e.g., the case of cartel formed by six construction
companies for making a cartel agreement on the construction of highways from 2006.
Although European Commission intervened, by applying a coherent anti-monopoly policy,
the procedure lasted long.
Poland also has not changed its position during the period. It retained second position
by strong pace of reforms in the area of macroeconomic stability, infrastructure development,
increase of government quality and simplifying and making less costly procedures of
registering property. Macroeconomic environment has been improved due to efficient
monetary policy of National bank of Poland (which set inflation control and the introduction
of the euro as the most important goals on its priority list) and austerity measures
implemented to overcome the crisis and decrease public debt. This country greatly improved
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its infrastructure primarily through public-private partnerships. In order to obtain adequate
regulatory environment for developments in infrastructure sector, new Law on public private
partnerships (2008) and Law on concessions (2009) has been adopted. Immediately after the
adoption of the necessary regulations, already in 2010, the Polish government has concluded a
significant number of public-private partnerships, primarily in the area of road network
improvement [22].
Hungary fell from third to sixth place, due to worsening of the macroeconomic
environment, as well as decrease of efficiency of goods market, government quality and
infrastructure quality. Hungarian business environment after 2010 has been characterized by
increase of government role in the economy, insufficient independence of judiciary, closing
the country for cooperation with international institutions, abuse of public office and
corruption [23]. The political situation in the country has greatly influenced the
implementation of economic policy, because the newly elected government was focused
primarily on implementation of measures aimed at achieving short-term goals and solving
current problems.
On the other hand, Slovenia improved its business environment and replaced Hungary
at the third position. Such significant improvement is result of reforms in the area of
administrative procedures for starting a business and tax system. Slovenia reduced the time
and cost of procedures to start a business Romania also improved its position in comparison
to 2008 rankings, moving from the sixth to the fourth position as a result of improved
macroeconomic stability and administrative procedures reforms. Despite the turbulent
political situation in the country, the inflation rate remained relatively stable throughout the
observed period. A moderate inflation rate was achieved primarily by the managed floating
exchange rate regime, which enabled better amortization of the imbalances caused by global
economic crisis and increase of the central bank's independence in the conduction of
monetary policy.
Croatia, Bulgaria and FRY Macedonia retained their positions, while some changes
have occurred at the bottom of the rankings. Montenegro and Serbia switched their positions
and Albania and Bosnia and Herzegovina, too. In the first case, the switch is result of
intensified reforms of administrative procedures in Montenegro. The latter switch is result of
little bit stronger pace of reforms in Albania in the areas of infrastructure development
(especially in the energy supply and telecommunication sector due to privatisation of state
monopoles) and government quality.
6. CONCLUSION AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
The obtained results pointed out that CEE countries gained a significant advantage
over other transition economies, due to efficient implementation of business environment
reforms. A significant part of the reforms was made at the very beginning of the transition. As
a result of progress in implementing the reforms, the countries of this region have become
members of the European Union, after which the reform processes are further intensified in
order to adapt to the single market of the European Union. Slovakia and Poland retained the
first two positions during the observed period, by significant progress in the previous period
as well as by continued progress in reforms implementation. Other CEE countries have
moved to the next five places, depending on progress in the reform process. Croatia is the
only SEE country that has set aside in relation to the other SEE countries and it has got closer
to the CEE countries according to business environment quality.
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During the observed period, the SEE countries occupied the last five places in the
rankings and the some changes in the order of the observed countries occurred, which are the
result of intensive reform processes, but also a significant lag in the previous period, primarily
due to the influence of political factors. At the end of the observed period, Bosnia and
Herzegovina took the last position, due to the slow implementation of reforms, primarily as a
result of a specific state arrangement. SEE countries should follow the example of the CEE
countries in the implementation of the reform processes and the first step in this process
would be definition of the reform strategy that should be consistent and coherent and
harmonized with the specific conditions that exist in each of these countries.
In order to ensure appropriate macroeconomic stability, SEE countries should
implement a consistent and coherent set of economic policy measures aimed at stabilizing
prices, disciplining the fiscal sector and integrating the economy into international economic
flows. In the monetary sphere, the primary goal is to increase the independence of the central
bank, in order to implement measures aimed at the stability of prices and foreign exchange
rates, depending on economic trends, rather than under to influence of the country's political
situation. One of the most important measures in this direction is that the Law on the National
Bank abolishes lending to the government, as Bulgaria has done.
The greatest challenge in this area during the observed period was public debt
management, particularly after global economic crisis and debt crisis. SEE countries should
establish a clear legislative framework defining the public sector debt limit. Certainly, it
doesn’t mean to completely abolish public debt, because in this way the positive effects on
economic development will disappear, but to reduce public debt to certain optimal borders,
which enable the achievement of stabilization goals. In determining the range in which public
debt should run, it should be guided by the rule that the public debt growth rate should not
exceed the rate of GDP growth.
Practice has shown (especially after global economic crisis in 2008) that there is no
economy that can work only on the basis of the invisible hand of the market, but the state
should regulate economic trends, to a greater or lesser extent, in order to prevent the negative
effects of potential imbalances. Therefore, it can be said that in market economies state need
to represent the guarantor of the free operation of market laws. Implementation of price
liberalization in sectors where monopolies still exist, through increased competition from the
private sector, is also one of the priorities in this area. In addition, quotas, permits and other
quantitative restrictions should be abolished, which give the exclusive right to particular
companies to import certain products. In order to increase the efficiency of anti-monopoly
legislation implementation, it is necessary to ensure stable inflow of funds to Commission for
the Protection of Competition operations and appropriate legislation to eliminate the
possibility that the government will affect the its work, departing from the adopted financing
plan. In the area of trade liberalization, the first step is simplification or abolishing of certain
import procedures that increase the costs and price of imported products, introduce the
electronic flow of customs documentation (which shorten the duration of import procedures
and reduce the possibility of corruption), and abolishing the procedures that are doubled.
There is no unique model of infrastructure reforms that would be universally
applicable (with minor adjustments) in all transition countries, but government should take
into account the characteristics of the institutional environment during the formulating a set of
reform measures, as well as the characteristics of each sector of infrastructure separately, such
as the ownership structure, the opportunities for introducing competition, the technology
development and its application, and the like.
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Having in mind that in most SEE countries infrastructure enterprises include several
organizational units that carry out a certain part of activities in the production of goods and
the provision of services of public interest, appropriate statutory changes should be carried
out. In some cases, it is necessary to merge several organizational units to ensure greater
efficiency in business (primarily in the area of investment projects implementation), but also
to reduce costs and rationalize the number of employees. On the other hand, in certain sectors,
organizational units should be separated and form several new companies. Namely, it is
necessary to distinguish the organizational units in the areas: production of goods and the
provision of services, distribution and maintenance of infrastructure capacities. This would
facilitate the privatization of new enterprises in the first two groups of companies, while the
maintenance of infrastructure capacities should be improved through concessions or publicprivate partnership projects. The most commonly used form of public-private partnership is
concession arrangement, so-called B.О.Т. (build-operate-transfer). It imply permission
granted by the state in a given country to foreign investors which enable them to build a new
or replace an existing infrastructure capacities and use them for a certain period of time, with
the obligation to transfer ownership of the property to the state after the expiration of the
contract. The earnings of investors in such projects consist of charging for the services
provided and / or the depreciated value of the investment over the duration of the concession
arrangement. In addition, in order to ensure continuous progress in the development of
infrastructure, it is necessary to strengthen the capacities and independence of the relevant
regulatory bodies in this area. The mentioned reforms would enable strengthening of
competition, reduction of prices and increase of quality of services provided.
Improving the government quality is one of the key challenges in improving the
business environment in SEE countries. The problem of inefficient fight against corruption is
particularly pronounced, so the state in these countries should primarily define the appropriate
strategy for combating this negative social phenomenon. In order to define an effective strategy,
government in these countries should formulate the appropriate dynamics, order and
combination of instruments, depending on the nature and causes of corruption in the specific
economy. In addition, the institutions responsible for the fight against corruption should
therefore be provided with adequate authorities and resources for effective and coordinated
action, which ensure their independence in work. At the same time, penalties for corruption,
conflict of interest and the failure to inform state officials about the property situation should be
increased.
In the area of regulatory quality, transparency in the regulatory process should be
increased and the public should be more involved in its definition. One of the most effective
measures is adopting and applying appropriate legal acts for debating and adopting the law, as
done in Hungary (this country has the Law on the enactment of the law and the Law on public
participation in preparation of law). In addition, transparency of law-making should be
ensured, as it has been done in Slovakia, by greater involvement of NGOs, economic entities
and general public. The public debates should be organized and the draft of the law should be
published on the Internet, so that all interested parties can take part in the law-making process.
It is necessary to introduce the Slovakian so-called "big protest", in order to avoid the
unwanted effects of law enforcement and practical problems in their implementation.
It can be said that reforms in the area of administrative procedures are one of the key
preconditions for the faster economic and social development of the SEE countries. The most
important factor for the improvement of this business environment aspect is the introduction
of electronic registration. By linking enterprises, tax authorities, social security and other
involved institutions, the created application leads to the formation of an appropriate
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"ecosystem of users" and it facilitates the flow of information between them. Bearing in mind
the mentality of people in most transition countries, one can say that the most important
precondition for successful automation is ensuring the support of wider public and employees
in the public services responsible for registration, because even the most advanced technology
will not make any improvements (in terms of reducing the costs and time necessary for
registration), if the actors on both sides of the ICT platform do not have the will and interest
to use it.
In the field of registering property, it is necessary to define the deadline for performing
the procedures in the real estate cadastre and to define sanctions for non-compliance with this
deadline (consideration should be given to the possibility of introducing a discount on
payment of the fee for performing this procedure, which can be funded from the salary of
employee responsible for its performing). In defining the deadline, the time necessary for
registering business entities in the Business Registers Agency can serve as a starting point.
The first step in reforming the tax administration is certainly its reorganization.
Namely, in most transition economies tax organizational units are formed by type of tax or
taxpayer, which causes their inefficiency and high costs of performing the necessary
procedures, as there are numerous overlaps in the performance of certain activities. In order to
improve the work of these services, a functional organization should be introduced, which
includes the grouping of tax administration tasks according to the functions like education of
taxpayers, registration, accounting, tax collection, legal services and consideration of
complaints and so on. In this way, the increase in the productivity and efficiency of these
organizational units, as well as the creation of more favourable conditions for control and
audit. However, it should be kept in mind that such a reorganization of tax administration
requires a lot of time (at least two years), since it requires gradual implementation and large
investments. Once this reorganization has been carried out, other reforms involve only a legal
and institutional upgrade.
In order to increase the predictability of changes in tax burden, government can
determine that tax rates will change once or twice a year over a precisely determined period of
time, creating a certain predictability of the environment in which companies operate. Bearing
in mind the far-reaching effects of tax policy on economic growth and development, most
authors agree that it is best for transition countries to reform the tax system so that it is based
on several types of tax, a limited number of different rates for each type of tax, a small
number of tax relief and broad tax base. On the one hand, it facilitates the work of the state
administration in the collection of taxes, which results in ensuring sufficient tax revenue for
the state functions and, on the other hand, it provides a favourable and non-discriminatory
business environment that fosters investment and development.
In front SEE countries, which were very poorly ranked, there are numerous challenges
of reform. They can be overcome by consistent and efficient implementation of the necessary
reform processes, which will create an incentive business environment for domestic
enterprises and foreign investors, ensuring their sustainable growth and development in the
future.
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Abstract:
Purpose: The paper tries to explain the relationship between diversity dimensions in the
senior management of the automotive SMEs in the Czech Republic and SMEs performance.
The paper suggests that diversity dimensions as gender, international experience, functional
background of the TMT members are critical for the success of the SMEs. The study aims at
broadening knowledge at TMT literature in the context of SMEs business domain.
Design/methodology/approach: The study represents quantitative analysis on TMTs
diversity based on the ground theory of upper echelons. The collected data in the paper are
primary and secondary and it has been collected mainly from Linkedin, Xing portals and from
30 surveys sent to the Automotive cluster managers in the Czech Republic. Additional data
have been gathered from the Automotive SMEs’ annual reports as well.
Findings: The paper empirical data findings for the period 2010-2015 show that social
networks among the top managers in the Automotive SMEs business domain are positively
related to SMEs performance. Along with that the study suggests that SMEs with diversified
TMTs tend to perform business with similar counterparts.
Research/practical implications: Paper implications shed a light on further research on
diversity dimensions in the SMEs management structures and it draws the need of deeper
studies on how social networks and diversity affect SMEs performance
Originality/value: The paper investigates diversity in Czech Automotive SMEs, which is
under-researched topic in the literature
Keywords: Top Management Teams, Diversity, Company performance, Automotive SMEs
1. INTRODUCTION
Diversity management is considered today as a very important factor influencing
substantially managerial efficiency and performance. It stems from the fact that the higher the
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diversity is, the higher efficiency and performance of the particular managerial team, because
diversity of individuals brings into the team different ideas, new opinions, fruitful exchange
of experiences and brainstorming atmosphere. Diversity means that composition of different
managerial teams, in our case top managers, boards of directors, managerial board and
supervisory boards is not homogenous in different factors as well as in the level of these
factors. Research on multicultural teams, however, suggests that national diversity has
positive effects for team effectiveness and performance. Diversity in national origin is
associated with diversity in values, cognitions and experiences that generate broader
knowledge bases and different perspectives within the team (Lambert, Cox, Lobel &
McLeod,1991; McLeod & Lobel, 1992; Watson, Kumar & Michaelsen, 1993). One of the
most important factors which can substantially increase the efficiency of decision-making of
top management teams (TMT) is the characteristics where we measure efficient composition
and diversity of TMT. Business World tries to find this efficiency by incremental (ongoing)
improvement of TMT. Moreover, diversity in SMEs is under-researched area, which brings
the attention of scholars and business in recent years (Pavlinek, 2017).
Top Management Team Diversity
TMT is considered as those who are in the upper echelons in an organization
(Hambrick& Mason, 1984). The potential members of TMT are CEO or chief executive,
president of the commissioner, director of finance, director of the operational, and so on.
These individuals are the major executives in an organization, and each of them provides
instructions and directives on making important decisions. Hambrick, et al. 1996) also add
that TMT is every executive at the level of directors. Amason (1996) states that TMT is upper
executives involved in the decision-making process for the company. In this case they are the
CEO. This definition is supported by West and Anderson (1996), West and Schwenk (1996),
and Amason and Sapienza (1997).
One of the most frequently discussed factors is gender diversity. The others are age,
nationality, race, professional background as well as interlocking directorate, independence
and others. Gender diversity means usually the percentage of women in the analysed
managerial team or the ratio between men and women in the team (Marinova et al, 2010).
Age diversity represents the number of team members in different age categories (Van der
Walt et al, 2006). Nationality and race diversity examines the ratio between the number of
local (domestic) and foreign members of managerial teams. Diversity in races brings different
cultural heritage and life experiences (Richard et al, 2000; Gundelach, 2014). Diversity in
professional background enriches the team discussion in exchange of the arguments from
versatile specialisations – engineering, law, business and others (Patrick and Kumar, 2012).
Independence means that the team member is not connected with the company by
business activities, family relationships, legal and other activities, threatening the independent
decision making of the team member (Chrobot-Mason and Aramovich, 2013).
To choose meaningful factors for analysis of managerial diversity is one task, the
other is to specify the optimal level of these factors for securing the maximal level of
efficiency and performance of the managerial team. It means that we have to find the ways
how to quantify the level of different above-mentioned factors as well as to try to specify the
optimal level of each factor. Analysis of literature sources showed that there are surprisingly
almost no references in this topic of quantification.
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2. METHODOLOGY
For the purpose of the study data collection from around 30 SMEs from the
Automotive sector in the Czech Republic has been gather for the period of 2010-2015. The
top managerial profiles have been gathered from social networks such as LinkedIn, Xing
databases and the business portal Czech Trade. The list of SMEs is attached in attachment
below. The paper quantifies selected TMT characteristics based on theory of upper echelons.
Optimal and Operational Level of Diversity
The task to quantify the level of the managerial diversity of the factor and to assess the
optimal level of each factor is in some factors logical and relatively easy, in others very
difficult because of the lack of logical arguments, enabling to do it. Moreover the “optimal
level” is theoretical figure, which may not be acceptable in managerial practice for different
reasons.
In this situation managers use more realistic figures based on their practical or expert
experiences. We can call this figure “operational level”. The construction of the optimal and
operational level in each diversity factor follows as our original contribution to the theory of
managerial diversity topic.
Gender diversity
Gender diversity (GD) is one of the only few factors, where the optimal level can be
set theoretically or logically easy. The optimal level is when the ratio of male and female in
the managerial team is 1 to 1, the same number of males and females. Mathematically we can
express it so that the level or value changes from 0 (zero) to 1 (one) in interval <0; 1>. Zero
value is the case when there are only male or female members in the managerial team, one
value is when the male and female are equal. The other values of gender diversity are
changing in the interval <0; 1> according to the real ratio of males and females.
In literature sources we can find the practical proposals of the operational level of GD.
The directives of EU suggest the value of 40 per cent of females in boards.
Age diversity
Age diversity (AD) is a little more complicated for construction of the optimal level of
the AD factor. Psychologically, people at the age of 40-45 have a couple of mitigations in
regard to experience and self-control. They tend to be more mature and though in the way of
perceiving the surrounding world. Therefore, people at this age sit in the board of the
directors. Their mature ways of thinking and their wisdom help them significantly in the
process of decision making. At first, it is necessary to specify the borders for different age
groups. Our proposal is to specify the borders in harmony with the duration of one human
generation i.e. about 25 years. The borders for manager’s production age are 20-45 and 46-70
years. Then the theoretically optimal level of age diversity is in case the team members are
divided into two border groups equally. In this case mathematically the AD level is 1 (one). In
case all team members belong only to the first or second border group, the AD level is 0
(zero). The other values of the age diversity are moving within the interval <0; 1> according
to the real ratio of members in both border groups.
According to our experiences, based on the interviews, discussion and statistical data,
we would suggest the operational level of AD 60 per cent of team members in 20-45 age
group and 40 per cent in 46-70 group.
Nationality diversity
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Nationality diversity (ND) from formal theoretical point of view and according to our
hypothesis above, the highest national diversity possible would be the optimal solution. It
means every team member is from different country. In this case the VD level is 1 (one) and if
all members are of the same nationality, the ND level is 0 (zero). The other values are
changing in the interval <0; 1> according to the real ratio of the members of different
nationalities in the team. For example, if boards consists of 8 members and 2 members are
from country A, 2 from country B, 2 from C and 2 from D, the ND level in this case is 0,5.
Practical experiences show that for the specification of the operational level of ND is
more useful to calculate with the team, divided into two halves and as operational level to
count with one half of local members and one half of foreign members as optimal division.
For the calculation of the race diversity we can use the same methodology as for ND.
Professional Background Diversity
Professional Background Diversity (PBD) counts with different professional
background of the team members. They are collaborating together, discussing the proposals
from different perspectives according to the background of the team members. We distinguish
the following backgrounds: engineering, law, finance, business.
If the team members are divided according to different backgrounds equally, then the
PBD reaches the optimal level of 1 (one). If all team members have the same background, the
PBD level is 0 (zero). The interval is again <0; 1> and the PBD value is changing in the
interval according to the division of the background of the team members.
The operational level of PBD in this case is in fact in harmony with the theoretical
value, but in some cases prefers the professional background which fits to the sector of
industry the company is operating in.
Level of Education
Dahlin et al. (2005) suggests that the diversity in education on TMT affect positively
the range and the depth of the information used. However, this might have an impact on the
information combination negatively. Nevertheless, the ratio of “cognitive bias” (Herrmann
&Datta, 2005; Hambrick & Mason, 1984) explains that it may become the supplement as
well. Bray et al. (1997) argues that education in a university should support the students’
career, taking into account that higher education is prone to higher chance in getting job. The
level of education also reflects the cognitive ability of the people and their skill. Moreover,
higher education is related to the higher capacity for processing the information and to the
ability to distinguish various situations (Schroder et al. 1967). Bantel and Jackson (1989) find
that top management team influences the knowledge of manage the firm and make a good
decision. Although educational background in business is not obligatory for those people who
enter the business world, it is better if the team members have educational background in
business and economy. Having that background, the members of the team have at least better
ability to manage the business and to make any decision related to the business compared to
those who do not have educational background in business. As a result, this ability gives
better value for the company.
Having the quantitative value of individual factors, we can calculate the total level of diversity
by summing up all the factors:

TMDL1 = GD+AD+ND+PBD+LE+IDD+IMD
where:
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TMDL1 – Total Management Diversity Level in case of the same factors
GD – Gender Diversity
AD – Age Diversity
ND – Nationality Diversity
PBD – Professional Background Diversity
LE- Level of Education
IMD – Independent Member Diversity
The equation [1] is flexible, we can add additional factors or decrease its number on the other
side. The optimal maximal value of [1] is equal to the number of factors and changes in
interval <0; n>, where n is the number of factors.
3. DISSCUSION
Different view on the optimal value is presented in the business world, where the
managers prefer operational value (similar to IDD) 0,5. It means that at least one half of the
team members are managers connected somehow with the company and at maximum one half
are independent members. In some countries certain percentage of dependent members
(representatives of employees etc.) is set by law. e.g. in Germany one third or one half of total
number of supervisory board, depending on the total number of employees.
The paper demonstrates that Level of Education is questionable TMT Characteristics,
because according to TMT theories higher level of diversity brings higher company
performance. Thus, the companies should try to hire TMT members with PhD diplomas, but
this is not the case in the reality. Therefore, our study shows that there is a need of further
study on this TMT characteristic.
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics
Mean
Age
Gender
Nationality
Level of Education
Professionl Background
Independent Member
Company Performance

Std. Deviation

52,94
,87
,00
7,17
21,91
32,28
2,41

7,286
,341
,000
7,026
12,797
6,867
1,224

N
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

Notes: Means and standard deviations are reported for the unweighted sample
Source: Author
We can state based on the tables 1 and 2 that quite many TMT members of the
selected SMEs from the Automotive sector in the Czech Republic possess Master Degree
thanks to the fact that in the Czech Republic is highly appreciate it e.g. MBA degree in regard
to the TMT characteristics. On other side, in the same SMEs we observe not so diversified
TMTs in respect to age, nationality, gender and career length diversity. Statistically, the ratio
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of female TMT members and foreigner to the total number of TMT is much lower than in
neightbouring countries from the region such as Poland ans Slovakia referring to the
automotive industry (Gwosdz et. al., 2017).
Table 2. Characteristics of Top Management Teams

Gender

Age

Nationality

Professional
Background

Level of
Education

Gender

1.000

Age

0,2614

1.000

Nationality

0.2233

0.0981

1.000

Professional
Background

0.0267

0.0194

0,0147

1.000

LE- Level of
Education

-0.0152

-0.0247

0.0126

0.0169

1.000

Independent
Member
Diversity

-0.0158

-0.0163

-0.0279

-0.0212

0.0117

Independent

1.000

Source:Authors

Furthermore, statistical results show positive relationship between TMT Diversity and
Company Performance expressed in Table 2, which is related to the fact that highly
diversified TMTs increase level of creativity, innovations, internationalization and firm
performance among the SMEs in the Automotive sector in the Czech Republic.
4. CONCLUSION
In conclusion we point out that our original theoretical access to the quantification can
be used in comparative analysis of the managerial diversity level of different companies. The
statistical findings of this study demonstrated that TMT diversity has an important influence
on firm performance. These results propose some conceptual and practical implications about
the relationship between TMT diversity and company performance. According to the results
presented here the disadvantages related to a large TMT outweigh the benefits in terms of
fostering management tool diversity. Structural inertia increased cognitive and emotional
conflict among TMT members, longer decision-making time, and decreased opportunities for
interaction among members may contribute to this decline. Thus, to promote firm
performance, the size of the TMT should be carefully considered. Such firms must develop
mechanisms to increase interaction among TMT members and compositional diversity in
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order to reduce the risks of high organizational inertia and thus increase performance. The
results of our research indicate that higher average age of a TMT has negative effects on
company performance. This effect may be attributable to organizational structure rigidness,
risk aversion, adherence to the status quo, and pursuit of financial and career security among
older TMT members. Therefore, a firm must include younger executives on the TMT in order
to increase organizational performance. In addition to TMT size and average age, TMT
diversity had a significant effect on firm performance. In conclusion, the findings of this study
suggested that TMT diversity must be considered for firms that desire to foster firm
performance. In this paper, the relationship between TMT characteristics and firm
performance was elucidated. Many previous studies have shown that TMT characteristics
have critical effects on organizational outcomes and contextual factors such as firm culture,
climate, and knowledge base. In addition, many scholars have studied the social and
contextual factors that influence company performance. However, few studies have examined
the direct relationship between TMT diversity and organizational performance, as most of
existing studies are concerned with a group impact on firm performance. A few papers that
examined the relationship between TMT diversity and organizational performance did not
successfully address top managers’ various characteristics other than their business-related
abilities or backgrounds.
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Attachment: List of the Czech SMEs in Automotive sector [2]
Company Name
Koito Czech
Stearing Systems
Koyo Seiko
TRW
Delphi
Lucas Varity
TI Group
Kovovyroba Hoffmann
Klein&Blažek
Almet
Strojirny Poldi
PBS Turbo
Hella Autotechnik
Faurecia Exhaust Systems
Karsit
Vyfuky Tyll
Bosal
Ronal
Barum
Plakor Czech
Rieter CZ
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Abstract: The paper examines strategically important management tool - Advanced Planning
and Scheduling systems (APS systems) and their efficiency in Demanding Planning
Environment. The key characteristics of Demanding Planning Environments are systematized:
the uniqueness of the technological processes; high complexity and scope; limited ability to
describe and low predictability; high volatility and change sensitivity. The new generation of
APS systems is defined. The comparative analysis of the planning systems of several
generations (MRP II, APS I, APS II) is provided. Finally, examples of implementations of the
new generation APS systems at Trinicke Zelezarny, Czech Republic; TimkenSteel, USA;
VSMPO-AVISMA Corporation, Russia are provided.
Keywords: New Generation APS system, Demanding Planning Environment
1. INTRODUCTION
Advanced planning and Scheduling (APS) systems are well known among
professionals worldwide [6,8,13,15-17,23]. There are many examples of successful
implementations of this type of systems in different industries the result of which was a high
business value for the given enterprise [3,13]. At the same time there are also not only few
project examples where conventional APS technologies brought less than expected or even
fail [7,9,10,13]. The authors of the article introduce an explanation according to which many
of these failures are related to objective properties/insufficiencies of the conventional APS
systems, which are not able to solve certain problems.
Recent authors’ survey introduces specific characteristics of enterprise environments
whose presence limits the possibility of efficient deployment of conventional APS systems in
specific cases. The more significantly the given enterprise environment is affected by the
specified characteristics; the more limited the possibilities for utilization of conventional APS
systems for efficient planning. For environments significantly affected by such characteristics,
the authors propose using of the term Demanding Planning Environments.
In this article authors analyze conventional APS technologies (let’s call them first
generation APS) and their deficiency in terms of usability in demanding planning
environments. New Generation APS features are analyzed and APS differentiator definition
update is proposed. Comparison analysis of planning technologies is provided. In the
conclusion practical examples of New Generation APS implementation are overviewed.
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2. FIRST GENERATION APS
There are many different definitions of APS systems.
APS is a set of technologies, business processes and performance metrics that enable
manufacturing companies to compete more effectively in the global market place. The
technologies involved are computer software and hardware that enable organization to
change the way they plan, schedule, forecast, distribute, and communicate with customer and
suppliers [12].
An APS is a system that suits like an umbrella over the entire chain, thus enabling it to
extract real-time information from the chain, with which to calculate a feasible schedule,
resulting in a fast, reliable response to the customer [14].
According to APICS Dictionary [2] APS system is defined as: Techniques that deal
with analysis and planning of logistics and manufacturing during short, intermediate and
long-term time periods. APS system describes any computer program that uses advanced
mathematical algorithms and/or logic to perform optimization or simulation on finite capacity
scheduling, sourcing, capital planning, resource planning, forecasting, demand management,
and others. These techniques simultaneously consider a range of constraints and business
rules to provide real-time planning and scheduling, decision support, available-to-promise,
and capable-to-promise capabilities. APS often generates and evaluates multiple scenarios.
According to Ivert [11]: “Other terms are also used to describe the same thing creating
confusion regarding the concept, e.g. advanced planning and optimization (APO), supply
chain planning (SCP) and advanced supply chain collaboration. Besides, many concepts are
overlapping each other, and it is difficult to obtain a clear picture about the functionalities and
roles of each entity. For instance, the modules of an APS system are often bundled together
with the modules of an ERP system and it is not easy to determine which modules that belong
to which system. Another explanation for the ambiguousness concerning the definition of
APS systems is that software vendors call their solution APS but the functionality of the
solution differs between different vendors. The big ERP vendors have successfully achieved
an adequate level of functional breadth, which has helped these vendors achieve marketleading positions. A few supply chain specialists have managed to keep pace with the ERP
vendors and offer similar functional footprints”.
All of these lead to the fact that it is not always easy to gasp the innovative and real
aspects of APS systems compared to the previous systems using these definitions. That is why
one of the common ways to describe APS systems is to view them in the light of known
deficiencies of their predecessors. One of the key differentiator of APS compared to the
previous systems looks like:
Unlike previous systems (authors’ comment: ERP/ MRP II), APS simultaneously plans
and schedules production based on available materials, labor and plant capacity
[1,4].
This description has a good grasp on the characteristics of APS systems as they are
known. It is important to highlight though that it is possible to see labor force as a capacity as
well – so it could be said, that it’s planning while simultaneously considering available
materials and capacities. Let’s also note, that in the sentence above, the word
“simultaneously” is mainly related to considering material and capacity and not so much to
planning and scheduling.
The abovementioned definition doesn’t cover environments where it is not enough to
consider only available material and capacity. For example, how about environments, where a
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significant role is also played by other specific constraints, whether they might be
technological or of another nature. The first generation APS technologies are simply blind to
them and the more significant the given constraint is, the less valuable the created plan will be
(meaning the feasibility and the related benefits will suffer) without taking such constraint
into account.
Example: Special steel producers work with hundreds of various steel grades [5,18,19,21],
which differ by their chemical composition. The chemical composition of steel is
consequently a major constraint for them, with major impact on the planning of the
entire material flow, which is significantly affected by the heat plan. If such a
company would only consider availability of the material and capacity, the plan
would be insufficiently usable as a management material without further finalizing.
Working with specific constraints is not the only weakness of first generation APS
systems. Let’s now call demanding planning environments such environments, where the first
generation APS systems did not achieve very convincing results. Leaving the „subjective”
aspect of the given case aside (given especially by the readiness of the relevant company for
process changes, the quality of a specific APS product, and the abilities of implementation
teams of the investor and the supplier), these will be manufacturing environments with the
following characteristics:
High uniqueness
Environments, where besides the material availability and/or capacities, a major role is
also played by other constrains. These are environments where the requirements on the
calculations carried out by an APS system are so unique, that it cannot be reasonably assumed
that it would be possible to solve them by parameterizing the planning algorithms the APS
system is equipped with and therefore it must be possible to modify the planning algorithms
or even create new ones. We thusly identified the first need related to demanding planning
environments, which is the need for ability to carry out significant modifications of the
planning algorithms and/or to create new, specific algorithms.
Another complication occurs if the nature of the specific constraints requires more
than one solver.
High Complexity and Scope
As a consequence of high complexity and scope of the environment, a need may arise
to involve more than one planner (and thus for multiuser planning to be supported), especially
when it could be hardly assumed that one planner would be able to orchestrate the full
complexity and/or scope. This also applies if the planner brings a significant portion of
specific information, abilities and know-how into the planning process (which could not be
taken into account without this planner).
Limited Ability to describe and Low predictability
The consequence of a limited ability to describe and of low predictability is
necessarily increased amount of manual planning. The ability to achieve high automation
level is thus limited and the planner’s role increases, as does the number of the planning
actions he/she performs. A need thus increases for an efficient support of the planner’s
activities with the emphasis on the customizability, dynamics and the efficiency of the
planner’s working environment.
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High Volatility and Change sensitivity
The result of high volatility and sensitivity to changes will be especially the need for
fast replanning. However, fast replanning is conditioned by achieving a fairly high level of
detail of the planning model (the ability to include specific constraints of the environment in
the model is needed here – see no. 1 above) and a high level of integration of the planning
activities. In cases where besides this, a need exists for involving multiple planners, an ability
to efficiently manage such team is needed as well.
It seems the more characteristics of demanding planning environments (1 – 4) are
bound to the given planning environment, the more limited results can be achieved in the
given environment by deploying first generation APS.
The table 1 (2nd column) presents short comments on how the above-stated needs are
addressed by conventional APS systems in demanding planning environments.
Table 1. Requirements of demanding planning environments
Need in a demanding planning
environment

How the need is satisfied by
conventional APS

Possibility to perform fairly significant
modifications of planning algorithms and / or
creation of new specific algorithms

Modification of the algorithms or the
development of custom algorithms is usually
not possible

Involvement of more than one planning
solver in the calculation of a plan / schedule

Such a possibility is not common, usually an
APS has one solver that is suitable only for
solving certain types of problems (e.g.
planning of material and capacity according
to their availability)

Effective involvement of multiple planners in If an APS allows multi-user mode, it usually
planning
leads to hidden conflicts in planning and
thereby reducing the value of the plan
Need for highly customizable and efficient
working environment of a planner

Individualization (either for a particular
installation, or for a specific planner) is
usually limited by parameterization. A
substantial modification of tools or even
incorporation of additional individual
instruments is not usually possible.

Possibility to achieve high level of
automation and integration of the planning
process

In challenging environments where you can
not do with a single planning product, the
commonly used one is the concept of
construction of planning system of more
specialized products for planning and / or
scheduling; this concept however greatly
limits the achievable level of automation and
integration.

Need for highly efficient management of
team of planners

Conventional APS simply did not address the
support for the management of the team of
planners
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3. NEW GENERATION APS AND APS DIFFERENTIATOR DEFINITION UPDATE
Let’s assume that the world of APS will keep evolving and that APS will remain to be
the term used for planning technologies which are now distinguished by their efficiency.
However, in order for the term „APS“ to continue to be used for the most powerful planning
systems, it won’t do without offering more than its first generation predecessors. This has to
be manifested in the fact that new generation APS should be able to provide really efficient
planning technologies even for demanding planning environments. They should be able to
provide technologies that satisfy all the needs (see above Table 1) of demanding planning
environments.
Besides that, it seems that the time comes for the generational changes to be reflected
in the definition of APS differentiator as well. The following description is proposed:
Unlike first generation of APS, New Generation APS are supporting efficient planning
and scheduling of demand fulfillment process, taking into account significant
constraints.
The changes comparing with the original description are as follows:
A) Significant constraints instead of available materials and capacity
Let’s start from the end. The original phrase „plans ... available materials, labor
and plant capacity“ is replaced by „taking into account significant constraints“. Although
it could be said that material and capacities are constraints present in most manufacturing
processes, many enterprises are also burdened by a number of other constraints, while some
of them may be so significant, that unless they are taken into account during planning, they
can render the resulting plan infeasible.
„Significance“ is in fact a relative term. One cannot define objectively what is
significant and what is not. However it is true, that the more perfect the planning result should
be, the more complete set of existing constraints has to be considered, from the major to the
minor.
B) Efficient instead of simultaneously
The word simultaneously really is a major characteristic of first generation APS. Still,
it illustrates more of the technical side of planning than the value. It assumes, that planning in
a way that considers the constrains simultaneously is a guarantee of the best achievable result.
Still, the goal is to efficiently create the most valuable plan. And other factors may help
besides the way constraints are handled. Ways to more valuable results may, for example, lay
in more efficient utilization of information resources, or in stronger what-if support, and so
forth. But even if we’d look for an opportunity to improve in the way how constraints are
considered, strict adherence to the principle of simultaneous considering of constraints
doesn’t always have to lead to the best possible result – for example in environments with
heterogeneous problems (problems that cannot be solved with simple applying of some of the
known modelled methods), better results would be achieved by a solution based on several
cooperating solvers and iterations, which also means suppressing the simultaneous constraint
considering.
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C) Demand Fulfillment Process instead of production
Although production often dominates the process of satisfying the demand, it is rarely
the only factor included. In many enterprises, material needs to be purchased in the interest of
fulfilling the order, as do semi-finished products and various components. It is certainly clear
that managing purchasing is different from production management, although both of these
are closely related. In other companies, a significant role in demand fulfillment may be played
by different area. Specifics like these may have a very important role affecting how efficiently
the company can satisfy demand.
4. PLANNING TECHNOLOGIES AND THEIR SUFFICIENCY FOR EFFICIENT
MANAGEMENT
As mentioned above, deploying first generation APS in some environments resulted in
good or event excellent results; in other, however, the results were not so convincing. In this
sense, it is very important of how demanding is the given planning environment.
Let’s try to make a simple comparison of the value of planning technologies
depending on the demands of the given planning environment.
As it was stated above, demanding planning environments are characterized by the
following attributes: uniqueness, complexity, scope, volatility, change sensitivity,
predictability, and ability to describe. Let’s also assume, that for the purposes of this article,
the 0 coordinate on the planning environment demands axis will be related to an environment,
where only capacity and material availability is sufficient to consider to achieve a very
realistic planning model (note: the degree of how realistic the model is represents a limitation
of the achievable quality of the plan for the given planning system).
Let’s now take a look at what we will consider to be a value for management purposes
when comparing planning technologies. For our purposes, we propose the value for
management purposes to be comprised of the following aspects:






Feasibility of the plan that we can acquire using the given technology
If the plan can be realized in all its details (regardless how advantageous it is) without
any objective facts standing in the way, it is fully feasible. The more details of the plan
cannot be realized due to objective reasons (e.g. due to too large capacity overload in
some moment in time), the less feasible it is.
Advantage resulting from using the plan
The degree of how advantageous the plan is relates to how the plan makes use of the
objective facts in the given situation in order to meet the goals of the company in the
most efficient way (in the given case, the best possible customer service and the best
possible operational efficiency).
Sufficiency of the given technology for creating the plan
Sufficiency increases with the ability to manage with the results acquired using the
planning systems without the need to further finalize them outside the system (e.g.
manually, using Excel or other additional tools, ...).
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Figure 1. The value of planning systems depending on environment demand
Let’s start with the MRP II concept (Manufacturing Resource Planning) used
practically in every today’s ERP system. The value of MRP II is limited by often very low
feasibility or by limited advantage resulting from the plan. Consequently, MRP II is sufficient
only for an enterprise with a very undemanding planning environment (see Figure 1), which
is, in addition, under no noticeable competitive pressure. As soon as the environment
complicates even by the simplest thing, the value of MRP II for the purposes of planning
decreases rapidly; plans have to be finalized laboriously, in most cases using table calculator
tools. Already in planning environments with average complexity, the value of MRP II is very
little and speaking of a value of MRP II in really demanding planning environments
practically loses any sense.
First generation APS (further also APS I) deals incomparably better with
undemanding planning environments. Thanks to its characteristics, in 0 on the planning
environment demands axis, it can reach the full management value. As the environment
demands increase, meaning as demanding attributes come into effect (uniqueness, and so
forth), APS I starts to lose value. This is caused by the fact that APS I is not able to deal with
demanding problems – it uses to be blind to unique constraints, insufficient in environments
with high complexity and scope and so on (see comparison table, column „How the need uses
to be addressed by conventional APS“). The value of APS I thus declines rapidly as we get
closer and closer to the really demanding environments – such environments, where the
demanding attributes apply strongly or even extremely.
The value of new generation APS (further also APS II) will be very high. Because of
the fact that APS II is able to consider almost all attributes of demanding planning
environment uniqueness, complexity, ...), it will provide the higher value the more other
technologies lose in the given environment. Naturally, this will result in only small
differences in undemanding environments, but as the environment demands increase, the
difference between other technologies, including APS I, will increase significantly. APS II
will thus be the only technology able to provide outputs of high value even in demanding
planning environments.
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Note: Let’s note, that the only attribute APS II doesn’t satisfy is the insufficient ability to
describe. Understandably, that cannot be considered to be a drawback of the given
technology. Describing constraints in any environment is something a human must do.
And so even practical experience shows that people are not always able to sufficiently
describe the rules present in the given environment. It may be difficult to get the
needed information in the given enterprise (more people would have to meet that have
the needed knowledge but may not even know about each other) or such information
simply does not exist yet in the company (the knowledge is insufficient, the given
matter is a black box).
But since we are speaking about manufacturing enterprises, we’re assuming that the
unknown is limited, even in extremely demanding environments – that is also the reason why
the blue curve in the diagram does not decline to zero in extremely demanding environments.
Take into account that this diagram is based on no exact values and is only
approximate based on the above described abilities of planning technologies, illustrating the
sufficiency of their usage for management purposes. The variables (value for management,
planning environment demands) are not exactly measurable and can only be used to compare
the lower/higher, more demanding/simpler levels and so on. Let’s also note that the specific
planning products can provide different value in their categories (MRP II, APS I, APS II).
5. NEW GENERATION APS IN PRACTICE
In recent years, there were number of successful projects of new generation APS
implementation in demanding planning environments. There are some of them.
The implementation of elements of New Generation APS at Trinecke Zelezarny [22].
Trinecke Zelezarny is a Czech special steel maker and is one of the leading steel producers in
Europe.
The largest deployment of New Generation APS at TimkenSteel [20]. TimkenSteel is
an American special steel producer – and undoubtedly operates in a demanding planning
environment. In the past, TimkenSteel used to run an A-grade first generation APS. There was
a very good opportunity for comparing the two generations of APS technologies (which was
even more special thanks to the fact that Timken’s team in the project comprised of the same
people that used to work with the preceding system). The results are very convincing. The
following diagram demonstrates the development of Due Date Delivery Performance after
deploying APS II technology.
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In 2015 Russian company VSMPO-AVISMA Corporation started a project for New
Generation APS[24]. VSMPO-AVISMA Corporation is a is the world's largest titanium
producer, having a full production cycle, from raw material processing to finished products
with a high degree of machining. The corporation supplies its products to the markets of 50
countries, it is deeply integrated into the global aerospace industry and it is a strategic supplier
for many companies.
6. CONCLUSION
It could be supposed that soon new generation APS systems, which cover
requirements of demanding planning environments, will take significant share of the SCM
market. The main reason for that is that supply chains of contemporary companies keep
evolving and becoming more complicated day after day at the same time competition among
them is becoming tougher.
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Abstract: Business Process Management (BPM), in diverse forms, has been around for the
last 30 years. During this time BPM has progressed to a holistic management approach that
has an distinctive level of complexity resulting in part from the infinite of implementation
options available. The popularity and significance of BPM leads to the question of how
advanced different organizations are in their BPM development. The notion of maturity has
been proposed for a number of management approaches as a way to evaluate the fullness or
perfection of growth or development. This paper describes business process management as a
new paradigm for competitive advantage. Also, paper presents the five stages of business
process management maturity model that has been developed for the evaluation and
advancement of BPM effectiveness across organizations.
Keywords: business process management, process maturity, maturity stages
1. INTRODUCTION
New technology, a constantly changing marketplace, intense global competition, and
the expanded aspirations of workers who are demanding increased participation and greater
responsibility are forcing companies to become more efficient each day. There is a very small
numbers of companies which can afford themselves to function in a vacuum; others should
optimize their business activities. Very useful way of reducing non-value added activities is a
business process management (BPM) or business process orientation (BPO). It has been
recognized by academicians, consultants, and practitioners as a management philosophy
which can assure improved business practice. Although process management has many
concepts and ideas, one of the strongest initiatives is a process maturity model. Therefore, a
business process management maturity model is a tool that can assist organizations in
becoming more successful with BPM, resulting in the achieving of greater operational and
business performance benefits. More than 150 maturity models have been developed to
measure, among others, the maturity of strategic alignment, innovation management, program
management, IT service capability, enterprise architecture and knowledge management.
2. BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT
Developing new models of the organization requires a new form of thinking, which
will result in radical improvements of business performance. This new way has been typically
described as business process management. Business process management was recommended
thirty years ago by Michael Porter (1985). This author introduced the concept of
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interoperability across the value chain and horizontal organization as a significant topic within
firms. Davenport and Short (1990) also depicted a process management orientation within a
company as a crucial component for success in ''New Industrial Engineering: Information
Technology and Business Process Redesign.'' They defined a process management as a
horizontal design of business that cuts across the organization with product inputs at the
beginning and outputs and customers at the end. They suggested that five major steps in
process redesign are: developing the business vision and process objectives, identifying the
processes to be redesigned, understanding and measuring the performance of existing
processes, identifying IT levers, designing and prototype process.
Furthermore, Hammer and Champy (1993) presented the BPM concept as a vital
element of a successful reengineering effort in the most influential business management
book ''Reengineering the Corporation: A Manifesto for Business Revolution.'' They offered
reengineering as a strategy to overcome the problematic cross-functional activities that
present major performance issues to firms. The apparent conflict between a functional focus
(''whom I report to'') vs. a horizontal focus (''whom I provide value to'') is offered by them as
being brought back in balance by adding a BPM to the organization. Along with Hammer
and Champy, Bryne (1993) among the first popularized the term ''horizontal organization'' and
provided a prescriptive definition of a business process-oriented model. Also, numerous
authors have researched the idea of organizing around business processes in a certain manner.
A process oriented organization is likewise regularly referred to as a ''process centred
organization''
''horizontal organization'' , ''process enterprise'' , ''process focused
organization'', ''process managed organization'' .
3. PROCESS MANAGEMENT MATURITY MODELS: LITERATURE REVIEW
Process maturity recently appeared as a mainstream topic in the business process
management literature. The concept is offered as a path to business improvement and success.
Its basic notion is that there are different level of process management orientation, and that
companies should strive to reach higher process maturity level. Recently, a number of models
to measure the maturity of Business Process Management have been proposed. The basis for
the majority of these maturity models has been the Capability Maturity Model developed by
the Software Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon University. This model was originally
developed to assess the maturity of software development processes and is based on the
concept of immature and mature software organisations. The basis for applying the model is
confirmed by where it is indicated that improved maturity results ''in an increase in the
process capability of the organisation''.
Smith and Fingar (2004) argue that a CMM-based maturity model which postulates
well-organised and repeatable processes cannot capture the need for business process
innovation. A shortcoming of these BPM models has been the simplifying focus on only one
dimension for measuring BPM maturity and the lack of actual applications of these models.
In a similar way, Fisher (2004) combines five ''levers of change'' with five states of maturity.
Pritchard and Armistead (1999) provide an attempt to divide organisations in groups
depending on their grade and progression of BPM implementation. Among others, Harmon
(2004) developed a BPM maturity model based on the Capability Maturity Model (see also
Harmon 2003). Maull et al. (2003), whilst trying to define maturity of BPR programs,
encountered problems that they could not use objective measures. They tried to define BPM
using two dimensions, an objective measure (time, team size, etc.) and a ''weighting for
readiness to change'' , but this approach turned out to be too complex to measure. Therefore,
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they chose a phenomenological approach assessing the organisation’s perception of their
maturity, using objective measures as a guideline. The Rummler-Brache Group [20]
commissioned a study, which used 10 success factors gauging how well an organisation
manages its key business processes. The results have been consolidated in a Process
Performance Index. Another example of how to define maturity (or in their case ''process
condition'') is provided by DeToro and McCabe (1997), who used two dimensions
(effectiveness and efficiency) to rate a process’ condition.
3.1. THE FIVE STAGES OF PROCESS MANAGEMENT MATURITY MODEL
The comparison of low and high maturity in Figure 1 helps to clarify the
comprehensiveness and range of BPMM. The idea of comparing low and high maturity
derives from Paulk et al. (1993), who presented such a comparison to facilitate the
understanding of the concept of process maturity. The proposed BPMM model adopts the five
maturity stages in an attempt to differentiate various levels of sophistication of a BPM
initiative.
An organization with a BPMM at Stage 1 will have made either no or very
uncoordinated and unstructured attempts towards BPM. Typically, such an organization may
display some combination of the following characteristics: ad hoc approaches, limited scope
of BPM initiatives, various and non-consolidated approaches to methodology, tools and
techniques, individual efforts (IT or business), minimal employee involvement, low reliance
on external BPM expertise and high level of manual interventions and work around.

Figure 1. Comparison of low and high maturity and the five maturity stages
An organization with a BPMM at Stage 2 will have progresses past making first BPM
experiences and will be starting to build up BPM capability and increasing the number of
people who look at the organization from a process perspective. Typically, such an
organization may display some combination of the following characteristics: first documented
process, recognition of the importance of BPM, increased involvement of executives and top
management, one main purposes for exploring BPM, extensive use of simple process
modeling with simple repositories, first attempts with a structured methodology, common
standards and increased reliance on external BPM expertise.
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An organization with a BPMM at Stage 3 will experience increased momentum in its
quest to develop BPM capability and expand the number of people looking at the organization
from a process perspective. Typically, such an organization may display some combination of
the following characteristics: focus on the management of the early phases of the process
lifestyle, use of elaborate tools (e.g. dynamic modeling, server-based applications, multiple
and distributed users), a combination of different process management methods and tools (e.g.
process redesign, workflow management and process-based risk management), more
extensive use of technology for delivery and communication of BPM, comprehensive and
formal BPM training sessions and less reliance on external expertise.
An organization with a BPMM at Stage 4 will enjoy the benefits of having BPM
firmly entrenched in the strategic make-up of the organization. Typically, such an
organization may display some combination of the following characteristics: an established
Process Management Center of Excellence that maintains standards, exploration of business
process controlling methods and technologies, merging IT and business perspectives on
process management, formal, designated process management positions, widely accepted
methods and technologies, integrated process management purposes, process orientation as a
mandatory project component, continuous extension and consolidation of process
management initiatives and minimal reliance on external expertise.
An organization with a BPMM at Stage 5 will enjoy the benefits of having BPM
firmly entrenched as a core part of both strategic and operational management within the
organization. Typically, such an organization may display some combination of the following
characteristics: process management is a part of managers’ activities, accountabilities and
performance measurements, wide acceptance and use of standard methods and technologies,
one-organization-wide approach to BPM that incorporate customers, suppliers, distributors
and other stakeholders, establishes business process lifecycle management and Business
Process Management Center of Excellence reduces size as process management become
simply the way business is done.
4. CONCLUSION
This paper has provided a brief and selective overview of the structure and components
included in a holistic and contemporary model that facilitates the assessment of business
process management maturity model. The actual BPMM assessment derived by applying this
model can occur on various level. In future, it is necessary to conduct a number of case
studies with European, American and Australian organizations, in order to develop a deeper
understanding of the requirements related to a BPMM assessment and to get further feedback
on the appropriateness of proposed model.
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Abstract: The purpose of the research is to solve the problem of the influence of
entrepreneurial management of costs on the performance results of business structures.
The basic methods of the study include the key provisions of the theory of management,
organization theory and modern theories of entrepreneurship. System, instrumental, process,
resource and project approaches form its methodological basis. In the process of research we
applied abstraction techniques, morphological analysis and synthesis of systems, structuralfunctional method as well as system, comparative and situational analyses.
The development of conceptual provisions of the system of tools for entrepreneurial cost
management and their impact on the efficiency of industrial and entrepreneurial structures
represent theoretical results of the research.
As part of the study we revealed the dependence between tools of costs management and
efficiency of activity of industrial and entrepreneurial structures. We gave reason for the
algorithm of formation of the system of tools for entrepreneurial cost management that is
aimed at increasing the efficiency of the activity of industrial and entrepreneurial structures
and ensuring their sustainable development.
As part of the study we revealed the dependence between tools of cost management and
efficiency of activity of industrial and entrepreneurial structures. We gave reason for the
algorithm of formation of the system of tools for entrepreneurial cost management that is
aimed at increasing the efficiency of the activity of industrial and entrepreneurial structures
and ensuring their sustainable development.
Keywords: entrepreneurial management,
entrepreneurial activity, profitability
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1. INTRODUCTION
There are a large number of different cost management tools. When choosing certain
instruments, industrial-entrepreneurial structures, we should take into account various factors
as well as the degree of influence of various instruments on the effectiveness of our activities.
Effective cost management, in turn, is a factor of the competitiveness of the production and
business structure. It means that the use of the system of cost management tools should
increase the economic efficiency and, as a result, create the competitiveness of the production
and business structure. At the same time, the tool system is not the only factor determining
efficiency and competitiveness.
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The allocated feature of the use of the system of tools, namely, its obligatory
connection with economic efficiency and competitiveness, is consistent with such a parameter
of entrepreneurial cost management as a criterion of orientation towards achieving
entrepreneurial effectiveness.
The concept of “competitiveness” is one of the basic in the market economy. In their
theoretical and applied researches economists and practitioners give numerous definitions of
competitiveness. As a rule these notions are similar in essence, but they differ in specific
formulations. In this study we are to consider the concept of competitiveness applied to the
following objects:
Firstly, the concept of competitiveness can describe the product produced or the
service provided. The competitiveness of the latter should be understood as the aggregate of
consumer properties of a particular product (service) that distinguishes it from a similar
product (service) of a competitor in accordance with the degree how specific public needs are
met. When analyzing the factors that affect competitiveness, we take into account the costs of
producing goods (services), its price, etc.
Secondly, the concept of competitiveness is used when characterizing economic
entities of various organizational and legal forms. In this case, competitiveness can be defined
as the possibility of such an entity to be present on the market of goods (services), deriving an
economic benefit from this presence. The costs, their size and structure are an important
component of such a complex concept as the competitiveness of the production and business
structure.
In other words, costs are the factor of the competitiveness of the product/ service and
the indicator that characterizes the work of the industrial-entrepreneurial structure. Under
other equal conditions, high costs reduce the possibility of maneuvering the entrepreneurial
structure (reduce the variety of possible strategic moves) in price competition, as costs
determine the cost of production, and hence the minimum price that an industrial and
entrepreneurial structure can afford.
2. THEORETICAL RESEARCH
Effective cost management, of course, enhances the market reputation of the industrial
and entrepreneurial structure. Market reputation, in turn, entails the commitment of
customers, and in this case we should take into account that it is easier (a lot cheaper) to retain
customers than to acquire new ones. Indirectly, a good market reputation facilitates the access
of the productive and entrepreneurial structure to loan funds and access to other resources.
Effective cost management forms the basis for increasing the value of the company.
The existence of an entrepreneurial structure on the market is economically justified
insofar as the costs connected with the organization of a particular type of activity or the
business process, are lower than the organization of this type of activity by the market, i.e.
there are fewer transaction costs (Krutik, 2008).
So, the costs increase the competitiveness of the production and business structure to
the extent in which they lead to an improvement in the financial performance of its activities
and provide an opportunity to improve its market reputation. One of the complex indicators of
the activity of the production and business structure, which is influenced by the system of cost
management tools among other factors, is efficiency. In this regard, we will consider
approaches to the concept of efficiency and apply them to assess the impact of the system of
cost management tools on the efficiency of the production and business structure.
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Many Russian and foreign scientists, such as V. Berne, Ya.V. Dmitriev, D.N. Zavlin,
V.G. Karpov, I.A. Limitovsky, E.V. Mishustin, D.N. Skhiladze, L.M. Chistov, P.N.
Khavranek, M. Disent and others paid attention to the common questions concerning
performance evaluation. The questions concerning effectiveness of entrepreneurial activity
are also discussed in scientific works on entrepreneurship issues (Gorfinkel, 2007; Meyer,
2004). But their common feature is that, as a rule, their authors transfer the general theory of
efficiency and special questions of financial and economic analysis of the results of
commercial activity to the ground of entrepreneurial structures. At the same time, they do not
give any specific features of determining the effectiveness of entrepreneurial activity.
In the general representation, efficiency characterizes the development of various
systems, processes and phenomena. It is an indicator of the development. At the same time,
efficiency is the most important stimulus for the development. In an effort to increase the
effectiveness of activities, we have to determine the measures that contribute to the
development process, and cut off those of them that lead to regression. In this sense,
efficiency is always connected with practice. It becomes the target of management activity
and makes such activity reasonable, necessary, justified and sufficient.
As generalizing indicators of the effectiveness of economic systems, scientists point
out such indicators as the effectiveness of the system, the intensity of its functioning, the
degree of achievement of the goal, the level of organization, etc. On the one hand, this proves
the complexity of the category of effectiveness, and on the other hand it underlines the
complexity of its representation in figures and measuring instruments.
In the general case, the effectiveness of different systems is determined by the
relationship between the result and costs. The goal orientation of such a relationship is the
desire for maximization. In this case, the task is to maximize the result per unit of costs.
Since the subject of the research is entrepreneurial cost management and the tools
used, the effectiveness of management attracts the most attention. It implies the idea of
effective leadership and characterizes it as a leader’s ability to motivate subordinates to act
with high efficiency and work hard. This definition of efficiency is qualitative and applicable
to the management of participants in order to achieve results.
Efficiency is the effect attributable to the unit of expenditure of resources expended in
order to obtain the achieved result. If we identify the management effect with its quality and
efficiency and costs with management costs, then the logical form of management
effectiveness is the ratio of the results of management and its costs. The application of this
qualitative dependence for quantitative evaluation, that is, the determination of the numerical
level of effectiveness of managerial decisions, is extremely difficult due to certain details
associated with the concept of “efficiency”. To use the management effectiveness formula for
calculations, it is necessary to determine the quantitative values of the quantities in the
numerator and denominator of the formula.
Assuming that the effectiveness (quality) of management is the level of satisfaction of
the needs of the owner of the resource that is achieved as a result of interaction with the firm,
then to measure the effect we will resort to a typical reception for economic science when we
adopt various meters of the effect in cost indicators in money equivalent.
As each participant, when making a deal with the firm, plans to reach his aim, then it
is hardly relevant to measure the result by management costs, calculating how many financial
resources are spent on it.
Management as a resource also has a demand for its services. Each participant who
has concluded a deal with the firm, finds it inappropriate to relate the expected effect only to
the one who manages the firm. B.A. Raizberg and R.A. Fatkhutdinov believe that “it is wrong
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to compare the economic result of management only with the costs of management” and
suggest that “the cost of implementing all economic activities, not just management, be put in
the denominator of the logical efficiency formula” (Raizberg and Fatkhutdinov, 1999).
The effectiveness of management, according to these considerations, is measured by
the ratio of the effect (result) to the total costs that led to its receipt. The effectiveness of
managing the business structure should be judged by the indicators of the economic efficiency
of the managed objects and processes, based on the results and costs, to obtain this result.
This approach to the evaluation of effectiveness is called process approach. Other approaches
are used to determine the effectiveness of management processes as well as the ways to
improve it as well.
It is known that management effectiveness is characterized by qualitative and
quantitative criteria. Qualitative criteria reveal the internal links between the concepts of
“management object”, “management costs” and “management results”. The criteria of the
second type express the quantitative relationship of these concepts. At the same time,
qualitative criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of management can be determined by
quantitative indicators. As for quantitative ones, they are supplemented with qualitative ones.
Methodically, the definition of management effectiveness is reduced to assessing the role of
management in improving production efficiency using appropriate criteria. The general
criterion is the economic performance of the managed system as a whole. As a general
criterion, we can take the degree of achieving the maximum level of implementation of the
plan, output or volume of profit.
3. METHODOLOGY
The main quantitative goal of any industrial-entrepreneurial structure is profit. The
profitability indicators show how profitable the activity of the production and business
structure is. Profitability indicators characterize the financial results and efficiency of the
production and business structure. They measure profitability analyzing various positions and
are grouped according to the interests of participants involved in the economic process and
market exchange. Profitability indicators are important characteristics of the factor
environment for profit formation of industrial and entrepreneurial structures. Therefore, they
are mandatory when conducting a comparative analysis and assessment of the financial state
of the industrial and entrepreneurial structure.
There are a rather large number of profitability indicators that reflect the efficiency of
the activities of industrial and entrepreneurial structures in different “layers”, but within the
framework of this study we confine ourselves to the following:
1. The coefficient of profitability of sales. It demonstrates the share of net profit in the sales
volume of the business structure. It is the main and most frequently mentioned indicator of
profitability.
2. Coefficient of profitability of assets. It allows us to determine the efficiency of the use of
assets of the industrial and entrepreneurial structure. It shows how many monetary units of
net profit each unit of assets earned.
3. Coefficient of profitability of current assets. It demonstrates the capabilities of the
industrial and entrepreneurial structure in ensuring a sufficient amount of profit in relation
to the circulating assets of the firm. The higher the value of this coefficient is, the more
efficient and quickly working capital is used. In different industries the desired profitability
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ratio is different. Thus, in industries with large capital investments and a long production
cycle, the profitability of current assets will, as a rule, be lower than in industries with
lower capital expenditures and a quick production cycle.
4. Coefficient of profitability of non-current assets. It demonstrates the ability of the
production and business structure to provide a sufficient amount of profit in relation to the
fixed assets of the firm. The higher the value of this coefficient is, the more efficiently the
fixed assets are used and, consequently, the faster the new investments in fixed assets will
be paid off.
Thus, the analysis of the viewpoints of foreign researchers (Schumpeter, 2008; Groth,
J. C. and Kinney, M.R. 2014), as well as Russian economists (Gavrilov, 2008; Golokteev and
Matveev, 2008; Dyukov, 2008) allows us to draw a conclusion that the range of points of
view on the effectiveness of management systems is very wide. In most cases, it is considered
necessary to carry out an assessment of management activities analyzing the final results of
production. In addition to the profitability indicators stated above, in practice, the economic
efficiency of management is assessed by a variety of indicators. Let us mention the most
common:
- increase in output;
- increase in labor productivity;
- establishment of the optimal level of stocks of material resources and the amount of work
in process;
- improving the quality of products, reducing the quantity of defective goods;
- other factors of production and economic activity that cannot be quantified (improving
the efficiency and organization of the management apparatus, improving the skills of
management personnel, improving the organization of work, etc.).
We can apply a resource approach to assess management effectiveness. As part of this
approach, it is considered that management, influencing results and costs, is the sphere of
application of social labor, which includes requirements for the effective use of resources. As
V.V. Tomilov says “it’s right to suppose that more efficient production management leads to
an increase in production efficiency ... But this conformity may not be seen, because the
efficiency of production can depend on many factors that are beyond the influence of the
management system” (Tomilov, 2000). In this regard, the scientific literature actively
discusses the need to divide the costs into managed and unmanaged. “Managed costs are
regulated, variable, programmable costs, the amount of which can be changed at the
discretion of the head of the responsibility center” (Vrublevsky, 2014).
At the same time it is recognized that not all costs lead to desirable changes in
production. Production and management experience allows us to state that this happens when,
in the exchange between resource owners, the costs incurred by some of them are not the
result for the others, those with whom this exchange is carried out. “... Due to the weak
sensitivity of the aggregative aggregates of social production to specific changes in the
management system, these indicators are difficult to use to solve the problem of measuring
the effectiveness of management systems” (Belous, 2010). Researchers also admit that
management is generally characterized by the uncertainty of the cause-effect relationship
between the solution and its implementation.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The considered approaches and points of view concerning efficiency formed the basis
of our study, in particular, the assessment of the influence of cost management and the system
of relevant instruments on the efficiency of the production and business structure. The need
for such an assessment is due to the following reasons:
- through the analysis of efficiency, we can conclude that there is a positive development
of entrepreneurial cost management, the conformity of the applied tools to management
objectives;
- the analysis of performance factors allows us to identify weak and strong points in the
process of managing costs, thereby making efforts to improve it;
- the analysis of effectiveness allows us to make an opinion on the validity, justification
and sufficiency of the applied cost management tools, as well as taking managerial
decisions concerning updating and the most optimal combination of different tools from
the viewpoint of the effectiveness criterion.
The arguments stated above became the basis for carrying out an applied research in
order to reveal the relations between the tools of cost management and the efficiency of the
activities of industrial and entrepreneurial structures.
Within the framework of this research, the following issues became topical:
- evaluation of the effectiveness of the process of cost management on the basis of
performance indicators of the business structure;
- determination of methods of collecting the necessary data to evaluate the effectiveness of
cost management;
- selection of indicators for assessing the effectiveness of cost management.
Previously, when identifying modern approaches to the effectiveness assessment in
science, there was a widespread view that any process of a firm should contribute to the
effectiveness of its activities or final results, and the costs that defined these results are better
to be estimated as the total costs incurred in different processes. Taking this point of view into
consideration, it should be considered possible to evaluate the effectiveness of the process of
cost management through the efficiency of the production and business structure. This is
facilitated by the fact that the classical definition of efficiency includes the notion of costs.
Consequently, the effective cost management inevitably and directly affects the efficiency of
the production-entrepreneurial structure. Proceeding from the fact that the main goal of
industrial and entrepreneurial structures and all its processes, including the process of
managing costs, is profit-making, as well as efficient functioning, it is the introduction of the
concept of entrepreneurial cost management that focuses the attention of scientists and
practitioners on the entrepreneurial effectiveness of such management.
Considering the effectiveness of cost management as an indicator of the effectiveness
of the activity of an industrial and entrepreneurial structure, it should be emphasized that the
latter are affected not only by cost management, but also by other factors. Just as the
effectiveness of cost management is influenced not only by the system of tools used, but also
by other factors and conditions (for example, the ability of management components to use
these tools, etc.). The method of abstracting from the influence of various factors existing in
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science is often used in works on efficiency and, also, can be applied in this study. Therefore,
the key task is to identify which instruments of cost management are effective from the point
of view of achieving the results of the functioning of industrial and entrepreneurial structures.
To assess the effectiveness we use a variety of indicators. In this study, we have
selected the indicator of profitability of sales, which reflects the efficiency properly and can
be obtained from a large number of different production and entrepreneurial structures (it is
mentioned in available databases on firms, in particular in the SPARK database). Having
selected the sales profitability index as an economic indicator of the efficiency of the
production and business structure, that demonstrates the effectiveness of cost management, it
should be noted that other indicators may be used as well. For example, private quantitative
indicators, which directly characterize the process of cost management, are the return on
assets, labor productivity, turnover of working capital, etc. Considering the dynamics of these
indicators, one can judge the nature of the influence of the used or newly implemented cost
management tools on the effectiveness of this process. As for qualitative indicators of the
effectiveness of the process of managing costs, here we could include the degree of
satisfaction of the goals and needs of the consumers of the services of this process, the timing
of the process, etc. To solve the problem of determining the influence of cost management
tools on efficiency, it is possible to use the sales profitability indicator, which characterizes
the efficiency activity of industrial and enterprise structure most effectively.
In the course of the research, profitability indicators for sales of 100 production and
entrepreneurial structures were revealed. As a result of the comparison of data, the
dependence between the use of cost management tools and the efficiency of the productionentrepreneurial structure was proved (Table 1).
Table 1. Dependence between the use of cost management tools and the efficiency of
activities of the production and business structure
Average profitability of
sales of industrialSl.
Cost management tools
entrepreneurial
No.
structures using the
tool, %
1
lean production
12,95
2
ABC- and XYZ- analysis
11,78
3
enterprise resource management systems
11,28
4
Cost accounting by place of origin
9,86
5
model of optimum order quantity
9,15
6
budgeting
8,54
7
standard-costing
7,34
8
operational analysis
6,21
9
target-costing
5,93
10 functional-cost analysis
4,76
11 direct-costing
4,63
Source: the author’s development
Thus, the average efficiency of the production-entrepreneurial structure using the
appropriate tools has been obtained. Obviously, these data only show a correlation between
the use of certain tools for managing costs and the effectiveness of the activities of the
production and business structure. It is likely that the use of certain tools is not the reason for
the high efficiency of the industrial and entrepreneurial structure, but its consequence.
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5. CONCLUSION
The detailed research results showing the relationship between the level of efficiency
and the use of both individual instruments and their combinations complement the conclusion
made in this part of the study on the impact of the system of cost management tools on the
performance of production and business structures. An empirical relationship is established
between the use of specific cost management tools and the level of efficiency of industrial and
entrepreneurial structures. The tools studied are basic when developing a cost management
system. Each of them, of course, can be used by any industrial and entrepreneurial structure.
With the help of these tools, the production and entrepreneurial structure will be able to carry
out more thorough execution of cost management functions. At the same time, effective
management is impossible without taking into account the following provisions: none of the
instruments mentioned above can be considered universal for all production and
entrepreneurial structures, and the development of universal tools or their groups does not
make sense. The choice of a particular instrument, in one way or another, is connected with
comparison of the benefits of its use with the costs of its use. The construction of a system of
cost management tools involves taking into account the entire spectrum of a number of factors
that affect the choice of the components of the system.
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Abstract: This paper deals with two main but connected topics. The first topic analyzes the
connection and impact of organizational structure on the financial results and profitability of a
company. From a theoretical point of view, only the organizational structure is being
analyzed, which is just one of the essential elements for an analysis of organizational
behavior, besides areas such as organization design, work performance evaluation and reward
system, organizational culture and organizational changes. It should also be noted that in the
paper, the organizational structure is analyzed only at the organizational level as one of the
three possible levels of organizational behavioral analysis. The second topic tries to explain
the term traditional culture and heritage, specifically the intangible cultural heritage. It further
elaborates on the importance of traditional culture and intangible heritage for each nation
living in certain territory. Furthermore, is explains the position of traditional culture and
heritage in the world context and the kind of protection they enjoy worldwide. Finally, it
analyzes the organizational forms in which the institutionalized attempts of protection and
promotion of traditional culture and heritage appear. In the practical part, the paper, analyzes
and compares: (i) organizational structure of the studied example of a company dealing with
interpretation, safeguarding and promotion of traditional culture and heritage; as well as (ii)
financial results of the studied example of the company over the last three financial years.
Ultimately, it is suggested that the organizational structure has a notable impact on the
financial results of a company, which ultimately leads to profitability and thus to
sustainability.
Keywords: organizational structure, organization, traditional culture and heritage, financial
result, profitability

1. INTRODUCTION
The introductory part explains: 1. the topic of this paper; 2. the problem that prompted
me to write a paper on the selected topic; 3. the need for further research; 4. the topicality of
the chosen subject matter, and 5. the purpose and objectives of the paper.
1.1. SELECTED TOPIC
Almost all of my working life, along with the regular work, I have used my free time
to study, follow, and promote the preservation of traditional culture and heritage, as well as to
work on it actively. Following this area of interest, I have seen a number of more or less
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successful examples of promotion of traditional culture and heritage, both in the Republic of
Croatia and in the region. All the examples (the chosen example will be discussed later in this
paper) are actually attempts to present the extremely rich and diverse national traditional
culture and heritage - which constitutes the cultural treasure of each individual nation and
state - to a target audience through various forms of institutional organization.
For a better understanding and reading of this paper, the terms “traditional culture and
heritage” and “intangible cultural heritage” should first be explained in some detail. The paper
seeks to familiarize the reader with: (i) the importance of traditional culture and intangible
heritage for any people living on a particular territory; (ii) the position of traditional culture
and heritage in the world context, and the level of protection those values enjoy worldwide;
and (iii) the organizational forms taken by the institutionalized attempts at quality protection
and promotion of traditional culture and heritage.
Given that there is no consensus among the authors dealing with the issue about a
common and generally accepted definition of traditional culture and heritage, I am using the
definition that, in my opinion, best describes what is actually being done. Both "culture" and
"heritage", the two concepts that make up the central term of this paper, are equally broad.
Art and culture historian Marasović says, for example, that culture "encompasses the totality
of creations or phenomena in the material and spiritual life of every nation and of the
humanity as a whole", while he understands heritage as "the legacy left by ancestors to their
descendants" [1]. The notion of cultural heritage could thus be defined as "the achievements
of our ancestors in language and literature, architecture and visual arts, including folk art,
music, theater, film, science and other areas that together form the totality of culture" [2].
The importance of traditional culture and heritage for any people living in a certain
locality is exceptional. The level to which a nation is civilized and culturally aware can be
ascertained precisely through the level of protection and care about the nurturing and
promotion of its traditional culture and heritage. By cultivating the traditional culture and
heritage we preserve the rich legacy that many generations of our ancestors have created in a
quite different environment and at a significantly slower pace of life than the one we
experience today. For all of us entrusted with taking care of the culture and heritage until we
pass it on to our descendants, the task is to make the utmost effort to keep and protect it in an
organized and institutional manner, but at the same time to promote it and present to the
public faithfully and appropriately, with the aim to: (i) conduct continuous education of young
people on the inestimable value of traditional culture and heritage; (ii) preserve the traditions,
songs and dances of peoples from an certain area; (iii) present preserved and reconstructed
original folk costumes; (iv) present the richness of various types of traditional architecture,
authentic folk dishes, autochthonous wine varieties; and (v) conduct a tourist promotion of a
certain nation and state.
Worldwide, traditional culture and heritage enjoy special protection. As early as 2008,
UNESCO (the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization) established
the Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. The fact that the
Republic of Croatia has 13 items on the list bespeaks its importance, and thus the importance
of the protection of intangible cultural wealth:
1.)

Annual processions of the Bellmen of Kastav;

2.)

Annual processions of Queens - Ljelje;

3.)

Lace making in Croatia;

4.)

Nijemo kolo (silent circle dance) of Dalmatian Zagora;
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5.)

Za Križen (Following the Cross) procession on Hvar;

6.)

Two-part singing and playing in the Istrian Scale in Istria and Hrvatsko
Primorje;

7.)

Mediterranean diet of the Croatian Adriatic coast, islands and part of the
hinterland;

8.)

Gingerbread craft of Northern Croatia;

9.)

Sinjska Alka tournament;

10.)

Traditional manufacturing of children’s wooden toys in Hrvatsko Zagorje;

11.)

Festivity of St. Blaise in Dubrovnik;

12.)

Bećarac song singing and playing in Eastern Croatia, and

13.)

Klapa multipart singing of Dalmatia.

Also in 2008, the organization under the name of Inter-City Intangible Cultural
Cooperation Network (ICCN) was established as the only international organization that
brings together local and self-government units on the task of preserving the world's
intangible cultural heritage. ICCN works on exploring the creative and effective policies for
the conservation of local intangible cultural items as well as their inseparable link with the
sustainable local development. The city of Dubrovnik became a full member of ICCN as early
as 2012.
Studied in the theoretical part of this paper are the existing organizational forms (and
their organizational structure) that aim to present the traditional culture and heritage (material
and non-material) in the fields of architecture, construction techniques, gastronomy and
culinary arts, folk customs, traditional rituals, mythology and - most of all - folk songs and
dances from all over the country, to the target public. In this paper we will furthermore treat
and analyze whether (and in which way) a selected model of organizational structure of an
organizational system has an impact on the financial results and profitability, and thus on its
sustainability. Finally, we offer our conclusions.
1.2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
For the sake of easier comprehension of the subject matter, the term "enterprise" will
be used to designate the organizational system that is the subject of the study, although people
and organizations dealing with the interpretation of traditional culture and heritage are also
organized as institutions, citizens' associations, crafts and other forms of institutionally
organized entrepreneurship with the goal of profitability as well as not-for-profit. The fact that
some organizations declare themselves as not-for-profit does not exclude them from the
theoretical sample that this paper deals with, because the terms "revenue", "expense",
"financial result" and "sustainability" are equally applicable to profit-oriented and non-profit
organizations.
So, when we talk about the notion of interpretation of traditional culture and heritage
in general, in practice we mostly find the following terms for organized systems:
1.) interpretative center,
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2.) ethno-village,
3.) ethno-park
4.) ethno-camp,
5.) open-air museum,
6.) ethnographic collection,
7.) museum.
All those existing forms, though formally different, are equally valid as subjects of
research because they all have the same mission and a similar vision in common, and their
strategies do not differ significantly. All companies are financed in a similar way, or generate
their income from very similar sources, and are burdened by very similar costs. All of them
definitely have a common problem, which comes down to the issue of the gap between the
revenue and the expenditures - that is, the question of financial results, profitability, and hence
the sustainability of the company.
The problem this paper treats is reflected in the desire to prove - through an analysis of
the organizational structure of such companies in the chosen sample company - that this fact
affects the financial results, i.e. the profitability, and therefore the sustainability.
1.3. NEED FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Given that very few previously published scientific papers in this specialized field and
on the specialized topic of this study can be found in the public sources of information, there
is definitely a need to elaborate the model of management of organizations/companies
engaged in the interpretation, promotion and protection of traditional culture and heritage, in a
scientific way. The goal would be to see the scientific contribution of such research ultimately
reflected in the active promotion and application of the kind of management models (and
especially organizational structures) for the companies and organizations that would
ultimately lead to their financial profitability and thus sustainability.
1.4. TOPICALITY OF THE ISSUE
The issue is so topical (see below under 1.1.) that it would be good for the academic
community as well as experts and scientists in the field of social sciences in the Republic of
Croatia and in the region to join the effort and add their own contributions. It would foster
professional design, application and functioning of the chosen forms of organizational
structures and business management models of companies active in interpretation, promotion
and protection of traditional culture and heritage. That, in turn, would result in the emergence
of as large number as possible of new companies that would be able to operate without
subsidy from the state budget or from the budgets of local government units.
1.5. PURPOSE AND GOALS OF THE STUDY
In accordance with the problem described above, and the subject matter and the
objective of the study, the purpose and objectives of the research have been defined.
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The purpose of the shortened study in this paper is to show that a properly selected
organizational structure influences the financial performance and profitability of companies
that deal with the interpretation, promotion and protection of traditional culture and heritage,
and thus also their sustainability without budget subsidies and/or grants.
The goals of this paper are:
1.) to process, analyze and present the model of organizational structure of the
selected example of the system of organization;
2.) to analyze the financial performance indicators of the presented system of
organization;
3.) to point out the existing causal link between the analyzed model of organizational
structure and the associated financial indicators through a comparison.
2. THEORETICAL FOUNDATION
Before proceeding to an attempt to define organizational behavior, it would be good to
offer a general definition of organization. Using the literature provided, we found a very simple
definition: "the organization is a coordinated social unit composed of two or more people,
which operates on a relatively continuous basis to achieve a common goal or set of goals" [3].
Why does anyone decide to organize to do a job? The purpose of almost every organization
should be for entrepreneurs to organize themselves, and combine and organize their pooled
resources, to produce goods or services that are offered on a market. To make it easier to
understand the need for organization, one should offer a definition of the term organizing. We
found the following definition: "organizing is the process of forming a regular use of all
organizational resources in a management system. The primary focus of organizing is to
determine what employees will be doing in the organization and how their individual efforts can
best be combined to increase the achievement of goals of the organization" [4]. For the purposes
of this paper, it should also be noted that in the field of organized dealing with the
interpretation, preservation and promotion of traditional culture and heritage, various forms of
organization occur with the very same, previously described objectives.
Organizational Behavior (often abbreviated as OB) is an area of research that studies
the effect that individuals, groups and structures have on behavior within organizations for the
purpose of applying knowledge to improve efficiency. If we tried to define the scientific
discipline of organizational behavior (OB), the closest definition would be the following: "a
systematic study of actions and attitudes that people exhibit within organizations" [5]. If we
divide this definition into three parts, it is actually about studying action, attitudes and
organizations. So, it is about studying actions/behaviors that have been shown to affect
employee performance, such as productivity, absenteeism and fluctuation. In other words, the
OB is engaged in studying what people in organizations do and how their behavior affects the
organization's performance. Furthermore, satisfaction at work, which in essence represents
attitudes, is also studied. Finally studied is the concept of organization and its impact on the
behavior of employees at work.
Analyzing the various definitions of organizational behavior, there is a notable
consensus on the point that organizational behavior "includes central topics related to
motivation, behavior and authority of leaders, interpersonal communication, group structures
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and processes, learning, development of attitudes and perceptions, the process of change,
conflicts, design of jobs, and working stress" [6].
According to Robbins, there are three levels of analysis within the scientific discipline
of organizational behavior. There is a study of analysis of organizational structure at the
individual, group and organizational levels. Within the narrower area of system of
organization, organizational behavior involves analyzing and studying: (i) the foundations of
organizational structure, (ii) organization design, (iii) evaluation of work performance and
reward system, (iv) organizational culture, and (v) organizational change and development.
For the purposes of this paper, only the topic of organizational structure is discussed, at
the level of the system of organization. In order to facilitate the further elaboration of this paper,
the term organizational structure is clarified. So, "the structure refers to a certain relationship
between the management resources. Its purpose is to facilitate the use of each resource by the
management system, individually and collectively, in its effort to achieve its goals" [4].
It is quite clear that a complete and comprehensive answer to the question posed by
the paper as a hypothesis would require that all the elements that make up and describe the
discipline of organizational behavior at the level of system organization be studied, explored
and processed on a much larger sample. However, for the purposes of this paper, based on the
information gathered and the conducted shortened secondary research and analysis, answers
are given to the question of how some model of organizational structure in the organization
system, selected and applied in practice, can influence financial results, profitability and thus
sustainability of companies.
3. METHODOLOGY OF WORK AND THE HYPOTHESIS
The work on this paper includes theoretical consideration and a shortened form of
secondary research based on the information gathered. Therefore, the scientific methods used
in this paper are defined by the character of the individual parts of the research. In the
preparation of the paper, the following scientific methods have been used in the appropriate
combinations: methods of analysis and synthesis, the classification method, the description
method and the compilation method. The latter was used carefully, with care taken over the
faithful quoting and citing of the sources.
Based on previously defined problems and the set research goals, this is the hypothesis
that will be tested by short research:
HYPOTHESIS (H):
A properly established organizational structure, on the example of an interpretative center of
traditional culture and heritage, has an impact on financial results and profitability, and thus
on sustainability.
4. DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH AND RESEARCH RESULTS
4.1. SUBJECTS OF RESEARCH
For the purposes of this paper, I have conducted secondary research. I collected data
on the organizational structure and financial indicators for the previous three fiscal years for a
company dealing with interpretation, preservation and promotion of traditional culture and
heritage.
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The organization, or company, being analyzed is Etnoland Pakovo Selo. It is an old
Dalmatian village made up of reconstructed stone houses and widely famous dry stacked
walls. The Etnoland offers homemade traditional Dalmatian food, while the hosts, in a unique
and original way, tell the visitors the story of their ancestors and the story of the richness of
their history. Walking through the stone houses, visitors can recognize archaic items and
tools, admire the art of living of our ancestors, and experience the traditional Dalmatia.
4.2. STUDY FINDINGS
Etnoland Pakovo Selo is organized as a company, specifically a limited liability
company - Dalmati d.o.o. For an easier tracking of the topic, a diagram of the organizational
structure of the company is given in Fig. 1. After the diagram, a brief summary is given of the
most important data from the Balance Sheet and the Profit and Loss Account of the studied
company for three fiscal years (2014-2016)
Management
Director
(1)

External Services:
Bookkeeping
Marketing
Maintenance
Legal Affairs

Competences:
Human resources
Purchasing
Development
Public relations
IT

Catering - Kitchen

Catering - Waiters

Sales

Production - guides

Manager
(number of
employees: 4)

Manager
(number of
employees: 2)

Manager
(number of
employees: 1)

Manager
(number of
employees: 4)

Figure 1. Organization chart of Dalmati d.o.o.
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Table 1. A brief summary of the balance sheet of Dalmati d.o.o.
Business year

2014

ASSETS (in HRK)

LIABILITIES (in HRK)

5,221,009

5,221,009

Non-current assets
4,614,780

Current assets
Inventory

Receivables

Cash

Capital and
reserves

Long-term
liabilities

Current
liabilities

42,826

213,827

329,058

1,111,847

3,518,978

100,868

5,258,101
2015

Non-current assets
4,633,552

5,258,101

Current assets
Inventory

Receivables

Cash

Capital and
reserves

Long-term
liabilities

Current
liabilities

45,364

161,761

394,818

1,247,448

3,538,455

84,228

4,960,500
2016

Non-current assets
4,396,104

4,960,500

Current assets
Inventory

Receivables

Cash

Capital and
reserves

Long-term
liabilities

Current
liabilities

27,426

143,482

376,216

1,445,906

3,169,038

55,744

Table 2. A summary of the profit and loss account of Dalmati d.o.o.
Business year

TOTAL REVENUE
(in HRK)

TOTAL EXPENSES
(in HRK)

PROFIT BEFORE TAXATION
(in HRK)

2014

1,794,813

1,650,193

144,620

2015

1,833,123

1,663,251

169,872

2016

2,162,044

1,912,541

249,503

5. DISCUSSION
Before we proceed to the discussion based on the results of the research from the
previous section, it is worth recalling a few theoretical points that help the analysis and
understanding of the results. So, according to Robbins: "The organization structure comprises
three components. The first refers to the amount of vertical, horizontal and spatial
differentiation. This is called complexity. The next component is the degree to which the rules
and procedures are used. This is the meaning of formalization. The third component,
centralization, studies where the decision-making powers are located" [5].
In addition to the previous theory, it is important also to take the following thought in
consideration: "Authority implies the right inherent in a managerial position to issue orders
and to expect them to be followed. The authority should be delegated down to subordinate
managers by giving them certain rights and certain prescribed limits within which they can
act. Classical authors have argued that, when we delegate power, we have to tie it to a certain
responsibility. In other words, when someone is given rights, it also implies appropriate
obligations to be discharged. Assigning power without responsibility creates an opportunity
for abuse. At the same time, no one should be held responsible for something over which he
has no authority. Classical authors recognized two forms of responsibility: operational and
ultimate responsibility. Managers delegate operational responsibilities to others, and it can
then be delegated further down the rank. However, one aspect of responsibility - the ultimate
component - must be retained. The manager is ultimately responsible for the actions of his
subordinates to whom he has delegated operational responsibility. Therefore, managers
should delegate operational responsibility equal to the delegated authority, while the ultimate
responsibility can never be delegated. Today, organizations are increasingly turning to
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participation in teams, and to other means of reducing the relationships of authority and
superior-subordinate relationships. Managers increasingly look to their job with a view of
freeing and training their subordinates, rather than just supervising them directly" [5].
Finally, it is necessary to interpret the analysis of the organizational structure also
through the prism of the following theory: "What is the number of subordinates a manager
can manage effectively and efficiently? Although there is no consensus with regard to the
specific number of subordinates, classical theorists were inclined towards a small number usually not more than six - to maintain strict control. However, a few classical authors have
recognized levels in the organization as contingency variables. They argued that, as a
manager climbs within an organization, he must handle a greater number of poorly structured
issues. That is why the chief executives are given a narrower range of problems than
managers at the middle level." [5].
The discussion of the analysis of the results of this study offers a review of all the
above aspects, components and essential elements that define the form and type of
organizational structure.
As the results of the study make apparent, the organizational structure of Dalmati
d.o.o. (Etnoland Pakovo Selo) is an example of a very simple horizontal and vertical
differentiation. With regard to vertical differentiation, the decision-making process takes
place on only two levels, whereas it is horizontally divided into four distinct areas. Therefore,
it is not a complex organizational system.
Because of the simplicity of the structure, the company uses very simple decisionmaking rules, which are not prescribed by corporate acts and/or procedures. Therefore, in this
example we are talking about a low degree of formalization.
The organizational structure functions through daily joint meetings of the management
and all four heads of departments, at which only operational decisions are made. In addition, a
large number of competencies and operational affairs, as well as the making of all strategic
decisions, is tied to the level of executive administration. All this leads us to the conclusion
that a high degree of centralization in decision-making is in place.
The lower level managers have a very limited range of control and only have the daily
delegated operational powers. The ultimate responsibility remains on the management (chief
manager) so, in the analyzed example we are talking just about the partially delegated
(operational) powers.
With regard to the scope of control and delegation of authority, Sikavica says: "The
range of control is influenced by a number of factors. They are the complexity of the business,
the level of management, the knowledge and skills of the co-workers/employees, the type and
intensity of communication with the co-workers, the ability to delegate authority, etc. From
one of the available analyses, it is apparent that managers consider the number of their daily
contacts with employees as the least important factor, while the most important is the clear
delegation of authority. The emphasis Croatian managers put on the importance of different
factors and their influence on the range of control – in contrast to independent research
variables – appears to be statistically significantly associated with certain individual
characteristics of managers such as gender, age and management level."[7]. It seems that this
statement perfectly corresponds with, and describes, the analysis of the organizational
structure in the analyzed example.
With regard to the number of subordinates the management (the manager) can
efficiently and effectively manage, in the example Dalmati d.o.o., it is not a complex
contingency variable. Namely, the management (the manager) manages only four
subordinates, while none of the lower ranked managers manage more than four.
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The financial results of the Dalmati d.o.o. company, observed over a period of three
financial years, show that the total revenues grow at a higher rate than total expenditures. The
total revenue for the three financial years under review grew at the rate (CAGR) of 10.03%.
In the same observed period, total expenditures grew at the rate (CAGR) of only 7.88%. Such
results have led to a positive result (pre-tax profit), which also shows an upward trend over
the three observed financial years.
While the profit margin was 8.05% in 2014, and rose to 9.26% in 2015, it reached
11.54% in 2016.
If we analyze the shortened balance sheet of Dalmati d.o.o., we find that the bottom
line decreased by just 4.98% during the observed period. As a result of the decrease in longterm assets, the long-term liabilities of the company also decreased, and so did the total
indebtedness of the company. This leads us to the next observation, which indicates that in
2014 the total long-term liabilities of the company were as much as 24 times greater than pretax profit. This ratio improves as early as 2016 and those liabilities are only 12 times greater
than the pre-tax profit by then. Short-term liabilities are balanced with short-term receivables,
so that the concern about the continuation of positive bottom line of the company is reduced
to the concern about increasing the revenue and reducing long-term liabilities. Of course, such
a high degree of indebtedness is not sustainable in the long run if there is no significant
increase in pre-tax profit. However, given that the company shows positive trends in the
overall growth of revenue, with controlled growth of total expenditures and thus a growth of
pre-tax profit, the financial picture of the company from year to year can be expected to
continue improving.
6. CONCLUSION
Given that the case of Dalmati d.o.o. is that of a company engaged in services,
moreover in a new area of combined tourist, hospitality and cultural activity, it can be
concluded that the business of the company shows a positive trend of growth of total revenue
and that the company keeps control of its total expenditures. It is precisely in the latter
segment - the controlled growth of total expenditures - that the organizational structure of the
company and its financial indicators are linked.
If we recall the analysis mentioned in Chapter 5 of this paper, the following
characteristics of the organizational structure at the level of Dalmati d.o.o. bear repeating:
very simple horizontal and vertical differentiation;
very low degree of complexity of organization and a small total number of
managers and employees;
very low degree of formalization;
very high degree of centralization of decision making;
partially delegated (operational) authority;
a simple contingency variable.
It is quite obvious from the description of the organizational structure of Dalmati
d.o.o. that the way its structure is set, its simplicity and the communication bandwidth, are
among the main reasons for its success in managing the total expenditures of the company.
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Particular attention is drawn to the fact that in 2016, for instance, staff costs compared to the
total revenue were at the level of only 16%.
So, it is quite clear from just a few obvious examples and clarifications that the
organizational structure has a direct impact on the control over total expenditures, and thus on
the financial results and profitability of the company, which ultimately leads to sustainability.
The described observations lead to the conclusion that this hypothesis has proven that
a well-established organizational structure, in a chosen example of the interpretative
center of traditional culture and heritage, has an impact on financial results and
profitability, and thus on sustainability.
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Abstract: Attaining an excellent operational performance is still considered as a great
challenge for several organizations where many of them fail in achieving high levels of
performance and quality, although that they claim to implement several management
practices. Thus, this paper discusses why organizations fail in implementing management
practices such as Total Quality Management (TQM) program in which they tend to implement
a particular management practice to correct certain fragilities in their operations where
managers make a massive mistake and identically define their problems in term of starting
and ending points. Meanwhile, these management practices must be implemented according
to firms' capabilities and present opportunities as well as in dynamic and prolonged
frameworks rather than static and short-term frameworks. Also, this paper reviews several
examples of deploying TQM principles within organizations where selected empirical studies
will be illustrated that focusing on achieving high levels of operational performance and
quality through implementing successful TQM practices at organizations wherein some
sample firms that are implementing these TQM practices would get more operational income
and sales growth with 107% and 64%, respectively; compared to the control firms that they
do not implement any TQM practices of only 49% and 24% for their operating income and
sales growth, respectively. Furthermore, these TQM practices made companies got better cost
control, higher employment growth, and total assets increase.
Keywords: Total Quality Management (TQM), Customer Satisfaction, Employees
Involvement, Continuous Improvements, Management Practices, Operational Performance
And Quality

1. INTRODUCTION
The essential organizations' resources are their capabilities which they are represented
by culture, processes, and routines taking into consideration the low-cost manufacturing
skills, high-quality production, and rapid product or service developments. Thus, these firms'
capabilities must be growing over the time and transform the traditional inputs into superior
product or service which in turn that this will develop the firms in successful manners to be
able in competing in the global market as well as allowing the firms to implement effective
management practices that fit with their capabilities.
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As organizations' aims are increasing productivity, quality, manufacturing speed,
customer satisfaction, and eliminating inefficiencies; several management practices have been
spawned such as Total Quality Management (TQM), Just in time (JIT), benchmarking, timebased competition, change management, re-engineering, lean management, outsourcing, and
partnering. Although it seems to be easily deploying any of these marvelous tools, some
organizations still fail in implementing these management practices.
In the next section we will know the leading organizations' problems of why they fail
in implementing these management practices under the light of existing strategy and how to
avoid these fragilities through using dynamic and prolonged frameworks rather than focusing
on static and short-term solutions which this would be followed by extensive literature
reviews on TQM major principles. Finally, this paper will present some empirical studies that
are focusing on achieving high levels of operational performance and quality through
implementing successful TQM practices at these organizations. At the end of this paper, the
paper's contribution, as well as possible future researches based on this paper limitations,
would be epitomized at the section of conclusion and future researches.
2. WHY DO ORGANIZATIONS FAIL IN IMPLEMENTING MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES UNDER THE LIGHT OF EXISTING STRATEGY?
Before answering this question, it must first define what strategy is in which according
to [10] "it is creating fit among a company's activities which it successfulness relies on
performing several things in a good manner with full integration between them. Nevertheless,
the low sustainability together without a unique strategy would be happened due to no fit
existence between these activities. Thus, the management would resort to a simplified
supervising mission of separated functions which the operational efficiency would determine
the pertained organizational performance."
2.1 THE MAJOR PROBLEMS
Thus, as [4] mention that "the problem is not with TQM, JIT, lean manufacturing, or
concurrent engineering, but the major problem is with the firms' way in implementing these
practices to their own problems." For example, firms tend to implement a particular
management practice to correct certain fragilities in their operations where the managers
identically define their problems in term of starting and ending points, i.e., managers get used
to say that " our target is reducing defect level to 200 parts per million." or, they say that "our
purpose is decreasing our variable cost by $1 per unit."
So, managers usually think the solution would be through adopting a specific
management practice in which they implement TQM to improve quality, or they would
implement JIT to become more responsive; taking into consideration that these practices end
in themselves without taking care that they must be implemented in term of firms' capabilities
and opportunities; where the last would lead the managers to think in a different way
regarding solving their problems.
Going deeply, in a static framework, solving the problems depend on one-shot
treating; while within a dynamic framework, problems' solutions are illustrated as a piece of a
continued improvements way term. Thus, implementing a selected practice must not be only
for solving the current or instant problem but also to construct new proficiencies which
unlock new opportunities. Altogether, implementing manufacturing practice is not only
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required aligning operations to present competing priorities but also by choosing and
inventing the needed future operating capabilities.
2.2 THE REASONS BEHIND THESE PROBLEMS AND HOW TO AVOID THEM
[12] interviewed and surveyed more than 20,000 managers from more than 12,000
firms in different four sectors: higher education, retail, healthcare, and manufacturing; within
34 countries asking about how far the firms are implementing their management practices
utilizing 1 to 5 scale for 18 specific practices in four main areas: talent management, target
setting, performance controlling, and operations management to rate organizations where the
higher scores indicate higher adoption and implementation.
The results show two significant findings: Firstly, there is a massive enduring lacuna
in implementing fundamental managerial practices which it would lead to permanent and
inconsistent differences in firm performance. In other words, the well-managed firms are
more profitable, growing in a faster manner, and less likely to die, especially that moving a
particular company from the worst 10% to the best 10% in term of implementing management
practice requires extra $15 million increase in profits, 25% faster growth per annum, and 75%
higher productivity. Nevertheless, the well-managed companies across industries and
countries usually spend ten times more on R&D and raising up their patenting factor to 10 to
sustain their efficiency and innovation together with hiring more talented employees and
workers [12].
Secondly, attaining excellent operational performance is still considered as a great
challenge for several organizations which this is true among well-structured and wellinformed firms (variation reaches 30% between firms) across several industries and countries
where the countries variation reaches 60% even within wealthy countries such as the U.S.
Furthermore, 11% of companies had an average score of 2 or less which means that they have
feeble control, low endeavor for determining and solving problems inside the firm, nearly no
aims for employees, and rewards and incentives rely only on family relations or tenures.
Moreover, 6% of firms had an average score of 4 or more which they have a strict
performance monitoring, a systems utilize the maximum information flow within and across
the functions, continues improvement practices that pillared short and long-term goals and
rewarding systems depend on employees' performance where it encourages the
underperformers either to turn around or move on [12].
Thus, [12] attributed several impediments that preventing the organization from
implementing fundamental management practices. Firstly, False perceptions: The research
results show that managers majority are unable to judge how well or bad their companies are
run objectively. In other words, on a scale of 10, managers majority had a very optimistic
evaluation of their firms' practices quality which the average answer was seven over ten
wherein contrary, the results present a zero relationship between actual and perceived
management qualities proposing that self-assessments are far away from reality. Identically,
that with another research result shows that 90% of university teachers, 80% of drivers, and
70% of students rate themselves as above average. Furthermore, additional and common
ground problem that had been done by employees that the last usually do not leverage
problems to their managers due to the fear of being reprimanded for identifying them which
as a consequence this act would prevent managers of getting critical and substantial
knowledge that could help in the purpose of understanding the firm's problems [12].
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Secondly, Governance structure: Some managers would have full knowledge of the
required improvement of their firms' practices, but unfortunately, they scarify this opportunity
due to the apprehension that this change would jeopardize private objectives. This problem is
most popular in family-owned and family-linked companies across countries, industries, and
firms' sizes which these firms had the lowest median scores of management. The reason
behind this problem is that these family-linked firms are quite reluctant to implement strict
management practices which it could have a severe personal price to other family members
[12]. Finally, Skill deficits: According to the result that the more educated employees, the
higher performance of the firms and vice versa, so it is a direct relationship that these welleducated employees including top managers would immensely help in adopting and
implementing a particular managerial practice in which all of them would be motivated,
having the proper skills, abilities, and capabilities to make certain changes. Thus, the skills
deficit would be considered as leading failure factor of implementing the necessary practice
[12].
3. LITERATURE REVIEWS
According to [8] which they said that "TQM is a philosophy that expresses three major
essentials for attaining high levels of process quality and performance namely: (3.1) customer
satisfaction, (3.2) employee involvement, and (3.3) continuous improvement in performance.
3.1 CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
[15] mention in their paper that "firms like Wal-Mart, Banc One, The Limited, Canon,
and Honda became successful firms in term of capabilities-based competition due to theirs
depend on converting a firm's key processes to strategic capabilities which consistently they
supply outstanding values to their customers in which these capabilities are considered as a
strategic weapon only and only if it starts and ends with the customer." Thus, Wal-Mart's
success factor relies on profound strategic business decisions especially with a rigors focusing
on customer's requirements and satisfaction in which targets of Wal-Mart are quite
challenging but straightforward to implement starting with allowing customers getting quality
products, passing through making these products obtainable wherever and whenever
customers need them, followed by activating competitive pricing through enabling structural
cost reduction, and finally reaching absolute trustworthiness by constructing and preserving
an excellent reputation in which all of that occurred due giving the customers satisfaction the
highest priority [15].
Going further, [14] build their company depending on their customers' satisfaction in
which they invented an excellent system that its dominant priority is to get almost 100%
satisfaction for their customers for growing up their firm and increasing its profitability. So,
they focus on one main principle that their own success is depending on customers success in
using their Siebel eBusiness Applications. So, they created Siebel Core Values where the first
one is regarding customer satisfaction and considering it as Siebel privilege to serve their
customers through disseminating them to all its employees all over the world. Furthermore,
the integrated nature of Siebel system makes the management well periodically meets to
measure customers' satisfaction and to activate the rewards and incentives system for
employees depending on their customers' satisfaction level.
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From another angle, in the world where customers and market forces are governing
and dominating the business core, [1] said that we should think about "What else can we do
for our customers instead of what else can we make?" which the answer to this question lies
deeper in modern gravity demand centre together with a rethinking of the current strategy
pillars. Thus, the strategic aim is to know what are the customers' purchasing criteria and
introducing new favorable ones instead. So, [1] also mentioned that Hyundai used this option
when it asked its customers that "Why you are not purchasing my cars?" were the most
popular answer was "Because of the risk of losing my job at any time of the current financial
crisis of January 2009." According to that, Hyundai offered a guarantee against this risk by
saying that "If you lose your job within one year of buying the car, you can return it to us
without any penalty to your credit rating." As a result, the sales of Hyundai doubled that
month and sold more vehicles than Chrysler; while the industry's sales were decreasing by
37% that month. As a consequence, Hyundai increased its customers' satisfaction by selling
cars better than the rivals [1].
3.2 EMPLOYEES INVOLVEMENT
Depending on [14] paper that the second Siebel Core Value is "implementing the
highest levels of professional courtesy and business ethics." where this means that the firm
adopted the open-door policy in order to encourage the respectful and constructive tones of
communication, smooth coordination, high responding to phone call, calling back the
customers in an appropriate manner, and never say that this is not my duty. In other words,
taking the bonus awards, as an illustration, the bonus awards are given to employees
according to the achieving a level of quarterly objectives such as right delivering of products,
reaching sales targets and customer satisfaction. For example, reaching a customer
satisfaction with 90%, the salesperson would get only 75% of his bouns; while if this
customer satisfaction went back to 100%, the salesperson would get the full bonus in the next
quarter which this bonus in some cases would reach four times of her or his salary. Another
clear example that if the work were done by several groups inside the firm or even with the
help of other Alliance group, all the people that participated in succeeding this work would
get the targeted bonus compensation [14].
Furthermore, Siebel firm utilizes the stock ownership and options plans where its
employees are owning 40% of company's stocks which this make all the employees do the
right things for improving the performance of the firm. In contrary, Siebel firm uses a defined
policy for improving workforce through ranking and discharging the bottom 5% of its
employees semi-annually, to eliminate employees that were not efficient and were not good
enough in fitting firm's culture and hindering firm's performance. So, Seibel firm's created
mySiebel to avoid the strategy execution gap across its all global locations through investing
in systematic workforce competency improvements to build an excellent team; and giving
unified access for all employees reaching the firm's resources [14].
As a consequence of creating mySiebel, the firm got a consistent strategy execution
through focusing on achieving its strategic goals together with enhancing the employees'
responses in term of solving a service request inside the firm which it decreased from six to
two days from the year of 2000 to the year of 2001. Finally and before releasing the product
into the market, the product gets used to inspecting by 8,000 employees to catch quality
problems and defects where in case of finding any, the defective items would be prioritized
and given the full attention to fix them. Moreover, even after releasing the product, customers
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still getting a continuous update, quality check-ups, and feedback service to keep the process
maintenance for the undiscovered defects [14].
Taking Toyota Production System (TPS) that has been reviewed by [9] as an excellent
example of involving employees into production process; TPS implements Jidoka principle
(one branch of JIT and it is considered as one pillar of TPS) that whenever any production
problem occurs and self-evident, the production line must be stopped by the concerned
employee. Thus, this principle considers building in quality as the first priority where any
deviation from it would be condemned as waste. Additionally, TPS relies on human
infrastructure especially that it literally implements its slogan of "Good Thinking, Good
Products." where the good thinking means that all employees and senior management must
take good training programs which this lead them going down and search for the problem root
using the standard of "let us go and see it" which it later improved and substituted by the
"Five Whys" through asking a chain of "Why questions" until identifying the root problem
and then determining the required countermeasures [9].
Indeed, TPS promotes the 4Ss (sift, sort, sweep, and spic-and-span) in its assembly
line where the last has a green and red lines drawn at the right representing the starting and
ending points of each workstation respectively in which a team member would start a working
cycle whenever the car reaches the green line and finish all duties by reaching the red line;
While the yellow line is existed in between indicating that 70% of the work has been
accomplished [9]. Adding more weights, in case of finding any problem behind the yellow
line, the employee pulls the Andon cord resulting in a stoppage of the production line together
with high loud music in the related station where the team leader runs to the infected station to
search the problem and try to correct it. Nevertheless, if the problem could not be solved
instantly, the car would be eliminated from the assembly line to allow a continuous
production and minimize the cost of this stoppage, and finally, the defective car would be sent
to a clinic area where the problem would be fixed there by a special team [9].
Finally, Toyota Motor Manufacturing (TMM's) has a quality control (QC) department
to reassure that rigorous quality criteria have been implemented through mandatory routine
inspection for all vehicles before selling them together with following up the customers'
experiences with the purchased vehicles; in which there are twenty patrol engineering
inspectors on each shift of assembly line for monitoring and catching up the defective items
and trying to solve their quality problems with suppliers. While, the other two functions of
QC department: Firstly, providing feedback to direct operations including the final assembly
instantaneously; Secondly, preventing the problems from happening by solving the problem
in its cradle before it became more prominent and not to wait until occurring a massive
problem where this function is considered as a unique proactive one [9].
From another angle, [17] tests the economic order and production quantity models
under random defective fractions in two different production cycles to determine how the
employees are involved in operations to catch the defectives items. Furthermore, at the first
production cycle, the outputs would be changed from cycle to cycle due to differences in each
cycle; while at the other production cycle, the outputs would be the same because of the
current cycle is inherited from the previous cycle which all of these outputs' quality is
checked by a special team where the last either eliminates the defects from both cycles or
postponing them until the end of cycles; then accumulates them in lots to either selling them
with a lower price through oppening a new positioning segmants or sending them back to
their suppliers.
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3.3 CONTINUES IMPROVEMENTS
Firms must upgrade the quality and number of their resources in a continuous manner
as well as their operational activities together with the related competitive positions to defend
the inescapable value deterioration and to protect their products from being imitated by rivals
which all of that would lead to achieving the operational effectiveness (OE). [10] define OE
as "performing similar activities better than competitors perform them." where it consists of
efficiency and any other practices that permit the firm using its inputs in a better manner
compared to rivals such as minimizing defects in goods or producing better goods faster than
the others.
Taking TPS as a great example of reducing costs and continuous improving itself by
eliminating waste in its manufacturing process through implementing JIT principle which
refers to only produce what is required, whenever it is required, and how much is required;
while any variation from them is considered as a waste. Then, TPS allows its employees to
adopt "Kaizen" criteria which it refers to changing for better to keep on a continuous
improvement not only in its operational level but also to the whole firm. Going further, TPS
illustrates another JIT practice implementation which named as "Heijunka" and means
(Balancing) the orders in a sequence of daily production [9].
In other words, if Toyota has a monthly order for 20 working days including 20,000
sedans equally divided between luxury and basic models; according to the Heijunka principle,
Toyota should produce 500 cars for each model every single day. Nevertheless, in case of
luxury cars model take more time to be produced, the daily production of 500 basic cars
model would be finished before the luxury ones, and as a consequence utilizing Heijunka
principle would support the luxury cars production and substituting it through utilizing the
empty assembly line of basic cars model [9]. From another angle, Siebel firm always invests
in its software improvements in a continuous manner especially that its clients such as Charles
Schwab, General Motors, Fleet Boston, General Electric, and IBM are spending between 1 to
10 million of dollars for licensing Siebel eBusiness Applications [14].
Going deeply, [18] runs multi-period models to analyze price nature and process
improvement activities dynamics in both decreasing or increasing manners. The result shows
that in a stable environment, these dynamics tend to decrease; while improvement activities
would raise up the cumulative productivity knowledge only if they are at positive level. In
contrary, when the selling price of this cumulative knowledge is zero or near to it at the end of
the period, the improvement activities would decrease over time. In other words, in case of
using internal resources efficiently, the total cost would be minimized because of increasing
productivity. Also, if the goods are successfully positioned into the market, the demand would
raise up. Thus, these two factors led the improvement activities' rate to be increased and
giving a significant benchmark of continuing sell of the cumulative knowledge. In contrast, if
these improvement activities did not lead to a crucial increase in productivity or even if the
demand deteriorate by the time, these dynamics would be decreased [18].
Indeed, [3] conduct research as an extension of [17] work to find the optimum lot size
in case of random defects and to examine if the investment would speed up the quality
screening process or not. They examine two different production cycles that at the first one,
the defective items would have fixed percentage due to that the current cycle is inherited from
the previous one; while at the other production cycle, the defective items would be different in
each cycle because of cycles independence. As a result, the defects would be accumulated in
lots and either be sold with a lower price or be sent back to the suppliers for reworking and
selling them again as good ones for satisfying the required demands. According to that, the
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utilized investments would accelerate and improve the quality screening process through
raising up its capacity (by involving more employees, technologies, or even new firm's
capabilities) as well as they would increase the system's responsiveness together with
minimizing their backlogging costs; while the set up cost would be increased only if the
defect rate is high [3].
Adding more weights, [13] analyze Littler Company where the last is concerned of an
international labor law that doing work for many firms across several countries to show how
it embedded products in service. Littler enhance the efficiency and quality of its services
through unbundling its jobs by either assigning them to products with analytics capabilities
and automation or to specialized knowledge team, relying on their sophistication levels. As a
result, these offerings, develop the quality and responsiveness of Littler's work through
decreasing costs for both Littler as well as its customers.
Last by not least, [2] conduct a paper for answering the question of "what should a
retailer do when growth slows?" in which they tested 37 U.S. retailers financial data with
present sales of at least $1 billion where their top-line yearly growth rate had declined by a
single digit; while others had double-digit earnings growth and even above-average stock
market returns. The result shows that successful retailers had improved their operations at
their current stores in order to get extra sales which as a consequence this made the revenues
grow more than expenses and lead to increase retailers' earnings; while the less successful
retailers had continued opening new stores for chasing growth which it diminished returns
instead.
Presenting an example of successful Kroger's retailers where the last improved its
operations as well as achieved more sales with more than 50 positive straight quarters
compared to other stores and increased their customers' satisfaction by deploying infrared
technology at 2010 in their retailers for the purpose of tracking customers whenever they
enter the store then utilizing forecasting analytics that anticipate whenever they are near to
reach the checkout lanes. As a result, this new technology allows Kroger to determine how
many lanes are required to be operated at any time to meet the optimum waiting time criteria
which a large dynamic screen tells customers the present waiting time where this technology
minimized the waiting time from four minutes to 26 seconds [2].
4. EMPIRICAL STUDIES PRESENTS HOW SUCCESSFUL ENFORCEMENT OF
THE TQM PRACTICES IMPROVES ORGANIZATIONS' OPERATIONAL
PERFORMANCE
Some firms implementing TQM practices through exploiting their resources in a
maximum manner in which they eliminate wastes, decrease costs, maximize customers'
satisfaction, increase product or service quality, raise up employees motivation, continuous
improving of the utilized technologies and operations for the purpose of achieving high level
of process performance, efficiency, and quality which as a consequence all of these would
leverage their profitability compared to their rivals. Thus, [6] investigate several organizations
for the purpose of highlighting the sequential root influence of implementing TQM practices
on their firms which the authors finally propose "The Product/Service-Profit Chain" where the
last identifies the sequential chain that would result in high levels of process performance and
quality in which they said that "in order to have a successful organization with a high
competitive advantage, you must establish a significant relationships between
product/service-profit chain and profitability, customer loyalty, and employee's productivity,
loyalty, and satisfaction."
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In other words, growth and profit are fundamentally generated by customer loyalty
where the last is considered as a direct consequence of customer satisfaction. Furthermore,
this satisfaction is mostly affected by the product or service value that provided to customers
in which this value is usually produced by productive, loyal, and satisfied employees where
the last directly result from high-quality policies and support services that allow employees to
convey the final values to their customers [6]. Thus, that product/service-profit chain, have
been developed from analyses of successful service organizations in which it puts “hard”
values on “soft” measures; so it is not only helping managers seeking new investments to
develop product, service, and satisfaction levels for getting the maximum competitive impact
but also it is widening the gap between product or service leaders and their merely good
competitors [6].
Another empirical research did by [5] which they investigate the influence of
implementing TQM practices in improving the firms' operational performance in which the
quality prizes that had been awarded by companies are utilized as a proxy to measure the
implementation extent of these TQM practices. The authors analyzed 400 publicly traded
companies during 10 years period (from 1983 to 1993) in which 6 years of them were before
winning the first quality prize, while the other 3 years were after awarding this first quality
prize where they also made a good comparison of the tested sample of quality-award winners
with the control companies' sample who did not implement any TQM practices.
Furthermore, the reasons behind selecting winners of quality prizes as measuring
sample by the authors are: Firstly, that the prizes' providers will not grant them unless they
see an excellent performance due to implementing TQM programs to maintain the prizes
credibility as well as their values of being significant incentives. Secondly, the authors tried to
be unbiased through excluding firms' selections according to their financial performance
whether good or bad since the prize-winning procedures were not based on the effect of
companies' stocks prices, their financial situations, technical steps, fairness, or even their
confidential information as well; while this prize depends on the achieved operational
efficiency improvements [5].
The result shows that during the 10-year period, the enterprises that have won the
quality prizes outperformed in term of operational income measurement with an average
change of 107% compared with control companies with only 49%. As a consequence, the
sales growth of firms that have won quality awards increased with a mean of 64% compared
with raised sales growth of control companies with an average of only 24%. Moreover, the
sample companies present better cost control, higher employment growth, and a total assets
increase compared with the control companies; while these control firms show lower growth
in their capital expenditures compared to the sample firms during the six-year period before
winning the first quality prize [5].
A marvelous example was driven by [7] presenting how the implementation of WalMart's TQM practices in its stores which this resulted to not only improving the operational
performance of their stores but also the whole Wal-Mart performance. Wal-Mart was able to
enhance its delivery procedures criteria through deploying coordination between its entire
fleets where this lead to avoid the usual miscommunication among employees, truckers, and
traffic coordinators. Thus, Wal-Mart invested in a satellite network, store level point-of-sale
systems, central database, and Universal Product Bar Code (UPAC) to collect and analyzing
information to develop its operational and purchasing anticipations accuracy through
providing extra support to buyers such as weather forecasts.
As continuous improvement operations, in 2006, Wal-Mart established two different
initiatives: "Remix" and "RFID" (radio frequency identification tags). Remix aim is to
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decrease the out-of-stock merchandise percentage at retailers by rearranging distribution
centers network and get the final reward of improving the present system, enhancing
productivity, and increasing sales per square foot. While, Wal-Mart deployed RFID tags on its
merchandises to track them, raising up the stock rates of its stores by replenishing the shelves
as soon as possible, and minimizing the sales losses due to out-of-stock or even overstocking
expenses [7].
Altogether, [7] mentioned in their paper three different proofs on the benefit of these
RFID tags: Firstly, some researchers said that "around 25% of out-of-stock inventory in the
U.S. was not really out-of-stock, the items could be either misshelved in the backroom or
misplaced on the floor."; While another study mentioned that "8% of merchandisers were out
of stock at some given time of their commercial lives made them losing a great sales for
retailers."; Finally, a study conducted by the University of Arkansas said that "Deploying
RFID tags by Wal-Mart stores on its products resulted in decreasing 16% of its out-of-stock
and improving its sales' revenues.
Additionally, [16] investigates whether that implementing some TQM practices would
consequence to a profit growth sustainability or not where the market setting has a
tremendous monopolistic competition as well as quality inflation (QI: means that the
customers' expectations are continuously increasing concerning the products or services
performances). Going deeply, the author considered that the sample company is excellent in
defining and applying its business strategy in a sustainable manner where it gives a
monopolistic competition for some periods while its product demand is not only relying on
performance quality but also on its product's price. The results show that the optimum
investment rate in both quality knowledge and productivity is rather quasi-convex which
means it would be either increasing, decreasing, or decreasing then increasing by the time
while the QI would restrain investment in several operations for raising up the quality
enhancement efforts which it is considered as a good strategy where the non-strategic quality
features is not influenced. Thus, this represents a new contribution of how QI role guarantees
profit growth sustainability. Furthermore, raising up the quality knowledge and productivity
would minimize not only non-strategic quality features but also production costs while the
strategic quality aspects would be increased [16].
Recalling another astonished example, Toyota's president Mr. Watanabe illustrates in
his paper [19] the two pillars of Toyota Way that these two pillars officially implement the
spirit of TQM practices: Firstly, under the first pillar, the continuous improvement must be
deployed to all firm's levels through creating a long-term vision confronting challenges with a
highly innovative bravery for achieving the intended dream. Then, using the principle of
"Kaizen" to keep on the persistent improvements through using a human-like intelligence
technology together with innovation and evolution. Lastly, utilizing the principle of "Genchi
Genbutsu" which means to go and see by yourself to find the problem source and reaching the
needed consensus to take a corrective decision to fix this problem and achieving the targets.
While, the other pillar states on respect for people which Toyota always respects
others such as customers, suppliers, and employees through understanding the exerted efforts
and persisting the required obligation to get higher satisfaction, coordination, and reciprocal
confidence. Moreover, Toyota's second pillar also depends on encouraging the teamwork
spirit through maximizing its performance using awards incentive for the employees that
show outstanding performance and make them professionally share the growth opportunities.
As a result of implementing these two pillars, Toyota produces "Better cars for more people"
in which these cars meet customer preferences with flawless quality as well as delivering
them in a perfect timing and affordable prices [19].
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Finally, [11] said that Sysmex improved its equipment that analyzing blood and urine
samples by adding a connectivity tool to its machines permitting remote monitoring as well as
providing particular service. This tool allows service technicians accessing to these machines
whether if they are on-site or off-site for solving software problems, upgrading the system,
knowing customers' preferences, minimizing and preventing defects in the system, increasing
the product or service capabilities, and guiding the practitioners into how to use these
machines; where all of these resulted to not only maximize customers' satisfaction and
increase employees involvement but also to a continuous minimizing of service and
equipment costs as well as their downtime periods.
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE STUDIES
As seen that this paper notably classifies the most popular failure reasons of
organizations in implementing TQM practices where managers usually measure the
organizations' problems in term or starting and ending points instead of fitting up their firms'
capabilities and current opportunities such as improving employees' skills, building and
mentoring a transparent governance structure, and utilizing the actual managers' perceptions
of their performances to avoid any obstacles and failure reasons within companies.
Additionally, for mentioning but not limited to, this paper presents that some sample
organizations that implemented successful TQM practices got more operational income and
sales growth with 107% and 64%, respectively; compared to other the control firms who did
not implement any TQM practices with only 49% and 24% in their operational income and
sales growth, respectively. Another advantage of implementing these TQM practices that
these sample companies would have better cost control, higher employment growth, and a
total assets increase compared with the control ones.
Altogether, this paper contributes the TQM science through provoking that these TQM
practices must be enforced in a dynamic framework and according to the actual firms'
capabilities and present opportunities as well as considering a prolonged solution of firms'
problems rather than using a static framework and one-shot useless solution together with
perceived firms' capabilities and anticipated opportunities. Nevertheless, future research may
be conducted to connect these TQM practices in creating an entire firm's strategy or even
amending the existing one to connect its long-term strategy map objectives and scorecards
with its near as well as long terms processes improvements especially that this TQM practice
is not only utilized for fixing short-term problem but also to improve the whole long-term
firm's progress.
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Abstract: In the world of everyday innovation and under the light of existing and improving
technologies in continuous manners, Corporate Entrepreneurship (CE) is considered as focal
debate point in which it would lead to either a destructive successfulness or massive
destruction and loss for a particular organization. This paper presents the astonished
interconnection between CE and Entrepreneurship through recalling their definitions together
with emphasizing on CE major types. Then, recent and diversified literature reviews and
empirical studies would be illustrated that clarifying how CE dimensions would positively
and significantly influence the organizations' financial performance (OFP). This paper also
shows the most popular reasons that are making the CE quite important. Going deeply,
innovative activities could increase a country's GDP by remarkable proportions not only in
developed countries such as the US but also in developing ones such as Netherlands,
Malaysia, and Turkey in which the SMEs innovative activities in these developing countries
would participate in their respective GDPs by approximate percentages between 40% to 60%;
meanwhile this great ratio would be considered as a huge contribution to their economies and
as a consequence it would lead to a rapid economic growth. A special section would be
specialized to determine how to create a successful CE training program to be as an applied
and generalized model for other organizations throughout doing an investigative analysis to
determine the organizational orientation, then aligning the objectives and targets of their
respected innovation within the organization and stakeholders ones. Moreover, the
appropriate leaders should activate rewarding system on the employees to encourage their
innovative and entrepreneurial skills together with making unique theoretical and practical
training programs and courses for refining their articulate skills. Lastly, the conclusion
together with the anticipated future studies depending on this study limitations would be
drawn at the end of this paper.
Keywords: Corporate Entrepreneurship (CE), Organizations' Financial Performance (OFP),
Corporate Entrepreneurship Major Types, & successful CE training program
1. INTRODUCTION
Corporate Entrepreneurship (CE) has received massive attention not only from
academicians but also from practitioners and economic policymakers. CE is considered as a
renewable and active phenomenon since the last century which a lot of scientists and
researchers had provoked the influence of CE on several factors which for examples but not
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limited to strategic management. Furthermore, if there are studies, they would be very little
that have been conducted to investigate how is CE interconnected to entrepreneurship and
how CE dimensions would improve the organizations' financial performance (OFP) together
with focusing on the importance of CE and how to create a successful CE training program to
be as an applied and generalized model for other organizations wherein all of that would be
considered as the main contribution of this paper. Moreover, CE is a crucial issue, and it
creates enormous debates worldwide due to the technological revolutions that have been
happening not only in our era but also since the last few decades.
Nevertheless, the most famous goal of an entrepreneur is either to establish,
contribute, or even to enhance entrepreneurship or CE performances by making innovative
and creative activities and be the first stepper within the market, which leads to having a
competitive advantage compared to the rivals in the particular industry. In other words, to
enhance OFP, it needs an innovative and successful CE where the last needs to exploit the
new and the available opportunities together with utilizing current resources to have robust,
competitive, and unique organizational performance.
Thus, to understand the marvelous connection between CE and entrepreneurship, their
definitions would be recalled in the following section together with an emphasizing on CE
major types. Then, it would be followed by illustrations of literature reviews and empirical
studies on how CE together with its various dimensions would improve the OFP. Going
further, the reasons behind the importance of CE would be presented after that section in
which it would be followed by a special section that determining how to create a successful
CE training program to be as an applied and generalized model for other organizations.
Lastly, the conclusion together with the anticipated future studies depending on this study
limitations would be drawn at the end of this paper.
2. HOW IS CORPORATE ENTREPRENEURSHIP INTERCONNECTED TO
ENTREPRENEURSHIP?
2.1 ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEFINITION
According to the Godfather of entrepreneurship [29] who described the entrepreneur
as an innovator who does certain alterations inside the market by executing new combinations
such as new products, new production methods, or even open a new firm. Nevertheless, [29]
defined the entrepreneurship "as a “creative destruction” process in which entrepreneurs
change the present goods or production methods with new ones continuously or destroy."
Adding more weights, [33] define the entrepreneurship as the exploitation and the usage of
certain opportunity with neglecting of presently controlled resources. In other words, it is the
process of creating and distributing an absolute value by a human creative act. Furthermore,
[28] said that the entrepreneurship represents any attempt at creating whether a new business,
a new venture or an expansion of specific business activity.
2.2 CORPORATE ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEFINITION AND ITS MAJOR TYPES
2.2.1 Corporate Entrepreneurship definition
Being more specific, [7] described the CE as the company's diversification activities
which they include the using of new resources and exploiting of new opportunities to let the
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firm extend its operations throughout interior enhancement. Furthermore, [36] defined the CE
as certain improving actions inside the firm that inducing it towards innovation, taking the
risk, and exploiting the existing market opportunities. Moreover, CE which it is also named as
an Intrapreneurship, it could be defined as the innovative stimulation of certain notions and
operations with a usual concentration on creating of wealth [30].
Thus, CE is entrepreneurship inside an existing firm with a new behavior where it
should be different from the traditional act [3]. Going deeply, [14] mentioned that the CE is
referred to resurrecting of a firm's business through modifying its competitive profile or
affirming rejuvenation throughout research and development department by following up the
new markets' orientations.
2.2.2 Corporate Entrepreneurship major types
According to [32] there are four types of CE, Firstly: Corporate Venturing: It is the
operational start of a new venture which it pertains to the firm's essential business, and that
could be considered as an attractive strategy. Secondly: Organizational Conversion: It is the
improvement of operational qualifications to allow and facilitates the organizational
transformation. Thirdly: Intrapreneuring: It means that the employees' diversifications inside
the firm may lead to entrepreneurial acts. In other words, not all employees must have CE
skills to flourish where some of these skills could be acquired or be learned. Finally: Industry
Rule Curvature: It is establishing ideal shifts inside an industry which mean that any firm
could innovate certain product, it would have the first step status and win the market share.
3. LITERATURE REVIEWS AND EMPIRICAL STUDIES ON HOW CORPORATE
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND ITS DIMENSIONS WOULD IMPROVE
ORGANIZATIONS' FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
In order to understand how CE influence the OFP, the last would be defined firstly.
According to [1] the OFP is referred to the ability of a firm to generate new resources from
daily operations during a given period. Furthermore, the OFP could be measured by several
factors for example but not limited to: return on income (ROI), return on equity (ROE), return
on asset (ROA), economic value added (EVA), market value added (MVA), and so forth.
Nevertheless, [36] did research where he questioned Chief Executive Officers (CEOs)
together with collecting secondary financial data of 450 firms listed on the Fortune 500 list of
U.S. industrial companies, which the result presents that 83.3% of the correlation between CE
and OFP is significantly positive. Furthermore, [35] investigated the relationship between CE
and OFP under the light of firm's external environment. The author divided the environmental
setting into four factors which they are: expansion dynamism, hospitable, static and
impoverished, and a well-driven expansion which the regression's result proved that there is a
significant and positive relationship between the CE and OFP under the light of using the
respective environmental clusters.
Moreover, [37] collected data from three different samples during seven years to
examine the longitudinal impact of CE on OFP. The three samples were 39 chemical firms,
24 medium-sized manufacturing companies which they represent 14 industry segments, and
45 Fortune 500 industrial companies representing five industry segments. After doing the
regression analysis, they find that the CE has a significant and positive relationship with OFP
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where the result is humble during the first few years, while it starts to increase during the
time.
Going deeply, [8] used the CE dimensions such as organizational structure and
entrepreneurial style to investigate their impact on OFP. They questionnaired 507 executive
seniors which they were working in non-diversified, single-industry, and the subsidiary firms
where they are located in the U.S., and they represent 40 different industries. The discovered
result shows that there is a significant and positive impact of entrepreneurial top management
style on the OFP of mechanistically structured companies.
From another angle, [16] examined a CE model with a three-factor key to investigate
the relationship of financial results against OFP involving nonfinancial firms where they
listed in the industrial sector of Johannesburg Stock Exchange. The study indexed that the CE
has a positive and significant influence on the OFP where the last was measured by
profitability and growth proxies namely: return on assets, total asset growth, share return and
return on average equity.
Additionally, [5] mentioned that several CE dimensions are strong moderators in
supporting organizational performance in which their study proves that only two CE
dimensions namely: new firm formation together with product/service, and process
innovation are significant and positively correlated with the OFP where the last is measured
by the company's growth and profitability. Moving to another part of the world, [34]
examined three CE dimensions which they are proactiveness, risk-taking, and innovation in
small and medium-sized manufacturing and exporting enterprises (SMEs) in one of the most
prominent industrial regions of such an emerging market, namely Turkey. They find a
significant and positive relationship between these CE dimensions and the OFP.
Also, [21] used some of the human resource management (HRM) practices to
moderate the relationship between CE and OFP where he surveyed 124 companies which they
are operating in different industries in Turkey. The result of this study presents that, with or
without using the HRM practices, the relationship between CE and OFP was positively
correlated. Moreover, the author finds that an additional 9% of the variance was explained by
using these HRM practices in mediating the relationship between CE and OFP.
Adding more weights, [9] investigated the influence of CE dimensions such as
innovation, proactiveness, risk-taking, and organizational renewal on OFP with a group of
companies that are publicly traded in Istanbul Stock Exchange (ISE). The findings indicate
that only organizational renewal is positively correlated with firm's profitability as a proxy of
OFP. Nevertheless, the other three dimensions have neutral effects on OFP.
More or less, [1] inspected the impact of CE dimensions on OFP of 312 companies
where the respondents number reached 2,032 from these 312 firms, which the authors used
the following variables in measuring that influence: the return on equity (ROE), return on
investment (ROI), and sales expansion based on market measurements such as economic and
market values added. They deduce that there is a significant and positive relationship between
CE dimensions and OFP. Moving to another region, [4] investigated the relationship between
CE and OFP for both countries: Slovenia and Romania. They find for Slovenian firms' that
the correlation between CE and growth which it is used as a performance proxy is 86%; while
the correlation between CE and profitability which it is also used as a performance proxy is
only 71%.
[23] investigated the CE dimensions of senior managers in random 400 auto-parts
manufacturing firms were they had been chosen from Thailand Automotive Industry sector
for the years of 2006 and 2007. In other words, that study examines the relationship between
CE and OFP where the last one proxies were growth and profitability; which the study used
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twenty-three items of CE Likert-type scale which they consist of three proactiveness items,
eleven self-renewal items, four venturing items, five innovativeness items; together with four
financial performance items.
They find that CE has a significant and positive impact on OFP in which the
innovativeness proved that it has the sturdiest influence on the outstanding OFP where this
result is consistent with the published results by [36] and [2]. Furthermore, they also find that
the self-renewal and firm support is correlated in a positive and significant manner too with
OFP; While the other CE dimensions such as proactiveness and new business ventures are
negatively correlated with OFP.
On the other hand, [22] investigated the influence of CE on OFP of large Croatian
firms. They questionnaired executive managers in 150 large firms, only 35 respondents were
returned their responses which it created a research generality problem. Moreover, their paper
showed that only one dimension of CE namely innovativeness is positively correlated with
the large Croatian firms' performances which this attributed to the trial of Croatian firms to
innovate.
Nevertheless, [12] surveyed 347 companies in Turkey for the purpose of examining
the relationship between CE dimensions and OFP. They find that innovation is the most
effective dimension of CE that influencing OFP with a highly positive significant correlation.
Furthermore, all other CE dimensions are still positively correlated with OFP but not as much
as the innovational dimension.
Adding more weights, [26] investigated the relationship between CE dimensions and
OFP in the list of Istanbul Chamber of Industry (ICI) with estimated 12,000 members by
doing face to face interviews, mailing and telephoning surveys to reach the maximum
participation. He finds that the most effective CE dimension is a new business venturing
where the last has a significant and positive influence on OFP followed by self-renewal and
innovativeness dimensions; while proactiveness did not show any impact of OFP.
Over and above, [31] investigated the relationship between CE dimensions namely
proactiveness, risk-taking, innovativeness, and self-renewal on one side; and OFP of
Malaysian state government-linked companies (GLCs): namely Johor state and Jcorp Group
on the other side; which there were three moderating variables namely: resources availability,
supportive organizational structure, and rewards. They found a significant and positive
relationship between proactiveness and OFP under the light of only two moderating variables
which they are supportive organizational structure and availability of resources. However,
they also found that the risk-taking did not have any direct effect on the OFP; while, after
interfering of the three moderators, the risk-taking is correlated in a positive and significant
manner with the OFP. Going deeply, they found that with and without intervening these three
moderating variables, self-renewal and innovativeness have pertained negatively and
insignificant to OFP.
Additionally, [19] tested two CE models in empirical research with 140 manufacturing
companies which are publicly trading in Istanbul Stock Exchange (ISE) to explain the
interaction between CE and OFP. The study proved that the traditional CE dimensions such as
risk-taking, innovativeness, and proactiveness are positively correlated with OFP; while other
CE dimensions such as autonomy and competitive aggressiveness did not present any
relationship with OFP.
From another angle, [6] examine the long-term influence of CE dimensions namely:
risk-taking, pro-activeness, and innovativeness on OFP proxies such as return on capital
employed, turnover growth, and operating profitability. Furthermore, the authors surveyed 98
companies which they have more than 400 (FTE) in Dutch-based companies from several
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sectors in Netherlands Stock Exchange to measure the impact of CE intensity on OFP during
the years of 2000 - 2013.
Moreover, they also used annual industry data together with firm-specific survey data
to see how the moderators would affect the economic conditions, market environment, and the
retrospect of multiple CE intensity. The results illustrate that for the first four years, there is a
positive relationship between CE dimensions and OFP proxies in which this result pillar that
CE has a long-term influence on OFP. Going deeply, in term of either sharp economic
recession or sharp growth, the effect of CE on OFP would be high in which this relationship is
considered as a highly dependent on such market situations.
Also, [20] conduct a research for the purpose of investigating the relationship between
CE dimensions namely: industry experiment, risk-taking, proactivity, and innovation, and
OFP utilizing of 70 SMEs of Turkish Machinery and Equipments Manufacturing Industry in
which the findings show that these CE dimensions are positively influenced these SMEs
performances in the respected sector.
Last but not least, [25] tests the relationship of CE dimensions such as autonomy,
competitive aggressiveness, pro-activeness, risk-taking, and innovation and OFP of 44
commercial banks in Kenya through using closed-ended questionnaires. In other words, the
author tries to answer the following questions: What are the influences of risk-taking and
innovation on commercial banks' financial performances in Kenya? And Which of these three
dimensions namely: autonomy, competitive aggressiveness, and pro-activeness has a greater
effect on commercial banks' financial performances in Kenya?.
The results present that there is a positive and significant relationship between all of
CE dimensions and commercial banks financial performance. From another angle, between
the emphasized three dimensions, the competitive aggressiveness had the highest effect on
commercial banks financial performances followed by autonomy and pro-activeness
respectively.
4. WHY IS CORPORATE ENTREPRENEURSHIP QUITE IMPORTANT?
There are several reasons that clarify the importance of CE in which [13] mentioned
the most important ones. Firstly, Growth reason: under the light of the economic recession
and whenever most firms could not invest in future projects and just sit down on their cash
piles due to the fear of loss; the CE knows exactly how to grow through creating the required
infrastructure and mindset of entrepreneur which pillar that transformational growth
framework. Secondly, Innovation reason: CE and Innovation are entwined and tied to each
other in which the company required to be innovative in a continuous manner to get a
sustainability feature of its innovation where the appropriate environments, the efficient
employees, and the correct processes are needed to have a successful CE; taking into
consideration that the failure ratios would swing from 50% to 90% which means either a
destructive successfulness or a massive destruction and loss.
Thirdly, Leadership reason: it the most popular forecaster of successful innovation
where most of the Organizations' CEOs are in the driving seat and have the needed
capabilities and the desired skills which make them eligible to think, build, and act differently
in which they have various aspirations and motivations, and they could work under different
environments for achieving their growth agenda. Fourthly, Change reason: this element is
highly correlated with the right leadership in which the organizations' majority are reluctant to
change their cultures together with risk aversion where that, in turn, would impede
organizations' ability to grow further. Moreover, CE enables firms to create new tracks
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through becoming more challenging together with spreading up the culture of change all over
their departments and branches to accelerate and managing that change taking into
consideration that the average change failure rate swings from 60% to 70%.
Finally, Engagement reason: in the US, the forecasted productivity loss due to
disengaged employees within their organizations exceeded $450 billion wherein only 30% of
American employees were engaged in their workplaces. Going deeply, this loss in
productivity leads to either depreciate the growth or stop it at all; while CE supply a solid
platform for employees and allowing them to be committed to their works in a meaningful
and challenging manner. Furthermore, intrapreneurs who do CE within their organizations
inspire other employees and companies to follow their steps and try to innovate, and as a
consequence of that, the organizations would achieve an astonishing growth not only
financially but also operationally where all of that would lastly lead to having a survival and
sustainable strategy over the rivals.
5. HOW TO CREATE A SUCCESSFUL CORPORATE ENTREPRENEURSHIP
TRAINING PROGRAM TO BE AS AN APPLIED AND GENERALIZED
MODEL FOR OTHER ORGANIZATIONS?
Firstly, the organization should do an investigative analysis of its culture to know
whether it has an entrepreneurial orientation or not where this investigation should be done by
specialist and consultants to prove its validity. Secondly, managers have to consider their
targeted employees as entrepreneurs by dealing, paying, and rewarding them as real
entrepreneurs even though that the money is not a major element to motivate them, but they
would expect a fair compensation regarding their efforts and values in which as a return they
would work and align in the best interest of firm's stakeholders [10].
Then, the firm goals, objectives, and responsibilities must be clearly written and be
aligned with the CE target and vision to match the primary goal of CE [18]. Thus, at this
stage, the most prominent obstacle to the CE is bureaucracy, so there should be a special
decentralization for certain procedures that accelerate the CE process to be released [17].
Going back to the employees, the corporate entrepreneurs should have sufficient selfmotivation to accomplish the committed objectives [5]; where the continuous training for all
employees inside the firm would increase their creativities [17]. So, spreading the concept of
training by generalizing it to all departments within the organization wherein each department
should have its own type of innovation, common innovation with other departments, or even
both of them [32].
Additionally, the organization should be a highly flexible by keeping up the learning
process within the entrepreneurship especially that there is a proved positive relationship
between entrepreneurship and learning process [24]; meanwhile the higher level of
management such as senior managers should take care and train the ambitious entrepreneurs
to improve a valid innovative idea which it would be easy for them to implement it in the
future [11]. Finally, not only theoretical training is required, but also a practical one is crucial
and necessary for the employees to make sure that they would get diversifications in learning
methodologies [27].
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6. CONCLUSION
As seen that the CE sits on the throne and lies on the heart of organizational characters
such as innovation, growth, leadership, cultural change, and employees engagement; together
with taking into consideration the current market orientation in which most of the mentioned
studies have a consensus on the positive and significant relationship between CE dimensions
and OFP proxies. In other words, under economic recession, growth, or stabilized one, the
more innovative and effective CE within the organization, the OFP would be improved.
Moreover, innovative activities could increase a country's gross domestic product (GDP) by
remarkable proportions not only in developed countries such as the US but also in developing
ones such as, Netherlands, Malaysia, and Turkey in which the SMEs innovative activities in
these developing countries participate in their respective GDPs by approximate percentages
between 40% to 60%; meanwhile this great ratio would be considered as a huge contribution
to their economies and as a consequence it would lead to a rapid economic growth.
Going deeply, this paper present how to create a successful CE training program to be
as an applied and generalized model for other organizations throughout doing an investigative
analysis to determine the organizational orientation, then aligning the objectives and targets of
their respected innovation within the organization and stakeholders ones. Moreover, the
appropriate leaders should activate the rewarding system to the employees for the purpose of
encouraging their innovative and entrepreneurial skills together with making specialized
theoretical and practical training programs and courses for refining the skills of their articulate
employees especially that there is a positive and significant relationship between improving
entrepreneurship and learning process.
Future studies could be conducted to find out how these CE dimensions would affect
the organizations' operational performance taking into consideration not only the mentioned
internal organizational characteristics but also the external ones such as the suitable
organizational environment which it is related to market policies and barriers, taxes, cost of
raw material, product manufacturing and supplying cost and so forth. Last but not least, not
only employees and entrepreneurs should think creatively, but also all the people need to
think creatively too because the opportunity does not wait for them to be picked up; where
first come would be first served.
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Abstract: Opening, development and exploitation of useful mineral resources on open pits
create environmental pollution. This is manifested in several ways - by blocking land,
degradation of land and other forms of pollution (dust, gases, mineral waters and noise, which
affect the pollution of air, water, land, plants and human health). Consequently, a multicriteria analysis was carried out aiming to rank all types of environmental pollution in order to
identify the most difficult types of pollution. PROMETHEE method was used for ranking.
Keywords: Open Pit, Environment, Multi-criteria Analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Surface exploitation of mineral raw materials seriously efects the environment. The
most important efects are related to the relief, the regime of underground and surface waters
and microclimate, occurence of dust and gases from the mining equipment, etc. These
pollutants are released from the open pit to the environment by the influence of natural air
currents and the atmosphere is polluted. Dust pollutes the soil, water and plants in the wider
area around the open pit [1].
The best way to assess the quality of the environment in the open pit mine and its
surroundings is using the data obtained by measuring the concentration of harmful substances
(dust and gases) in open pit area [2].
The previous researches in this field investigated separately each individual type of
pollution, without taking into account integration of the all types of pollution and without
determining which one is dominant. Accordingly, in this paper comparison of all or most
important types of pollution has been done in order to rank them and to determine the most
harmful types of pollution. The importance of ranking is to provide better overview to
managers in order to determine the priorities and, accordingly, to properly direct the
appropriate measures to suppress or reduce the most serious forms of environmental pollution
around the surface mine.
The PROMETHEE method is used for ranking the different types of pollution on the
environment.
2. TYPES OF ENVIRONMENTAL DESTRUCTION BY OPEN PIT
There are many types of environmental destruction by open pit. The most important
types of destruction and pollutions are, as follows:
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land blocking (alternative A1),



land degradation (alternative A2), and



pollution of air, water, soil and plants (alternative A3).

The blocked land is the area around the open pit where are concentrated the
contaminants created by the mining technological procedures in the open pit. This area where
the land is blocked is called the zone of increased influence. On the blocked land the surface
is not changed, but it is prohibited the human habitation and agricultural production, and
plants from this area are not recommended for animal and human consumption. The land in
this zone is bought by the open pit.
Degraded land represents the area where are performed the mining operations. In this
area the land surface loses its original appearance as a result of mining operations. Previous
forests, orchards and arable land are destoyed and the new surfaces are created without the
ability to restore its previous eco-system. The funnel or crater is formed at the location of
mine. On the other side, the additional land is degraded by the overburden (tailings) that cover
the original land and artificial hills are formed.
Mining operations create pollution such as dust, gases, mineral waters and noise,
which affect the pollution of air, water, land, plants and humans. Due to this types of
pollutions, the mine pays compensation to the owners of the land for the resulting damage in
the amount of income that would be realized on that land, but the land is not redeemed in
theese zones by the mine – zone of significant influence (monitoring zone), zone of moderate
influence and zone of possible impact.
In order to identify the most harmfull pollution types that cause environment
destruction, the ranking of the above mentioned most serious types of environmental pollution
has been performed. Ranking was performed by the PROMETHEE method. In addition, the
Decision Lab software was used for the calculation.
3. THE CRITERIA FOR ENVIRONMENTAL DESTRUCTION RANKING
The criteria include the most important parameters for open pit environment
destruction ranking, such as:
Size of destruction (criteria C1) is a very important factor that has a great influence
on ranking process. This criterion indicates the total damage that was caused by the open pit.
The weight coefficient of this criteria is estimated to 0,25.
The degree of threat to employees (criteria C2) is also a very important factor that
significantly affects the ranking of environment destruction. It points to the danger to the
health and lives of employees at the open pit, depending on the type of pollution. The weight
coefficient of this criteria is estimated to 0,25, too.
Impact on a wider environment (criteria C3) is a criterion that takes into account
the harmfull effects of the mining operations on wider environment that include nearby
settlements, woods, crops, waters, etc. The weight coefficient of this criteria is 0,20.
The possibility of recultivation and restore the land to its original state (criteria
C4) is a criteria that takes into account the rehabilitation of the devastated areas by the open
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pit. This include the recultivation of the open pit area and other necessary measurements in
order to minimize the destruction. The weight coefficient of this criteria is 0,20.
The possibility to prevent destruction (criteria C5) is a criteria that includes all the
measures, along with their costs in order to prevent or minimize the harmful effects of the
mining operations in open pit. The weight coefficient of this criteria is estimated to 0,10.
4. PROMETHEE METHOD
PROMETHEE (Preference Ranking Organization Method for Enrichment Evaluation)
is an multicriteria decision method for a finite set of [3]. This method is besed on the choice
of an appropriate preference function and the weighting given to each criteria. There are six
preference functions represented by specific shapes in the PROMETHEE method.
The PROMETHEE method calculate the positive flow (+) and negative flow (-) for
each alternative according to the given criteria weight. The positive flow expresses how much
each alternative is outranking all the others. The higher the positive flow (+→ 1), the better
the alternative. The negative outranking flow expresses how much each alternative is
outranked by all the others. The smaller the negative flow (- → 0), the better the alternative.
The balance between the positive and negative outranking flows is base for PROMETHEE II
complete ranking. The higher the result, the better the alternative [4]. The procedure of the
PROMETHHE method is presented below:
Step 1. Establishment of an impact matrix/double entry table. An impact matrix for the
selected criteria (j=1…n) and alternatives (i=1…m) can be established by using cardinal
(quantitative) and ordinal (qualitative) data.
Step 2. Application of the preference function P(a,b). For each criteria, the selected
preference function P(a,b) is applied to decide how much the outcome a is preferred to b.
Step 3. Calculation of an overall or global preference index (a,b) that represents the
intensity of preference of a over b.
Step 4. Calculation of outranking flows for each alternative a  A.
PROMETHEE I provides a partial ranking of the alternatives, while PROMETHEE II
provides a complete ranking of the alternatives.
5. RANKING THE ENVIRONMENTAL DESTRUCTION
After defining alternatives and the criteria, they are being scored and ranked by
PROMETHEE method. In addition, the Decision Lab software was used for calaculations.
In this process, all criteria have a qualitative structure. The qualitative evaluation has
been done by a 5-point scale – Table 1. The worst category is very poor (numerical value 1),
and the best category is very high (numerical value 5).
Table 1. Qualitative scale
Qualitative value Very poor
Poor
Average
High
Very high
Numerical value
1
2
3
4
5
The evaluations of the alternatives is done by the evaluation matrix – Table 2.
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Table 2. Evaluating matrix
Criteria
Max/min
Coef. weight
Preference
function
A1
A2
A3

C1
max
0.25

C2
max
0.25

C3
max
0.20

C4
max
0.20

C5
max
0.10

Level

Level

Level

Level

Level

5
3
4

1
4
5

3
1
5

1
4
2

5
2
3

Based on the evaluation matrix, the alternatives are evaluated by the Decision Lab
software. Table 3 shows the positive flow (φ+), negative flow (φ−) and net flow (φ) values.
Table 3. The positive flow (φ+), negative flow (φ−) and net flow (φ) values
Alternative A1
Alternative A2
Alternative A3

Φ+
0.1875
0.2750
0.2750

Φ0.4000
0.2625
0.0750

Φ
-0.2125
0.0125
0.2000

The final ranking is determined via PROMETHEE II (Fig. 1) on the basis of the flow
values in Table 3.

Figure 1. PROMETHEE II complete ranking of alternatives
The best alternative is identified by PROMETHEE II complete ranking (Fig. 1).
Alternative A3 (pollution of air, water, soil and plants) is selected as the most harmful
alternative, and the other alternatives are ranked in the order of A2 (land degradation), and A1
(land blocking).
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6. THE ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
In the analysis of the final rank of alternatives it is started from the most devastating
alternative. This is alternative A3 (pollution of air, water, soil and plants). These are the worst
forms of environment destruction that affect the wide area around the open pit. Most of these
pollutions are permanent (for example underground water pollution) and need a lot of efforts
to minimize their influence on the environment.
The second place in the ranking proccess is alternative A2 (land degradation). This is
the destruction that usually cause less environmental damage, but the damage is permanent.
The terrain is changed and the dent is formed. The only thing that can be done is to carry out
the recultivation of the open pit and monitoring.
On the third (last) place is alternative A1 (land blocking). This land is contamined by
open pit pollutants, but it can be faster and easer recovered with less investments.
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper is applied multicriteria method for ranking of environment destruction by
open pit. The mine operations on the open pit largery affects on environment. It is analyzed
the three types of environment destruction – land blocking (alternative A1), land degradation
(alternative 2) and the pollution of air, water, soil and plants (alternative A3). It is also
discussesed five criteria for ranking – size of destruction (criteria C1), the degree of threat to
employees (criteria C2), impact on a wider environment (criteria C3), the possibility of
recultivation and restore the land to its original state (criteria C4) and the possibility to
prevent destruction (criteria C5).
Ranking of accidents in underground production systems is carried out by the
PROMETHEE method of multicriteria decision making.
Based on the obtained results by PROMETHEE method, it is identified the most
dangerous and difficult environment destruction by the open pit, which are alternative A3
(pollution of air, water, soil and plants). The most influential criteria for ranking the
environment destruction are the criteria C1 (size of destruction) and C2 (the degree of threat
to employees).
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Abstract: Entrepreneurship as one of the most powerful economic tools in the modern
society, it is primarily associated with small and medium companies, which today, practically
in every modern country have important position, often dominant in the development of the
economy and society, given the fact that these companies are the backbone of one country’s
economy. The future practically depends on the future entrepreneurial activities. Students
particularly, represent the entrepreneurial activities of tomorrow and widening the knowledge
on what drives the young population to pursue entrepreneurial career, is of great importance.
A number of authors emphasized that becoming an entrepreneur is an intentional and planned
behavior and, as such, intentions are best predictors of behavior, not attitudes, beliefs,
personality or demographics, but however, the majority of prior research suggests that
individuals with entrepreneurial role models display a stronger entrepreneurial intention and,
hence, have a higher likelihood of pursuing an entrepreneurial career. Even though, the
relationship between past (positive or negative) exposure and future intention it is very
complex and unclear, this paper adds knowledge on the matter by taking two South East
European Countries as a research sample. For the purpose of this paper, secondary data are
used from the literature, mainly from the GUESS Project past and present publications. The
research is based on GUESSS (Global University Entrepreneurial Spirit Student Survey) that
analyzes the level of entrepreneurial intentions among students from 2 selected countries in
Southeast Europe .The expected results should uncover what type of environmental forces,
behavior and motivation lead to entrepreneurial intentions among student population and also
explains in debt the relationship of the positive/negative family business experience with the
entrepreneurship behavior of the students in Macedonia and Slovenia.
Keywords: entrepreneurship, drivers, students, business, family, Macedonia, Slovenia

1. INTRODUCTION
According to Dimitrova et al. (2014) entrepreneurship is primarily associated with
small and medium companies, which today, practically in every modern country have
important position, often dominant in the development of economy and society, given the fact
that small and medium companies are the backbone of one country’s economy. The interest
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among experts in this field stems from the entrepreneurial creativity, innovation and the risk
taking initiatives that are basically changing the world (Fiti et al., 2007). Entrepreneurship as
a phenomenon has been a research topic for many years, but as any phenomenon, it constantly
changes and requires deeper exploring, especially in fast developing economic and business
environment (Greblikaite and Daugeliene, 2009). It should be noted that reaching consensus
among scholars for creating widely accepted definition of this phenomenon, has not been
reached yet. In the business literature, numerous definitions can be identified. One of them is
proposed by Hisrich et al. (2008) which describes the entrepreneur as a person who acts in
hazardous circumstances, or in other words, a person who buys products at known price, to
sell them at unknown price in the future. Shuklev and Ramadani (2012) proposed more
structured definition explaining that entrepreneur is an individual who makes allocation of
resources from less productive areas in areas of high productivity. Given these points of view,
it can be concluded that entrepreneurship is the process of seeking innovative opportunities in
uncertain and risky circumstances, combining effectively and efficiently the factors of
production in order to achieve profitability and business growth.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 SUCESSION INTENTIONS
To understand entrepreneurial behaviour, researchers have been particularly interested
in the processes and factors that are initiating the creation of entrepreneurial ventures. A
specific stream of research explored the cognitive aspects of entrepreneurship and various
factors connected to starting a business. One aspect is related to prior entrepreneurial
exposure, defined as individuals’ experiences in the course of their lives leading to knowledge
accumulation regarding an entrepreneurial career (Venkataraman, 1997) and influencing
individuals’ succession intention. Individuals gain prior entrepreneurial exposure through
entrepreneurial role models such as parents or relatives/friends who previously started a
business or direct entrepreneurial experiences such as work experience in a small/newly
founded firm or prior founding experience (Krueger, 1993). The majority of prior research
suggests that individuals with entrepreneurial role models display a stronger succession
intention and, hence, have a higher likelihood of pursuing an entrepreneurial career
(Tomovska-Misoska et al., 2015; Crant, 1996; Matthews and Moser, 1995). In contrast, other
studies find no such influence (Brenner et al., 1991; Tkachev and Kolvereid, 1999).
Furthermore, several studies found that direct entrepreneurial experiences positively influence
individuals’ entrepreneurial and succession intention (Autio et al., 2001; Goethner et al.,
2012), while others (Linan & Chen, 2009; Matthews & Moser, 1995) find no such influence.
This leads to the conclusion that relationship between prior entrepreneurial exposure and
entrepreneurial succession intention is apparently complex and far from being resolved, so
further research is welcomed.
There are few studies that suggest positive relation between family support and
entrepreneurial intention and that family ecosystems with business background motivate other
family members to join the companies in the case of students show intention for building their
own ventures (Ilesanmigbenga, 2017; Van Auken et al., 2006).
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2.1.1 Intention Models
Authors define entrepreneurial intention from different points of view (e.g. personal
motivation, attitude, marriage, social situation). In order to enhance the understanding of
entrepreneurial intentions most authors use three models (Jagodic, 2016) but we will focus
only of the concept of entrepreneurial intentions based on the Theory of Planned Behaviour
(TBP). According to the TPB (Ajzen, 1991; 2012), intentions capture the motivational aspect
of behaviour and are dependent on three different beliefs: beliefs about the likely
consequences of the behaviour (behavioural beliefs), beliefs about the normative expectations
of other people (normative beliefs) and beliefs about presence of factors that might hinder
behaviour (control beliefs) (Ajzen, 2002). These beliefs are resulting in perceived behavioural
control which means the extent to which people think that they will be successful in
performing certain behaviour if they want to do so and this is closely related to self-efficacy
and also perceived as controllability of the behaviour (Ajzen, 2002; 2012). The normative
beliefs are resulting in subjective norm which translates to the perceived social pressure to
perform a particular behaviour (Ajzen, 1991). The control beliefs are resulting in attitude
towards behaviour which refers to the attractiveness of the outcomes of certain behaviour
(Ajzen, 2012). This means that the entrepreneurial intentions are based on the positive or
negative personal appraisal about becoming an entrepreneur (attitude towards behaviour),
perceived difficulty in becoming an entrepreneur (perceived behavioural control) and
perceived approval or disapproval of family, friends and significant others of the decision to
become entrepreneur (subjective norm). In all of the cases, essential elements primarily relate
to personal manner. Authors like Nabi et al. (2006), Wu & Wu (2008) and Guerrero et al.
(2008) are connecting the entrepreneurial intention with a specific situation in which people
wish to start a business as a new firm as well as within an existing organization. The study by
Linãn et al. (2011) pointed out that the main factors affecting entrepreneurial intentions are
personal attitude and perceived behavioural control. Sánchez (2011) gets similar research
results stressing that the main factors initiating entrepreneurial intentions are personality
traits, risk acceptance, and self-efficacy. On the individual level, entrepreneurial intentions
effect personal beliefs, social, political, cultural and economic environment (Fishbein and
Ajzen 1997).
Having the use of the intentions models as a well-accepted chapter in the literature, the
researchers have shifted their attention to developing richer, more understandable models to
predict the intentions responsible for starting a business. Nevertheless, these models strive to
determine the factors that may indirectly stimulate entrepreneurial intentions by influencing
key attitudes and/or perceptions, such as desirability and feasibility (Drennan et al. 2005).
These factors basically include life situations such as family commitments (Hisrich & Brush,
1984) and most important personal background variables such as prior exposure to a family
business (Autio et al., 1997; Davidsson, 1995; Krueger, 1993). One variable that had been
researched the most and gained considerable attention by the scholars is prior exposure to a
family business. Authors like Crant (1996), Dyer (1992), Roberts & Wainer (1968) have
established that entrepreneurs often come from homes where one of the parents was selfemployed. Dyer and Handler (1994) will add that the parental role models and the exposure to
having their own business (being self-employed), influences further entrepreneurial believes
and attitudes. The importance of entrepreneurial family business exposure has been imbedded
into the entrepreneurial-intention models (Krueger, 1993; Shapero & Sokol, 1982) which
theorized that this particular exposure to a family business indirectly influences
entrepreneurial intentions through perceived desirability and feasibility. The impact of the
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family business may depend on both the quantity and quality of the exposure. One example of
this is Krueger’s (1993) study of university business students found that the breadth of prior
exposure to entrepreneurship such as parents having a business was positively related to
perceived feasibility and the affirmative prior exposure was positively related to perceived
desirability. On the contrary, Peterman & Kenedy (2003) in a study of secondary school
students reported that positivity of experience was related to perceived desirability, but,
breadth of prior experience was not related to perceived feasibility.
3. METHODOLOGY
This research paper is based on the Global University Entrepreneurial Spirit Students'
Survey (GUESSS) carried out in 2016/17. This project was launched in 2003 at the Swiss
Research Institute of Small Business and Entrepreneurship at the University of St. Gallen, and
has been held every two years since. Building upon the Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen,
1987), the survey aims at gaining an understanding on the drivers and peculiarities of
students' entrepreneurial succession intentions and activities across different countries, with
particular focus on students' individual characteristics, the university environment, and the
roles played by family and socio-cultural context. In the last edition of the GUESSS survey,
50 countries participated, resulting in 122,000 completed questionnaires, distributed
throughout 1,000 universities around the globe. For the purpose of this study, only two
countries were selected for further research, Macedonia and Slovenia. Macedonia is
represented with 124 completed responses from 3 universities, corresponding with 0.1 valid
percent and Slovenia with 575 completed responses across 5 universities with valid percent of
0.5.
We have adopted three composite variables for the statistical analysis as already
validated constructs (Maresch, 2014). These composite variables were created for the
following constructs Attitude towards behaviour, Perceived behavioural control and
Subjective norm.
Three items were included to captured the students Attitude towards behaviour, in
particular ‘being an entrepreneur implies more advantages than disadvantages to me’, ‘if I had
the opportunity and resources, I would become an entrepreneur’ and ‘being an entrepreneur
would entail great satisfactions for me’.
To continue, the second construct describing the Planned behaviour control captured
four items from the questionnaire, as follows ‘I will make every effort to start and run my
own business’, ‘I am determined to create a business in the future’, ‘I have the strong
intention to start a business someday’ and ‘my professional goal is to become an entrepreneur.
And, the third construct reflecting on the Subjective norm, captured the following sets of
items: ‘…to solve a specific problem for a group of people that I strongly identify with (e.g.,
friends, colleagues, club, community), ‘...to play a proactive role in shaping the activities of a
group of people that I strongly identify with’, ‘…to solve a societal problem that private
businesses usually fail to address (such as social injustice, environmental protection) and
‘…to do something that allows me to enact values which are core to who I am’. As part of this
construct, another set of items was taken into consideration, in particular, ‘Being a role model
for other businesses resulting in ‘…to be able to signal my capabilities to others (i.e., future
employers, colleagues)’, ‘…to play a proactive role in changing how the world operates’ and
‘…to advance my career in the business world’. Finally the third set of questions belonging to
the last construct was reflecting on the reaction to ‘your close family’, ‘your friends and ‘your
fellow students’.
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To shape the research we have developed the following working hypothesis:
H1: There is a significant relationship between the attitude to become successor in a family
business and Attitude towards behavior.
H0: There is no relationship between the attitude to become successor in a family business and
Attitude towards behavior.
H2: There is a significant relationship between the attitude to become successor in a family
business and Subjective norm.
H0: There is no relationship between the attitude to become successor in a family business and
Subjective norm.
H3: There is a significant relationship between the attitude to become successor in a family
business and Planned behavioral control.
H0: There is no relationship between the attitude to become successor in a family business and
Planned behavioral control.
2.2 INTERNAL CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS
George and Mallery (2003) provided a framework of: “_ > .9 – Excellent, _ > .8 – Good,
_ > .7 – Acceptable, _ > .6 – Questionable, _ > .5 – Poor, and _ < .5 – Unacceptable”
Cronbach’s Alfa results (pg. 231). Table 1, shows the calculations measured for PBC with
Cronbach’s Alpha result of 0.95, which is >0.8 displaying good internal consistency of the
cinstructs.
Table 1. Cronbach’s Alpha- Perceived Behavioural Control (PBC)

Table 2 shows the same calculations for the Subjective Norm variable. In this section
we can observe a Cronbach’s Alpha result <0.8 or 0.78, which represents acceptable internal
consistency as well.
Table 2. Cronbach’s Alpha- Subjective Norm (SN)
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Table 3. Cronbach’s Alpha- Attitude towards Behaviour (ATB)

Table 3 represents the results from the ATB tested variable. With a Cronbach’s Alpha
of 0.9, there is an excellent internal consistency of the items tested. So, to conclude, we have
an acceptable internal consistency of the variable to continue with the statistical analysis of
the researched topic.
3. RESULTS
We further investigate the relationship between the environmental forces, behavior
and motivation that lead to entrepreneurial intentions among student population and the
direction of the relationship given the positive/negative previous family business experience
among the students in Macedonia and Slovenia. The control variable was set to be the
following ‘a career as a successor is attractive for me’. The analysis was performed in the
IBM SPSS statistical software using correlation matrix.
The results from Table 4 suggest positive strong correlation rs= 0.358 between the
variable “A career as a successor is attractive for me” and the ATB_sum_MK variable at .05
level of significance. This practically implies that the increase in the values “A career as a
successor is attractive for me” will result with the moderate increase of the values
ATB_sum_MK. There is also, positive moderate relationship rs= 0.249 between the variable
“A career as a successor is attractive for me” and ATB_sum_SL variable at significance level
of .01 level. We have found strong positive relationship among the variable “A career as a
successor is attractive for me” and the PBC_SLO variable at significance level of .01. The
value of 0.328 suggests weak positive correlation between these two variables.
The correlation matrix indicated a very strong relationship rs= 0.662 between the
variable ATB_sum_MK and PBC_MK variable at significance level of .01. The Spearman
correlation coefficient of rs=0.813 suggests very strong towards perfect correlation between
the PBC_SLO and ATB_MK variables at significance .01 level. This suggest that the high
values of ATC_sum_SLO variable are very likely to be followed with the high values of
PBC_SLO variable.
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Table 4. Correlation Matrix for ‘A career as successor is attractive for me’ and ATB, SN and PBC.

To conclude, we accept the H1since it was found that there is moderate to strong
relationship between the career intention to become a successor and ATB in both countries
with a slightly positive coefficient for Slovenia. Further on, we reject the H2 and adopt the H0
given that there is not relationship evidence between the dependent and the independent
variable. And finally, H3 is partially rejected or adopted in the case of the Slovenian students
since it evidences moderate relationship between the two variables.
There are also limitations to this research since the population of the Macedonian
students was relatively limited to only 3 universities out of 13 in operation and only one
university is dominating the sample. Another limitation is that we have not tested for quantity
and quality of the family business exposure to entrepreneurial intentions as well.
4. CONCLUSION
We have found that there is a positive relationship between the experience in family
business and the decision to become an entrepreneur in future that was also concluded by
Goethner (2012), Ilesanmigbenga (2017) and Van Auken et al. (2006). On the other hand,
social pressure was indicated to have no relationship with the family business experience in
becoming an entrepreneur.
To sum up we agree with Linãn et al. (2011), Sánchez (2011) and Krueger (1997) that
as in other studies of students, the student population in Macedonia and Slovenia with prior
exposure to entrepreneurial activities of their parents is positively related to perceived
feasibility and desirability to start their own career as entrepreneur. But, also that this
relationship is stronger among the students in Slovenia which might be cause by the long
years of entrepreneurial culture in the country. On the contrary Macedonia has low evidence
of family owned businesses and yet shows good intention.
As family businesses, succession and their impact on entrepreneurial intentions are
topics to be further researched, we suggest future research to be directed towards these areas.
More to add, the Macedonian family businesses are now in their first business leadership
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transition and might need external support to evidence successful generation takeover. But
also, to continue the practice of GUESSS research in Macedonia and get a good set of data to
be able to explore other relationships and suggest adaptations and trainings to better meet the
business environment challenges as well as to be able to stimulate enabling environment for
young entrepreneurs.
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Abstract: Tourism has significant social and economic benefits for rural communities, and
tourism policy and legal framework created by government on national, regional and local
level are one of the primary factors for the existence and development of tourism in rural
areas. The subject of this thesis is tourism policy and legislation concerning the rural tourism
in Macedonia, seen through the prism of tourism development strategies and tourism
legislative. The thesis provides basic data for the rural tourism in Macedonia such as:
historical development, regional distribution of rural tourism, accommodation facilities,
number of tourists, rural tourism activities, promotion, tourism law, European Union funds
and existence of a government initiatives for rural tourism development. Charts, presenting
the governmental bodies responsible for tourism, national tourism development strategies as
well as tourism related to legislation, are used for preparing a basic profile of rural tourism in
the country. For the purpose of this thesis, we use research methodology and secondary data
sources from relevant literature, official tourism development strategies and laws. An analysis
and review of tourism strategies and laws have been made, based on systematical evaluation
of their actual content using the method of content analysis. The thesis concluding remarks
are regarding the structure, past issues and future challenges of rural tourism in Macedonia.
Keywords: rural tourism, Macedonia, tourism policy, tourism law

INTRODUCTION
According to the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO 2017), the
arrival of tourists in 2016, has reached 1,235 million at international level. The tourist
consumption was $ 1.235 billion, and the tourist industry participated with 10% in the global
gross domestic product. Every tenth employee in the world is employed in this sector.
Tourism will maintain its continuous and positive level of development from the past 60 years
and in the upcoming period. Forecasts are moving in the direction where the European
continent, in the following years, can hold the primacy of the world tourism market and will
be the main source of tourist offer, demand and movement of tourists. According to the
United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO 2004), the concept of rural tourism
covers a number of constituent elements, based on the rural tourism community. Rural
tourism depends on the rural environment and what this environment territorially can offer as
heritage and culture, rural activities and rural life.
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The existing relevant literature in the world dealing with the issue of rural tourism is
rich in publications and research by various authors (Lane 1994; Sharpley & Sharpley 1997;
Page & Getz 1997; Butler et al 1998; Richards & Hall 2000; Roberts & Hall 2001; Hall et al
2003; Hall et al 2005). The specific feature of rural tourism which distinguishes it from other
types of tourism is its development in rural areas; based on small and medium enterprises,
traditional activities, aspects of the surrounding environment and heritage (cultural and
historical); smaller buildings and cities; based on the traditional characteristics of the rural
environment; developing slowly under the control of the local population; and has different
forms because it covers the complexity of the rural environment. Ruzic, makes the next
division of the types of rural tourism (Ruzic 2005): Agro-tourist types of rural tourism (where
only accommodation is offered, where only food is offered and where accommodation and
food is offered) and other types of rural tourism (residential, nostalgic, sports and recreational,
adventurous, health, cultural and religious, hunting and fishing, gastronomic and wine, ecotourism, educational, camping tourism, nautical tourism).
In different countries, the determination of the type of rural areas is performed in
different way. For example, in England, Portugal and Switzerland, a rural area is considered
the area with less than 10. 000 inhabitants, Austria 5 000, France 2 000, Canada and Australia
below 1,000, Denmark and Norway below 200 inhabitants (OECD 1994). In Macedonia, a
rural area is considered a territory of municipality, where the populated place in the
municipality has more than 30 000 inhabitants, according to the national population and
households census or population density which is less than or equal to 150 inhabitants per
square kilometer of the municipality. Differences in the definitions of different European
countries for the rural environment, set the needs for a clear definition of the content of the
particular rural tourism product, as the tourist's expectations can be seriously differentiated
with its representation of a holiday in a rural environment (Statev 2007).
The use of the rural area in the territory of Macedonia for recreation exists from
ancient times (Metodijeski 2012). The beginnings and development of rural tourism can be
linked to: the construction of the road Via Egnatia (accommodation and other facilities beside
it) and the use of baths by the Romans; in the Middle Ages, hospitality and stay in the
monasteries; the estate of 2,700 hectares of vineyards and the construction of a villa by
Aleksandar Karadjordjevic in Demir Kapija et al. Although this type of tourism has a long
tradition, however, the targeted influence of the society and the tourism economy on its
development with specific measures in the country is observed at the beginning of the 21st
century. The Strategy for Tourism Development of the Republic of Macedonia (2009), states
that rural tourism is a new activity and 10 existing locations of rural tourism are indicated:
Brajchino, Vevchani, Galichnik, Zrnovci, Berovo, Pehchevo, Bansko, Smolare, Mokrino,
Koleshino. These locations would be followed by: Lazaropole, Varvara, Makedonski Brod,
Demir Kapija, Krushevo, Prespa and Pelister villages, Lesnovo, Dojran, Vladimirovo,
Babino, Janche and others. Taleska indicates about 60 villages where rural tourism can be
developed (Taleska 2009). In Macedonia, there are no accurate statistics on how many
facilities offer services, related to rural tourism. According to us, about 250-300 facilities in
rural areas offer rural tourism. Most of these facilities are concentrated mainly in three
regions: the Southwest, Pelagonia and the East.
1. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF RESEARCH AND METHODOLOGY
Countries around the world are encouraging the development of tourism through
direct and indirect forms of support. At national level, the development of tourism enters the
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scope of Ministries, National Tourism Organizations or State Tourism Agencies. In general,
these institutions are engaged in performing activities for: controlling and regulating tourism
activity through the tourism laws, gathering information about the branch, preparing a
national strategy for tourism development, preparing a national tourist advertisement, etc.
National tourism organizations exist in more than 100 countries. The World Tourism
Organization has revised the budget of 109 such Organizations and defined Agencies and
their subsidiaries as follows (Jeffries 2001):
a) The National Agency for Tourism is defined as: Central administrative body with
administrative responsibility for tourism at the highest level i.e a central management
authority with powers for direct intervention in the tourism sector; and all administrative state
bodies that have the authority to intervene in the tourism sector.
b) Other governmental or administrative bodies of lower rank. An example is the
National Tourism Organization, which is defined as: an autonomous body with state, semipublic or private status, established or recognized by the state as a body with a national
competence to promote, and in some cases to advertise the tourism.
The term "tourist policy" means the conscious activity of the state, i.e the society in
the field of tourism. The main task of this policy is to undertake measures and activities that
will maximally activate the factors for tourism development, in order to increase tourism
turnover and consumption as well as to improve their structure and quality (Ackovska et al
2017). More specifically, the tourist policy fulfills the following functions (Goeldner &
Ritchie 2009): defines the rules of the game - the conditions under which tour operators must
function; sets the activities and behavior that are acceptable to visitors; provides a common
goal for all interested parties in the destination; facilitates consensus on specific strategies and
goals for a given destination; provides a framework for public / private discussions on the role
and contribution of the tourism sector in the economy and society in general; and enables
more effective link between tourism and other sectors of the economy.
The tourist policy has direct and indirect holders, or executors. Direct holders and
executors of the tourist policy are (Ackovska et al 2017): the representative bodies of the
government at all levels (assemblies, parliaments, individual councils, homes, commissions,
etc.); and executive organs of the government (government) at all levels (secretariats,
ministries of tourism, hospitality and tourism committees, General Directorates of catering
and tourism at national, regional, municipal, city and a similar level).
Indirect carriers and executors of tourist policy are: special bodies outside the state
administration (chambers of municipalities and special business associations); social
organizations in the field of catering and tourism (tourist alliances at all levels, tourist
bureaus); local communities; other economic and non-economic organizations in the tourism
area that directly or indirectly participate in meeting the tourist needs.
Various measures (instruments, funds) are applied for realization of the goals and are
set for the needs of tourist policy. In general, all tourist policy instruments can be divided into
four groups (Ackovska et al 2017): legal regulations that mainly include: constitutional
provisions, laws, prohibitions, permits, decisions, orders, etc.; administrative instruments,
which mainly include taxes, duties, fees, contributions, public loans and other public revenues
and subsidies (compensation, donations, premiums, guarantees, regress, etc.); economic
instruments, mainly including: plans, programs, resolutions, funds, loans, bonds, money,
courses and prices, and contracts and agreements.
The aim of this thesis is to review the tourism law and policy related to rural tourism
in Macedonia. For the needs of the thesis, secondary sources of data were used from relevant
literature in the field of tourism policy, the legislation related to rural tourism as well as the
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Internet. Using the Internet, we have collected materials such as tourism development
strategies and tourism laws which have been analyzed in this thesis. The main method, used
in the research is content analysis (Hall & Valentin 2005). Content analysis is a research
method used for systematically evaluation of the content of the phenomenon that is
investigated i.e the content of the tourism laws and tourist policy of Macedonia related to
rural tourism.
2. TOURISM POLICY, STRATEGIES AND LEGISLATION RELATED TO RURAL
TOURISM IN MACEDONIA
2.1. TOURIST POLICY
Tourism as a branch in Macedonia is under the authority and is managed by the Sector
for Tourism and Catering within the Ministry of Economy.
Chart 1. Governmental authorities at national, regional and local level responsible for the
development of the tourism policy in Macedonia
Governmental authorities responsible

National Tourism Organization

Regional

for developing tourism policy

(NTO) / Agency

centers

(official website)

(official website)

Ministry
Tourism

of Economy,
and

(economy.gov.mk)

Sector for
Catering

Agency

for

Promotion

and

8

Municipalities

80

Support of Tourism in Macedonia
(tourismmacedonia.gov.mk)

Source: Official websites of the institutions

The body dealing with the promotion of tourism in Macedonia is the State Agency for
Promotion and Support of Tourism. This body has developed an official website, and also
performs the function of promoting the tourism potentials of the country on international
level, through promotional campaigns, fairs, print, video and audio advertising material. In
addition to these two bodies at national level, there are eight regional centers and 80
municipalities that deal with the development and promotion of tourism at regional and local
level.
2.2. STRATEGIC DOCUMENTS
One of the instruments of tourism policy is the development of tourism development
strategies. To manage the development of individual enterprises, economic branches or
sectors at national, regional and destination level, special programs and development
strategies are often developed, (Budinoski 2010). The term strategy has been used since
ancient times in connection with the knowledge of the military leaders. This term enters the
last forty years in the economy and specifically in tourism and catering. Today, the
development of a strategy is more than recommended and defines a system of governance
solutions that determine the development perspectives, spheres, forms and ways of action, the
allocation of resources for achieving specific goals, etc.
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Chart 2, represents an overview of the strategies for rural tourism development in
Macedonia, where we can see how strategies have been developed at national, regional and
local levels. In Macedonia, besides the regions, most of the municipalities have developed
strategic plans for local economic development or rural development strategies that emphasize
the importance of rural tourism. However, there are few municipalities that have developed
and adopted strategies directly related to rural tourism.
Chart 2. Overview of strategic documents for development of rural tourism at national,
regional and local level in Macedonia
Level

of

Strategic document

Year

action
Natioanl

of

preparation
1. National Strategy for Development of Rural Tourism of the Republic of

2012

Macedonia 2012-2017

Regional

2. Substrategy for traditions and events of the Republic of Macedonia

2014

1. Study on tourism development in the region of Shara

2010

2. Strategy for development of rural and mountain tourism in the region of

2014

Deshat Mountain
3. Study on the situation with the potentials for tourism development in the East

2014

Mountain Region
4. Register of potentials for development of rural tourism in the South-west

2016

region

Local

5. Register of potentials for development of rural tourism in the Northeast region

2016

6. Register of Potentials for Development of Rural Tourism in the Region of Skopje

2017

1. Strategy for development of eco-tourism in the municipality of Berovo

2005

2. Study on the development of agro-tourism in the municipality of Resen

2006

3. Strategy for development of rural tourism in the municipality of Zrnovci

2007

4. Strategy for development of rural tourism in the municipality of Cheshinovo-

2007

Obleshevo
5. Strategy for development of rural tourism in the municipality of Pehcevo 2018-

2017

2023

Source: Strategic documents for the development of rural tourism in Macedonia

The review of the strategic documents in Chart 2 shows that in Macedonia there are
studies, registers and strategies for development of rural tourism at national, regional, and six
other regional and five local levels. In these reviewed documents and in their preparation, is
included the mission and vision of the level and development of rural tourism. Strategies are
prepared by ministries and experts in the field of tourism, regional and municipal
administrations, as well as education and non-governmental organizations. Most of the
strategies are implemented over a period of five years and contain an action plan for the
implementation of activities related to the development of rural tourism.
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2.3. LEGISLATION
It should be noted that Macedonia until 1991, was a country with a socialist system
and legal system, and after this stage the country has changed its system and modified the
tourist laws according to its own convenient model and in accordance with the level of
activities related to tourism and its development. In Macedonia, the basic laws which are
regulating the tourism, are the laws for tourism and catering. There are additional laws related
to tourism in the country, such as: Law on Establishing the Agency for Promotion and
Support of Tourism of the Republic of Macedonia 103/2008; Law on temporary residence tax
19/1996; Law on Tourist Development Zones 141/2012; Law on auto camps 13/2013.
Regarding rural tourism, the rural environment and its activities are regulated by the Law on
Agriculture and Rural Development 49/2010.
Chart 3. Overview of the legislation related to rural tourism in Macedonia
Legislation

Significant provisions from the legislation on rural tourism

Law on Tourism. Official Gazette

Tourism services in rural and ethno tourism are: renting horses for riding,

of the Republic of Macedonia

photo safari, manufacture and sale of domestic handicrafts, souvenirs,

No. 62/2004

tools and other products and services in rural household.

Law on catering activity. Official

Rural households provide services for renting rooms and apartments,

Gazette of the Republic of

whose owner or holder of the right to use is a member of the village

Macedonia No. 62/2004

household, and has up to ten rooms, or 20 beds. In rural households, hot
and cold meals are prepared and served, beverages and drinks mainly from
own production for more than 50 people (travelers) simultaneously. In
rural households, wine tasting or brandy can be provided, as well as
serving food from domestic production, in a tidy part of a residential or
office building, in a closed space, covered by a tent or open space, for up
to 50 people at the same time. For the purpose of improving the quality of
the catering offer, in rural households, hikers (people residing in rural
households) can prepare meals, drinks and beverages for their own needs.

Rulebook on the manner and the

By designation of rural areas, at the request of the village household, are

detailed criteria for obtaining the

marked: houses, apartments and rooms for renting. The house, the

mark in rural households in the

apartment or the rooms for rent are catering facilities owned by the village

rural areas, as well as the form

households which are rented to tourists. They should meet the minimum

and the content of the mark.

technical conditions for providing accommodation services, and if food

Official Gazette of the Republic

services are provided, the conditions for providing food according to food

of Macedonia No. 169/2014

safety regulations should also be met. The mark for rural households in
rural areas that perform catering activity is the sunflower.

Source: Legislation related to rural tourism in Macedonia
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The legislation, that is regulating the rural tourism in Macedonia, presented in Chart 3,
shows that there are laws for tourist and catering activity in the country, as well as a rulebook
for accommodation of guests by rural households in the rural environment. According to these
laws and regulations, rural tourism is terminologically defined as rural and ethno tourism. The
legislation regulates the services provided in rural tourism, however, there is still a number of
specific regulations regarding the regulation of rural tourism, such as the collection of
services, records of the capacities in rural tourism, taxation, and other. The aforementioned
laws in Macedonia have been amended many times since their adoption. This indicates that
the country takes care not only for adoption, but also for reviewing the proposed legal
solutions, as well as for possible amendments and supplements to the tourist laws in order to
improve the regulation of the interests and needs of all interested parties.
2.4. FINANCIAL SUPPORT
Financial support by the state is one of the key factors for the development of rural
tourism. In Macedonia, there are programs designed for citizens who decide to open a
business in rural areas and they are granted financial support in the amount of 50 percent of
the costs for setting up a business. Support relates to the opening of any business, ranging
from the smallest to motor fitters, car washers, hairdressers and craftsmen, up to processing
facilities and production facilities for small and medium enterprises. The Ministry of
Economy (Sector for Tourism and Catering) subsidizes various touristic goals of village
households that are categorized in the amount of 200,000 MKD through a public call that is
published annually. Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Water Economy supports rural
tourism by financing projects for its development according to the IPARD program (measure
302 - Investments for diversification of rural economic activities). Moreover, the Agency for
Financial Support of Agriculture and Rural Development, supports rural tourism through
measure 4 - Financial support for promotional activities for rural tourism development.
2.5. EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
From the aspect of the educational system, rural tourism in the Republic of Macedonia
exists in the formal education. From 2012, in the secondary municipal school "St. Naum
Ohridski "in Makedonski Brod was introduced a new profile, catering technician for rural
tourism in catering and tourism profession. At the faculties where tourism is studied, we come
across as a subject or as a course of undergraduate or postgraduate studies. At the Faculty of
Agriculture, at the State University "Goce Delchev" in Shtip, there is a module-Rural Tourism
for undergraduate studies.
2.6. NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS
Other factors in the development of rural tourism are non-governmental organizations.
A dozen associations related to rural tourism can be found on the official website of the
Public Revenue Office of Macedonia (ujp.gov.mk). These associations carry out activities and
participate in projects in the field of rural tourism. Besides domestic associations, the role of
foreign associations and foundations is also not very small in Macedonia and implements
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projects related to the development of rural tourism, like the German Society for International
Cooperation (GIZ), which has performed a number of investments in the form of trainings and
projects, for development of rural tourism; Slow food; USAID-supported projects through
various grants and programs; Swiss contact and others.
2.7. PROMOTION OF RURAL TOURISM
The promotion of rural tourism in Macedonia, in addition to local and regional
centers, the main role is taken by the State Agency for Promotion and Support of Tourism
through promotion of tourism fairs, marketing campaigns in the country and abroad,
preparation and printing of prospectuses, brochures, rural tourism, financial support for
manifestations in rural areas, etc. Despite the Agency, 40 reports were recorded at national
level for visiting different destinations in the country for domestic tourists (the tourist demand
in rural tourism in relation to the seasons and the short stay of tourists which is characteristic
for domestic tourists). These reports are presented on most of the television channels and are
part of the campaign - Explore Macedonia, and refer to the promotion of Macedonia as a
tourist destination. From the data on the official website of the campaign-Explore Macedonia,
the recorded reports by regions can be presented in the chart below.
Chart 4. Regional prevalence of recorded reports from the campaign Explore Macedonia
Ordinal

Region

Story

no.

Number
of reports

1

Skopje

Matka, Gazi Isa begova mosque, Skopje, Vodno

4

2

Polog

5

3

Southwest

4

Southeast

Tresonche and Lazaropole, Janche, Galichnik, Shar
Planina, Vrutok
Skrebatno, Struga, Rajchica, Debar and Kosovrasti,
Vevchani, Ohrid
Veljusa, Smolare Waterfall, Dojran, Kozhuv

5

Vardar

4

6

East

Begnishte, Demir Kapija, from Skopje to Bitola by train,
Papradishte
Berovo, Lesnovo, Plachkovica, Shtip, Novo Selo

7

Northeast

Kratovo, Kuklica, Kokino, Osogovo Monastery, Ponikva

5

8

Pelagoniski

Zovikj and Dunje, Prilep, Treskavec, Zrze, Krushevo and
Cer, Brajchino, Resen
Source: www.istrazijamakedonija.com.mk

7

6
4

5

From Chart 4 we can conclude that most of the recorded reports or 7 of them refer to
the destinations that are located in the Pelagonia region, while the other regions are
represented with 6, 5 or 4 video reports. These data indicate that the regions have equal
representation in terms of the number of reports made for destinations within their territory.
The reports most often cover natural beauties and anthropogenic values of destinations that
are recommended for visiting, interesting legends related to these places, local gastronomy
and are related to rural tourism destinations.
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3. CONCLUSION
The thesis reviewed the tourism policy and legislation in Macedonia, which is
manifested through the work of the relevant authorities at national, regional and local level,
the preparation of strategic documents for the development of rural tourism, as well as the
financial support, the non-governmental sector, the education and the promotion of rural
tourism.
Macedonia has good natural and anthropogenic resources that are a prerequisite for the
development of rural tourism. To make tourism sustainable in the future, it is vital that to set
up effective policies and legislation. Those who create politics, develop strategies and all
stakeholders in tourism should be able to identify new trends in tourism and to propose
appropriate measures that will lead to the creation of better quality tourism products.
The research for the needs of this thesis shows that serious attention is dedicated to the
tourism industry in Macedonia, and there are appropriate state institutions in which the
tourism sector is represented through its ministries that directly participate in the creation of
tourism policy and legislation. There is a State Agency in the country that takes care of the
tourist promotion; Strategies for development of rural tourism on local, regional and national
level have been adopted, which are in connection with the modern tourist needs. There are
adequate laws and regulations related to rural tourism that have undergone numerous changes
and amendments for the needs of the interested parties and directed to improvement from the
moment of their adoption. We consider that the following recommendations can be of great
importance for the development of rural tourism in Macedonia: Improvement of the
legislation and precise definition of the activities related to rural tourism; Statistical database
for facilities offering rural tourism; Association of entrepreneurs offering rural tourism at
local, regional and national level; Exploring the supply and demand of a rural tourist product;
Adequate national strategy for development of rural tourism; Greater use of European funds
for rural development; Trainings by higher education institutions and competent ministries for
the local population while participating in rural tourism and opening tourism departments
within the regions and municipalities that plan to develop rural tourism.
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Abstract: Employee satisfaction is a critical factor in the success of organizations. This way,
this concept has gained the attention of both academics and practices. The most inimitable
element of an organization in the 21st century are Human Resources, so it is very important
for an organization to have satisficed employees.
There is a massive literature on what employees like and dislike, and how this can be used to
increase job satisfaction. Employee satisfaction is a multi-dimensional and interdisciplinary
concept that also relates with various disciplines such as Human Resource Management,
Organizational Behaviors, TQM and so on. However, there is no universal definition of
employee satisfaction that reflects all these dimensions at the same time.
The aim of this study is to identify the variables that affect employee’s job satisfaction in the
Albanian Electricity Distribution Network Sector. The dataset is collected through
questionnaires. Some of the independent variables that affect the dependent variable (job
satisfaction) are: payment and rewards, relationship with colleagues, management, working
conditions, participation in decision making, stability, feedback and challenges.
Recommendations have been made according to the evidence found from the analysis of the
collected data.
Keywords: Employee satisfaction, job satisfaction, decision making, participation in decision
making

1. INTRODUCTION
Employee satisfaction is a critical factor in the success of organizations. It is a factor
used to help leaders and academics understand how happy, fulfilled, and evaluated employees
feel at their work. There is a large number of internal and external factors that affect these
feelings. The concept of employee satisfaction has been the focus of research and practice
over the last few decades, and is considered a critical factor in the performance of
organizations (Greasley, Bryman, Dainty, Price, Soetanto, & King, 2005).
This concept has gained the attention of both academics and practices, also because
the most inimitable element of an organization in the 21st century are Human Resources. For
the employee, job satisfaction gives the feeling of safety and fulfillment. In return, it leads to
employee engagement, reduces the number of shortages at work and reduces staff turnover.
For the employer, the work satisfaction of its employees is ensured by dedicated staff and
stable workforce, which leads to reduced recruitment and training costs. There is a massive
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literature on what employees like and dislike, and how this can be used to increase job
satisfaction.
Employee satisfaction is a multi-dimensional and interdisciplinary concept that also
relates with various disciplines such as Human Resource Management, Organizational
Behaviors, TQM and so on. However, there is no universal definition of employee satisfaction
that reflects all these dimensions at the same time.
The aim of this study is to identify the variables that affect employee’s job satisfaction
in the Albanian Electricity Distribution Network Sector. Mission and Strategic Priorities of
the organization are the fulfillment of customer requirements for uninterrupted and quality
supply of electricity through an efficient and modern service. Integrity, dedication and
accountability are the main pillars for accomplishing the mission. This organization has a
considerable number of employees who work in different positions, including the director,
supervisors, specialists, cashiers, billers etc. All of these employees have gone through the
recruitment, selection and training stages before they are positioned in the respective
positions. The dataset is collected through questionnaires.
2. OBJECTIVE
This study aims to identify the variables that affect employee’s job satisfaction of the
organization that we considered. The purpose of this study is to answer the question:”What
are the indipendent variables that explain the dependent variable employee’s job satisfaction
in the Albanian Electricity Distribution Network Sector?”
3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The concept of employee satisfaction has been the focus of research and practice over
the last few decades, and is considered a critical factor in the performance of organizations
(Greasley, Bryman, Dainty, Price, Soetanto, & King, 2005).
Employee satisfaction is a prerequisite for employee performance in any organization.
It is important for both employee and employer. For the employee, job satisfaction gives the
feeling of safety and fulfillment. In return, it leads to employee engagement, reduces the
number of shortages at work and reduces staff turnover. For the employer, work satisfaction
of its employees is ensured by dedicated staff and stable workforce, which leads to reduced
recruitment and training costs.
According to Stogdill (1965), successful organizations consider employee morale and
employee satisfaction as equally important output as productivity. (Locke, 1969) describes
employee satisfaction as a positive or liked emotional state that results from evaluating
someone's work or experience. Accordingly, employee satisfaction is a function of perceived
relationships between what one seeks out of someone's work and what some perception as an
offer (Locke, 1969).
Schneider and Snyder (1975), determine employee satisfaction as a personal
assessment of working conditions, or feelings that arise from having a job. In this way,
employee satisfaction is related to individual perception and appreciation for their work, and
this perception is influenced by the unique circumstances of the individual such as needs,
values and expectations. Therefore, people will appreciate their work based on the factors
they consider most important to them.
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Judge & Hulin, (1993), say employee satisfaction is positively correlated with:
motivation, inclusion in the work, organizational engagement, the pleasures of life, mental
health, as well as performing work, and negatively correlated with: shortages,ncirculation
(movement of job positions), perceived stress.
Cranny, Smith, & Stone, (1992) suggest that employee satisfaction includes many
different aspects. Thus general employee satisfaction is described as a person's overall
emotional reaction to the workgroup and factors related to work, while aspects of employee
satisfaction include employee feelings towards work and the working environment.
Spector (1997) argues that employee satisfaction is the extent to which people like
(satisfied) or dislike (disgruntled) their work. Job satisfaction is a positive orientation to the
work role that the individual currently has. It further adds that the variables associated with
satisfaction at work include; achievement, advancing, job growth, enriching the work and
group work.
One of the toughest management tasks today is to keep the most qualified employees
satisfied and be able to keep them at work.
Armstrong (2006) defines the pleasure of work: the attitudes and feelings that people
have towards their work. Positive and positive attitudes to work show satisfaction with work,
while negative and disadvantaged attitudes to work show dissatisfaction with the job.
Morality has often been determined to be equivalent to pleasure.
Hertzberg (1957) notes that aspects of work such as responsibility, degree of freedom
to act, the purpose used to develop skills, interesting and challenging job development
opportunities, will affect the level of employee satisfaction at work.
Studies show that employees participating in decision making may feel more
committed to their proper implementation. Moreover, the successful process of making a
decision, its execution, and then seeing the positive consequences can help meet one's
achievement needs, ensure recognition and accountability, and increase an employee's sense
of self- esteem. By participating in decision-making, employees can better understand the
relationship between performance and rewards they want for themselves. Studies also show
that participation in decision-making has a positive impact on high performance and job
satisfaction. (Moorhead and Griffin, 1989).
4. RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES
As said above this study aims to answer the question: ”What are the indipendent
variables that explain the dependent variable employee’s job satisfaction in the Albanian
Electricity Distribution Network Sector?”
Consistent with the research questions raised, the following hypotheses are derived:
H1: There is a significant impact of payment and rewards on employee’s job satisfaction in the
Albanian Electricity Distribution Network Sector. There is a significant impact of
efficiency on financial/operational self-sufficiency.
H2: There is a significant impact of relationship with colleagues on employee’s job
satisfaction in the Albanian Electricity Distribution Network Sector.
H3: There is a significant impact of management on employee’s job satisfaction in the
Albanian Electricity Distribution Network Sector.
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H4: There is a significant impact of working conditions on employee’s job satisfaction in the
Albanian Electricity Distribution Network Sector.
H5: There is a significant impact of participation in decision making on employee’s job
satisfaction in the Albanian Electricity Distribution Network Sector.
H6: There is a significant impact of stability on employee’s job satisfaction in the Albanian
Electricity Distribution Network Sector.
H7: There is a significant impact of feedback on employee’s job satisfaction in the Albanian
Electricity Distribution Network Sector.
H8: There is a significant impact of challenges on employee’s job satisfaction in the Albanian
Electricity Distribution Network Sector.
5. METHOD
I. Subject and procedure:
Data was collected through questionnaires filled from employees of Costumar Care 1
and Costumer Care 2 offices in Shkodra of the Albanian Electricity Distribution Network
Sector. There are eight indipendet variables and one dependet variable. Each one of the
independent variables is a result of the combination of two or three components used to
measure the variable itself. The level of credibility is measured using Cronbach Alpha.
Factorial analysis with Varimx Rotation from SPSS version 20 (Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences v20) program was used. All factors are measured by Likert Scales (by 1-very
insignificant…to 5very significant).
II. Independent Variables:
Payment and rewars, which was measured by including wages (factor weight=0.401),
and rewards(factor weight=0.421). Cronbach Alpha=0.698 (which is acceptable being so
close to 0.7)
Relationship with colleagues which was measured by including respect among
colleagues (factor weight=0.554), help between colleagues (factor weight=0.641) and
interference from colleagues (0.552). Cronbach Alpha=0.726.
Management which was measured through management skills of the leaders (factor
weight=0.947), leaders’s attention (factor weight=0.980) and relationship with leaders (factor
weight=0.976). Cronbach Alpha=0.962.
Working conditins which was measured by including material basis (factor
weight=0.986), equipment (factor weight=0.904) and conditions in which employees are
working (factor weight=0.886). Cronbach Alpha=0.949.
Participation indecision making was measured through participation of employees in
decision making (factor weight=0.552) and the evaluation of employees’s thoughts (factor
weight=0.546). Cronbach Alpha=0.984).
Stability which was measured by including stability in the job position (factor
weight=0.726), company stability (factor weight=0.726) and job security (factor
weight=0.679). Cronbach Alpha=0:983.
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Feedback which was measured by including the existence of feedback (factor
weight=0.917), its frequency (factor weight=0.749) and the estimation of its results (factor
weight=0.672). Cronbach Alpha=0.905.
Challenges which was measured by including the existence of challenges (factor
weight=0.920) and their role in proffessional growth (factor weight=0.615). Cronbach
Alpha=0.732.
III. Dependent variable:
As mentioned above, we want to find out the amount of employee satisfaction at work,
specifically of those who are part of Albanian Electricity Distribution Network Sector, in
Shkodra. So the dependent variable, the one that dependes on the eight indipendet variables, is
employee satisfaction, which is measured using the SPSS 20v program.
6. RESULTS
To find out employee satisfaction using eight independent variables we used multiple
regression (stepwise model) from SPSS v20. But first, let’s have a look at all single linear
regressions one by one.
Hypotheses
H1: There is a significant impact of payment and rewards on
employee’s job satisfaction in the Albanian Electricity Distribution
Network Sector. (Adj R2= 0.427).
H2: There is a significant impact of relationship with colleagues
on employee’s job satisfaction in the Albanian Electricity Distribution
Network Sector. (Adj R2=0.165)
H3: There is a significant impact of management on employee’s
job satisfaction in the Albanian Electricity Distribution Network Sector.
(Adj R2=0.550)
H4: There is a significant impact of working conditions on
employee’s job satisfaction in the Albanian Electricity Distribution
Network Sector. (Adj R2=0.559)
H5: There is a significant impact of participation in decision
making on employee’s job satisfaction in the Albanian Electricity
Distribution Network Sector. (Adj R2=0.104)
H6: There is a significant impact of stability on employee’s job
satisfaction in the Albanian Electricity Distribution Network Sector.
(Adj R2=0.333)
H7: There is a significant impact of feedback on employee’s job
satisfaction in the Albanian Electricity Distribution Network Sector.
(Adj R2=0.363)
H8: There is a significant impact of challenges on employee’s
job satisfaction in the Albanian Electricity Distribution Network Sector.
(Adj R2=0.318)
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As seen, every hypothesis was accepted according to the evidence. Now let’s go back
to th multiple regression. Employee satisfaction was entered as dependent variable and eight
other variables were entered as independent variables. Stepwise method was used, so only
significant idipendent variables came out as output.
Model

R
0.890

R2
0.792

Adj. R2
0.790

Constant
Working
Conditions
Payment &
rewads

T

P

0.985
8.256

0.000
0.000

5.249

0.000

So only working conditions and payment & rewards are significant variables to this
study. Variation of the dependent variable employee satisfaction was explained by 79.2%
from variations of the independent variables working conditions and payment and rewards,
while the Adj R2 value is 0.790. These high value mean that we are dealing with a good
pattern. The evidence proves that this regression is significant for level 0.01 (for p <0.01).
This indicates that the two independent variables are able to explain the dependent
variable. The value of the fisher test is F = 167.62. Regression coefficients are positive 0.650
and 0.366, which indicates that an increase in each of the two independent variables accepted
leads to increased satisfaction at work.
Satisfaction at work= -0,085+0,650 Working conditions + 0,366 Payment & rewards.
7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This study investigated some of the many factors that affect employee satisfaction in
the Albanian Electricity Distribution Network Sector, such as payment and rewards,
relationship with colleagues, management, working conditions, participation in decision
making, stability, feedback and challenges. The evidence found out that if every single
independent variable is set towards the dependent variable (one by one), there is a significant
impact of the independent variable on employee’s job satisfaction in the Albanian Electricity
Distribution Network Sector, which is the dependent variable of the study.
But if we want to be realistic, than we have to understand that we are dealing in an
environment where all these independent variables collaborate and affect at once the
employee satisfaction. Results came out after multiple regression was done. The evidence
found out that only two from the eight independent variables were statistically significant for
this study. These were working conditions and payment and rewards. Regression coefficients
are positive 0.650 and 0.366, which indicates that an increase in each of the two independent
variables accepted leads to increased satisfaction at work.
According to this, the organization has to be carefull to offer appropriate working
conditions. We must emphasize that the large group of employees is divided in two
minigroups: the one whose employees work indoor and the one whose employees work
outdoors. Better working conditions can be offerd for the employees of the first group, if new
investments are made to keep in order offices and the row of costumers, which is a big
problem nowadays especially in Costumer Care1 offices. While better working conditions can
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be offered for the employees of the second group, if new investments are made to guarantee
transports for the billers, electricians and other employees working outdoors.
Evidence proves that allso payment and rewars are significant, but as we know there is
no organization in the world that can increase wages to infinity. But the organization has to
work on the rewarding system, which is not as encouraging as it has to be.
Nothing is everlasting and so is this study, so we also recommend to repeat this study
every year for two reasons: to see if anything was done to complete the recommendations, and
to see if a new variable is statistically significant year by year.
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Abstract: The paper presents a brief theoretical overview of foreign direct investments (FDI)
and their significance for the economic development of Bulgaria, and then shifts the focus
onto their positive and negative effects on the country's economy. The methodology
employed in the research data collection is that of the statistical and survey methods on the
basis of which examined has been the impact of FDI on the economic indicators of gross
domestic product and rate of unemployment. Specific recommendations have been offered as
to a potential increase in the foreign investment inflow into Bulgaria.
Keywords: unemployment, gross domestic product, competitiveness, foreign investment

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade countries all over the world conduct the so-called open door
policy towards foreign investments by virtue of its focusing on the transfer of innovations,
modern management, knowledge and experience. On the one hand, such a policy leads to an
increase in manufacturing and competitiveness, in labour productivity and levels of
employment, in the workforce development and qualification and accordingly, in their
standard of living, and on the other hand such a policy is aimed at accelerating the country’s
economic growth and prosperity, both at regional and national level.
Foreign direct investments (FDI) are by nature financial resources invested in buying
fixed tangible assets, patents, trade marks, know-how, securities, acquisition of new fixed
tangible assets, reconstruction and expansion or extension of already existing ones, etc.
The International Monetary Fund defines FDI as a “specific form of international
capital movement”. A large proportion of direct investment is realised in order to extend the
production far beyond national borders by establishing industrial enterprises and setting up
overseas sales organizations, or by organizing the production of goods in another country for
import into one’s own country, as well as for export to third countries”. FDI is an approach
for entering a foreign market with a high level of control, in which the investor has
management control over the investee. The minimum share to be held by the investor in order
for the investment to be classified as direct is 10% of the corresponding company's shares. A
lot of foreign companies, however, tend to make direct overseas investments only if they
would acquire100% of the shares, or at least 51% of them [8].
According to Farrell, FDI is a strong set of capital, technology, entrepreneurial
management activities, which allows a given company to perform its normal business
activities and provide goods and services to foreign markets [3].
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The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) states that
FDI is a “key element in the international economic integration. FDI builds and develops
direct, stable and lasting inter-relations among economies. They encourage the transfer of
technology and know-how between countries and provide considerable opportunity for the
host economy to promote its products more widely in international markets. FDI is also
an additional source of funding for investments and in the appropriate (supportive) policy
environment could be an important development tool” [5].
Rappaport in turn, points out that FDI can improve the performance and productivity
not only of the investee firms but also of the host country firms’ productivity due to the
possibility of technology transfer [6].
De Gregorio observes that FDI allow the host countries to bring in technologies and
knowledge that are not otherwise readily available to them, which in turn will lead to real
productivity gains and higher competitiveness of the economies concerned [2].
Javorcik, Alfaro & Rodriguez-Clare split FDI into two categories: horizontal and
vertical. As horizontal direct investments, they define FDI which are distributed in depth at an
internal (domestic) production level, and as vertical-foreign investments that have succeeded
into entering two different productions. In general, horizontal FDI refer to the acquisition of a
particular industry-specific knowledge regardless of the intentions of the foreign investor.
Such a type of FDI brings some advantages to domestic producers through workforce skills
qualifications, replacing foreign imports with domestic production, etc. The vertical FDI, on
their part, provide general rather than specific knowledge of the sector’s development and are
beneficial for both supplier and buyer firms [1,4,8].
Consistent with the conducted analysis of the FDI theoretical formulations and their
significance to the economies of the respective countries, summarized below are their
strengths and weaknesses:
Table 1. Effects of FDI on local economies
Positive aspects
1. Restructuring of production;
2. Widespread
introduction
of
innovations;
3. Effective
implementation
of
management and marketing systems;
4. Technology and knowledge transfer;
5. Raising national competitiveness ;
6. Access to external markets ;
7. External financing which does
not create additional indebtedness;
8. Higher labour productivity;
9. Reducing unemployment.

Negative aspects
1. Use of high control approaches;
2. Possibility of influencing local policies;
3. Considerable and unstable cash outflows
associated with the balance of payments;
4. Failure on the part of the State to
implement large-scale FDI resulting in
financial instability and outflows of other
foreign investors;
5. Low-level activities and sporadic efforts
by the local businesses to acquire knowhow.

The effects of the foreign investments on the host country and its economic sectors
should be achieved through:
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1) Enhancing the country’s economic development through increase in its GDP, export,
gross capital formation, etc.;
2) Improvement in the socio-economic and technical/technological characteristics of
modern economy, as well as in the industry–advanced workforce skills and
qualifications, higher levels of employment, increase in employees’ profitability and
wellbeing, higher levels of productivity through greater innovation and technical
sophistication, and others;
3) Infrastructure renewal and extensive transfer of environmentally sound technologies
bringing about improved environmental performance not only of the respective sector
but also of the region as a whole.
2. FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENTS IN BULGARIA
Investment direction and sustainability are contingent upon the trends of the global
trade and investment flows as well as on the investment climate of the investee countries they
are directed to. The positive effect will be determined by the specific socio-economic,
administrative-judicial and organizational management prerequisites in the host country such
as: gross domestic product, the purchasing capability of the working population, the aptitude
of the government to impose strict control over the FDI by granting foreign investors access
to the given market, by providing better opportunities for return on the invested capital, for
loyal market competition, for profit reinvestment, for easy conversion of one currency into, et
al.
In the first years of Bulgaria's membership in the EU, relatively large volumes of
foreign direct investments were made in Bulgaria, one third of which were in the industry.
Examining the FDI by investing countries, the results over the 2013-2016 period give
prominence to the EU countries –Austria, Germany, Greece and the . Switzerland, Great
Britain, Cyprus and Luxembourg constitute a substantial share of the foreign investment in
Bulgaria. Due prominence should also be given to Russia for its considerable investment
share in the country’s economy. Their most attractive areas of investment were largely in the
sector of production of chemical, rubber and plastic products, production of non-metal
mineral (raw material) products, food, beverage and tobacco product manufacturing, textile
and clothing manufacturing (fig.1).
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Figure 1. Volume of foreign direct investment in Bulgaria by country, mln. leva. [7]
The distribution of these investments by industry, however, is heavily concentrated in
three sectors — “Construction and Real Estate”, “Industry” and “Financial intermediation”.
Directed towards construction and repair are 25% of the foreign investments, followed by
18% in the financial sector. As stated in fig.2, 20% of foreign investments have been made in
the industry, with a major part of them being concentrated in the chemical, food and
processing industries. Trade accounts for 15% of the foreign investments, which is attributed
to the presence of foreign brands such as: Lidl, Kaufland, Billa, Baumax, Praktiker and others.
10% of the foreign investments have gone into the public sector, and 4% in the transport and
logistics sector. And yet, the unstable development of some of the sectors leads to an
unbalanced structure of economic growth, which in turn produces negative effect on other key
macroeconomic indicators. First and foremost, this results in a rapid and substantial increase
in the demand of labour, which creates a serious lack of sufficiently qualified workforce in
many sectors (fig.2).
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Figure 2. Distribution of foreign direct investment in Bulgaria by economic sectors [7]
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At regional level, the distribution of foreign investment in the territory of Bulgaria is
relatively uneven. According to NSI’s surveys result, a major part of foreign investments tend
to poured into regional markets around the larger cities such as Sofia, Varna, Plovdiv,
Bourgas, Rousse, Stara Zagora and Shumen (fig.3).

Figure 3. Regional Distribution of FDI [7]
Concentrated in Sofia is a large proportion of heavy industry enterprises (75% of the
black or ferrous metallurgy), 50% of the polygraphic industry, 15% of the electrical and
electronics industry, 14% of the country’s fur clothing and footwear industry. Manufactured,
accordingly, are chemical, textile and food products. The economy of Varna is quite balanced
in terms of the industrial sector– with the largest share being taken by the chemical industry
(25%), followed by the construction industry (17%), tourism (16%) and trade (12%). The
economic structure of Bourgas is dominated by the trade industry, food industry, petroleum
refining industry, wood processing industry, machine building industry, service industry,
tourism and transport. Plovdiv is traditionally associated with highly developed branches of
the processing industry, trade, transport, communications and tourism. Located near Plovdiv
is Trakia Economic Zone -one of the largest industrial areas in Eastern Europe that has
attracted all significant investments in the region.Predominant in the modern economy of
Rousse are the branches of the light industry– textile, garment (tailoring) industry, food
industry; chemical industry; machine building and shipbuilding industries. Well-established
industries in the region are also metalworking, electronics, military and machine-building.
The city is the center of the furniture industry in Bulgaria and is represented by a significant
number of woodworking and furniture enterprises.Situated in Stara Zagora is the industrial
and energy complex “Maritza Iztok” - the largest energy complex in South Eastern Europethat
provides about 40 per cent of the electricity in the country. Built in the territory of the cityis a
great number of industrial plant and factories: for cast iron casting; textile fibres; toolingand
non-standard equipment; technological equipment; metal structures; forging-press plant;
machinery for the food industry; furniture enterprises; knitwear; dairy processing; production
of livestock fodder and grain mill products; tobacco processing factory and others.
The high concentration of FDI in the capital city and a small number of economically
developed areasfollows quite logically from the fact that these are precisely the places with a
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large accumulation of key institutions, businesses, infrastructure, labour resources with
various levels and types of qualifications, and consequently, with a large proportion of the
country's population.
3. THE IMPACT OF FDI ON THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF BULGARIA
The FDI inflow to Bulgaria over the 2013-2017 period amounts to 760 mln. euro on
average per year, which add up to 66,5% of the accumulated fixed capital. One of the main
indicators of the impact of FDI on the economic development of Bulgaria is the increase in
their relative share in the country's GDP (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Foreign direct investments as a percentage of GDP [7]
The enhancement of FDI inflows into Bulgaria is due to the combined effect of a
number of factors such as privatization, adopting measures to incorporate (transpose) the EU
rules and regulations and tax provisions into national rules and regulations, as part of the
traditional determinants influencing the behavior of foreign investors. The EU membership of
Bulgaria gives the overseas investors strong confidence in the potential of the Bulgarian
economy. Nonetheless, foreign investors are still hampered by bureaucratic, licensing and, in
some cases, corruption procedures and practices, in addition to outdated infrastructure of the
country.
The graphs below (fig.5 and fig. 6), representing the dynamics of FDI inflows and the
number of unemployed in the country for the period from 2013 to 2017, show clearly that
with falling FDI cash flows the unemployment is increasing in absolute terms, and
respectively in the unemployment rate.
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Figure 5. Dynamics of FDI inflows in Bulgaria in mln. euro [7]

Figure 6. Dynamics of the number of unemployed persons in Bulgaria in relative terms [7]
4. CONCLUSION
In a nutshell, an increase in the production efficiency, including the attraction of FDI
into the country’sstructure-determining branches of industry, should be based on a specific
strategy aimed at continuously improving and facilitating the investment climate in Bulgaria.
To that effect various economic mechanisms might be employed, part of which are:
1) Improving the general administrative and regulatory environment;
2) Constructing, promoting and establishing a strategic vision for further development
in the field of statutory encouragement of investments;
3) Investment promotion policies at regional level;
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4) Enhancing access to finance for small and medium-sized enterprises by facilitating
the development and expansion of their businessactivities through bank loansand
commercial services. This is the way to rivet and sustain the interest of foreign
investors to SMEs, which may prove to be the beating heart of the development of
production networks and trading communities;
5) Tax and customs exemptions or relief for export-oriented enterprises;
6) Attracting FDI in higher-value manufacturing activities and high-tech manufacturing
industries in order to improve the competitiveness and boost the advancement of
export-oriented industries.
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Abstract: This study investigated how moral hazard may constrain the strategic intent of
National Health Insurance (NHIS) in promoting access to more effective health care
financing. Life expectancy and healthy life expectancy of Nigerians is currently estimated to
be below 50 years- a far cry from other countries development index. As at 2015, only five
million persons (about three per cent of the population) have enrolled in the NHIS. The
degree of penetration of NHIS may have been significantly moderated by the indirect
influence of ex-ante moral hazard arising from several factors which may include standards of
medical and hospital cares, and exclusions available in the scheme. A survey was carried
among out-patients in the two Teaching Hospitals in Lagos State. Using ordinary least square
techniques, the study found disincentives to participate based on the scope of exclusions and
opaqueness of health services which induces moral hazard of mass non-participation. A
review of the exclusion list and operational efficiency of the Health Management
Organizations are recommended plus increased public expenditure to improve standard of
health care. Contingent claims on social security may also be used to reduce health care
burden of chronic diseases.
Keywords: Health care financing, National health insurance, Moral hazard

1. INTRODUCTION
The spiraling cost of health care has increased vulnerability to poverty (Rao, 2004),
and has necessitated several nations including Nigeria to seek alternative health care financing
and delivery of health care. Several countries have found harbinger in National Health
Insurance Scheme (NHIS), and are implementing a nascent one (International Social Security
Association, 2005) to deliver universal health care. According to Crocco (2005), the purpose
of seeking new models for health care financing is to ensure universal access to health care
(health for all), and to activate incentives for health care providers to be more effective which
should improve health status. Health insurance provides a unique solution to health care
financing drawing from its definition. Specifically, health insurance is a contract to transfer
income or wealth from those who buy insurance and remain healthy, to those who buy
insurance and become ill (Nyman, 2006). Nigeria introduced and implemented the
compulsory NHIS in 2005 on the backdrop of the foregoing health care financing problem,
which in the opinion of Ibiwoye & Adedeke, (2007) was because government perceived some
citizens will not engage in the scheme. How then will the government be able to enhance the
general welfare of all citizens? But does the citizenry perceive NHIS is even more attractive
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to the less privilege in view of risk-distribution and income-redistribution content as advance
in Kifmann (2005). The government may have overlooked that moral hazard may be the
impediment to incentivize mass participation. Economists identified a profit motive in moral
hazard, described by Einav, Finkelstein, Ryan, Schrimpf and Cullen (2013) as the slope of
health care spending with respect to price. Crocco (2005) suggested that the heightened
presence of moral hazard in health insurance will not make voluntary contributions to succeed
but may have to be mandatory, that is a form social health insurance. Moral hazard also exists
from the perspective of the provider who is unable to show trust that the service promised will
be provided (Pearson, 2002). This study aims to unveil the implications of moral hazard in
NHIS health providers which has an indirect impartation on general public to go for perceived
less costly preventive care as enunciated in (Dave & Kaestner, 2006).
The gravity of health care financing problem in Nigeria can be gleaned through
Nigerian low life expectancy averaging around 47 years (see WHO, 2005) and the healthy life
expectancy which had been 42 years for several years. Table one below shows national health
expenditure per capital and income per capital for several years. The value for Health
expenditure per capita (current US$) in Nigeria was $117.52 as of 2014. As Figure one below
shows, over the past 20 years (1995 -2014), this indicator reached a maximum value of
$117.52 in 2014 rising from a minimum of $16.26 in 1999 (calculated at the current exchange
rate). It is tractable in Figure one that the sudden upswing from 2006 is likely attributable to
the implementation of the NHIS. Despite this, it is abysmally lower than other countries that
are peers in development status. This could imply the extent to which government
performance had been able to push the NHIS agenda to the citizenry in spite of its statutory
compulsion. The enrollment in NHIS shows a paltry subscription of 150, 000 persons in 2004
rising to five million in 2014 (about 3% of the population) at an average growth rate of 3.2%.
This poses the research question that the gap in health care financing portrayed in Table one
should have incentivized the working population to demand participation in the NHIS and for
the government to expend more effort on awareness and enforcement. The study therefore
conjectures that moral hazard influenced the insipid participations particularly by low income
earners in NHIS. The study adds to growing literature on the economics of health insurance
and moral hazard as it affects Nigeria.
Table 1. Health Care Expenditure in Nigeria (1995-2014)
Year

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

Value $

37.68

53.95

54.64

61.42

16.26

17.22

18.28

17.89

38.50

Year

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Value $

44.94

53.09

61.01

81.37

88.52

74.36

80.34

93.23

90.39

Year

2013

2014

Value $

110.37

117.52

Sources: World Bank Indicator 2014
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Figure 1. Health Care Expenditure in Nigeria (1995-2014)

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The NHIS was conceived in 1962, finally proposed in 1997 and established by law in
1999 on the backdrop of formulating a strategy of ‘Universal Coverage’ for health risks for
the nation. It finally took off in 2005. 11 years later healthy life expectancy and life
expectancy remains in the margins. The literature is reviewed in terms of concepts and
theories of health insurance as health care financing concept and the role of moral hazards in
the NHIS penetration in Nigeria.
2.1 CONCEPTUAL REVIEW
Health care comprises medical care and hospital care (Jacobs, 1980). Medical care is
the process of accessing specialists, consultants and general practitioners, as well as the usage
of quality medical equipments and availability of pharmaceuticals for treatment. Hospital care
is quality of nursing care and beds per space. To finance such health cost through insurance
requires trust, the quintessential of insurance contract in reducing information asymmetry and
indeed moral hazard (Pearson, 2002). Health insurance is a contract to transfer income or
wealth from those who buy insurance and remain healthy to those who buy insurance and
become ill (Nyman, 2006). Social insurance concept in health insurance is a device of social
protection for poor or underprivileged so as to prevent destitution (Teriba, 2005). Social
health insurance naturally emerged from the developed countries on realization that actuarial
pricing for medical and unemployment insurance is not feasible (Barr, 1989), which however
does not forbade government failure (see Stigler, 1970); Tullock, 1970 on taxation pricing
principle). (Falk (1977) traced the origin of health care financing to the readiness of societal
units such as families, neighbours, the Church, and the employer to provide care for their
members in the event of injuries and sickness. But it is not equitable (Quadagno, 1984) and
will not promote efficiency. Social health insurance primarily has been explored as an
alternative to ‘Out of Pocket’ (OOP) health care financing to reduce impoverishment of the
poor who have very low resilience to absorb economic shocks (Rao, 2004). World Bank
(2002) reported that irrespective of economic class, 58% of per capital expenditure is likely to
be spent on a single episode of hospitalization for an acute sickness. No individual can do
precautionary saving of this amount in anticipation of health risk. This can push even the
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middle class to the poverty level on account of sickness. The growth of health insurance is
tractable to the UK’s establishment of the Poor’s law in 1601 to manage the financial need of
the aged and infirm on recognition of disappearing filial obligations and ties (Quadagno,
1984). A more direct political intervention was by Emperor Otto Von Bismarck of Germany
who enacted the mandatory legislation on the “sickness funds” for working Germans in 1883
which was to reduce the political risk of spread of socialist mentality in Europe (Falk, 1977).
Many countries in Western Europe quickly joined this league of a form of public health
insurance possibly on the political legitimacy theory (Cutler & Johnson, 2004). But later
found to be a correlation to reduction of moral hazard in health insurance demand
The need for NHIS was premised on similar grounds in Nigeria with the rising cost of
medical care and hospital care; the need to protect the less privilege from impoverishment,
improve health care facilities, the need to have healthy working population for enhanced
national productivity, prevent palpable growing financial bankruptcy amongst private
hospitals, reduce brain drain and possibly harness it to a political legitimacy agenda. This
insurance-based welfare approach may have ignored the negative influence of moral hazard.
The strong filial ties which account for a significant health care financing through OOP even
though inequitable (Ogunshola ,1984), is prevalent in Nigeria. This could be veritable source
of conjectural indirect ex-ante moral hazard of perceived low health risk that could militate
against demand for private health insurance or NHIS.
2.1.1 Theoretical review
Though insurance business is partially built on contract law and statute, it is also
theoretically straddled with information asymmetry which gives rise to adverse selection and
moral hazard (Seog, 2010). Both adverse selection and moral hazard are deadweight costs to
insurance system. It has been established by legal principles of ‘Ubrimae Fidei’ that parties to
an insurance contract must disclose all material facts to enable actuarial fair pricing. This may
not be possible in all cases of insurance particularly medical insurance. A person may be
feeling sick but without professional medical opinion cannot be guilty of non-disclosure of a
disease which may require higher actuarial pricing (Seog, 2010). In theory, moral hazard
emanates from information asymmetry and adverse selection since the insured can vary
his/her actions or attitudes ex-ante or ex-post insurance contract (Seog, 2010). The basic
prediction of adverse selection theory concerns the correlation between insurance coverage
and risk. Under this prediction, policyholders who are known to themselves (but not to their
insurer) to be high risk will tend to choose higher insurance coverage. This is also relevant to
moral hazard theory (Cohen and Siegelman, 2010).
Moral hazard has been defined in several ways. In literary way it is a dangerous or
undesirable behavior of an individual in certain circumstances. In insurance context, Moral
hazard is the “intangible loss producing propensities of the insured”, or the attitude of the
insured that increases the risk (Pearson, 2010). This is simply visualized as demand for more
benefits by the insured or being more careless or negligent towards risk, but more
importantly, due to possession of more private information may or may not seek insurance for
high or low risk. In the Nigerian environment, health risks are presumed to be controllable to
a good extent which will lower demand of health insurance because of the cost-benefit
analysis of risk management. The moral hazard of the insurer is frequently ignored in
literature. In other words, the health insurance provider needs to reduce moral hazard by
showing that the health care offered is beneficial to the extent of premium paid. The moral
hazard ex-ante insurance contract is more relevant to this study because the prospective
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insured quite naturally selects actions to minimize loss or maximize gains. It is argued that an
individual will want to retain risk if the benefit of insurance is perceived to be inefficient,
particularly where there is believe that, he or she cannot suffer acute illness, or selects to
manage health through traditional means or self-medication, or can gain benefit from filial
support in a health contingency. This study therefore argues the obverse of making effort to
reduce medical expenses will result in no incentive to insure or at best result in ‘selection of
moral hazard’ Einav, Finkelstein, Ryan, Schrimpf & Cullen (2013) to reduce premium.
Actuarial pricing is defeated where there is probability of moral hazard such as in medical
insurance.
Actuarial price of insurance of the ith individual is derived as in (Barr, 1989):

Where Ƥ is premium-price of insurance in a competitive market, ƥ is the probability of
loss, Ƚ is the loss within a period, and Ⱦ is the transaction cost (the administrative cost plus
profit).
In the presence of moral hazard, ω: actuarial price of insurance becomes;

because ω is hidden action or private information that is unobservable (Einav, Finkelstein,
Ryan, Schrimpf & Cullen, 2013).
The theory of moral hazard in respect of health insurance is that it can result in
excessive demand of health care services. This is not in contention in this study. The obverse
of this is an indirect implication of moral hazard. The demand of health insurance may be
ineffective if ex-ante moral hazard prevails by suspecting inefficient health care is prevalent
in the health system. Health insurance generally should treat all acute illness while excluding
chronic diseases. But the general public that has low insurance literacy cannot understand
why certain diseases are excluded under the NHIS program. Thus the ‘word of mouth’
campaign by beneficiaries and counseling by medical practitioners in promoting NHIS
suffers. On the moral hazard question of whether participants would have preferred premium
charged to be flat fees or related to income or risk-based, Kifmann (2005) following the
political arguments of Usher (1977); Breyer (1995); Epple Romano (1996); Gouveia (1997) in
favour of income related premium, using Pareto optimality conditions to prove that even the
rich preferred the option of income-related capitation fee. It was only Breyer and Haufler
(2000) who argued for the preference of tax-financed against income related in view of the
efficiency gains. The NHIS program has sub-optimal insurance mechanism laden with moral
hazard by structuring a flat fee for a voluntary-type scheme with benefits linked to higher
exclusions. This may further exacerbate negative insurance inducing behavior of the Nigerian
worker with the latent background of moral hazard of health care providers.
3. ANALYSIS OF MORAL HAZARD AND PUBLIC HEALTH INSURANCE
Using convenience sampling technique, interviews were carried in the two teaching
hospitals in Lagos among the out-patients and medical personnel with the support of the top
management. 85 patients and 52 medical personnel were interviewed. It elicited for answers
on issues of health care spending. 52% are self employed or unemployed, 23% worked in
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private formal sector, 18% worked in public service, and 7% were retired. The responses of
55(9.6%) were not found useful. The high response rate could be attributable to the simplicity
of the questions and psychological support that the research will resolve some of the health
challenges they are currently facing.
Section B was directed to the patients. The first question asked why most Nigerians
attend public hospitals even for minor sickness. The responses show 83% of 85 out patients
interviewed in the two teaching hospitals complained of unaffordable high fees in private
hospitals lesser quality of medical care but better hospital care. The second question asked the
question of problems encountered in public hospitals: 92% agreed that the waiting time before
meeting the required specialist and receiving medical treatment range from two weeks to
several months in public hospitals, and 98% also are highly dissatisfied with the adequacy of
drugs. The third question sought to know why they have not subscribed to NHIS. 78% are of
the opinion that they cannot plan for sickness when they are not ill. 86% believed God will
protect them from sickness. 32% strongly disagree health insurance run by government can
meet up with their health needs.
Section C was directed to medical personnel. 30 middle-ranked medical doctors and
22 nurses were interviewed. The first question addressed the constraints to delivering prompt
services. 70% strongly adduced it to poor funding by government and inability of patients to
pay, 68.3% inferred it to be lack of government commitment to address health problems and
71.7% inadequacy of personnel. The second question inquired into the extent the exclusion
list to benefits obtainable satisfied the health care need of the patients. 64% agreed the
exclusion list does not address health care need of the patients; 5% does not agree while 31%
do not understand the implications of the exclusion list. In essence the study summarized
these findings to be the problems associated with poor health financing, poor understanding of
health insurance management using exclusion list. The prevalence of non-willingness to
participate in NHIS to the extent that only 3% of population is covered in 11 years of
existence despite its distributional effect (Barr, 1989) to the low income is worrisome. The
role of moral hazard particularly from the health care provider and NHIS in providing
beneficial health care delivery to the insured further aggravates the low penetration in health
insurance.
4. DISCUSSION
The level of medical care and hospital care services considered sup-optimal in the
analysis described above is also a form of ex-ante moral hazard. This negatively affects the
morale of the insuring public as to what benefits are available leading to moral hazard from
health providers. This perception of the insuring public of possible moral hazard in health
insurance service susceptibly develops into an ex-ante moral hazard not to demand health
insurance. This correlates with the responses on adequacy of funding of health care and
diseases not treatable under NHIS. This was also the case in Tanzania (Atim, 1999)
It is argued in much of the literature on moral hazard that insurance is antithetical to
risk reduction based on the axioms of economics of information that the insured has suboptimal incentive to reduce risk (Logue & Ben-Shahar (2012). The indirect implication of
moral hazard in the above circumstance is the incentive of more self insurance which may be
less economical than purchasing insurance. The existence of ex-ante moral hazard, especially
among the low income which social health insurance tries to hedge is not understood by this
group; otherwise, they should readily embrace NHIS. If compulsory health insurance is used
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to resolve moral hazard and low insurance culture, then the benefit package must be equitable
and give value for money (Enthoven, 1993) with less exclusion.
5. CONCLUSION
The aim of NHIS is universal access to health care in Nigeria. But mass participation
is encumbered from the findings. A very high percentage cannot understand the basic
principles of insurance, implying some moral hazard of negative attitude to insurance
products. There is a link to ex-ante moral hazard because of the perception of inadequacy of
hospital and medical care. This is worsened by the awareness that certain sicknesses are not
treated by NHIS because of the exclusion list of diseases. This aligned to moral hazard theory
which explains that moral hazard affects actuarial pricing of insurance and hence health
insurance was made compulsory. However moral hazard may have dissimulated the high
informal sectors to involuntarily participate. The study argued that NHIS strategy and
structure for a health care financing model in Nigeria is not yet observable from the quality of
medical care and hospital care. This interfaces with providers’ moral hazard -not being able to
promise some standardized benefits, as well as the weak coverage of some acute diseases
through the exclusion list. The implications induce a negative moral hazard for individuals to
continue financing health care from OOP.
6. RECOMMENDATIONS
To popularize health insurance in a country with one of the poorest life expectancy of
47-52 years and healthy life expectancy of 47 years require the holistic reduction of moral
hazard. The social risk of not wanting to participate in NHIS in view of moral hazard must
speedily tackled by ensuring that participants have quick access to health care. This can be
achieved by reducing the exclusion list and advertizing the high points of NHIS solution to
health problems particularly in diabetes, hypertension, stroke, minor surgeries, accident and
emergencies - the emerging scourge of health risks in Nigeria. In the case of accidents and
emergencies, financing can be augmented from sales tax of alcohol, wines and beers. Health
Management Organizations should be monitored to ensure that capitation is paid regularly
and should increase expenditure in equipping hospitals. NHIS should adopt electronic identity
management that admits the sick for the secondary and tertiary health institutions. Full benefit
should be received for at least one week before demanding the co-payment of 50%.
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Abstract: With rapid growth in competition, consumerism, education, disposable income,
westernization, etc, urban markets are rapidly growing and reaching saturation levels. Due to
these factors organizations are now moving towards rural markets in India.
To further understand rural markets, understanding of what rural areas are, is important.
According to Census of India, those areas where the population is below 5000, the population
density is less than 400 per square kilometer and where at least 75% of the males of the
working population are engaged in agricultural activities is defined as rural area.
It has been observed that the rural demographics are rapidly shifting. Growth in per capita
income in rural India is increasing due to modernization of agriculture, better job
opportunities, govt. focus, etc. The education level is also increasing which plays a major role
in understanding of risk management including life insurance.
In rural India life insurance agents are the primary source of promotion, information and sale
of life insurance products. Although other channels of life insurance distribution like banks,
post offices, brokers, etc. are available, agents are responsible for major portion of life
insurance distribution in rural areas and have a major influence on customers.
The paper aims to explore the impact and influence of life insurance agents on rural
customer’s life insurance buying behaviour.
Aspects like familiarity with the agent, product knowledge provided by the agent to the
customers, agent’s convincing power, agent’s social status, etc. have been statistically tested
for their influence on rural customer’s buying behaviour.
Keywords: Rural India markets, rural customer behaviour, life insurance buying, life
insurance agent’s influence.
1. INTRODUCTION
With rapid growth in competition, consumerism, education, disposable income,
westernization, etc., urban markets are rapidly growing and reaching saturation levels. Due to
these factors organizations are now moving towards rural markets in India.
To further understand rural markets, understanding of what rural areas are, is
important. According to Census of India, those areas where the population is below 5000, the
population density is less than 400 per square kilometer and where at least 75% of the males
of the working population are engaged in agricultural activities is defined as rural area [1].
Rural India contributes around 50% to gross domestic product (GDP) and constitutes
nearly 70 % of the country’s population. The market serves around an enormous 850 million
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consumer base from around 650,000 villages in India [2]. It has been observed that the rural
market demographics are rapidly shifting. Growth in per capita income in rural India is
observed due to modernization of agriculture, better job opportunities, govt. focus, etc.
The education level is also increasing which plays a major role in understanding of
risk management and of course life insurance [3].
“A meager of 13% of Indian households with per annum income less than Rs 45,000
(these people constitute 76 million) had savings bank accounts with any bank and similar ratio
had life insurance.” [4]
Despite all the changes majority of rural India is still uninsured. The penetration is
extremely low in rural markets and is in the region of at 2.8% of the GDP as on 2005 [5].
Apart from that most of the rural population has poor financial management
knowledge. They are unaware of utility of life insurance and think of it as a risky venue to
invest their money. In case of life insurance there is a tendency to defer the decision despite
more harsh living conditions and lack of medical facilities in rural India. Other than that rural
India has a weak social security and pension system.
The above mentioned fact indicate that role of agents is very crucial as rural people
have very little knowledge of life insurance and they consider it a risky avenue. Information
and motivation provided by agents is a key driver for life insurance buying by rural people [68].
This paper will focus on identifying agent factors that influence buying behavior of
rural consumers.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
[6-8] Authors have studied the role of agents as consumers have limited knowledge
about life insurance and are dependent on external sources of information. To form consumer
reference agents play an important role and have a major influence on life insurance purchase
decision. The authors have also explored that consumers are more or less passive and agents
play the role of inducers in life insurance buying.
[9] 52% of customers who bought life insurance find that information and advice
provided by agents during pre purchase is very helpful in decision making. Even 34% of non
buyers found that agent interaction is helpful. Similarly post purchase, 75% customers found
agents helpful (Figure. 1)

Figure 1. Post purchase interaction preference [9]
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[10] Author argues that agent’s efforts in life insurance selling are important. They are
an important element in life insurance sales process.
[11] Author show that despite the digital and innovative initiatives by life insurance
sellers, agents still play a predominant role in life insurance distribution.
[12] The research study conducted on 200 policyholders has concluded that for rural
people, agents are the most important source of motivation and information. Rural people
almost always buy policies suggested by agents.
[13] For rural areas micro insurance and agents are key components to achieve desired
penetration. Smaller premium sizes are best suited for rural markets as their paying capacity is
less. Penetration of digital technology is also low, making presence of afents crucial.
[14] India is the second fastest growing economy and fourth largest in terms of PPP
(Purchasing Power Parity). She also recorded huge potential for life insurance. A 70% of this
population lives in rural markets which provide immense opportunities to insurance agents.
The author also explained required traits for insurance agents to succeed in the market.
[15] In the paper published by the importance of agents have been highlighted. As per
the paper agents in the modern market needs to know about the customer needs. For the same
life insurance companies are looking for educated individuals with marketing flair to cater to
the customer’s needs.
[16] In the study, the life insurance buying behaviour of newly married couples was
observed. The study revealed that the insurance agents and the wife play an important role in
buying decision of life insurance products.
[17] Researchers investigated the factors related to less popularity of life insurance
products among Indian population. They also investigated the factors contributing in this
matter. Major factors include, company image, trust level, reliability, role of agents among
others.
[18] Suggests that adding agents as decoys heavily influences consumer decision.
They proposed a model (Figure 2) showing decoy effect on life insurance consumer decision
making. As per their research agents (decoys) plays a major role in decision making. Huber, J,
et. al. (1982) defines decoy as “an asymmetrically dominated alternative is dominated by one
item in the set but not by another. Adding such an alternative to a choice set can increase the
probability of choosing the item that dominates it”

Figure 2. Insurance consumer behavior model including the decoy (agent) effect [18]
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[19] Developed a scale to measure relationship between customer and agent. The
research indicated that trust and confidence on agent are major influencers followed by agent
remembering customer information.
[20] In their research identified that companies need to train sales representatives so as
to improve culture compatibility, collective competence, emotional intelligence,
communication, problem solving skills, ethics and information technology utilization.
3. OBJECTIVES
To identify the influence of:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Familiarity with agent,
Knowledge given by agent,
Convincing power of agent,
Agent’s personality,
Agent’s social status,
Commission passed by agents,
Policy as per customer need

On rural customer’s life insurance buying decision.
4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Cluster sampling is used for collection of data. Schedules were administered to 400
rural people from selected clusters. Out of these 397 useful schedules were obtained.
Schedule contained 16 questions out of which 8 questions are related to demographic
profile of respondents and 8 (on 5 point Likert scale) are for understanding the agent’s
influence.
Cronbach’s Alpha is used to check the reliability of the schedule and the value is
found to be .852, which is good [21].
Skewness and Kurtosis were also checked to ensure normality of data and are within
suitable range [between -2 to +2 is acceptable (22)].
Data was analyzed using correlation and multiple regression analysis.
Variables are coded as given in table 1:
Table 1. Variable coding
Variable Details
Q8_Agent_Influence_Decision
Q9_Agent_Familiarity_Influence
Q10_Agent_Give_Knowledge
Q11_Agent_Convincing_Influence_Buying
Q12_Agent_Personality_Influence_Buying
Q13_Agent_Social_Status_Influence
Q14_Agent_MOre_Comm_Policy
Q15_Agent_Policy_Need_Based

Variable Name
D
ID1
ID2
ID3
ID4
ID5
ID6
ID7
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Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent
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5. HYPOTHESES
Based on literature review and personal interaction with life insurance customers
following hypotheses were formed to analyze agent’s influence on rural customer buying
behavior:
H01: In the presence of the other predictors, there will be no significant prediction of agent’s
influence on life insurance buying decision by familiarity with agent.
H02: In the presence of the other predictors, there will be no significant prediction of agent’s
influence on life insurance buying decision by knowledge given by agent.
H03: In the presence of the other predictors, there will be no significant prediction of agent’s
influence on life insurance buying decision by convincing to buy Life Insurance by
agent.
H04: In the presence of the other predictors, there will be no significant prediction of agent’s
influence on life insurance buying decision by agent’s personality.
H05: In the presence of the other predictors, there will be no significant prediction of agent’s
influence on life insurance buying decision by agent’s social status.
H06: In the presence of the other predictors, there will be no significant prediction of agent’s
influence on life insurance buying decision by commission passed by agents.
H07: In the presence of the other predictors, there will be no significant prediction of agent’s
influence on life insurance buying decision by agents provide life insurance policy as per
customer needs.
6. ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
Table 2 presents the Pearson correlation between dependent and independent
variables. As can be seen from the table all correlations are strong and significant.
Table 2. Pearson correlation between dependent and independent variables
Pearson Correlation
ID1
ID2
ID3
ID4
ID5
ID6
ID7

D
.619
.842
.693
.630
.622
.734
.509

Sig. level
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

Hypotheses are analyzed by using multiple regression. Stepwise method of entry is
used for analysis of data. This method analyzes the effect of predictors entered at each step.
This provides a better picture of influence of each predictor entered in previous step in
presence of new predictor.
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Residuals are plotted (Plot 1) so as to ensure normality of residuals. As can be seen
from plot 1 residuals are approximately normal with no strong deviations, which is one of the
important criteria to run multiple regression, hence author can proceed further.

Plot 1. Normal P-P plot of Regression Standardized Residuals
6.1. VARIABLES ENTERED/REMOVED: All the variables were entered in model
and none were removed, which indicates that all the predictors are contributing to the model.
Table 3. Model Summary h
Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

R
R Square
Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate
a
842
.709
.708
.616
891b
.794
.792
.519
c
903
.815
.814
.492
d
907
.822
.820
.483
e
910
.828
.826
.476
f
912
.832
.830
.470
g
914
.835
.832
.467
a. Predictors: (Constant), ID2; b. Predictors: (Constant), ID2, ID6; c. Predictors:
(Constant), ID2, ID6, ID3; d. Predictors: (Constant), ID2, ID6, ID3, ID4; e. Predictors:
(Constant), ID2, ID6, ID3, ID4, ID7; f. Predictors: (Constant), ID2, ID6, ID3, ID4, ID7,
ID1; g. Predictors: (Constant), ID2, ID6, ID3, ID4, ID7, ID1, ID5; h. Dependent Variable:
D
6.2. MODEL SUMMARY: From table 3 it can be seen that as the variables are being
entered into the model the model fit improves (Adjusted R square). The model indicates
83.2% of dependent variable can be explained by the predictors.
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Table 4. ANOVAa
Sum of
Model
Squares
df
Mean Square F
Sig.
1
364.836
961.248
.000b
1Regression 364.836
149.920
395
.380
Residual
514.756
396
Total
2
204.239
757.162
.000c
2Regression 408.477
106.278
394
.270
Residual
514.756
396
Total
3
139.867
577.675
.000d
3Regression 419.602
95.154
393
.242
Residual
514.756
396
Total
4
105.801
453.005
.000e
4Regression 423.203
91.553
392
.234
Residual
514.756
396
Total
5
85.246
376.512
.000f
5Regression 426.230
88.526
391
.226
Residual
514.756
396
Total
6
71.421
323.031
.000g
6Regression 428.528
86.228
390
.221
Residual
514.756
396
Total
7
61.407
281.340
.000h
7Regression 429.850
84.906
389
.218
Residual
514.756
396
Total
a. Predictors: (Constant), ID2; b. Predictors: (Constant), ID2, ID6; c. Predictors:
(Constant), ID2, ID6, ID3; d. Predictors: (Constant), ID2, ID6, ID3, ID4; e. Predictors:
(Constant), ID2, ID6, ID3, ID4, ID7; f. Predictors: (Constant), ID2, ID6, ID3, ID4, ID7,
ID1; g. Predictors: (Constant), ID2, ID6, ID3, ID4, ID7, ID1, ID5; h. Dependent Variable:
D
6.3. ANOVA: ANOVA is shown in Table 4. It shows that F values are highly
significant, which means the model explains a significant amount of variance in agent’s
influence on rural customer’s life insurance buying decision.
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Table 5. Coefficients a (for clarity only the part of table where all the predictors have been
entered is shown)
Unstandardized
Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
Model
B
Std. Error
Beta
t
-.369
.125
2.961
(Constant)
7
.402
.032
.421
12.566
ID2
.261
.031
.249
8.462
ID6
.147
.028
.157
5.322
ID3
.091
.030
.083
3.016
ID4
.086
.026
.079
3.245
ID7
.098
.029
.089
3.310
ID1
.068
.028
.067
2.461
ID5
a: Dependent Variable: D

Sig.
.003
.000
.000
.000
.003
.001
.001
.014

Collinearity
Statistics
VIF
2.641
2.046
2.058
1.805
1.399
1.698
1.728

6.4. COEFFICIENTS: Table 5 shows multiple linear regression estimates including
constant and significance levels. As can be seen all the predictors have a significant impact on
dependent variable.
6.5. MULTIPLE REGRESSION EQUATION: Regression equation was made to
represent the relation between dependent and independent variables.
The general form of equation is as follows:
y = α0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + ... βixi; i is ith independent variable.
Here:
1. y is the dependent variable being predicted by the equation.
2. α0 is the constant or the intercept.
3. β1, β2, βi are the beta coefficients from table 5.
4. x1, x2, xi are independent variables.
Multiple regression equation from table 5 is as follows:
D = -.369 + .098*ID1 + .402*ID2 + .147*ID3 + .091*ID4 + .068*ID5 + .261*ID6 +
.086*ID7
The VIF values (Table 5) are also between 1 and 10, which means there is no problem of
multi-collinearity.
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Independent
Variables

ID1
ID2*

.067

Q13_Agent_Social_Status_Influence

ID5

Accepted

.249

Q14_Agent_MOre_Comm_Policy

ID6#

Accepted

.079

Q15_Agent_Policy_Need_Based

ID7

H01 .001
H02 .000

Rejected
Rejected

Accepted
Accepted

H03 .000

Rejected

Accepted

.157

H04 .003

Rejected

Accepted

.083

H05 .014

Rejected

Accepted

H06 .000

Rejected

H07 .001

Rejected

Variable
Name

Standardized
Coefficients

Q9_Agent_Familiarity_Influence
Q10_Agent_Give_Knowledge
Q11_Agent_Convincing_Influence_
Buying
Q12_Agent_Personality_Influence_B
uying

Alternate
Accepted/
Rejected

.089
.421

Null
Accepted/
Rejected

Significance

Hypotheses

Table 6. Hypotheses testing results and Standardized Coefficient values.

ID3$
ID4

As can be seen from table 6 all null hypotheses have been rejected as all the predictors
have statistically significant influence on dependent variable (agent’s influence rural
customer’s life insurance buying decision).
6.6. INTERPRETATION: Some interesting interpretations that can be drawn by
analyzing table 6.5 are:
1.

Rural customer’s perception that agent’s provide knowledge about the product (*) is the
most influencing predictor as one unit change in it results in .421 unit change in agent’s
influence on life insurance purchase decision. This is an important finding as most of
rural customers are less literate and their understanding of life insurance is very limited.
Other than that in rural markets agents are considered authentic source of information as
they have to pass the exam conducted by IRDA (Insurance Development and Regulatory
Authority of India) to act as life insurance agents.

2.

Rural customer’s perception that agent’s sell policy which avail them (agents) more
commission (#) is the second most influencing predictor as one unit change in it results in
.249 unit change in agent’s influence on life insurance purchase decision. This is an
interesting outcome as in India it is a common practice that agents pass on certain
percentage of their commission earned on policy sale, to customers. This is usually an
important part of purchase process and negotiation. It is a selling tactic and usually
customers fall for it.

3.

Rural customer’s perception that agent’s convincing power influences their decision ($) is
the second most influencing predictor as one unit change in it results in .157 unit change
in agent’s influence on life insurance purchase decision. This due to the fact that agents
are considered an authentic source of information and are representatives of the
organization.

4.

Agent’s social status, personality, familiarity and need based selling are much less
important for rural customers. Majority of rural customers don’t understand the concept
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of risk management and diversification and hence the factor, need based selling is less
relevant for them.
7. CONCLUSION
Indian rural markets have immense potential for life insurance as most of rural India is
uninsured. Due to the lack of digital penetration and lesser levels of education life insurance
understanding and penetration are very less.
Agents play a key role in life insurance distribution to such markets. Agents being
certified by IRDA (Insurance Development and Regulatory Authority of India) are perceived
as knowledgeable and rural customers trust agents for their life insurance purchase process.
Thus the knowledge provided by agents becomes a key influencer on rural customer’s life
insurance purchase decision.
Rural customers perceive agents as knowledge bearers about life insurance, which can
impart them with required information about life insurance. Due to this rural customers life
insurance buying decision is strongly influenced by agent’s convincing power.
Another interesting outcome of the research is that agents pass back certain percentage
of commission earned on sales, back to customers. This is another important influencing
factor on rural customer’s life insurance purchase decision.
Other factors like agent’s social status, personality, familiarity and need based selling
are found to have lesser influence on purchase decision.
From the above discussion it can be safely interpreted that for Indian rural markets
agents are a key influencing factor and have the responsibility of majority of life insurance
sales.
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Abstract: The agro-food sphere in the modern period of time is the sphere whose main goal
is the coordination and integration of the actions of various levels of its participants.
The agro-food sphere includes three levels of participants: producers of food products,
wholesale and retail trade enterprises, and final consumers of food products.
Producers of food products, in turn, set themselves the goal of establishing effective logistics
channels and further delivery their goods to the retail network through wholesale enterprises
of various forms.
Wholesale enterprises, using their own distribution centers or using integrated logistic formats
with retail trade networks, organize the delivery of the received goods from manufacturers to
retail companies of various formats.
Retail companies are stationary and non-stationary, accumulating the required assortment of
goods on the shelves of stores, meet the needs of key customers who need quality and safe
goods at the best prices.
These participants in the agro-food sector, in order to increase the efficiency of production
and trade activities, and taking into account the interests of end users, form agrological chains
that are integrated and have a pronounced synergistic effect.
All three levels of participants in the agro-food sphere, due to the active development of both
production and trade technologies, require new solutions and tools to improve overall
effectiveness. These new tools include digital technologies, which to date reflect the realities
and requirements of the concept of the digital economy of Russia as a whole.
The publication examines the modern experience of using digital technologies in the activities
of participants in all three levels in the agro-food sphere, as well as the possible positive and
negative consequences from their implementation in the activities of agro-food sector
participants.
Keywords: Agro-food sphere, digital technologies, agrologistic, innovations

1. INTRODUCTION
The existing understanding of the essence of the agro-industrial complex is not
capable of reflecting the current state and trends of the functioning of its participants. In this
regard, the expert and scientific community have come to the conclusion that it is necessary to
transform this concept into the agrofood sphere. The agrofood sphere is currently an
economically and socially significant area which, on the one hand, involves the inclusion in
its structure of various categories of participants that provides regular, uninterrupted supplies
of agricultural and other food products to its channel distribution by making an efficient
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commodity distribution chain. Through distribution channels, these products appear in stores
in various formats. On the other hand, satisfaction of consumer needs is a socially significant
process that has an important impact on the life and health of the nation due to the opportunity
for buyers to purchase quality and safe food at competitive prices. In this case the main
objective of the study is to conduct a system analysis of all levels of participants in the
commodity distribution chain for the agrofood sphere and identify further trends in the
development, including digitalization in order to increase the effectiveness of the economic
and socially significant activities.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
The modern understanding of the nature of the agro-industrial complex presupposes
its gradual transformation into the agro-food sphere which is a special economic field and its
important goal is to meet the population's needs for quality and safe food supporting vital life
sustenance, social and cultural development.
In this regard, the main goal of effective functioning of the modern agrofood sphere is
the integration and coordination of efforts of the three levels of participants in production and
trade activities: agricultural and other manufacturing enterprises (first-tier participants),
distribution companies, including wholesale distribution centers and complexes, wholesale
food markets, retail enterprises of various store and off-store formats (second-tier
participants). In addition, end users are also important participants in the agrofood sphere
which needs and requirements ultimately amount to obtaining the opportunity to purchase
high-quality and safe food products in the right amount, at the best prices (third-tier
participants) [5].
Thus, an integrated commodity distribution chain is formed in the agrofood sphere
which necessarily includes a complex of operations to organize the movement of food
products through various intermediary channels creating a variety of logistical
communications between them. The modern interpretation of this logistic complex is based
on the introduction of a new term in the agricultural and food field - agrologistics which, in
the author's opinion, is fully described as an entire integrated set of logistic communications
among participants in the commodity chain of all three levels in order to achieve integration
and partnership between them and obtain a synergistic effect that allows us to evaluate the
effectiveness of the agrological chain in a comprehensive manner, rather than using the
analysis of some sectors of its components. The modern integrated agrologistics’ chains are
associated with the active implementation of new digital technologies and tools, which, on the
one hand, can significantly increase the speed of logistics’ processes, and on the other hand are able to influence the quality of products that end consumers receive on store shelves. We
are talking about the blockchain technology which elements include accumulated and
systematized product information and at each stage the required information is monitored on
the quality and quantity standards by the blockchain participants and, if necessary, the
participants of the distribution chain can change the conditions of logistics or even exclude a
portion of goods from the chain in case of a discrepancy in quality required standards. It is
also important to point out that such of these digital informational systems are practically
ready to be implemented in Russian distribution chain practice. We are talking about the
unified state automated information system for controlling the movement of alcohol products
and the automated information system "Mercury" which is intended for electronic
certification and ensuring traceability of cargoes under surveillance to the state veterinary
supervision during their production, turnover and movement on the territory of the Russian
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Federation in order to create a unified information environment for veterinary medicine,
improve biological and food safety [1].
The modern interpretation of the agrofood sphere with its digital tools is fully
correlated with the food security requirements of the Russian Federation, as outlined in the
Food Security Doctrine and moreover, in the author's opinion, realizing the principles of
multifunctionality contributes to the achievement of effective interaction among its
participants at all levels, beneficially affects the efficiency of their production, commercial
and trading activity and also affects the increase in the purchasing power of the final costumer
which today is at a fairly low level [2].
A more detailed analysis of participants in the agrofood sphere of the above said three
levels should be carried out:
The first level concerns the producers of agricultural and other food products and food.
The main goal of such enterprises is to achieve the state of efficiency of production activities,
guaranteed volumes of future sales of manufactured products via a system of wholesale and
retail enterprises, various in terms of their trading activity, the existing range of goods, the
level of specialization and other parameters.
The system analysis of the industrial and trade sphere of agrofood enterprises, carried
out by the author, shows the presence of three options to form an integrated commodity
distribution chain:
1. Production partnership. In order to increase the efficiency of production activities,
the formation of long-term partnerships is needed by commodity producers based on strategic
contracts for the organization of production activities with distribution companies, for
example, with large retail chains that involve mutually beneficial production of certain
products and guaranteed further sales to this retail network. A systematic analysis of the
activities of participants in the agrofood sphere has shown that such examples of a more or
less mutually beneficial trade-and-production partnership already exists in Russia but it is
currently only at the initial stage of its development. Thus, only a few food producers were
able to produce to meet the needs of a particular trading network. Successful examples of
such a production partnership includes signing contracts for the cultivation and direct supply
of trout from Karelia (the water area of the Vkusa River) between the federal retail chain
"Lenta" and the Russian fish producer "Rybstandart". It should be noted that such a type of
production partnership was first introduced into the trade and production activities of both
enterprises and is extremely beneficial for both parties. The manufacturer in this case has the
opportunity to implement and achieve production parameters within its production program
and ensure further sales of products to the trading network. The trading network also gets the
opportunity to get rid of the search and establishment of a complex system of relationships
with numerous producers and intermediaries of fish products. In addition, the trading network
at the stage of signing of production contracts can, to some extent, "dictate" the conditions in
terms of the required parameters of the quality of future manufactured products, its
appearance and other aspects, in advance of setting a certain level of retail price in the trade
network and the needs of its consumers. An important parameter of the pricing policy in this
case is the fact of not overstating the price, as it happens when a standard chain of relations
between the trading network and intermediaries takes place each of which influences its
increase but, on the contrary, the possibility of achieving the criterion of price optimality, as
there is a production partnership, no additional intermediaries, no parameters influencing the
price growth. End consumers get the opportunity to purchase fresh fish products that have a
high level of quality, which does not pass through numerous logistic links and at the time of
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its appearance on the shelf does not lose its usefulness. In the above example of the
production partnership, fresh trout appears on the shelves of the "Lenta" trading network the
very next day after the catch and is very popular among buyers who value this product highly.
Among other things, in this example of the production partnership, the aspect of import
substitution is traced since 2014, due to the ban on deliveries to Russia of chilled fish from the
countries of the European Union, Canada, Norway, Australia and the USA, Russia received
trout only from Chile and the Faroe Islands in the frozen form. The production partnership
contributed to the emergence of Russian cooled fish due to the availability of an optimal
integrated agrological system, which in this case contributes to the achievement of parity
between the costs of participants and the effect obtained for all the three levels of participants
in the agro-food sphere.
2. Investing retail trade companies in the organization of production capacities. In
addition to the trade and production partnership with manufacturing companies, Russian retail
chains are trying to enter the production segment independently in attempts to supply their
trading needs with the supplies of the required range of products producing them
independently. The analysis of participants of retail trade in food products in Russia showed
that the national trade network "Magnit" provides itself with 2/3 of the total demand for food
supplies, that is, it produces a rather wide range of products in its production complexes, for
example, growing fruit and berry products, mushrooms and other produce on agricultural
lands of the Krasnodar Territory and other southern regions of Russia. Investing own funds in
the organization of production certainly is not specialized for the commercial enterprise,
however, given sufficient financial and organizational capabilities, as well as specific,
different from other Russian retail chains, organic growth strategies from the regional
Krasnodar chain of stores "At Home" up to the national Russian network is quite
understandable, reasonable and relevant. It should be noted that expert opinions on such
diversification of commercial activities with a view to withdrawing from the sphere of trade
into the sphere of production differs in the interpretation of its achievable positive effect.
Similar expert judgments confirm the conducted analysis of the company's performance
indicators for 2017, the dynamics of which indicates a decrease in marginality which, in
particular, may be due to the manifestation of elements of diversification of the dispersion of
financial resources on the company's non-core activities. However, "Magnit" currently ranks
as second in Russia among federal trade networks in terms of sales revenue and number of
enterprises and demonstrates additional opportunities for integrating production and trade.
The organization of its own production at the same time allows you to manage costs in the
direction of their decline, which provides a formed system of agrology. The optimal number
of links in agro-logistics also contributes to the emergence of the additional possibility of
establishing a minimum price in the retail network for self-produced goods which is
extremely important for the enterprise and its customers, as the company carries out its
trading activities through the format of the "At Home" stores, the main competitive advantage
of which is the minimum price for the optimal quality of products. In this case, it is food
products produced or grown in Russia, which is also a favorable fact in terms of achieving
import substitution.
3. Establishment of a branded trading network. Formation of own trading network on
the basis of creation of shops of trade in this case assumes integration of efforts of
manufacture and sale at the expense of investment of own means opening a network of
specialized shops which realize the production made for the given trading network by the
commodity producers. The analysis of participants in the agrofood sphere demonstrates that in
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Russia, the Moscow region in particular, similar enterprises already exist which gives
additional competitive advantages over other companies that are similar in the structure of the
range of goods. For example, the "Miratorg" trade and sales network carries out a
simultaneous production of a big variety of meat products, and also conducts a trading
activity in the supermarket format in Moscow and the Moscow Region where it sells its own
meat products in a wide range at the best prices for consumers. In this example, the integrated
synergetic effect is also traced which is caused by the creation of such a chain of agrologistics
and it allows the company to supply the whole volume of the production of a guaranteed level
of quality to the counters of its own stores and sell to consumers in a short time. It should be
noted that consumers demonstrate a significant increase in consumer activity at the same time
and are ready to purchase meat products produced in Russia at the best prices, which certainly
affects their quality of life, as they begin to consume fresh domestic meat that has a short
storage time. In order to maintain the required sales revenues, "Miratorg's" trading facilities
supplement their trade range of produce with the accompanying products of other food
producers in order to match the format of the supermarket store, thus, they provide the
population with an opportunity to make an integrated purchase of food products.
The second level of participants in the agrofood sphere is the distribution companies.
In the agrofood sphere these enterprises are represented by a wholesale link, to modern
representatives of which are wholesale distribution centers that supply the necessary range of
food products or a specific trading network, or implement the needs of several trade networks,
accumulating the required range of food products. The analysis of participants in the agrofood
sphere showed that such large federal retail chains as "X5 Retail Group", "Dixy", and
"Magnit" in their structure have similar agrologistics complexes that fully meet the needs of
the retail network in terms of the range of food products. However, it should be noted that the
availability of such agro-logical structures is a characteristic mainly for large federal and
regional networks, which are due to organizational and financial opportunities to ensure their
effective functioning. Smaller participants in the agrofood sphere, such as regional or local
retail chains, as well as independent medium and small enterprises, mainly purchase through
the wholesale food markets and complexes. For example, in the Moscow region such trading
activities are actively implemented through the food and food market "Food City" which
provides the needs of small and medium-sized agro-food enterprises using a full agrologistics
cycle until the delivery of goods to the stores. It should be specially noted that these
agrological complexes have a high level of equipping with various technical and
technological digital elements, such as biometric identification of the employee working in
the complex, automatic loaders, automatic tools for manning and assembling orders, voice
commands for ordering, robotization of technological processes and so on.
The retail chain of the agro-food sphere is represented by the network trade enterprises
of international (global), national (federal), regional (local) levels of activity coverage [4]. In
general, the analysis of participants in the agro-food sphere has shown that the main influence
on the retail trade in Russia today both on the volume of sales revenues and on the number of
enterprises is exercised by enterprises of national or federal level of coverage that are
represented by such federal trade operators as "X5 Retail Group", "Dixy", "Magnit", "Lenta".
It should also be noted that in order to fully meet the current level of consumer demand,
federal operators use a multi-format trading model of the business, selling food products
through such formats as hyper-, supermarket and neighborhood shops. In the current period of
time the format "neighborhood shops" is the most widespread and preferred format for buyers
and all trading networks use it. In addition to federal trade operators in the agro-food sphere,
global operators such as "Metro", "Auchan", and "Zelgros" operate, too, which also adhere to
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the multi-format model but, in contrast to national operators, they use larger formats of trade "Hypermarket" and "Cash&Carry", focused not only on satisfying the needs of retail but also
small wholesale consumers. It should be noted that global operators in the agro-food sphere,
although they are present in Russia, however, do not make such a significant contribution to
the formation of retail turnover. Smaller, in terms of coverage, enterprises of the agrofood
sphere include retail networks of regional or local level of coverage which focus on meeting
the needs of end-users in the area of their trading activities in one city or region. Successful
examples of participants of this level in the Moscow region include the regional network
"Vkusvil" whose activities focus on the sale of fresh and ultra-fresh dairy products and other
perishable food products and the company "Azbuka Vkusa" which serves the needs of
consumers with a medium and high level of income and implements a fairly wide range of
food products consisting of goods from both Russian and foreign manufacturers. A very small
share in the formation of trade in the agro-food sphere is occupied by independent shops that
do not belong to commercial networks and systems, as well as semi-stationary food
enterprises, which include retail food markets and fairs. It should be noted that these
participants in the agro-food sphere could take a more significant share of the food market in
Russia, as they relate to participants in agro-logistics chains associated with the possibilities
of forming distribution channels for small, local agricultural producers which due to lack of
organizational capabilities and resources can get into large trading systems. Therefore, the
effective organization of food markets and fairs in the agro-food sphere is extremely
important and useful and requires special attention and study, as further noted in the "Strategy
for Trade Development in The Russian Federation from 2015 to 2016 and for the period until
2020" [3].
The third level of the participants of the commodity distribution chain includes final
consumers of food products whose needs should be ensured by the availability of the
opportunity to purchase fresh, high-quality and safe food at the right prices in the right
quantity in different formats and levels of coverage of retail trade enterprises in the agro-food
sphere. This fact is also prescribed in the "Doctrine of Food Security of Russia". It should be
noted that the achievement of growth parameters of the low level of consumer activity in
Russia is possible, among other things, through the formation of various options for
partnership between the producers participating in the first level of the commodity
distribution chain and distribution companies - second-tier participants, which will allow the
end user to purchase the domestic product which has passed the minimum number of links in
the chain of agrology and has a high quality and an optimal price.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The agrofood sector of the Russian Federation includes three levels of participants:
agricultural and other food production enterprises, wholesale and retail trade enterprises of
various trade formats, and end users of food products. These participants in the agrofood
sphere of the Russian Federation should form an integrated commodity distribution chain that
has a synergistic effect that constantly accumulates during the functioning of the chain. In the
process of functioning of the distribution chain, innovative digital technologies must be
involved that can improve the efficiency of the chain of participants. Digital technologies in
the commodity distribution chain are implemented both in the operational cycle of managing
the activities of various participants, and are supported at the legislative level in the Russian
Federation.
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4. CONCLUSION
The use of digital technologies in the agrofood sphere of the Russian Federation can
positively influence the efficiency of the integrated commodity distribution chain, which
includes three levels of participants. The realization of this opportunity will give the
opportunity to all participants of the agrofood sphere to improve the level of Russia's food
security, an important parameter of which is to raise the level and quality of life of the
population of Russia by guaranteeing high living standards.
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Abstract: Every company must have a proper culture for its successful operation. Culture to
different authors has different types of definition so we can say that there is no universal
definition of culture. Schneider and Barsoux (1997) identify 164 different definitions made by
anthropologists. More relevant broad definitions of culture include ‘a shared pattern of
behavior’ (Margaret Mead, 1953), or a ‘system of shared meaning or understanding’ (Claude
Levi-Strauss, 1971; Clifford Geertz, 1973). All these definitions have one thing in common,
that the culture is as set of values, beliefs, attitudes and expectations and that culture is
‘shared’, and implies an implicit decoding of an underlying pattern of cause and effect
relationships (Gibson, 2000: 7). Instead of a definition, some authors have attempted to
describe the content of culture. The other important thing is that culture is very important part
of making decisions by managers and employees in a company. Each strategy must have its
own culture. All companies differ from each other to the culture they have in the company.
This is due to the different values, beliefs and expectations that every company has. So we
can say that culture affect the identity of the organization and employees, creation of
commitment, stability of the company and socialization.
Keywords: Culture, impact, management, cross-culture, economy

1. INTRODUCTION
For successful business activities we must take in consideration the impact of culture
on the organization. The impact of culture is especially important for global companies that
operates in international markets and have employees that import different cultures during
their work. Also we must mention that on global market, there is increase of business
alliances that also increase the cultural differences. We can say that there is no aspect of
corporate life that is not impacted by culture. Six aspects of corporate life are particularly
strongly influenced by cultural differences [5]:







Marketing
Human resources
Partnerships
Multicultural team
Negotiations
Business practices.
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Each of these aspects must be managed properly for achieving competitive advantage.
Failure to manage cultural differences that affect the mentioned aspects can cause serious
problems in every company, either big or small.
1.1. THE IMPORTANCE OF ELEMENTS
For better understanding the importance of culture on global companies, we must start
from the basic elements of culture. According to Needle [6], organizational culture represents
the collective values, beliefs and principles of organizational members and is a product of
factors such as history, market, technology, strategy, type of employees, management style,
and national culture; culture includes the organization's vision, values, norms, systems,
symbols, language, assumptions, environment, location, beliefs and habits .
Values, beliefs and preferences are from great importance because can provide some
sort of ethical and normative governance mechanisms for different social groups. They can be
changed by new situations, new environment or new information. Behavior unlike values is
the visible part of culture. Also it can be changed or modified by the environment or some
conditions, but that change does not imply a modification of beliefs or assumptions.
In the management field that, by nature, is concerned with economic achievement of social
groups (companies), culture will be manifest in four key dimensions [3]:





Corporate culture: values, beliefs and behavioral norms that appear as a result of
historical situations in the company, the influence of the leadership or the structure of
the ownership
Industry culture: any practices that come from the professional norms of an industry
Professional culture: that come from professional trainings and practices or norms
from different function in the company
National culture: that comes from the national, religious or ethnic origin of citizens.

Culture as we can see, infect not only the individual in the company but also the
global companies are exposed to a corporate, industrial and professional cultural diversity. In
the global market, international companies must incorporate and managed properly the
individual cultural diversity that affects them with the cultural diversity that affects the
company by itself.
2. THE IMPACT OF CULTURE AND CROSS-CULTURAL TEAMS
For connecting the cultural diversity in the companies, most companies create crosscultural teams, where the teams already incorporate its differences in the culture and imbed it
with the corporate culture. Many companies have managers from different nationalities and
we can say that in many departments, global companies create cross-cultural team. Those
team can be very effective and sometimes can work better then mono-cultural team but
sometimes can work significantly worse. According to Berger, the performance of the
multicultural teams is a function of three factors [1]:


Multiplicity of experiences and different viewpoints that comes from different culture
can increases the richness of information
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Loss of cohesion because of differences in communication and existing of stereotypes
The ability of team leaders to achieve synergy in the group by combination of the
perspectives that group members have.

For successful operation on global markets it is very important to connect proper
communication with culture and its differences.
Table 1. Common types of multi-cultural teams (Schneider and Barsoux (1997) [8].
Business development
Regional headquarters
Corporate headquarters
Joint ventures and alliances
Task forces

Members of different nationalities working on development/
launch of new products
Different functions occupied by different nationals for regional
co-ordination
Permanent or temporary assignment of executives and staffs of
different nationalities having global responsibilities
Managers and employees assigned from different partners, or
an employees’ pool
Multi-function, multi-country teams in charge of a particular
project

Building Cross-cultural team largely depends from communication strategy that is
build and properly shared in the group. The leader of the group should have right expectation
at the very beginning, to pay attention on details and to respect the culture of all members.
International company need a lot of proper information in a proper time that in global world
can be influenced by the information technology which helps companies in their operations.
Some companies are building virtual cross-cultural teams instead of regular helping to
overcome the problems with time and environment but the human contact sometimes is very
valuable so according to different authors there are still argues is it better to have crosscultural teams inside organization or building a virtual one.
For building a powerful cross-culture team each leader should take in consideration
some factors:
1. Respect cultural differences
First step of building a good team and powerful cultural environment is to
acknowledge the cultural differences and to respect them. Those cultural differences as we
previously mention can manifest in different ways: communication, behaviour, values, norms
etc. So for better management each leader should explain those cultural differences in front of
the whole group, so each of the members can be aware of it and pay respect to culture of the
members. Very useful model for understanding cultural differences is Geert Hofsted’s cultural
dimension model [4] that describes the effects of a society’s culture and explains how the
values relate to behaviour of the group. The model highlights six dimensions of value
perspectives between national cultures: Power Distance, Individualism vs. Collectivism,
Masculinity vs. Femininity, Uncertainty Avoidance, Long Term vs. Short Term Orientation
and Indulgence vs. Restraint [4]. With this model each leader in a company can understand
the culture, value and behavior of their employees and adapt its communication style for
better productivity [9].
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2. Establishing procedures and policies
Establishing working procedures and policy that should be followed by each member
is a key to better contribution of all the employees that can lead to successful performance and
avoid cultural conflict in the groups. Employees are more secure following procedures that
are adapted according to the culture of the company and misunderstanding in communication
are decreased
3. Defining team responsibilities
Each cross-cultural team should share a common goal and have outlined properly the
identity of the team, where should include all the cultural differences. Defining the member
responsibility reduces misunderstanding and lead to clear action from which the company can
have positive results. Every member of the group knows the vision and mission toward its
action should aims. With clear definition of responsibilities each member can easily unite and
have successful work.
4. Building trust
Creation of proper culture and avoiding cultural differences on a company work
demand a lot of effort. First thing that is the hardest thing is to build a trust between the crosscultural group members and between the company leaders too. For building trust, each
company should create environment where the employees can feel secure and can collaborate
accepting the cultural differences.
5. Embrace the cultural diversity
With expansion of global market, almost all companies learn how to navigate cultural
diversity. But in global world, navigation is not enough. Each leader should embrace the
cultural diversity, not just in workplace, where it is easier, because of existing policy and
procedures, but also in the real life. Working in an environment with cultural differences
increase creativity and innovation that enhance the company to increase its successful
working results.
Culture has an extensive effect on a competitive behavior on a global management.
About the influence of the culture on the economy, Max Weber, a German sociologist
explained in his famous work The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism the most
important connection between culture and economy. A lot of author after Weber stated the
importance of the connectivity of the economy with the culture [7]. According to Gordon
Redding culture is composed of three important components: Rationale, authority and
identity, which connects power with formal system and identity as guidance to a successful
economic system.
3. CONCLUSION
Culture is a vital part of company’s successful performance. Each leader must
understand that it is very important to create environment where all culture can find its place,
to build cross-cultural teams and a business strategy that can reinforced the creativity from the
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cultures in the company. If the company cannot align with the existing culture inside and
outside it, then success can easily turn into failure. Good communication, creative culture and
business strategy can lead each company toward achieving business goals.
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Abstract: The financial crisis in the enterprise occurs when the company is losing or has lost
the ability to pay, i.e. it is becoming over-indebted. In fact, insolvency occurs when cash
outflows grow faster than cash flows. Business success decline and operating loss further
limiting the chance of funding from creditors. Thus, the company falls into a serious crisis for
a very short period of time, which can compromise not only the continuity of the company's
operation, but also its survival. Because the exit from this situation is difficult, the intentions
of the work of the enterprise should be directed towards preventive action and avoiding crisis
situations, if possible. The most important thing is to prevent the emergence and escalation of
the crisis on time for long and continuous operation of the company. Therefore, forecasting
the financial crisis in modern economic conditions is becoming increasingly important, and
the application of models to forecast the financial crisis in enterprises contribute to minimize
the negative effects of the financial crisis in operations.
Keywords: Financial crisis, accounting data, statistical models, forecasting, Beaver model

1. MODELS OF CREDIT RISK BASED ON ACCOUNTING DATA FOR
FORECASTING THE FINANCIAL CRISIS IN THE ENTERPRISE
This document is a template. In the last thirty years in the banking practice certain
statistical models are increasingly developed and applied that serves to predict financial
success or failure of companies which also is the basis for assessment of credit risk and the
basis for approving or rejecting the loan application. These so-called credit scoring models
based on accounting data of the company could be also applied by the financial management
to forecast ability of successful company payment in the future, practically speaking, make it
possible to predict the probability of occurrence of the financial crisis. Realizing that getting
into financial crisis is a reality, this model gives opportunity to the company within time to
take certain measures and actions to prevent the crisis or to mitigate the consequences.
Typically, models to forecast the crisis in the company based on accounting data are
grouped as [1]:


Univariate models



Multivariate models.
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Univariate models are based on comparing the various financial indicators of the
company with industry norms, or the norms of the industry that belongs to the company. Such
a statistical model to forecast financial failure is the model of Beaver [2].
When using multivariate models, key accounting variables are combined to obtain a
likelihood of delay in the company to settle the obligations. In current practice the mostly
applied is discrimination analysis, and the first model that applied this approach was Altman
z-score [3] created by Heldman and Narayanan, Springat, Klaricek etc.
Characteristic of all models is that forecasting the financial crisis is made on the basis
of variables calculated using accounting data. Although it is a credit risk models used in
banking, their application is desirable in the companies because the accuracy of the
predictions of the financial crisis is relatively high.
1.1. BEAVER MODEL FOR FORECASTING THE FINANCIAL CRISIS IN
ENTERPRISES
The first statistical model to forecast financial failure of the company was presented
by W. Beaver in 1966. Beaver first performed usability testing of financial indicators for
predicting financial failure. Moreover, as financial failure it was considered the "inability of
the company to meet maturing obligations."[2]. This failure leads to business difficulties that
the author of this model defines as "bankruptcy, unpaid preferred dividends, raising loans on
current accounts and so on." and financial indicators that could predict business problems and
financial failure as the "odds of two numbers that are items in the financial statements [2]“.
Beaver has done empirical research on a sample of 158 manufacturing companies whose
shares have been subject to trading.
According to Beaver, the financial failure of the company can be forecasted through
the following three indicators [2]:




cash flow / total assets
net income / total debts
cash flow / total debt

For each indicator Beaver calculated the limit value. Enterprises whose indicators are
above the limit values are put in the group of potentially successful, companies whose
indicators are below the limit values are potentially unsuccessful.
Lack of this research is, that are included only companies that ended in bankruptcy,
but not those who, according to the indicators should enter into bankruptcy, and escaped the
same as the management duly spotted the problems and take measures to overcome them.
1.1.1 Altman Z - score model for forecasting of financial crisis in enterprises
Multivariate approach for forecasting the crisis was first applied in Z -score model of
Altman Haldeman. Through combining of indicators and categorial values he receives a new
indicator called credit risk score. As expected unsuccessful companies have financial
indicators that differ from the ratios of stable financial enterprises, Z - score is used as a limit
value based on which the company is categorized as a failure if its financial performance are
under Z - score or as successful if are over Z -score. The calculation of the Altman Z-score
is performed based on the following indicators [3]:
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X1 = working capital / total assets
This indicator is considered because enterprises with an operating loss indicate
decreasing in the current assets in relation to total assets.
b) X2 = retained earnings / total assets
c) X3 = income / total assets
This indicator is particularly suitable for drawing conclusions about the possibility of
bankruptcy, because the existence of the company is based primarily on the possibility that
the company with its assets to be profitable.
d) X4 = market value of equity / book value of liabilities
This indicator shows how the company's assets lose their value before obligations
become greater than the property and the company becomes insolvent.
e) X5 = sales / total assets
Based on these five financial indicators Altman sets for calculation of Z-score. In this
feature each of the financial indicators has adequate weight which is determined based on
empirical experience and assessment of the authors of the model. Below is listed the function
that Altman staged based on financial indicators:
Z = 1,2Х1+1,4Х2+3,3Х3+0,6Х4+Х5
The lower limit is 1.81. That means the company which Z -score is below that limit
will go bankrupt. The upper limit is 2.99 and the company over that amount would not go
bankrupt. The precision with which this model separates the successful from the unsuccessful
companies within one year prior to bankrupt companies is 95%, and two years before
bankruptcy is 82%. In 1993 Altman review the original model so that the market value in
calculating the X4 is replaced by the book value. The result is getting a new Z -score:
Z=0,717Х1+0,847Х2+3,107Х3+0,420Х4+0,998Х5
The lower limit of Z is 1.23. Enterprises that are under that limit are considered to
fail. The upper limit is 2.90 and enterprises above the limit are considered successful.
Enterprises between 1.23 and 2.9 are in so called gray area [3].
2. OTHER CREDIT SCORING MODELS FOR FORECASTING THE FINANCIAL
CRISIS IN ENTERPRISES
The other elements that banks are using for forecasting of poor performance of
enterprises in this paper would emphasize Springat model and Klaricek Quick test.
Springat model was developed following the example of Altman model but adapted to the
Canadian market values.
In this model is used step-wise multiple discriminate analysis. This model uses four
variables as follows [9]:
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X1 = working capital / total assets
X2 = profit before tax / total assets
X3 = profit before tax / short-term liabilities
X4 = sales revenue / total assets
Based on the calculated variables Spring formulates the following model [9]:
Z= 1,03 Х1 + 3,07 Х2 + 0,66 Х3 + 0,4 Х4
If Z < 0,862, then the company is threatened with a financial failure. The accuracy of this
model in assessing the financial condition of the company is with 92.5% confidence.
Unlike Altman model based mainly on static indicators Klaricek Quick test equally
rely on static and dynamic performance. The creator of this financial analytical test is
Klaricek Peter and practical application of this test is more limited to the countries of Central
Europe. The purpose of the model is to evaluate the financial performance of the company
and profitability of assets. The assessment of financial stability is based on function:
DF = 1.5 X1 + 0.08 X2 + 10 X3 + 5X4 + 0.3 X5 + 0.1 X6 wherein
DF - value of discriminatory function
X1 - net cash flow / total liabilities
X2 - total assets / total liabilities
X3 - Earnings before interest and taxes / total assets
X4 - Earnings before interest and taxes / total income
X5 - stocks / Total Revenue
X6 – Business income / total assets
Klaricek function may take positive and negative values, where negative values
indicate insolvency and positive values indicate solvency. Financial stability (as shown in
table. 1-3), according to this model are estimated in the range of -1 to + 3 as follows [7]:
Table 1. Rating of financial stability through the value of the Klaricek function
Value of indicator
> 3.0
> 2.2
> 1.5
> 1.0
> 0.3
≤ 0.3

Assessment of financial
stability
excellent
very good
good
average
bad
beginning of insolvency

≤ 0.0

moderate insolvency

≤ -1.0

expressed insolvency

Using four different relationships which measure the riskiness of funding, liquidity,
profitability and success, Quick test provides a simple assessment of the performance of 1 to
5, where 1 is the largest assessment.
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3. APPLICABILITY OF CREDIT SCORING MODELS FOR FORECASTING THE
FINANCIAL CRISIS IN ENTERPRISES
Systems of early warning of crisis represent a special kind of information
systems that signalize to its customers about the existence of latent (hidden) crisis. Their task
is to provide the necessary management information for a possible crisis, and with it the crisis
lose “ the character of surprise "and creates an opportunity for timely implementation of
measures to address the problems and minimizing the risk of crisis. By applying credit
scoring models company can get answers to the questions about company work.
Answers to all these questions can be obtained based on numerical data from financial
reports that reflect performance in the past. "But, the overall assessment of the state of the
company covers various aspects of operations that may affect the future business of the
enterprise or its ability to repay debts. Therefore, in addition to quantitative data from
financial statements with equal weight are the qualitative data. [11]“ The quantitative and
qualitative data should be considered synthetic in order to properly identify the strengths and
weaknesses of the company, and thus to anticipate the possibilities of the occurrence of the
crisis on the one hand and the potential to overcome the weaknesses of other. Right here is the
weakness of the models for forecasting. They are quantitative models in which all calculations
and conclusions are made based on data from financial statements, thus undermines the
qualitative performance of the enterprise that can be crucial for the success of actions taken to
prevent the crisis in the company. Also, studies [12] show that the number of enterprises for
which the models forecast that will go under bankruptcy is much higher than the number of
companies that really fail, primarily because some of them manage to overcome the crisis and
to maintain continuity of business operations . It follows that the models do not take into
account the possibility that companies, if they are successfully managed, can make a
turnaround in operations and avoid bankruptcy, which is another major weakness of the
models to forecast the crisis. The existence of the weaknesses of the models suggest the need
of the management to have a comprehensive approach when planning the strategy for
prevention of crisis that would allow him to decide not only on the basis of information
obtained from the variables that are based on accounting data, but to take into account and
qualitative characteristics of the enterprise and all the potentials of enterprise important to the
success of its operations. Thus models for forecasting the crisis will have adequate application
in decision-making, and the information that managers receive from them will be of great
importance to successfully manage any crisis and maintain the continuity of operations of the
company.
4. RESEARCH: APPLICATION OF MODELS FOR FORECASTING THE
FINANCIAL CRISIS IN ENTERPRISES IN MACEDONIA
To see if applicable, to what extent and which models to forecast the financial crisis
can apply to enterprises in the Republic of Macedonia, are surveyed 41 enterprises in the
Republic of Macedonia [11]. Enterprises belongs to different industries such as: industry for
drinks, food industry, textile industry, shoe industry, construction, metallurgy, manufacturing,
retail, wholesale, print, insurance, transport, accounting, financial activities, catering.
Of the surveyed companies, thirteen (32%) are in the category of up to 9 employees,
seventeen (41%) in the category to 49 employees, eight (20%) in the category to 250
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employees, one (2%) in the category over 250 employees in company and two companies did
not answer this question from the questionnaire (see table no.2).
Table 2.Surveyed enterprises by number of employees
Intervals

Number of
employees

Percentage

0-9
10 - 49
50 - 249
over 250
Without answer
Total

13
17
8
1
2
41

32%
41%
20%
2%
5%
100%

On a question about what is the willingness of the company to deal with any financial
crisis, only 17% of the surveyed companies said that they are fully prepared to act in a crisis,
56% said that are only partly ready for action in a crisis, and even 20 % that they are prepared
to deal with the crisis (see table attached br.5-2 and annex 2). This result of the survey
indicated that a very high percentage of companies in the country (even 76%), are at risk that
they will not be able to mobilize its resources in real time and in a way that will pull them out
of a possible crisis, which only by itself indicates that a number of enterprises would be in
danger of bankruptcy or liquidation if incurred financial crisis in their operations.
Table 3. Willingness of enterprises in the country to deal with financial crisis
Willingness of company
Fully prepared
Partly prepared
Not ready
Without answer
Total

Num.of
answers
7
23
8
3
41

Procentage
17%
56%
20%
7%
100%

In answering the question ,, Whether forecasting the financial crisis contributes to
minimize the negative effects of the crisis in the enterprise, "the majority of the surveyed
companies (59%) think that forecasting the crisis can minimize negative effects, 27% that
sometimes contributes to it and only 2% that with forecasting the crisis cannot be minimized
its negative consequences.
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Without
answer
12%

Impact of forecasting for minimizing the negative
effects of the crisis

sometimes
27%

Yes
59%

No
2%

Graph 1. Impact of forecasting the crisis on minimizing the negative effects of the crisis
From the survey results shown in the graph br.5-2, it can be concluded that the
majority of enterprise managers in the Republic of Macedonia perceive the contribution of
forecasting the crisis might have to minimize the negative effects of the crisis. However,
despite the attitude of the managers of the importance of forecasting the crisis, most of them
rarely apply, or almost never apply models to forecast the crisis. The answers to the question
of the application of models to forecast the crisis shows that: 65% of surveyed companies that
answered this question, said they never applied Beaver model , 88% had never used Altman Z
- score model, 88% have never applied Zeta - model, 81% never used Klaricek Quick test ,
41% rarely used another model of forecasting the crisis and even very high 32% of enterprises
that nor apply statistical models to forecast the crisis, nor any other model or method for
forecasting the crisis (see chart 5-3 and Annex 2). If these findings link with findings from
previous question survey, we can draw the conclusion that although managers are familiar
with the significance of the information by forecasting the crisis, yet they rarely or never
perform forecasting of the crisis, and with that, they not only reduce the possibility of
avoiding the crisis, but because of lack of information, their business decisions lead the
company in a position that cannot overcome the crisis. This is also one reason for the large
number of bankruptcies in the Republic of Macedonia
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Application of models for forecasting the financial crisis
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1

0

Beaver model

Altmanov Z -score model

Zeta model

Кlaricek Quicktest

Other models

Graph 2. Application of models for forecasting the financial crisis in the Republic Macedonia
5. CONCLUSION
The application of anticipated crisis models allows companies to respond in a timely
manner to the signals of the crisis that is, reacting at the moment when the company still has
the potential to deal with the crisis quickly and react to the crisis to cause big negative
consequences for the operation of the enterprise. In fact, the crisis prediction models should
be used as instruments by which the crisis can be recognized, prevented and managed in a
timely manner, which leads to the conclusion that in conditions of dynamic change, the
application of prediction models is imperative for the successful operation of the company.
The advantage of the early warning of the so-called latent (hidden) crisis is that the warning
initiates the timely undertaking of adequate measures to solve the problems in the enterprise,
which makes the crises in these enterprises less frequent, longer and the consequences are
smaller. Therefore, the company's management should not ignore the first signals of the crisis
and the information obtained from the application of anticipated crisis models. This
information announces the emergence of the crisis by which it loses the "nature of surprise"
and leaves room for management to take measures to avoid it. If we take into account the fact
that every crisis has significant economic and social implications, then in any case
management should not treat the early signals as insufficiently serious. In doing so,
management should keep in mind that a completely reliable and accurate model for predicting
the crisis has not yet been found and that the models that an enterprise uses to anticipate the
crisis should adapt to the specifics of the enterprise and the conditions dictated by the
environment in which the company operates.
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Abstract: The resalts of research of impact personal and social-demographic factors, which
influence to participation of students in volunteer activity are presented in this article.
The study based on statistics datas of social - demographic and profile's role indicators (in
acordance to R.M. Belbin classification) on RANEPA students, including those participating
in volunteer activity, which are collectedin 2017.
The aim of the study was to verify the hypothesis about the existence correlation between
profile's role of the individual, his social characteristics and his participation in volunteer
activity. Statistical data of students - volunteers were compared with data obtained throughout
the sample array. The data obtained in this research can be used in programs to attract young
people to volunteering.
Keywords: volunteering, team roles (R.M. Belbin classification), social-demographic factors,
statistical (correlation) analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Modern Russia is undergoing a series of social and economic changes, in connection
with which the citizens of the country there is an inevitable change of values. An increasing
number of people, especially young people, are becoming involved in social projects and
volunteer movement, which in Russia has been actively developing only in recent years.
Volunteering as a form of social employment has long existed in the world, and its
impact on the social and economic development of countries cannot be overemphasized.
According to the survey done by Johns Hopkins University USA, in 2010, 971 million people
took part in volunteer activities around the world, and their contribution to the global
economy is estimated at 1.348 trillion US dollars. (Trokhina, 2012). Volunteer movement is
not limited by borders of different countries and territories. In 2014 globally 1 billion people
over 18 years of age volunteered in the non-profit sector (21%), and 2.2 billion people
provided assistance to strangers (48.9%). Among Russians 23 million (19%) people at least
once a year worked on voluntary basis in NGOs of various types, and every third (32%)
provided free assistance to those in need. (Pevnaya, 2016).
Since volunteering emerged and developed primarily in Western countries, Western
scientists were the first to study it as a socio-psychological phenomenon. For example, studies
of P. Dwyer, J.Bono, M. Snyder (Dwyer p. C., Bono J. E, Snyder M., 2013) show how
personal motives influence the results of volunteer activities and development of leadership
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qualities in the course of volunteer activities. T. Vantilburg., D. Bidee, R. Pepermans, G.
Huybrechts, (Bidee J., Vantilborgh T., Pepermans R., Huybrechts G. 2013) examined
autonomous motivation of participants of the volunteer movement and methods of its
stimulation. Of great interest are the studies of L. Kulik, (2017) in which the author explores
the impact of volunteering on self-esteem of people with disabilities, as well as features of
volunteering in emergency situations.
The specific features of volunteering are presented in the publications of such authors
as S.P. Agibrov (Agibrov, 2014), A. B. Barkhaev (Barkhaev, 2017), M. A. Novikov
(Novikov, 2011), A. V. Sudorgina (Sudorgina. 2012) N.V. Tarasova (Tarasova 2012), P. V.
Shevchenko (Shevchenko, 2013), etc. The authors note that the development of volunteering
in Russia under current conditions is faced with problems that are caused by the lack of a
regulatory framework governing the relationship of subjects, government programs,
stimulating members of the movement, effective technology of the organization of activities
and the promotion of humanistic ideas among young people. With the development of the
volunteer movement in Russia, the attention of a growing number of scientists, for example,
such researchers as V. D. Ponomarev (Ponomarev 2014), E. E. Repeshko (Repeshko 2012),
was focused on studying the social and psychological prerequisites for the involvement of
students in volunteer activities. It is very important to know what motivates young people to
volunteer, what expectations they have from volunteering, how they will interact with other
volunteers, etc.
In our opinion, the motivation of volunteers can be divided into several groups:

- religious,
- personal (direct connection, for self-realization, acquisition of skills, etc.),
- social (finding a circle of communication),
- corporate (at work, study, to find business connections),
- altruistic (desire to be useful, to improve people's lives).
The main motives of young people taking part in the volunteer movement are:
• the need for being useful to other people. Volunteering allows one to feel needed by other

peaople, and such perception has an undoubted value for a person who is at the stage of selfdetermination;
• the need for communication. It is known that for teenagers and students’ communication is

one of the leading types of activity. As a rule, youth volunteer actions and projects are mass
events, in which effective communication is a key factor in the success of the project. By
the end of the project, each volunteer has made contacts with at least a dozen people,
including not only other volunteers, but also representatives of government and business.
The new experience of communication with representatives of the older generation, people
from other social and professional groups is a strong motive for participation in the
volunteer movement;
• the need for creativity. As a rule, volunteer projects include representatives of different

spheres – students, young professionals, mothers and housewives, businessmen. Regardless
of the profession and place of work, volunteers are involved in the creative process of
preparing speeches to the audience, scenarios, development of promotional materials,
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design projects. The skills of individual and collective creative work of volunteers have a
positive impact on the choice of an additional profession.
• the need for self-realization and career building. Participation in the volunteer movement

allows young people to establish new business and personal relationships, to gain respect
among teachers and students, which can subsequently have a positive impact on career
development
• the need to acquire social experience. It is known that a person develops into a personality

in the process of acquiring a certain social experience. And the more experience a volunteer
gains, the more developed his personality becomes, including his capacity for reflection;
• the need of young people to confirm their independence and adulthood. Solving urgent

social problems, young volunteers demonstrate personal maturity and independence to the
society.
The implementation of volunteer activities is possible in the framework of a number
of humanitarian, socio-cultural, consulting, environmental and other projects. Volunteer
activity has a number of advantages, which include:

- development of project culture and project thinking;
- development of communication skills;
- developing the skills of delegation of authority;
- developing a sense of responsibility for team collaboration;
- development of leadership and teamwork skills;
- development of initiative and tolerance.
The listed personal qualities of participants of the volunteer movement are formed in a
social group which is self-organized for specific purposes and tasks. As a rule, the formation
of the group is based mainly on the previous experience of volunteers. Psychological
peculiarities of the group members and their compatibility are rarely taken into account.
Nevertheless, the volunteer movement assumes a high level of rotation of team members, at
any time they are free for various reasons to decide to leave the team. In our opinion, the
formation of the team must consider not only such socio-psychological qualities of the
volunteers as temperament, character, feature of occurrence of emotional processes, but the
type of role behavior, which is inherent in the individual. In addition, there is currently no
clear understanding of who exactly is or can potentially be a volunteer, what qualities of an
individual contribute to his / her participation in the volunteer movement, or the tendency to
volunteering is formed under the influence of established patterns of behavior in society,
existing systems of motivation and on the basis of personal experience of the participant.
2. HYPOTHESIS AND ARGUMENTATION.
In order to identify the factors determining the propensity of individuals to participate
in the work as a volunteer, in 2017 the authors of the work conducted a quantitative study of
the distinctive characteristics of a volunteer on the group of undergraduate and graduate
students studying at the Russian Academy of National Economy and Public Administration
under the President of the Russian Federation. The total number of participants, whose data
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formed the statistical base of the study, was 185 people, out of which 105 (57%) people have
experience of volunteer work (volunteers) and 80 (43%) have no experience of volunteer
work (non-volunteers).
The conducted research was based on the following hypotheses:

- the formation of a tendency to volunteering is influenced by personal characteristics
inherent in the individual, the formation of which is not influenced by environmental
factors;

- participation in volunteering is determined by the socio-demographic characteristics of
the individual, formed in particular by the motivation system and environmental factors,
among which the presence of work experience, practice of social interaction,
participation in team activities should be noted in the first place.
Role (team) profiles of the participant determined by the concept of team roles of R.
M. Belbin (R. Belbin, 2003) were considered as personal characteristics of the individual. In
the early published works of the authors (Maslevich, Minaeva, Safronova, Urubkov 2017)
investigated the dependence of the intensity of team roles from the influence of various
factors external and internal environment and came to the conclusion that the command role
of the individual is its inherent characteristics, independent from the influence of any external
factors (link to reports in Belgrade and Bor in the past year). Consequently, the inherent
command role of the individual can be regarded as his exclusive personal characteristic.
If the first hypothesis is confirmed, it should be concluded that the tendency to
volunteering is a personal characteristic of a person who is not amenable to formation or
development. In this case, it is necessary to identify the relationship between a certain team
role of the individual and his tendency to participate in the volunteer movement, and to
involve in volunteering on the basis of questioning and studying the personal qualities of each
potential volunteer participant.
3. METHOD OF RESEARCH
The methods of testing, questioning and statistical methods of data processing are
used as the methods of research. The study was conducted in four stages. At the first stage,
the participants were tested and interviewed in order to identify their personal characteristics
(team role by R. M. Belbin) and the presence of socio–demographic characteristics. The
participants were divided into two groups – a group of participants with and without
experience of volunteering. At the second stage each participant was rated for the intensity of
his team roles (in points) and evaluated for his social and demographic characteristics
inherent. At the third stage, statistical correlation was examined between personal and socio–
demographic characteristics of the individual and the presence of his experience in volunteer
work. The fourth stage was devoted to evaluating the effectiveness of teamwork with and
without the participation of team members with and without volunteer experience.
4. RESEARCH MATERIALS AND DATA ANALYSIS
The study was conducted on the basis of data obtained as a result of testing and
questioning. Testing, conducted on the bases of R. M. Belbin methodology, identified the
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team role of each participant by distributing 10 points between the response options in each of
the 7 groups of questions and determined the tensity of the following team roles in an
individual: Coordinator, Shaper, Plant, Monitor Evaluator, Implementer, Resource
Investigator, Team Worker, Finisher. In order to identify the correlation between these
personal characteristics of an individual and the inclination to volunteering, the analysis of the
distribution of these data by a group of volunteer participants and those students who have no
experience of volunteering was carried out. Scores on each team role based on the arithmetic
average of the points scored by each of the members of the group. The data obtained are
presented in Fig. 1.

Volunteers
11.37

Implementer

10.26

Shaper
8.91

Coordinator

8.27

Finisher
Resource
Investigator

7.98

Plant

7.81

Monitor
Evaluator

7.78

Team Worker

7.64

Non volunteers
Shaper

10.37

Implementer

10.22
9.50

Team Worker
Resource
Investigator

8.78
8.25

Coordinator
Plant

7.81

Finisher

7.72

Monitor
Evaluator

7.35

Figure 1. The final result of the distribution of team roles (in points) in groups of students –
volunteers and non-volunteers.
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The analysis shows that team roles are distributed differently across groups of
volunteer and non - volunteer students. Among the three most important team roles of the
volunteers were " Implementer ", " Shaper ", " Coordinator ", while for group of nonvolunteers team roles of " Shaper ", " Implementer", " Team Worker » prevailed.
The divergence in 2 tested groups was revealed while measuring the tensity of team
role " Implementer". The average value for a group of volunteers is 11.37 points, as opposed
to 10.22 points in the second group. As it seems, the obtained result can be considered natural,
owing to those characteristics which are inherent to these command roles (R. Belbin, 2003).
According to the author of the concept of team roles, the distinctive qualities of the role of
"Implementer" are self-control and discipline, conflict-free and the ability to thoughtfully and
accurately perform the functions assigned to him, including those associated with a significant
amount of work, which in turn should distinguish the work of a volunteer in the performance
of his assigned duties. Students with such qualities do not experience great difficulties in
fulfilling the duties imposed on them by volunteering.
The greatest difference between the two groups was in the tensity of team role "Team
Worker" For non-volunteers, this role is the third highest rated at 9.5 points, while for
volunteers it is the last in the list of team roles rated at 7.64 points. One of the most significant
advantages of volunteering, as noted in the literature, is the possibility of socialization,
emotional involvement, empathy. The weak expression of these individual qualities in
volunteers is an important motive for them to participate in the volunteer movement, allowing
them to participate in the formation of the team and the maintenance of a moral climate in the
team, the manifestation of the individual's personal reaction to the feelings and emotions of
other people, which is a distinctive feature of the «sole team». The presence of these qualities
in the majority of students who are not engaged in volunteer activities allows them to actively
participate in various forms of team interaction, outside volunteering. A comparative analysis
of the distribution of team roles in the two sample groups is shown in Fig. 2.
Not volunteers

Monitor
Evaluator

9.5
7.6

8.0

8.8

8.3 7.7

Finisher

7.8 7.3

10.2

Implementer

7.8 7.8

Plant

Shaper

8.3

Coordinator

8.9

Resource
Investigator

11.4

10.3 10.4

Team Worker

Volunteers

Figure 2. The comparative analysis of the distribution of team roles in the two sample groups.
It should be noted that the difference in the score of the tensity of other team roles is
not significant in the two tested groups. Thus the predominance of any personal
characteristics, except for the qualities of the personality "Implementer" among students
participating in volunteering, can not be attested to. The average role profile of a volunteer
and a non - volunteer is shown in Fig. 3.
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Volunteers
Coordinator
15

Finisher

Shaper

10
5

Resource
Investigator

0

Plant

Team
Worker

Monitor
Evaluator
Implementer

Non volunteers
Coordinator
15
Finisher

10

Shaper

5
Resource
Investigator

0

Plant

Monitor
Evaluator

Team Worker
Implementer

Figure 3. The average role profile of a volunteer and a non - volunteer.
In order to identify the correlation between the socio–demographic characteristics of
the individual and his tendency to participate in volunteering, a survey of participants was
conducted. The participants of the two groups were asked to fill out a questionnaire and
specify their inherent socio–demographic characteristics – gender, age, presence of siblings
(brothers and sisters in the family), the desire to become a leader, experience. According to
the presented hypothesis, the following social and demographic characteristics of the
individual – sex, the presence of siblings, existing experience can influence the formation of a
tendency to volunteering. The results of the survey showed that there were no gender
differences between the two groups of participants (in both groups of women there were more
men (60-65% against 40-35%) and siblings (brothers and sisters have about half of the
participants of each group).
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The distribution of participants with experience of volunteering by age shows that
among volunteers most of all eighteen (35%) and persons aged 20-22 years (36% of
respondents). The age distribution of volunteer non-volunteer participants is shown in Fig. 4.

Volunteers
36%

35%

14%
9%
6%

18

18-20

20-22

22-24

older than 24

Age

Non volunteers
42%
29%
16%
5%
18

18-20

20-22

22-24

8%

older than 24

Age

Figure 4. The age distribution of volunteer participants.
These surveys show that among volunteers there are more those who have experience
(60% against 39% among non-volunteers). Taking into account that 35% of volunteer
students are under 18 years of age who have no work experience in most cases by age (they
entered 40% with no work experience), we can conclude that among volunteers over 18 years
of age, the majority of those with work experience also have experience in volunteering,
which allows considering volunteering as a "school of life" providing applicants with more
successful starting conditions for starting a professional career. Distribution of participants –
volunteers and non-volunteers on the basis of availability of work experience is presented in
Fig. 5.
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Volunteers
40%

35%

13%

9%
3%

Non

0-2
2-4
4-6
Work experience, years

More than
6

Non volunteers
61%

24%

Non

0-2

5%

8%

2-4

4-6

Work experience, years

2%
More than
6

Figure 5. Distribution of participants – volunteers and non-volunteers on the basis of
availability of work experience.
In the questionnaire, participants were also asked about their intention to become a leader
in the future. The majority of volunteer participants answered this question positively (82% of
respondents volunteers versus 73% of participants with no volunteer experience). It should be
concluded that students who have a desire to become a leader in the future, seek to realize their
intentions at a fairly early age, both by starting work, and by participating in the implementation
of volunteer projects that give experience of performing work and the opportunity to try
themselves in leadership positions. The distribution of participants – volunteers and nonvolunteers on the basis of the intention to become a leader is presented in Fig. 6.

Non volonteers

Volunteers
82%

73%
27%

18%
Have no intention

Intend

Have no intention

Intend

Figure 6. The distribution of participants – volunteers and non-volunteers on the basis of the
intention to become a leader.
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The fourth group of issues addressed in this study were the presence of the impact of
volunteer experience on the effectiveness of the project team. In accordance with the
methodology described in (our work in Bor last year), the projected effectiveness of the
project teams formed of students with and without experience in volunteer work was
calculated. The results confirmed that participation in volunteer activities improves team
performance. The level of performance for teams formed from students with experience of
volunteering is 57% , teams formed from students who did not participate in volunteering can
provide performance not higher than 51% of the specified parameters.
The results thus lead to the formulation of conclusions and recommendations.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The data of comparative analysis of the levels of severity of role characteristics and
the presence of socio-demographic characteristics of the two groups of the sample of students
who are volunteers and do not take part in volunteering allow us to draw the following
conclusions:
1. The inclination to work as a volunteer is to a lesser extent determined by the internal
personal characteristics of the individual, and to a greater extent formed under the
influence of external factors.
2. Volunteers to a greater extent than other participants in the study formed a personal
characteristic "performer", which is expressed in the ability to perform tasks, a high level
of self-control and discipline. To the least extent, volunteers are inherent characteristics of
the role trait "soul team", which forms the need for participation in the common cause and
participation in collective work to achieve a common result.
3. To a greater extent than the personal qualities of an individual, his desire to become a
volunteer is influenced by external factors. Therefore, the number of volunteers in the
society depends on the propaganda and popularity and approval of altruistic forms of
personality manifestation in the social environment.
4. The largest number of volunteers is represented by persons under the age of 18 years and in
the period of 20-22 years, that is, the first volunteer activities that are spontaneous and
subsequent more conscious behavior are statistically traced.
5. The system of motivation of young people, established in the society models of behavior
and experience of individuals can be considered as external motivating factors for
participation in volunteering. The gender of the participant and the family structure are of
no decisive importance when deciding to participate in volunteering.
6. Most of the volunteers intend to take a leading position in the future. Therefore, the system
of motivation of young people to participate in volunteering should include the justification
of the possibility of developing competencies that in the future will contribute to building
an individual's career.
The statistics obtained by the authors of the research allow to determine the volunteer
profile, the age group, which the policy of promoting the volunteer movement should be
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addressed to, and the elements that a system of motivation of individuals to participate in the
work as a volunteer should contain.
The results of the research can be used in practice by various state and public
structures in the promotion of humanistic ideas of volunteering, the development of the
ecosystem of volunteering, the formation of volunteer groups and the organization of work to
attract young people and students to volunteer work.
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Abstract: The Indian economy has been dominantly a savings economy. The Indian banking
industry plays a major role in this case. Banking in India has a very different form as
compared to the world over. Here the relation of a banker does not limit itself to the banks.
Rather the bankers are an important part of the social setup. We can say that the bankers are
so strategically involved in the society of India that they rather than being a banker become
the family members of the customers. Here in this paper the researcher has tried to study the
changing dynamics of the relationship of the bankers with the customers due to the advent of
technology. Though we cannot avoid the use of technology as we have to move ahead with
the world but the same is affecting the banking in India. The researcher here has tried to study
what is the effect of the use of technology in the Indian banking sector and how it has
changed the banking of India. To do the study the researcher has collected the primary data
from various customers and Bankers. The number of people considered in the study is 600 in
combination of bankers and customers. The researcher has taken views of both to compare
and understand the view point of the both the groups in relation to Customer Relationship
Management in Indian banking. If we see the Indian banking some years back it was mainly
based on relationship with the bankers. Where the banks and the services offered by the banks
mattered much lesser than the relationship with the banker. Today the things have changed
and the paper studies these changing dynamics.
Keywords: Banking, Indian banking, Customer relationship Management, Technology,
Changing Dynamics
1. INTRODUCTION
Banking is an essential part of the economy of the world, the changing scenario of the
banking affects the business and economy world over. It may be a change in the credit policy
or the working of the banking system, it creates a ripple effect on the overall economy of the
country. With the passage of time this has been evidently seen that, with the changing
banking system the economy has taken a boost, but this may not be true always.
Indian banking industry is one of its kind in the world. It has been repeatedly said that the
Indian economy is basically a savings economy and Indian banking industry plays a crucial
role in nurturing and developing the same. The Indian banking industry has been a regular
promoter of saving habits amongst the people of India. With the change in the time the
banking industry in India has undergone a tremendous change. The advent of technology has
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changed the dynamics of banking in India. In the last decade the banking of India has grown
much faster due to the advent of technology, but the same technology has some where
hampered the basic relationship of Banker and Customer. There was a time that the banker
was so strategically placed in the society of India that it became an essential part of the
society. The banker used to be a friend, philosopher, a financial guide and above all an
important part of the society or the must precisely say the family of the customer. [2-5]
With the advent of technology this basic relation of banker and customer has changed
in India. The researcher is not against the use of technology, but the main purpose of the paper
is to bring out the reason why the customer is not related to the bank in the same manner as it
used to be associated in the past decade. The paper studies the impact of technology on the
customer relationship management of the bank. While there can be many factors that can be
studied while studying the impact of advent of technology such as effect on the cost of the
bank, profit of the banks etc. , but the most essential part of the banking is the customer of the
banks. As it’s rightly said that without the customer no bank can prevail. Here the paper
focuses on the concept of banker customer relationship and tries to study the preference of the
customer amongst banker and technology.
It is not a hidden fact that to march with the world we need to adopt the latest
technology, but Indian society is mainly based on relations. We Indians value our relation
more than anything thus the paper focuses on how the relation has changed and what the
customer feels about the same. It is to be noted that with the change in this relation, the
concept of banking in India has undergone a tremendous change. While on one hand the new
technology has reduced the cost and increased the profits of the banks, the same technology
has distanced the banker from the customer and thus has affected the deposit books of the
banks. [6-7]There was a time when the customers in India use to keep all their relationship
with one bank but today as this basic relationship has changed the customer loyalty has also
reduced. Thus the paper ahead covers the concept that how the advent of technology in the
banking system has strategically changed the banker customer relationship in the banking in
India and how the customer feels about the same. [8] The researcher here has tried to
understand the view point of both the banker and customer, and how it differs in the case of
technology and branch banking. Thus the paper studies the concept of “The Changing
Dynamics of Customer Relationship Management in Indian Banking due to the advent of
Technology.”
2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
[9] The technology has made the life easy and simple for both the customer and
banker. For the customer the bank is now 24 hours available and thus no time boundation is
there, also it has increased the customer convenience. While technology has changed and
made the work easy for the banker. On one hand it has reduced the cost of operation for the
banks on the other it is adding profit to the kitty of the bank. Technology has changed the
relationship scenario of banking and now the customers don’t feel that contacting a banker is
an essential part.
[10] The Indian banking industry is full of same kind of banks and same kind of
services. The banks have adopted the technology almost at the same level, but what they have
missed is the proper integration of technology and customer requirement. It has been observed
that the customer is using technology to meet its requirement, while there are observations
that say that they are doing so as they are not left with any option. Somewhere the customer is
feeling that the bankers are directing them to use the technology to reduce the cost and also to
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reduce their work. Customer relationship management must be given proper importance and
must be integrated in the system with the use of technology.
[11] The banks are shifting from mass banking to class banking and from conventional
banking to convenience banking. But it is to be noted that IT will be able to achieve its motive
only if rural customers are also trained. It is also to be seen that the IT and cyber laws are
made more stringent to make direct banking channels more effective.
[12-14] The higher authorities in the banking industry is focusing more and more on
the technology. Today they are expecting to give all solution to the customer problems
through technology, but what they are missing to see amidst this is the fact that the bank,
bankers and customers are still not completely ready to accept this change. The problem is not
in the mindset but is with the supporting infrastructure and knowledge base for the same.
These things are still not ready to completely support the digital banking structure of India.
[15] The service quality of the bank matters with the customers. If the customers are
satisfied they will be loyal to the bank. In alternate case if the customer feels that the banker is
not treating them well the chance of customer leaving the current bank and moving to another
bank is very high. With the advent of technology the banks are shifting their focus from
customer to cost centers. Banks need to adopt customer relationship management along with
the technology for the holistic development of the banks. As just the movement towards
technology will just add to cost if the customer is not made familiar to the same.
[16] It has been seen that there is a relationship between the uses of the technology
enables services and its impact on the relationship of the banker and customer. It is seen that
better the banker and customer relationship higher are the chances of enhancement of the
better usage of advanced technology enabled services. The author here has shown that the
adoption of technology is affected by various factors such as age, type of account, etc. The
author had concluded that the better customer education and better customer relation can help
in boosting the banking relations of the customers.
[17] The author in this paper has emphasized on the CRM in the banking sector to
improve the customer loyalty with the bank. But along with it the author has also said that
CRM and technology when brought together can help in better management of customer
relationship. With the changing age to move separately is not a solution for both the CRM and
technology.
3. RESEARCH GAP
There are various researches done on the aspect of CRM, Technology in CRM, Direct
banking channels and it reducing cost, etc. while very few studies were found where the
customer reasons for acceptance of technology and reason for not using branch banking has
been done. The researcher has found a research gap on the fact that there are almost no studies
in relation to the impact on the customer relationship of the bank due to the use of technology.
While everyone is of view that it builds the relation better, very few have actually studied the
customer perspective.
4. PROBLEM STATEMENT:
The problem to be studied here is that how the advent of technology has changed the
concept of relationship in the Indian banking System. The problem lies that whether the
customers have opted the technology as an option or forced to accept the same.
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5. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research Design
The researcher has used the combination of Exploratory, Empirical and Descriptive
methods of study. Where in the researcher has used the literature available to understand the
aspect. The researcher has made various observations and thus has used the empirical and
descriptive method of study. The researcher has developed a questioner to understand the
effect of the technology on the banker customer relationship, and has conducted a survey over
600 individual to gather the data and use the Empirical method of research.
Pilot study
The researcher had conducted a pilot study to check the reliability of the questionnaire
which was conducted on a sample of 50 respondents. The Cronbach alpha for the same came
to be 0.79 which is higher than the minimum range of acceptance. Thus the questionnaire was
deemed fit for the study.
Sampling Method
Simple random method of sampling was adopted to collect the data. Wherein each and
every unit of the population had the equal chance to be part of the sample. But as the
population of the country like India is very large the researcher also used the stratified random
sampling where in various groups which can give a perfect idea of the population were
contacted to seek the information. Thus the sampling method is a combination of stratified
random sampling and in that simple random sampling.
Sample Size
At the initial stage a total of 1000 respondents were contacted through questionnaires
for the collection of data. From this only 734 respondents replied, while from them only 600
samples can be taken as the remaining were incomplete and thus were not fit for the study.
Data Analysis Procedure
The researcher has used various statistical method to analysis and simulate the data
available. On one part the data is analysed by using the method of Chi Square, here the age
was taken as a variable to determine that how much heterogeneous or homogenous the
responses are. Further the researcher has used the method of regression to determine that what
exactly is the customer perspective towards the advent of technology in the banking sector of
India and how is it changing the dynamics of relationship in the banking in India. In this for
further simplification linear regression was used. All the tests were conducted using SPSS 23
for the simplification and summation of the data.
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6. OBJECTIVE OF STUDY:
The researcher has conducted this study with the following objectives:







To ascertain whether age has any role in acceptance of technology by the customer.
To check whether the customer is feeling connected to the banker
To ascertain whether technology is changing the relationship of the banker and
customer
To see whether technology in form of direct banking channel is used as an option by
the customer or whether they are diverted to it by the bankers,
To check whether the customer relies on all the information given by the means of
technology.
Lastly to check how the advent of technology has changed the dynamics of
relationship of banker customer in India.

7. HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY:
H0a : Age has no relation with the use of technology in banking by the customer.
H0b: Use of technology is not related to feeling connected to banker
H0c: Use of Technology is not changing the relationship of the banker and customer.
H0d: There is no significant relation between the use of direct banking channel as an option
over branch banking.
H0e: The advent of technology has not changed the dynamics of relationship of banker
customer in India.
8. DATA ANALYSIS AND INERPREATATION
The raw data is of no use till it is systematically presented and interpreted the section
deals with analysis and interpretation of the same. Table 1 deal with the relationship between
age and various aspects of relationship of banker and customer.
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Table 1. Calculation of Chi Square of Age in relation to various aspects of branch banking

Chi
Squ
are
df

The
use of
direct
banki
ng
chann
els
has
distan
ced
you
from
your
bank

It is
very
infor
mativ
e

It can
help
in
better
mana
geme
nt of
mone
y

Cross
sellin
g by
the
banke
rs is
the
reaso
n for
you
to
avoid
this
banki
ng

260.9
00a

204.2
75a

65.70
0a

83.57
5a

188.775

175.850

a

a

72.37
5a

23.50
0a

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

You
prefer
techn
ology
over
perso
nal
conta
ct

Branc
h
banki
ng or
relati
onshi
p
banki
ng is
very
time
consu
ming

Branc
h
banki
ng or
relati
onshi
p
banki
ng is
highl
y
reliab
le

38.00
0a

95.22
5a

18.37
5a

4

4

4

You feel
you are
not
treated
properly
in this
kind of
banking
thus you
use
direct
banking
channel

Discrimi
nating
behavio
ur of the
bankers
makes
you
avoid
this kind
of
banking

Bank
ers
direct
you
to
direct
banki
ng
chann
els
for all
your
query

You
don’t
get
proper
answer
to your
queries
from the
bankers

You can
get
better
informat
ion and
do
better
financial
planning
through
these
channels

You can
rely on any
informatio
n provided
by
the
banker

You feel
more
connect
ed
to
your
bank by
using
this
channel

80.800a

145.975a

59.500a

4

4

4

It can be seen from Table 1 that the composite Chi square calculation of age with
various aspects of banking can be seen that in normally all the case the reaction of the
customer to the services of the bank remains same it is to be noted that the calculated value of
Chi Square is higher than that of the table value. Thus the null hypothesis H0a gets rejected
that there is no significant relation between the age and the various variables of branch
banking. It is to be noted that the customer reaction to the various aspects of branch banking
differs with that of age. We can see that the people in the lower age group rely on the
technology as compared to the senior citizen or middle aged people. Though the table given is
not giving the perfect age and criteria difference for each and every aspect, it can be seen that
the computed value is lowest in the cases as mentioned below:




The use of direct banking channels has distanced you from the bank.
Branch banking or Relationship banking is very time consuming.
You don’t get proper answer to your queries from the bankers

Thus it can be said that in these cases there is much similarity in the views of all the
age groups as compared to the other aspects. In these aspects the null hypothesis is some what
true that age is not an aspect. It is also to be noted that people agree to this concept that
actually they are distanced from the bank due to technology and all age group people feel
same. While they also agree that one major reason that is driving all of them away is the time
required and the attitude of the bankers to the queries of the customers many a time.
Regression analysis:
To test various aspects of branch banking in relation to the customers views the
regression analysis was carried out. The main independent variable of the study is The use of
direct banking channels has distanced you from your bank, in relation to this various aspects
related to branch banking were tested using the linear regression to ascertain whether the
customers prefer technology or branch banking.
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Table 2. ANOVA calculation for the analysis
ANOVAa
Model
1

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Regression

20.834

13

1.603

.774

.688b

Residual

799.326

386

2.071

Total

820.160

399

Table 3. Regression analysis of various aspects.
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Model
1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8

1.9

1.10
1.11

1.12
1.13
1.14

Std.
Error

B
(Constant)
2.273
You prefer technology over personal
-.051
contact
Branch banking or relationship
.109
banking is very time consuming

Beta

.447

T

Sig.

5.079

.000

.047

-.056

-1.094

.275

.052

.108

2.090

.037

.060

.074

1.436

.152

.055

.034

.647

.518

.051

-.030

-.568

.570

.049

.001

.018

.986

.002

.057

.002

.037

.970

-.001

.056

-.001

-.015

.988

.005

.053

.005

.097

.923

.027

.050

.028

.536

.592

.054

-.069

-1.305

.193

.051

-.004

-.081

.936

.054

.020

.376

.707

Branch banking or relationship
.086
banking is highly reliable
It is very informative
.036
It can help in better management of
-.029
money
Cross selling by the bankers is the
.001
reason for you to avoid this banking
You feel you are not treated properly
in this kind of banking thus you use
direct banking channel
Discriminating behaviour of the
bankers makes you avoid this kind of
banking
Bankers direct you to direct banking
channels for all your query
You don’t get proper answer to your
queries from the bankers

Standardized
Coefficients

You can get better information and do
better financial planning through -.071
these channels
You can rely on any information
-.004
provided by the banker
You feel more connected to your
.020
bank by using this channel

a. Dependent Variable: The use of direct banking channels has distanced you from your bank
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We can see from the table three that various factors gave different value of t and beta.
It is said that in regression analysis beta signifies that how much change in the dependent
variable will affect the independent variable. Here the researcher has taken dependent variable
that the technology is driving away the customer from the bank. To this it can be seen that the
beta value is negative for the variables 1.2, 1.6, 1.9, 1.12, 1.13. thus it can be said that as the
value of dependent will increase these independent variables will go more on negative side.
While in the remaining cases the Beta value is positive which means that increase in one will
lead to increase in another. It can be seen that the t-value of the variables with the negative
beta is also negative which means that they fall on the left hand side of the bell curve.
Also it can be seen that the dependent variable has a direct relation with the independent
variable thus the null hypothesis H0b gets rejected. Along with it can be seen that mostly
respondents are of the view that the technology is changing their relationship with the banker
thus hypothesis H0c also gets rejected. The customers feels that the use of direct banking
channel has a significant relation with the use of branch banking as an option thus rejection
H0d. Finally it can be seen that the advent of techonology is affecting the relationship of the
bankers and customer.
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9. FINDINGS
Sr. Objective of the Study
No
1. To ascertain whether age has any role
in acceptance of technology by the
customer.

2.

To check whether the customer is
feeling connected to the banker

3.

To ascertain whether technology is
changing the relationship of the banker
and customer

4.

To see whether technology in form of
direct banking channel is used as an
option by the customer or whether
they are diverted to it by the bankers,

5.

To check whether the customer relies
on all the information given by the
means of technology.

6.

Lastly to check how the advent of
technology has changed the dynamics
of relationship of banker customer in
India.

Findings
It was found in the process of study through
Chi Square that there is no significant relation
between the age and use of technology. It was
found that the factors that are diverting the
youngsters towards technology are some what
same as those in the case of middle age or
senior citizen. It can also be seen that all the
age groups feel more comfortable with the
banker as compared to technology and feel it is
more reliable.
For this the regression analysis was done on
various aspects of branch banking and it was
found that the customer somewhere feels
disconnected to the banker as they prefer
technology over personal contact and they also
feel that due to cross selling target many a
times banker may give wrong financial advice.
It was found through various aspects that
customers prefer branch banking but are
diverted to direct banking as can be seen in 1.8,
1.9 and 1.10
1.10 proves that the customers feel that they
are divedrted to it by the bankers to reduce
their work or through 1.9 that when bankers
discriminate amongst customers due to various
reasons.
Through point 1.4, 1.6 and 1.13 it was tested it
was found that the beta of 1.6 and 1.13 is
negative which means that there are chances
that they may not rely on all information
provided by the banker as compared to
technology
The various factors show that how technology
is driving away the customer from the bank on
one hand they find it more convenient and
reliable as can be seen from 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.12
& 1.13. on the other hand the customers also
feel that bankers are themselves diverting the
customers towards technology as can be seen
in 1.3, 1.7 to 1.10.
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10. CONCLUSION
The researcher thus can draw the conclusion from the study that it is not only the
convenience of the customer that is drawing the customer away from branch banking and
closer to technology. Many a time the reason is the banker. No doubt with the advent of the
technology the bankers work has become easy and it has also provided convenience to the
customer, but if a proper mix of the same will not be given to the customer the day is not far
when the customers will lose their trust on the banks in India. Like in the case of cross sell
many customers agreed that due to high cross selling by the bankers they don’t feel like going
to bank. Thus it can be said that if the bankers want that their customer must remain loyal to
the bank than in that case they must motivate the customers to use branch banking along with
direct banking, as the customers have already started to feel neglected and discriminated. The
day is not far when the customer will not prefer to meet the banker for anything and would
prefer to do all work through direct banking channels. The trend of the same can be observed
in the age group of below 25 and 26-35. Thus yes it can be concluded that the advent of
technology has changed the dynamics of customer relationship management in the banks in
India.
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Abstract: The appreciation of the scope and importance of logistics and supply chain has led
to a more scientific approach. The effective supply chain management, as a component of
strategic management, is an important aspect of company’s functioning and is responsible for
the optimizing of the whole system’s operation and the competitiveness on the rapidly
developing market. Logistics plays a significant role in the region economic management and
includes the material, information, financial and labor management. Initially there is a review
of the scope of logistics, supply chain and distribution systems. Next is an examination of the
need of the logistics planning. Some key strategic considerations are introduced. Moreover,
the corporate strategic planning, which is linked to the logistics design strategy, is outlined. In
addition a number of fundamental influences on the logistic network planning and design,
such as product' characteristics, the product life cycle, and etc., are described.
Finally, the importance of the integration of the logistic function into the business has been
emphasized. Also, the necessity of the connection between the logistics planning framework
and the company's corporate and comparative strategies is noted. The research explains
various organizational aspects of the effective logistics strategy and the applicability and
relevance of the planning to distribution and supply chain systems. A number of real effective
examples of company's logistics planning is provided.
Keywords: logistics, supply chain, management, planning, strategy

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, there has been an increasing emphasis on logistics and supply
chain management as a vehicle through which firms can achieve competitive advantage on
markets. Thus, the relevance of this topic is quite clear. There are just very few researchers in
this area in Russia, but this topic is sufficiently studied in Europe and Asia.
Recently, the necessarily of understanding the role of the logistics for a company's and
regional policies is clear in parallel with the growing of the importance of distribution
processes, the movement of products and supply chains. Supply chain network includes
suppliers, manufacturers, warehouses, distributors and customers in order to convert raw
material to final products, deliver them to consumers by meeting their needs and minimizing
(maximising) cost (profit) of the whole distribution network [1]. Thus, the necessarily for the
implementation of the planning approach for logistics has to be explored.
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2. RESEARCH AND DISCUSSION
In the modern world strategy planning plays an important role in the success of a
smoothly running business. Planning can be identified as an important approach at every stage
of business and at every level of its lifecycle. The formulating of company's strategy is a
complicated process, which includes a number of stages (Figure 1). The strategy's
formulating includes strategic planning that is concerned with setting out how company's
strategic objectives can be achieved.
Clarify objectives

Carrying out internal & extenal audits

Conduct a SWOT analysis

Develop plans to achive objectives

Implement plans

Review and evaluate outcomes

Prepare the next plan

Figure 1. Formulating a strategy of a company [2]
Historically, many companies have adopted a piecemeal and incomplete approach to
their strategic planning system, that is absolutely true for the logistic and supply chain
systems, whereindividual logistics functions have often been sub-optimized to the detriment
of the whole logistics system. This is due to the number of facts, which includes significant
improvements in communication systems and information technology, regular economic
changes, increasing customer service requirements, the product's life cycles, the development
of new players with new roles in channel distribution and the need of the adaptation of a
wider supply chain perspective when planning and redesigning logistics operation [3].
According to Titus, “Businesses can get customers to walk into their door, but they
can just as easily send them right back to their competitors” [4]. In order to have a successful
distribution network, the company needs to pay attention to service relationship, which
mainly drives the fulfilment of customer service promises, and to the logistic network
planning and design [5].
The logistics design is related to the design of logistics processes, logistics
information systems and logistics organizationalstructures). The key elements of the logistics
design are presented at Table 1 below.
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Table 1. Elements of the logistics design [3]
№

Element

Description

1.

Logistics
process design

The business methods are organized and operated across the traditional
company's functions and become supply-chain oriented.
A typical logistics process includes order's fulfillment, customer's
order satisfaction, the time minimization, and the maximization of
accuracy.

2.

Logistics
network
design

These include aspects related to the physical flow of the product
through a company's operation (the manufacturing location; the
inventory that should be held; deports; the final product delivery).
The appropriate physical design includes the trade-offs usage between
logistics components and different company's functions.

3.

Information
system design

This element includes all information-related factors, that provide the
process support and the physical operation of the structure.

4.

Logistics
organizational
structure

These include issues such as sub-optimization whereby functions tend
to concentrate on their own operations in isolation from the rest of the
company.

The company has to organise proper communication with their suppliers and retailers,
which are able to provide appropriate service in order to satisfy end customer’s needs and
requirements. Additionally, the company can survey their customers in order to understand
their needs, determinate the significance of each service element for them and identify service
requirements for development of specific service packages for customers.
The main content of planning approach considers a number of important elements
such as the key flows, cost relationships, facilities of distribution centres and their locations.
Some of the majorpoints that need to be taken into account are the role of the distribution
centres and warehouses, a methodology for planning a physical distribution structure, an
overview of different modelling techniques and qualitative assessment [3].
A logistics planning framework is presented at Figure 2 and can be used for the
implementation of company's business strategy and competitive strategic plan.
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Corporate strategy

Compertative strategy

Logistics strategy

Logistics process design

Logistics network design

Logistics information system
design

Logistics organisational
structure

Figure 2. A framework for the logistic network design [3]
The different products characteristic should be taken into account for the effective
implementation oflogistics design tools and techniques. There is a variety of product
characteristics which have a direct impact on the development and operation of company's
distribution system. The major product categories are sustainability, high-risk products, the
product life cycle, packaging and units loads [3].
An approach to logistics strategy planning is outlined in Figure 3 and describes the
practical steps that need to be taken for the logistics strategy's implementation.

Figure 3. An approach to logistics strategy planning [3]
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This approach requires the collection, collation and analysis of the data and also
qualitative assessment. The approach has to suit particular industries and business situations.
Also, thebusiness and logistics issues and the combination of the conceptual and quantitative
evaluation techniques have to be implement. The right product must be produced at the right
time, be available at the right place and at the right price in order to meet customer’s needs
and create a flourishing business [6]. Thus, businesses have to have logistics capabilities in
order to achieve desirable success on market.
Each warehouse has its own policy related to customer’s service and relationship
regulation. For customers promise analysis, a company records the value of orders customer
requests, changes in demand and the number of orders to customers in any location per week,
per month, per year [7]. Logistic components of customer service are presented in Table 2
below. Thus, the customer service promise has a strong effect on the whole logistic system
and its design, because business operations are directly related to customer’s needs
satisfaction, growth of sales and the total number of regular customers.
Table 2. Logistic customer service elements [3]
Categories
Pre-transaction

Transaction

Post-transaction

Elements

























Written customers service policy
Accessibility of order personnel
Single order contact point
Organizational structure
Method of ordering
Order size constraints
System flexibility
Order cycle time
Order preparation
Inventory availability
Delivery alternatives
Delivery time
Delivery reliability
Delivery of complete order
Condition of goods
Order status information
Availability of spares
Call-out time
Invoicing procedures
Invoicing accuracy
Product warranty
Returns policy
Customers complains and procedures
Claims procedures
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According to the logistic customer service elements, customer service promise impacts
the whole distribution network system design and determinates different aspects of its
operations [3]. All three groups (pre-transaction, transaction, post-transaction) being equally
important for a company provide the whole picture of customer service promise and indicate
areas that have to be improved. Thus, the company has to pay much attention to customer
policy development and proper formatting of service standards. Also, customer service
promise has a significant effect on the positioning of distribution centre facilities and
inventory required for its operation, on the speed of logistic system functioning and on the
determination of use of transport mode in order to provide a various type of delivery (same
day, express, standard) [3]. Moreover, in order to be reliable for their target customers a
company has to provide security payment methods, warranty and good return policy.
Importantly, different customers may require different service levels and different
market segments demand various quality of service. To meet customer’s needs and to create a
flourishing distribution network, it is important to pay attention to theconcept of seven
“rights” of customer service: right customer, right product, at right time, in right place, at right
cost, at right quality, in right condition [3]. Proper customer service promise is very important
for determination of final demand and expected profit.
By the nature, customers exhibit a wide variety in buying preferences and not all are
satisfied with existing service system [8]. The company has to organise proper
communication with their suppliers and retailers, which are able to provide appropriate
service in order to satisfy end customer’s needs and requirements. Additionally, the company
can survey their customers in order to understand their needs, determinate the significance of
each service element for them and identify service requirements for development of specific
service packages for customers.
In 1972, after a decade of the development by Takahama factory, Toyota Motors
introduced the KANBAN system, which was one of the first attempt of the Just-In-Time
concept implementation. The essence of this technology is that all factory production
divisions including the final assembly lines are only supplied with a determinate number of
material resources and by the time that are required for customer's order fulfillment [9].
Therefore, the KANBAN system allows to reduce the stock of material resources at the input
and the amount of work at the output stage. At the same time this system allows to identify
weaknesses in the production process itself. After Toyota Motors experience, the KANBAN
system has adopted by other automotive factories in Japan. In Russia, this system was
implemented by Open Joint-stock Company KAMAZ and the Just-In-Time concept is
realized by the automobile enterprise company named Open Joint-stock Company
AVTOVAZ [10].
Another good example of the effective company's logistics planning is an American
multinational package delivery company and a provider of supply chain management solutions United Parcel Service, Inc. (UPS) [11]. One of UPS great decision was the seasonal hiring
increase and the addition of new vehicles, trailers and aircraft for the 2014 holiday season. The
company also relied on more precise forecasting to make better decisions [12].
The company named Nittsu Shoji as a member of Nippon Express Group is a leader of
the logistics and international merchandise distribution in the 21st century and can be an
illustration of the effective logistics planning approach. The company offers a wide variety of
products for creating optimal business environments and also focuses its industry-leading
development capabilities on the creation of original packing materials to cater to individual
corporate needs [13].
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3. CONCLUSION
In order to design optimal distribution network, the company should always begin
with analysis of market potential by region and its transport opportunities and detailed
analysis of customers buying preferences. Thus, the company can understand how many
suppliers are needed, how many retailer channels need to be existed in each location and
which transport and equipment are required. In addition, it is important to look how
manageable the new distribution network setup will be. There is a number of important
factors such as product characteristics, sustainability, risks, product life cycle, packaging, unit
loads, which gas to be considered when planning for logistics. The strategic planning includes
the overview of the external environment in which a company operates, internal factors and
the development of corporate, logistics and comparative strategies. The planning approach for
logistics includes the four key aspects of logistics design: process design, network design,
information system design and organizational structure.
It is a long way of defining the tasks and analysis requirements for design of an
optimal distribution network, which will have successful transport communications that have
appropriate transport modes and equipment. Finally, the proper organised logistics system can
allow companies to rationalise and maximise efficiencies in their distribution processes and in
whole company's operation the markets.
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Abstract: Computer based information systems have become an integral part of modern
organizations, but many systems don't perform successfully or are not used at all.
Implementation process plays a big role in success or failure of information system. For that
reason the implementation process cannot be considered only as a technical task because
most systems that are very advanced in technical point of view are unsuccessful in performing
their intended task in organization. Organizations, generally, tend to use the technology to its
best potential in order to achieve competitive advantage and improve quality of service. In
order to achieve this they need a strong and consistent information system, and this cannot be
accomplished with unsuccessful or partly successful system.
One of the main cause of unsuccessful system is improper implementation, and this
circumstances will prevent the organizations in achieving their desired benefits, despite the
fact that the information system is performing their daily tasks and functions.
The success of the Information system can be measured by the level of which the information
systems fulfill their intended goal and achieve their intended benefits. In accordance to this,
the implementation of information systems should be treated as change management and
more of the attention to be placed on different management aspects of the process: technical,
human and organizational.
Research done in this paper reflects the problems during implementation of different specific
information systems, addressing human factors as critical success factors influencing
successful implementation.
Weakness in human factors analyzed in this research should help organizations develop a
implementation strategy or can be used as a base for further research.
Keywords: Implementation, Information systems, Information management, weakness in
human factors, implementation strategy

1. INTRODUCTION
Many organizations spend a lot of time on the design and the development of the
information systems, while the process of implementation is relatively ignored [1].Important
process that plays a big role in the success or failure of information system is implementation.
The implementation cannot be considered as a technical task only, most systems failed
because they were very advanced in technical design and very good from the technical
standpoint. Therefore more attention should be given to technical, human and organizational
aspects.
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Although developing countries have achieved success in some IS projects, some
authors, based on the study of large numbers of IS projects in these countries [2] [3], have
categorized many of these projects as total or partial failures [4].
This research concentrates on identifying the weaknesses of human factors in
implementation of information systems that influence the success of the project and the
acceptance from the staff.
2. IDENTIFICATION OF CRITICAL FACTORS IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS
IMPLEMENTATION
After search of critical factors in the literature on the implementation of information
systems, and some specific systems, a number of factors were identified, some of which were
selected for inclusion in the study because they were subject to consensus and were often
cited in the literature on the implementation of Information Systems.
Swanson identified nine factors that influence the success and failure of
implementation: user involvement, manager's commitment, basis value, mutual
understanding, design quality, performance level, project management, resource adequacy and
situational stability. [5]
Alvey has sorted variables into six sets of factors: motivation for introducing a new
system, system dedication, organizational culture, management of the implementation
process, the difference between the existing system and the replacement and the technology
itself. [6]
Land, based on Alvey research, prepares guidelines for preparing the organization for
change. These guidelines include: organizational climate, understanding of shareholders,
preparation of organization change management, identifying barriers to change and establish a
strategy for implementation. [1]
In the last decade, new research has not been oriented to the study of critical factors in
the implementation of Information Systems in general. They concentrate on certain systems
and identify critical factors that play a major role in the successful implementation of that
system. Such studies focused on the implementation of software for work teams, enterprise
systems, maintenance of management information systems, business process re-engineering
and information-communication technology (ICT) projects. Other researchers notes the
tendency to focus on a specific factor of identified problems and to systematically study its
impact on IS implementation.
The most frequently cited critical factors in the literature, eleven in total, are organized
into three categories. The first category contains factors related to the organizational area. The
second category groups human resource and personnel factors and the third category contains
technology-related factors.
Table 1. Critical Factors of Information System implementation
Organizational factor
Top Management Support
Motivation
Communication
Training
Financial resources

Human Factor
User Involvement
Commitment
Organizational culture
Attitude
Qualified IT staff
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Human factors analyzed in this research are User Involvement, Commitment,
Organizational culture, Attitude, Qualified IT staff
3. APPROACH FOR THE IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF CRITICAL
FACTORS
Human factors were studied, tested and identified by conducting semi-structured
interviews with 12 managers in higher education institutions and 10 managers from
organizations involved in this research. In each company, the researcher interviews key
managers such as: sector managers (human resources and finance), IT manager and top
manager who have conducted any of the two specific systems (financial and human
resources). The McKinsey 7S Framework is used as a guide in formulating interview
questions related to the investigation of critical factors in the implementation of Information
Systems. For example, for the strategy element, from the "7S" model, we formulate questions
about the strategy that concerns a top management issue, for example we seek information
about providing adequate resources or prioritization of certain tasks.
4. ORGANIZATIONS AND SYSTEMS INCLUDED IN THE STUDY
Organizations selected for this study are from different activities, three from higher
education and others are mainly from the service activity and have implemented systems that
are the goal of this research, financial and human resources. All organizations fall into small
enterprises with fewer than 50 employees. All companies have implemented the two specific
systems (financial and human resources systems) as the goal of this research.
Financial systems in organizations most often included accounting applications, and in
some of them budget, planning, and audit applications. Human resources systems were
mainly based on certain procedures established by management and were run without the use
of a specialized software tool with manual lists, except in several of them.
Human resources systems include data for employees in the company from the lowest
to the highest rank and keeps records of personal data of all employees: documents, payroll,
vacation, promotions, certificates, job description and outgoing and incoming documents. The
financial system consists of various main applications that deal with all financial functions
within companies, such as accounting, controlling and budgeting.
5. WEAKNESS IN HUMAN FACTORS
As a result of the analysis of the human factors from the responses received from the
managers in the analyzed organizations, various weaknesses were identified in the human
critical factors. Below are the analyzes of the main problems identified in each factor.
User Involvement
User involvement is a significant issue in Information system implementation which is
frequently mentioned in the literature and plays a big role in increasing the chances of
successful implementation. The main weaknesses in this started with insufficient attention or
involvement from the managers during the process. The inconsistency between the manager’s
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responses towards this factor indicates the big gap between the top managers perception and
the reality of Information system implementation, because they left the process as the IT
Manager's responsibility, without any follow up to ensure effective implementation and to
recognize departments problems. On the other hand, some managers did not understand the
proper way to implement user involvement.
Commitment
Commitment did not receive any attention or any effort to create it from any of the
managers in the organizations. Although commitment toward some systems was observed, it
was not the result of conscious effort but occur incidentally.
Organizational culture
Organizational culture also has many weaknesses in the organizations. It can be
identify as absent or very limited shared values, and a management style and perspective that
varied between autocratic and democratic. The managers individually exchanged technology
and some of them supported the change to better conditions within the organizations but there
was no consensus on specific aims and the way to achieve these aims. The absence of IS/IT
strategy, or a clear plan to provide guidelines, could have caused the shortcoming in shared
values. In addition, there was no dissemination of IS/IT strategy in the organizations that had
started to formulate strategy. Recognition of it was limited to some senior managers within
the organizations, whereas other managers and staff did not recognize the strategy and did not
have any information about its objectives.
Attitude
There is two aspects of attitude, one is the attitude of managers toward theirs staff and
the next one is towards the new system. More of the managers in the organizations had a
positive attitude towards their staff, some of them had a good relationship with them and
healed regular meetings, where the others ignore the end users and only communicated with
sector managers. Generally, managers were not very interested in identifying the attitude as a
critical factor of IS implementation.
Qualified IT staff
Shortage of qualified IT staff was identified as the most important problem that faced
the organizations, although it was more severe in some than others. Moreover, the big gap in
frequency between this problem and other problems demonstrates and emphasizes its high
importance.
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Abstract: The paper gives further evidence of the well-known and intensively contested
incongruence at the level of the theoretical investigations of the economic phenomena. It
follows the trajectories of the seemingly conflicting theoretical positions (in broad terms, the
one is Marxist’s and the other deconstructionist’s) trying the find the possible places of the
fissure or a close relation of any kind. The analysis is centered on some rarely envisaged
aspects of the economy to reveal the substantially different logic that struggles to come to
terms with the recent economic crises in the western societies. In the words of Italian
academician from Bologna, Franco Berardi "the solution to the economic difficulty of the
situation cannot be solved with economic means: the solution is not economic." I also contend
that the failure of the economic system points out to the more fundamental ontological rift
raging between the post-structuralist and neo-Marxist economic theory in regard to the market
and pre-market organization of the economy, the creation of the values, the circulation of the
exchange systems and most importantly, of the need for a complete inoperativeness, or for a
revival of the dialectical processes in the modern capitalist society. The well-known concepts
of the sovereign or the master as well as the notion of the gift will be elaborated alongside the
theoretical positions of some of the key figures of both camps.
Keywords: Derrida, Deleuze, Jameson, Zizek, master/slave, dialectics, the gift
1. DIALECTICS AND THE ONTOLOGICAL RIFT
The position of Wisdom is that the Void brings ultimate peace, a state in which all
differences are obliterated; the position of dialectical materialism is that there is no peace
even in the Void (Zizek, 2015, p. 415)
The only school that has remained faithful to the investigation and criticism of
Marxism (along the strictly Marxist one) is the Continental school of philosophy with its main
proponents in France. Initially both Marxist and Continental school of thought base their
theories on the need to constantly re-evaluate the teachings of Hegel. The neo-Marxist (or as
some say post-Marxist) claim that Hegelian concepts (Master/Slave recognition, dialectics)
are fundamental for the theory of historical materialism but they at the same time they
acknowledge the unreliable and unstable status of the subject/object relational axis that makes
the dialectical process extremely difficult, but not impossible. Continental philosophy, on the
other hand, is not strictly developing its theory on the basis of the reading of Hegelian
philosophy. They combine the wider spectrum of approaches ranging from Hegel, Marx and
up to Nietzsche, Freud and Lacan. In its post-structuralist phase (roughly starting from
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Bataille and on to Derrida, Deleuze and Baudrillard) they developed clear anti-dialectical
approach. They concentrate on the role of the excessive force in the dialectical process that
displaces the ontological struggle between the subject and the object, between the worker and
the capitalist or between the individual and the society. The displacement produces other
results than the ones originally projected so that instead of clear overcoming of the conflicting
positions the rife produces new conflicts. Its central claim is that there is certain
incommensurability at work between the subject and the object: there is some unresolved
ontological gap that prevents the closure of the system of meaning. We will later see how neoMarxist critics admit the presence of the ontological gap but nevertheless find it useful for the
necessary dialectical relation between the subject and the object.
From the methodological point of view, the ontological rift between these two schools
has created numerous difficulties in the attempt to overcome the deep tensions between
various scientific and sociological disciplines that operate in completely different dimensions
where “each pole of the specific dualism posited by this version of dialectic is governed by
distinct laws and dynamics, which cannot be made to apply to or govern the opposite term”
(Jameson, 2009, p.25).
My thesis follows the trajectories of both theoretical positions (in broad terms, the one
is Marxist’s and the other deconstructionist’s) trying the find the possible places of the fissure
or a close relation of any kind. Deconstructionism (especially in the case of Baudrillard) is
either inclined on the side of the object that is controlling the game or proclaims the situation
whereby the positions are radically uncontrollable on any side, while the neo-Marxism prefers
the subject as determining force of the historical development of the humanity. If we use
Zizek’s opening quote it appears that the Continental school is more philosophically abstract,
leading to a rather passive position of Wisdom in relation to the ontological gap in the fabric
of the universe, while Marxism advocates the state of unrest and movement at the very core of
the Being that allows for a possibility of new dialectic relation to occur even in the age of
virtual capitalism. For them, the pre-ontological noise (less than nothing) always creates the
condition for the creation of something out of nothing.
2. THE ANTI-DIALECTICS
The central aspect that defines the deconstructive strategy is the distinction between
the economy of the need and the economy of the desire in the process of the formation of the
subject. Hegel, Marx, Freud and Lacan testify to the fact that the subject formed by the desire
(as a necessary precondition for the recognition of a human, apart from the animal) is in
unstable position, almost impossible to be simply lived from. The formation of the subject at
Hegel necessarily gives rise to the Master/Slave process of recognition where the practical
goal (physical survival) creates weak slavish subject that relocates the responsibility for his
life to the Master. Hegel influenced Marx, who managed to reveal the almost magical force
of the capital to exploit the basic need of the worker for survival and use it for its own growth.
In the similar vein, Freud sketches the excessive force of desire over the need: desire is in
practice what subject does not functionally need. Being in an excess of the subject’s need for
pleasure and well-being, the desire turns into an obsessional repetitive drive at the core of the
being, what in Beyond the Pleasure Principle Freud termed the death-drive. Lacan
concentrates on the irreducibility of the gap opened by the excessive force of the desire that
prevents the closure in the constitution of the subject. As Zizek (2015) states,
Lacan’s point of view is…that the big Other is inconsistent, self-contradictory,
thwarted, traversed by antagonisms, without any guarantee…in short, the big Other is not the
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kind of substantial Master who secretly pulls the strings but a stumbling malfunctioning
machinery (p. 21).
The post-structuralist emphasis on the excessive nature of the phenomena creates the
dualist confrontation that doesn’t seem to create the necessary preconditions for the start of
the dialectical process. In other words oppositions do not presuppose each other and don’t
follow the logical necessity to enter into the dialectical relation. Let’s take as an example the
notion of the gift.
Developed in anthropology by Mauss and later used by Bataille, it is the precondition
for the existence of the economy: what is now economically experienced is what was
originally given to us (by the nature, the previous generations and so on). However, as soon as
the exchange system is introduced, the gift is silently removed in order not to challenge the
whole system of exchanges in the society. Marx states, for example, that at the base of the
capitalism is the gift (the labor and of the time given to produce certain goods by the
worker/producer). It is the mystical power of capitalism to have sequentially managed to
remove it from the market in order to produce the surplus for the capitalist, thus making the
worker/producer be alienated from the product of his labor. For Marx, the clear role of the
market economy in capitalism is to hide the exploitation of the workers and their contribution
for the existence of the system – or in other words, their gift.
Jean Baudrillard is the ultimate proponent of the anti-dialectical thought that
announces the end of the conflicts in a situation where the subject, in his narcissistic silence,
enjoys his internal mastery while accepting the object and the big Other as the ruler of the
game.
He claims that uncertainty principle, as established by the famous German physicist
Werner Heizenberg, rules the global capitalism. The principle proves that it is impossible at
the same time to measure the position and the velocity of the object. One has to choose the
one but in turn will lose the other. Baudrillard applies its logic to the level of the real: one
cannot at the same time define the real and its representation (the model, the sign).
The system of the virtual capitalism, attached to the system of signs, produces
determinate values, needs and uses in order to model them for the market consumption. They
exchange with each other but never with the real. This is how virtual capitalism cleverly
silences and prevents the dialectical contradictions that generate the movement to something
beyond them. In other words, by the use of the virtual mechanics that plays with models but
never with the real, capitalism reduces the option for its overcoming and eventual
replacement.
3. THE ATTEMPT FOR THEORETICAL RECONCILIATION
In his recent book¸ Valences of the Dialectic (2009), Fredric Jameson attempts to
somehow reconcile the opposing theoretical positions, that of the idealism and of the
materialism. First, as a true Marxist, he persists in the necessity to recognize the materialist
view and the dialectical mode of thought as valuable tools in the analyses of the modern
world. He maintains that the only knowledge of the world man can have is the historical one
since it is created by human endeavor; the nature, not being created by man cannot be
objectively apprehended. That way, he limits the totality of the dialectical thought that
attempted at uniting under its umbrella all the aspects of the human existence. He is all too
aware that Hegel’s, and the subsequent Engels’s attempt, at producing a comprehensive
philosophy of nature definitely failed as a project. Jameson is clever at restricting the scope of
the application of the dialectical thought. He even admits that dialectic, at best, is more a local
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than a universal principle. As an example, he proposes the case of the Newtonian physics thatthough termed universal in its inception-is now no more than a “mere local system within an
Einsteinian cosmos” (Jameson, 2009, p. 15). In other words, there are certain areas where it is
applicable and many other where it is not. He stresses that both dialectical and anti-dialectical
thinkers are operating within their local dialectic, or, in physical terms, in their local
dimension. He advocates the creation of the mode of thinking that will be applicable in more
than one locality. For such a thought to be valuable, he suggests that it should persist
indifferent localities and retain its coherence when different conceptual substances
(economical, aesthetic etc) are used.
Jameson suggests the creation of the multiple (or multidimensional) dialectic. He
proposes the end of the one-dimensional dialectic, simply because there is no third term in the
triad thesis-antithesis-synthesis to offer the overcoming of the opposition. That applies for
Master/Slave dialectic as well since “… the Slave is not the opposite of the Master, but rather,
along with him, an equally integral component of the larger system called slavery or
domination” (Jameson, 2009, p. 20). He establishes a new dialectical theory “beyond the unity
of the negative opposites” (p.22), the one he calls static dialectics. The term denotes an
inability to propose the overcoming of the opposition due to the fact that there is some gap in
the world that prevents the closure of the system, something he calls “incommensurables in
the Being itself” (p.15).
So, for Jameson, what dialectical theory has achieved so far was not the proof that the
apparent oppositions are in fact united in their identity, but the detection of the complete
instability and multidimensionality of the world phenomena - the fact particle physics
revealed a century ago. In order to deal with the incommensurable oppositions, Jameson
advocates the need for a new dialectic that will, first of all, go beyond the opposing principles
of the current theory (modernism against postmodernism, structuralism versus poststructuralism, dialectic counter deconstruction and so on) and find new opportunity to apply
the dialectic again, being now put on hold in a static phase. The new use of dialectic he
proposes shall again use the negation of the negative, which in principle is the basic procedure
in dialectical thought.
What kind? Not the old one, the Hegelian unity of the two opposites, but the unity of
two positives. In order to do that, both conflicting theories have to tend towards the
neutralization of the negatives within their systems and then reinvent the dialectical process.
Paradoxically, as Jameson proposes-you neutralize the negatives, by keeping them alive and
safeguarding their tension intact.
4. ZIZEK’S INTERVENTION
Slavoj Zizek is considered to be the leading figure in the post-postmodernist and postMarxist criticism. As the most elaborate proponent of the latest resurgence of the dialectical
thinking, he seems to combine all the positions of his predecessors, in addition to some
compelling twists of thought.
Zizek finds it essential to speak again of the possibility of replacing capitalism with
some advanced form of communism. For that purpose, he returns again to the Master/Save
dialectics. To talk about Masters one needs a vertical structure of a sort. But, relying on the
work of Alain Badiou, Zizek asserts that even in the horizontal structure there is still a strong
domination of one structure over the other, “When the master disappears, he is replaced by the
boss, by his authoritarianism, and sooner or later this always ends in fascism-unfortunately,
history has proven this to us” (quoted in Zizek, 2014, p. 183).
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The true Master for Zizek is the one who commands, a rebel and a mediator, who
(similarly to the psychoanalyst) transfers the subjects into knowledge, “A Master is needed
because we cannot accede to our freedom directly-in order to gain this access we have to be
pushed from the outside” (Zizek, 2014, p. 188).
The Master will dare us achieve what we believe is impossible being constantly afraid
of failure. To express this, Zizek uses the famous quote of Steve Jobbs, “A lot of times,
people don’t know what they want until you show it to them” (quoted in Zizek, 2014, p. 189).
The Master does not rely on people’s feedback in his actions; he just follows the path of his
desire, and his “power stems from his fidelity to his desires, from not compromising them”
(Zizek, 2014, p. 189-190).
By refashioning the Master/Slave dialectics, Zizek pinpoints some of the shortcomings
in the Deleuzean philosophy. The horizontal (rhizomatic) structure leaves little room for the
Master figure. But, as Alain Badiou and Zizek contend, the master figure is still essential to
the modern man, “The master is the one who helps the individual became subject…One has to
renew the position of the master; it is not true that one can do without it, even and especially
in the perspective of emancipation” (quoted in Zizek, 2014, p. 183). And, this asks for some
renewal of the verticality, at least, in some areas and under careful monitoring.
Zizek strongly refutes Baudrillard’s and to some extent Deleuze’s de-subjectified
universe of fractal indeterminacy and contingent flux of multiplicities. He specifically
challenges Baudrillard on his famous announcement of the hyperreal, simulated post-human
world where the digital code regulates the whole system, making it impossible to trace the
real among the media falsification which are further related to other false fabrications but
never to the truth.
Zizek opens up the ontological paradox opened up by Hegel and fully developed in the
work of Lacan. He quotes Lacan, stating that the necessary condition for the subject’s
alienation is also the prerogative for the very existence of the subject. What is paradoxical in
Lacan’s statement though is that there has been another parallel process of the alienation of
the Other that doubles the lack. Only this lack is not the same as the first one. This one is what
Lacan calls the operation of object a that is, not simply the lacking object—a nothing where
there should have been something—but the object that redoubles the lack and is thus a
paradoxical something subtracted from nothing. (Zizek, 2015, p. 33)
This object that operates on the pre-ontological “less than nothing” level equates
Hegel’s insistence in his Science of Logic that nothing carries the same determinate force as
the pure being. This calls for the different ontological proposition – a reality of the virtual as
Zizak calls it.
The proper way to frame the contemporary ontological question then for is, not in
terms of hyperreality or virtual reality, but in terms of the underlying reality of the virtual
where Zizek locates the possibility for the new dialectical relation.
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Abstract: Almost a century ago, Georges Bataille-an obscure French philosopher and
sociologist -contested that instead of the blind servility to political economy, humanity has to
retreat back to the primitive economical thought, in order to solve the basic problems of
civilized life, and effectively put an end to wars which are the result of the economical
misapprehension. He advocated that economy should not be treated in separation, but in
totality. All human activities, including some that have symbolic meaning, should be equally
considered in the discourse about economy. Economy in total means, not only the
predominance of the discourses of the market economy, or what Bataille terms as “restricted
economy”, but also the proper valuation of the impact of the psychic, spiritual, artistic,
religious and erotic economies. Bataille’s theory about the totality of the economy at the level
of energy quantification was focused on something he coined “general economy”, which was
supposed to reveal the anthropological truth of man’s relation to the economy of the universe.
To him, the solar economy based on the energy discharges is opposed to the earthly economy
based on the captivation and preservation of energy. This posits serious non-compatibility
between our conceptual understanding of the way our society and economy function, and the
truth of the universe of which we are integral part. As a result the whole function of modern
societies seems to depend on the translation of the quantities of energy into qualities of the
concepts and on the expulsion of the discourses of loss, since “thought itself is the suspension
of expenditure.” Regardless, the energy is here to stay.
Keywords: Bataille, Freud, the restricted and the general economy, transgression

1. INTRODUCTION
What exactly does Bataille mean by economy? The conventional Western
understanding of economics, according to Bataille, is mired in the limited thinking of specific
functions and ends. We are trapped in a world of work, with defined and knowable horizons
that blind us to the true nature of our location in the broad cosmic context. Our exploitation of
specific resources (our uses of energy) is always constrained within the limits of practical
goals (Mansfield, 2011p.19).
The way global capitalism shifts its direction and produces regular crises in the last 50
years asks for the expansion of the theoretical positions beyond the limits of the classical
political economy (that has the production and exchange as the main object of study). Most of
the theories diagnosing the global crises propose measures that include the improved
regulation of the markets and of the financial sector. The question is: what kind of legal
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control can Governments impose to regulate the delirious pace of the multinational capital,
bent on endless accumulation? Only handful of theoreticians (none of them strictly
economists) dare question the ethical primacy of accumulation in the profit based global
economy. In their view, the race for an unlimited accumulation produces the world-wide
economic crises: in order to prevent further crises, a thorough re-evaluation of the
fundamental concepts of the accumulative world economy should be performed. For some of
them, a radical psychological and philosophical investigation should re-examine the
weaknesses of our economical (and other) thought.
Georges Bataille (1897 - 1962) was a Parisian thinker-heir to such important artistic
figures such as Baudelaire, Appolionaire, and Breton. His work in the area of philosophy,
sociology, aesthetics and economy, have arguably became more important than of any other
figure from the time of High Modernism in France and in Europe. Bataille exposed his basic
concepts about the new economic model of "general economy" in his classic work-from 1957,
The Accursed Sharе. He argued that theoreticians of classical economics are offering a limited
understanding of the nature of economic movements. Bataille conceived of economy on a
meta-level of the movement of energy. That model does not use as a basis the governing of
the earth resources only, but strives towards a general model that encompasses the flow of
energy in the whole of the universe. He contends:
... the economy is never considered in general… It does not take into consideration a
play of energy that no particular end limits: the play of living matter in general,
involved in the movement of light of which it is the result. On the surface of the globe,
for living matter in general, energy is always in excess; the question is always posed
in terms of extravagance. The choice is limited to how the wealth is to be
squandered.... (Bataille, 1988-1991, p. 22-23)
While classical economic thought emphasized the need for an efficient utilization of
resources Bataille is in favor of the expenditure of the excess energy without any
practical use. “The truth of the universe is expenditure,” proclaims Bataille - the problem lies
in the fact that it is beyond the reach of our sensible understanding. I find this proposition
essential for it reveals the full significance of my study of Bataille. The expenditure affects
the way we use the cosmic energy, communicate the universe and give meaning to our lives.
At its limits, the concept of useless expenditure might give answers to three fundamental
fields of investigation. First, it may effectively resolve the economic balancing of the earthly
resources; second, it will act as a missing link in man’s relation to the truth of his being; and
finally, it may deal with the problematic issue of our existence as thinking beings in the
unthinking universe. In other words Bataille treats the issue of expenditure from the
anthropological, philosophical and epistemological perspective in his attempt to disclose the
riddle of the universe that the mind of a modern man is still unaware of.
2. ECONOMY AND ENERGY AS PRIME PRINCIPLES IN PHILOSOPHY AND
PSYCHOANALYSES
In order to illustrate the crucial role of the expenditure as the balancing factor in the
functioning both of the universe and the world economy Bataille questioned the fundamental
concepts of economy and energy as defined by the philosophy and psychoanalyses. The
relation energy-economy unlocks the structure of the unconscious, of the being and of the
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formation of subjectivity respectively. In broader terms, the binding and the unbinding of
energies somehow reveals and articulates the ontological constitution of the universe.
In the Greek philosophy energy and economy were regarded as the basic or as the
grounding principles of the being. What is the relation between the energy and the economy
as prime principles? The proposition is that wherever there is an exchange of energy we may
discuss about an economy. In Aristotle, the term economia simply means to take care of the
household in the way that all the economic investment should eventually return back to the
same household. This obligates a circular closed system that requires minimum level of
outside disturbances. His terms energia on the other hand, denotes something that has the
capacity to become: some force that has the potential and telos, a striving towards some end.
If we look at those two terms in Bataille’s use we may conclude that economia is what is left
when the forces of energia are allocated to some practical ends. Thus economy is restricted
form of the total flow of the energy of the universe.
Similarly, when describing the tensions and movements of the psyche in relation to the
production and restriction of the pleasure principle, Freud uses the “economic point of view”
and finds it crucial for the psychoanalytic investigation to “estimate this ‘economic factor’ in
addition to the ‘topographical’ and ‘dynamic ones” (Freud, 1959, p.1). His discovery of the
psychic instincts led him to devise a theory of the relation of the energy (in physical terms)
and its metaphorical transformation into the energy tropes (charge and discharge, or cathexis
and anti-cathexis) and economy tropes (placement, investment, accumulation, exchange and
expenditure). The energy shift in the organism according to Freud, creates the ego defensive
system that desperately works to balance the tensions of the internal and the outside psychic
energies. The ego, being weak and threatened, resorts to the process of constant stabilization
of the psychic content: it “endeavours to keep the quantity of excitation present in it as low as
possible or at least to keep it constant.” (Freud, 1959, p.1) The pleasure principle for Freud
dictates that the mental apparatus will find “anything that is calculated to increase that
quantity is bound to be felt as adverse to the functioning of the apparatus, that is as
unpleasurable” (Freud,1959 p.3). He contends that, “Protection against stimuli is an almost
more important function for the living organism that reception of stimuli” (1959, p.21).
The disciplining of the psyche introduces the reality principle that works on the
“postponement of satisfaction, the abandonment of a number of possibilities of gaining
satisfaction and the temporary toleration of unpleasure” (Freud, 1959, p.4). The
homogenization of the energy of the ego is devised to translate the unlimited quantity of
psychic energy into a quality by the use of the linguistic structure: the thinking conscious
subject becomes the locus of never-ending process of the domestication of the outside. In
addition, the concept of work arises in relation to energy transformation from the
indeterminate system of flow (what Bataille would call general economy) to that of the
rational system of use (restricted economy).Work utilizes the energy while play disperses it.
However, despite the constant regulation imposed by the reality principle,
Freud reveals the utter instability in the relation between pleasure and the unpleasure. This
way, Freud has tackled the truth of the economics of energy of the subject. Mansfiled (2011)
writes, “In Freud, the economic model provides the psychoanalytic project with its final and
complete ‘metapsychological’ understanding of the human subject. Made up of multiple flows
of energy that can transform into one another unstoppably and even violently, the economic
subject is a site of chaos of dissociated impulses” (p. 4-5).
In his monumental book from 1965, Freud and Philosophy, Paul Ricoeur contends
that the quantified energy resists articulation or any other qualitative discharge. What is more,
the psychic energies of pleasure and displeasure seem to easily displace into each other so
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they could not be treated as something stable or essential; the fact which makes the relation of
quality uncertain, to say the least. The bottom line is that the energy of the libido, or of the life
force as Bergson calls it, “is always seeking to transcendent itself and always remains
inadequate to the work it would fain produce” (quoted in Shope, 1972, p. 2). Bataille accepts
Freud’s view that the energy always fails to reach the original goal or to be contained within
certain structure of utilitarianism. Since it has no object, the psychic energy has no telos in the
way Aristotle’s conceives of the movement of the physical energy. The force of the death
drive in Freud or of the similar force of the useless expenditure in Bataille directs the
destructive energy beyond the narrow confinement of the useful work. The psychic quantity
of desire moves towards the other quantity of desire and is never qualitatively stabilized
within the confines of a human need or wish. Both Freud and Bataille have learned this truth
from Hegel who claimed that the goal of human desire is the desire of other humans and that
the whole development of the self-consciousness and of the human society is based on the
need for recognition by the others.
3. BATAILLE’S DOUBLE ECONOMICS: RESTRICTED AND GENERAL
ECONOMY
In the field of economy the concept of expenditure clearly destabilizes the discourse of
the modern market economy, which being devised by the neo-liberal thought, is based on the
logic of equivalence. The market works follows this logic: in order for the goods to be
exchanged they have to follow some basic principle, whereby they will meet the abstract level
of equality. As it goes, there is nothing that cannot be exchanged. Nothing outside of this
logic is credible for the rational modern man: whatever is productive and can be exchanged is
valid, and is put on the market. Non-productive forces and activities that carry tendencies
beyond themselves are negated and expelled from the system.
What we are left with is a one-dimensional outlook on the economy which counts only
on the issues related to productivity. The result is that as a leftover of the expansion the
enormous amount of extra energy finds no proper outlet, regardless of the overall
anesthetization of modern life. The regular earthly economy of accumulation thus operates
under the shadow of its double, the cosmic economy of dissipation and squandering of
energy. For Bataille, both economies should be intertwined and not separated, as the role of
the expenditure in the “general economy” is crucial in opening the “restricted economy” of
the capitalist production to the flows of unlimited energy that is fundamentally missing in the
times of crises. Bataille’s economic proposition is simple: destroy in order to create.
4. CONSCIOUSNESS AND TRANSGRESSION
At the level of consciousness Bataille concludes that the expenditure, as the truth of
the universe, is in permanent conflict with our thought. In contrast to our thought, the sun-as a
visible truth of the cosmos-is always at loss, expending with no re-compensation. The loss is
communicated all over the universe, except, maybe on the Earth, where its logic is refused.
Humans claim to know the truth of the universe, organizing their lives around the rationality
that cannot think of expenditure. Thinking is organized around accumulation of facts. But
collecting data does not lead to knowledge. The thinking process requires accumulation and
not expenditure in order to function properly, therefore, the function of the society depends on
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the expulsion of discourses of loss since “thought itself is the suspension of expenditure”
(Hollier and Allerd, 1990, p. 67).
And this is where scientific thinking prevents us from knowing the universe. Hollier
and Allerd (1990) posit, “Denying the cost of information (that one has to expend oneself in
order to know), science is the intellectual, ideological version of the earthly refusal of
expenditure” (p. 137). In other words, science, as the harbinger of the rational thought, refuses
to enter the cosmic rites of expenditure. What it always lacks is the larger picture, the
background of the problem or “general milieu” as Bennington (1995) calls it. Without the
milieu one cannot analyze the particular domain of study.
In order to continue its expansion every organism, a structure or a system should be
opened for influx of new energy. Any closed system however is never completely closed but
is “contaminated” with the heterogeneous elements that strive towards an excess, a rupture, a
breach of the system. It is obvious that the only way for clarity of cognition (knowledge,
rationality) is the contamination of the cognition. The openness towards the energy
necessitates the loss of structure of the closed rationality. In other words, the way towards the
larger self is the loss of self. In Bataille’s thought the contaminated part-the accursed share, as
the excess of energy, is of more importance than the integral, contained part of the
accumulated energy.
5. CONCLUSION
We are not alienated from the broader cosmic ends that we are serving, we are merely
unaware of them or, to put it more strongly, afraid to acknowledge them (Mansfield, 2011,
p.19).
Bataille was well aware that to overturn the existing value system of the capitalist
society will mean the complete change of modern value system, kind of a “Copernican
transformation” that will produce changes in the way we ethically conceive of the wealth and
the profit. The problem of the energy conversation/dissipation and the redistribution of wealth
require ethical reevaluation of the economic and political discourses of the market economy,
and the serious revitalization of the pre-capitalist and pre-scientific mode of thinking within
the modern economic order.
The capitalist model in general does not support activities that produce substantial and
unproductive loss of energy and of resources. Capitalism operates in a closed system: Bataille
contends that human life can start only when this limited system is overrun and men “find
themselves constantly engaged in process of expenditure” (Bataille, 1988-1991, p.128).
Psychoanalysis has proven that in order to prevent the outside stimuli for entering the
ego the complete psychic energy is invested in the creation of the restricted economy of the
psyche. In order to conserve the system the reality principle expels all the excesses of
excitations produced by heterogeneous force of the instincts. However, the expelled waste can
never be totally removed. Some leftovers continue to trouble the system until it becomes
bloated with it. There are numerous examples in modern economic and social life of this
process: the enormous pile of waste in the industrial and digital production (the deposition of
the industrial and other waste is nowadays a world-wide problem), the upsurge of the violence
in the society (the almost regular outburst of massive killing in American schools comes to
mind), the excess of the unruliness and the corruption within the Law and so on.
It is up to the developed countries to understand and be aware of the necessity to work
towards the ethical distribution of the energy and of the wealth on the planet. As we have seen
from the example of the recent excesses of the fake news in the global networks, the disposal
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of the waste is not one-directional as the recycled re-disposal of the informational trash by
the Macedonian teenagers have resulted in the destabilization of the democratic system of the
most powerful country in the world. Nobody in the future will be immune to that process.
Humanity has to raise its awareness of the energy balance and achieve qualitative distinction
from the mechanical organization of the energies that characterize the animal world and the
non-human universe or as Walter Bonime asserts, “Man’s highly developed cerebral cortex
results…in a social existence which is qualitatively different from the group existence of all
other animal orders” (Bonime, 2006, p.374). Capitalism favors endless creation of surplus but
after so much increase the surplus prevents the growth. The politics of loss and expenditure
should create the new economic foundation for the balanced growth of the world economy in
the spirit of the sustained development.
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THE GENERATION DIFFERENCES IN EVERYDAY TRANSPORT
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Óbuda University, Keleti Faculty of Business and Management, Hungary

Abstract: Travelling takes up a large part of our day as part of our daily routine. Going
shopping, commuting to work, visiting friends and family - during an ordinary day, people
spend a considerable amount of their time to cover many kilometers using different means of
transportation.
In this article we are discussing the relation between generation a person belongs to and the
method of travel they favor, in the first part of our study seconder data is used then primer
responses to a survey are analyzed. It seems apparent that people of a younger generation tend
to favor public transportation, although whether it really is a generational difference or it just
comes from the age of the people undertaking the survey remains to be seen.
Keywords: generation, Y generation, travel preferences, survey

1. GENERATIONS – EACH ONE IS A DIFFERENT WORLD?
The foundation for generation research was provided by Williams Strauss and Neil
Howe American historians with their work titled Generations published in 1991. They discuss
in their work that there is a pattern in the world vision, set of values and attitude of the
consecutive human generations and this pattern is cyclical [4].
Table 1. Generations from the 20th century till today [12] pp.: 8
Millennial era (turn of the millennia)
Silent
generation

Artist (adapting)

Baby boom
generation

Prophet (idealist)

th

1925-

Crisis: economic
crisis, World War II

1943-

Summit: USA
superpower

1961-

Awakening:
consciousness revolution

1982-

War of problem
solving cultures, postmodern

1996-

Crisis: global financial
crisis, climate change, war on
terrorism

1942
1960

“13
generation”
Generation X

Nomadic, reactive

Millennial
generation

Hero (citizen)

Native
(homeland)
generation

Artist (adapting)

1981

1995
today

Tapscott (2009) analyses basically five generations. The first generation discussed in
detail is the baby boom generation, born between 1946 and 1964. The information revolution
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for them was the radio and the television. Generation X, who – according to Tascott - were
born between 1965 and 1976, arrived to a specific social environment. This generation is
extremely aggressive communicator and very strongly media-oriented. They are followed by
the generation Y or Net-generation. Their number is at least as high as the baby boom
generation. Their members study or work very efficiently. They almost immediately process
the information they receive and share it with their friends. The next generation is the
generation Z, who are still on the labour market and currently enhance their skills in
education. For them all the digital devices are the most natural and they almost cannot live
without them. [14] Generation alpha is coming behind them; they, however, has just started
primary school; their personality and character is being formed, thus they cannot be described
from this aspect. Bencsik-Eisingerné says that the members of generation Y and Z – who are
very close - are looking at each other in “amazement”. The members of generation Y are
unable to understand why the youth of generation Z prefer to interact virtually and
superficially, even if they have a chance to have direct interpersonal communication. [1]
Valuch and his co-author examined the Hungarian historical conditions in terms of
sociology and politics and said that the Hungarian members of generation Y were born after
1982 and they were hugely affected by the explosive growth of information technology,
globalization and drastic transformation of education system. [13] The Hungarian
characteristics of generations are discussed in detail in one of our former articles [7] where it
is underlined that the generational differences are often identified with age-level
characteristics. These two phenomena, however, should be separated and it should also be
considered that the borders between generations are not so sharp; there are so-called cuspers
or intermediate generations, too.
The behaviour of the members of a generation may typically differ from each other.
They may have different opinions about job opportunities, working hours, family, possible
recreation activities, and immobility-mobility. They have different approaches to the Internet
or the digital world. The current young employees handle the different technical devices with
extraordinary naturalness; these are part of their everyday life. The Internet and electronic
information sources have become primary aspects even in choosing a higher education
institution. The research has proved, however, that in spite of the wide-range implementation
and access to electronic communication in liaising among students, the need for personal
contacts also exists [8]
Of course, it is a question, whether they use these devices properly or not. It is
indisputable, however, that by now all their activities from their private life through learning
to finding jobs involve different applications, utilization of mobile devices and possibilities
offered by the Internet.
As might be expected, this affects, for example, their attitudes to travelling, too. They
try to utilize the possibilities offered by the digital background maximally either in collecting
information, purchasing tickets or even within the means of transport.
Several international research programs deal with the generation gaps observed in the
use of the means of transport. There were a few reports about it in the United States that the
use of cars is gradually declining among the members of generation X and Y, but public
transport or walking is still preferred mostly by the younger generation. [17] According to the
infographic of Wallace (2015), 69% of generation Y choose public transport at least once a
week and 21% at least once a month because (1) they pay as they use (there are no additional
costs); (2) it is environmentally friendly; (3) active online presence can be maintained while
using public transport; and (4) it builds community. It was interesting to find out the loss of
which technological solution could have the most negative impact on their life: while
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generation Y put mobile and smart phones on the first place, generation X would miss cars
the most. Comfort features quickly lead to developing habits, thus further strengthening the
preference of public transport because it does not distract attention during use and, of course,
the responsibility and risk of accident is also lower as opposed to the frequent use of mobile
phones while driving a car.
Grimsrud és El-Geneidy (2014) examined the travelling habits in Montreal in the form
of a longitudinal study and found that this trend will probably continue in the future, in other
words the future generations will probably prefer public transport, too. [16]
The car driving habits of generation X have also changed (The Trapaze Team, 2015)
in the United Kingdom (environmentally conscious car selection, sensible use) but – in
contrary to the trend in the USA – the number of car users increased even in case of
generation Y. The reason for this is that more and more people are moving out from the
downtown areas of big cities to the suburban areas. But even with this there are still more
arguments in favour of public transport (traffic jams, rush hour can be avoided, lower total
costs, no parking issues). Typically the members of generation Y appreciate their mobile
phones more than their cars in the UK, too. They regularly use travel assistance solutions
(applications) and immediately share their experiences or „blog” them in detail. They like and
are happy to use the means of public transport.
The travelling habits within the European Union have been analysed by Eurostat
(2015) and on the basis of this currently in Hungary the members of generation X and Y are
commuting (to work) the most. Which sector employs the surveyed commuters? In case of
Hungary, only 2% of them work in agriculture, almost 27% in industry and most of them in
the service sector. It is interesting that among the neighbouring countries there is a shift
towards generation Y only in Romania, Slovenia and Slovakia. As regards the genders, the
number of male commuters everywhere is higher compared to females. Of course, the country
specific regulations and costs – for example the high tax content of Hungarian fuel prices should also be considered.
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Diagram 1. Age distribution of commuters within EU countries [2]
The Hungarian Statistical Office [10] surveyed the travel habits by interviewing
almost 15,000 households. 46% of respondents used cars for their everyday travel as main
mode of transport; the average travel distance was 22 km and the average travel time was 22
minutes. The monthly cost spent on public transport, was HUF 3505 per person; the price of
one bus ticket in the capital was HUF 320. According to the estimations, the population spent
HUF 732 billion on everyday transport. It has been concluded on the basis of the survey that
the mode of transport preferred in everyday travel was determined mostly by the size of the
settlement; and the people living in the capital used public transport the most actively. The
most frequent reason was commuting to work (40%). 27% of respondents mentioned public
transport, 38% used cars and 17% bicycles. 1,5 people travelled in one car on average. 41%
chose car to commute to work, while 27% used it because of kindergarten runs; 78% of
drivers were male. It took 22 minutes on average to reach the destination; in case of shorter
distances the ratio of public transportation was higher. As regards travel activity, the spring
months and Mondays were stronger, but 81% of the total 3,2 billion journeys fell on
weekdays. The activity within days (peak hours) is shown on Figure 2.

Diagram 2. Number of journeys on weekdays on weekdays according to the date of departure
in 2012 Source: Hungarian Statistical Office [9]
During the weekends it was shifting in time and fell on later. The expenditures were
interesting because 27% of the surveyed households in the countryside, while 24% in the
capital did not spend anything on any types of transport, in other words they travelled free of
charge. Although the highest spending – amounting to HUF 519 billion - was attached to car
use in the surveyed period and (as it included all the costs) it gave the average fee of HUF
25/passenger/km. The public transport was the most expensive in Budapest.
The typical Hungarian features were examined for example by the joint research of
GKI (Economic Research Co) and Jófogás (e-commerce website). It has concluded that the
generations save money differently, their motivation background is different and they travel in
different ways. Generation Y relies more on public transport. Although almost 80% of the
respondents think that it would be important to reduce the use of cars in terms of
environmental protection, still 50% of them regularly drive their cars. (Diagram 3)
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Diagram 3. Ratio of passengers travelling daily and regularly in different ways: divided by
generations [5]
2. RESEARCH
The current study discusses the results of the first stage of a comprehensive research.
The objective of the mini research was to draw a picture of the typical features of travelling
habits in case of generation Y and Z as well as the differences from generation X. It is also
examined whether the element of environmental consciousness appears in this field. Our
research consists of several stages. First in the frames of qualitative examination, focus group
discussions were organized in three groups, each of 5-7 people. The members of the groups
were exclusively from generation Y and Z. On the basis of discussions with the groups, a
preliminary questionnaire survey was made and shared among our students with the request
that they distribute the questionnaire with the snowball method. Part of the outcomes is
published in the current article. The research will go on with a 10-day diary-based
examination with 10 people in each group where further differences will be explored. Finally,
a large-sample survey is planned to close the work.
2.1 RESULTS
58% of our respondents were female, which is a slight over-representation of women
compared to the national average [6]. 58% of those answering the questionnaire represented
generation Y, 19% were from generation Z, while 23% from generation X. (Diagram 2)
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Diagram 4. Sample characteristics – ratio of generations according to gender Source: own
research (n=184)
76% of our respondents travel for short distance on a daily basis. It has been examined
what means of transport the generations would choose for a shorter distance. Members of
generation Y and Z would significantly prefer public transport (p=0,0051) to cars and they
would choose this form of travelling the most frequently in case of short distance journeys,
too. (Diagram 3) All the generations, however, prefer car to bicycle. The MOLBubi service
(public bicycle-sharing scheme) has never been used by 87% of respondents. The car use
possibility set up along the lines of Bubi service has had similarly bad results. It is true,
though, that this service has not been implemented widely in Hungary yet, and this result can
be due to this.

Diagram 5. How many times per week do you travel by public transport? Source: own
research (n=184)
28% of respondents travel on a long distance on a monthly basis, while almost 20% of
them have long journeys every day or once a week. Therefore almost 70% of them regularly
travel long distance. There is no significant difference between the choices of generations.
Even with this, however, only 17% of respondents say that they choose train for their travels
the most frequently.
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Diagram 6. Please rank, how often you use: [train] Source: own research (n=184)
3. SUMMARY
Professional literature has been dealing with generation gaps for years, analysing
several areas. Generations Y and Z have an extremely strong impact on labour market and the
development of services. It has been proved that their behaviour and way of thinking is totally
different in many fields of life from the preceding generation X or baby boom generation. In
the United States, almost 40% of the population belong to them. On the basis of KSH
statistics, the number of people belonging to generation Y is currently about 2,200,000 people
in Hungary, that is 22% of the total population; while the members of generation Z aged over
15 give about 9% [6]. It means that the younger generation makes up the third of the
population thus representing a considerable consuming power. That’s why it is important to
learn their habits and expectations in the field of services, including their travel habits, too. It
can be concluded that they use and prefer public transport from the alternatives, if it is
possible. According to the references, they are much more mobile than their predecessors and
it is true for the short- and long-distance journeys, as well as the changes of their residences or
jobs. [11] They use and choose the different means of public transport more frequently than
the members of generation X. It is important for them that the transport is fast and flexible; it
is even more important than the price, therefore they probably would be willing to pay higher
prices for higher quality of service. Since time is such an important factor, it should be given
similarly high priority in the development concepts of transport. According to the references,
the generation Y is less sensible to environmental issues than the members of generation X or
the baby boomers, but still 50% of them pay attention to energy saving, recycling or the
emission of polluting materials by means of transport. [18] The members of the Hungarian
generation Y seem to be even less eco-friendly on the basis of their choices, although it may
be due to several reasons, for example financial reasons. The car use is also viewed differently
depending on age: while a young person regards it as an unnecessary luxury (therefore they
rather walk or ride a bicycle); it is an everyday necessity for a middle-aged person with
family. In summary, it can be concluded that there are significant differences in the selection
of means of transport and in the long run the members of younger generation should further
be encouraged to choose the practical and convenient means of public transport. In order to
make progress in this field, however, the service provider should also make substantial
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investments, changes and adopt a new mind-set. Wallace (2015) surveyed these demands and
declared that the members of American generation Y expect the following developments in
the public transport in the next ten years: real-time travel information, even more reliable
transport system, more passenger-friendly and intuitive experiences, and Wi-Fi, 3G or 4G
wherever they travel. [19] The Trapeze Team (2015) added online ticket to this list. [15]
The aging population, as a non-negligible demographic feature, has also strong impact
on the demand for public transport. Procrastination is very typical for the younger generation
– as it is also obvious from obtaining their driving licence at an older age – and some specific
national characteristics should also be considered. Although for totally different reasons (e.g.
health or income) but the older generation also prefers public transport. In the USA this
happens above age 60, when people decide to give up driving mostly due to their deteriorating
eyesight [3].
The travelling habits, of course, can be explained not only with generational
differences but also with age-related issues (age, income, family status, health condition, etc.),
economic periodicity or gender (e.g. women are less likely to prefer driving). Urbanisation
and the increasing number of urban population, as well as the technological innovations (e.g.
changed shopping habits, online shopping) also affect the choices [3]. Out of all these, in case
of age-related characteristics, it can be observed that the youth typically travel more,
especially when they have stable financial background and little constraint in terms of their
family situation.
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INFRASTRUCTURE MORTGAGE AS AN INSTRUMENT OF
CLUSTER PROJECTS' IMLEMENTATION IN THE SPHERE OF
PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP
Albina M. Kiseleva, Kirill A. Samodinskiy
Omsk State University n.a. F.M. Dostoevsky, Russia

Abstract: The authors consider the situation in infrastructure sector and the current legislative
initiatives suggesting to use infrastructure mortgage as a promising tool for the
implementation of cluster projects in the field of public-private partnership, using the Russian
Federation as an example. Infrastructure mortgage refers to a modified form of public-private
partnership when private business is involved in the construction of infrastructure with the
support of the state and the payment of infrastructure is carried out as it is used.The article
substantiates the expediency of search for new instruments of investment activation in order
to implement infrastructure projects and suggests using of infrastructure mortgage as one of
such instruments. The authors have developed and presented a schematic diagram of the
introduction of infrastructure mortgage in the practice of cluster projects on the basis of
public-private partnership. In addition, the article presents a method of assessing the
effectiveness of the using infrastructure mortgage for participants of regional clusters.
Keywords: infrastructure mortgage, cluster policy, public-private partnership, investment
activity, regional development
1. INTRODUCTION
The implementation of infrastructure projects such as construction and modernization
of buildings, structures, facilities intended for electricity, gas, heat, water supply and
sanitation shunting in order to ensure the functioning of industrial objects is one of the
priority directions of the socio-economic development of states creating conditions for the
functioning of the whole economy. A separate relevant direction is the integration of the
public-private partnership system into the development and implementation of these projects.
As a rule these industries are of particular interest to private partners, due to their own
engineering and infrastructure potential, as well as the possibility of establishing and
maintaining business communications with territorial authorities.
At the same time the development of the engineering infrastructure of territory in most
cases remains an sphere with insufficient funding .Typically this is due to the specifics of the
implementation of infrastructure projects, that include:
1) low liquidity of investments in infrastructure objects;
2) significant time gap between risk financing at the initiation stage and the generation of
profit resulting from the operation;
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3) special control by the state due to the involvement in the implementation of most
infrastructure projects of natural monopolies;
4) difficulty of assessing the direct economic and multiplier effect from the
implementation of an infrastructure project in the long term.
2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1. PROSPECTS OF USING INFRASTRUCTURE MORTGAGE INSTRUMENT IN
RUSSIAN CLUSTER POLICY
In the Russian Federation the difficulty of implementing infrastructure projects is
explained by the situation of investment conditions. The main factors limiting such activities
determined by the Federal Service of State Statistics are presented below.
Table 1.The distribution of organizations to assess factors, limiting the investment activity
,% to the total number of organizations [1].
Factor limiting investment activity
Lack of demand for products
Lack of own funds

2010 2015

2016

19
67

28
61

27th
61

Imperfect
legal
and
regulatory
framework,
regulating investment processes
A
sophisticated
mechanism
for
obtaining
loans
for the implementation of investment projects

10

27

27

15

42

46

High percentage of commercial loans
Investment risks

31
23
32
-

56
60
36
65
54
66
50
44

56
50
33
60
48
61
41
39

Existing taxation regime of investment activities
High level of inflation in the country
Parameters of exchange rate policy in the country
Uncertainty of the economic situation in the country
The economic situation on the world market
Price fluctuations on the world energy market

As can be seen from the table the key factors limiting investment in the Russian
Federation are factors of a financial nature and economic instability. Their effect is also
manifested in the impact on the reduction in the input of capacities of infrastructure facilities
in Russia (see Table 2). According to experts InfraOne Research , all investments in
infrastructure by the state and business in Russia do not exceed 4.8% of GDP or 4.3 trillion
rubles. At the same time, the minimum funding requirement is 2.3 trillion rubles, another
3.3 trillion rubles is needed for development [2].
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Table 2. The commissioning of capacities of infrastructure facilities
Infrastructure facility

2010

2015

2016

Turbine power stations, thousand kW
Power lines 35 kV and above, km
Compressor stations on trunk gas
pipelines, gas fields and underground gas
storage facilities, thousand kW
New railway lines , km
Secondary main track, km
Roads with a hard surface, km
Berths of seaports (including overloading
full-time complexes of seaports), m
Main gas pipes and branch pipes, km
Oil pipelines main and oil products main
regional, km

1915.6
2126.8

1744.5
2304.0

856.7
2708.6

Growth rate
2016/2010,%
44.72
127.36

145.0

410.4

667.3

460.21

111.1
104.5
3081,1

17.8
97.3
2511.3

62.5
16.7
2449.5

56.26
15.98
79.50

892.2

-

60.0

6.72

2012.6

2529.6

959.9

47.69

1222.9

802.1

850,6

69.56

6870, 1

105.3

1.6

0.02

2234,4
496.3
14.0
204.3

2697,0
471.8
9.7
106.1

1675.2
445.8
8.7
170.1

74.97
89.82
62.14
83.26

461.8

360.0

410.8

88.96

1050.2

1905.8

464.1

44.19

Interurban cable communication lines, km
Water supply networks, km
Sewerage networks, km
Gas networks , thousand km
Heating networks, km
Sewage treatment plants, thousand m3 per
day
Systems of recycled water supply,
thousand, m3 per day

Thus there is an objective need to improve the efficiency of the state investment policy
by developing tools for financial support and state guarantees. Also it is worth noting that the
investigations of the consulting company McKinsey have shown that an increase in
investment in transport infrastructure by 1% of GDP leads to the creation of 3.4 million new
jobs in India, 1.5 million jobs in the US , 1.3 million jobs in Brazil. In Russia an increase in
investment only in transport infrastructure can lead to an increase in the number of jobs by
1.7% of the total economically active population of the country. At the same time, the
decrease in total transport costs for all types of goods by 10%, according to the Center for
Strategic Research, gives an additional + 0.12% to GDP.
Under described conditions, one of the most promising tools for implementing
infrastructure projects of the public-private partnership is the so-called infrastructure
mortgage.
Infrastructure mortgage is understood as a modified form of public-private partnership
where private business is attracted to infrastructure construction with the support of the state,
infrastructure is paid for as it is used. The essence of infrastructure mortgages is that a private
partner investing own funds in the construction or modernization of an object receives income
from its operation in the form of payments or a tariff, and an institutional investor issues
securities secured by these obligations. Infrastructure mortgage involves the actual acquisition
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of an infrastructure facility on credit received from private investors , and the use of the
mechanism of state guarantees on the basis of a sovereign infrastructure development fund.
In accordance with sub-paragraph "c" of paragraph 1 of Russian President's
instructions issued following a meeting of the State Council on improvement of investment
attractiveness of the region was held on December 27, 2017 the Government of the Russian
Federation was instructed to ensure the implementation of pilot projects for the development
of infrastructure, including the construction and repair of highways, with the involvement of
private capital under a new mechanism - " infrastructure mortgage " , which encourages the
use of best practices to improve the quality of work and reduce their cost [3]. This
mechanism can improve the availability of funding and the attractiveness of investments in
infrastructure modernization .
The draft federal law "On amendments to the Federal Law "On Concession
Agreements "," On public-private partnership, municipal-private Partnership in the Russian
Federation and Amending Certain Legislative Acts of the Russian Federation" and the
Amendments to Certain Legislative Acts of the Russian Federation" is expected the
introduction of a mechanism for issuing bonds secured by the pledge of private partner rights
under an agreement on public-private partnerships, municipal -private partnerships and (or)
the object of such an agreement, as well as the pledge of the concessionaire's rights under the
concession agreement [4]. There are the quantitative and qualitative criteria to the creditor
such as the volume of credit (loan) or a credit line, loan term, interest rate, the cost of banking
services and terms of their performance; ways to ensure the fulfillment of obligations of the
borrower (private partner) to the public partner, the terms of the collateral provided by the
borrower (private partner), the conditions and grounds for opening a credit line, the conditions
and grounds for early repayment of the loan (loan), as well as the terms of the direct
agreement offered by the creditor.
The essence of the infrastructure mortgage mechanism is the creation The Investment
Fund for Infrastructure Projects by regional authorities, which will provide financing in the
form of a capital grant to private partners, attracting money from the market through bonds.
These financial instruments provide state guarantees, release from the budget and are
extinguished, including the proceeds from the sale of the projects themselves. The yield of
such bonds is usually higher than the yield of federal loan bonds, which potentially can
interest large investors, including non-state pension funds. Institutional investors who are able
to provide an infrastructure mortgage on the basis of a bond loan, in addition to non-state
pension funds , banks, investment and mutual funds and other lending institutions are
considered.
In our opinion the infrastructure mortgage can be used as a promising implementation
tool and cluster projects in the sphere of public-private partnership . Such possibility is due to
the fact that by cluster projects associated with the autonomy from the target support to
certain industrial sectors and hard infrastructure, and focused on the use of holistic system
approach more than an oriented at creating competencies or "soft infrastructure"[5]. As a
reason for this can be selected these:
1. Due to the fact that the composition of the cluster include financial institutions,
infrastructure mortgage mechanism potentially will create a unified system of financing of
infrastructure projects for the benefit of involving clusters members of the public partner as a
guarantor of the implementation of the projects minimizing the factor of instability of the
economic situation.
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2.
Despite the vitality of the cluster model of production even in low-quality
engineering infrastructures governmental facilities,improvement of infrastructure is a key
factor in increasing the productivity of the cluster and therefore - multiplicative - a catalyst for
socio-economic development of the territory [6].
3. Implementation of infrastructure mortgage instrument in cluster policy will allow the
broadcast experience at international level,especially in the development of cross-border
clusters. Thus in accordance with the directions of the main stage and the implementation of
coordinated (agreed) transport policy states - members of the Eurasian Economic Union,
approved with Supreme Eurasian Economic Council 26 December 2016 No. 19 , the member
states of the integration association ensure the coordination of the cooperative projects planned
to be implemented for the development of industrial and innovation infrastructure (industrial
clusters, industrial parks and industrial parks) with ongoing and planned projects for the
creation of transport infrastructure facilities in the participating states [7].
4. Cooperation in clusters on the basis of public-private partnership involves
significant advantages compared with traditional contracts, as it allows to provide uniform
distribution of risks between the public and private partners. At the same time the
effectiveness of such projects is achieved while minimizing the control function on the part of
the state [8].
Note that the first project implemented within the framework of the mortgage
infrastructure instrument in the Russian Federation should be the construction of a highway
"Tula - Novomoskovsk", connecting the regional center of the city of Tula, Novomoskovsk,
in whose territory the industrial cluster formed. Key members of the cluster, such as "Knauf
Gips Novomoskovsk, JSC" and "Procter & Gamble Novomoskovsk, LLC" are interested in
this project due to the fact that the existing the low quality of infrastructure forces them to
limit their production [9].
2.2. THE PRINCIPAL MODEL OF INTRODUCING AN INFRASTRUCTURE
MORTGAGE INTO THE PRACTICE OF IMPLEMENTING CLUSTER
PROJECTS BASED ON PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS
In our opinion, the principal model of introducing an infrastructure mortgage into the
practice of implementing cluster projects based on public-private partnerships can be
presented as follows:
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Specialized
organization of the
cluster

Formation of the
need to implement a
joint infrastructure
project with a public
partner

Agreement in the
form of an
agreement on
public-private
partnership
PPP-filter

Project implementation

Regional authorities

The registry of a
regional priority
infrastructure
projects

Revenues from the
project
Financing of the project

Institutional
investors providing
infrastructure
mortgages (banks,
credit institutions,
private pension
funds, etc.)

Redemption
of bonds

The Investment Fund for Infrastructure
Projects

The proceeds from the issuance of
bonds to financing the project

Issue of bonds

Regional infrastructure bonds secured
with state guarantees

Acquisition of bonds

Figure 1. Model of introduction of infrastructure mortgage in the practice of cluster projects
on the basis of public-private partnership
So the interaction of a public and private partner in the implementation of an
infrastructure project using an infrastructure mortgage can be carried out within the
framework of an agreement between a specialized cluster organization and regional
authorities. This project must pass the so-called PPP filter (analysis of feasibility,
profitability, risks for partners) and be included to the register of regional priority
infrastructure projects .The fund for investment in infrastructure projects created by regional
authorities attracts the funds of institutional investors from the market by issuing regional
infrastructure bonds secured by state guarantees, thereby ensuring the financing of the project.
At the same time the redemption of the issued bonds is due to the proceeds from the project.
Note that in this case institutional investors investing in the interests of cluster
residents are claiming to receive income from the issued infrastructure bonds, and the income
is higher than the income from bonds of a different type and income from deposits. Thus this
promising scheme, in our opinion, based on the fact that institutional investors, are generally
included in clusters infrastructure, then have information on the activities of the cluster, the
financial condition of its residents, the potential return and the risks of implementing cluster
projects. This provides the ability to assess the feasibility of investing in a cluster
infrastructure project, reducing the time required for the competitive procedure to ensure
parallel competitive financing, and monitor its implementation.
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In addition the use of the infrastructure mortgage mechanism in the interests of
economic clusters may be attractive in terms of providing additional regional preferences. For
example, in the US, the mechanism of so-called municipal bonds for private ownership is
used (private -activity bonds) . Municipal bonds issued for infrastructure projects and
provides for exemption from federal taxes and Guaranty the receiving private partner income
in the amount of not less than 10% [10]. Using the tools to provide tax incentives can increase
the cash flow of investment in infrastructure projects.
2.3. THE SYSTEM FOR ASSESSING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE USE OF
INFRASTRUCTURE MORTGAGES FOR PARTICIPANTS IN REGIONAL
CLUSTERS
The system for assessing the effectiveness of the use of infrastructure mortgages for
participants in regional clusters can be presented as follows:
1. The internal rate of return of a cluster infrastructure project implemented using the
infrastructure mortgage tool:

IRR

cip



A P
T
A P
2

f

where IRR cip is the internal rate of return of a cluster infrastructure project
implemented using the infrastructure mortgage tool ;
A - the nominal value of the infrastructure bond ;
P - current market price of an infrastructure bond;
f - annual income for an infrastructure bond;
T - c rock implementation of the cluster infrastructure project.
2. Net present value of a cluster infrastructure project implemented using an
infrastructure mortgage tool :
N

NPVcip  IC  
t 1

CF
(1 IRR)
t

t

N

 IC  
t 1

CF
(1i)
t

t

where NPV cip is the net present value of the cluster infrastructure project;
CFt - payment for an infrastructure bond;
i - the discount rate.
3. The profitability of a cluster infrastructure project implemented using the
infrastructure mortgage tool :
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cip

ROI

E  E CS *100%
o

m

C S

where ROI is the profitability of a cluster infrastructure project implemented using the
infrastructure mortgage tool ;
Eo - income from repaid infrastructure bonds
Em - income from the multiplicative effect of the implementation of the cluster
infrastructure project , expressed in the profit growth of the residents of the cluster - the
project participants through the implementation of this project;
C - cost of realization of the cluster infrastructure project;
S - the amount of state financial support for the implementation of an infrastructure
project in the form of subsidies to cluster residents or tax benefits.
3. CONCLUSION
Infrastructure mortgage may be used as an effective instrument of cluster projects'
imlementation in the sphere of public-private partnership. In the case of ascertaining the
indicators as acceptable for the purposes of investment, infrastructure mortgage can become
effective instrument for the implementation of cluster projects through public-private
partnerships and infrastructure development of the territory as a whole.
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Abstract: The diversity of CSR goals and outcomes in emerging markets, the active
process of forming technologies for integrating marketing approaches and CSR
standards in international practice, have determined the interest of a number of research
and training organizations in conducting a large-scale study of CSR practices in
different market conditions. The paper is devoted to the study of CSR principles with
the main aim at solving the actual social problem of the Russian subsidiary of the Robert
Bosch Company as an example. The conducted marketing research in the form of survey
of the Russian department and customers of the company helped to illustrate the current
development of internal and external CSR now. The information base of the desk phase
of the study is a statistical and analytical information, reports prepared by international
agencies, organizations and specialized associations and public authorities in Russia and
abroad.
The hypothesis of the study is that the implementation of CSR programs in the long term
increases the brand commitment of all affiliated structures and clients of the company.
The research methodology is based on a comparative analysis of the results obtained by
the method of sociological survey of employees of various Russian companies and data
collected by a similar methodology for the Russian subsidiary of Bosch and its
representatives.
As the result of this paper, possible solutions to the social problem are found and
recommendations for their implementation are given. In addition to the research, a
corporate social project “For Life” was formed, which is also proposed for consideration
by the company’s management.
Keywords: Corporate Social Responsibility, Marketing Research, “Generated For Life”
Business model, Robert Bosch GmbH, Ways to increase loyalty
1. THE THEORETHICAL APPROACHES
1.1. THE RELEVANCE OF THE RESEARCH
Market economy, business, corporations are often associated with opportunism,
consumer attitude to staff, customers, partners, society as a whole. Big business requires a
philosophy of activity and social interaction. Perhaps there is little room for absolute values in
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business, but now it is difficult to build anything without relying on high ideals and the
human factor. Among both theorists and practitioners, there is no unity on the feasibility and
effectiveness of the CSR model.
The relevance of the research is determined by the fact that the modern stage of the
development of the marketing concept in the world is characterized by the formation of a new
paradigm, the dominant factor of which is the social factor. The world community approached
the era of "human marketing" with an emphasis on accounting for the formation of the needs
of social behavior as a basis for consumer behavior. It is possible to realize such an approach
by expanding marketing based on its complementation with a moral and ethical qualification
and considerations.
1.2. THE INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE
The international community, following the adoption of the UN Global Compact
(UNGC), which defines 10 principles of social responsibility, considers the implementation of
CSR principles in the company's activities as a key factor for sustainable development. This
largely determines the great interest of the international scientific community in the
interdisciplinary and applied aspects of CSR. Among the papers dealing with the social effect
of CSR, it is necessary to single out the studies of the following authors: A. Torres,
H.A. Tammo, J. Tribo, [13] Berrone P. [1], S.N. Bhattacharya [2].
In the domestic literature, the CSR problem was studied in the works of Naletova A.
[9], Gladkova E. [7] Blagireva E.[3]. Qualitative reviews of empirical studies and
classification of theoretical positions on the relationship between social responsibility and
financial and marketing performance have been widely spread in the last decade and are
presented in particular by J. Griffin and J. Mahon (2007), Walsh and Margolis (Vlachos P. A.,
2012), R. Nancy, L. Michael, [10]. Orlittski M., L. Schmidt and L. Rhines [11] give the
synthesis of the results of existing studies on the quantitative level in Meta-analyzes. The
research results of the authors Anna Torres, [13] given in “Generating global brand equity
through corporate social responsibility to key stakeholders”; indicating that CSR-policy, apart
from direct influence on the society, has an indirect beneficial influence on other stakeholders.
Due to the satisfaction of public inquiries, the firm reinforces the trust of other interested
parties. The information base of the desk phase of the study is a statistical and analytical
information, reports prepared by international agencies, organizations and specialized
associations and public authorities in Russia and abroad.
1.3. THE CONCEPTUAL BASIS OF A PROBLEM
The conceptual basis of the CSR problem is in the stage of active formation, as
evidenced by the work of Dahlsrud [6], in which the author analyzes 37 CSR definitions, and
after their qualitative analysis determines the content of the concept in five definitions: the
ecological dimension, the social dimension, the economic dimension, the measurement of
interest and the aspect of voluntariness.
1.4. CSR OBJECTIVES
The introduction of CSR into business practice has different objectives. In developed
markets, CSR activities are investments of resources that are expected to achieve corporate
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goals, which determines the motivation of CSR project managers. Most companies use CSR
activities only for marketing purposes, in order to gain additional assets and improve
reputation. Other companies are looking for new ways to improve their business practices
through innovation, improving quality, improving working conditions and security, striving to
create a balance between the work and personal life of employees, taking care of the
environmental impact and resource use, without a clear intention of acting socially
responsible. The third group of companies has a clearly defined concept to act in a socially
responsible manner within its business strategy and sustainable development plans. The
diversity of CSR goals and outcomes in emerging markets, the active process of forming
technologies for integrating marketing approaches and CSR standards in international
practice, have determined the interest of a number of research and training organizations in
conducting a large-scale study of CSR practices in different market conditions.
However, all activities related to the implementation, adherence to the principles of
corporate social responsibility are, for the most part, extremely costly, and their effectiveness,
thereby questioned the heads of companies. They are ready only to take into account a wide
range of public interests in decision-making, which in turn looks only as a violation of the
interests of the organization itself.
On the other hand, at the present stage of development of the mass goods market,
differentiation of products and services within the framework of various CSR programs can
play an important role in the development of brands, since the strategic approach in the
development of corporate social policy implies embedding the idea of social responsibility in
the company's strategy and focus on creating long-term competitive advantages. The
development of strategic CSR is most consistent with the transition to a new logic of "social
investment", which consists of the company's impact on society and vice versa (inside out and
inside in). [3]
The effects generated by the implemented corporate responsibility policy are at the
heart of CSR influence on the performance of the organization.
The CSR effect is understood as a change in the welfare of the company and its
stakeholders because of the implementation of the principles of corporate social responsibility
through social investment.
1.5. THE EFFECTS OF CSR
Two lines of reasoning should be followed to determine why the CSR effect arises.
Firstly, CSR affects the reputation of the organization and the brand preferences of customers,
as well as their loyalty to them. Such studies include, for example, the work of Bhattacharya
[2]. Secondly, CSR as a non-financial indicator has a positive impact on the performance of
the company, in particular, on the financial indicators of the brand [8].
Therefore, CSR effects can theoretically be divided into two different types:
1. Social impact - changes in the welfare of external and internal stakeholders.
2. Business effect - changes in the welfare of the company and its shareholders.
In the field of social impact research, the study of Carroll [5] suggests that firms
should fulfill four types of obligations to maintain the reputation of “good citizens”:
economic, legal, ethical, and philanthropic. Currently, CSR is defined in a broad sense as the
obligation of the organization to respect the rights of the individual and promote human wellbeing in its activities. This implies a duty on the part of business to behave ethically.
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Moreover, it should contribute to economic development of the society, together with
improving the quality of life of its employees, their families and the local community as a
whole, which in its essence is an impact on the stakeholders and generates a social effect. The
importance for introduction of CSR in companies based on the following arguments:
•

Moral duty

•

Sustainable development

•

License for activities

•

Reputation effect

It is a moral obligation for companies to be "good" and to do the right things with
regard to social norms. These principles underpin the work of "Social responsibility for
business" - a leading NGO in the field of CSR in the United States. Members of the NGO
should:" ensure that business objectives are achieved, taking into account human rights, social
norms and without prejudice to the environment".
Sustainable development is reflected in environmental and social control. Norwegian
Prime Minister Gro Harlem Brundtland gave the best definition of this category: "Meeting the
needs of the present generation without endangering the needs of future generations".
It is the impact of CSR on reputation. Thanks to the introduction of corporate social
responsibility, it is possible to develop the image of the organization, strengthen the brand,
encourage employees and even increase the company's quotations on the stock exchange. The
ability of CSR programs to influence the images and feelings of consumers in relation to the
brand is especially worth noting here, so many brands make great efforts to create such
unique associations in the minds of their customers [13].
Thus, the company achieves brand recognition. An important role is played by the
understanding of the values of the public, its ethics and morals, through the introduction of
ethical principles in the activities of the organization, which allows generating public
confidence in the company. Let us consider as a subject of research long-term experience of
realization of the CSR principles by the Bosch Company. Consider the practice of companies
that have placed social and corporate responsibility at the head of their business and have
achieved phenomenal indicators on the international market.
2. THE RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENT SECTION
2.1. THE OBJECT OF THE RESEARCH
Robert Bosch (1861-1942) in Stuttgart founded the Robert Bosch Group in 1886 as a
‘Workshop of Precision Mechanics and Electrical Engineering’. [4] Since the opening, Robert
Bosch has been aiming to help people by repairing and then creating own things ‘generated
for life’. Even the company’s slogan reflects a love for people and high responsibility for the
society.
‘From a small workshop in which a first human-safe engine ignition system from
magneto was invented, the company became the world’s leading provider of technology and
services. In 2016, about 375000 employees provided sales for more than 70, 6 billion euros.
The company operates in four main business sectors: mobility solutions, industrial
technologies, consumer goods, construction technologies and energy. Bosch includes 440
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subsidiaries and regional companies in more than 60 countries. Bosch creates technologies
developed for life, but surprisingly the company manages to do a brilliant business, while
focusing on solving global issues of mankind, which include health, education, migration and
ecology problems.’ [4]
Bosch has been operating in Russia since 1993. It has eight branches. Bosch group's
turnover in Russia in the 2016 fiscal year amounted to 92 billion rubles, which is 4% more
than in the 2015 fiscal year. More than 3,740 employees of the company (as of January 1,
2017) provide sales. The visibility and credibility of the Bosch brand is not in doubt. (The 3rd
year in top 20 brands of Russia) [4]. The company aims to create a global brand that will be
easily recognizable around the world.
The organizational structure of the company "Robert Bosch" in Russia is presented in
Figure 1:

Figure 1. The organizational structure of the company "Robert Bosch". Made by author.
The assumption of responsibility for society and future generations has a long tradition
at Bosch. In the early days of the company, Robert Bosch pioneered the launch of welfare
programme for associates and their families; in non-business areas he played an active
philanthropic role too. Today, the Robert Bosch Foundation promotes health care,
international understanding, welfare, education and training, art, culture, and science.” [4]
Moreover, The Robert Bosch Foundation has been supporting projects that aim at
strengthening the ties of friendship and understanding between countries in the fields of
healthcare, science, education for more than a decade. Sustainable development of the
company based on the strategy “generated for life” and conveying the focus on creating safe,
environmentally friendly and economic solutions, does not limit the company’s opportunities.
2.2. THE FEATURES OF CSR IN RUSSIA
Now, based on the program of innovative complexes - resource centers adopted by the
Department of education of Moscow, Robert Bosch Company in Russia implements one
project called “Bosch resource centers”. The main task of resource centers is to improve the
quality of training of young specialists. According to Presidential decree No. 597 of 7 may
2012 on measures to implement state social policy, the number of highly skilled workers
should be increased by 2020, so that it is at least one third of the number of qualified workers.
The equipment of resource centers on the basis of construction colleges and technical
schools corresponds to the level of modern production and enables young people to engage
for free on Bosch educational materials under the Ministry of Education. The certificate
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obtained as a result of such education raises the level of knowledge of young specialists,
increases the culture of using power tools and promotes a high level of loyalty in the future.
The main goal of the research is to determine the level of influence of the socially
responsible policy consistently and long-term pursued by Bosch on the loyalty of the
personnel and employees of service centers and dealers. The hypothesis of the study is that
the implementation of CSR programs in the long term increases the brand commitment of all
affiliated structures and clients of the company.
2.3. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
The research methodology is based on a comparative analysis of the results obtained
by the method of sociological survey of employees of various Russian companies and data
collected by a similar methodology for the Russian subsidiary of Bosch and its
representatives. The survey was conducted by the method of filling in the online form of a
questionnaire, which includes 6 blocks of questions on various aspects of CSR, acquaintance
of employees and customers with socially responsible actions of companies, objective data
regarding the Respondent's status and characteristics of the company such as size, scope of
activity, financial and market stability.
At the first stage of the research, the results of which are given in this report, the
survey was conducted among employees of service centers in different regions of the country:
Krasnodar region, Kaliningrad region, Kirov region, the Republic of Komi, Saratov region,
Moscow region.
According to the management structure, service centers are not formally subordinate
to the Central office, but they are an important point of contact between users and the brand
"Bosch". The data obtained are not yet sufficient to assess their representativeness and
validity and are of a pilot nature. The majority of respondents (70%)-men with higher
education (85%), familiar with the concept of CSR (47%) and ready to explain its meaning
(17%), considering the presence of socially responsible policy unconditional advantage of the
company (94%).
When determining the areas of CSR influence on the Bosch performance indicators,
the respondents noted that the strongest influence of CSR activity has on the reputation of the
company and customer loyalty. According to respondents, CSR has no direct impact on sales
and profits. The importance of CSR policy on the marketing results of the company was noted
by the majority of respondents, which corresponds to the theoretical provisions given in this
work.
The assumption that CSR activities increase the loyalty of the company's personnel is
confirmed by the data on the high and very high level of satisfaction with work in the
company, which was noted by respondents who are aware of or involved in the
implementation of CSR projects (72%). The level of willingness to participate in CSR
projects and the penetration of standards of CSR in the corporate culture of the company and
of affiliated organizations can be estimated by the distribution of answers to the question
about willingness to support the establishment of a voluntary contribution Fund to assist
employees who are in a difficult life situation. 76.5% of service center employees supported
the initiative and 17.6% are ready to support it depending on the level of participation. This
indicates that the knowledge and understanding of CSR policy by employees formed an active
social position and readiness for real participation in socially significant events as actions
leading to the strengthening of the company's reputation, increasing loyalty of stakeholders
and customers, ensuring the success of the company's marketing activities.
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Further research into the perception of CSR by employees of the company Bosch will
allow a comparative analysis of the attitudes of employees and customers towards the CSR
programs of various market participants and identify the factors, which determine the success
of their implementation. Management and shareholders of the company will receive a tool
that allows to evaluate the effectiveness of CSR programs, depending on the country of
implementation, the focus of the program, target audiences. Formation of feedback
mechanism is an important element of corporate social responsibility development system.
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Abstract: The railway system represents a very complex technical and technological system
in which the organization of maintenance of rolling stock is one of the most important places.
The paper defines the structure of the railway system and the management of maintenance
processes for railway traction vehicles. By the analytical approach, through the management
of the process of regular and extraordinary maintenance, are provided guidelines for
improving the organization of the maintenance of towing vehicles and the fulfillment of its
basic strategy, to ensure that towing vehicles are in constant working order and reliable in
operation.
In order to achieve the desired quality of maintenance, in the paper are considered all factors
of influence, whose control and management can be clearly seen in the quality improvements
of the maintenance of railway vehicles. The paper links the process of holding traction
devices with reference to the quality of maintenance, because it guarantees the reliability and
regularity of rail traffic.
Also, the contribution of the paper is identification of the various factors of influence in the
maintenance of vehicles used on a railroad and segments of organizational structures which
contribute to the improvement of maintenance technology and consequently the quality of
maintenance. All these elements together make the availability of traction vehicles for traffic
at a high level, which is a contribution to improving the operation of the railways.
Keywords: management of organizational processes, maintenance management, railway
vehicles, maintenance strategy

1. INTRODUCTION
The maintenance task is to provide rail vehicles in the proper condition for safe,
orderly and economical operation in exploitation. Maintenance has a preventive character,
where maintenance work is foreseen in the context of periodic inspection and regular work.
The frequency of these inspections is experimentally determined depending on the time spent
by the vehicle in the operation, the number of kilometers traveled by the vehicle, or any other
suitable criterion. When the opportunity arises, regular maintenance is supplemented by the
execution of extraordinary repairs. Depending on the scope and importance, the maintenance
of the railway vehicles is carried out in repair workshops, depot workshops, car workshops
and in railway stations and construction sites of railway infrastructure, when conditions for
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this exist. It was written in the previous railway regulations [1]. Due to the understanding of
the importance of maintaining railway vehicles, tradition and experience, it is not perhaps the
above mentioned regulations, but also to strictly respect and apply what is stated in the most
recent modern regulations, that "the maintenance of a railway vehicle is a set of pre-planned
works as part of regular maintenance as well as unplanned works as part of the emergency
maintenance of vehicles, which are performed on the vehicle, its systems, devices, assemblies
and parts with the purpose that during use the railway vehicle meets the technical
requirements for the safety of the railway traffic " [2].
The railway system in Serbia has been operating for more than 130 years (the first
railroad between Belgrade and Nis was put into operation in 1884), and as far as transport
vehicles are concerned, the use of steam, diesel and electric towers has been used today. With
the towing system, the work of the maintenance system of the railway vehicles is closely
linked, which also has the mentioned tradition. Thus, in this paper, a system of maintenance
of rolling stock, from the transition period to the present day, is present in a certain form, with
particular emphasis on the quality of maintenance.
The area of maintenance of rolling stock has always been implemented by legal
regulations and in particular railway regulations through regulations and instructions issued
by LRU.
In today's reorganized railways of Serbia, in line with European integration, the
maintenance of rolling stock is carried out in two independent joint stock companies "Srbija
Voz" and "Srbija Kargo" ad, with the division of property (rolling stock, depots, workshops
and business premises) . The companies started working 10.08.2015. It is only now that the
analysis of business results confirms the justification of the new organization of Serbian
Railways and certain organizational structures. The Law on Railways ("Official Gazette of
RS" No. 91/15), Law on Safety and Interoperability of the Railway ("Official Gazette" RS
No. 92/15) has been adopted and what is especially important for maintenance of rolling
stock, Regulation on the maintenance of railway vehicles, passed by the Railways Directorate
of the RS, as well as maintenance instructions, which each company brought independently.
This work deals exclusively with the maintenance of towing vehicles (diesel and
electric locomotives and diesel and electric motors), which, due to their own operation,
represent much more complex rail vehicles than towed vehicles (passenger and cargo
vehicles), and final conclusions regarding quality maintenance of towing vehicles, certainly to
a great extent be applicable to towed vehicles.
2. MAINTENANCE OF RAILWAY VEHICLES
In accordance with the Rulebook on Maintenance of Railway Vehicles of the Railway
Directorate of the RS, Instructions for maintenance of towing vehicles "Srbija Kargo" ad [3]
and Instructions for maintenance of towing vehicles "Srbija voz" ad [4], the criteria for
instructing the towing vehicle for inspection or repair are the time period of exploitation or the
number of kilometers traveled, or the number of hours worked by individual series of towing
vehicles:
2.1. VEHICLE CONTROL IN EXPLOITATION - CONTINUOUS CONTROL
The name itself indicates that during the operation of the towing vehicle, a constant
control of the functionality of the towing vehicle is required (before the commencement of
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operation, during operation and after the end of operation), for which traction staff (for
locomotives) are to be trained, ie, traction and trainee staff for motor kits). It follows that the
constant mobility of towing vehicles and their permanent availability for the development of
rail transport is necessary.
2.2. SERVICE OVERVIEW
Service inspection is a type of inspection ranging from daily to weekly overview of
particular types of vehicles, is performed in depots where visual inspection is possible from
the channel and on the roof of the vehicle and includes an overview of the lower machine of
the towing vehicle, braking system, roof equipment and safety and protection devices , with
necessary replenishment of supplies of propulsion material. It is important to note that a
towing vehicle that has not been used for more than 5 days must be inspected before reuse.
2.3. PERIODIC CONTROL EXAMINATIONS
The most important segment of the maintenance of towing vehicles is the periodic
inspection of towing vehicles. It is performed to periodically check the correctness of the
subsystems, circuits and devices of the towing vehicle according to the cycles given in Figure
2 for a period of one year and to the extent determined by the instructions "Srbija Kargo" ad
and "Srbija Voz" ad and included in the lists of periodical inspections for mechanical ,
electrical, pneumatic and other parts of the vehicle, in particular equipment related to the
safety of rail transport.
It is undoubtedly that the order of reference for the periodic inspection, which is
determined by the mileage criterion or the previous calendar days, is undoubtedly important,
with the criterion that was first fulfilled. The periodic inspection review criterion may be
reduced or increased by 15%.
The aforementioned optimal criteria for electric locomotives came primarily through
the empirical method (the long-term monitoring of the functioning of the locomotive in
exploitation), which can be generalized for each series individually according to its
specificities. It is normal for new towing vehicles to be respected by the manufacturer's
recommendations.
2.4. REGULAR REPAIR
A very important role in the improvement of the quality of the maintenance of towing
vehicles, is that they have regular work on towing vehicles, which also represent a special
concept of maintenance of railway vehicles. As pointed out, the criteria for the towing vehicle
to be regularly repaired are the time period of exploitation or the number of kilometers
traveled, or the number of hours worked by individual series of towing vehicles. In
accordance with the above, the planning of vehicle repairs on a regular basis is the basis for
this type of maintenance. The selection of removals (in the country and abroad through
tenders), provision of material resources (spare parts and materials), financial resources with
the assessment of the optimal availability of the remaining vehicles for execution of the order
of goods and goods are a very complex system of timely planning and contracting of the
regular repairs of all series vehicles within the joint-stock companies "Srbija Kargo" and
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"Srbija Voz". In accordance with the criteria, regular repairs can be medium-sized (SO) and
large-scale repair (VO).
It is also important to note that the determined volume of works in the secondary
repair (SO), which is annex to the contract, includes, after checking the operation of
assemblies, repairs or replacement of certain parts, assemblies and devices, which ensure the
reliable functioning of the towing vehicle until the next regular deal.
In case of large repair (VO) to bring the vehicle into the correct state for long-term
exploitation, the work in relation to the middle repair is expanding, as the possibility of
replacement of electrical installations is anticipated, obligatory anticorrosive protection.
Great repair (VO) is carried out when determining the economic failure of the vehicle
maintenance due to its durability and obsolescence of technical solutions, and when the repair
quality can not be achieved with a mean repair.
In the previous text, the importance of regular maintenance of towing vehicles was
mentioned. It is evident that the criteria were based on many years of maintenance experience
and it is not possible to systematically determine whether the regular repair is more frequent
to the towing vehicles based on the towing device (electric or diesel towing vehicles) in favor
of a more modern electric traction, or longer periods or age (years of exploitation).
2.5. WASHING, CLEANING, DISINFECTION AND DERATIZATION
The washing and cleaning of towing vehicles in accordance with the regulations is
paid special attention as part of the periodic maintenance. As for the special instructions, in
the case of electric motors and motor kits owned by "Srbija Voz" ad, outdoor and internal
cleaning and washing are primarily done for the removal of impurities inside both on the
outside and above all on the maximum satisfaction of the needs of users in passenger traffic,
on locomotives owned by "Srbija Voz" and "Srbija Kargo" ad, in addition to washing and
cleaning the steering column and front glasses, special attention is paid to cleaning, washing
and degreasing of the machine space and those assemblies, which in specific exploitation
conditions, due to dirt can be potential causes of fire.
It is evident that a special washing and cleaning regime for the steering column and
the front glass of electric motors and motor sets is carried out at each periodic inspection [5],
while washing and cleaning the outer form of the locomotive is done at least once every three
months.
It is widely known that disinfection, disinfection and deratisation destroy bacteria and
bacteria, insects and rodents according to the need. For eventual services, joint-stock
companies hire through the tender of a professional company. The tender selection is also
valid for regular washing and cleaning of diesel-motor and electric motors.
2.6. EXTRA MAINTENANCE
One of the types of non-avoidable maintenance vehicles is the maintenance of towing
vehicles. Its purpose is to eliminate any deficiencies observed in exploitation, which are
presented in written form by the towing staff on a special request form / order form (EV 63 )
[6], either during the delivery of a towing vehicle by the maintenance personnel of the
maintenance service to a regular periodical inspection or emergency service, upon arrival of
the vehicle from the road in running order or delivered by the towing staff after the declared
defect on the open line. Also, the extraordinary maintenance includes the elimination of
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defects observed during the performance of the works in the periodic inspection, which is one
kind of corrective action for regular maintenance and preventive action to prevent the cause of
possible future defects of towing vehicles in exploitation.
It should be noted that for the purpose of rationalization of maintenance costs, during
the execution of extraordinary repairs, the works of a regular periodical inspection review
may be carried out if the same follows in the next 15 days.
3. INDICATORS OF QUALITY OF MAINTENANCE
In principle, the optimal realization of the order in the passenger traffic (without
significant delay and cancellation of trains), and not so much compliance with the timetable in
transport of goods, what is the optimal realization of the operational plan in transport of goods
without the rest, would meet the criteria of successful and quality business of the railways of
Serbia. Participation in this, as far as traction funds are concerned, depends on their optimum
availability, which indicates that attention should be paid to the organizational segment of the
Serbian Railways, regarding the maintenance itself, and especially the quality of traction
maintenance.
Operators in exploitation need exact data regarding the maximum availability of
towing vehicles for traffic and maintenance is to meet the conditions for this to happen. For
this purpose, all methods for improving the quality of the maintenance of towing vehicles
must be improved. Thus, the percentage of immobilisation of towing vehicles, the number of
defects per 100,000 km and the number of emergency services per 100,000 km of crossed
road, are unambiguous indicators, based on which the quality of traction maintenance in the
observed period can be determined. Periodic analysis can consider the negative impact of
many factors and the possibility of their removal in order to improve quality. In this paper, the
above mentioned indicators are based on the data of the professional services of the railways
of Serbia and the knowledge of the experts in the field of rail transport, who mostly dealt with
the above mentioned topic. It should be noted that in addition to the above main indicators for
the reliability of traction means, there are indicators of the second, (for example, the number
of kilometers traveled between the two defects of the observed towing vehicle for monitoring
the frequency of defects, etc.), but due to the volume of work, other indicators are not
included.
3.1. IMOBILIZATION
In strict adherence to Guideline 236 [6], under the immobilization of towing vehicles
means all towing vehicles that are in the monitoring period, emergency service and regular
service, ie are out of traffic. The preliminary condition arises from the disputing of the expert
railway public whether the time period when towing vehicles are in the planned inspections
and repairs should in general be taken into account when calculating immobilization, which
will be discussed in further consideration of the controversial issue.
However, the aspects of retaining a towing vehicle on a repair service or an outboard
repair shop can be of a very broad spectrum. Immobilization of the towing vehicle due to
regular maintenance (periodic inspection and regular services), minor and large-scale
redundancies (irregularities detected during periodic inspection or accident, fire, open-line
defects), waiting for inspection for inspection or repair, waiting the purchase of spare parts, as
well as the immobilization of a towed vehicle at standby or for the removal of the complaint
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within the guarantee period, are cases that make the analysis of the structure of the
immobilization of towing vehicles complex.
It can be concluded that the time of retention of towing vehicles in the planned periodic
inspection and regular repair should not be included in the calculation of the percentage of
immobilization of traction means.
The real goal for the leading series of electric locomotives should be to reduce the
immobilization at the current level of towing of towing vehicles below 30% and in the
coming period strive towards, for the present conditions, optimal of 20%.
3.2. THE NUMBER OF DEFECTS PER 100,000 KM
The definition of the defect of the towing vehicle indicates that under the defect of the
towing vehicle, according to Directive 36, it is understood that the traction vehicle is not able
to pull out the train and is replaced by another towing vehicle regardless of the delay, that is,
if the traction of the towing vehicle causes the delay of the passenger train for more than 30
minutes or the delay of the freight train for more than 60 minutes, regardless of whether or not
the towing vehicle has been replaced or replaced with another towing vehicle.
There is an established procedure to indicate that defects are recorded through EV-37
(Traction Vehicle Injury Report) forms, which are filled in and signed by the Towing
Controller and the towing manager and EV-67 (Minutes on the determined extent of damage
to the towing vehicle), which after the commission inspection the towing vehicle and
determining the cause of the defect shall be signed by the members of the commission.
On the basis of all available data from the mentioned records and records and the
delivery of data to the computer centers of the joint stock companies "Srbija Voz" ad and
"Srbija Kargo" ad, data on the reliability of towing vehicles can be analyzed. By grouping the
causes of defects, it can be working on enhanced control of maintenance technology and
maintenance quality improvement.
3.3. NUMBER OF EXTRA REPAIRS AT 100,000 KM
Regarding the number of emergency repairs on the 100,000 km, based on the EV-63
Forms (Order / Demand Request), EV-64 (Input Document for Repair and Analysis of Tractor
Damage) and EV-65 (Daily Report on towing vehicles on maintenance in the depot workshop
and waiting for maintenance) [6], records of all extraordinary small and large-scale
workshops may be recorded in the workshop, by individual number or by series of towing
vehicles. With the available track record number, available for the respective towing vehicles
(EV - 64 form), the number of extra services per 100,000 km can be analyzed over a certain
period (for example, at monthly and annual levels), similar to defects of towing vehicles.
From the analysis of the cause of emergency services of towing vehicles per series and
number of towing vehicles, the name of the fault that is the cause of the extraordinary repair,
the date of occurrence - failure detection and the method of removing the failure, can be
formed relevant data on the reliability of towing vehicles [7].
As with defects, a set of causes or system errors can be made in the initial period of
exploitation of new towing vehicles, and on the basis of the analysis of data and the frequency
of emergency services, suggest proposals for improving the construction of towing vehicles or
improving maintenance technology.
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However, due to the lack of an adequate data tracking procedure, and due to the lack
of a timely record of extraordinary exploitation, without justification, as there is not enough
number of executives in the technical technical qualification, only to monitor this type of data,
this indicator is not kept continuously. Although it is very important for assessing the
reliability of towing vehicles for the above reasons, it can not be considered a reliable
parameter and does not represent an example of good practice.
4. OTHER FACTORS OF THE IMPACT ON QUALITY OF MAINTENANCE OF
VEHICLES
The quality of the maintenance of towing vehicles, which can be improved by taking
measures based on the reliability of towing vehicles, can be contributed by the analysis of
other factors of influence, such as the professional competence of the staff, respect for the
established maintenance technology, adequately provided with quality spare parts, and control
of quality execution of works on maintenance of towing vehicles.
Let's start with human resources. Experience has shown that on the railways, in terms
of maintenance of rolling stock, employees from the citizens are employed, who in some
period from perhaps three to five years of experience, become educated and expert in carrying
out maintenance tasks, in particular traction vehicles. Such personnel are not trained by
railway secondary and high schools. Engineers who complete three-year vocational studies
are more inclined to occupations which directly cover rail traffic rather than the maintenance
of rolling stock. Successful training and training of workers in maintaining and raising the
level of their expertise affects the high level of quality of traction maintenance. Worker
training programs and occupational training should be permanently applied, as it has been
proven in practice to give undeniable effects on raising the quality of the maintenance of
towing vehicles.
In particular, the quality of maintenance is affected by strict compliance with the
established maintenance technology [8]. First of all, the valid regulations and instructions for
the maintenance of towing vehicles must be observed. Train and maintenance services on
timely delivery of towing vehicles should be consistently designed for periodic scheduled
inspections and eventual emergency services (waiting for repair improves immobilization)
and upon completion of works on quality handover of towing vehicles for inclusion in regular
traffic. The process control must strictly control the execution of the works, contained in the
control lists, and its representative confirms the signature after the signed list by the
immediate executor and the manager, and thus guarantees the quality of the maintenance.
The technical service must pay special attention to the quality of spare parts,
assemblies and aggregates, which are installed in towing vehicles in periodic inspection,
regular and extraordinary repairs with smaller and larger volumes. Spare parts are purchased
by tender procedure for public procurement. Quality control on receipt and supporting
documents, is only the initial control for installation permit in towing vehicle. By monitoring
their quality of functionality in exploitation and possibly pointing to the necessary
improvements in the performance of parts and assemblies, the quality of maintenance of
towing vehicles can be significantly influenced. Certainly, the percentage of immobilization
will be reduced to an objective measure (below 30%), that is, the reliability and availability of
towing vehicles will increase.
The search for the best organizational structure and the organization of work on the
maintenance of towing vehicles, which can affect the reduction of maintenance costs, but also
to increase the level of quality of the maintenance of towing vehicles, is a very delicate task of
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research for an optimal solution and the application is reduced to a long-lasting, experienced
approach. The rail system operates 24 hours continuously, which requires that the
maintenance segment should also ensure the optimum availability of traction vehicles
continuously at that time interval and permanently onwards. Practice has shown that periodic
inspections and regular work are performed exclusively during the day (exceptionally at night
review of the smaller volume) and servicing (daily inspections) is stable both day and night.
The current state of the organization of work may provide good quality of
maintenance, but it can certainly work on improvement if some of the observed shortcomings
are eliminated in everyday work.
Rajković (2004) concludes [9]: “No good operating directions, nor the fact that all the
operations and works are entered into the book can not help much, because not all workers are
proficient in writing, so it may happen that they write non-essential things, or to skip
important because they imply“.
An important reminder is that quality control is permanently carried out in
maintenance workshops by sections where traction vehicles are maintained. At the level of the
Sector at the headquarters of joint stock companies, where there are technical quality control
departments, more work must be done to improve their organization in terms of
independence, as a kind of regulatory body, without any impact on their work [10].
In the end, it should be highlight that one of the most important factors contributes to
the quality maintenance of towing vehicles is a control of the quality of execution of works on
periodic inspection, regular and extraordinary repairs. Of vital importance is the organization
and position of controlling the quality of the maintenance of towing vehicles in the
maintenance process itself, and at the same time, the importance of which is attributed to the
quality control itself
5. CONCLUSION
Maintenance of towing vehicles is a complex process that requires the use of technical
knowledge resources from a wide range of professions. Maintenance of the percentage of
immobilization and the number of defects and emergency repairs at 100,000 km on a low
level guarantee that the maintenance is quality and that the traction means have a high
reliability. Additionally, the availability of towing vehicles is higher than 90%. In order to
achieve the desired quality of maintenance, it is necessary to consider all factors of influence,
whose control and management can lead to a noticeable improvement in the quality of the
maintenance of towing vehicles.
With the adoption of instructions by the joint stock companies "Srbija Kargo" and
"Serbia voz", for the development and management of railway vehicle records, all conditions
for monitoring the condition of each towing vehicle were achieved, from its acquisition to the
present time of exploitation. Thus, by engaging professional staff (possibly with new
employment) for daily keeping of records, it can especially count on the promptness of
keeping records and making analyzes related to indicators of the reliability of towing vehicles,
immobilization, number of defects and emergency repairs on 100,000 km, as their numerical
reduction shows the essence that the quality of the maintenance of rolling stock has been
significantly improved. The improvement of the level of quality of maintenance must
certainly be provided by the management by finding a solution for acting on all the mentioned
factors of influence on the quality maintenance of towing assets.
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Abstract: This paper presents an analysis of the situation in the field of organization of
environmental protection in the railway system of Serbia. Determining the risk factors and
analyzes for its preventive elimination will be used in the paper for making recommendations
for the improvement of the organizational segments of railways that cover the area of
transport of dangerous materials, with the aim to encourage the railways management to bring
strategic documents for all segments of environmental protection in rail traffic on the territory
of Serbia.
Through consideration of the management of environmental processes, the paper defines, in
the case of transport of dangerous materials by rail car tank, all procedures and possible risks
during transportation, as well as treatment in case of a chemical accident.
Serbian Railways in particular attach importance to the transportation of dangerous goods. All
previous research in practice has confirmed that rail transport by all criteria has the least
harmful effects on human health and the environment. However, despite the comparative
advantages of the railway, extensive measures must be taken to implement and improve the
environmental management system.
In a new strategy of development, business and transport policy, it is necessary to incorporate
all principles, measures and intentions, which in everyday practice will improve all aspects of
ecological requirements on the railways of Serbia.
Keywords: strategic regulations, strategy development, environmental management, transport
of dangerous goods
1. INTRODUCTION
The issue of ecology and environmental protection in Serbia's railways can be realized
by implementation of environmental protection in a large range of facilities (facilities, depots,
warehouses) distributed on the railway network throughout Serbia, which requires huge
investments. At the same time, there are also times when measures should be taken, in
addition to purification of wastewater and oil, and the disposal of solid and liquid waste and
for the reduction of noise, vibration, air pollution.
In 2001, for the needs of the then ŽTP "Beograd", the traffic institute "CIP" prepared a
study entitled "Basic concept of previous activities for the introduction of the EMS
(Environtmental Management System) on the railway". It was in the study that special
attention was paid to the problems of soil and water pollution, the impact of noise, vibration
and non-ionizing radiation on employees, users of railway services and the population in the
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vicinity of railway facilities, the disposal of waste (especially hazardous), the impact of
facilities - polluters on flora and fauna, the risk of accidents and the consequences of chemical
accidents on the railway lines on the environment, the identification of the state of the work
environment in the facilities of the company and the health vulnerability of employees, the
personnel potential (the existing engagement of employees in the field of environment and
occupational safety), the mutual relationship of transport services, and safety in railway
traffic, as well as compliance of operations and activities with domestic and EU legislation in
the field of environmental protection [1]. However, there was no special realization of the
study and plans in this and later period.
Also, in 1997, the CIP Institute of Traffic Engineering, at the request of the STC,
Belgrade, prepared a study titled: "Defining the needs of wastewater treatment in cell facilities
on the ŽTP Beograd network". The recorded situation and proposals of certain solutions due
to the lack of funds could not be realized, except for the construction of a system for
wastewater treatment and waste oils in the Railway Maintenance Section Belgrade.
In the later phases of railway restructuring, the adoption of the new Railway Act and
the establishment of the Public Railway Company "Serbian Railways", the Center for
Sustainable Development was responsible for ecology and environmental protection, which
managed to raise this area to a significantly higher level of practical application in practice.
First of all, implementation of the Solid Waste and Liquid Waste Disposal Plan,
harmonization of company regulations with legislative frameworks in the field of
environmental protection, training of professional staff and organization of international
conferences. In addition to the management of the company, considerable support was
provided by the line ministry of the Government of the Republic of Serbia.
Now, in the most recent relationship, when the rail system was transformed into four
separate joint stock companies "Serbian Railways" ad (limited expiration date),
"Infrastructure of the Serbian Railways" ad, "Srbija voz" ad and "Srbija kargo" ad for the area
of ecology and environmental protection were made through individual departments in the
Sector for Security "Railway Infrastructure of Serbia", in the Sector for legal and general
affairs "Srbija voz" and in the Sector for human resources and general affairs "Srbija kargo"
ad.
Nevertheless, in terms of rail transport of dangerous goods and environmental
impacts, regardless of the circumstances of high risks, the Serbian Railways have been
successfully operating in this type of transport for decades, primarily strictly complying with
strict domestic and European regulations and thanks to highly trained and internationally
licensed railway experts. Thus, the paper will consider an example of the transport of
dangerous goods in special rail tank cars.
2. RAILWAY TRANSPORT OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND EFFECT ON
ENVIRONMENT
As the international community has determined by law that dangerous goods can only
be transported when there is a guarantee for the greatest security of its transportation,
mirrored in adequate packaging, professional handling and safe means of transport, the
railways of Serbia, while complying with these regulations, have proven highly guaranteed in
the decades-long practice safe level of transport of dangerous goods. The RID Rule
Regulations regulate the substance for all types of dangerous goods transport through three
main areas: Classification of dangerous goods, manner of marking and transport conditions
[2].
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It is very important to point out that it is in order to separate the term of dangerous
goods and dangerous goods by law [3] it is prescribed that dangerous goods are substances
and articles whose transport is prohibited, or allowed if they are carried out under the
conditions of ADR / RID / ADN [4] a dangerous cargo is a dangerous goods that are properly
packed, marked with certain features and marks, with properly filled documents and loaded
into a means of transport.
The display of dangerous goods by RID classes, with their characteristics and possible
dangers in the event of failure to meet the prescribed conditions of transport, contained in the
additional instructions for the engineers on the hazardous characteristics of dangerous goods
by classes and on the measures to be taken depending on the prevailing circumstances, is
provided in the Rule book on international transport of dangerous goods [2]. Only the
classification and classification of dangerous goods has been carried out according to the
degree of danger, and the basic characteristics that characterize dangerous goods are exactly
their physical and chemical properties: Flammability, toxicity, radiation hazard, corrosive
properties, volatility, properties of easy mixing with water and burning.
Due to the main theme and limited space, in this paper we will not deal in detail with
each feature (available in professional literature), but only their comprehension, indicates a
multidisciplinary approach in the transport of dangerous goods, so as not to endanger human
health and the environment in the event of possible chemical accidents.
2.1. TECHNICAL AND ECOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR RAILWAYS
CARRIED OUT FOR HAZARDOUS MOVEMENTS
Access to the transport of dangerous goods must be seen by two independent entities [5]:
- Preparation for the transport of dangerous goods, which means strict application of the
packaging regulations in the appropriate packaging and the execution of all necessary
actions for loading or loading, unloading or leaking and forwarding or transshipment.
- Transport of dangerous goods, a process dependent on the previous stage of preparation
and implementation of technical and other regulations related to the characteristics of
dangerous goods.
Let's start first of packing dangerous goods in the appropriate packaging, or tank for
transportation by rail. The process is defined by international regulations. The packaging itself
for the transport of dangerous goods by rail must meet strict requirements in terms of seal, the
tank's resistance must not be damaged in contact with dangerous goods and resistance to
mechanical impact. In other words, preventive study and strict application of regulations and
procedures must always be present , which, with appropriate process control, provides a
guarantee of transport safety.
Regulations are described that the transport in railway cars is carried out exclusively if
they meet certain technical characteristics depending on the dangerous goods and their
specificity (degree of danger, aggregate state, physical and chemical properties). It must be
strictly paid attention, because for example liquid gas expands with increasing temperature,
increasing pressure on the walls of the vessel. Therefore, it can only be loaded up to the
maximum permissible weight of the charge, which depends on the spread of the liquid gas.
This maximum permissible mass of the charge is calculated and indicated on a separate plate
and is at the head of the tank cistern.
Special mention should be made of radioactive substances, if their transportation by rail is
allowed, can be packed and transported only in packaging intended for a particular type of
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radioactive material, depending on the size and strength of the source, aggregate state and
other properties.
Taking into account the technical solutions applied in practice, the vessels of the railway
cars of the cistern are constructively placed longitudinally on the car. They are usually
circular or oval. During the construction, the constructor had to deal with the strength
according to the technical regulations for the construction of pressure vessels, to check the
durability of the structure in terms of the operation of the longitudinal, lateral and vertical
force of pressure.
In order to avoid the risk of leakage it is of utmost importance that the construction of the
vessel is performed well with all the necessary connections for charging, discharging,
ventilation and safety elements. It depends on which of the materials will be made the vessel
of the tank, because the required strength must be provided. It should be emphasized that from
the aspect of ecological requirements and protection of the eco-system, the material for the
construction of vessels of railway carriages must be chemically stable in relation to the
transported liquid and resistant to temperature variations in order to avoid spraying and
ecological disaster in the event of an accident [5].
Another important fact in the preventive action to prevent the risk of any kind in the
transport of dangerous goods is that the Rule book on the carriage of dangerous goods by rail
- RID, prescribed periodic tests of the state of the vessels, both inside and outside, and which
necessarily include test for pressure, hydroprobe. All tests shall be carried out at the
competent institution under the supervision of the authorized bodies of that institution. The
pressures must be indicated in the vessel's marking plate.
Special attention is paid to specially designed cars for safe transportation of explosive
materials and articles filled. For this purpose measuring devices - level meters are installed, so
that at any moment there is the possibility of controlling the quantity of matter in the vessel
tank. Tank inspection is mandatory and it can only be charged with the dangerous goods it has
been assigned for.
In the example, for the transport of methanol, in which only one technical means for
the transport of dangerous goods is shown, one can see how much attention must be paid to
the systematic supervision of one of the segments of the transport of dangerous goods. The
point is on timely preventive inspection of the vehicle and eventual elimination of any
omission, giving a contribution to the safe transport of dangerous goods.
In addition to the regular instructions on safety and security measures, in the transport
of dangerous goods, the Special Safety Measures Directive for the transport of methanol
(methyl alcohol) - liquid hydrocarbon with a flash point below 21 ° C is particularly
applicable.
2. 2. MARKING OF TANKS AND WARNINGS TABLE ON THE LEVEL OF
DANGER
In order to know immediately which types of liquid the tank is, the tank boiler is
painted in a certain color. Visible warning that in the tank vehicle there are gases in liquid
state, deep-cooled gases in liquid state, as well as dissolved gases, according to regulations, is
marked with a continuous strip in orange color (non-refillable), about 30 cm wide, placed
around the tank.
As already mentioned on both sides of the tank, there are identical orange plates of
identical inscriptions, with legible labels In the lower half of the orange The table contains the
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UN number, which identifies dangerous goods that are transported by tank cars and in the
upper half of the table is a hazard identification number. In our case, it concerns gasoline or
fuel for OTO engines, warning that a flammable liquid substance with an ignition point below
21˚C is transported, Figure 1.

Number for dangerous
notation
UN number

Figure 1. Orange table [2]
The UN number, identifying the four-digit number of dangerous goods, is one of the
most important labels for marking hazardous substances and objects in accordance with the
United nations regulations [6].
In accordance with RID Regulations, the hazard identification number (class 2 to 9
materials) [2]. It consists of 2 or 3 digits, which generally observe certain danger.
It is important to note that the doubling of the digits indicates an increase in danger. In
order not to be mistakenly understood that hazardous substances of class 1 (explosive
substances) are missing, due to the risk of causing extreme danger, they are especially treated,
and the classification code of the Regulation is used as the hazard identification number.
2.3. METHOD OF TRANSPORT AND MONITORING OF DANGEROUS GOODS
The method of transport and operational monitoring of dangerous goods in railway traffic
was regulated by law [3] and accompanying rules [7] , which elaborate the comprehensive
matter contained in the aforementioned RID Rulebook [2].
The process of transporting dangerous goods takes place in the logical chain from the
sender, through the carrier to the recipient. Other participants, with significant roles, are the
loader, the packer, the charger and the unloader. What concerns the railways, it is in this chain
as the carrier, as one of the operators in the liberalized Serbian market. As the only operator in
the past, the railway is in the advantage on the future ones, because, although all its
regulations have been ad acta, it has adapted very quickly to new regulations harmonized with
EU legislation and regulations. Specifically, the multi-yearly practice on the railway is
precisely compatible with the operations of the regulations governing the transport of
dangerous goods. Although the disintegration of the railway now involves the transportation
of dangerous goods, two joint stock companies "Železnička Infrastruktura" ad and "Srbija
Kargo" ad, their operational managers and direct executors in the field, in very synchronized
cooperation, respect each other's responsibilities, carry out tasks in the transport of dangerous
goods and hazardous goods cargo.
These are the following related processes: firstly, loading dangerous goods into the
car, or loading a tank of a tank or putting containers loaded with dangerous cargo, along with
the necessary organization of transport, is followed immediately, with the operational
monitoring of dangerous goods on the entire transport route, dangerous goods by rail from
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loading to unloading place, with the organization of eventual retention of dangerous goods in
the car before and after the transport, as well as during the journey, its temporary disposal,
unloading of dangerous goods from the railway vehicle or overloading for the purpose of
changing the way of the traffic or the transport medium on the manipulative road [7].
The regulations prescribe that all actions for loading, unloading and transhipment of
dangerous goods are carried out at manipulative sites (in particular locations) in individual
stations in the railway network of Serbia, excluding Belgrade - Ranžirnu (for the manipulative
site is the Topčider station) due to the source of the drink water and avoiding the risk of
pollution. Nevertheless, the takeover of vehicles with dangerous goods is done mainly by
loading vehicles and tank cars through industrial tracks within the factories or production
facilities of the dangerous goods shipper, all regulated by mutual agreement. An important
note is that during the handling of hazardous materials in particular are taken prescribed
safety measures. The speed of the railway vehicle on the adjacent track is limited to 10 km / h
and the use of any type of flame source is prohibited.
Operational monitoring is carried out by the on-duty operational service of the
operator of the joint stock company in direct contact with the participants in the field of
traffic, with at any moment possible access to the necessary information and above all on the
composition of the train (the number of individual cars and series of cars), and the UN
number for each car individually.
The regulations also describe the obligations of all participants in traffic, contained in
the RID Rules and the Law on the transport of dangerous goods. Regarding regulations,
experienced norms indicate that the two most important actions in the overall transport of
dangerous goods are the reception of the train and the installation of cars in the train. If strict
compliance with the regulations by the participants, related to the presented actions, it can be
safely claimed that all of them are automatically eliminated potential risks related to the
transport of dangerous goods, or the transport itself could then be routinely performed.
2.4. EXTRAORDINARY EVENT
In the event of an accident in the railway traffic and the potential threat of a chemical
accident extensive measures are taken to protect the safety and health of people, as well as the
environment itself. Trained railway personnel for transport of dangerous goods must promptly
undertake a series of actions and measures in order to promptly reduce possible consequences
of the incident.
The most important role at the moment of the occurrence of an emergency event has a
machine operator with complete documentation concerning the transport of dangerous goods,
who works closely with the infrastructure manager to put the train at the appropriate place for
the intervention of professional teams.
As a priority, prior to the arrival of the intervention team, the railway staff first
determines what dangerous goods are (from the classification according to the RID
Rulebook).
At the railway station, the personnel responsible for the transport of dangerous goods
contact with the dispatcher, who, among the first, receive information on the emergency event
and in a proven way, by submitting reports to the competent authorities, act in accordance
with the regulations. The head of the station is urgently informed by the dispatchers of the
regional operational service (the management of the railway), who is in charge of the Center
for internal security and protection within the "Srbija Kargo" ad, as well as all professional
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competent services and above all fire department and police. In particular, the presence of an
infrastructure service (workers for railway and electrical plant maintenance) is required to
undertake actions to train tracks and to exclude or execute works on training the contact
network.
In the event of an accident of greater volume and more intensive leakage of dangerous
goods RID, when it is not possible to collect in the intervention vessels, the management of
the company, the municipal civil protection headquarters and the sanitary municipal service
shall be notified.
Special attention is being paid to the fact that all participants in the elimination of the
consequences of an emergency event must strictly adhere to the prescribed measures of
protection and be supplied with protective personal equipment.
3. CONCLUSION
Through this paper is discussed the situation in the field of environmental protection
in the railway system of Serbia. In the past, there was a clear intention of the top management
to seriously approach the solution of priority ecological problems. Specific studies have been
carried out in which programs for achieving the desired ecological and economic effects have
been defined, through the business plan, the dynamics of the realization of the activities, but
significant progress, except for the treatment of wastewater and the disposal of solid and
liquid waste, were not achieved in some locations. With the new organization of the Serbian
Railways, new challenges in solving the problems are expected, primarily financing.
This paper is dedicated to the subject of organization in the field of environmental
protection is the transport of dangerous goods. Legislative regulations, the training of
employees in strict compliance with regulations, the permanent need for professional
development in terms of monitoring EU standards may be talking about the need to change
the awareness of all other employees. There is no alternative in preserving a healthy human
environment. With the change of awareness, the interest in education and training of
professional staff in the field of environmental protection will increase. After all, with the
help of newly built environmental awareness and ethics, it is much easier to choose which
organization and technical improvements should improve the state of the environment. In the
new development, business and transport policy strategy, all three newly established joint
stock companies should incorporate all principles, measures and intentions, which in everyday
practice will improve all aspects of ecological requirements on the railways of Serbia. It is
also necessary that professional staff in the field of ecology on the railways must be at the top
of the management structure.
Acknowledgment: Research presented in his paper was supported by Ministry of eucation
and Science of the Republic of Srbia, Grant III-44010.
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Abstract: The management of sport in the education field has become a challenge and has a
market oriented value in terms of increased competitiveness. Likewise, it is still a factor of
quality spare time and the simplest form of this type of realization is through the education
system. The extra-curricular activities question about certain specific areas of interest as they
promote individual development of creative skills and ideas (Andrijasevic M., 1996, Rosic,
V., 2005). On the other hand, sport oriented activities affect the overall functional status of the
student enabling high productiveness and better quality life.
Anonymous questionnaire was distributed to 90 high school students from Kumanovo with
different socio-demographic characteristics. It was used to evaluate (assess) the extracurricular sport activities according to Likert scale from one to five in relation to their
agreement for being part of the program. The aim of the study is to determine the impact of
socio-demographic characteristics on extra-curricular sports contest. Regression analysis
showed insignificant conditionality in extracurricular activities of the examined sociodemographic characteristics, with the exception of sports camps. Of the partial impacts that
occurred in three of the six evaluated extra-curricular activities, the parental degree of
education as well as monthly family income showed a statistical significance in the
assessment of the activity. These findings should not only assist in creating a program as a
common policy with the tourism sector for the development of sport and educational tourism,
but should also emphases the role of the teaching staff as a promoter and motivator for
involvement in such activities.
Keywords: Likert Scale, sport camps, winter camps, mountain tour

1. INTRODUCTION
The management of sport in the education field has become a challenge and has a
market oriented value in terms of increased competitiveness. Likewise, it is still a factor of
quality spare time and the simplest form of this type of realization is through the education
system. “The school is a place where professional staff exist - professors, facilities and
appropriate work conditions, so this fact should be recognized and respected by society"
(Martiničevič, J., 2010).
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Co-curricular and extra-curricular activities question about specific areas, encouraging
the individual development of creative ideas and interests (Andrijasevic M., 1996, Rosic, V.,
2005). The activities that involve sport, however, generate skills that affect the overall
functional status of the student, forming standards that enable more productive life in general.
The study conducted in northern part of Finland, among 3664 men and 4130 female subjects,
also demonstrate that regardless of the social status, there is a positive long-term effect
obtained because of the habits established through school activities (Tammelin at all, 2003).
Moreover, the US research conducted by the Mottova Foundation emphasizes the interest of
as much as 90% of parents for involvement of their children in co-curricular and extracurricular activities, with 80% of them showing readiness for higher taxes in order for the
government to assign larger financial means for this purpose (Cromwell, 2005 cited by
Šiljkovič, Ž at all, 2007). The interest for involvement of students in such activities varies
from one social environment to another. It mostly depends of the material and technical
conditions of the school organizer and the devotion of the teaching staff as a promoter,
initiator and motivator (Telebar, B, 2013). Sport extracurricular activities proved to be a
priority choice for the first four years of education in 1411 young subjects of 65 schools in
central Croatia (Šiljkovič, Ž at all, 2007). Similar results were conducted in a study in
Denmark (Mehlbye and Jensen, 2003). What Telebar 2013 asserts is that the participation of
sports extra-curricular activities is declining with age, so the highest interest show students in
the first year, and the lowest students in fourth year. This is opposite of the findings generated
among the high school students from Kumanovo, where the interest for participation in the
extracurricular activities increases with years. (Dimkovski, 2016).
Essential for the extracurricular sport activities is the fact they can be completed in
multiple days, require certain level of psychophysical preparation, most often are realized
outside the place of residence and associated with a certain financial budget (Dimkovski,
2016). Therefore, the selection of the participants is related to a series of socio-demographic
characteristics of the families, so their management should be adapted to some special
selective criteria. In this direction Torre at all, 2006, submitted an anonymous survey to 2411
junior high school students in the central part of Italy. Extra curriculum physical activity was
evaluated considering whether or not the number of hours of activity was carried out weekly.
Results showed that 71.1% of students reported to participate in extra - curricular physical
activity. Parent educational level and work activity plays a vital role in predicting students
physical activity, with more remunerative activities and higher education levels being more
predictive. These data authors claim will be useful for school administrators and for
politicians in order to reduce the cap between adolescents from the least and most
disadvantaged families. Actually, different criteria gives importance of involving in physical
activity in students with low socioeconomic status (SES). Proximity, cost, facilities, and
safety are the most important, something that did not appeal in students with high SES.
(Humbert Louise. M at all, 20016)
An optimal offer of activities should be given in accordance to the socio-demographic
structure as well as funding opportunities, so that these extra-curricular activities can mainly
be used by those for whom they are anticipated.
Tourism is a phenomenon that binds its beginnings and its duration with leisure time.
Indeed, many theorists connect tourism as a classic form of leisure time (Jagič, 2005). The
same author states that the total leisure time of children and young people is an important
factor in tourism, even more so that students through the forms of extra-curricular and cocurricular organization use this time more often for tourist purposes than those who are in
employment. These activities define sports tourism through its various forms, whereby their
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influence on the intellectual development of the participants, their self-discipline,
socialization, development of the communication skills and creation of a healthy lifestyle are
established. (Skrida, 2014). Also, the author cites the findings of a survey conducted among
parents in Russia that the camp as an extracurricular form is the most popular, and the type of
camp where the children are most deprived is connected with a healthy lifestyle and sport. In
fact, from all the possible activities that a camp can provide sports activities are most popular.
Almost every form of valuated sport extracurricular activities is an opportunity for students to
experience life without their parents or other members of their families (Carr 2011, 144).
Such forms are also recognized in the Macedonian tourist system through their
detection as the primary product of sports tourism (Sub-strategy for development of sports
tourism in the Republic of Macedonia, 2014). As a result of education and awareness of
sports tourism through the adoption of a sub-strategy for its development, the sports events
are also included in the system of subsidizing the events by the Agency for Promotion and
Support of Tourism. The application also includes sports associations, including municipal
school unions.
2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
Anonymous questionnaire was distributed to 90 students from one high school „Goce
Delchev” in Kumanovo (R. Macedonia), with different socio-demographic characteristics
(Table 1). It was used to evaluate the extra-curricular sport activities according to ranking
from one to six in relation to their agreement for being part of the program. The activities that
have resources for a potential start as well as activities that are already active in the high
school from Kumanovo (R. Macedonia) are: excursions (IZL), winter camps (ZLOG) (skiing,
sledding), summer camps (LOG) (swimming, kayaking, sailing) mountain tours (PLTUR),
sports camps (SPAMP), bicycle tours (VELTUR).
Table 1. Socio-demographic characteristics of high school students

college

University

Other (master, PhD)

22.5

49

14

29

8

73

27

27

43

30

8

18

42

More than
4

high school

26

3 and 4 hours

fourth

24.7

Up to 2 hours

third

27

none

second

56

above

first

44

Average spare time
(PSV)

average

F

Family
monthly
income
(MPRIM)

under

M

Physical
activity
(NFA)

no

Parents Education
(OBRAZ)

(GOD)

yes

Student year
Gender
(POL)

32

The data shows a heterogeneous structure of students in each category (Table 1).
Female members are more prevalent, students are evenly distributed by the school year they
attend (fully completed questionnaires are taken into account), families of which parents are
with secondary and higher education, with the average monthly income according to the
reports of the SSO (State Office For Statistics). We have incorporated weekly physical
activity into features as it is important for the subject of the research and the
representativeness of the sample. The results show 73% of students practice physical activity
as recreation which indicates that high school students from Kumanovo (R. Macedonia) are
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aware of the importance of physical activity and have tendency to follow the higher
developed countries regarding this issue. Most of them have a daily average free time of 3 to
4 hours, some even more than 4 hours per day.
The aim of the study is to determine the impact of socio-demographic characteristics
on extra-curricular sports content. To accomplish the objective, the following tasks were
imposed:
- to determine the reliability of the variables for evaluating extra-curricular
sports content
-

to determine the homogeneity of the variables of extra-curricular sports content
and their distribution

-

to determine the impact of the applied system of socio-demographic
characteristics and their partial impacts on the criteria of extra-curricular
activities in the sample.

Based on the aim and the tasks defined, the following hypotheses have been generated as
expected:
H1: reliability is expected in all variables for assessment of extra-curricular sports
content
H2: heterogeneity between the variables of extra-curricular activity and their systemic
normal distribution is expected;
H3: the applied system of socio-demographic variables significantly affects the
majority of criteria of extra-curricular activities, allocating statistically significant
partial impacts such as education and average monthly incomes.
Data processing was performed with the statistical package "Statistica 7.0." Basic
descriptive statistical parameters of the central tendency and dispersion were used, the
reliability was tested with the Cronbach - α coefficient and the influence of the socio demographic characteristics on the variables of extracurricular activities was determined by
linear regressive analysis
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSION
Table 2. Reliability of the item - Cronbach –α

Variables

Itm –
total cor

Cronbach -α

IZL
ZLOG
LLOG
PLTUR
SPKAMP
VELTUR

0.12
0.44
0.65
0.72
0.7
0.26

0.8
0.76
0.72
0.7
0.7
0.79
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Based on the sample size and the way in which variables are evaluated, reliability of
the items as a metric feature was examined. Based on the Table 2, to which Cronbach -α has a
value greater than .70 indicating reliability, shows that the variables / items are consistent,
hence the evaluation of the same variables in same or similar conditions will give same
values. Therefore, same values can be used for further research, giving results scientifically
valid.
This confirms the first hypothesis.
Table 3. Basic descriptive statistical parameters for the variables of extracurricular activities
Variables

X

Sd

KV%

Sk

Kurt

IZL
ZLOG
LLOG
PLTUR
SPKAMP
VELTUR

4.5
4.24
4.95
3.82
3.64
3.44

1.99
1.73
1.43
1.59
1.65
1.84

44.22
40.74
28.88
41.49
45.22
53.51

-1.12
-0.16
-0.68
0.57
0.5
0.44

-0.15
-0.96
0.34
0.22
-0.47
-1.04

K-S
(p-level)
p > .05
p > .20
p > .20
p < .20
p > .20
p > .20

The central tendency and dispersion of extra-curricular sports activities shown on
Table 3, organized by the schools and subject teachers of sports and sports activities, provides
heterogeneous results about the importance of these activities. Homogeneous group is only
the one of summer camping (swimming, kayaking, sailing) (LLOG, KV% = 28.04). This
unification of attitudes is related to a high level of importance or priority in relation to other
offered activities. Only excursions (IZL) as an activity have highest scores in the degree of
importance (Sk = - 1.12). The rest are within the bounds of skewness i.e values within the
limit of = / - 1 that indicate a normal distribution. Values of kurtosis are less than 3, referring
to values that generally point to a partial or complete consent. Of the other activities, winter
camping is third in the degree of importance rated by the students. The testing of normality
after Kolmogorov - Smirnov, distribution by Llliefors, shows 5 out of 6 variables that
systematically lead to normal distribution and explains the possibility for further statistical
processing.
This confirms the second hypothesis.
In relation to the aim of the paper, regressive analyzes of those extra-curricular
activities, where systematic and individual statistically significant influences have appeared,
are set out below.
Table 4. Regression analysis of winter camp variable (ZLOG)
Variables
GOD
POL
OBRAZ
MPRIM
NFA
PSV
RO = .32

R

part - R

-0.06
0.09
0.12
0.17
-0.07
0.16
DELTA =.10

-0.05
0.09
0.12
0.16
-0.06
0.16

BETA
-0.06
0.10
0.13
0.37
-0.07
0.16
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St. err.
BETA
0.11
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.12
0.11

t - test
-0.51
0.85
1.14
2.56
-0.60
1.51
F=1.52

Q
(BETA)
0.61
0.40
0.26
0.05
0.55
0.14
Q = .18
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Table 4, which shows the regression analysis of extra-curricular winter camp (ZLOG),
indicates that the system of variables statistically does not affect the criteria (Q = .18). The
coefficient of multiple correlation RO = .32, explains the common variability by 10%.
Remaining 90% are explained by parameters not relevant in this paper. Partially statistically
significant impact was the monthly income variable (MPRIM) of the student's family,
whereby those students with high monthly incomes ranked higher in winter camps. Since this
activity is financially dependent, the group formed is expected to be by students with family
incomes above average. Thus related indirectly with the finding that parental income is
inversely related to sedentary behavior, or absence of participation in physical activities
(Ferreira,I at, all, 2007, cited by Drenowats, at all, 2010).
Table 5. Regression analysis of mountain tours variable (PLTUR)
Variables
GOD
POL
OBRAZ
MPRIM
NFA
PSV
RO = .28

R

part - R

0.21
0.20
-0.01
-0.01
0.21
0.21
-0.04
-0.03
-0.02
-0.02
0.08
0.08
DELTA =.08

BETA
0.21
-0.01
0.22
-0.04
-0.02
0.08

St. err.
BETA
0.11
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.12
0.11

t - test
1.90
-0.11
1.96
-0.33
-0.15
0.72
F=1.20

Q
(BETA)
0.06
0.91
0.04
0.74
0.88
0.48
Q = .31

From the quantitative data in Table 5, the regression analysis of hiking tours (PLTUR)
does not depend on the socio-demographic characteristics that are subject of research (Q =
.31). From the coefficients of partial regression, statistically significant influence has the
degree of education of the parents (OBRAZ). Hence, the higher the education is, the better the
rank of this extra-curricular activity is. It is expected that such a family environment has a
highly developed awareness of sports activities, offering greater financial stability. Similar
kind of findings is stated by Marco – Garcia at all, 2010 among Spanish students, where in
addition, age and father's education (in both sexes) were associated with the participation of
their offspring in extra-curricular sports during adolescence.
Table 6. Regression analysis of sport camps variable (SPKAMP)
Variables

R

part - R

BETA

GOD
POL
OBRAZ
MPRIM
NFA
PSV

-0.23
-0.25
-0.22
0.18
-0.07
-0.16

-0.21
-0.23
-0.21
0.16
-0.06
-0.15

-0.22
-0.27
-0.22
0.18
-0.07
-0.15

RO = .43

DELTA =.18

St. err.
BETA
0.10
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.10

t - test

Q (BETA)

-2.10
-2.32
-2.09
1.63
-0.60
-1.46

0.04
0.02
0.04
0.11
0.55
0.15

F=3.10

Q = .00

The variables shown in Table 6, have statistically significant impact on the Sport
Camp criteria (SPKAMP) at the level of significance .00. The coefficient of multiple
correlation is RO = .43, whereby the percentage of the explained variance is 18%.
Statistically significant partial impact is shown by three variables: year, gender, and
education at the level of .02 to .04. The inverted placement of BETA coefficients presents the
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following conclusions: higher interest in sports camps is shown by male students, under-age
students and students whose parents have lower level of education. Sports camps like sports
and tourism activities are primarily intended for students that are active athletes or for those
who have a desire to become one. In such activities and their ranking, educative base should
be taken into account, which will indicate the true values of sporting involvement and the
possible positive or negative implications.
From the statement above, the third hypothesis is partially confirmed.
If we consider that all sport activities take part in the domain of sports tourism, and
the activity of the two sectors - sport and tourism is highly dependent of one another, than a
financial subsidy for a complete realization of these programs is required for creating a joint
developmental strategy, educational - touristic. In fact, it can be part of a broad policy for
creating programs of extra-curricular activities in order to develop a sports-educational
tourism where initiators would also be the professional teaching staff.
The curriculum of extra-curricular activities, based on their specificity, clarified in our
paper in relation to the highly financially dependent activities, is insignificant to the examined
socio-demographic characteristics, with the exception of sport camps given in the research
paper Torre at all. Regarding the extracted partial influences, their findings do not deviate
from ours, meaning that the level of education of the parents and monthly family incomes are
the factor that defines their choice of sport activity (Torre at all, 2003).
Furthermore, the results show the role of teaching staff in the motivational process of
the students to get interested about a specific activity. Same findings were confirmed by
Telabar, 2013, taking into account that most of them show an interest in recreational physical
activity in everyday life.
4. CONCLUSION
What is imposed as a general conclusion is that the results generated in our research
paper using the students from Kumanovo, R. Macedonia as subjects, about their behavior and
involvement in different sport activities do not differ from the statistic evidences on a global
level, nor does the role of the teaching staff in the process of creating conditions for
realization of the extracurricular sport activities. In general, such findings would refer to a
wider population of high school students from other cities in the Republic of Macedonia,
which certainly would be a challenge for a new, similar kind of research.
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Abstract: The percentage of the wetted area under drip irrigation is an important indicator
affecting the consistent crop yield. This percentage is connected on one side to the area
occupied by the root system of the respective crop, and on the other side, to the number of
drippers (emitters), the volume of water discharged by one dripper, and its flow rate. Taking
into account that many companies offer series of similar drippers with different flow rates,
and the existing literature data for the percentage of the wetted area at different flow rates and
soil types, the paper studies the energy consumption in different cases, since this indicator is
an essential part of the operating costs of the irrigation system. The results of the
investigations show that the energy consumption diminishes with the increase of the flow rate
of the drippers, and this reduction is more strongly expressed with the increase of the distance
between the driplines.
Keywords: drip irrigation, optimization of irrigation systems, wetted area, uniformity of flow
rate distribution

1. INTRODUCTION
The percentage of the wetted area under drip irrigation is an important indicator
affecting the consistent crop yield. This percentage is connected with the area occupied by the
root system of the respective crop, the soil type as well as with the number of drippers, water
delivery volume and intensity, i.e. with the flow rate of the drippers. For the time being, there
are no investigations for the optimal percentage of wetting but there is data [1] indicating that
in case of wetting of 50% of the root area of the plants the transpiration falls to 88% without
deterioration of growth, while in case of wetting of less than 1/3 of the root area the
transpiration falls considerably, making the irrigation useless.
There is enough data in the literature for the diameter of the wetted area when
delivering certain volume of water to different types of soils but there is scarce data and
methodological instructions for the flow rate. Besides, it should be noted that the flow rate of
the drippers is an important indicator in the formation of the wetted area, as far as the spacing
between the drippers and driplines (laterals) for different soil types and crop is concerned.

On the other hand, the magnitude of the flow rate is directly related to the energy
consumption which is part of the operational costs of the irrigation system and, at the same
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time is connected to the energy power of the feed sources as well as to the organization of
irrigation in a comparatively larger irrigation area. Having in mind this, the subject of the
present investigation is to find out how the energy consumption will change with the use of
drippers having different nominal flow rate (flow rate at a pressure of 1 atm.), and in case of
different spacing between the driplines, under the same irrigation norm.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1. INVESTIGATIONS
There is data from international investigations {[2], [3]} about the percentage of
wetting from driplines with a continuous scheme of wetting, for different flow rates and soil
types (Table1), and this data is used for the development of the methodological instructions
for design of drip systems by the former institute “Vodproekt” [4]. In parallel to this, it should
be noted that a number of companies offer series of similar drippers with different flow rate in
the market, most often built in driplines with equal diameter.
2.2. WHY INVESTIGATE THE EFFECT OF DRIPPERS’ FLOW RATE
The following question stands before the irrigation and drainage engineer, designer
and operator: if we have to provide certain percent of wetting, i.e. certain wetting area for a
defined soil type and crop, how the different flow rate of these drippers will affect the
operational costs, and especially the energy consumption per unit wetted area, respectively
per one percent of this area, having in mind the experimental data in Table 1. Besides, for a
certain relation between the percentage of wetting and crop yield, an optimization problem
could be composed and solved, concerning the receiving of maximum additional net income
from the irrigation. Undoubtedly, the irrigation with a larger flow rate will bring about some
organizational benefits like the availability of more non-irrigation technological (free) time
which is related in turn with other operational benefits. But how this will concern the energy
consumption for wetting of unit area?
2.3. METHOD OF INVESTIGATION
In order to carry out this analysis, let’s take as an example the series of similar
drippers of the Greek company EURODRIP, examining the series of similar drippers
(driplines) GR 16. Four modifications of drippers are offered – with nominal flow rate 1.7,
2.2, 4.2 and 7.5 l h-1 for a head of 10 m, and at the same time, for the purpose of the design
and investigation, the respective values of the key curve’s parameters are presented – the
proportionality coefficient К and the exponent index of Х. Let’s make this analysis for three
different distances between the driplines at the table – through 1 m, 2m and 3 m, and for a
different flow rate of the drippers.
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Table 1. Determination of the water discharge and the space between the drippers in order to reach the necessary percentage of wetting
Distance
between
driplines,
m

Water discharge of the drippers, l h-1
More than 12
Less than1.5

2

4

8

Space between the drippers in sandy (S), clayey-sandy (CS) and clayey (С) soils , m

0.8
1.0
1.2
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
6.0

S
0,2

CS
0,5

C
0,9

S
0.3

CS
0,7

C
1.0

S
0.6

CS
1,0

C
1,3

S
1,0

CS
1,3

C
1,7

S
1,3

CS
1,6

C
2,0

38
33
25
20
15
12
10
9
8
7
6
5

88
70
58
47
35
28
23
20
18
16
14
12

100
100
92
73
55
44
37
31
28
24
22
18

50
40
33
26
20
16
13
11
10
9
8
7

100
80
67
53
40
32
26
23
20
18
16
14

100
100
100
80
60
48
40
34
30
26
24
20

100
100
100
53
40
32
26
23
20
18
16
14

100
100
100
80
60
48
40
34
30
26
24
20

100
100
100
100
80
64
53
46
40
36
32
27

100
100
100
100
60
48
40
34
30
26
24
20

100
100
100
100
80
64
53
46
40
36
32
27

100
100
100
100
100
80
67
57
50
44
40
34

100
100
100
100
80
64
53
46
40
36
32
27

100
100
100
100
100
80
67
57
50
44
40
34

100
100
100
100
100
100
80
68
60
53
48
40
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Since some of the flow rates in the table differ insignificantly from the flow rates of the
drippers GR 16, it will be correct to introduce a small interpolation between the table data.
For a basic unit of investigation let’s take a wetted area of 1 da, with clayey sandy soil, where
the driplines will be placed. For such a case, the calculated number of drippers in this unit
area, the recommended spacing between the drippers and the percentage of wetting are
presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Technological parameters for operation of driplines with a series of similar drippers
GR 16 in 1 da, clayey sandy soil
Flow rate
drippers, qk,
l h-1

1.7

2.2

of Parameters
operation

of Distance between the driplines, m

Spacing between
drippers, m
% of wetted area,
Number
of
drippers per da, n
Spacing between
drippers, m
% of wetted area
Number
of
drippers per da, n
Spacing between
drippers, m
% of wetted area

4.2
Number
of
drippers per da, n
Spacing between
drippers, m
% of wetted area
7.5
Number
of
drippers per da, n

1

2

3

0.58

0.58

0.58

74
1552

37
863

24
517

0.73

0.73

0.73

84
1233

42
686

27
411

1.02

1.02

1.02

100

61

42

882

418

294

1.26

1.26

1.26

100

77

51

714

398

238

If we assume that for one irrigation session an irrigation norm m (in m3 da-1) will be
delivered, then the time for realization of this irrigation session t п will be obtained from the
formula
m.1000
h,
tп 
(1)
q k .n
where n is the number of drippers in 1 da;
qк - flow rate of the drippers in l h-1.
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The energy consumption Е for the realization of the set irrigation norm m may be
obtained from the formula:
Е  9.81.n. q k .

1
 H . t m , kwh,
3600000

(2)

where Н is the operating head of the drippers for delivering the set flow rates for drip
irrigation – 10 m.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Since by its physical essence the energy consumption in the considered options
represents the work necessary for ascending of one and the same volume of water m to an
equal height (elevation), then this indicates that also the energy consumption E will be the
same for this unit area for the different options, namely

E  0.0272 .m

kwh.

(3)

This can be easily proved by calculation and indicates that in this case 27.2 Wh energy
is consumed for delivery of 1 cubic meter of water. It follows from this that knowing the
percentage of wetting in the various options of the flow rate and the distance between the
driplines given in Table 1, we can obtain the energy consumed for the wetting of 1% of this
area (Table 3), which is an indicator of considerable importance showing how much costeffectively and rationally the consumed energy is used in these cases, and how much it could
concern indirectly the yield if the relation between the wetted area and the yield has been
presented by the respective agronomists.
Table 3. Consumption of energy in Watthours (Wh) for wetting of 1% of the irrigated area
depending on the irrigation norm m in cubic meters, flow rate of the drippers and the distance
between the driplines
Flow
rate
of
drippers, qk, l h-1

1.7
2.2
4.2
7.5

Distance between driplines, meters

1

2

3

0.37. m
0,32. m
0,27. m
0,27. m

0.73. m
0,64. m
0,44. m
0,35. m

1.13. m
1,0. m
0,65. m
0.53. m

This energy consumption in the irrigation season, as a whole, doesn’t depend on the
realized magnitude of the irrigation norm, i.e. it is the same if the irrigation sessions will be
more with smaller doses or the opposite – less but with higher norms.
If we consider the hydraulic processes in detail, it would be correct to note that the
energy consumption will be higher to a less extent with the drippers with higher flow rate
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compared to the drippers with smaller flow rate, due to the fact that the hydraulic losses in the
driplines will be slightly larger but this is insignificant and is not the subject of this paper.
Besides, it should be noted that if during the operation and also in the design phase a limited
time for irrigation of this unit area, i.e. t п  const. , under one and the same irrigation norm is
assumed, it could be easily proved that the energy consumption would be higher if drippers
with less flow rate are used. The reason for this is the necessity of increasing the operating
pressure, respectively the flow rate for the realization of the irrigation in this fixed time, but
this study is also not the subject of this paper.
Besides, the analysis of the above table indicates that for one and the same flow rate,
the energy consumption for wetting of unit area increases with the increase of the distance
between the driplines, which is important, especially for drip irrigation of corn, sunflower and
other crops with non-nested planting scheme but at the same time the number of driplines in
unit area diminishes, which represents an optimization problem.
Data from the above table may be used also for planning of the necessary energy
obtained from non-traditional sources – solar panels, diesel-electric plants and wind turbines.
4. CONCLUSIONS


For one and the same distance between driplines, the energy consumption for wetting
of unit area diminishes with the increase of the operational flow rate of the drippers,
and this reduction is more strongly expressed with the increase of the distance
between the driplines, i.e. if there are no other limitations, it is recommended to use
drippers with larger nominal flow rate.



This reduction of the energy consumption may reach 50% and more, with a distance
between the driplines of 2 meters and more, and increase of drippers’ flow rate from
1.5 ÷ 2.0 l h-1 to 7.0 ÷8.0 l h-1.
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Abstract: Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is becoming an indispensable part of a
sustainable business and the source of the company's competitive advantage. The aim of this
research is to determine the implications of applying the CSR concept to employees and
examine the impact of the conceptual CSR framework dimensions on business performances
of the company. The defined model refers to improving company performance through the
implementation of CSR activities based on five dimensions (environmental, social, economic,
stakeholder and dimension of voluntarism). The survey is based on data of employee attitudes
collected in Russia, Bulgaria and Serbia. A survey questionnaire was used as a data collection
tool. Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) and Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) were
used to obtain and analyze the results. The results show that the awareness of employees
about the realization of CSR activities in the company positively influences their satisfaction
and commitment to the company and therefore the overall business performance of the
company.
Keywords: Dimensions of CSR, employees, employee’s satisfaction, business performances

1. INTRODUCTION
Dramatic changes of business environment in last years have caused some significant
changes in the relation of companies to certain issues. To be socially responsible company
doesn't mean just fulfilling the obligations prescribed by law, yet implies investments in
human capital, environment and improving relationships with all stakeholders [1]. Nowadays,
the primary focus of companies is moved from a profit toward sustainable development. By
incorporating the CSR in business strategy and daily business operation, companies
accomplish numerous benefits through strengthening connections with stakeholders, gaining
better reputation, developing the ability to innovate, etc.
Corporate social responsibility isn't new business practice and the great number of
approaches in research on CSR has been developed [2]. Some of the researchers dealt with the
influence of CSR activities on the certain elements of business while others researchers were
focused on factors that influenced the CSR implementation and results. Significant
contribution in the field of defining CSR concept has been given with Triple Bottom Line
approach [3] which, applied to CSR, addresses three pillars: the environment, the economy,
and the society. Authors have been using this concept for defining various cause-consequence
relations of CSR with other elements in business such as motivation, performances and
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competitive success [4,5,6]. In addition to the aforementioned TBL concept, the concept
presented by Carroll (1979) [7] has been often used, that comprises four responsibilities:
legal, economic, discretionally and ethical, forming the Pyramid of corporate responsibility
[8,9]. This set of responsibilities build the base for considering the nature of company
responsibility. Further researches based on this concept showed the possibility of making a
clear distinction between proposed responsibilities, therefore, it can be a useful instrument for
measuring CSR [10]. By reviewing the literature, the dimensions which have been repeated in
numerous definitions are being spotted: environmental, social, economic, stakeholder and
voluntariness dimension [11,12].
One of the widely accepted CSR concepts is derived from stakeholder theory [8, 13]
where the importance of different groups’ interests, actively or passively connected to
companies’ activities, was emphasized. Stakeholder approach is the key to identifying and
expanding the social role of the company that overcomes financial goals and prescribed norms
[14]. The interest in attitudes of employees comes as consequence of opinion that CSR
increases the loyalty of employees and thus engagement and productivity [15].
The main focus of this paper is a relationship between dimensions of corporate social
responsibility and overall performances of the company as a result of employee satisfaction at
work and dedication to company’s values. The five dimensions of CSR defined by Dahlsrud
(2008) have been used [11]: environmental, economic, social, stakeholder and voluntariness.
As an independent variable, the perception of employees toward CSR activities classified
through dimensions was defined. Dependent variables were the satisfaction of employees that
has been encouraged by CSR activities, and overall performances of the company as a
consequence of the greater dedication of employees to a company. The research carried out
for the purpose of this paper has been related to employees from Russia, Bulgaria and Serbia,
about the mode of implementing corporate social responsibility concept and its results.
2. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND DEFINING OF CONCEPTUAL
MODEL
Very important field of CSR research is responsiveness of stakeholders on different
CSR actions. The employees represent significant actors in the company's business, therefore,
their reactions on company's CSR are the crucial aspect of CSR studies.
In the research conducted in Australia, Fortier (2013) proved the strong positive
relationship between CSR perception and job satisfaction among the employees[16].
Accordingly, the better perception of an employee about company's CSR activities increases
the satisfaction the employee feels while performing daily operations. The research carried
out in Pakistan also pointed to positive relationships between the dedication of employees and
level of CSR activities as well as the positive influence of employees' organizational
commitment on organizational performance [17]. Likewise, Brammer et al. (2007) were
researching the connections in organizational commitment and employees perception of CSR,
by using a model based on social identity theory[18]. The same theory was used by Turker
(2009) in research carried out in Turkey which results were very similar to the others[19]. Lee
et al. (2013) were examining how perceived belonging to the culture of the company and CSR
affected on employees commitment and their performances[20]. Corporate culture becomes
the resource for reaching competitive advantage by implementing CSR activities through
which the coherence of employees and company is increased. Company's good CSR
reputation can ensure the low employee fluctuation rate and draw the attention of the potential
quality job seekers. This approach to CSR has roots in stakeholder theory [8] by which the
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company's long-term value is based on knowledge, abilities and commitment of employees as
well as relationships with investors, clients and other stakeholders. The research of Mueller et
al. (2012) referred to the perception of employees toward CSR and organizational
commitment [12]. The survey was cross-cultural, conducted in 17 countries, and results
showed that CSR perception was connected with affective commitment (AC) of an employee.
AC is an emotional response and identification with company's values, and it is much stronger
in culture with a higher level of human orientation, institutional collectivism and orientation
on future than in culture with a low level of previously mentioned strengths. Story and Neves
(2015) investigated how employees were perceiving CSR motives of the company and how
CSR efforts affect employee s' performances[21]. Attention is given to whether the employees
make the difference between intrinsic and extrinsic motivations and impact of that perception
on the performance of employees. Glavas and Kelley (2014) examined the influence of CSR
on employees attitudes based on how companies treated other beyond the organization [22].
The results showed that employees' perception of CSR had been positively connected with
organizational commitment and partially mediated by work meaningfulness and perceived
organizational support.
2.1. DIMENSIONS OF CSR
Review of corporate social responsibility can be done through a certain number of
interconnected dimensions that can create the solid base for defining company’s attitudes
toward the most important issues of the society and surrounding [6].
Significant global aspects of environmental care are the gasses emission reduction,
energy efficiency, increasing the productivity while sustainable consumption of resources, yet
these questions are considered on the high international institutional level. Environmental
dimension refers to environmental protection and taking care of natural surrounding while
performing everyday activities [12]. While planning of sustainable business, companies
should take into consideration own share in addressing the environmental issues, in order to
ensure enough resources and energy for present operational activities and at the same time
preventing jeopardizing of the future activities. Some authors have been putting the
environmental concerns in focus of socially responsible behavior and management of the
company [23]. The activities which are to implement, first of all, should be in accordance
with the adopted law, then, the awareness for support to environmental initiatives should be
developed and policies and procedures for decreasing harmful influence created.
The company's attitude towards social vicinity in which operates has a dominant role
in the determination of socially responsible behavior of the company. More appreciated is the
company that is socially responsible and engaged in the local environment in a transparent
manner [24]. Ansoff pointed that social dimension of CSR should reflect the interaction of the
company with vicinity at all levels of strategic decision making [25]. By doing business in
this way, companies should improve the social legitimacy of their work and deal with new
challenges which refer: defining the role of the company in the society, new attitudes of
consumers toward companies, new dimensions of social control [26] thereby affecting
forming the attitudes of company's stakeholders toward strategic management [1]. Lim and
Greenwood (2017) suggest social reporting, labor practice indicators, human capital
development, talent attraction and retention, corporate citizenship and philanthropy as general
indicators under the social dimension [27].
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The economic aspect of CSR, among scientists, had been neglected for a long time
when it comes to corporate social responsibility [28]. The economic responsibility of the
company, as an aspect, has been developed contrary to theorists who oppose CSR concept
[29]. It is presupposed that financial implications aren't the only matter of concerns of
companies, already the direct and indirect influence the company accomplishes in the
surrounding is been taking into account. As long as companies invest in CSR activities under
the assumption of future profitability or competitive success, they fulfill both an economic
and social role. For economic dimension Lim and Greenwood (2017) proposed corporate
governance, risk and crisis management, and codes of conduct, compliance, corruption and
bribery as general indicators [27].
Voluntarily directing interests of the company on people, planet and profit [30] draw
attention to the stakeholders. Paying attention to all stakeholders doesn’t just help the
company to improve business performance and create greater value yet shows its moral values
and business culture. The questions of choices between potential damage and benefit of
certain groups, the resolution the conflicted interests of stakeholders, and harmonization of
relationships between interested sides need to be considered [14].
The essence of CSR concept is voluntariness because of all company's activities
connected to aforementioned dimensions should be implemented on the voluntary basis and
beyond the fulfillment of obligatory level prescribed by the norms. Employee volunteerism is
a common way of practicing of corporate social responsibility that is used by a company to
strength employee affiliation to a company and, on the other hand, to improve corporate
reputations and connections with other stakeholders. Companies include in business strategies
support to involving of employees in CSR activities as the opportunity to connect internal and
external efforts of the company [31, 32].
In this research the perception of employees toward five dimensions of CSR evaluated
through the importance of CSR activities was used. The dependent variable was the
employee's satisfaction on the job. Taking into consideration the results of previous
researches and estimated importance of CSR dimensions, the following hypothesis is defined:
Hypothesis H1. Employees’ satisfaction at work and their commitment are positively
related to perceived CSR activities within CSR dimensions.
2.2. SATISFACTION OF EMPLOYEES
The satisfaction of employees is linked to various elements of the work environment
that relate to social relationships, work atmosphere, personal affinities and job conditions.
Especially in Western economies, job security is not guaranteed by work contracts, but
continuous evaluation of employee performance is carried out, and partly employees are held
responsible for their careers and development. Loyalty to a company is not implied, therefore,
both employee and the employer have the responsibility to create a win-win relationship in
which the values of people and companies will be in the same direction. CSR is a manner for
influencing employees perception and in this way, creates a greater impact on the
performance of the company [16].
It is very important to study how employees perceive the importance and
implementation of CSR because on the basis of employee attitudes about the company the
relationships in the workplace and attitudes towards work, loyalty and behavior, are being
created. Organizational commitment arises from the fulfillment of employees expectation
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concerning acting of the company in different areas. If the needs for learning and possibilities
for career progression are fulfilled [18], if employees' abilities are enhanced and adequate
utilized, and if all efforts are properly rewarded, employees feel fulfillment, completely
dedicate themselves to work, and thus the organizational commitment is being significantly
increased [19]. The large part of working climate comes from CSR [33], therefore, through
CSR activities working surrounding should be made safe in a physical and psychological
sense. The attitudes about organizational support to employees are the consequences of the
manner the company contribute to wellbeing and development of employees. Demonstrated
organizational justice contributes to the perception of righteousness [20], equality and a fair
distribution of resources [22].
Interest in social engagement of companies and participation in socially responsible
activities that concerns others issues eg. social and environmental also affects a sense of
belonging and identification which develops among employees. A significant element in
connecting an employee with company represent values company promote through CSR
activities. In order to identify employees with company's values, it is necessary that those are
aligned with their personal ethical attitudes. Employees are proud of companies that are
making efforts to build positive relationships with the environment and thus build a business
reputation that is considered prestigious in society [20].
Affiliation with the organizational social group and identification of employees with
company values can influence the building of the identity of employees as socially
responsible members of the community [19]. For the above mentioned reasons, companies
have the interest of ensuring the loyalty of their employees, involving employees in the efforts
of the organization and building a unique identity. Through the positive influence on the
employees, the positive influence of the company on the entire social community is being
made [34, 35, 6].
By applying CSR, the company affects the performance of its business through
employee satisfaction and the identification with the values of the company and,
consequently, the more intense engagement, thus the following hypothesis can be defined:
Hypotesis H2. Business performances of the company are positively related to
satisfaction and engagement of employees at work.
2.3. BUSINESS PERFORMANCE
The importance of understanding established relations between employees and CSR
efforts of the company is subject of many articles. Authors Yu and Choi (2016) assumed and
tried to prove the hypothesis that CSR activities represent mediators among companies and
employees´ commitment to the company[36]. Likewise, it is assumed that greater dedication
and loyalty of worker reflects on their personal performance and consequently on the overall
performance of the company. Findings of those researchers pointed positive connections
between employees attitudes and companies results. Lindgreen et al. (2009), who explored
CSR activities in the fields of ecology and philanthropy, also confirmed a positive impact on
the company's performance [37]. Peters and Mullen (2009) have investigated the relationship
between the company's financial performance and CSR and concluded that, over time, the
financial performance of companies that implement CSR is getting better [38].
In addition to financial results, a significant role in measuring the success of the
business is been played by non-financial performance. The competitive advantage of the
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company is reflected through [39]: increasing sales and market share, strengthening brand
positions, strengthening corporate image and impact, strengthening the company's ability to
attract and retain a qualified workforce and reduce operating costs. By developing
connections between the employees and the organization, the perception of the overall
performances of the company has been positively influenced [20] because the fact that
employees belong to a company that is socially responsible positively affects the attitudes
about their job.
Based on the stated hypothesis H1 and H2, one can define a theoretical model for the
influence of certain parameters of CSR on the business performance of the company, which is
shown in Figure 1. The model shows the indirect influence five dimensions of CSR as well as
direct influence of satisfaction of employees on the business performance.

CSR Dimensions

H1(+)

Satisfaction of
Employees

H2(+)

Business
Performance

Figure 1. Conceptual model of the impact of CSR dimensions on business performance of
companies

3. METHODOLOGY
The target population for this research were employees working in different
companies in Russia , Bulgaria and Serbia, where research was conducted from December
2016 to March 2018. The tested sample is heterogeneous and includes a very similar number
of employees from each country, employees in private and state-owned companies, different
industrial sectors and level of education of respondents.
The questionnaire used in the research fundamentally consists of three groups of
questions. The first group of questions refers to the general knowledge and significance of the
CSR concept. The second group of questions in the questionnaire is focused on the
knowledge of CSR dimensions (environmental, economic, social, dimensions of stakeholders
and volunteerism), their importance for the business, and how much employees are familiar
with the activities related to these dimensions. The third group of questions is related to the
demographic characteristics of the respondents and the companies in which they work
(gender, education, time of engagement in the company, workplace, size of the company,
number of employees, industry sector, etc.).
The advantage of using a questionnaire, from the formal point of view, is that it
ensures anonymity and confidentiality of data, as well as complete standardization of the
collected data. The survey covered a total of 467 respondents which correctly filled out the
questionnaire.
For the analysis of the obtained results presented in the paper the software package
SPSS v.17 was used, and for the analysis of the measurement and structural model, the
structural equation model (SEM) and software package LISREL v.8.0 were used [40].
3.1. THE DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE
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In Table 1 the data that enable acquisition of an image of the sample structure in the
studied countries are presented.
Table 1. The demographic characteristics of the sample
Variables
Country

Age

Gender

Level of education

Position in the company

Percentage (%)

Category


Russia

36.19



Bulgaria

24.41



Serbia

39.40

•

18-25

•

18.6

•

26-35

•

41.8

•

36-45

•

19.5

•

46-55

•

17.8

•

55-65

•

1.3

•

Over 65

•

1.1

•

Male

•

38.5

•

Female

•

61.5

•

High school diploma and under diploma

•

Diploma of the Vocational Education

•

39.8

•

BSc

•

26.1

•

MSc

•

18.2

•

PhD

•

4.3

Other

•

4.5

•

7.1

•

Worker

•

61.0

•

Headworker

•

28.5

•

Supervisor

•

10.5
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4. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
Measurement model is estimated by using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). The
analysis of the measurement model has resulted in the indices of the fitting model
(χ2/df=2.599, CFI=0.98, IFI=0.98, NFI=0.96, RMR=0.064, RMSEA=0.059), which are in
accordance with the recommended, that is, with values that indicate good model fitting. The
obtained results of the indices of the fitting model were presented in Table 2 and Figure 2.
Table 2. Fit indices for the measurement model
χ2/df

RMSEA

RMR

CFI

NFI

NNFI

IFI

RFI

GFI

2.599

0.059

0.064

0.98

0.96

0.97

0.98

0.96

0.91

<3

< 0.08

< 0.10

> 0.90

> 0.90

> 0.90

> 0.90

> 0.90

> 0.90

χ2=517.28 df=199
(p<0.05)
Accepted fit

Slika 2. Measurement model
Based on confirmatory factor analysis, discriminant and convergent validity were
tested. All load factor indicators are higher than 0.50, as shown in Table 3, their structures are
statistically significant (p <0.01), indicating that the convergent validity was achieved [41],
i.e. that the indicators used in this study adequately represent concepts to which they refer.
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Table 3. Assessment of convergent validity
Construct

Standardized
Regression
Weights

CSR
Dimensions

0.55 - 0.83

Satisfaction
of
Employees
Business
Performance

0.55 - 0.78

Critical
ratio
tvalue
12.01
–
19.47
12.12
–
19.22
14.12
–
20.00

0.62 - 0.80

Average
Variance
Extracted
(AVE)
0.514

Discriminant
Validity

0.437

0.661

0.516

0.718

0.717

The coefficient of internal consistency Cronbach α [42,43] also indicates the reliability
of measurment scales. All values for all groups are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Internal consistency group of statements
Construct

n

Mean

Variance

CSR Dimensions
Satisfaction of
Employees
Business Performance
Total

5
10

3.381
3.896

1.688
1.203

Cronbach’s
alpha
0.842
0.885

7

3.690
3.714

1.481
1.402

0.877
0.914

Before testing the structural model, it is necessary to define the correlation model
(Table 5), which establishes correlational connections among defined groups of questions, in
order to confirm that the 22 measurable variables reflect the 3 latent variables in a reliable
manner.
Table 5. Correlation Matrix and Discriminant Validity
Construct

CSR Dimensions

Satisfaction of
Employees

CSR Dimensions

0.717

Satisfaction of Employees

0.745

0.661

Business Performance

0.758

0.817

Business
Performance

0.718

The bold numbers on the diagonal in Table 5 represent the square root of the AVE,
while the off-diagonal elements represent the correlation. Correlation is significant at the 0.01
level.
Given the satisfactory parameters structural models fitting and the conditions of
validity of the concepts met, in the next phase, the structural analysis was conducted. In
Figure 3 a structural model is shown.
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Figure 3. Structural model
Evaluation of structural model indicated a satisfactory indexes model fitting (Table 6),
all load factors and chi-square goodness-of-fit statistics of the structural model χ2 = 545.73, df
= 199, χ2/df = 2.74, have statistical significance (p<0.000).
Table 6. Fit indices for the structural model
χ2/df

RMSEA

RMR

CFI

NFI

NNFI

IFI

RFI

GFI

2.739

0.061

0.087

0.97

0.96

0.97

0.97

0.95

0.90

<3

< 0.08

< 0.10

> 0.90

> 0.90

> 0.90

> 0.90

> 0.90

> 0.90

χ2=517.28 df=199
(p<0.05)
Accepted fit

After that, followed testing of structural relations between concepts. The findings,
presented in Table 7, are showing a statistically significant influence of CSR dimensions on
employee satisfaction (β=0.53, t=9.57, p<0.01), thus confirming the hypothesis H1.
Realization of the CSR activities within dimensions causes a positive impact on the
satisfaction of the employees, who were the target group in the research. The research results
show the motivation of employees as an important determinant of perceived value, which has
direct and also the most significant influence on business performance (β=0.51, t=8.88,
p<0.01), thus confirming the hypothesis H2.
Table 7. Path Coefficients and t-Values of the Hypothesis
The relationship
or path

Critical ratio
or (t-value)

Casual
relations

(H1) CSR → SAT

Standardized
regression
coefficient
0.53

9.57

R1: yes

(H2) SAT → BP

0.51

8.88

R1: yes

(a) significance

at the level of 99%
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Results of the path analysis show that both hypotheses have been confirmed.
Corporate socially responsible business is a business practice applied by more and more
modern companies in order to gain a competitive advantage on the market. For companies
that operate socially responsible is not enough just to develop and implement specific
activities, but also to spread and promote achieved results [45], in order to make a
transparency of mission of corporate social responsibility. Through the proposed model the
impact of five dimensions of corporate social responsibility on the satisfaction of employees
has been examined. Employees are the driving force of any organization. For this reason, each
company's management should introduce the employees to the concept of CSR and involve
them in the implementation of these activities. The obtained results show that the
implementations of the activities within the most important CSR dimensions have a very
favorable influence on the satisfaction of employees and thus contribute to the business
performance of the company. Through this business practice, companies reduce all the
harmful activities that their business has on the community and strive to provide more value
to society, showing concern for the benefit of the entire community [46]. Due to rapid social
changes, globalization, information flows and increased transparency, CSR will become an
even more important factor in connecting companies and surrounding.
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PRIVACY AND INFORMATION SECURITY
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Abstract: With the entry into force of the General Data Protection Regulation, organizations
having activities within the European Union must pay particular attention to the protection of
personal data, in addition to information security. In order to comply with strict data
management requirements as required by the Regulation, data protection and information
security incidents have to be treated differently in order to comply with information security
and data privacy laws and standards. Most of these events are information systems incidents
too. Most of the organizations have a solution to dealing with them because restoring and
restarting IT systems is a business requirement. The introduction of new separate processes
for data privacy causes redundancy and additional costs. This paper analyses issues related to
the integrated management of information security and data privacy incidents and presents a
standardized incident management process model that, in addition to effective enforcement,
also supports compliance with information security and data protection legislation.
Keywords: information security, data privacy, personal data, incident, management,
integrated model

1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of the organisations is to produce goods and provide services to their clients,
customers and partners. During their production activities they gather, store, transform,
display, handle and exchange information with 3rd party organisations. This information may
consist of business and personal information. Another categorisation can be public,
confidential, secret or top secret information, too.
Organisations have legal requirements regarding information security according to
their field of activity and the information they handle. The legal environment consists of three
types of acts: information security, data privacy and sectoral acts.
The sectoral laws may be divided into two subgroups: business related and security
related. While the business-related laws imply implementation of information security
measures, the sectoral information security and data privacy laws require implementation of
internal rules and regulations regarding information security and data privacy.
The internal regulations required by laws, should consist of policies, procedures and
regulations to enforce information security, and they should incorporate penalties for violation
of data privacy and information security. These regulations together form the Information
Security Management System (ISMS).
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While the role of information security increases, and the related laws are continuously
improved to properly protect information and personal data, more and more information
security events such as data leakage are discovered and made public. Companies usually have
incident management process in place for IT services, but they lack implementation of
security incident management, or maybe they have them working separately without
interaction between them.
An integrated incident management process is needed with participation of the IT and
information security department, in order to enable quick investigation and response to
service and security incidents.
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1. INFORMATON SECURITY AND DATA PRIVACY
Several definitions exist for information security but the most comprehensive is given
by the ISO/IEC 27001 standard. Throughout this document I use that definition.
Information security: “preservation of confidentiality, integrity and availability of
information; in addition, other properties such as authenticity, accountability, non-repudiation
and reliability can also be involved” [8].
Confidentiality: “the property that information is not made available or disclosed to
unauthorized individuals, entities, or processes” [8].
Integrity: “the property of safeguarding the accuracy and completeness of assets“ [8].
Availability: “the property of being accessible and usable upon demand by an
authorized entity” [8].
The definition of personal data is best described by Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons
with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, and
repealing Directive 95/46/EC. The regulation supersedes and need harmonization with
national laws for data privacy of European Union (EU) countries [11]. The act entered in
force on 25th of May 2018.
Personal data: “means any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural
person (‘data subject’); an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or
indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number,
location data, an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical,
physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person”
[11]
Information security management system (ISMS): “That part of the overall
management system, based on a business risk approach, to establish, implement, operate,
monitor, review, maintain and improve information security” [8].
Goal of data privacy is protection of personal data, it focuses is on confidentiality and
integrity of personal data, which is part of information security.
Before adoption of GDPR, most organisations focused on defining a right privacy
statement and incorporated data privacy constraints in the contracts with 3rd parties for
processing personal data. These implemented security measures fulfil only the administrative
requirements of national data privacy laws, but they do not provide protection for personal
data stored in information systems.
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By adoption of GDPR [11] by EU, the level of penalties for data privacy breaches
became so high, that organisation started to implement security measures in their information
systems and developed information security and data privacy incident management.
2.2. LAWS, STANDARDS, REGULATIONS
Organisations have the option to implement security standards, but they must comply
with the relevant laws. The most important information security and data privacy laws and
regulations without the need for completeness:
-

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [11], is the comprehensive regulation
of EU for data privacy;
Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) [2], requires US federal
agencies to implement information security program for their information systems;
Social Security Number Privacy Act [14], lists rules for handling social security
numbers;
Children's Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) [1], for limiting companies in
collection and disclosure of children’s personal information;
Hungarian Act L of 2013 on Electronic Security of State and Local Government
Bodies [5], Hungarian act for implementing information security in public sector.

The most important and well known sectoral laws and regulations, without any
completeness are the following:
-

-

Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) [12], protects investors and the public by increasing
the accuracy and reliability of corporate disclosures, includes paragraphs for audit
requirements;
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLB) Act of 1999 [3], includes paragraphs for
protection of consumer’s financial information;
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) [4], has a Privacy
Rule and a Security Rule;
Identity Theft Red Flags and Address Discrepancies Under the Fair and Accurate
Credit Transactions Act of 2003 - 16 CFR Part 681, [6] requires financial
institutions and creditors to implement identity theft prevention program to detect,
prevent and mitigate identity theft.

The implementation of standards is optional for organisations. Usually they choose to
implement them to gain productivity, improve quality and/or security. In some cases
implementation of a specific standard can be mandatory. The most frequently implemented
standards related to information security are:
-

ISO/IEC 20000-1:2011 is a service management system standard [7].
ISO/IEC 27001:2013 is an information security management system standard;
PCI-DSS is the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard [10], for securing
payments and protect transaction information, it is mandatory for organisations
using payment card technologies;
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-

NIST Special Publication 800-NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 [13], its title suggests is
a set of security controls for federal information systems;
NIST Special Publication 800-61 [15], as its title suggests is a computer security
incident handling guide.

2.3. INCIDENT MANAGEMENT
2.3.1. What are incidents
In general, incidents are events which negatively influence the operation or business of
an organisation. More specifically we can define the different types of incidents. The
following types of incidents may affect information security or cause personal data breaches.
IT service incident: unexpected event which causes loss of service or a degradation in
quality of a service [9]. Some organisation call the simply IT incidents.
Information security incident: “a single or a series of unwanted or unexpected
information security events that have a significant probability of compromising business
operations and threatening information security” [8 p.2]. “a single or a series of unwanted or
unexpected information security events that have a significant probability of compromising
business operations and threatening information security” [16 p.40]. For example:
unauthorized access to confidential information, data corruption or unauthorized modification,
inaccessibility of information.
Data privacy incident: personal data breach.
Personal data breach: “means a breach of security leading to the accidental or
unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorised disclosure of, or access to, personal data
transmitted, stored or otherwise processed” [11 p. 34.]. This means that any unauthorized
access, leakage, misuse, theft, unauthorised disclosure of personal data exhausts the notion of
personal data breach.
Security incident: unwanted or unexpected security events that have a significant
probability of compromising business operations and threatening physical security. This
means: unauthorized access, intrusion, flooding, theft or destruction of valuables and
documents, or simply failed security measures.
2.3.2. Relationship between types of incidents
Personal data is a special type of information. This means, that any personal data
breach is security incident too. Starting from this viewpoint we can define the relationship
between different types of incident.
As shown on Figure 1. we have the following relations between incident types:


security incident:
o if information systems are affected, then it is an IT service incident too;
o if information (electronic data or document) is affected, then it is an
information security incident too;
o if documents or information containing personal data is affected then it
is a data privacy incident too;
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IT service incident:
o in most cases affects information so it is an information security
incident too;
o IT service incident can be caused by security incident
information security incident:
o if it affects confidentiality or integrity of any personal data then it is a
data privacy incident too;
o if it affects information systems, then it is an IT service incident too;
data privacy incident:
o because personal data is (a kind of an?) information, it is an
information security incident too;
o the data privacy incident can be caused by security incident.

Figure 1. Relationships between incident types (own editing)
2.3.3. Goal of incident management
We consider the following goals for incident management, regarding the incident
types:





IT service incident: detecting, investigating, restoring the affected
information systems as quickly as possible, restarting workflows, minimizing
loss;
information security incident: detecting, investigating causes, preventing
further information security incidents, minimizing damage, protecting
information;
data privacy incident: detecting, investigating causes, prevent further data
privacy breaches and if necessary, apply penalties, report to authorities;
Security incident: detecting, assessing damage, preventing further security
events, minimizing damage, apply penalties.

However, the main goal of incident management is the quick detection, investigation,
handling and response to different types of incidents. Depending on the incident types the
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incident management processes have their own goal, and they need to implement different
types of actions. This means that the incident management processes are similar, but there are
some tasks which are different. Because the incidents detected might have two or more types,
there is an interdependency between the handling processes too. They need to get/the
information and have to preserve evidences for each other.
3. INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT OF INCIDENTS
3.1. NEEDS FOR INTEGRATED INCIDENT MANAGEMENT
Organisations usually have implemented IT service incident management, but they
lack information security incident management, or have it implemented independently from
IT service incident management. Some organisations may have security departments too, with
security incident management rules with or without formal regulation.
The GDPR entered in force on 25th of May 2018 requires handling and reporting
personal data breaches.
Most of the information security and data privacy acts and standards require handling
of the information security incidents or data privacy breaches. On the other hand,
organisations use information systems, which may fail, so they should be able to handle IT
incidents, too. These leads to the need for optimization of incident management in the
organisations.
Regarding the big number of acts, standards and the relationship between incident
types, it is straightforward to implement an integrated solution. This integration should be
based on coordinated incident management, which saves time, money and restarts IT services
quickly. On the other hand, this integration should facilitate discovery of information security
incidents and data privacy breaches as soon as possible, because the incident response teams
share information with each other.
However, there are good incident management models, most organisations use parallel
workflows for handling the different types of incidents.
There is a need for collaboration between incident response teams of the different type
of incidents, in order to comply with laws. They should interact at least the following topics:
 registration and investigation of incidents;
 notification and alert the corresponding department if the investigated incident
may have more than one type;
 collection, preservation and transfer of evidences;
 common event management: logging, analysing and correlating events;
 information sharing:
o regular vulnerability test execution of IT and security systems;
o automated monitoring of IT and security systems;
o automated bug reporting;
 deciding which response team has the priority, in order to comply with laws
and ensure proper level of information security.
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3.2. THE RECOMMENDED INTEGRATED INCIDENT MANAGEMENT MODEL
The standard Special Publication 800-61 developed by NIST with title Computer
Security Incident Handling Guide focuses on information security in IT systems. It defines
Information Impact Categories (None, Privacy Breach, Proprietary Breach, Integrity Loss)
and Recoverability (Regular, Supplemented, Extended, Not Recoverable) [15] for incidents. It
also addresses the Incident Response Coordination [15]. The basic idea is very similar to the
approach, that is presented in this paper, however does not address the incidents related to
information stored in paper-based documents, which is important because several
organisations use paper-based documentation under their operation/of their activities.
The incident management process in ITIL focuses on IT service incidents, it addresses
information security, but its main goal to restart the IT service as soon as possible [9].
Both approaches provide a good basis for the integrated incident management model,
as they address the whole process, beginning with detection and analysis of incidents through
resolution and closure with follow-up activities.
The recommended incident management process model, enhances the abovementioned models with handling all types of incidents, not only computer security incidents.
The model shown in Figure 2. uses sources of information: information and security
system monitoring, through IT event management and human reporting (employees, partners,
customers) of incidents.
The information is recorded in a central service desk tool, and the the lifecycle of the
incidents is coordinated by the Service Desk team. In the first interaction with new incidents
the Service Desk gathers information, executes a preliminary diagnosis, sets the severity of
incidents, classifies them by marking with the following flags: information confidentiality,
integrity, availability, personal data, information system, security. By marking with these
flags, the incident is forwarded to all affected incident response teams, who can investigate
and recover from the incident.
The incident response teams are aware of involvement of the other incident response
teams and have to interact in order to preserve the necessary evidences and handle the
incident. The coordination is done by the Service Desk, who gathers and integrates the partial
results from the incident response teams.
Depending on the severity of the incident, a Crisis Board consisting of managers of
the participating incident response teams and the Chief Information Security Officer (CISO)
as head is convened. The CISO based on the members' point of view decides the activities
needed to recover from the incident and in case of personal data breach submit an incident
report to authorities if it is needed.
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Figure 2. Recommended incident management model
To comply with the local and global legal environment, organisations should
incorporate activities into the incident management model to fulfil the constraints of related
laws and regulations.
After closing the incident, depending on its severity a “lessons learned” follow-up
activity is executed by the participating incident response teams, to draw and document the
conclusions, for later use.
4. CASE STUDIES
4.1 SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION OF INTEGRATED INCIDENT
MANAGEMENT AT A PUBLISHING HOUSE
The goal of the/this? project was Information Security Management System
implementation, to comply with the legal environment.
Circumstances: The publishing house provided services for several organisations.
They had ITIL based incident management running on two levels, the first level was provided
for clients, and a second level for internal users. They used a common Service Desk software
with separated workflows and resources.
Tasks completed: A new ISMS with new regulations and processes was developed and
integrated with the already implemented ITIL based IT processes. The development of IT
systems was separated from the IT operations. A new integrated incident management process
was developed and implemented.
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Challenges: the small number of employees made impossible to assign different
owners to the developed processes. This implied integration of roles, which had to be
separated in groups which does not cause security issues.
Results: Integrated IT service and information security incident management process,
which uses a common workflow, and plan for automated incident detection and prevention
tools, which reduces the number of incidents by forecasting them. Compliance with laws.
Conclusions: By integrating information security incident management with IT service
incident management, identification of security incidents became easier, and they can handle
it together with the IT service incidents, without significant resource increase.
4.2. SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION OF INTEGRATED INCIDENT
MANAGEMENT AT A SERVICE PROVIDER
Because the organisation handles and stores personal information related to its
business, it is subject of GDPR. A project was initiated to implement GDPR compliance in
the organisation.
Circumstances: The Service Provider has several branch offices and handles
confidential information related to its activities. To support its business activities the company
implemented two service desks, independent from each other, one for customers and one for
branch offices. To support the daily operations and ensure security, other two incident
management processes were developed without supporting tools, which were handled by the
Operations and Security departments. In case of incidents employees had to decide which
team to contact, although in most cases more than one team was affected.
Completed tasks related to incident management: During the project the organisation
had to implement personal data breach response processes, which was slightly different from
all other incident management processes already implemented in the organisation. During the
analysis of the legal environment and the already implemented incident management
processes, it became clear that all incident management processes have similar workflows
with different activities in resolution phase and the new process have to interact with them.
Finally, an integrated incident management process model was developed and implemented.
Challenges: It was clear that an integrated incident management process should be
implemented which has a single point of contact and common workflow, but the departments
managing the different workflows insisted to keep their old solutions. After the integrated
model was presented, they realised the advantages, and accepted the solution.
Results: Optimised incident management process was implemented, which works with
less service desk operators and better resolution times, uses less service desk software licence
and has central reporting of activities. Employees in branch offices do not need to know
which incident whom they should report.
Conclusions: The integrated incident management process performes much better,
uses less resources, the cooperation between the incident response teams improved.
5. SUMMARY
Regardless of the type of organisation, reporting incidents becomes easier. Most of the
security incidents originated from IT systems are detected, which increases the security level
of the organisation. By cooperation between incident response teams, more evidences are
saved and the resolution time of incidents decreases. Using one single service desk, results in
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better resource usage and better cooperation between departments. The integration of incident
management workflows results in better discovery of security and data privacy incidents.
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Abstract: The public sector should be focused on satisfying the needs of the citizens on
efficient, transparent and responsible way. The civil society and the private sector should
develop awareness and responsibility towards the public duties. The usage of the model on
good governance represents the new characteristics of the values: beneficiary treatment,
openness and transparency, the rule of law for greater efficiency in the public sector. The
main direction in the process of reforms in the public administration is creation of
professional, depoliticized, effective, efficient and citizen oriented public administration in
accordance with parliamentary democracy and responsibility. The principle of the rule of law
and, accordingly, working according to by the law implies avoiding administrative behavior
and procedures, but still providing room for more flexible type of goals oriented management
and elevated level of individual and institutional responsibility. The level of effectiveness in
public administration of the loop of responsibility – if it is closed or not. In that context, this
study will examine the thesis which states that the management of human resources in the
public sector can be accomplished with clear and precise rules and procedures so that it can
create realistic basis for effective and responsible public administration. The research focus
human resources management functions such as: planning and analysis of the needs of the
human resources in the public sector, the employment procedure, the employment
introduction as well as evaluation and motivation of the employees. In this perspective, there
is inclusion of the procedures for the in-service trainings of the state employees, the criteria
for the kinds of training and nomination for the participants of the training, feedback for the
completion of the training, evidence and the utilization of the trained employees. The results
of the study are build on empirical research with the use of qualitative method (interview).
The analysis of research findings also includes exceptions since
Keywords: HRM, public sector, public administration, efficiency, effectiveness

1. INTRODUCTION
Human resources management involves a meaningful analysis of human resource
needs, recruitment, selection and choosing the best candidates that respond to the needs of the
organization. Human resource managers is committed to integrate the candidates into the
organization by providing a system of appropriate remuneration and career development,
ongoing training and advancement of knowledge, assessment, control and ensuring adequate
protection. Hence, the subject of this research paper is to understand the significance,
applicability and legal positioning of the human resources management in the public sector in
the Republic of Macedonia. The research also addresses analysis of Human Resource
Management in the public sector in the European countries. The overall goal of this research
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paper is to compare the approach of the human resource management in the Republic of
Macedonia compared to the European countries through an analysis of research. The
methodology of the research is based on analysis of legal and sublegal documents, relevant
research results, as well as interviews received from civil servants (managerial and
administrative civil servants) in the public sector in the Republic of Macedonia. Considering
the importance of the public administration in one country, the need for continuous
improvement and promotion is imposed as inevitable. Therefore, the weaknesses in the
process of human resources management in the Republic of Macedonia need to be addressed
through examples of the approach of the human resource management in the European
countries in order for greater effectiveness in its functioning.
2. COMPARED ANALYSIS OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN THE
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES AND REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA
Western European countries have long ago recognized that human resource
management standards are decisive for the success of the organization. Improving public
administration performance means seeking for better standards for the efficiency and
effectiveness of the public administration. For the implementation of these standards, public
managers are key driving forces, with a role directly transferred from the public authorities.
Moreover, when the adoption of a national policy becomes more complex and more exposed
to international coordination, as is the case with all EU Member States, the need for top
managers becomes more visible, with perspective and ability to coordinate their work with
national and international institutions. It is important to point out that European countries pay
considerable attention to the training of the civil servants that are of great importance for their
professional and career development. In the Republic of Macedonia, the Laws provide only
general guidance on the trainings. No specific guidelines can be found to standardize the
significance of the trainings. Therefore, administrative officials are referred to trainings
without appropriate criteria, and after the completion of the training, the results of the training
are neither recorded or stored. 1
The mobility of public servants within the member states of the European Union is
represented as a rule whereby each country has different employment conditions, and if the
person applying for the job meets the special conditions will be employed. In the Republic of
Macedonia, the new Law of Administrative Civil Servants equaled the titles of all employees
in the public and state sector, which enabled mobility in the civil service and possibility for
transfer from state to public authority and vice versa.2 In the previous Law on Civil Servants,
the status of civil servants had only employees in the ministries.
In European countries, the role of public sector managers is largely driven by
administrative officials. However, the possibility of engaging outside professionals in the
human resource management field is not excluded.

1

In this context, one of the respondents says: "There is no certain criteria and procedures for the realization and selection of people that need
to be trained. I believe that time is required to pass for the procedures to be to established since the civil servants are still hungry for training
and this is the first year that funds are planned in the budget of the institutions of the program K2. However, with the budget rebalance these
funds are less and remain less available to train employees. "
2
Mobility procedures are carried out in a transparent and fair procedure for deployment, ie undertaking an employee's position at the same
level other institution in accordance with the Law on Public Sector Employees would.
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In the Republic of Macedonia there are categories of titles in the administration, and
the role of managers is performed by those with the highest administrative titles, heads of
departments, secretaries, advisers, state secretaries and ministers.
The reforms of the state administration in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe
were aimed at establishing a profession of public management in the state administration. It
requires action in several areas, namely: training managers; familiarization with the
regulations that define the obligations, responsibilities and appropriate rights of the staff,
special regulations of the administration; improving personal management and managerial
standards, above all these, establishing an administrative context in which authorities will be
able to manage their responsibilities in a professional, impartial, transparent and controlled
way.
The state administration reforms in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe were
aimed at establishing a public management profession in the state administration. The
procedure requires action in several areas: training managers; familiarization with the
regulations that define the obligations, responsibilities and appropriate rights of the staff,
special regulations of the administration; improving the personal management and managerial
standards and above all of these, establishing an administrative context in which civil servants
will be able to manage their responsibilities in a professional, impartial, transparent and
controlled way.
One problem, inherited from the previous administrative structures in the countries of
Central and Eastern Europe, is the lack of coordination and unique standards for managing the
public administration.These shortcomings must be overcomed, and staff management must be
coordinated within the public administration itself, to ensure that an acceptable level of
interoperable administrative law and public administration standards has been achieved and
maintained. In order to achieve this the different approaches to organizing the state
administration must be taken into account.
Human resource management in the public administration is accomplished through the
establishment of special authorities in charge of it. As a result, in some European countries a
Ministry of Public and State Administration has been established, while in other, public
administration management has been assigned to specific ministries that have their own
departments (finance, internal affairs, etc.), and within these competencies they have been
granted the function of public administration management. In other systems, agencies for
managing with central and local government are established. In the Republic of Macedonia
there is a Ministry of Public Administration that regulates the affairs for human resource
management in the public administration.
Strategies for human resource management in public sector have been conducted in
accordance with governmental strategies that they require. This means that the strategy for
human resource management in the public sector is not independent and it should consider
several different factors and perspectives at national and local level.
However, for some countries the method of human resource management in the public
sector is not defined. In other countries, the strategy of human resources management is not
time-limited and isn’t in the form of a written document, but there are written procedures and
rules pertaining to the human resource management strategy. In the Republic of Macedonia,
the human resource management strategy is adopted by the Ministry of Information Society
and Administration, where each state authority is obliged to adopt strategic plans in the
organization that incorporate the human resource management strategy into its composition.
Human resource strategies in European countries can be seen as priority issues for
unifying the status of employees, as well as promoting mobility in the EU institutions and its
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member states, as well as the advancement of the career system. In the Republic of
Macedonia, the new Law on Administrative civil servants introduced novelties in the field of
human resources management, in the procedure of employment, civil servant titles, the
mentoring, assessment, as well as the procedure for determining responsibility.
Human resource management strategies can be in line with certain national strategies
at a more "conceptual" level. However, at the local level, these strategies are not
automatically developed. There is a necessity for building a strategy appropriate to the local
needs that will be implemented effectively sharing the overall vision and strategy of the
Government.
The process of human resource management is accomplished more effectively if
decentralization of competence is implemented and if local authorities implement this
function independently.
3. HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA
Through the presentation of the results in this research paper, one can see how the
human resources management in the public sector is accomplished, while at the same time
looking at the advantages and disadvantages.
The conclusion of my research paper is that all the respondents believe that the
function of human resource management is established organizational part of the state organs
and the realization of this function deviates from the human resource management laws and
regulations. In the state departments or human resource sectors there are formal organizational
units, which means they are not fully staffed due to lack of appropriate professional staff.
According to the laws and sublaws in the employment of civil servants, besides
determining the need for the employment of staff, announcement of the job position, the
interview process and the selection of the right candidate, there have been additional criteria
added with the new Law on Administrative officers. These changes are due to the deficiencies
in the previous laws and they allow for the relevant candidates to be selected, with appropriate
knowledge and experience which is a commitment of the all European countries in the civil
servants employment at central and local level. 3
Also a novelty in the Law is the preparation of the questions, the expertise and the
competence of the questions, as well as the scope of the material which provides a quality
choice. In particular, the transparency of the procedure, which involves compulsory electronic
publishing of the results, as well as digital recording of the procedure during the duration of
the exam at the Agency for Administration, should be emphasized.
A novelty in the Law of Administrative Civil servants is also the introduction of the
psychological test which was emphasized as a necessary condition for efficient selection of
the candidates. The need for such a test was pointed out on the interview I conducted with the
civil servants in the administration.
The new Law of Administrative Civil Servants made a clear distinction about the
required experience in the profession, which was not the case with the previous Law, and it
was detected as a negativity. The new Law of Administrative Civil Servants gives priority to
all those who have experience as administrative civil servants in relation to those who have
inadequate work experience.

3

The selection procedure for employment consists of four stages: administrative selection, an exam for an administrative officer, a
verification of credibility, an interview and a test of personality.
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The possibility of employing administrative workers through the system of jobs leaves
room for entry of unskilled workers into the civil service.
The law provides an easy opportunity if an announcement for a job is announced,
immediately after the completion of the procedure, for the employee to be assigned to another
job.4 Therefore, in the public administration it occurs frequently for a employee who was
admitted for one job covering one area, immediately after the employment, or after a very
short period of time, to assigned to a job in another area, regardless of the fact that during the
employment was evaluated according to other criterias.
Motivating civil servants depends on the knowledge and abilities of the responsible
staff in the selection. The state administration authorities have no procedure or any
motivational criteria.
Some of the respondents, holders of managerial positions, stated that they strive to
motivate employees by: overtime work permit on vacant days when the worker has an urgent
need, involvement in work tasks that are important for the department, giving the opportunity
to declare their needs for retraining etc.
However, the motivation in the state body as a an important factor for effective and
efficient civil servants is a category that is not addressed in the Law of Civil Servants, and in
state bodies it is not mentioned as a category that requires a special approach in the function
of effective and responsible working activity.
4. CONCLUSION
The recruitment of qualified staff and the management of their career development
will enable the achievement of the public institutions goals and strategy. In all European
countries, there is a slogan that if public works are carried out by competent and expert
people, the goals of the organization will be realized.
The EU Member States have a different approach in the process of human resource
management, while a complete picture of how this process is being implemented at central
and local level is still lacking. The European administration understands the role of human
resource management and the human resources strategy is integrated and coordinated with all
government plans and policies.
An important issues essential for human resource management, is understanding and
analysis of all dimensions of human resources such as: the organization, the people, the
processes, and the systems. The Human Resources Management Strategy should include all of
the stated dimensions. That implies a rational approach to the human resources development
with full management support and a strong link between human resources and government
policies. This means favoring of a) the mobility of civil servants as a significant part of
human resource strategies followed by increasing the flexibility of civil servants, b)
improving the quality of work and c) development of leadership.
Employment is important, since other human resources policies are largely dependent
on the efficiency of this process. One of the challenges human resources management is
identifying, motivating and retaining the talents.

In this context, the proposition: "Young people are not burdened only to find a job and to be employed’’ is not true since it is not a big
challenge for the young to work in the public administration. Otherwise, those who are employed are quite ambitious and have high
expectations in their entirety. They have an intolerance that is more difficult to channel, and they expect immediate development of results in
their career development. Those who work least have major interventions by foreign political parties and ministers, and ambitions to
immediately get to managerial positions.
4
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Selection procedures are part of a formalized recruitment process where official exams
have little linkages to specific jobs. In this system, the civil servants are usually selected at the
start of their career and remain in the public service as professionals. These systems have
limited access to civil servants in the middle of their careers. Some of the operational human
resource management projects are: training, continuous learning, employment projects,
personal motivation, development research, analysis of administrative problems in human
resource management, and human resources management through information technology
projects. Other projects relate to the development of new payment systems, performance
related career advancement, programs for flexible payment system, etc.
Within the framework of the research, the respondents concluded that the human
resources management function is an organizational part of the state authority, and for the
purpose of achieving its goals, trained staff as well as a completed normative setup is
essential.
The results indicate an establishment of procedures for planning and analysis of the
required staff, announcement of job positions, selection and recruitment of the appropriate
staff. In this context, there has been a direction for amending the Laws and bylaws that
regulate human resources issues in the state sector.
Regarding the monitoring of the work and the motivation of the employees in the
public sector, computer software need to be included as an indicator of measurable data. In
this way, it will be possible for the public sector to reward and punish the employees. This
method will produce motivated and accountable civil servants.
In particular, clear indicators should be established when making questionnaires and
interviews, based on precise indicators that will allow for impartial scoring. It is compulsory
for the employment commission to be composed of experts who will correspond to the
necessary expertise and qualifications required in the job position announcement.
In the legal and sublegal acts, there should be precise statements that will influence the
motivation of the civil servants. The civil servants need to be motivated from every aspect
through the basic salary component accompanied by other benefits. From this aspect, the law
should focus in particular on in-depth analysis of motivation.
Regarding the trainings, the state authorities do not perceive the training as an
indispensable need for each state organ. Therefore, the state authorities need to pay special
attention to why the trainings represent the most important segment in the establishment of
effective and efficient employees.
In other words, it is recommended that the organizational unit of the human resource
management to experience a complete transformation in the state authorities. This means that
the laws and the responsible authorities should begin to seriously deal with the administrative
workers. Therefore, if administrative employees are employed according to clear legal rules,
if they progress in their careers according to equal criteria, if the department is in accordance
with written procedures, and the trainings are an element that affects the motivation and
strengthening the capacities of the state administration, we will have motivated, effective and
responsible state administration that will produce good results and satisfaction from the
citizens.
In order for the quality of the public sector employees to be improved, public
authorities should ensure creation of an opportunity for a competition, a progressive policy for
human resources management and opportunities for promotion and career development of
public sector employees. Research data from European countries show that 80% encountered
a problem of providing qualified staff of information technology and lawyers. This problem
concerns not only the public sector but also the private sector, because it is difficult for
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employees with such qualifications to be found. Therefore, the public sector and companies
are trying to develop career management programs through which they can provide highperformance personnel offered on the labor market.
The most common type of government organizations are a mix between a centralized
and decentralized management structure, and human resource management is shared among
the central government, the decentralized local government departments and public
institutions. Therefore, the competence and responsibility for human resource management is
shared, depending on the type of organization.
The central authorities have a strategic role in human resources management, and they
outline the strategies and the directions of the human resource management. For example,
they play an important role in determining civil servants systems for providing the service and
determining the public spending.
Human Resources Policies and Guidelines are developed and controlled by central
authorities. These human resources policies mainly relate to the processes of recruitment,
assessment, training and career management. In addition to its strategic role, central
authorities are involved in managing the processes, remuneration, pensions, and in the
management of senior civil servants.
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Abstract: Network intelligence is a significant aspect, that is, a significant component of the
overall human intelligence, which refers to the ability to navigate in a networked society,
based on all types of relationships and relations that are expressed in digital form in
contemporary society. In this context, we can consider the concept of network intelligence as
a framework in which it is possible to understand and solve many business problems in a
different way, and to explore it in more detail as an important tool for making better business
decisions. The aim of this paper is to investigate to what extent certain elements
(components), which are an integral part of network intelligence, influence the success of a
business decision in the managerial decision-making process. For the purposes of this
research, due to the inability to comprehensively measure the notion of "success of a business
decision", under this concept we will only imply an integral element of that term, that is, the
functionality of the decision. The research methodology is the application of an inductive
method of constructing an expert system, that is, a knowledge based system (Doctus
Knowledge Based System Shell ) or a conclusion on the degree of informativeness (decisive
influence on decision functionality) of individual components of network intelligence based
on individual cases of specific business decisions (Case Based Reasoning). This work is an
attempt to, with the help of the inductive module shell of the Expert System Doctus, come up
with new knoledge which will outline, from the set of components of the network
intelligence, those that significantly influence (which are the components with a higher degree
of informativity) on the success of business decision, and that in the future research more
attention is paid to the impact of these components on decision making quality, which in
addition to quality will contribute to the simplicity and speed of making a concrete business
decision.
Keywords: Network Intelligence, Managerial Decision Making, Expert Systems, Quality of
Business Decision, Doctus
1. INTRODUCTION
„Everything touches everything“
Jorge Louis Borges
Fifteen year old Canadian teenager [1, 10-15] under pseudonym MafiaBoy, on the 7th
of February 2000, managet to obstruct business of billion dollar companies, that were
employing the best experts for IT network security, using his home PC. Even with relatively
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limited IT knowledge he managed to access vulnerable computers on few universities and
small firms. After that, using those computers, he started sending commands for „bombing“
Yahoo with messages and that way he took down, at that time, their leading web sites for ecommerce.,
The massive spreading of Christianity, many people contribute to historic figure
known as Isus of Nazareth. However, the truth is a little different. Christianity, actually owes
it’s success to one true and devout Jew who never met Isus. His name is Šaul (Jewish name),
better known as Pavle. In order to spread Christianity further than Jewish community, he
knew that he needs to spread message with huge intensity. Because he knew (first hand)
social network of modern society of first century from Rome to Jerusalem, he used his
knowledge to reach as much people as possible and convert them. He walked 15 000
kilometers, not randomly, but with the aim to reach all big communities of that time and to
approach all the right people at the right places. That way he insured that religion „release
roots“ and spread. First and the most successful traveling salesman of Christianity skillfully
used technology and social media knowledge.
Although there are huge differences between MafiaBoy and Paul, both of them had something
in common: both of them were experts in networks, even dough they didn’t percieve them as
such. The key of their success was use of already existing network that was used as a medium
for their successfull operation (successful from their moral asumptions). MafiaBoy used
world's computer network – Internet, which is the most efficient way to reach big number of
people nowdays, Paul at the other hand was master of social and religious networks in first
century, which were the most efficient way to spread religion at those times.
Surely none og them were not aware what was their main assistent. But today we
know that answer is in structure and topology of networks which they used for their
operations and their ability to manage them well.
Both of the succeeded because they were conected. Our mutual connection can be
viewed in many areas such as: our biological existence, our social world , economy and
religious traditions.
Networks are everywhere. Internet is network of computers, brain is network of nerve
cells (neurons), and people cummunicate through the use of relations of networks such as
family, friends or colleagues.
Detailed Internet maps (computer netwoeks) came to discovery that internet is
voulnerable to hacker attacks. Maps of firms connected in trade and ownership (networks of
traders and owners) are folowing traces of money and power in Silicon valey. Maps of
interactions (networks of relationships) between biological species in ecosystems, shows
destrucitve effect of humanity on enviroment. Maps of interactions of genes (networks of
genes) cooperating in cells, bring new discoveries about cancer activities. When we take a
look on all those maps together, we can see that there is a lot of things in comon. Same as
different people have almost identical skeleton, using that analogy all of the mentioned maps
were created on the same background.
From all mentioned, as well as from list of recent discoveries, we can conclude that
incredibly simple and universal laws of nature manage structure and development of all
complex networks tthat suround us.
Today we have a belief that nothing is isolated, but the most of events and acourances
are connected, wether it was connected or not (synchronistic) with huge number of other parts
of the most complex system – universe. It has a consequence, comprehension that the world is
smal, and that inside it everything is connected with everything. In almost all sciences,
scientists are coming up with the conclusions that complexity has realy strong arhitecture, and
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in order to understand it, it is required to know as much as possible about networks. Even
dough only few people understands that network science, latest discoveries in that field, give
much more complex and exiting meaning to the term network. More complex than that term
represents in everyday use. These discoveries represent newnaspect of view on connected
world around us and as such, in future, they will be enforcer of new mysteries that form our
view on the world. Thats why today, when new and exciting discoveries (above all from
network science) brought revolution in biology and medical sciences, it is clear that if we
want to understand life, and then even cure a decease, we need to use network thinking.
Network component of inteligence or network thinking can be defined as network
view on nature, society and business, which represents new thought framework in which we
can understand many problems. Knowledge or discoveries about how networks occur, how
they look and develop, as well as core of netwoek conponent inteligence represents one new
aspect of view on all kinds of problem and occurrences, which brings a new way of
contribution to their solving and interpreting..
1. 1. SIXS STEPS TO (AWAY FROM) ANYBODY
“In order to show that in todays world humans are closer to each other than ever
before, one member of the group suggested a test. He made a bet: give me a name of one
person, anybody from one and a half billion of citizens of the Earth, and he will find a
connection between him and that person using maximum five acquaintance, out of which he
will know one of them personally” says Karinthy [1, 34] in “Láncszemek” (the story of
Chains).
And really in the end, Karinthyjev character from the story manages to connect one
Nobel prize winner with himself, explaining that Nobel prize winner had to meet with
Swedish king Gustavo, who traditionaly gives Nobel prizes and who plays tennis regularly,
also from time to time he plays with one tennis champion which happens to be good friend of
Karinthyjev. So, first step is connection (friendship) between Karinthyjev and tennis
champion, second step connection (playing tennis) between tennis champion and king
Gustavo and finally third step that need to be realized in the end (between Karinthyje and
Nobel prize winner) is again connection (friendship) between king Gustavo and Nobel prize
winner.
How to get to Bill Gates? In the begining it seems imposible, but in the core really
simple, using six step rule. One of the authors of this article has friend Adnan Kreso, who is at
the same time old friend (both of them were young officials in ex Jugoslavija) with Goran
Radman, ex head manager of Microsoft for southeast Europe, who still maintains private and
business contacts with Bill Gates.
Karinthyjev’s findings that all people on the planet are connected over maximum five
links (steps), was published in 1929 and today is well known as „Six degree separation“.
This idea [1, 34-38], again in 1967 was rehabilitated by Stanley Milgram, professor
from Harward, through the studies about our mutual connection with each other. Aim was to
find solution for something known as „small world problem“ [2, 32] and answer the question
how the humans are connected, and find a number of links (steps or aquainrance) between any
two men in USA, who are randomly picked. Do we belong to separated worlds which coexist
together but independently, so they are connections between any two individuals, anywhere in
the world, rare and reserved? Or are we all connected into one big intertwined network?
Experiment started as he picked two persons, wife of one post graduate from Sharon in state
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Massachusetts, and one stock market broker in Boston. As starting point for research he
picked Wichita in state Kansas and Omaha in Nebraska. In the beginning it wasnt clear at all
how many links will be required to connect people from such distant areas. When Miligram in
1969 asked one inteligent man what does he think how many steps will be required to connect
them, he responded at least hundred links will be required to conect somebody from Nebraska
and Sharon.
Miligram started experiment by sending letters randomly selected citizens of Wichite
and Omaha, where he asked them for cooperation on research project social contacts in
American society. In letters he shortly explained them purpose of research, after that
photograph, name and surname, adress and other relevant information about one of picked
subjects, as well as some instructions, out of wich two are basic ones: If you know this person
send him this letter directly. Do it only if you are close to the point of adressing each other
with a name.
If you dont know that person that well, dont try reaching him dirrectly. In that case
send this letter (together with post cards and it’s whole content) to some of your acquaintance
who you assume might know person we are trying to reach. U can send lletter dirrectly to
coasin, friend or acquaintance only if you know them personally.
If you lived in Omaha and for example had coasin in area near Boston, you can send
letter to hi no matter if he doesn't know him personally, because there is bigger probability
that he will be able to reach intermidiate in dwo, three, or four steps. Miligram’s intention was
to analyze list of people who had a letter in the process after letter is delivered to targeted
person.
Out of 160 letters what were sent to citizens of Wchite and Omaha, 42 arrived to the
final destination. Smallest number of links in experiment was two and the highest was ten.
Analysis of 42 letters with completed chains enabled Miligram to determine number of people
required for letter to get to it’s destination. Result was that average number of links was 5,5 –
what is incredibly small number, and at the same time close to Karinthyjev’s number. If that
number is rounded to 6 we get famous „Six degree separation“.
The whole ideo of six degree separation from anybody to anybody else on planet,
gives us a clue that through society, no matter the size of it, we can move, using social links
from one to another person. Those social links are part of six (nowdays seven) billion links,
and in order to connect any two links from that network, on average participation of six other
links is needed.
For complete connection it is required little more than one social link on each person
(link). Since we all have much more connections, that connection grows and we become
aware of the fact that we are living in the world in which we are only few hendshakes away
from each other. In other words, we live in a small world, and the world is small because
society became such a dense network.
1.2. CREATING AND MAINTAINING CONNECTIONS IN SOCIAL MEDIAS
People with ability of cherishing valuable relationships [3, 198-202] on social
netwoeks:




Maintain and cherish really wide informal networks
Seeking mutual benefitial (sinergetic) relationships
Build personal contacts and maintain them
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Making friendship with associates and maintain that friendship

Jeffrey Katzenberg is a person who was constantly forming new relationships and
acquaintanceses. Three associates with telephone headphones, almost like represent his
antennas, while searching network of people in film industry in search for his next business
acquaintance and non stop calling people in order to arange meetings and then return calls
with confirmarion or change of aranged meeting time or even anouncing Katzenberg's calls.
All of that in order for him not to be on phone constantly in all of his free moments and be
able to reach hundreds of people with who he is maintaining contacts.
Katzenberg one of the three founders of hollywood company Dreamworks SKG has
networking skills with no equal. Motive for his constant and long phone calls is mostly simple
intention to keep in touch with people, and not to dirrectly „do business“. Thanks to his
everyday communication he prepares those relationships, maintains them to be fresh, and
when business opportunity arises, he can call any of them without any holding back, give an
offer or close the deal.
Similar to other sectors, in movie and TV industry especialy, personal connections can
be a key factor for closing the deals, because all of the projects (movies, TV series, interactive
CD ROM) are short term projects dirrected towards one goal, and have limited time span. For
them it is important to make instant-organisation, pseudo-family that has directors, producers,
actors and staff on „set“, which all part ways when project is finished, but like that they make
soft network of potential players in new projects for which actual projects help them to form
new acquaintances and friends. Katzenberg maintains network with all of them (and not only
them) in ordet to be able to communicate with them easier when there is need for new
projects.
Talent like that for connecting is cencentrator characteristic, „star“ in almost all kinds
of jobs. For example in studies about extrodinary workers in areas of ingeneering, IT, biotech
and other areas of „works with knowledge“ it is shown that forming and maintaining
networks is key to success [3, 198]. Even in areas like technology, networks are made or old
way face to face or by phone, and email.
However, the thing that is key for one relationship to translate into business link is not
spatial distance (even dough it can be helping factor) but psychological. People who we agree
with, who we trust, who we find nice are often the best contacts in our networks.
Networks of exceptional experts are not coincidence. Every link in them (expert) is
there with a reason and chosen to be there because of some special expertise or quality. Those
networks constantly translate and exchange expertise and informarion in sofisticated way.
Every member, if he is choosen to be member (ling) of the network, at that moment represents
ready expansion of knowledge or expertise („our litle external storage“), available only one
call away.
People who create network and work inside of it, have huge time advantage over those
who have to use wider, more complex sources of information in order to find solutions. One
estimation says that „star“ inside the network in one hour can find answer to the problem that
requires three to five hours for average person to find. [3, 199].
Networking is secret for success in many cases, when people spend small part of their
expirience in one organization, and more in short term relationships of strong intensity.
The film and television industry is a good example for this. However, some predict
that this model will be typical for many areas in the future. In such fluid reality, in which
virtual organizations are formed to perform the project, and then disbanded when the project
is completed, the secret of success is not what you worked for, but who you worked with and
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who you are still in contact with. So, of the priceless importance for future work, are the
connections that are established during the work on the project.
The Silicon Valley can be seen as a successful example of comparative existence and
interweaving more complex networks: networks of people, network of projects and network
of capital. The existence of such a system of connections can result in great wealth, and its
absence can have severe consequences, especially in difficult times.
That the quantity and quality of personal relationships (direct acquaintances and
friendships, and indirect ones - again through one or more friends and acquaintances) is a very
important factor both in business and in all other areas of life (employment, quality of
treatment, advancement in hierarchy, war conditions, solving housing problems, staying
abroad, etc.) has numerous examples.
Therefore, these networks of personal contacts represent significant personal capital. Good
work on a larger or a smaller scale depends on the workings of other people's networks. One
manager said: "Although it may seem like it depends on me doing my job, in fact, besides my
subordinates, there are hundreds of people whom I can not directly manage, but they can
affect the effectiveness of my work. At least twenty such people are actually crucial "[3, 200].
Many authors, this type of personal capital call social capital. "Social capital refers to
resources available in and through personal and business networks. These resources include
information, ideas, tips, business opportunities, financial capital, power and influence,
emotional support, even benevolence, trust and co-operation. "[6, 1]. "If you want to go south,
head north. This old proverb of Zen-Buddhism is valid for social capital. If we are trying to
build social capital effectively, we will not succeed "[6, 22]. "If anyone is a member of an
association just to" mingle ", people will immediately blast his false façade. But if you
become a member of the association you believe in, with a mission that you are
enthusiastically advocating, you will establish new relationships as a natural by-product of
their involvement in the work of this association. Socially owned capital is a by-product,
sometimes very willful and aware by-product of search for meaningful activities. " [6, 22].
Danah Zohar and Ian Marshall speak of this in the same way, calling them spiritual capital [7,
49]: "Spiritual capital, in itself, is not a fortune in money, but it proves the possibility of
making profits (perhaps even greater profits) through the business that takes place in a wider
context of meaning and value. It can create a profit that at the same time rests on the use of
the wealth of the human spirit and increases that wealth and total human well-being. "
2. RESEARCH
2.1. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Main objective of this research, like it is mentioned in introduction, is to estimate
level of sifnificance of some components of network integration (NQ) for success business
decisions. In this work 16 components of network inteligence are analysed what doesn’t mean
that it is finite number. Usefulness of research results is viewed in reduction of components of
network integration, important for success of decission, to much smaller number. That is
important because it enables us to focus undividable attention on them. To focus on
components which are renked the best on the list of informativeness, significance in process
of making functional decision.
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2.2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The methodology used in this research uses the Expert System (ES), created by an
inductive shell-building method (tools for building expert and knowledge-based systems),
Doctus Knowledge Based Shell, or Case Based Reasoning Case Based Caseing. The basic
elements of the applied research methodology are:
• A suitable sample of respondents that we personally know. These are managers in
the construction industry, mechanical engineering, IT managers, financial managers, etc.
• Sample size: 61 decisions (in practice, 30 cases proved to be sufficient for the
stability of research results through this method)
• Method of re-targeting the research goal:
• development of an expert system knowledge base• calculation of the significance of
individual attributes (components NQ)
• Creating Case Based graphs
• extracting the most informative attributes into a new knowledge base (Knowledge
Management -> Extract Rules)
An inductive approach to the design of a prototype expert system is used to realize
research objectives in a way that, based on a considerable number of cases in practice, it tries
to prove which of the components of the network intelligence are crucial for the success of a
business decision.
In this example, the goal of creating a knowledge base is primarily to discover new
knowledge (based on known cases / decisions from the practice) of the decision-makers in the
business decision-making process. This new knowledge should "measure via soft methods"
the importance of individual components of network intelligence managers for the success of
a business decision, in order to improve the future decision-making process based on the
results obtained.
For the purposes of this paper, it is necessary to note that the future prototype of the
expert system should analyze 61 (already adopted and realized) manager's decision in relation
to the 16 decision criteria, ie the components of network intelligence, and to "submit" the
most informative criterion in relation to the functionality of the decision , which represents
only one, but a very important element of the sucess of the decision.
For each decision, the manager should answer what its functionality was, or whether
the problem was solved or not resolved, whether the problem was solved only partially by
passing and implementing this decision, and whether it has completely fulfilled expectations
or was more than expected by its realization.
Defining attributes is a first step towards building ES. On tab with attributes it is
neccesary to list all attributes (Criterias for decision making), their values (Value of
Attributes) and outcomes (Decision attributes), which are required for defining functionality
changing processes (As elements of success) of managerial decision durring process of
decision making. First we write name and value of attribute that includes decision about
estimation of functionality of managerial decision. The name of that attribute is
Functionality of decision. While inputing we should pay attention to order of these values.
Because we should input lower desireable values, first value is problem not solved, and after
that all other values until value more than expected. To define any attribute that we enter
along with its values as the source attribute, we will use the Edit / Set to Decision Attribute
command. After that we enter the remaining attributes with their values.
Case entry and case based graph creation are the following activities on the
construction of the ES. All known cases or decisions already taken that are already known to
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have been functional (satisfying expectations or more than expected) or not (problem not
solved or partially solved) are entered. Entering cases is done by entering a case name by
entering the value of the attribute (decisin attribute) for each of the entered cases (dependent
variable) or decisions. Based on the examples presented, it is possible to implement the rules
for the conclusion, ie to make the decision about the most informative attribute in the
managerial decision-making process. Generating the Case Based graph is triggered by
pressing the button
(Case Based Graph command), after which a dialog box appears in
which the Branching method options are entered.
The informative coefficient logically shows to what extent (degree) the attribute is
crucial for the exact decision making, and is mathematically equal to the entropy of the
attribute calculated on the basis of the frequency of the occurrence of individual values in the
reported cases. An overview of calculated information coefficients can be started by selecting
the desired attribute on the graph, and activating the View -> Information command.
By adding new cases to the Knowledge Base on the Cases tab, the decision tree will
adjust or adapt to change the informativeness of individual attributes.
Generating rules is done using the Knowledge Management -> Extract Rules
command after the results are obtained by the Case Based Reasoning procedure (case-based
reasoning). This way, in the new knowledge base, the most informative attributes are
distinguished, that is, they generate new rules.
Knowledge base that is generated this way can later be used as a knowledge base for
the new expert system. When we collect information about new decisions and enter them into
the Cases tab, it is necessary to enter the values of the attributes contained in the new
decisions, and by running the Reason command (deductive reasoning) it is possible to
evaluate the functionality of each of the decisions made.
2.3. PLAN AND REALIZATION OF THE RESEARCH
The goal of the survey was to find out what decision makers think about the decisionmaking process from the aspect of the criteria offered (the criteria or aspects of decision
making are in the questionnaire (Table 1) on the left in the 1st column that is shaded), of the
16 criteria in their opinion was the most important most relevant) for the success or failure of
a particular business decision. If the decision that is made solves the problem (setisfies
expectations) or is more than expected, it can be conditionally stated that this is a successful
decision. If the problem was not resolved, or if it was necessary to carry out additional
analyzes in order to make decision, it can be said that this is an unsuccessful decision, and
after answering the following 16 questions, we look for the reason why this decision is
unsuccessful, or which one of the 16 offered attributes (criteria) decision are the most relevant
or most informative about its failure.
Due to the complexity of the notion of the success of the decision, it was necessary to
reduce the number of elements from which the success of the decision consists. Here, under
the success (quality) of the decision, we will assume the functionality of the decision, which
represents only one, but very important element of the quality of the managerial decision.
Namely, the decision must make the company effective (efficient). If a decision does not
result in company efficiency, then this is not a good decision. In the short term, the company
is effective if its short-term activities are functional. And the decision is functional if it meets
the immediate needs for which it is made. Whenever we make a decision, we solve a problem
and we have a goal in front of us and we want to achieve something. As we read a book, we
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expect something from it [4, 34-35]. If the book does not meet our expectations, we can freely
say that we "threw" money and time spent on it. If we asume that every decision is made to
function and produce some expected results, then under the functionality of the decision,
imply one of the essential elements of the quality of the decision. By choosing one of the 4
responses from the table, the respondent will define the conditionally stated success of the
decision.
The first attribute is a dependent variable and we call it the original attribute, and the
other 16 attributes represent independent variables or decision criteria.
Out of the total of 90 managers, 34 of them responded to our call and filled out a total
of 61 questionnaires (for each decision one questionnaire).
Table 1. Questionnaire (Decision making criteria for the decision functionality)

3. RESEARCH RESULTS
As stated in the previous chapter, for the purpose of proving the main hypothesis, we
created an expert system with the help of DoctuS shell, whose appearance of the Attributes
tab is in fact a questionnaire of 17 questions, that are answered by 34 managers and they filled
in 61 questionnaires. All questions were related to a specific decision. Out of 17 questions,
one question (decision attribute) was related to the level of functionality of a specific decision
already made, and the remaining 16 questions were treated as independent variables. Since
managers have already brought and implemented these decisions, it is logical that they knew
their outcome. In this case, as already mentioned, it was the Functionality of the decision.
The aim of the research was to find out more about the decision making process from the
aspect of the importance of the components of the network intelligence that were needed, that
is, that were used in the making of any concrete decision.
After entering 61 questionnaires into the Cases case database, in order to obtain the
most informative attributes for the decision functionality, we launched the Knowledge
Management -> Inductive Reasoning (Case Based Reasoning)
The most informative attribute for the success (functionality) of the decision,
according to this research, is the Tendency to accept the inovations in E_communication.
When the value of this attribute, as an independent variable does not have this tendency, the
value of the dependent variable functionality of the decision (Fo) in this case satisfies the
expectations. If the Tendency of accepting inovationss in E_communications has a value to
a smaller extent, the next crucial attribute is Maintenance of networks of people, so depending
on the value of this attribute, when it maintains only some networks, Functionality of the
decision (Fo) has the same value that meets expectations, and when this value is maintained
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by several networks of people, the dependent attribute Functionality of decision (Fo) has a
value more than expected, which is a logical and expected result of the survey. If the value of
an independent variable is the acceptance of inovations in E_communication, as the most
informative attribute (decisive in relation to the dependent attribute Functionality of decision
or Fo) accepts all the inovations, the corresponding value of Fo is the same as in the previous
case more than expected. And finally, if the value of the attribute The tendency to accept
inovations in E_communication is present to a greater extent, (4th value of that attribute), a
new crucial (the most sinusoidal or most informative) attribute appears, which is the
Tendency towards the virtual contacts, so if the value of this attribute is sometimes, the new
most informative attribute is the Ability to manage well in E_community, and if its value is
often, then the next most informative attribute is Creating Networks of people. When the
Ability to manage well in E_community is not well enough, the functionality of the decision
is more than expected, and when that value is manages well, then the next crucial attribute is
Creating networks of people, so if the value of this attribute is creates occasionally and
creates regularly, Fo satisfies the expectations, and if this value is creates often, Fo meets
expectations and more than expected. If the Ability to manage well in E_community is
manages well, then Fo meets expectations. When a manager has a Tendency for a virtual
contact and the creation of networks of people works (creates sometimes), the Functionality
of the decision meets expectations, and in the case that Creating networks of people works or
creates often, a new crucial attribute is created. Establishing mutually beneficial
relationships, and if the manager does it sometimes (establishes sometimes), the Fo value
will be problem solved partially. If it works to a greater extent (establishes to a greater
extent), the Fo value will be problem solved partially and satisfy the expectations

Figure 1. Case Based Graph
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Table 2. Table of significance (informativeness) of decision attributes

Lets take a look at order of informativeness (significance) of components of network
inteligence in relation to sucess and functionality of some decision:
Using orders Knowledge Manage-ment -> Extract Rules. it is possible to isolate the
most informative atributes (the ones that apear in Case Based Graph) in newly created ES
with significantly reduced number od atributes (6 most important in ratio with total number of
16 atributes). When some manager wants to check if some of his decisions will result with
functionality of decision more than expected, meet the expectations or if the problem that the
decision is being made about be partialy solved or the decision will be completely
unfunctional.In that case it is required to input values of the most informarive artibutes into
the tab Cases, and running the command Reason (deductive reasoning) in order to get answer.
It is not neccessary to input all 16 atributes but only the walues of 6 most informarive
atributes, which makes process of decision making much simpler. „Process of reduction of
number of rules is called reduction, what is basicaly third kind of conlusin after deduction and
induction. It is achieved by being able to to make same decisions using values with less
atributes“.

.

Figure 2. Case Based Rule Graph
4. CONCLUSION
Idea that network inteligence represents ability of using social connections,
acquaintances, contacts on computer social media to help obtaining some private aims, gave
inspiration for research on topic of functional dependence of success of some managerial
decision and components that make network integration.
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First place on the list of informativeness (significance) of atributes, or components of
network inteligence belongs to component Tendency of accepting inovations in E-communication with coeficient of informativeness 0,1361. On second place there is Creating people
networks with coeficient of informativenes of 0,1026, third place is General computer
literacy, and fourth place Tendency towards virtual contacts etc.
One more results of this research, that is not any less significant than general ones, is
related to the fact that inductive aproach of building expert system, reduces number of
atributes neccessary for success of decision making, discoveres new knowledge, that was
silent (tacit) up to that point, and by generating new expert system in which it will be
integrated, becomes explicit.
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Abstract: Employee satisfaction is considered to be one of the key motivators for work and
an important factor in labor productivity. During the past century, a number of studies have
been undertaken with the aim of understanding employee satisfaction as a factor of
productivity. The motivation theories based on the assumptions of satisfaction and
dissatisfaction as factors of productivity were also offered. The earliest studies of this
phenomenon have not confirmed the assumptions about the impact of employee satisfaction
on their performance. Only deeper analyzes that took into account not only job satisfaction,
but the overall satisfaction of the person (including the satisfaction of private life) have shown
that the impact of employee satisfaction on their performance effects is more important than
shown by the first research related to employee satisfaction. The above results emphasized the
importance of the impact of satisfaction with private life on work efficiency, as well as the
connection of satisfaction in private life and job satisfaction. In this paper will be presented
the state of satisfaction (at work and privately) with employees in BiH, the connection of
employee satisfaction and their working efficiency, as well as the measures of connection
between satisfaction at work and satisfaction privately with employees in BiH. Analyzes will
be made on the basis of data collected by interviewing employees belonging to different
professional groups of service professions. The results of the survey will enable a better
understanding of the effect of employee (dis)satisfaction on their performance and
productivity.
Keywords: employee satisfaction, connectivity and segmentation of satisfaction, overflow of
satisfaction, compensation of satisfaction, productivity of employees
1. INTRODUCTION
Since the emergence of management as a science, scientists have tried to identify
factors that affect the productivity and performance of individuals or organizations. These
factors are numerous and diverse, hence in the literature are presented the whole series of
classifications that classify these factors in different ways [1, 429]. In doing so, employee
satisfaction, through motivation, is considered one of the central determinants determining the
performance of employees.
The satisfaction of the employees came in the special focus of the scientists' attention
after 1931 when Fisher and Hanna published The dissatisfied worker [2], but only after the
publication of the Hawthorn experiment from the 1920s, employee satisfaction was rated as
one of the key motivators for work and an important factor of labor productivity [3]. For this
reason, a number of studies have been undertaken over the past century for the purpose of
understanding employee satisfaction as a factor of productivity and labor efficiency, and
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motivational theories based on satisfaction and dissatisfaction as productivity factors were
offered (eg. Herzberg's dual factor, Alderfer's, Mc Clleland, Hackman and Oldham, Adams,
Ryan & Deci SDT theory, etc).
The question of the impact of employee satisfaction on their work efficiency has been
further updated in contemporary conditions when, due to the frequent state of the crisis in the
economy, every worker exposed to numerous sources of stress and dissatisfaction, which is
particularly emphasized in post-transition countries, such as Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Consequently, in this paper, after an appropriate overview of the literature and
learning related to the subject of employee satisfaction, the results of the survey on: the state
of satisfaction (job satisfaction and personal life satisfaction) with employees in Bosnia and
Herzegovina will be presented collectively and analytically for employees from certain
professional group; the nature and intensity of relation between related to the satisfaction of
employees and their working efficiency (established on the basis of previous surveys realized
in Bosnia and Herzegovina), and if, to what extent there is a connection between job
satisfaction and personal life satisfaction of employees in Bosnia and Herzegovina as a whole
and observed for individual groups inside the sample.
The analyzes will be carried out on the basis of data collected by interviewing
employees from Bosnia and Herzegovina who belong to different professional groups of
service occupations. The overall results of the survey will enable a better understanding of the
effect(s) of employee satisfaction in Bosnia and Herzegovina on their performance and
productivity.
2. TEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
The earliest studies of job satisfaction and the definition of job satisfaction can be
found in papers from the thirties of the last century. In 1931, Fisher and Hanna defined the
satisfaction of the job as "a product of non-regulatory mood tendency" [4], and Robert
Hoppock in 1935 described job satisfaction as "a combination of biological, emotional and
environmental circumstances that caused a person to say "I am satisfied with my job", ie "the
affective reflection of employees in working or the subjective feelings about their working
environment." (according to [5] and [4]).
During the decades of research of this phenomenon, numerous definitions of job
satisfaction have been presented which more or less in detail explained the characteristics of
this job-related attitude as can be seen in Table 1. Among the many definitions, the most
frequently quoted and the most accepted definition of job satisfaction is the one given by
Locke, 1969, according to which “the pleasurable emotional state resulting from the appraisal
of one’s job as achieving or facilitating the achievement of one’s job values” [6], that is,
"emotional state resulting from the appraisal (evaluation) of one's job or job experiences "[7,
p.1].
Analyzing the different definitions of job satisfaction, it can be seen that recent
definitions, from the 1980s to now, include and emphasize a multiple perspective, i.e. that the
definitions from the single perspective go to the multiple perspectives. In the definitions first
offered by Organ and Near [4] and Morman [4], job satisfaction along with an affective
perspective also includes a cognitive perspective in terms of logical and rational evaluation of
working conditions (logic and rational evaluation of working conditions), and includes several
dimensions - (“supervisors, the jobs, the work colleagues, the compensation, and the
promotion opportunities”) [6].
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Despite the firm belief of numerous authors about the significant impact of employee
satisfaction on their work efficiency, the earliest research into the relationship between
employee satisfaction and their performance has not confirmed these assumptions. According
to Judge et al. [8] "the most influential narrative review of the job satisfaction - job
performance" published in 1955 by Brayfield and Crocett, assessed that "the relationship
between job satisfaction and performance minimal" [8].
The correlation between the satisfaction of employees and their work performance
found in the earliest studies was poor (eg Vroom, 1964, r = 0.14; [9] Petty, McGee, Cavender,
1984, r = 0.23 [10]; Iaffaldano, Muchinsky, 1985, r = 0.17 [11]). However, further analyzes
that took into account not only job satisfaction, but the overall well/being (including,
therefore, personal life satisfaction), have shown that the impact of employee satisfaction on
their performance is more significant than suggested by the first research related to this topic.
Wright and Cropanzano [12] found in their analyzes from 2000 that the correlation
between total psychological well-being and performance r = 0.32 p = 0.05, and Abraham, r =
0.601 ( p <0.01)[13], which is significantly higher than the previously determined correlation
coefficient values. The above results have brought back satisfaction of the employees the
importance which belongs to it, emphasized the importance of the impact of personal life
satisfaction on work efficiency, as well as the connection of personal life satisfaction and job
satisfaction.
In accordance with the “a happy worker-productive worker thesis”, the attention of the
scientist was directed not only in terms of job satisfaction and its impact on productivity and
work performance, but also on other aspects of life satisfaction, subjective well-being, such as
personal life satisfaction. Life satisfaction Shin and Johnson [14] define as “a global
assessment of a person's quality of life according to his chosen criteria”, and Erdogan et al.
“an individual's cognitive assessment of satisfaction with their life circumstances" [15].
Generally, subjective well-being involves multiple domains (family, health, leisure,
etc.) [16] among which job satisfaction and personal life satisfaction constitute the most
important components. These two dimensions of satisfaction can be in different relationships,
which are referred to as spillover, compensation, and segmentation [17, 14]. Research on the
interrelation between variables of job satisfaction and life satisfaction, as well as their impact
on performance, has produced thousands of research papers in the last three decades [18].
Unfortunately, in Bosnia and Herzegovina, this type of research has not been carried
out. Only in 2015, within the wider research of determinants of productivity [19], on the
sample of 1736 (r.r. 77.32%) respondents from different professional groups and types of
occupations, data were collected based on which analyzes related to employee
(dis)satisfaction were carried out, as shown in Tables 1 to 3. In the framework of these
analyzes, the satisfaction of the respondents regarding the: different dimensions of the
satisfaction of the respondents (general situation and position at work, working conditions,
income and interpersonal relations in the organization, and additional personal life
satisfaction), as well as the correlation of satisfaction with work performance.
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Table 1. Satisfaction and dissatisfaction of respondents from Bosnia and Herzegovina
[adapted from 19, 179-190]
Satisfaction of the respondents
Work situation-general
Work conditions
Interpersonal relations
Compensation
Personal life satisfaction

Expressed dissatisfaction
11,29%
13,54%
16,76%
26,44%
6,51%

Expressed satisfaction

(196)
(235)
(291)
(459)
(113)

88,71%
86,35%
83,24%
73,56%
93,49%

(1540)
(1501)
(1445)
(1277)
(1623)

Table 2. Overview of satisfaction dimensions of respondents from Bosnia and Herzegovina
sample [19, p: 186]
Relationship of Life Satisfaction and Job Satisfaction

N:

Percentage

Personal life satisfaction greater than job satisfaction
Job satisfaction greater than personal life satisfaction
Personal life satisfaction equal to job satisfaction

1257
227
252
1736

72,41%
13,08%
14,52%
100,00%

As the most important, the analyzes in Bosnia and Herzegovina showed [according to
19, p.:179-190, 214-216]:
 The highest level of satisfaction of respondents from the sample was expressed in
relation to the general situation at work (88.71%), and the highest level of
dissatisfaction was expressed in relation to income (26.44% of the respondents of the
entire sample). Men are generally less likely to report dissatisfaction (211 out of 638,
ie 33.07%) compared to women (42.53% of 1098); respondents from all age groups in
the BIH sample approximately equally report dissatisfaction (38.3% - 40.2%), persons
who deal with combined-demanding occupations report more than others (in 42.07%
of cases), and among professional groups, social workers report job dissatisfaction the
most (even 2/3).
 Only 6.51% of respondents reported dissatisfaction with private life (93.49% of
respondents reported privately satisfied), with 72.41% of respondents having private
satisfaction more than job satisfaction (see Table 3).
 The satisfaction of employees in all dimensions is positively and significantly related
to the performance of the respondents (subjectively assessed), with the highest
coefficient of correlation r .: 0,254 (p: 0,000) for general satisfaction with the position
at work, and r .: 0,248 (p: 0,000) for the average value of job satisfaction;
 Using the Judge-Watanabe method for defining the type of relationship between job
satisfaction and satisfaction privately [17, p: 103], the respondents' responses were
sorted to groups that manifest spillover overflow, compensation or segmentation of
these dimensions of satisfaction. It was found that the highest number of respondents
(63.77%) had a spillover effect, with a 11.23% compensatory effect, and in 25% of the
subjects the segmentation effect appears, as shown in Table 4. [adapted to 19, p: 190.].
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Table 3. Correlation of job satisfaction ratings with personal life satisfaction ratings
(comparison of the results for the B&H sample with the results of previous research [adapted
to 19, p.:190.]
Effect:
Segmentation
Related
satisfaction
Spillover
Compensatio
n
Whole
sample

Judge,Watanabe
(1994.)
20.4%
0,089 (n.s.)
79,6%
0,550 (0,001)

Dolan, Goselin
(1998.; 2000.)
7,3%

67,7%
0,770 (0,000)
11,9%
-0,770(0,000)

49,2%

92,7%

43,5%

0,400 (0,000)

N:
rho
N:
rho

Bičo Ćar,
(2015.)
435
(25,00%)
0,089 (0,062) n.s.
1301 (75,00%)
0,608 (0,000)

N:
rho
N:
rho
N:
rho

1105
0,788
196
-0,632
1736
0,360

(63,77%)
(0,000)
(11,23%)
(0,000)
(100,00%)
(0,000)

Considering the results of the satisfaction of employees research from 2015 for BiH,
we can conclude that in the case of the respondents from Bosnia and Herzegovina, the
relations of satisfaction with work efficiency of the respondents are positive and significant
and close to the results obtained in the previous research described in papers of Petty et al. r:
0.23 [10] and Wright, Cropanzano r:0,32 [12], and in papers Judge and Watanabe [17] for the
relation of spillover, compensation and segmentation effects. This certainly points to the need
for further study of employee satisfaction and identification of specificities related to this
variable.
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Taking into account the importance of employees’ satisfaction on the performance
effects, with the aim of more complete understanding of the phenomenon of connection of the
key dimensions of employee satisfaction, we decided to further examine the nature of mutual
relations of personal life satisfaction and job satisfaction, taking into account the demographic
characteristics of the respondents (sex, age) and type of occupation of the respondents. The
research questions we wanted answers to were: whether there are differences in the frequency
of the occurrence of the effects of segmentation, spillover and compensation in particular
socio-demographic groups, and what are the characteristics of these effects in certain groups
or segments within the sample of the respondents.
3.1. DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES
The data used in the empirical research presented in this paper were collected in the
period May - September 2014 in the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina using a paper-pencil
questionnaire and (for one part of the respondents) online questionnaires distributed by the
method of snow chord. All respondents were given appropriate information on the research
objectives, instructions on how to fill in the questionnaires, as well as information on the
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anonymity of their answers. Respondents who were not able to fill in the questionnaire
independently provided adequate assistance from trained interviewers or research authors.
3.2. RESPONDENTS
The research included adult employees (18-65 years old) working in service
proffesions, in 13 different professional groups, grouped into over-categories of occupational
groups (mentally demanding occupations, combined demanding occupations, and physically
demanding occupations). A total of 2245 potential respondents were contacted. 1827
questionnaire was answered, out of which 1736 questionnaires were complete (77.32%
response rate) on the basis of which the analyzes presented in this paper were made.
3.3. QUESTIONNAIRE
The analyzes done for the purpose of preparing the subject paper used demographic
and social data of respondents (age, sex, professions), as well as a set of questions about the
personal life satisfaction and job satisfaction of the respondents. As the answers were
collected as a part of a more comprehensive questionnaire aimed at analyzing productivity
determinants, there were a total of five questions in this group (one relating to personal life
satisfaction and four related to job satisfaction: general situation and work, income,
relationships in organization and working conditions), which is closely related to other similar
studies [12]. The respondents answered a set of satisfaction questions by rounding out the
offered five point scale (with answers: very satisfied, quite satisfied, partially satisfied, quite
dissatisfied and very dissatisfied).
4. DATA ANALYSIS
All data analyzes were carried out using the statistical data processing package SPSS
20. The methodology described in the work of Judge and Watanabe [17, p: 103] was used to
determine the manifestation of the effects of segmentation, compensation and spillover of
satisfaction on the parts of the sample [ p: 103], with the difference that the five point Likert
scales were used in our survey (in the Judge and Watanabe survey the scale was four point)
and that five questions were used to assess the satisfaction of the respondents: one that
measured personal life satisfaction and four that measured job satisfaction.
In order to determine the percentage of three types of relationship between personal
life satisfaction and job satisfaction present among respondents of individual groups, two
differences (D1 and D2) were found. The D1 difference, (represented by formula 1.)
determined as the absolute value of the difference of the absolute values of personal life
satisfaction and job satisfaction, serves to separate the respondents into groups with personal
and job satisfaction related, from the groups of respondents in which the segmentation
mechanism operates, ie in which these two dimensions of satisfaction are independent. The
D2 difference (represented by formula 2) serves to separate the groups of associated
satisfaction into those in which the spillover effect acts and those in which the effect of
compensation acts (and there is a negative correlation between the dimensions of satisfaction).
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D1 = ││personal life satisfaction │ - │job satisfaction ││

(1)

D2 = │personal life satisfaction - job satisfaction │

(2)

The high values of the D1 difference involve the disconnection of personal life
satisfaction and job satisfaction. The low values of the D1 difference mean the connection
between life and job satisfaction. In order to separate the high and low values of the D1
differential (and later D2), we sorted the data from the sample to the rising value of D1, and
then established the correlation between life and job satisfaction for each consecutive 5% of
respondents, starting from those with the lowest values of D1. High correlation values point to
the existence of a relationship of satisfaction dimensions, and the low value of the correlation
of life and job satisfaction mean absence of a connection, disconnection and independence of
the personal life satisfaction in relation to job satisfaction, i.e. segmentation. [19, p: 180].
Below, for the respondents who have a relationship of satisfaction dimension (i.e. with
low values of D1 and high correlation values), the same procedure was applied, but on the
difference D2. The low values of D2 and the positive correlation value of the two dimensions
of satisfaction were marked by respondents with a spillover effect (at the same time the
presence of satisfaction or dissatisfaction in both dimensions of satisfaction), and the high
values of D2 and the negative correlation value marked the effect of compensation
(satisfaction in one segment, and dissatisfaction in another).
This procedure was applied to groups of respondents classified by gender, age and
type of occupation, and the results obtained by the analysis are shown in Table 4, Table 5 and
Table 5.
5. RESULTS OF RESEARCH
Analyzes done on the sample of respondents from Bosnia and Herzegovina showed
that the distribution of relationship between personal and job satisfaction, is similar to the one
reported in 1994 by Judge and Watanabe [17]. Namely, for the sample as a whole the effects
of spillover, compensation and segmentation are present in the ratio of 63.8%: 11.2%: 25%. A
detailed analysis done for individual groups of respondents showed slightly different results.
In some groups there is more compensation effect (women in relation to men, 11%:
7%), which we could interpret as a result of greater dissatisfaction with the work that women
"compensate" for higher levels of life satisfaction. At the same time, the phenomenon of
spillover of satisfaction is manifested in women the least. The group of the oldest
respondents, with their responses, showed the most intense effect of the spillover. For the age
group of 36-45 years and for respondents from physically demanding occupations, correlation
value did not allow a clear separation of the groups. A summary overview of the ratio of the
effect of spillover, compensation, segmentation for individual analyzed groups is shown in
Table 7.
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Table 4. Comparative overview of the effects of segmentation, compensation and spillover for
the sample as a whole and parts of the sample - analysis by half of the respondents (source:
own analysis and [19])
Effect:
Segmentation
Related
satisfaction
Spillover
Compensation
Whole sample

Whole sample [19]

Man

Women

N:
435 (25,00%)
rho 0,089 (0,062)n.s.
N:
1301 (75,00%)
rho 0,608 (0,000)

N:
160 (25,00%)
rho 0,088 (0,270)
N:
478 (75,00%)
rho 0,691 (0,000)

N:
275 (25,00%)
rho 0,810 (0,181)
N:
823 (75,00%)
rho 0,546 (0,000)

N:
1105 (63,77%)
rho 0,788 (0,000)
N:
196 (11,23%)
rho -0,632 (0,000)
N: 1736 (100,00%)
rho 0,360 (0,000)

N:
430 (67,39%)
rho 0,802 (0,000)
N:
48 (7,51%)
rho -0,664 (0,000)
N: 638 (100,00%)

N:
698 (63,57%)
rho 0,756 (0,000)
N:
125 (11,38%)
rho -0,622 (0,000)
N: 1098 (100,00%)

Table 5. Comparative overview of the effects of segmentation, compensation and spillover
analysis by type of occupation (source: own analysis)
Effect:

Segmentation
Related
satisfaction
Spillover
Compensation
Whole sample

Mental-demanding
occupations

Combineddemanding
occupations

Physically-demanding
occupations

N:
280 (25,00%)
rho 0,005 (0,927)
N:
837 (75,00%)
rho 0,603 (0,000)

N:
95
(20,00%)
rho 0,176
(0,088)
N:
378 (79,91%)
rho 0,570 (0,000)

Correlation value did not
allow a clear separation
of the groups

N:
753 (67,41%)
rho 0,788 (0,000)
N:
84 (7,52%)
rho -0,632 (0,000)
N: 1117 (100,00%)

N:
378 (79,91%)
rho 0,570
(0,000)
Effect does not apply

Analysis D2 was not
performed

N:

N: 146
(100,00%)
rho 0,395
(0,000)

473 (100,00%)
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Table 6. Comparative Review of the Effects of Segmentation, Compensation and spillover Analysis by Age of the Respondents (source: own analysis)
Effect:
Segmentation

Age group 18 -35
N:
rho

163 (25,08%)
0,061 (0,441)

Related
satisfaction

N:
rho

487 (74,92%)
0,618 (0,000)

Spillover

N:
438 (67,38%)
rho 0,772 (0,000)
N:
49 (7,54%)
rho -0,464 (0,000)
N: 650 (100,00%)

Compensation
Whole sample

Age group 36 -45
Correlation value did
not allow a clear
separation
of the groups
Analysis D2 was not
performed

N:

585 (100,00%)

Age group 46 -65
N:
rho

109
(20,19%)
-0,011 (0,906)

N:
rho

431 (79,815%)
0,611 (0,000)

N:
409 (75,74%)
rho 0,722
(0,000)
N:
22
(5,00%)
rho -0,569
(0,006)
N: 540
(100,00%)

Table 7. Flow ratio, compensation, segmentation (source: own analysis)
Group
The whole sample
Men
Women
Mental-demanding occupations
Combined-demanding occupations
Physically-demanding occupations
Age group 18-35
Age group 36-45
Age group 46-65

N:

Spillover

Compensation

Segmentation

1736
638
1098
1117
473
146
650
546
540

63,77
67,4
63,57
67,5
79,91
67,4
75

11,23
7,6
11,4
7,5
0
7,53
5

25
25
25
25
20,09
25,07
20

6. CONCLUSION
The results of numerous researches dealing with the topic of employee satisfaction and
its relationship with work performance and productivity, point to the importance of this
phenomenon. The results of the research that we conducted on a sample of 1736 respondents,
show that among employees in Bosnia and Herzegovina, dominant effect is spillover.
Therefore, managers in Bosnia and Herzegovina should take into account both the job
satisfaction of employees, and the indirect impact and the effect of personal life satisfaction
on the behavior of employees in the organization. Based on the effect of spillover, managers
and organisations, by improving employee satisfaction, can contribute to their sense of
wellbeing. Also, it is necessary to pay attention to the satisfaction of those groups of
employees who more often report job dissatisfaction, in order not to allow their dissatisfaction
to reduce their performance, and thus the short-term and long-term results of individuals,
groups and organizations as a whole. The research shows that managers have at their disposal
numerous opportunities for improving the efficiency of employees and the company itself by
achieving job satisfaction and meeting the expectations of employees in all its dimensions.
That way, investing in employees can become one of the key factors of success and
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sustainability of the company. This is especially necessary in maintaining or improving the
company's competitive position, regardless of the context in which the company operates.
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Abstract: Today's e-business processes require constant qualitative adjustments and
improvements. Regarding economics implications, the best approach is to evaluate their
conceptual modeling, after planning and prior to implementation. The basic idea is to make
savings, which in the following examples will be a shortening of the time of the process, and
therefore a cheaper price of a product, service, or both. To achieve those goals and the
expected guidance for making decisions for changes, in this paper is described and used
Insight Maker which is web-based, general-purpose modeling and simulation tool. It is
designed to make modeling and simulation accessible to a wider audience of users. Insight
Makers has integrated all three general modeling approaches: agent-based modeling, system
dynamics and imperative programming in one modeling framework. This open source
framework, give an opportunity to making different conceptual models, rearranging and
reengineering the business processes, simultaneously making re evaluation of changes. In this
paper, the used examples, specifically, models and simulations, show us, graphical and
numerical results that allow an unambiguous evaluation of the changes.
Keywords: e-business modelling, evaluation, Insight Maker

1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of business process re-engineering (BPR) was introduced in the late
1990s as an idea that periodically a redesign and reorganization of an organization is needed
to reduce costs and increase productivity and service quality. The role of ICT as an enabler for
organisational rethinking has been enfaced in much literature from the field of conceptual
modelling and business processes re-engineering. [1],[2],[3],[8]. Given the relationship
between conceptual modelling and the business processes development it is very important to
note the following items: Business is managed as a set of specific but interconnected business
processes that are modelled using software solutions, and furthermore, the ICT strategy
should be integrated with business strategy [1]. Many studies have shown that prior reengineering of business processes, simulation and evaluation is recommended, as support for
decision-making for change [2],[3],[4],[9]. Depending on the modelling process, different
approaches were developed, such as process processes (EPCs, ARIS House of Business),
Semantic Object Model (COM), Bonaparte and ACCESS / STAR and many others. At the
same time, e-Commerce" and e-Office indicate that in the future more and more business
processes will be implemented electronically, which implies parallel development and change
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of business processes and software solutions for their reorganization [6]. The enhanced
process should be better support for organizational goals, which means removing unnecessary
procedures, and then redesign assisted and realized using ICT, as well as "streamlining" of
organizational operations [10].
2. CONCEPTUAL MODELLING AND SIMULATION AS A TOOLS OF BPR
A model is a representation of some system of interest. The model should be always,
similar with system, but simpler. Before doing any changes on the real system, the model
should be build and tested.
1. 1. CONCEPTUAL MODELLING
Building a model is time consuming process which requires good knowledge of a
system that is being modeled. In this context, conceptual modeling has particular significance
for capturing the basics of the system that needs to be realized. The conceptual model is
always only approximation of the real system, and it is very important to find a balance
between simplicity and real situation. To ensure the model validity, it is necessary the use of
model validation techniques which includes simulation procedures where under a known
common input, the outputs of the simulation model and the real system are compared [1]. The
simulation model is a mathematical model developed with the simulation software, which is
able to use deterministic or dynamic variables, depending of values of inputs and outputs
(according the time – static or dynamic, according the values- fixed or stochastic) [1], [11].
1. 2. SIMMULATION
The simulation means experimenting with different conceptual models to understand
and predict behaviour of the proposed system. In order to obtain accurate results, the
simulation needs to be done before an existing system is altered or new system built. Based
on the real result of simulation, suitable improvement measures can be identified without
lengthy real-time walkthroughs. These possible improvements can be verified before
implementation, and can be easily evaluated without impacting existing processes. All these
benefits substantiate simulation as an essential activity before updating and implementing
processes within the organization [2]. Simulation is a component of a business rules engine. It
is a solution to both off-line design and on-line operational management problems. Engineers
derive rules from the mental models experts provide on how their processes work and how to
make decisions that will help them forecast how a change might impact those decisions.
Formalizing and simulating these models makes the automation of business rules more robust.
In the design of new business rules, simulation provides a way to validate that processes will
work as designed [3].
1.2.1. Simulation of business process models (BPM)
There are a lot of different BPM tools in market, which usually follow different
methods. Each of them follows a standard approach, but the most modern being BPMN
standard. Some of modelling software support simulation as an extra feature, but not as a
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main purpose of a software. The modelling software is not there to provide simulation, but to
provide an environment to model processes, maintain and share these models. The business
process models provide a static representation of the process being studied, in contrast to the
simulation which adds a dynamic component, representing the process as active, although it is
still a model. Additional information is required in the BPMs, such as activity times, arrival
information, resource availability and routing logic that can be executed within the
simulation. Some of those information, it is not always easily added, for example process
modelling tools do not tend to have objects to represent queues and constraints for these
queues. Additionally, the overall control method that determines the routing or prioritization
of the work, the ability to add this logic, which was a large part of stand-alone simulation
tools, is usually not well covered in the simulation provided for BPMs. Business process tools
can be very detail oriented. Given that these tools are likely to be owned by ICT or business
analysts they are very suited towards the design and implementation steps of the project cycle
[4].
3. E-BUSINESS PROCESS MODELLING AND SIMULATION
The business models are usually represented by a mixture of informal textual, verbal
and ad-hoc graphical representations. Very often there is a gap between business executives
and the IT developers who need to create e-business information system.
3.1. E-BUSINESS PROCESS MODELLING
There is a lot of different approaches concerning e-business process modelling. Some of
them are ARIS/EPC, SOM, Bonapart and INCOME/STAR. In the practice EPC (Event-driven
Process Chains) of the ARchitecture of integrated Information Systems has a dominant role.
There are several reasons of EPCs popularity: a variety of commercial tools for EPC, the great
success of the SAP suite of business applications tremendously promoted the use of this
method, EPCs have also been investigated quite thoroughly in research. When ARIS is used
for business process modelling, first step is to identify the core process of the business and
represent them as EPC, which consists of an alternating sequence of events and processes,
also called functions. The resulting process model serves the documentation of existing
process, the planning of new process or their combination. If the EPC contains some new
processes, the reengineering should be done. E-business process demand a high degree of
automation, due to quick changes in electronic markets, a fast realization of the process
models. The large percentage of electronic parts in the overall business process leads to huge
software projects delaying realization [6]. There are two reasons for delay:
-

-

A lot of details necessary for the implementation of the model typically require a
reorganization of the original model- The solution of the first problem is making
syntax and semantics of the modelling language as precise as possible. There is a gap
between precision and intelligibility. Exact formal models like Petri nets are usually
not well understood. Оn the other hand, models like the EPC are easily
understandable, but have a lack of formality.
In the EPC, business objects, such as information and documents processed and
manipulated by the process, are associated with a large degree of freedom - This fact
makes it difficult to object-oriented approach in the modelling and implementation of
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software solutions [6]. The solution of this problem requires the integration of
business objects into the process model. An object-oriented concept needs to be
chosen for integration and extend EPC to EMC (Event-driven Method Chains).
Today on the market there is a great number of tools that can be used for creating EPC
diagrams. Some of these tools support the tool-independent Event-driven Process Chain
Markup Language (EPML) interchange format. There are also tools that generate EPC
diagrams from operational data, such as SAP logs. The EPC diagrams use symbols of several
kinds to show the control flow structure (sequence of decisions, functions, events, and other
elements) of a business process. To product software from models of complex business
processes, control structures alone are not enough. For example, almost any process in a
company includes business objects such as documents. If they are not considered in the
process model right from the start, a later integration will be very difficult.
In object-oriented EPC is visible which methods are invoked, but not in which order. If
some weak spot is discovered in a later phase it leads to a revision of the EPC and going back
to a modelling phase. To avoid such cycles, methods should take the place of the functions,
not classes. The class is connected to its methods via an edge, likewise all attributes are
connected to the class. The resulting diagram is called Event-driven Method Chain (EMC).
3.2. E-BUSINESS PROCESS SIMULATION
Тhe simulation has an important role in modelling and analysing the activities in
introducing BPR since it enables quantitative estimations to be made on the influence of the
redesigned process on system performances. Many organizations use the simulation to
analyse e-business processes at some stage [2]. But not all of them use it in a structured and
efficient way. The reason for this is a lack of training, a limitation of existing tools, or a
greater focus on design rather than the simulation itself. The majority of simulation software
implements a model using the discrete-event method[3]. The reasons for introducing a
simulation in the modeling process can be summarized as follows: simulation enables
modeling of the process dynamics, possibility to examine the influence of random variables
on the process development, quantitative approach for determining the effects of
reengineering, providing visualization and animation processes and facilitating
communication between clients and analysts.
4. INSIGHT MAKER- CLOUD BASED OPEN SOURCE TOOL FOR MODELLING
AND SIMULATION
Insight Maker is an open source, web based software for modeling and general purpose
simulation tools. It is designed to make modeling and simulation available to a wider
audience of users. Insight Maker integrates all three general modeling models: agent-based
modeling, system dynamics, and imperative programming in a single modeling framework.
Its graphical interface has a client side implementation, which means that the code can be
executed on each user's machine. It support some advanced features like model scripting and
optimization. There are the possibilities to build a model, run a simulation, and embed the
model in the web site. [11]
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4.1. WORKING FEATHURES OF INSIGHT MAKER
Insight maker as a high performance environment, which quickly performs the
simulations with minimal resource requirements, has three basic criteria that its own
modelling and simulation tools should possess: performance, features and accessibility. The
highest priority is given to the accessibility over other components, which means that it is user
friendly tool. The second priority is given to the features, and the lowest priority is given to
performance. The final result is reduced speed of tool, and significant limitations of the
performance. Insight Maker, as a web based tool, provides user account management and
model sharing and searching.
4.1.1. Technologies used behind Insight Maker
Insight Maker Insight Maker uses standard open-source technologies and runs on a
generic Linux/Unix server. Existing open source technologies and solutions were used to
increase the portability of the system and also to reduce the cost of development. The
technologies that are used are:
-

MySQL database to store the data on the server
PHP and content management system Drupal are used to store data and implement
server-side logic
- Lighttpad is used as the actual server software
While building Insight Maker authors included number of previously developed
packages from third party: Ext JS, MxGraph, JQuery, Durpal, Oxygen Icon Pack, ScratchpadKan Academy.
4.1.2. Modelling paradigms
Insight Maker support two different modelling paradigms and using each paradigm
alone or using both of them together, it is able to create the most of the planned models.
- System dynamics modelling- concerns itself with the high-level behaviour of a system.
It helps to understand and aggregate operations of system on a macro-scale. It is great
for focusing on really important in the model and cutting unnecessary details. The
main building blocks for constructing system dynamics models, also known as
primitives are: Stocks, Flows, Variables, and Links.
-

Agent Based Modelling- purpose is to allow the user to model individual agents within
a system or/and population, and explore the differences between individuals in
population. The primitives, known as main building blocks for constructing agent
based models, are: States, Transition (with triggers: timeout, probability, condition),
Agent population, and Actions.
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5. AN EXAMPLE OF E-BUSINESS PROCES MODELLING AND SIMULATION
USING INSIGHT MAKER
This section shows the use of the tool in modelling and simulating the B2B process,
using Insight Maker. The aim was to explore the possibilities of the tool in the domain of
modelling e-business processes. This example does not show all the features of the tool, since
only one set of them was sufficient to complete the Agent Based Modelling task. To
accomplish this goal, B2B process which is described in an early works [8], has been
modelled and simulated using Insight Maker. Following study refers to a business change
effort undertaken by a virtual company. Further, the processes AS IS and TO BE, both of
them has been modelled and simulated. The study emphasizes the assessment of savings in
terms of time and cost for one purchase transaction execution. Briefly described, an AS IS
business process defines the current state of the business processes in an organization, and the
analysis goal in putting together the current state process is to clarify exactly how they works
today. Unlike them, TO BE business process define the further state of a business processes
in an organization, and the goal of analysis is putting together the future state, and to clarify
how the business process will work, at some point in the future, once change was made.
The capabilities of e-business process modelling in Insight Maker are limited. There
is no activities and decision constructs so for implementing the process agent based modelling
was used and their constructs agent state and transitions.
5.1. AS IS – MODELLING AND SIMULATION OF A VIRTUAL COMPANY
Each activity is represented as an Agent State. Also, each activity of the process has its
duration. This duration was used as timeout trigger in Insight Maker to trigger the transition
between the States. For example activity Order approval is implemented as Agent State. It
transits to next State “Sending order to supplier” after 10 minutes expires. All the transitions
are made like that. When the activity last for some random period in interval of 1 to 3 hours,
timeout is random number where minimum is 1 hour and maximum is 3 hours. Generally, In
general, all the primitives should be presented on models created in Insight Maker. All
rectangles represent the States, and for all of them, their start activity is “false”, which means,
that at the beginning they are inactive. The other primitives shown on the models are
Transitions. They come in form of arrows. Because of this constraints the model in Insight
Maker looks slightly different. Figure 1., present AS IS model of following virtual company.
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Figure 1. AS IS model in Insight Maker
The process is changing from one State to other, through Transition. Depending on the
role, some Transitions are triggered with different time intervals that can be tolerated during
the execution of the process, and can be marked as “waited”. During the simulation of
processes, they can accept a random value, under the proposed time intervals, and then State
“Waiting for approval will stop being “active”, and State “Order approval” will became
“active”, as it has presented on Picture 2. After making five simulations, of AS IS process,
with different time of processes execution, experimental result shown that:
AS IS Average time (hours) = [Simulation1.time(172hours) + Simulation2.time
(144hours)
+
Simulation3.time (242hours)+Simulation4.time(202hours) +
Simulation5.time( 223 hours)] /5 =983/5 =196.6 hours
Depending of activity, there are many different time intervals to finish the activity
tasks, for example, such as for some of them “Sending order to supplier” – duration 10min,
“Waiting for order acknowledgment” –duration (0.5- 48 hours), “Waiting for bill” – duration
(1-3days), “Wainting for delivery”- (1-7days).
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Figure 2. AS IS model with simulation of time executing
Figure 3 shown, during the simulation, that the Tabular Display columns, in fact,
represent the States in the model.

Figure 3.Tabular Display of States
Whenever an agent is in a country, the value of this State is 1, unlike the rest States,
where it is 0. These results can be exported as CSV file.
5.2. TO BE- MODDELING, SIMULATION AND EVALUATION OF CHANGES OF
AN VIRTUAL COMANY
TO BE model is developed, changing the order and activities from the previously
analysed company, in order to compare the results with those of the previous AS IS model.
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On Figure 4. are defined the further state of a business processes in previously considered
virtual company.

Figure 4. BE model of previous virtual company
It can be noted that, in the TO BE model, some of previously present States in AS IS
model, such as, “Order Acknowledgement” and “Updating order” are discarded.

Figure 5. TO BE simulation
There are also changes in the duration of some time intervals, such as State “Waiting
for bill” –duration (10-120min), and other. Figure 5., shown the result of one of simulations.
After making five simulations, of TO BE process, with different time of processes execution,
experimental result shown that:
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TO BE Average time (hours) = [Simulation1.time(156hours) + Simulation2.time
(120hours)
+
Simulation3.time(63hours) + Simulation4.time(83hours) +
Simulation5.time( 120 hours)] /5 =542/5 =108.4 hours
5.3. ЕVALUATION AND INTERPRETATION OF ACHIEVED RESULTS
After 5 simulation cycles made for both models, using Insight Maker : AS IS model
created for an initial virtual company and TO BE model, created for the same company with
proposed changes whose impact needs to be evaluated, it can be perceived that TO BE
process should be improved. The average time to complete all task and business processes, for
TO BE model is 108.4 hours, which is significant shorter than average time for AS IS model,
196.6 hours. The result will be different if more simulation cycles are performed. Use of
Insight Maker, for e-business process modeling prove that re-engineering would be successful
in this case, because, shortened time to perform activities, means saving for a company. But,
even the reduce of time is significant, the Insight Maker does not have the option of
calculating the money spent on resources and duration of the activities which could influence
the results.
6. CONCLUSION
Insight Maker is аn open source tool and all of its functionalities are completely free to
use. Its main strength is that it is collaborative tool so more person can work on the same
time. Moreover, it is web based application so to use it, it is necessary to have just internet
connection and browser. No installation is required. Employees on community forum answers
very quickly on user problems. There is plenty of video tutorials and user manual as a source
of learning to work with this tool.
Big weakness of this tool is its slow learning curve. It takes a time to learn to work with
it. User need to be familiar with 2 types of modelling and all the building blocks. The
modelling and simulating e-business processes in this tool is extremely challenging task. The
biggest problem is that it is not the primary purpose of the tool, so there is no explanation of
how to do that. Since it is new tool user community is very small and no one until now how
worked on this problem. The tool does not support BPMN process modelling so there is no
constructs like activities or decisions. In order to make model and simulate in Insight Maker,
the advices of employees on community forum were listen.
Today there is growing trend of popularity of cloud. Everything is trying to move on
the cloud. That is the big opportunity of this tool. It is completely web based. Moreover, user
can create different models, and they even trying to improve Insight Maker. On community
forum they can suggest what could be implemented next.
The treats to the tool are based on financial support. Since everything is on servers,
increasing the price of the servers could eventually lead to situation where use of the tool will
not be free of charge any more. Also, its creators and supporters can cancel financial support
and stop maintaining and developing the product.
All in all, Insight Maker is very powerful tool, but in purpose of e-business process
modelling is still not the best choice because it is not supporting BPMN, there is no
explanation of how to do it and there is no possibility to add the costs to sources or activities.
The simulation gives accurate directions and results, but only sufficient for pre-evaluation.
Additional measures are needed to confirm the results.
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Abstract: The study researched the problem of restructuring of a legal entity by spin-off and
creation subsidiary enterprises, arrangement of the restructuring goals, comparison of these
methods, recommendation of exploitation them and forming of authorized capital.
What is better - to reorganize of a legal entity by spin-off or creation subsidiary enterprises? It
is complicated question, as well as the question how to share assets and liabilities between the
restructuring participants and how to create authorized capital of new enterprises. This article
learnt these questions for limited liability companies as the most popular commercial
structure.
Both of these methods have its advantages and disadvantages. In practice like in publications
people mix up these elements that’s why we decided to clear up differences between
restructuring of a legal entity by spin-off and creation subsidiary enterprises and give some
using recommendation.
The paper studies the matters reorganization by spin-off the companies (mainly limited
liability company) and creation of subsidiary company according to last changes in
legislation, differences between it, some variants of forming authorized capital, distribution of
rights and liabilities between reorganized and new companies. It can help entrepreneurs to
understand all problems, make a right decision about the way of reorganization, to avoid some
problems during forming the capital and distribution of rights and liabilities which can have
an adverse effect on taxing and relationship with contra party and founders; taxman and
auditors to understand what focus on during inspection of reorganized and new companies.
Keywords: business restructuring, reorganization by spin-off, subsidiary enterprise,
authorized capital

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, especially under the financial and economic crisis conditions, many
companies try to develop and improve the activity effectiveness by different methods of
business restructuring, which includes restructuring of a legal entity by spin-off or creation
subsidiary enterprises.
Over the last years there are some changes in Russian legislation regarding business
reorganization. According to the section 57-62 of Civil Code of the Russian Federation read
with Federal Law № 99 05.05.2014:
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reformation of commercial legal entity to uncommercial is forbidden;
reorganization process with the mix of some types of reorganization is possible;
mixed reorganization with 2 or more legal entities among other of different business
legal structure is possible;
the only one document of transferring rights and duties is transfer act;
creditors guarantee is reconciled.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The question about reorganization is widespread in the legislation, conclusions of
adjudicatory organ, expert publications [1, 2, 3] such as Vertakova Y.V., Baranova P.V.,
Ferceva V.A., Isaeva V.A., Sozinova A.A. and many others. What is better - to reorganize of
a legal entity by spin-off or creation subsidiary enterprises? It is complicated question, as well
as the question how to share assets and liabilities between the restructuring participants, and
how to create authorized capital of new enterprises.
The goal of this article to analyze restructuring methods (reorganization by spin-off
and creation subsidiary enterprises), define the best way of restructuring for limited liability
companies as the most popular commercial structure according the last changes in the
legislation. Also we analyze ways of creation of authorized capital of new enterprises (for
limited liability companies) and sharing assets and liabilities between the restructuring
participants.
3. RESEARCH METODOLOGY
The main idea of any business restructuring is effectivization which is achieved by
business development, enhancement of soundness on the market, cost cutting, reallocation of
corporate control etc. On the definite level of business development it is necessary to breaking
up the corporation into smaller units [4].
The general goals of business restructuring by spin-off or creating the subsidiary
enterprises are:
new name promotion;
improvement the specialization by deliverance of secondary activities;
adaptation to the dynamic environment;
creation several independent legal entities from one company where success of one
company compensate failing of another;
management optimization by transforming the units of the company to independent
ones, enhancement responsibility and motivation in raising of efficiency of all
employees;
cutting tax payments by means of using different tax treatments for different kind of
business such as simplified tax system, single tax on imputed income, single
agricultural tax, and registration of legal entity in concessional taxation area;
motivation of legal entity participants to independence;
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sharing the business between opponent participants of legal entity;
dissipation of assets from legal entity on behalf of its main participants or its top
managers which aim at independence;
creation new company without debts of reorganized one;
protection from hostile take-over.
Sometimes unfair entrepreneurs use business restructuring for default on commitments
by [5]:
dissipation of the most fluid assets or disproportional sharing assets and liabilities
during reorganization, creation new company only with illiquid asset and bills
receivable;
creation new companies only with illiquid assets and bills receivable with future
bankruptcy proceeding in order to eliminate of bankruptcy of all reorganized legal
entity;
creation new companies with liquid assets for future sell-off of assets by selling these
companies;
non-payment of taxes or its reducing.
There are two ways of creations a new company: during restructuring of a legal entity
by spin-off and creation subsidiary enterprises. The last one is not a restructuring because
subsidiary company has not any rights and obligations of the main enterprise.
Both of these methods have its advantages and disadvantages. In practice like in
publications people mix up these elements that’s why we decided to clear up differences
between restructuring of a legal entity by spin-off and creation subsidiary enterprises and give
some using recommendation.
1. Both of these methods of restructuring have that in common, such as the result of it
is two or more new independent companies which have own property, corporate bodies,
which is liable for debts by their property, have a right and a duty etc. Subsidiary enterprises
are not liable for debt of the parent company like enterprises created during the
reorganization by spin-off are not liable for debt of the reorganized company.
Also there are some differences between these methods. Reorganized company is
not liable for debt of enterprises created during the reorganization by spin-off [6], but parent
company is liable for debt of subsidiary enterprises solidary, if these debts appear in the line
of duty, or if subsidiary enterprise is out of business by the fault of parent one. Also parent
company is liable for debt of subsidiary enterprises in case when the last one took part in
making a decision (item 2 section 67/3 of Civil Code of the Russian Federation read with
Federal Law № 99 05.05.2014).
Reorganized company can give up its liability to the new firm created by spin-off. In
this case a new firm is liable to former creditors of reorganized company [7]. Also both of
these companies are liable to former creditors of reorganized company if creditors demanded
pre-schedule fulfilment of obligations or discharge and payment of damages but not got it
(item 3 section 60 of Civil Code of the Russian Federation). This applies to the case in which
it is impossible to identify the liability cessionary or when assets and liabilities were shared in
bad faith and it lead to violation of creditors interests (item 5 section 60 of Civil Code of the
Russian Federation).
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Summarizing the above, creation subsidiary enterprises is more advantageous than
reorganization by spin-off according to transfer of rights and obligations.
2. The next common point is transfer the assets by restructured company to new firms
in both methods [8].
A parent company is the unique founder of subsidiary firm and create its authorized
capital by own property getting liability rights. In this case balance sheet assets and liabilities
of the founder is permanent.
A parent company transfers a part of its assets to its subsidiary firm and account for it
as financial investment in authorized capital [9]. In case of reorganization by spin-off the
balance sheet account of the reorganized company are cut by transfer act and it can be
negative for goodwill.
Summarizing the above, creation subsidiary enterprises is more advantageous than
reorganization by spin-off according to investment potential and capitalization growth [10].
3. A subsidiary company is not liable for debts of the parent firm. The last one doesn’t
cut its debts and it impairs the financial sustainability of the company. In another method a
reorganised company transfer as rights as liabilities and a part of receivables and payables to
the new firm by transfer act.
There is no some requests and recommendations about liabilities value transferred to
the new company. But the debts to the government budget and non-budgetary foundation of
taxation and revenue are not transferred (item 8 section 50 of Tax Code of the Russian
Federation).
According to allocation of receivables and payables reorganization by spin-off is more
advantageous than creation subsidiary enterprises.
4. Companies created by spin-off are divorced from each other and don’t come to help
to each other [11]. A parent and subsidiary companies are a group of connected legal entities
which help each other in different legal, economic and investment questions what lead to
raising of stability of all companies included in the corporate group.
Summarizing the above, creation subsidiary enterprises is more advantageous than
reorganization by spin-off.
5. The decision to reorganize the company by spin-off is made by its participants who
has as common stocks as preference stocks. In company limited it is made by a general
shareholder meeting where ¾ voters made such decision. In limited liability company this
decision is made by all participants unanimously.
In reorganization process it is necessary to inform the Federal Tax Service, which
make a note in the National Register of Legal Entities, and creditors, announce in mass media
and the internet, put in the unified federal register of information on the facts of the activities
of legal entities. It is not necessary in case of creation a subsidiary company [12].
Creation of subsidiary firm is unilateral contract and can be made by the decision of
executive office or board of management. Except for the case when the deal is very large.
There is no transfer act in the process. The parent company doesn’t transfer any rights and
liabilities to its subsidiary firm.
Summarizing the above, creation subsidiary enterprises is more simple and less
expensive than reorganization by spin-off.
6. Shareholders who voted against the reorganization of public company or didn’t vote
at all can require the company to buy out their shares by real cost or be a shareholders of each
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new firms [13]. In limited liability company decision about reorganization must be made on a
unanimous basis.
Restructuring by spin-off is more simple as shareholders of the parent company can’t
require to buy out their stocks. Majoritarian participants keep their influence in subsidiary
firm through the main company.
7. Shareholders of a subsidiary firm are participants of a parent company. And during
net profit distribution dividends owners can be only participants of the parent company.
Participants of the subsidiary firm can have dividends of the main company if it is. In case of
spin-off participants of reorganized company can have shares in authorized capital of a new
firm. That’s why reorganization by spin-off is more advantageous than creation subsidiary
enterprises especially for minority participants. But a parent company can sale its shares of
authorized capital of the subsidiary firm to anyone or its participant which don’t have right of
preference.
8. Participants of organized by spin-off company can keep their rights to run new
firms only if the company charter which is approved on еру shareholders general meeting of
the reorganized company allows it. Participants of parent company can keep controlling the
subsidiary firms through their administration being its members.
According to conflict resolution between business partners reorganization by spin-off
is better than creation subsidiary enterprises. In corporation with parent and subsidiaries
companies it is really difficult to solve some problems [14].
In general the way or restructuring depends on the case.
There are several types of reorganization, they are split up, spin-off, takeover, merger
and reformation. Many specialists and we consider that the most complicated form is spin-off,
especially forming the authorized capital, distribution of assets and liabilities between
reorganized and new companies. There are some variants of forming authorized capital of
new firm created by spin-off. The same can't be said for the other form of reorganization.
Let's consider forming the authorized capital for limited liability company created by
spin-off. Limited liability company are beyond the 90% level of all commerce companies.
The result of reorganization of limited liability company by spin-off is creation one or several
new firms which got some rights and liabilities according the transfer act. And the
reorganized company continues in operation (item 4 of section 58 of Civil Code of the
Russian Federation, item 1 of section 55 of Federal Law about Limited Liability Company).
There are some legal restrictions about creation authorized capital. The value of it
can’t be less than 10 000 rubles, net assets of company must be more than its authorized
capital.
Authorized capital of new company is paid by the founders. Asset holdings of the
company created by spin-off is formed from the assets of the reorganized firm according to
the transfer act [15]. There is no common between transfer the assets by way of succession
and forming the authorized capital of company created by spin-off [16].
Active legislation forbids any pays for the shares in authorized capital in case of
reorganization. It is incorrect to say about payment of authorized capital of the company
created by spin-off by the participants of reorganized firm. The result of spin-off is creation a
new independent firm without any assets of reorganized company [17]. If the founder decided
to form authorized capital of subsidiary firm using property of reorganized company and this
property is transferred as payment for this capital without any changes in the authorized
capital of the reorganized company, this transfer of property is financial investment of
reorganized company and share capital payment of a new firm (item 39 of Practice advisory
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of formation the financial statements during reorganization (approved by the order
of Ministry of Finance of Russian Federation No 44n of 20.05.2003)).
The main variants of forming the authorized capital of limited liability company
created by spin-off are:
1. the authorized capital of the company created by spin-off is formed by cutting the
capital of the reorganized firm. Value of participants shares in the capital of
reorganized company is stay the same but its nominal cost is changed. In this case it
is possible to convert the shares from the capital of reorganized company to the
capital of new firm proportional or in a different way according to decision about
reorganization.
2. Authorized capital of new company is created from the capital of reorganized firm as
a part of one participant. The other part of the capital is divided up between other
participants. It leads to the cutting the capital of reorganized company. This way is
suitable for business separation between partners. For example when one participant
of reorganized firm convert his share to the share of new company and stop being a
participant of reorganized firm.
3. One part of capital of new company is assigned to reorganized firm and the others
are shared between its participants. It is possible to assigned whole authorized capital
to the reorganized company.
4. Authorized capital of new company is created by internal fund without capital of
reorganized firm that is retained earnings and added capital. In such way participants
of reorganized company become the participants of new firm. Reorganized company
can take a stake in a new firm.
The process of forming the authorized capital in such way is below. Firstly the capital
of reorganized company is expanded by retained earnings and/or added capital what leads to
expansion of shares nominal cost of the reorganized firm by its own capital. After that the
additional share of capital of reorganized firm is put on the capital of a new company and
shared between participants of reorganized company. As a result they keep their shares in
reorganized firm and got additional shares in new company. Participants of new firm don’t
make any contributions and get shares free of charge.
In case with limited liability company this process is more simple without advanced
expansion of the capital. A part of the capital of reorganized company is turned over the new
firm by transfer act and moved to its authorized capital. The results of these two variants are
the same but the second way doesn’t include time-taking and costly procedures of making
decision about changing the authorized capital on general meeting, notarization, posting in
mass media, making the changes in articles of association and Uniform State Register of
Legal Entities etc.
Shares of reorganized by spin-off company which are subjected to convert to the
shares of a new firm are not transferred to a new company and compensated at a time. It leads
to capital reduction of the reorganized company at the moment of creation of a new firm.
Equity capital of a company created by spin-off is forming by reduction of a capital of
reorganized firm.
Often before the reorganization it is necessary the asset revaluation for making the
additional capital [18].
Authorized capital of a company created by spin-off is defined not property costs got
according to transfer act but a part of own assets of reorganized company which was transfer
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to a new firm [19, 20]. For this reason if net asset value of a new company is more than its
authorized capital this difference is retained earnings (accumulated losses) in opening
balance.
It is recommended to form a transfer act in the end of financial reference period (year)
or at the date of interim accounting reports (quarter, month) which is reason for estimation of
transferring property and liabilities by reorganized company.
According to the work of The Ministry of Economic Development and Trade D28i2105 21.07.2015 goodwill of state purchases is not transfer to a new company created by
spin-off.
Making the decision about reorganization of limited liability company by spin-off its
general meeting approves conditions of it, founding members of new firm which can be some
or all participants of reorganized company, value authorized capital, share size of participants,
authorized capital formation procedure, changes in reorganized company charter (its new
edition), charter of a new company, its collegial and executive body, auditing committee,
transfer act with participation of property, rights and liabilities between reorganized and new
companies etc.
It is necessary to inform registration agency about reorganization, reduction of the
capital, changes in the charter, make public in mass media about it etc.
Incorporation of legal entity created by spin-off is possible no sooner than expiry of a
period of appeal of a decision about reorganization, it is 3 months later note about
reorganization in the Uniform State Register of Legal Entities has been made (i.4 a.57, i.1
a.60 of Civil Code of the Russian Federation).
Reorganization by spin-off is considered done after the last new firm created by this
reorganization is incorporated (i.4 a.16 of 129 Federal Law of 08.08.2001).
4. CONCLUSION
The paper studies the matters reorganization by spin-off the companies (mainly
limited liability companies) and creation of subsidiary company according to last changes in
legislation, differences between it. We defined and analyzed several criteria such as
investment potential and capitalization growth, allocation of receivables and payables
reorganization, transferring of rights and obligations, conflict resolution between business
partners. In general the way or restructuring depends on the case.
Also the paper studies some variants of forming authorized capital, distribution of
rights and liabilities between reorganized and new companies.
It can help entrepreneurs to understand all problems, make a right decision about the
way of reorganization, to avoid some problems during forming the capital and distribution of
rights and liabilities which can have an adverse effect on taxing and relationship with contra
party and founders; taxman and auditors to understand what focus on during inspection of
reorganized and new companies.
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Abstract: Do CAP rules on integration of organizations using agricultural land create
problems with competition? The current article analyses the effects of the CAP that have been
transposed into Bulgarian national legislation in the form of a procedure consolidating
economic organizations in terms of agricultural land use. The problem originates from the fact
that, due to the rules supporting integration, an issue with competition in agriculture arises.
Market deformations lead to obstructions of the access to property rights for small-sized
farms. The legal, economic and social inequalities reinforce a dominant position on local
markets of larger-scale economic agents. The limited access to the primary production factor
– land, could lead to polarization between separate agricultural subsectors.
Keywords: integration, competition, access to property rights, CAP, agricultural land

1. INTRODUCTION
The objective of the European Union (EU) is the stability of markets. Competition is
among its absolute competences (Art. 3 (1) (b) of the Consolidated version of the Treaty on
the Functioning of the European Union – TFEU5). This means that economic equality is a
priority. Such types of agricultural markets should be developed with the help of: (1)
integration through association of farmers; (2) consolidation of production factors (Art. 39 (1)
(a) TFEU). As a consequence, the effective distribution of economic goods and resources
(Art. 119 and 120 TFEU) to the EU economy as a whole should occur.
To achieve these goals, EU secondary law6 is also applied. The cited Regulation No
1308/2013 contributes to the integration of farmers’ activities while maintaining the levels of
competition. The implementation of this legislative act having an immediate effect, indicates
the importance of cooperation for the development of competitive markets in the community.
The objectives of the EU’s Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) have also been
transposed into the national legislation of the Member States. For instance, in Bulgaria –
through procedures7 – agricultural producers are encouraged to carry out additional horizontal
5

European Union, Consolidated version of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, 13 December
2007, 2008/C 115/01, available at: http://www.refworld.org/docid/4b17a07e2.html [accessed 9 February 2018].
6
Regulation (EU) No 1308/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 December
2013 establishing a common organisation of the markets in agricultural products and repealing Council
Regulations (EEC) No 922/72, (EEC) No 234/79, (EC) No 1037/2001 and (EC) No 1234/2007 (CMO
Regulation).
7
Art. 37 Agricultural Land Ownership and Use Act (ALOUA).
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integration, based on the consolidation of the primary production factor – agricultural land.
Incentives for land consolidation are a fact, but the procedure itself has a non-market nature.
The question also comes down to whether such integration complements or damages
economic equality. That is, whether integration with non-market rules helps or hinders
competition. Additional questions also arise.
First. Do organizational forms, in this case: market, hybrids, hierarchical structures,
determine the emergence of formations such as monopolies and cartels on a local level.
Second. Is it possible that this type of a governance structure in agriculture is the
reason for the restricted access to a given resource for entire groups of participants.
The deepening concentration in EU agriculture is undoubtedly established 8. It should
be examined whether locally, economic entities with non-market advantages have conquered
agricultural land in the long-term. Kay (2016) [6] is of the opinion that it is a matter of
“grabbing”. The legal environment, along with the way organizations interact in terms of
agricultural land, is one of the reasons for the dominant position of certain entities in
agriculture.
The question has another dimension. Against Bulgaria and three other EU Member
States, an infringement procedure for failure to fulfil obligation has been initiated – because
of restrictions in the national legislation in regard to the purchase of agricultural land by
foreigners9. Probably, the lack of such restrictions would enhance integration between large
companies. They could quickly acquire plots of agricultural land. Competition at European
level for the manufactured products would be greater. The question is also about who the
competitors would be. However, small, locally operating economic actors may lose their
access to farmland. For them, this resource is now quickly exhausted. This would also cast
doubt on the fulfilment of the CAP objectives.
Finally, there is an imbalance between certain types of producers in Bulgaria in
relation to the effect of European funds on the consolidation of agricultural land. Grain
producers receive 70 – 80% of the subsidies for the entire agricultural sector. Integration
supports intensive agriculture. As a result of this competition for resources, inequality
between productions themselves may occur. This may cause sectoral opposition.
2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF INTEGRATION IN ORGANIZATIONS
AND CONSOLIDATION OF RESOURCES IN AGRICULTURE
The theoretical dilemma can be presented as follows. Could cooperation be a cause for
competition problems? Integration of organizations and the consolidation of production
factors lead to economies of scale. However, the problem is that, in increasing the level of use
of a factor, agreements between economic actors may be at the expense of others. This affects
the long-term economic equality. Eventually, the overall return of such organizations and
markets is low.
The theory of vertical integration considers organizations as a mix of market-related
relationships, hybrid structures and hierarchical organizations serving the concept of high-

8

See European Parliament Resolution of 27 April 2017 on the state of play of farmland concentration in the
EU: how to facilitate the access to land for farmers (2016/2141(INI)).
9
See the European Commission website for a “pending” procedure against Bulgaria in a section General
Directorate Financial Stability, Financial Services and Union of Capital Markets for “Acquisition of Agricultural
Land”.
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scale exchange and low costs [15]. The theory of the organization recognizes that there is a
case where competition can be put under threat. Integration based on double marginalization
implies the existence of economic actors with high market power. Contractual unions between
producers of the same homogeneous product may turn out to be “guilty” of hindering
competition [5].
In the economic theory of property rights, contract-based integration in the context of
market exchange is a way to effectively manage resources [3]. Dualism follows from the
necessary balance between the objectives of the individual participants, the exchange groups
and the arbitrators of the contractual process. The contractual integration of collective
property rights management leads to a new theoretical dispute over the distribution of
resources and the simultaneous maintenance of competitive markets [8].
The mix of market and non-market objectives of hybrids and hierarchical
organizations should lead to consolidation of resources, but this may cause relocation of the
“centre of representation” [7]. Incentives requiring cooperation may be at the root of nonmarket unions [13].
Integration is unconditionally necessary from an economic perspective. In relation to
this, critically fragmented property rights in the agricultural sector of Italy, Hungary, the
Netherlands have had to be consolidated, thereby increasing productivity [14]. In other
countries, consolidation measures might have even helped save agriculture [1]. In Bulgaria,
the association of producers, as well as the consolidation of land, should generate, apart from
an increase in the number of market deals, a reduction of the losses in the processes.
Consolidation-induced economic growth should have lowered transaction costs [4]. In parallel
to this, negative social processes such as migration and depopulation of rural areas have been
taking place. A possible reason for that can be the uneven distribution of economic
opportunities.
The modern effects of integration have led to another issue. Concentration has become
characteristic of the whole world, including the USA [10], the EU, etc. It has also appeared in
Bulgaria [12]. Unfortunately, political convergence and integration through the CAP lead to
this kind of deformation. Because of the interconnectivity of markets, there is already a
sustainable tendency for some actors to retain their dominant position over certain resources
in the long-term perspective.
The current research acknowledges the significance of legal theory. Equality is a legal
principle. It is especially important to the regulation of market relations, in particular
competition. Contemporary positive law “blurs” the boundaries of subjective rights, which
guarantee an equal economic start [9]. Therefore, the notion of competition is ambiguous –
Bulgarian legislation does not currently provide for a legal definition for this economic
category. The situation becomes even more complicated when another category – integration
– is combined with competition.
3. HISTORICAL ASPECTS OF THE NEED FOR CONSOLIDATION
In the 1950s, agricultural lands became part of large, centralized farms typical of the
process of “collectivisation”10. Private companies were missing. Organizational structures for
agricultural production were highly integrated. In the period up to 1991, agricultural land was

10

A process of forced uniting of agricultural farms and lands, which took place in Bulgaria from 1953 to 1958,
leading to the utilization of 92% of agricultural land by large centralized labor-cooperative farms.
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granted only in their power, and since they did not trade with it, the market was, in practice,
reduced to sporadic deals by small landowners with private property.
The 1991 Constitution made possible the restitution of “private property” in the
country. In the period following 1991, an attempt was made to restore agricultural land to the
previous real estate boundaries. This led to the formation of more than 2,000,000 small,
fragmented plots. Because of the classic inheritance11, property co-ownership has become
almost obligatory. Problems with the fragmentation of property rights have become a
prerequisite for a low-scale market exchange. These processes have led to: devaluation and
increase of the amount of uncultivated agricultural land; reduction of the number of
transactions with land; and as a secondary consequence – problems for farmers in accessing
capital. The price of labor in the sector also fell. The problem of illegal conquest emerged as a
precursor of land grabbing. In parallel with the processes described, the previous
organizational structures were liquidated. Forms of integration with certain exceptions
(cooperatives) were missing. With the sale of agricultural assets, the capacity of newly
established agricultural organizations declined. Private property did not automatically
introduce effective market relations. As a logical consequence, the size of the country’s total
agricultural production was also reduced.
It can be argued that the changes which began after 1989, led to a low level of
utilization of agricultural production factors and small, low-capacity organizations. After
2000, the need for new integration processes appeared.
There were also positive instances. In the northern part of the country, the Dobrudja
region, agriculture gained momentum because of the successful consolidation of the
production factor, based on the “use” of agricultural land. Rental relations have become an
example of successful horizontal integration. In other cases, food industry (grape and wine
sector) companies, in order to consolidate their production, apart from vertical integration,
purchased arrays of their needed agricultural land. An important aspect was the creation of
investment companies. These companies were given the right to sell and manage agricultural
land, and accelerated its consolidation after 2007 – 2008. Integration in agriculture has
developed further due to the country’s accession to the EU in 2007 as well. A major incentive
have been the payments to farmers – the subsidies per unit area. According to data from own
sources, the consolidation in figures can be presented in the following way:

11

The Inheritance Act determines orders of heirs by law and by will. Legislative amendments after 1991
affecting agricultural land were adopted. The most important aspect is that inheritance by law in almost all cases
is related to more than one heir. I.e. one object of inheritance with more than one co-owners leads to an increased
number of property rights. This process always obstructs organizational economies of scale.
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Figure 1. Consolidation of agricultural land in Bulgaria 2007 – 2017
Source: own research
Over the previous ten years, not only the size of cultivated agricultural land in the
country, but also its share managed by large actors, have increased. Simultaneously, the
relative share of large actors has declined. This means that large investment companies and
large producers integrate despite the fact that the total number of farmers decreases.
4. LEGAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR INTEGRATION OR CONDITIONS FOR
ECONOMIC INEQUALITY
EU legislation in regard to integration and competition
Primary EU law (TFEU) explicitly provides for the possibility of associating of
agricultural productions with the aim of achieving economies of scale and efficient use of
production resources – Art. 39. Competition in the agricultural sector is subject to further
regulation. In the case of agriculture, neutrality as a principle is not applied.
Regulation 1308/2013 directly provides opportunities for the association of
agricultural producers. They can negotiate both vertically and horizontally. This legal act
imposes restrictions in order to preserve the role of competition. The commodity agricultural
markets do not allow:
- co-determination of the prices of agricultural products;
- agreements restricting access to membership in production associations.
The procedure against Bulgaria. Freedom of the markets is also ensured by respecting
equal opportunities for entities from different countries. Pursuant to Art. 258 TFEU, the
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Commission has initiated proceedings to establish infringement of EU law, in relation to
restrictions on Union citizens in the process of acquisition of agricultural land (the limitations
are included in Art. 3 (c) ALOUA).
National legislation of Bulgaria
Normative acts to limit unfair competition – 1 act
The Law on Protection of Competition. In Art. 20 of the Act a legitimate definition of
the concept of “dominant position” is provided. However, the main problem is the lack of
restrictions on dominance in the acquisition of resources – such as farmland. There is a lack of
a definition of a dominant position on a local level / market.
Legislation regarding the consolidation of land resources, including: 3 legislative acts;
1 state regulation; 1 decision of the Constitutional Court; 1 decision of the Supreme Court of
Cassation.
Farm Lease Act (FLA, 1996). After its entry into force in 1997, the opportunities for
consolidation of agricultural land in the country have been “loosened”. The provisions
allowed producers to invest in the long-term because of the benefits they had in their favor:
(1) opportunity to conclude contracts corresponding to the repurchase period of the
investments; (2) cancellation / cessation methods – only for providing a better protection of
producers – after harvesting the yield, fruits, production; (3) protection against risks
associated with non-compliance caused by force majeure factors – the rental price can be
negotiated as an element proportionate to yield. I.e., if the producer does not gain yield, they
will not pay anything.
Despite the legal possibilities, with the described exceptions, horizontal integration
took place slowly (2007 – 2008), with cultivated crops being mostly intensive. Because of
this, the law helped mainly grain producers to accumulate capacity in the sector. They were
also those who successfully integrated, creating the largest agricultural association in the
country.
Special Purpose Investment Companies Act (SPICA). In 2006, financial-investment
companies with an object of activity: acquisition and management of agricultural land, also
known as the “land funds”, began to operate on the agricultural land market.
The procedure under Art. 37 of the ALOUA, Art. 69-77 of the Code for Application of
the ALOUA.
- Preclusive deadlines for manifestation of subjective rights. Disputes concerning the
exercise of the right of ownership, both between owners and users, and between the users of
agricultural land involved in the procedure, are not uncommon. Process integration is based
on a non-market distribution of property rights. Even in terms of the law, it is questionable
whether entities “temporarily losing the right of access (for a year)” to their own land, are on
equal grounds.
- Limited access to information. Despite the availability of the Farm Information
System – “Farm – Use of Agricultural Lands”, the timely notification of all interested parties
is not possible. Notification, only at the “local” level, almost always excludes those owners of
agricultural land who live outside the settlement of the land array (or outside the country).
The latter is capitalized as an economic advantage by economic actors participating in the
procedure of distribution of agricultural land under Art. 37 of the ALOUA. An important
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result is the system of information channels which ensures local advantages – dominance of
big actors, members of associations.
A complex procedure involving a total of 12 administrative hierarchical structures. In
such an environment, large producers are always more adaptable. Their economic advantage
stems from the ability to carry out “organizational calculations” and organizational-process
economies of scale. An important consequence is the capitalization of the property rights by
the hierarchical structures which are transferred to large economic actors – “rent seeking” [2].
Complicated compensation system. In practice, it can lead to a loss of compensation
even due to time limitation under Art. 77 (b) of the Code for Application of the ALOUA, in
relation to § 2 (e) ALOUA. An important result is the opportunity for certain actors to use
procedural mechanisms in order to circumvent material rights and thus to gain advantage at
the expense of others.
Decision of the Supreme Court of Cassation. Over the last two years, due to the
increase in both land prices and the rent allowance in certain regions, there has been a further
activation of farmers aimed at an additional consolidation of plots. In this respect, in July
2017, some “minor obstacles” for large farmers to impose their “market power” were
removed. This, however, was performed by the judiciary system authorities. By Decision №
2/2015 of 20.07.2017 of the GACTC at the SCC12, by the interpretative method, the
possibility was created for the land lease to be a subject to conversion13 into rent. This act
enabled traders to save from “the form of the deal”. The negative effects appeared. The
contracts could only be concluded with one of the co-owners. This increased the market
power of traders, but transferred the costs to the small co-owners of land (not involved in the
contract).
Payments per unit area. Ordinance № 3 of 17.02.2015 on the terms and procedure for
the implementation of the direct payment schemes. An important result is the incentives for
conquering the economic resource, using intensive productions as a mechanism – in order to
limit the access of other actors.
When owners cannot choose how to use agricultural land or gain benefits from it, they
cease to regard it as an economic asset. In fact, they deny their property rights [11]. These are
prerequisites for an exit from the market. The reduction of the number of actors is an indicator
for distancing from perfect competition.

12

The Supreme Court of Cassation (General Assembly of the Civil and Trade Colleges), which, according to
Bulgarian legislation, have the right to interpret law by unifying the practice of the judicial acts of the judiciary
bodies. They are obligatory for the judiciary system, and even though they are not a legal source, they serve as a
basis for resolving legal disputes.
13
Conversion (jur.) is envisaged here. It represents the transition of one type of transaction into another, in this
case – land lease into rent, and subsidiary application of the provisions of the Obligations and Contracts Act
(OCA) in the contracts thus obtained.
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5. COORDINATION STRUCTURE OF A MIXED TYPE – ORGANIZATIONS
WITH RELOCATED CENTRE OF REPRESENTATION

Bodies of representation in the
procedure under Art. 37
ALOUA

1
Members of association “x” of
large agricultural producers

5

4

2
Members of association “y” of
large agricultural landowners –
companies

6
3

Small agricultural landowners /
producers – “z”

Figure 2. Actors related to agricultural lands
Source: own research
In line 5 of actors, the hierarchical structures retain a part of the property rights, which
subsequently are granted to the actors in lines 1 and 2. The procedural mechanism is used as a
means of allocation of material rights from “z” to “x” and “y”.
Lines 3 and 4 show entirely market relations. The actors on the left side “x” and “y”
are members of the associations. They are more powerful. This horizontal integration serves
to transfer a significant part of the transaction costs, becoming a burden to “z”.
There is an unequal distribution of rights, where the centre of representation of the
hybrid and hierarchical economic actors is shifted to the left – line 6. The latter guarantees
long-term inequality in regard to rights in the distribution of the economic factor –
agricultural land.
6.

EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE ON PROBLEMS WITH COMPETITION,
ORIGINATING FROM INTEGRATION ON A LOCAL LEVEL

Table “a” shows the number of those producers who have owned (managed) at least
10% of the actually cultivated agricultural land within a given land array, following the
procedure under Art. 37 of the ALOUA. I. e., the land near the land array, which is easily
consolidated and has a higher economic rating, in one form or another, has served 0 – 4
producers. We believe that the reduction in some places is a result of internal restructuring – a
larger producer has failed to collect 10% of the land after the distribution under Art. 37 of the
ALOUA.
Table “b” shows what percentage of the total area of the land actually cultivated in the
land array is occupied by the producers described under the previous paragraph. An increase
in the percentage is due to the cases in which one of the farmers has consolidated land through
large plots. This is possible with the help of the state or municipal land fund. There is a
reduction only where small farmers have succeeded in reclaiming their land for their own
management. In cases where the reduction is estimated at over 5%, the state has managed to
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“stop the usage” of a given land plot. It has transferred it to animal grazing or another
utilization purpose.
(А) Consolidation of agricultural land
Tab. a Number of producers

Tab. b Percentage of agricultural land

year 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
area
1
1
1
2
3
2
a
1
1
2
2
3
2
b
1
1
2
2
4
3
c
1
1
2
2
3
3
d
1
2
2
3
2
2
e
0
1
2
2
3
2
f
0
1
2
2
3
1
g
0
0
1
2
1
3
h
0
0
0
0
2
4
i
0
1
0
0
1
1
j
0
1
1
1
2
1
k
0
0
1
1
1
1
l
0
0
2
2
1
1
m
0
1
1
1
1
1
n
1
2
2
3
3
3
o

year
area
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m
n
o

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
12,0
15,0
10,0
12,5
11,0
8,0
7,0
2,0
4,0
3,5
5,0
8,0
8,0
7,0
11,0

14,0
17,0
15,0
18,0
16,0
16,0
11,5
3,0
9,0
12,0
16,0
4,0
9,0
12,5
28,0

15,0
28,0
26,0
29,0
28,0
27,0
25,5
10,0
9,0
13,0
20,0
10,0
23,0
13,0
37,0

25,0 33,3
32,0 33,0
26,0 48,5
31,0 53,0
40,0 39,0
28,0 43,0
28,5 40,5
24,0 18,0
7,0 15,0
84,0 73,0
22,0 26,0
52,0 56,0
23,0 19,0
14,0 18,0
42,0 47,0

31,0
32,0
46,5
59,0
41,0
55,0
33,0
27,0
28,0
79,0
28,0
45,0
26,0
19,0
68,0

Source: own research
Although the legislation does not define it as so – for us, these are data that
unequivocally show a “dominant position” within local markets.
(B) Distribution of costs in contracts with agricultural land
The economic distribution of costs should be analyzed through comparison between
groups.
On the one hand, there are the members of the producers’ and other associations. On
the other hand, there are small producers, most often owners of agricultural land.
Because of economies of scale – at the same prices of agricultural land, members of
associations have lower transaction costs per ha by 27,5 – 30% – for deals with properties up
to 0,5 ha, in comparison to the participants who are small producers and owners of
agricultural land. Under the same conditions, the same actors, respectively by 20% per ha for
deals with properties up to 2 ha, and 10 – 12% for deals with properties up to 5 ha. For
properties over 5 ha no comparison is made. The second group does not deal with such
properties.
This process is assisted by the “affiliated” land plots through the distribution under
Art. 37 of the ALOUA. In practice, the second group does not participate in the procedure.
The distribution of the burden of these costs institutionally determines priority for the first
group.
(C) Others
In each of the 15 studied land arrays there are cases of missed deadlines for filing the
declaration under Art. 69 – 70 of the Code for Application of the ALOUA. In two of the land
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arrays, the cases increase by an average of 5% per year (since 2010). Immediately after the
decision of the “distribution body”, the farmer in whose favor the decision is, takes control
over the agricultural land. Usually this takes place through “real actions” (ploughing the land).
This not only generates the claimed subsidies, but also eliminates competition on the part of
landowners who are producers. Such “incidents” lead to the denial of small producers to
engage in farming.
There is an increase in the number of persons who are not aware of the fact that there
is a compensation in their favor under Art. 77 (b) of the Code for Application of the ALOUA,
in relation to § 2 (e) of the ALOUA. There were 7 such cases in 2016, while in 2017 the
number of these cases rose to 19. The researched period is short, but it proves the existence of
information asymmetries regarding compensation. An issue for future research is how many
times the state becomes the owner of these sums after the expiration of the time limitation
period.
7. CONCLUSIONS
This article presents empirical evidence on the statement that the rules of integration
do not increase the levels of competition (perfect competition is envisaged). Current
regulations do not provide a viable solution to the problem. In this context, the following
proposals can be made:
Theoretical solutions
-

Imposing restrictions on the “duration” of use, similar to the introduced quotas for
the utilization of exhaustible resources/goods – public good theory;

-

Legal re-defining of competition, including in terms of resources.
Economic solutions

-

Limiting the forms of decoupled support per unit area;

-

Removal of the non-market (administrative) distribution of property rights in the
procedure under Art. 37 of the ALOUA;

-

Incentives for producers using agricultural land “extensively”.
Organizational solutions

-

Feedback in the system aiming at providing equality – mandatory notification of
local small producers and owners of agricultural land in all phases of the
procedure under Art. 37 of the AOULA;

-

Reformatting of organizational structures through the integration of the
agricultural information system – without asymmetries – reconciliation with the
property register, cadastre, trade register.
Positive law solutions (de lege ferenda)

Regarding Regulation 1308/2013:
In paragraph 173 of the preamble referring to cases of dominant position in connection
with Art. 101 TFEU, after the words “apply to the production of, and the trade in, agricultural
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products”, the following should be added: “and the resources agricultural land and water, on
which the entire food chain depends”.
In paragraph 174 of the preamble referring to the special approach to farmers’
organizations and producers in relation to the objectives of Art. 39 TFEU, the words “or the
use of joint facilities” should be followed by “or the use of facilities which cannot be
separated from agricultural land”.
- The concept of these texts is to limit concentration and dominance across the EU.
Regarding the ALOUA: para. 5 should be added to Art. 37b, according to which:
“Owners and/or users of agricultural land cannot participate in the agreement under
Art. 37 (c) of the ALOUA on a given local land area, when these persons own, use or manage
more than 25% [5] of the arable land in the same local land area before 30 July of the
corresponding year.”
- The concept of this text is to limit the possibilities for concentration and
dominance in the Bulgarian legislative system, when these deformations are a result of the
use of agricultural land.
Regarding the LPC: to Art. 20 of the LPC, after the end of the paragraph, the
following should be added: “Dominant position is also when two or more persons, on the
basis of a different form of association, acquire the ownership of or use a given resource,
thereby restricting the competition on the market of that resource or on the functionally
associated markets.”.
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Abstract: It is very transparent that welding processes consisting of many repeatable jobs on
similar or different parts are suitable for partial or complete automation. Basically the number
of parts of any kind to be welded determines whether the welding process will be specifically
automated or not. If the spare parts need to be specially adjusted in order to be buried in the
originally configured welding format, or if the spaces to be welded are extremely wide, and
the possible need to be in different geometrical positions each time, the automation of the
welding process of such units i would be very difficult or almost impossible and financially
extremely demanding. Mining operations just perpetuate the aforementioned suppositions and
situations, and in this context, one can raise the question of the possibility of applying
automation of welding in such an environment, as well as the potential risks arising from this
or the overall economic cost-effectiveness of possible application. The undeniable fact is that
robots are suitable for repeat jobs or similar parts that require more than one axis to weld or
where access to parts is difficult. It is time to make a turning point in research primarily in the
context of artificial intelligence of customizing robotics and directing it to welding in all types
of jobs, on all component units to the level of individual and unrepeatable business activities
on components of technical systems among other industries and in mining, production process
in the environment of micro location attributes to extremely unfavorable working conditions.
The paper analyzes some of the issues in the subject context for welding work in the mining
industry's production practice, taking into account the format of respectability of potential
risks and the ultimate economic effects of similar endeavors.
Keywords: Welding, production, system, mining, risk
1. INTRODUCTION
The most important advantages of automated welding compared to manual are
precision and productivity. Robotic welding improves wet repeatability. When the robot is
programmed with a high-quality program code and a coded program card, it will perform
precise, completely identical welds each time on parts of the same dimensions and
specifications regardless of the number of times the repetition of the activity. Automated
pistol movements reduce the potential error, which means reducing waste and rewinding.
With robotic welding, it is possible to achieve and significantly increase the productivity of
work in relation to conventional welding by a man. The robot not only works faster than a
man, but can work 24 hours a day, 365 days a year without interruption, which is much more
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efficient than manual welding, provided that it is fully equipped and all attributes are set in the
optimum format. Another very important benefit of automated welding is lower labor costs.
Robotic welding undoubtedly eliminates the risk of injury, shifting the operator away from
harmful vapors and molten metals near the safe harbor. The question of potential risk
thresholds in the subject context can also be raised here (and is this the path towards zero risk
or the path towards maximizing the minimization of all potential risks)?
Most manufacturing welding processes can be used in automated applications. The
most popular GMAW process is a full wire (80% of applications). This process is best for
most large-scale production companies because it does not require welding after welding. So
everywhere is talked about when the work of the robot is in question, as well as on welding
jobs on big production, and it is not questioned what to do with small production whether it is
going to develop application formats for the work of robots, how to permeate the volume of
potential risks and how such jobs to make it economically rational, efficient and costeffective? And precisely this type of work is occurring in mining, primarily in the
maintenance system. A very clear problem framework is posed as a hypothetical question.
Whether this idea can be applied in the next step in the development of artificial intelligence
of robotics or a future for welding jobs, especially in the presented circumstances and
conditions, both in the construction of a new steel structure and in the maintenance process,
when it comes to technical systems for surface exploitation of coal in mining? [1], [2].
2. SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF ROBOT WELDING
Robotic equipment performs and controls the robotic welding process. Automatic arc
welding equipment is designed differently from hand-held equipment. Automatic arc welding
consists of heavy high-repetitive cycles and welding equipment that must be able to operate
under such conditions. In addition, the equipment must have characteristics and controls for
the interface with the main control system. In order to perform arc welding, a special type of
electricity is required. The welding machine, known as the "power source", is the source of
this special energy. All welding processes use an arc welding gun to transfer the welding
current from the welding cable to the electrode. The gun also protects the air from the
atmosphere. The tip of the pistol is close to the weld and is particularly prone to welding. The
pistol cleaner is usually used in the arc welding system to remove the precipitate. All
continuous wired arc processes require a wire feeder to add an electrode-wire to the arch. The
positioners and manipulators of the parts hold and position the parts to ensure precise robotic
welding. The robot cell's productivity can be increased by means of an automatic rotary
positioner, so that the operator can place the parts while the robot welds. In order to be able to
guarantee that the tip of the electrode and the coordinate system of the tools are precise in
interaction, it is important to calibrate the TCP process (Tool Center Point). The automatic
TCP calibration device performs this task that is time consuming for a long time. The arms
and arms of the first robots worked pneumatically (using air) or hydraulically (using fluid
pressure). Flexible tubes transported substances under pressure to the axis. Now, electric
motors located in the axes allow the robot to be more precise and controlled, but also to slow
down the movements. Most robots are equipped with one hand and one hand with a few
articulated joints or axles. Some of the axes rotate so that their arches imitate movements of
the human shoulder, wrist, and elbow. Other robots move in a straight line, similar to a crane.
Robots are grouped into groups according to the combination of axes used in construction.
There are five different types of robotic arms used today. [1], [3], [4]. The degrees of freedom
are the axes around which the robot moves freely. The space the robot can handle is the
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robot's work space. Quarterly hands are sometimes referred to as "Cartesian" because the axes
of the robot can be described by using X, Y, and Z of the coronary system. It is believed that
such a design will produce the most precise movements. The cylinder arm also has three
degrees of freedom, but moves only linearly along the Y and Z axis. The third degree of
freedom is the rotation of the base about two axes. The working space is in the shape of a
cylinder. The spherical arm, also known as the polar coordinate robotic arm, has one sliding
motion and two rotations (around the vertical pillar and around the shoulder axis). The
working space of the spherical arm is a half sphere with different radii. SCARA (Selection
Complience Assembly Robo Arm) is also known as horizontal articulated robot arm. Some
SCARA robots rotate around all three axes, and some also have sliding movements along one
axis in combination with rotation around the other. The last and most used robot is designed
as a fused arm, known as the articulated arm. The arm has a body, shoulder, upper arm,
forearm and ankle. [1], [5], [6], [7]. All parts in the hand can rotate, creating six degrees of
freedom. Three degrees are X, Y and Z axes. The other three are throwing, turning and
turning. Throwing is when the wrist moves up and down. Bending when the arm moves left
and right. Turning is rotating the entire forearm.
During a short time for which industrial welding robots used, the robot arm is far more
polarized. For welding, robotic arm has replaced almost all other types besides gantry robots,
which are used for a lot large and very small robots. The main reason for the popularity of the
robotic arm is therefore which allows the manipulation of the welding gun in the same way as
it would The man did it. The welding angle and the angle of the road can be changed to be
provided quality welding in all positions. The robotic arm allows arcane welding in places
that are inaccessible or difficult to reach. Although the robot does not can perform identical
manipulative movements like a man, the robot arm is very much close to it. In addition, the
robot arm is the most compact and has the largest working environment relative to its size.
Usually, robots have five or six axes for free programming. [7] to [13]
A robot can successively move a gun to any location and position against the welding
seam. It can also repeat programmed schedules welding. The manually welding operator is
not able to secure good as a robot because of the weight of the pistol and the monotony of the
job. Spot welding robots should have six or more axes and should they would be able to get
points in a random field from every angle. That allows the flexibility of the gun position to
perform welding. Some positions that are strange to operators, such as welding upside down
(bottom), are easy tasks for a robot.

Figure 1. Electro-welding of various components in which the robot is run, [3], [18] to [19]
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Figure 1 gives an overview of arc welding performed by the robot in the ideal
conditions of the workshop space and the environment in it on the components of mining
equipment.
3. CONDITIONS FOR ROBOT ELECTRICAL WELDING
An important condition is the power source and it must deliver controlled voltage at
the voltage to the demands of the welding process. Normally, the current is between 10 and
35 volts and between 5 and 500 amps. Different welds and procedures have specific arc
characteristics that require specific outputs of welding machines. An automatic arc welding
machine may require a more complex power source than that used for semi-automatic
welding. An automatic welding machine usually electronically communicates with power to
control the welding program and achieve the best results. The power supply for the arc
welding is designed to provide an electrical current of appropriate values and characteristics
to provide a stable arch for welding. There are three different types of power supplies for arc
welding, which differ from the static characteristics of the output curve. "Power Constant" is a
conventional type of power source that has been used for many years for manual welding with
electrodes. It can also be used for welding under the protective layer and for tungsten welding.
The "Constant voltage" supply source is usually used for welding with a gas and a wire with a
small diameter filled with powder. The power supply "Current Constants" is usually used for
the arcade tungsten gas or plasma rejection. In the automatic welding system, the gun is used
to direct the electrode to the arch, to conduct the current to the electrode and to be a shield for
the arch area. There are many types of welding guns and the choice of a gun depends on the
welding process, changes during welding, the welding current, the size of the electrode and
the means protection. Pistols can be classified into categories by cooling mode. Pistols can be
cooled by circulating water or air from the environment. The gun can be used for welding
with an electrode such as welding with gas or a powder filled bar, and a gas for protection can
and can not be used. Pistols vary and depend on whether they are real or under angle. Pistols
at an angle are usually used for robotic welding, so that they can access the welding. The main
function of the pistol is to carry the welding current to the electrode. This means that for the
welding process with a soluble electrode, the pistol communicates the current to the electrode
until the electrodes move through the gun. The second main function of the pistol is to protect
the gas if it is used. Welding gas shielding uses a gas that can be active (usually carbon
dioxide or inert gas, argon with CO2 or oxygen). The welding gun is usually placed at the end
of the robot with the appropriate one stand. It is preferable to use collision protection to
prevent damage to expensive equipment in the event of electrode bonding, collision during
installation or startup. To successfully assemble parts in robotic applications, the parts must
be stacked precisely and tightly in one place during welding. This means that special attention
should be paid to designing stitches and tools that will keep the parts straight. Tools must
provide fast and easy setting, and they must firmly hold parts in place until parts are welded.
Additionally, the restraint tools must provide a welding gun with access to each welding
point. Although special positioners offer more options and improve robot system capabilities,
the starting point for positioning parts in robotic welding can be a stitch used for manual
welding. A useful working environment for robots is limited because the way the welding gun
is set does not allow the gun to come in place as it should. Special positioners eliminate some
of these limitations by making workplaces more accessible to the welding gun. Positioners
used with robots must be more precise than those used for manual or semi-automatic welding.
In addition, the robot controller must be able to control the positioner and the positioner
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controls must be compatible with those of the robot. This allows simultaneous, coordinated
movement of several axes at the same time during welding. Installing and removing the fixed
clamps or positioners can require a lot of time and is not practical. It is often much more
efficient to use two or more fixed stitches on a rotating positioner, although the starting price
is more expensive. For example, an operator can place parts on a rotating table while the robot
secures at the same time. Obviously, this speeds up the process and forces the robot to it
insures as much as possible. [9] to [14], [15]
4. POSSIBILITY OF ROBOTIZATION OF WELDING IN MAINTENANCE ON
TECHNICAL SYSTEMS IN MINING
For mining, the total working time of technical systems in surface exploitation of coal
is very important. The time of non-cancellation of all engaged systems is imposed as an
imperative considering the given strategic positions and parameters of the system in the total
electricity balance of the Republic of Serbia. The user of each technical system requires a
non-cancellation condition of the same. From the aspect of maintenance, this is a too rigorous
request. The holders of such systems must at any time have answers to any possible delays
that occur during the operation of the system. The goal is to minimize the time of the
standstill, ie to relieve the reliability of the system in operation to the highest possible level.
Despite all the efforts of technical system maintainers, the conditions in which the technical
systems in mining work operate are such that very often despite regular maintenance and
maintenance works, there are various destructions caused by varying voltage conditions, due
to the very complex conditions in the operation of the system during coal excavation or
tailings mass. This is manifested through the failure of individual components of the system
to breaks, cracking, bending of screwing, wear, and more. In such circumstances, it is
necessary to react quickly and adequately to the faults as soon as possible. The great
significance and share of the team's activities has arc welding. Given the complexity and
complexity of the conditions in which it is performed, it is necessary that the quality of the
welded joint is almost perfectly realized in order to satisfy all the stress condition criteria
arising from the welding activity and in order to normalize and disperse the aggregate unit
itself on which the procedure is performed. These are extremely difficult tasks in the
production of welded joints, especially in non-accessible or hard-to-reach places. There is a
need for the use of smaller robots that can, at the location of the technical system, perform arc
welding, quality, quick and as much as possible when the economic parameters are in
question. At today's level of development, automation, artificial intelligence and robotics, this
is quite possible, and it is the opinion of the scientific and professional public that it will not
take too long to implement such ideas in the production practice of not only mining, but also
other industries, both outside the industrial poles and others activities. The idea is particularly
interesting to maintainers predictive maintenance whether we can propose the expected part
of the life cycle of complex technical systems in mining in their maintenance phase or not.
The answer to this question is checking through software systems working to simulate real
parameters including data reliability of their components. All components of the technical
systems in mining are degraded according to the external conditions of various influences and
the environment, as well as the boundary conditions. Therefore, we can conclude that the
reaction of the system differs with the time variant parameters, although they are slowly
changing. We can assume that parameters such as (generally stiffness) degrade into 3 types
(linear, exponential, inverse power). They are the main types of samples with accelerated
reliability. It is interesting to specifically analyze what happens to different types of degraded
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stiffness values in formatted units of technical systems. Although it is difficult to predict the
exact duration of the complete life cycle of complex technical systems, it is possible to
guarantee the expected reliability of the system with the given rate of degradation risk. Figure
2 gives an overview of arc welding performed by the robot in conditions of production
practice at the site of the technical mining system and in ideal conditions of the workshop
space and the environment in it on the components of mining equipment. [9] to [16], [17]

Figure 2. An example of arc welding performed by a robot in conditions of production
practice at the location of the technical system and in ideal conditions of the workshop space
and the environment in it, [3], [18] to [19]

Figure 3. Display of a welded profile profile on components in mining carried out by a robot
in a mobile mobile workshop at the site of the technical system, [3], [18] to [19]
Figure 3 shows an arc welding of a welded profile profile on a component in mining
which was executed by a robot in a mobile mobile workshop at the site of the technical
system.
Risk analysis in the context of cascading would be carried overly in the direction of a more
complex examination of characteristic cases of direct interaction on the human-robot realm,
and then the consideration of all other macro and quiet details in the process of the mere
execution of the activity of arc worming:
1. The robot works independently without the direct involvement of a man;
2. A robot works next to a man, without sharing a job and a work assignment;
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3. The robot and the man are team-working.
In the risk analysis, the first step is to make a parallel of all intra-human-robot lines
when it comes to arc welding. It is then necessary to make a comparison of all the activities in
this process with an assessment of the risk index of each co-position/activity, which is
possibly possible or which will eventually occur with high probability. It is very important to
note that it is rare to find an analysis of technical risks when it comes to electro-arc welding. It
is generally perceived risk analysis for the aspect of human health and safety at the
workplace. Here we come to the whole new situation where this kind of risk is less necessary,
but the emphasis is on the consideration of all parameters of technical risk types, which must
be quality, professional, comprehensive and positioned precisely on contemporary approaches
and methods, modern tools, which scientists are at their disposal. Table 1 shows the
representation of interactions on the human-robot line in the execution of electric arc welding
from the aspect of the assessment of risk thresholds. [17] to [18]
Table 1. Demonstration of a human-robot robotic relationship in arc welding from the aspect
of the assessment of threshold levels of risk level. [1], [18], [19], [21] to [22]
Man

Robot
• Work faster and more precisely

• The only one is capable of
performing the tasks for
which it is sought (thinking,
planning, creativity,
imagination ..)

 Not

sensitive to unsuitable and
hazardous conditions (high and low
temperature, radiation, poisons...)

 They

do not get tired of heavy or
monotonous jobs, but they work as
long as they get energy
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Basic
Laws of
Robotics
The robot
works
independe
ntly
without the
direct
involveme
nt of a man
A robot
works next
to a man,
without
sharing a
job and a
work
assignmen
The robot
and the
man are
working
team

Risk +

Yes

Risk -

A partial
risk

No
Yes

Yes

101

116

120

134

166

188

201

234

256

282

312

399

510

538

587

594

611

936

141

148

155

162

171

193

Risk
probabili
ty 87%
high risk

206

238

257

284

3210

399

521

544

596

618

683

992

No

146

152

158

171

178

198

Risk
probabili
ty 96%
high risk

211

241

266

290

345

398

551

594

676

834

951

1411

Risk
probabili
ty
78%
high risk

Yes

Yes

No

Total risk threshold

No

Yes

No
Yes

Diagram 1. Presentation of the risk analysis of all interactions in the human-robot relationship
when performing arc welding in some mining sequences, [1], [17] to [19]
In diagram 1, an analytical approach to the risk analysis of all interactions in humanrobot relations in the execution of arc welding in some mining sequences. [1] to [17], [18] to
[19]

Figure 4. Investiciona popravka tehničkih sistema u RB „Kolubara“, (2018), [1]
Na slici 4 dat je prikaz remonta-investicione popravke bagera glodar u EPS,RB
„Kolubara“, Republika Srbija.
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5. CONCLUSION
Welding is a multidisciplinary technology that is based on a set of formal theories in
the field of metallurgy, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering and related scientific
disciplines. In order to fully understand the welding process, research is very important in
areas that interpret the reason for which a rule has been created and related to the welding
area. It can be concluded that welding today is one of the key technologies and has a
continuous expansion of development. Progress in the field of welding can be seen primarily
in the intensive development of welding equipment, and less in the detection of new and
better procedures. According to all analyzes, MAG/MIG procedures will be dominated in the
future (great flexibility, possibility of automation, development of quality additional matrices,
etc.). In today's welding development, the inevitability is the automation and robotization of
welding, especially in the maintenance of the system, among others, the technical systems in
mining. In addition, the risk potentials that can be seen in all phases of arc welding with rather
high thresholds must be neglected, which should be defined by adequate responses that are
ready to be used at all times, and in the context of major changes and inclusion of robots in
the execution of the subject matter. It remains for the scientific and professional public to
continue developing the process of welding to automation, artificial intelligence and robotics
for all business segments, as well as for business activities that are of a single character and in
principle not typical. As the development of robotics is inconceivable, it is expected that in
the near future, all the elements and ideas stated in the paper will be practically implemented
in the mining industry's production practices for the maintenance and development of
technical systems used in this industry of the Republic of Serbia.
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Abstract: The pollution of the land in the Republic of Serbia by volume and types is
gradually increasing and the consequences that may arise from this are numerous, very
complex, viewed in a broadly environmental aspect of the environment. The stopping of
newly emerging destructive trends of this type becomes methodologically more and more
difficult and financially more demanding. Bearing in mind that the unpolluted land now and
in the future will be one of the very important factors for the eco credibility of each country in
world relations, it is necessary as soon as possible to make fundamental advances in
preserving the environment and land as one of its media, to destroy all barriers that are In this
context, they generate and gradually create predispositions of eco-thresholds to the
permissible limit. Clearly, this is a required venture in voracious business processes, but it is
necessarily important and extremely important for the ecological future of the Republic of
Serbia, resulting in all the benefits that position it as a country with strong ecological
credibility in world relations. The pollution of the soil by products of different processes is
multiplied and in the overall synergy are stacked to the limits that are difficult not only to
anticipate, but ultimately almost impossible to effectively reduce to the thresholds of
acceptability or, where possible, complete elimination. Research in this area indicates the
continuation of negative pollution trends that are increasingly larger and more extensive each
day.
This paper provides monitoring of this area in a broadly contextual context through the
analysis of a production process in mining. At the same time, the problem is considered
through the analysis of the potential of the risk and the need for their minimization.
Keywords: Land, pollution, production process, mining, risk

1. INTRODUCTION
In the Republic of Serbia, pollution of the land becomes more and more serious and,
above all, more serious. The reasons for this state of affairs are rallied and everyone is trying
to find a certain line of connotation of their own ecological integrity in the context that he is
not the one who pollutes on any basis from any technological or non-technological process. It
is difficult to give explicit certificates of total land contamination, and assessments are based
on a case-by-case basis, ie from a research to a lump-sum assessment that certainly can not be
relevant and is in total discontinuity with extensive scientific and expert research and analysis.
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So far, of course, as estimated, there are still about 100,000 tons of hazardous waste, which is
not adequately taken care of, which requires the state to continue its safe removal as soon as
possible and to sanitize the land so that pollution does not spread. However, in scientific
circles, there are opinions that this amount of hazardous waste ranges over 250,000 thousand
tons, which, together with other types of pollution, generate a synergy of mulching. It is
difficult to evaluate and practically returns us to the very beginning when it comes to the
overall observation of soil quality analysis. Among others, there are hazardous chemicals that
have been standing for years, often in inadequate conditions, most often in halls of companies
that are no longer in function, which should be included in the already long-lasting
contaminated land, and the negative synergy which certainly arises from this. So the attitude
is that this problem should be dealt with very seriously and responsibly using the circular
economy institutes in the management of all types of waste. It is indisputable that the state has
already established the existence of old, historical pollution at 88 sites in the Republic of
Serbia (it is estimated that there are at least one more). Of 88 locations, mainly in failed social
enterprises, the state has taken away hazardous waste from nine locations since 1988, but land
remediation has not been done here, the Great Flood of 2014 may be a permanent threat to
land, which is partly through research and proven. To the extent that only companies or
companies in the Republic of Serbia used floods, they eliminated all types of hazardous waste
by simple discharge, which left a lasting impact which requires a long road and a period of
time to at least partial or complete eco-calitative normalization. Unfair operation of certain
laws of registered operators for the disposal of hazardous waste and personally those who
without any licenses perform this activity led us partly in this situation in which we are
currently located (recently uncovered facts in the vicinity of Sabac as well as other locations
of the Republic of Serbia, as well as those which will only be identified and discovered). At
the time of the flooding in 2014, only one place in the industrial zone of Sabac threatened that
hazardous waste was poured into the Sava River, it was made up of about 3.5 tons of
polychlorominated biphenyl (PCB), a dangerous, carcinogenic compound used in
transformers. It is necessary to publish the names of all the sites where hazardous waste has
already been identified and that for each location, a solution is sought individually with the
help of local self-governments. It is estimated that between 300 and 1,000 tonnes of
hazardous waste is located at each of these locations, and the government should invest about
one billion dinars next year for the rehabilitation of sites with historical pollution. Otherwise,
it is estimated that the Republic of Serbia needs more than EUR 12-14 billion to deal with all
accumulated environmental problems, which is indeed a big financial obligation, but also the
burden that the country has to endure, if it perfers and posits changes in this area in
accordance with the applicable standards, EU directives. Otherwise hazardous waste is mainly
exported to Austrian incinerators, part of it went to Switzerland and Romania, and for those
services it takes between half a million and a million euros annually, "only one authorized
operator. These are mostly hazardous chemicals because Serbia does not have a facility for
physico-chemical treatment, and rarely which substances can be reused. If we want to
promote agriculture, as an important branch for healthy food, then we have to cleanse the
country from chemicals, because only foreign investors will come to Serbia. This is
demonstrated by the example of the company Prahovo, whose new owner pre-sale asked for
pollution remediation, which was done with money from the bankruptcy estate, before the
lenders were satisfied. The percentage of pollution in Serbia with depleted uranium, which
NATO bombed Serbia in 1999, is highly debatable. And the consequences are at every step,
but the professional public dares to think that he is now less polluted with chemicals? Viscose
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from Loznica and pit mines in RTB Bor stand out as the most critical locations in Serbia
contaminated with hazardous waste, [1], [2].
2. THE ROLE OF STATIONS AND TRANSFORMERS IN MINING, OWN CAME
AND RISK OF RISK OF LAND
In mining for the supply and operation of technical systems for surface exploitation of
coal, electricity is used and power is supplied through transformer stations and power
transformers. In mining, there are different types of transformers and transformers of
electricity, from 10-20 kW, 35 kW, 110 kW and more. Every year, a detailed overview of
each substation and transformer is carried out, as well as at monthly levels to the daily control
check, eliminating possible deficiencies and bringing the system into optimal technical
conditions with parameters for safe, reliable and safe operation. The group of contaminants
also includes various types of synthetic oil, among which the most famous transformer oil, the
commercial name of pyralene. Transformer oils are used for the cooling of electric
transformers, but they are also used as lubricants in some specific cases of closed systems.
These oils are non-degradable and belong to extremely dangerous pollutants in the
environment. By penetrating the soil permanently pollute the soil and groundwater. Cooling
of large transformers, which are part of the electric power systems, is necessary for their safe
and proper operation, [1], [2]. [3], [4].

Figure 1. Pitch of 10-20 kW and 35 kW transformers operating in mining, [1], [8] to [10]
Figure 1 shows the 10-20 kW and 35 kW transformers operating in mining.
For cooling, transformer oils (transformer oils) are used - natural and synthetic oils.
Natural transformer oil or usually transformer oil is linseed, to which additives - dielectric
stabilizers, toxic and genotoxic substances are added. These transformer oils are not
permanent and must be processed every year, that is, they dry, because they are very
hygroscopic and absorb moisture from the air. Their periodic processing is necessary, but
expensive and carried out in special installations of the electro-maintenance service.
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Therefore, the use of these oils in electricity companies is increasingly avoided. Synthetic or
permanent cooling oils are pumped into transformers when they are formed and last as much
as the transformer itself, so the cost of their maintenance is negligible. Synthetic transformers
have more titles (chlorinated biphenyls, polychlorinated diphenyls, polyphenylated
polyphenyls, arochlorine 1254, acacryl, solvotol) of which the most common and most
certainly pyral or polychlorinated biphenyl (PHB) are most commonly known. Synthetic oils
are permanent, they do not have to be processed periodically, which is a great advantage over
natural oils. However, synthetic transformers, pyrolysis, are very dangerous environmental
pollutants and therefore permanently eliminated from the use in the European Union. Due to
good skin resorption, working with this oil is risky without protective equipment, even for
specified MDK concentrations. Piralene belongs to cumulative poisons and has systemic
effects of poisoning, which are expressed in the near or future future. The leakage of such oils
poses a major problem for soil contamination in the location of the same sites as the
permanent pollution of groundwater.
In order to solve the previous problem, oil pits with a function of collecting oil leak or
washed from the transformer at precipitation located on the surface of the earth are produced.
From these caves the oil is permanently disposed of by authorized operators for further
treatment, usually processing or combustion in specific and closed systems. Figure 2 shows a
110 kw transformer station that is operational in mining. [1], [2]. [5] to [8].

Figure 2. 110 kW power station pumps that are operational in mining, [1], [8] to [10]
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3. EQUIPMENT WITH OIL MARKERS AND WHEELERS FOR COLLECTION OF
ISCURRENT QUANTITIES OF PCB OIL FROM TRANSORMATORS AND
TRAFO STATIONS

In the scope of inspection, repair and overhaul of transformer substations, the
following works are mainly performed:


Inspection and, if necessary, installation of NN. and VN windings;



Review if necessary. rectification of the voltage and current characteristics of the
transformer;



Installation of other equipment according to the assessors of the maintenance, (voltage
regulator, clamping rings ...);



Designing and installing a conservator, as well as replacing all spare parts;



Filtration, drying and vacuuming of existing transformer oil to dielectric breakdown
over 220 kV/cm;



Filling a new, filtered transformer oil in the required quantity;



Obtaining the appropriate attestation, transformer and all installed parts including
transformer oil;



On-site leakage repair at all sealing positions for transformers of all power and voltage
levels;



The collected transformer oil is transferred to further treatment (usually filtering);



Remediation of contaminated soil is carried out on the surface exposed to leakage of
oil.

A special problem is the oil of pit and baths that were built at a time when water was
unavailable for water, and now there is a problem of mixing water and pyralene as the water
penetrates the pits. In case of higher precipitation, there is an uncontrolled outburst of the
mixture in question, with significant pollution of the soil in the near and further surrounding
as well as underground waters. These circumstances require a constant monitoring of oil wells
and caves at the location of transformer stations and transformers, with the aim of undertaking
the necessary preventive measures and activities for solving the problem and, if necessary,
complete reconstruction until the production of new and high quality waterproofing materials.
At the same time, in the context of preventive measures, it is possible to install smaller
separators for separating oil from water and thus permanently solve the problem on one
observed unit.
The research done in the subject context indicates the following results. [1], [7] to
[10].
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Figure 3. Satellite recording of microlocation sampling in the vicinity of oil baths and pit
within one of the TS in mining, [1], [8] to [10]

Figure 4. Motor drill "HYCON" in position for taking samples of contaminated soil, [1], [8]
to [10]

Figure 5. Image of micro location of drilling and drilling TSJ-2, [1], [8] to [10]
In Figure 3, 4 and 5, a demonstration of the microlocation of soil sampling, sampling
machine, and drilling sites were taken and samples taken for laboratory analysis of the soil.
In the analysis of samples, the following methods of determination were used:


pH value in soil samples is determined potentiometrically.



The content of organic matter in soil samples is determined by oxide-reduction titration
with ferro-ammonium sulphate.



The content of calcium carbonate in soil samples was determined titrimetrically.
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The content of light-chain phosphorus in soil samples was determined after extraction
with sodium bicarbonate spectrophotometrically with ammonium molybdate.



The content of potassium potassium in soil samples was determined after extraction with
ammonium acetate by atomic absorption spectrophotometry.



The content of total nitrogen in soil samples is determined volumetrically.



The content of metals (Cr, Ni, Pb, Cu, Zn, Mn, Cd, Co, As and Fe) in soil and lead
samples (Pb) in groundwater samples was determined after acid digestion with nitric acid,
hydrogen peroxide and hydrochloric acid acids, atomic absorption spectrophotometry.



The content of living in soil samples was determined after digestion by atomic absorption
spectrophotometry, using cold steam.



The content of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in soil and groundwater
samples was determined after extraction with methylene chloride and solvent change with
high efficiency liquid chromatography (HPLC).



The content of aromatic hydrocarbons (benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylene) in
samples of soil and groundwater were determined after extraction by pentane gas
chromatography with the FID detector.



The content of mineral oils C10-C40 in soil and groundwater samples was determined
after extraction with methylene chloride by gas chromatography with FID detector.



The content of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in soil samples was determined after
hexane extraction by gas chromatography with the ECD detector.

Table 1 shows the results of the analysis of soil samples taken near the Trafo Station
with the analysis of the risk exposure and critical peaks for individual elements.
Table 1. Results of physical and chemical tests of soil sample TSJ-1 (composite sample made
from individual samples sampled from depths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.5 and 5.0 m), l.b. 1102,
with risk and critical exposure analysis peaks for individual examined elements, [1], [8] to [10]
Remediation
Limit value (1)
Parameter

Method

Measuri
ng unit

Moisture

SRPS EN
12880:2
007

%

The
content of
organic
matter,
(humus)

Internal
method

%

Content of

Internal

Value (1)

Test
result

Table Correc
t
ted

16.40

Tablet

Correc
ted

Risk
thresh
old

-

0,45

%

64

-
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clay

method

pH

EPA M
9045 D
2004

Content of
CaCO2

Internal
method

Easy
Accessible
P

7.26

-

%

1

-

Internal
method

Mg 100
g

0.03

-

Lakopristu
pačni K

Internal
method

Mg 100
g

7.8

-

Total
nitrogen

Internal
method

%

0.03

-

ChromiumCr

WM 037

mg/kg

22.56

100

180

380

684

-

Nikl-Ni

WM 033

mg/kg

31.52

35

75

210

450

+

450OlovoPb

WM 041

mg/kg

14.58

85

114.45

530

719.86

-

Copper-Cu

WM 032

mg/kg

18.96

36

54.27

190

286.43

-

Zinc-Zn

WM 035

mg/kg

48.22

140

254.68

720

1263.5

-

ManganMa

WM 036

mg/kg

422.36

CadmiumCd

WM 042

mg/kg

0.04

0.8

0.88

12

13.21

-

Live-Hg

WM 051

mg/kg

<0.13

0.3

0.42

10

13.97

+

Cobalt-Co

WM 046

mg/kg

7.22

9

20.20

240

538.67

+

Arsen-As

WM 043

mg/kg

5.66

29

48.18

55

78.10

-

Iron-Fe

WM 038

%

1.82

Parameter

Method

Measuri
ng unit

-

Remediation

Test
result

Limit value (1)
Value (1)
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Table Correc
t
ted

Tablet

Correc
ted

Mineral
oils C10
C40

VM 056

mg/kg

<0.01

50

2.25

5000

225

-

Polychroni
zed bifemil
OCB as
Arochlor
1260

VM 052

mg/kg

<0.01

0.02

0.0009

1

0.05

+

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)

+

PAH total

VM 009

mg/kg

<0.01

1

40

+

Naftalen

VM 009

mg/kg

<0.01

+

Pyrénées

VM 009

mg/kg

<0.01

+

Fluorine

VM 009

mg/kg

<0.01

+

Fenantren

VM 009

mg/kg

<0.01

+

Fluorant

VM 009

mg/kg

<0.01

+

Benzo (a)
pyrene

VM 009

mg/kg

<0.01

+

Anthracen
e

VM 009

mg/kg

<0.01

+

Benzol (a)
VM 009
anthracene

mg/kg

<0.01

+

Automatski ugljovodonici

+

Benzene

VM 055

mg/kg

<0.01

0.0
1

0.0005

1

0.05

+

Xylene

VM 055

mg/kg

<0.01

0.1

0.005

25

1.13

+

Toluene

VM 055

mg/kg

<0.01

0.0
1

0.0005

130

5.85

+

Entilbenze
ne

VM 055

mg/kg

<0.01

0.0
3

0.001

50

2.28

+
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Figure 6. Display of one type of separator with which it is possible to successfully purify
water from pollutants with transformer oils, [1], [8] to [10]
According to the results of physical and chemical studies it can be concluded that the
soil around the oil bath system and pit at the locations of Transformer Stations and
groundwater at the Transformer Station site are not significantly contaminated (but are values
for concatenated monitoring) by arsenic and metals with chromium, nickel, lead, copper, zinc,
cadmium, mercury and cobalt, as well as organic pollutants - mineral oils C10-C40,
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and aromatic
hydrocarbons (benzene, xylene, toluene and ethylbenzene). In the TSVR-3 well, the
concentration of nickel is higher than the limit value, but it is significantly lower than the
remediation value prescribed by the said Regulation. Figure 6 shows a type of separator to
separate the oil from the water. [1], [2]. [8] to [10].
4. CONCLUSION
The paper analyzes soil pollution with reference to only one of the methods of
pollution and its analysis of both samples and thresholds of risk exposure with interesting
pollution peaks that are higher. At the same time, a review of the transformer oil is given.
Transformer oils are used for the cooling of electric transformers, they are non-degradable
and they belong to extremely dangerous pollutants of the human environment. Pyralene, a
mixture of chlorinated biphenyls with different chlorine content, most often 54%, is a
synthetic product, extremely stable and non-degradable. Spilled pyralen must be quickly and
effectively mechanically removed from the soil surface so as not to penetrate the ground and
reach groundwater. By landing it permanently contaminates soil and groundwater. The only
effective way of removing this oil is by thermal decomposition, ie precisely guided
combustion process, so that no dangerous product of combustion would be released into the
outside environment. Burning of pyrolene in the open air frees a large number of toxic and
carcinogenic products. Piralene belongs to genotoxic and carcinogenic substances with an
extended duration of action, so its use is permanently banned in EU countries. The solution of
the problem of pollutants contaminated by leaching was given in the previous part, and it is
possible to set up an integrative separator for collecting oil and its separation from water.
Great efforts are needed to make qualitative steps in cleaning the soil by remediation methods
of polluting elements such as transformer oils. Some of them are very difficult to remove,
almost impossible. The Republic of Serbia, for the safety and health of its citizens, must
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permanently solve the problem of cleaning the land from dangerous substances, and the
scientific and professional public to make a full contribution in that context.
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Abstract: In many ways the spatial development of urban areas determines by long-term
interests of society. The rationing and management of economic activity in the CIS countries
is carried out according to the sectoral principle. This means that the territory, as a single
natural-functional structural unit, "disappears", ceases to exist.
There are opportunities for urban development experiments "from scratch" in the 20-year-old
Astana, which is impossible in the conditions of the established capitals of the world. The city
is located in a steppe zone on a high plain with absolute heights of 300-360 m. The digital
model of a relief has allowed to take a new look at the nature of the city's location.
The area of urban development occupies 4 natural and territorial integrity. The right bank of
the city is represented by an ancient fragment of the Kon river alluvial fans. Its catchments are
located in the Kazakh upland. The left bank is formed by two more alluvial fans of the Nura
river. The fourth landscape formation - the channel and the Ishim floodplain - occupies a
transit position in relation to these two dominant formations and lies with them in a close
landscape-geochemical and ecological connection.
The lack of knowledge among the planning organizations about the state of the city on the
alluvial fans of removal has led to and continues to lead to adverse natural phenomena such as
water-logging, flooding and a barrage effect. The processes of compacting, salinization and
alkalinizing of soils, the complexity of the soil cover; frequent changes in contrasting
unpredictable climatic situations, characteristic of the steppes define specific requirements for
amenity planting.
Knowledge of the "fans nature" of the location of Astana gives the key to the management of
the territory. The dam and drain reservoir, created before the deployment of the drain at the
top of the cones of removal, characteristic of the left-bank part of the city, could serve as a
regulator of underground runoff in the entire flow-subordinate space.
Each of the four natural formations possesses features of an individual, optionally closed
uniqueness. Together they form the basis of the city's landscape carcass. Its purpose is to
prevent the emergence of environmental problems and preserve the ability of the territorial
system to self-organize and develop.
Without legal status, the environmental carcass of the urban area or its basic provisions can be
included in the city general urban plan. The mutual understanding of the developers of the
environmental carcass and the general urban plan can contribute to this. But the general urban
plan can effectively "work" if there are legal mechanisms of its implementation. Therefore,
the creation of a local environmental regulatory framework becomes extremely important.
Keywords: Environmental management, Environmental carcass, Urban planning, Alluvial
fans, Steppe zone
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1. INTRODUCTION
The first project for building Astana was approved by the Government of the Republic
of Kazakhstan on August 15, 2001 (Figure 1A). It was developed by a project team of
Japanese specialists led by architect Kisyo Kurokawa - one of the founders of the world
movement of architectural metabolism, the creator of the philosophical concept of symbiosis.
However, the original General Plan did not justify itself in full due to the unpredictably rapid
pace of Astana's development and the scale of its growth.
Later, in 2011 and 2013, the General Plan of Astana was adjusted. In the future
development of the city until 2030, the boundaries of the city remained within the existing
limits (Fig. 1B) [1], and the idea of Kisyo Kurokawa is still recognized and, unfortunately,
has become even farther from the real incarnation. The landscape approach to solving
Astana's urban development problems would have been friendly to Kurokawa's architectural
views.

Figure 1A. Sketch-idea of the Master Plan of
Astana 2001

Figure 1B. Adjusted Master Plan 2011-2013.

Existing notions on the nature of the location of Astana. Background data of the
scientific research institute of the General Plan of Astana (NIPI Astanagenplan) represent the
new left-bank part of the city as a part of the interfluve - a flat alluvial plain, within which
bifurcations of the Nura and Ysil rivers (formerly Ishim) occur). Due to the general bias of the
area to the Ysil River observed periodic discharges of Nura water into the Ysil basin.
The surface of the interfluve is streaked with the channels of temporary watercourses
and numerous enclosed depressions. Some of which are represented by shallow lake-shaped
lakes. Each of the lakes has its own catchment area.
The confluence of Nura and Ysil occurs along three stream channels - Sarkrama,
Kozgosh and Mukhor, merging into one channel at the confluence of Ysil. Only the Sarkrama
has a well-developed stream channel. The other two stream channel is an alternation of
boschazhinas (deep pit with water) and the gently sloping faults that connect them.
The water-bearing horizon on the interfluve space is confined to alluvial sediments of
the Lower Quaternary-modern age (аlQI-IV). Water-bearing sands, gravel and pebbles lie in
the depth interval from 3 to 12 meters. The aquifers from the surface are covered with loamy
clayey deposits with a thickness of 3-5 meters. Alluvial deposits are underlain by waterproof
clays of the Neogene to a depth of 20-25 meters or lie directly on rocks of the Paleozoic
basement. The discharge of well opening alluvial deposits varies over a wide range from 0.5 to
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4-5 l/s with a decrease from 0.5 to 4-5 meters. Static groundwater levels are set at a depth of
0.5 to 5-6 meters. The mineralization of water within the boundaries of Astana varies from
0.5-0.6 g/l to 13-20.0 g/l.
There are streams of groundwater in the alluvial deposits directed both along the Esil
stream from east to west and from the south from Nura river. The difference in pressure
between the two rivers is 14 meters at a distance of 20 km. Slope is 0.0007.
The level regime of groundwater is influenced by Yesil and Nura, Maybalyk lake,
Nura-Ysil canal, Taldykol waste water storage, Small Taldykol, ash disposal area at fuelburning power plant-1 and 2, water losses from sewerage and water pipes, modern
construction. These objects have a multidirectional impact on the level and chemical regime
of groundwater. On the one hand, drainage of the Taldykol sewage tank takes place, on the
other hand, the Nura-Ysil canal is increased, watering of greenery, vegetable garden, streets,
reducing natural evaporation from built-up areas (street asphalting).
2. RESEARCH RESULTS
2.1 A NEW VIEW AT THE NATURAL-HISTORICAL ORIGIN OF THE ASTANA

LOCATION AREA
Astana is located on an elevated plain with absolute heights of 300-360 m (Figure 2).
The digital terrain model allows a new look at the nature of the location of the city. Two age
generations of the alluvial fans of removal have been revealed: the ancient alluvial fan of the
Kon river (the right bank) [2] and two alluvial fans of the Nura river (the left bank).

Figure 2 – Hypsometric map of Astana.
The map was created by processing ASTGDEMV2_0N51E071 a radar satellite image
(17.10.2011).
Nura is subject to furcation (fragmentation of the consolidated channel into sleeves multi-arm) on the longitude of Astana. Fuser vertex is possible on any segment of Nura river
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where a breakthrough occurs. Furcations are facilitated by hanging dam phenomena, the
formation of ice, maximum runoff, areas of dumping the river. The consequence of furcation
is the emergence of alluvial fans and internal deltas. Due to inequality flow strength, the main
and minor directions of surface runoff are separated.
A series of fan-shaped channels of the northern orientation separates from the main
riverbed of the Nura river at the Kabanbaybatyr village (formerly) forming a Rozhdestvenka
alluvial fans. Point of embranchment coordinates is 505210 N and 712031 W. Sarkrama
and Taldykol are the two active lobes of which it consists. The unfolding of the
Rozhdestvenka alluvial is not limited to the left bank of Ysil. It continues on the right bank of
Astana not in the town boundaries, but to the west of it. The alluvial fans arcuate bending
along the northern boundaries of the city of the outlet closes with the sources of the river.
Silety. Consequently, there is a probability of feeding Silety river by the underground waters
of Nura, and the reason to believe that Selety is the continuation of Nura. This fact testifies to
the younger age of Ysil in comparison with Nura, and also about the finding of the alluvial
fans in the active stage.
The Rozhdestvenka alluvial fan is bordered by the Maybalik alluvial fan from the east
(Figure 3). Its stream channel gullies are not clearly expressed. It presents the difficulty of
clearly establishing the beginning of its branching, since at the present time the alluvial fans is
weakly active and is in the stage of withering away. The branch node is located between the
villages of Nura and Akhmetaul with approximate coordinates 50°45 N and 71°25 W.

Figure 3 - The boundaries of the alluvial fans of the Nura river. The boundaries are set
according to the digital relief model. (The radar satellite image ASTGDEMV2_0N51E071,
17.10.2011).
The alluvial fans of the Nura river are different on hydraulicity and in the place of its
manifestation in the expansion space of the expanding flow. This depends on the current
volume of incoming surface and interflow, and the relationship between the potency of the
lobe body and the bed plastic (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Position of the Astana city of in the system of channels of the Rozhdestvenka and
Maybalyk alluvial fans of the Nura river.
The image was obtained by processing the combination of channels 7-6-5 of the satellite
image Landsat 8 during the intergeneration period on August 24, 2016.
2.2 MESO-RELIEF OF THE CITY
The right and left-bank parts of Astana differ sharply in terms of terrain.
The terrain of right-bank of Astana. The Kon River alluvial fan is located in the city
by its middle segment. It’s manifests itself morphologically as ridges with flat apical surfaces.
The ridges are oriented in the south-west north-east direction.
The ridges are the residual ancient (ages Q1-2) surfaces of the once uniform giant
alluvial fan (megafan) of Kon river with a common slope to the north of the Kazakh Low
Upland. The apex of the Kon alluvial fan was located in the Nura district of the Karaganda
region went outside the Akmola region, ending in the North-Kazakhstan region. It consisted
from alluvial fans 2, 3 and even higher orders. The primary surface was dismembered
subsequent erosion processes. Only the axial parts of high-order alluvial fans with the greatest
flow energy, denser and coarse proluvium deposits survived in the process of erosion as
observed in the territory of the right bank of Astana.
It is noteworthy that irrespective of the altitude, the surviving ancient fragments of the
surface of the alluvial fans inherit the acquired primary clawed fan-shaped form, which
clearly witness to their proluvium origin. The highest elevations (430-460 m) occupy better
surviving surface remains. The ridges are located depending on the degree of denudation at
heights of 355-430 m. High altitude marks of the initial primary surface of the megafan are
retained fragmentarily on some of them. The ridges are divided by the right tributaries of
Ysil-Sarybulak and Akbulak and their numerous streams of temporary watercourses within
the city limits. This creates an exclusive mosaic pattern of local watersheds and a
hydrographic network. The relative heights of the ridges range within a dozen meters. Hence,
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the clearly visible exposition differences of the meso-forms of the terrain are the northwestern and south-eastern meso-exposure (Figure 5). The ridges form consist of sediments are
loamy and clayey composition with lenses from sand, gravel and pebbles, and fragments of
rocks. Groundwater is located at depths of 4 to 15 or more meters.

Figure 5. Map of the exposure of the slopes of the territory of Astana.
Conditions for the formation of numerous closed depressions are created in the
northern part of the city in the absence of a developed erosion network. This leads to
stagnation in them of surface runoff and excessive moistening of buildings and structures in
practical terms.
The terrain of left-bank of Astana. The relief of the left bank is flat, calm, almost flat,
without sharp fluctuations in altitude. He draws attention to the fact that the exposure
differences at the level of the meso-forms of the relief and, especially, the microforms of the
relief are hardly distinguishable or practically not manifest. The formation of alluvial fans in
this territory took place under conditions of a slight difference in altitudes and a covering
character of the distribution of sediments.
The proluvium nature of the alluvial fans of the left-bank of the Nura confirms the
facies composition of the deposits ‒ the change from the top of the cone of removal to its
periphery of coarse gravel and gravel-pebbly deposits by sands and, then, by loam (Figure 6).
The level of groundwater table fits into the well-known patterns of their behavior on alluvial
fans (Figure 7).
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Figure 6. Particle-size distribution of fluvial deposits of the Astana area.

Figure 7. Groundwater table in Astana. Situation for the period before the construction of
buildings and structures (preparation of project documentation).
The zone of accumulation of potential pollutants is practically absent as they are
unloaded in Ysil or taken out of the city limits.
2.3 LANDSCAPE CARCASS OF THE ASTANA CITY
The materials of the conducted research allowed us to reconsider existing ideas on the
nature of the urban development area. They testify to the formation of four natural and
territorial integrity on the Astana area. The right bank of the city is represented by an ancient
fragment of the Kon river alluvial fans. Its catchments are located in the Kazakh upland. The
left bank is formed by Rozhdestvenka and Maybalyk alluvial fans of the Nura river. The
channel and the Ishim floodplain the fourth landscape formation occupies a transit position in
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relation to these two dominant formations and lies with them in a close landscapegeochemical and ecological connection. These natural objects form the basis of the city's
landscape carcass. The landscape carcass gives the key to understanding the ecological
problems of the city 7.
2.4 ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF ASTANA CITY PLANNING
The position of the city on such peculiar natural objects, such as alluvial fans should
be taken into account when urban planning. A number of unfavorable natural phenomena,
such as flooding and flooding (Figure 8), the barrage effect (Figure 9), the processes of
slippage, salinization and solonetzation of soils are associated with the alluvial fans.

Figure 8. Areas of seasonal water logging and flooding of Astana and its environs are black.
A picture was received on April 21, 2017 from the satellite Landsat 8).
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Figure 9. Areas of high soil moisture in Astana and its surrounding (orange color).
The picture was received on August 24, 2016 by processing a combination of channels 5-6-4
of the satellite image Landsat 8. The barrage effect of urban buildings and structures in front
of buildings across the direction of the underground flow movement (red color) is viewed.
The landscapes of the alluvial fans of eruption possess a powerful environmentforming potential and structural and transformative changes (town-planning) carried out on
them have far-reaching negative ecological consequences if they do not correspond to the
laws of their formation, structure and development 3. Thus, the landscape carcass can be
interpreted as landscape-environmental. Its purpose is to prevent the emergence of
environmental problems and preserve the ability of the territorial system to self-organize and
develop.
3. METHODOLOGY
The article does not pretend to fully develop the landscape-environmental carcass of
Astana. It can only be considered as the initial stage of its creation. The identification and
justification of the environmental carcass of the urban area is complicated procedure and
represents a separate research topic. The formation of the environmental carcass of urban area
is carried out on a larger scale, and as a result, requires more detailed studies. The urban area
has a number of features. The main ones are: a fairly high level of urban development, which,
as a rule, leads to the emergence of environmental problems; increased demand for land and
their respective costs; specificity of historical and cultural development; strict boundaries of
land users, both in the urban area and in the suburban area, etc.
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Experiments in creating an environmental carcass are not numerous. The search for
ways based on scientific ideas that can ensure sustainable development of the territory are
considered fundamental tasks of politics and management. One of them is the landscapeenvironmental aspect of spatial organization of the territory 4-6.
A long-term interest of society in largely determines the spatial development of urban
areas. The standardization and management of economic activity in the CIS countries is
carried out according to the sectorial approach. This means that the territory as a single
natural-functional structural unit "disappears", ceases to exist. To "preserve" it is necessary to
change the principles of economic and environmental regulation.
Most of the work in solving environmental problems is focused on differentiating the
state of individual natural components (soil, air, surface and groundwater, etc.) and finding
ways to improve the quality of each., The elements that make up the environmental carcass on
the territory of one administrative subordination have different subordination as they are
managed not as territorial but as sectoral systems. The environmental carcass includes natural
monuments of the republican level and specially protected natural areas of local importance,
but each of these groups has its own subordination. The administration of roads and external
improvement of the city administration is responsible for the state of green plantations not all
of the city, but only for a small roadside part of it. The ecological framework of the territory
may include objects in private ownership or long-term lease. The environmental carcass in
general does not have unified management, and where it does not exist, there is no
organization (system).
Environmental and landscape carcass of the territory is formed from elements of the
natural block and connects three blocks (natural, anthropogenically-natural and social) into a
uniform system.
Depending on the level of consideration of the environmental carcass of the territory,
its composition as elements may include:
basic parts (protected area);
key elements (valuable wetlands);
transit elements ‒ environmental corridors (large and small rivers, performing
ecological and biological functions of conservation, movement, multiplying the gene
pool of biological diversity);
Natural sanctuary (the core of the historical and cultural framework are key elements);
Already existing or specially created natural-anthropogenic complexes (gardens and
parks, boulevards, green plantations along large and small rivers, etc.), sections of
typical landscapes, etc.
Watershed providing interrelation of basic and key elements;
Urban watercourses connecting all the fragmented natural and artificial structural
landscape complexes of various ranks and form environmental corridors should
become one of the main elements of the urban city's environmental carcasses.
Each of these objects is a certain system that can function to some extent
independently, but as part of an environmental carcasses. Under the environmental carcass of
the urban territory is understood 6 the aggregate of the medium-sized and natural421
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anthropogenic complexes of the free space of the city, ranked according to the modes of use,
that are purposefully formed to create a comfortable environment for human habitation and
ensure sustainable development of the urban area.
Thus, the environmental carcass of urban territory appears as an aggregate that
performs a completely different function in other territorial boundaries. The main purpose of
the environmental carcass of the territory is the development of the system (territory) through
the preservation of its functional integrity.
The primary territorial basis on which ecological balance when forming the
environmental carcass of a large city, which is Astana, can be ensured is the meso-territorial
level, i.e. a large city and its suburbs.
4. CONCLUSION
There should be a sufficient amount of open (free) space in the city to form an
environmental carcass of the urban area which is one of the indicators of the quality of the
city's environment and should be used as a potential reserve for ecological purposes. In the
current situation, it is necessary to identify and preserve (reserve) areas with high
environmental potential.
Element of the construction of the environmental carcass of Astana is suburban
territory. It is considered by us from the positions of the "donor" (source) of the most
important environmental factors. This is not only the already created Green Belt around
Astana with a green plantation area of 73,000 hectares. Recreation zones on the more humid
distal segments of the Rozhdestvenka alluvial fan of Nura carryover during the cultural
measures are most suitable for these purposes.
A new view at the fan nature of the location of Astana city gives the key to managing
the interflow of the territory. The dam and Nura drain reservoir created before the unfolding
of the runoff at the top of the alluvial fan could serve as a regulator of underground flow over
the entire flow-subordinate space.
Having no legal status the environmental carcass of the city territory or its main
provisions in our opinion can be included in the general plan of the city. The mutual
understanding of the developers of the environmental carcass and the master plan of the city
can contribute to this. But the general plan can effectively "work" if there are legal
mechanisms of its implementation. Therefore the creation of a local environmental regulatory
framework becomes extremely important.
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Abstract: Lean management holds a substantial promise for dealing with a wide range of
economical demands which includes improving the quality of product by reducing costs, high
levels of process and also reducing the lead time. Efforts are being recognized with in the
automotive sector to implement lean manufacturing by eliminating waste and adding value to
the product there by satisfying the customers.
This paper critically reviews the concept, principles of lean and their implementation in
electronics sector captivating ideas from automobile industry. The aim of the work is to
investigate how leading companies are trying to implement the principles of lean
manufacturing into their production operations by reducing costs and adding value to the
product.
Keywords: Lean management, process improvement

1. LEAN MANAGEMENT – AN INTRODUCTION
Lean Manufacturing holds a substantial promise for dealing with a wide range of
economical demands which includes improving the quality of product by reducing costs, high
levels of process and reducing the lead time [1, 2].
Lean manufacturing is totally different from the older manufacturing as in the
products are rather pulled rather than pushed to the customers. This is one of the few
characteristics of lean production. Lean production has not only defied the mass production in
case of an automotive industry but also directed it towards an extensive array of
industrialization [2].
The other characteristics of lean production are as follows:


Rather than detection in quality, the main importance is given on prevention.



Production line is integrated throughout.



The supply chain is integrated right from the consumer to the raw material.



Work is prearranged in teams in order to eradicate all the non – value added
waste.

There are basically five principles of implementing lean manufacturing in any
organization such as automotive industry or an aerospace industry. The fundamental
principles of JIT or Lean Production were developed by Toyoda when he was working on an
automated power loom in the year 1890‟s. The five principles are as follows [1]:
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Identifying the value stream: Production of raw materials into finished goods
has to be identified and action has to be taken.



Create a value flow: The processes and the products have to flow continuously
by eliminating needless steps in manufacturing process.



Pull the value: The product has to be pulled towards the customer rather than
pushing it. Thereby preventing the production of needless products.



Elimination of waste: Removing the waste which doesn't add value to the
product.



Pursue for perfection: The processes have to be improved continuously.

Efforts are being recognized with in the electronics sector to implement lean
manufacturing by eliminating waste and adding value to the product there by satisfying the
customers. In order to sustain an overall strategy, the various tools and techniques for
implementing lean manufacturing are identified [1,2,3].
The major tents of Lean manufacturing or the Lean manufacturing tools and
techniques with their strategic initiatives are as follows:


Pull – Kanban systems.



Quick changeover – setup reduction.



Value stream analysis or Value stream mapping.



Cellular Manufacturing.



Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) and Total Quality Management (TQM).



Work Place Organizations 5s systems and Visual Management.



Employee Involvement.



Standard operations.



Takt time.

To achieve this goal, the analysed factors are information flow, delivery time,
personnel, inventory, material flow, as these impact each other during the production process.
The impact that these factors generate is difficult to define without analysis throughout
the value stream.
2. CASE STUDY
2.1. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In order to consider the users’ requirements for the methodology, an empiricalanalytic study has been carried out. Representatives from production have been interviewed to
evaluate the needs for process improvement.
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The main steps for organizing a one-piece flow line in a flexible (lean) line are as
follows [2.3]:


Record to set cycle time, takt time, optimum number of operators, number of
workstations.



Record time measurement - this step is important because it provides us with
the input data needed to make the line change.



Current flow analysis - one-piece flow line.



The current situation allows the production of a single piece at the workstation,
it immediately passes from one process to another without stopping.

The family product is a sensor-switched outdoor light l 810 led iHF Z-wave (figure 1).
This type of product can be integrated into the smart friends’ system or any other z-wave
network, with invisible high-frequency sensor, ideal for building entrances and fronts of
buildings, 12,5 w Steinel led lighting system, 612 lm, 160° coverage angle, reach from 1 - 5
m, for stylish up and down lighting, includes soft light start.

Figure 1. The sensor-switched outdoor light
2.1. PROCESS ANALISYS AND PROCESS IMPROVEMENT
In order to implement Lean technique in lighting technology, our proposed
methodology consists in five steps.
First step consists of:


Capture the manufacturing process activities. Quantify the amount of created
product: The technique has to capture and represent the amount of product
(physical units or percentages).



Quantify the amount of created product: The technique has to capture and
represent the amount of product (physical units or percentages).



Capture the created scrap and waste material: the technique has to capture and
represent the flow of scrap and waste material created after every step of the
process and where is it sent.



Quantify the amount of scrap and waste material created: the technique has to
capture and represent the amount of scrap and waste material created after
every step of the process and where is it sent.
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The technique has to be able to show all the steps of the process in order to identify
where the scrap and waste material is created. The table generate with Adaptive Excel sheet is
presented in figure 2.

Figure 2. Adaptive sheet with the process measure
The second step is to represent the product manufacturing flow: The technique has to
capture and represent the flow of resources required to create the product (Figure 3, 4 and 5).

Figure 3. Process data

Figure 4. Cycle time calculator
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Figure 5. Process parameters
The third step consists of the results representation in an intuitive way: results
presented in a way that is easy to understand for people unfamiliar with the technique. It detail
the process' steps: the details within every single step of the process (Figure 6, 7, 8).

Figure 6. Process Step/Station Chart

Figure 7. OEE analysis (step/station)
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Figure 8. Cycle time chart
The fourth step consist of an agent-based simulation, using Anylogic platform [4,5,6].
The resources and activities are represented as agents. The result of this simulation is the
identification of unnecessary waste and the process bottle necks (Figures 9 and 10).

Figure 9. Anylogic capture

Figure 10. Anylogic simulation
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The last step is represented by the process improvement evaluation [6].

Figure 11. The main KPI of the future state of process

Figure 12. Key performance indicators
3. CONCLUSION
The present study showed the use of process mapping in applying concepts of lean
production, combined with simulation as a complementary tool.
Using the simulation, it was possible to predict the production line under study
according to the process mapping the data generated by the software, the current state of
production line was analysed and weaknesses in the production process were identified.
According to that, a plan of action was suggested.
The main problems in the production line were exaggerated stocks and the bottleneck
in a production process.
The company has no effective control over raw materials necessary for production,
thus maintaining surpluses of some parts and no inventory for others, which increases the cost
of production, whether due to increased production time or cost of unnecessary stocks.
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Abstract: In the current technological era, the social media today present a necessary tool
among most of the businesses in their communication with the consumers. Smaller businesses
with limited resources look at them as a cost effective communication channel but also big
companies take advantage of them. To explore the practices, the paper focuses on the
awareness and benefits of social media as a communication channel between the participants
in the Macedonian startup community. A structured questionnaire was distributed to all
registered start ups in the Republic of Macedonia. The survey found that 60% of the
respondents fully agree that by using social media as a communication channel with
consumers is improving the image of the company itself, which coincides with the opinion of
Taneja and Toombs (2014) describing the positive aspects of the use of social media. While,
contrary to the findings of Bakeman and Hanson (2012) concluding that only big companies
are aware of the social media utilization, the survey found that all 25 startups or 100% of
respondents use social media in running their business.
Keywords: social media, communication, customers, start ups, Macedonia

1. INTRODUCTION
21st Century is a one of information and new technologies enabling social media (SM)
to interact with the living and working style of the world population. SM represents a quite
intriguing concept of today’s world. It is almost impossible to imagine a daily routine without
the use of social media. Many influential business leaders use SM to secure their personal
development as well as to increase the exposure of their businesses and receive customer
feedback. According to Kadam and Ayarekar (2014) social media represent a phenomenon
that enables and supports interaction and communication among individuals around the globe.
SM popularity increased with high penetration of the mobile phones, internet usage rates and
the mobile software applications that makes them accessible at all times.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. SOCIAL MEDIA
Organizational perspective wise, SM is the communication channel through which a
business could communicate directly with its consumers. Over the years, their applicative use
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in companies has been increasing to a level that today we refer to this type of communications
channel as digital media as well. According to Cooper (2015) Facebook's social network is
the best example to acknowledge the explosive growth of SM over the past decade as well its
importance on the market. Developing from social networking services for students in 2004,
Facebook is today's the world leader in the area of SM with a monthly base of 1.2 billion
users as of March 2015. People around the world use Facebook, not just social networking,
but also for tracking news, current events, communities and businesses. For the market, this
means that Facebook and other SM platforms are also used as main channels for doing
business, followed by Twitter with 316 million users, Instagram with 300 million, etc. Cooper
(2015) predicted that, over the next few years, the use of social media will be represented
among the all age groups equally and the existing gap related to the use of technology will
disappear, given the increasing fatigue of people aged 65+ about healthy life and care. Graph
1 below indicates that Facebook enjoys greatest usage penetration rate of 70%, followed by
YouTube with 61%, Instagram 24% and Twitter with low 20%, but also other closed circle
communication platforms indicate high penetration rates such as Facebook Messenger with
highest popularity of 36%, followed by WhatsApp by 40%, LinkedIn with 14% and Viber of
only 7%.

Graph 1. Global Active usage penetration of leading social networks as of February 2017
Source: Digital News Report 2017(2017), Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism

In an era of digitization, given the quality and uniqueness of the digital marketing, one
must perform market research and recognize the consumer needs and then adapt the content
and channels of promotion accordingly to the nature of the business (Patrutiu-Baltes, 2015).
According to Taneja & Toombs (2014) every business needs to identify its positioning on the
market including building its reputation regardless the channel, traditional or social media.
The traditional media gives the business an equal approach to the broad mass while the social
media is more demanding. The emergence of SM directly affects the overall use of traditional
media and the cost of marketing in general because SM are a much cheaper channel of
advertising and promotion compared to the traditional one.
Narayanan et al. (2012) explain that the new world is shaped by SM where everyone
can express their opinion, influence the others in real time with distance reduced to zero
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allowing increased rates and intensity of communication. Given that the online market is very
harsh, full of information and presence of many businesses, it’s difficult to identify a
competitive approach even in the cases of product or service innovation and unique business
models. On the other hand, differentiation through the SM can be a successful tool for
business promotion but also a challenge for new ventures that have not established certain
point of brand equity yet. Moreover, SM requires human capital to deliver the messages to the
customers personally i.e. to start and maintain communication with each consumer directly as
well as to communicate the message in a rapidly fast and flexible timeframe (Taneja and
Toombs, 2014). SM is characterized with the quick timespans and the "word of mouth" effect
because the consumers are interconnected through online platforms. According to Lee and
Bernoff (2008), the massive use of technologies in the form of blogs such as YouTube,
Facebook, Twitter or other forums with high potential for interaction in the format of online
recommendations and discussion enables consumers to share experiences related to the
availability and use of products and services at any time anywhere in the world.
Also, consumer behavior is also an important factor being explored as a separate field
and this is associated with purchasing habits that can affect the value of the brand. Hajli
(2014) explains that customers interact in a continuous process and often their intention of
buying becomes influenced by online market turning them into loyal customers prepared to
share experiences, interact with the online community, often buy online and make
recommendations for products on social networks. On the parallel, the market along with
some brands adapts to these consumers and stimulates the interaction they are looking for.
In the past the market was oriented towards the products, whereas today businesses
adapt to the customer needs and then they market the products. So, it is of crucial importance
to understand the customer’s needs, establish communication with then and then create
environment that add value to the loyal customers to become. Said that, businesses create
databases of customers’ preferences and design their marketing strategy according to the
preferences, involving SM as a cheap tool of the implementation stage (Taneja and Toombs,
2014).
The main role of marketing content is to inform and educate the public in order to
develop a privileged relationship with it, and to determine the brand's loyalty to it. To be
relevant to the audience and create a powerful brand, it is crucial to create effective content
that will result in a privileged relationship via the visual connectivity (Patrutiu-Baltes, 2015;
Manic, 2015). Oser (2006) concludes that many target markets could be also reached via the
viral marketing tools as well such as the viral videos or video clips that could be part of an
electronic email. The author explains that even thought, the viral messages are not considered
commercials, startup companies could take advantage of them and create a buzz for a
successful story overnight over the traditional companies. To conclude, SM may play an
important role in companies brand establishment and growth but there are also online security
concerns that they need to be aware not to reflect negatively on the brand (Taneja and
Toombs, 2014).
2.2 STARTUP BUSINESSES
Republic of Macedonia is still country in transition and its economy is efficiency
driven according to the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor survey (2008). In the last five years
the startup community started growing but there is no organized system in place to track the
establishment and growth of startup. As a reaction, the startup community itself maintains its
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network with informal meetings and informal mutual co-operation. This fact is also evident
from the Start up Index research (2016), where Macedonia has low start up index value of 26,
comparing it to Serbia 33.94, Slovenia 87.50 and another set of Northern European countries
such as Latvia with 123.68, Iceland 216.67 and Estonia with highest index value of 256.15.
Franck Nouyrigat (2016) provided a clear picture of the establishment of startup ecosystem in
Macedonia claiming that it has potential to increase by three times given it current span
compared to other countries that have similar references, but that there were certain factors
that are not negligible and affect the further development. He identified several key factors
that may influence the startup community in Macedonia such as talent, human capital,
regulation and access to finance.
Startups also experience that same product/service promotion cycle as any other
businesses, in particular the three phases of introducing the product/service to the customer
and brand creation; capacity for product sustainability as well as trends follow up. According
to Taneja and Toombs (2014), the startup companies in the first phase communicate their
target clients in a personalized manner via inexpensive marketing tools such as SM and
telemarketing. Also, branded startups hold their own identity and as such secure presence on
the market to further on increase the brand awareness among the customers which in turn
contributes to the developing of the ‘word of mouth’ effect. The second phase, based on the
types of the clients, the managers develop a corresponding approach with selected SM tools.
And, finally in the third phase, the managers try to minimize the risk from aggressive
promotion and develop a unique brand story line that has strict goals and directives. In the last
phase, only 26% of the startups successes the implementation of the promotional strategy
while the rest rely on aggressive communication that somewhat leads to negative effects
among customers.
Jones and Jayawarna (2010) explain that awareness of SM and their use can solve the
problem of new businesses in terms of insufficient resources and finance needed for their
growth and sustainability. In their study, SM is categorized as "bootstrapping" activity and is
a tool used to compensate for limited funds and resources. On the other hand, Bakeman and
Hanson (2012) conclude that large corporations are aware of the need to use social media, in
contrast to small startups lagging behind with this trend and their employers are insufficiently
acquainted and knowledgeable about the availability of new technologies and new media. So,
dedicated knowledge about SM is a key for startups to take advantage of the opportunity to
increase the entrepreneurial performance via improved communication with the consumers
(Kadam and Ayarekar, 2014). Therefore, employers in employee profiles and job descriptions
need to meet the criteria for knowledge of social media.
The impact of SM has a major role in the development of small startup businesses
despite the non-sufficient human resources for marketing and promotion as concluded from
the research conducted in Nairobi, Kenya on 246 startup businesses (Jagongo & Kinyua,
2013). SM in the Republic of Macedonia as Kiselicki (2013) explains has positive effect on
small startups unlike the print media and other types of traditional media. Moreover, the study
found that paid SM campaigns have a greater positive effect than unpaid ones especially for
building and maintaining brand awareness among consumers.
However, it is important to emphasize that communication through social media
would have a positive effect on the value of the brand; only if the involvement of consumers
in the communication itself is high involving more personalized marketing (Zailskaite-Jakste
& Kuvykaite, 2013). Moreover, Nory et al. (2015) emphasized that the combination of
websites and SM may increase the awareness of the brand, inquiries, enhance relationships
with customers, attract new customers, enhanced ability to reach customers on a global scale,
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and ease the co-promotion of local businesses that enhance the image of small businesses in
the region. Also, they conclude that web site interactions coupled with sustained SM
promotion could give positive impact on businesses in terms of increased interaction, brand
awareness and revenues.
The startups versus the traditional business have limited resources to use the SM for
marketing purposes therefore one of the biggest obstacles for small businesses in using social
media is the transition process from communicating with consumers to interacting with them
on hourly basis (Taneja and Toombs, 2014). However, in the process of increasing the
frequency of social networking small business owners should distinguish between their
personal SM profiles and the business ones not to reflect on the image of company. According
to Li & Bernoff (2008) many small business owners use SM for marketing and distribution
purposes as traditional companies used to do in the past but there are a significant number of
companies that if SM is not implemented in their operational strategy they could suffer loses.
On the other hand, entrepreneur could get closer to their customers not only via virtual
networks but also in a more direct way, so to create the ‘buzz’ using the word of mouth
potential by giving away free samples of the products they offer (Copeland & Malik, 2006).
Hence, the value of using SM could be high for every company especially for small
business. These include reduced marketing costs by replacing the print, TV and radio
commercials with online tools in our case social networks that in some cases are nearly free of
charges. Another value, that might be also benefit for small businesses is building
relationships with potential buyers and turning them into loyal consumers. Except for
everyday entertainment activities, SM plays a major role in communicating with companies
with their consumers, and increasingly represents a substitute for the traditional way of
communication between consumers and the brands themselves. At the same time, SM allows
consumers to negatively and positively influence the value of the brand itself according to the
authors Zailskaite-Jakste & Kuvykaite (2013).
3. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH AND RESEARCH INSTRUMENT
This paper’s main research question is to explore the awareness and the benefits of
using social media among the startup businesses in the Republic of Macedonia. We have used
a previously validated research instrument of Kadam and Ajarekar (2014) that was applied on
a hundred startup businesses from Bombay, India. The questionnaire was modified and
adapted to suits the characteristics of Macedonian startup businesses. In order to have a
representative we have conducted the survey of 25 startups of businesses in Macedonia which
is 50% of the entire startup community according to Nouyrigat (2016) who has identified total
of 52 startups. The survey was conducted in the period from 25 September to 25 November
2017. An online questionnaire of 15 previously structured questions was emailed to the
owners of startup businesses, not including the demographic questions. The answers to the
questions was measured on a Likert-type of scale ranging from 1 to 5 where: 1 - I completely
disagree, 2- partially disagree, 3 - neutral, 4- partially agree, 5- completely agree. The sample
included businesses not older than 5 years regardless the industry and manner of operation.
The respondents were dominantly based in Skopje, the capital of Republic of Macedonia.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our research indicated that the use of social media in the small startup businesses in
Macedonia is a crucial tool for communicating with consumers. As a result, businesses on
daily basis acknowledge and implement new trends in the online communication. Graph 2
below indicates the penetration of usage of SM by type and precerence among the
Macedonian startup community. Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and YouTube dominate from
the SM as channels to communicate with the customers. This is in line with other research in
the areas (Patrutiu-Baltes, 2015; Manic, 2015; Oser , 2006).

Graph 2. Which social media does your startup use in daily operations
Source: Authors own reserach
Furtheron, we have compared our research results with the similar research conducted
in India with 100 startups from the city of Bombay as already mentioned in this paper.
Majority of the startups 72% (N=17) were led by men and only 28% (N=7) were led by
women. High 68% were 26 to 35 years old; of those 56% hold bachelor degree and 32%
master's degree. All 25 startups or 100% use social media for their business operation, which
is contrary to the findings of Bakemon and Hanson study (2012) that only large companies
are aware of the use of social media. The startups knowledge of social media is high as 60%
of Macedonian startups said that they independently study and monitor social media trends on
the Internet where 52% of the respondents from the Indian startups found to have basic or
introductory knowledge of social media as identified in the previour research on the topic
(Zailskaite-Jakste & Kuvykaite, 2013; Kiselicki, 2013). Then, the awareness of startups about
the use of social media in Macedonia is 60%, and in India 70% and on the parallel Bombay
startups shows 18% awareness of blogs to become future marketing tool.
However, it should be noted that the awareness of the Macedonian startup community
is significant because 44% of startups account for up to 10% of the social media budget, and
even 16% of the total number of startups allocate over 75% of its social media budget. The
most used social network by Macedonian startups is Facebook with 100%, followed by
Instagram 84%, YouTube and Twitter with 68% and the other LinkedIn and Pinterest with
20% participation. At the same time, 51% of startups in Bombay, India believe that SM is
partly a gain in business growth, while only 28% consider it crucial for the growth of their
business. This percentage of Macedonian startups is reversed, 54% of them believe that the
use of social media is crucial for business growth, while the remaining 24% think that social
media is only partial gain in the growth of their business. In addition, 60% fully agree that the
use of social media as a channel for communicating with consumers improves the image of
the company itself also concluded previously by Taneja and Toombs (2014) by describing the
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positive aspects of the use of SM. According to the survey, 40% of the respondents partially
agree that through the use of SM, startups in Macedonia can operate as good as the big
corporations on the market, while the Indian startups expressed slightly higher (57%)
readiness equal competition, meaning that Indian startups are more competitive in their
markets compared to the big players.
According to the survey, one of the main benefits that startups gain through the use of
SM in Macedonia is ‘improving the image’ (88%) which was almost mirrored in India by
89%. Then the interactive relationship with consumers follows with 84% consent, where in
the case of India 74% of the respondents agree. In order to encourage and increase sales as a
benefit from the use of SM, 76% of the Macedonian startups agree, while in India this benefit
is represented by lower 58% of the respondents. High 60% of the respondents in Macedonia
think that the ‘creation of loyal consumers’ is another benefit from the use of SM, while 44%
of the startups in India claimed the same benefit. Both Macedonian and Indian start ups claim
that profit (over 60%) is a benefit while using SM in the daily operations. The Indian startups
in terms of benefits are determined to have two other two advatages, in particular
competitiveness of the market (57%) amd impact of the consumer buying decision (55%).
We could conclude that the Indian startup community compared to the Macedonian
one is more advanced but the second one is striving to catch up moving into the same
direction.
5. CONCLUSION
We could conclude that the startup community in Macedonia is young but flexible to
the globalization pressures and needed adaptation to secure survival. Despite the socialist
legacy, the entrepreneurs are committed to success and all that it requires given the
Nouyrigat’s (2016) conclusion that Macedonian startup businesses kick off with capital up to
USD 5000. Therefore, the use of social media in the startup businesses in Macedonia is a
crucial tool for communicating with consumers as this has been also concluded from the
research. On the opposite, Bakemon and Hanson (2012), found that only large companies are
aware of the advantages of the use of SM. Moreover, we conclude that the big companies in
Macedonia can learn a lot from small startups, especially in the segment of market positioning
by targeting a niche audience with loyal consumers.
From the aspect of social media as a communication channel, Macedonian startups
agree that they represent the cheapest and most effective way to communicate with their
potential consumers, which later turns them into loyal base. They also follow up on the other
trends such the ‘word of mouth’ as a marketing effect, viral marketing, email marketing and
others. It can be concluded from the research that the young Macedonian Startup community
is both aware of the use of SM and its benefits especially in respect of the company brand
equity.
With this study, we intended to contribute to the awareness of the value of the SM to
start ups and stimulate its further application as a rather cheap alternative to the traditional
media. We also hope to help small business in their wellbeing and as such contribute to the
quality of life in the society in general.
We also find this paper original as it is among few that report on startup community
and their use of SM however there are some limitations. In the case of startups a qualitative
research is also appreciated as it looks into depth of the specific topics and also we suggest
further research to be able to compare results in future and recommend possible actions to
help young companies endure on the globalized market regardless their geographical point of
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origin. SM, we believe to further shape the ways business operate, to they would need to stay
alert and follow up on the developments in an organized manner.
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Abstract: In modern business on the market banks are increasingly difficult to achieve a
competitive advantage based on new services, pricing, distribution channels and promotion.
Many studies about competitiveness of the banking sector showed that banks turn to improve
the quality of services as a source for better positioning in the market. A survey questionnaire
was used as a data collection tool. Data collected in this questionnaires was processed with
adequate statistical methods used of software packages SPSS v.18 based on which we
appropriate conclusions were made. Factor analysis was used to obtain and analyze the
results. The obtained results show that on the quality of banking services are effects: the
respect and understanding of clients, professionalism, and image of the bank.
Keywords: quality, employees, banking services
1. INTRODUCTION
In modern business on the market banks increasingly gain a competitive advantage
based on new services, pricing, distribution channels and promotion. Most studies about
competitiveness in the banking sector shows that banks should turn to improving the quality
of services as a source for the best positioning in the market.
The banking sector is a significant part of the service economy. The modern way of
life imposed this because the necessity of using banking services use almost everyone, both
citizens, businesses and state institutions However, banks are currently facing with major
challenges in their business environment, the sources of which are the result of the global
economic and financial crisis, and a steady increase in the expectations of users of banking
services. These factors influence the increase in demand towards banks and the strengthening
of competition in the banking sector. The bank provides feedback to its potential customers,
communicating on that way. However, in this relationship, there are often numerous problems
between the bank and the users, such as vague communication in call centers and branches or
communications via e-mail or the Internet. In order to ensure the competitiveness of banks,
they need to achieve differentiation of their services from the competition and to be able to
retain existing and attract new clients. Currently, banks mainly offer similar services, in
business with the population and economy. Most of the new services have already been
offered to the market over the past ten years of transition in the Serbian banking sector, so the
opportunities for developing new services are reduced to a minimum (Radojević &
Marjanović, 2011).
Banking staff has become a critical factor for the growing competition and the fact
that the success of the business of the most often depends on the ability of the staff to
successfully complete its tasks, retain customers and manage relations with clients. Because
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of the bank in the developed economies are trying „to move branches of one step further from
the culture of the sale” according to the marketing management that all employees in the
branches include of the development of the marketing strategy for branches (Angur et al.,
1999). Bank employees actively participate in the services sector. With the services in their
branches of the banking staff becomes a holder of the entire process and the key influential
group which can be realized, i.e. to improve the sale and the positive impact on the quality
and satisfaction with the customers.
Banking staff should conduct the transfer of information relevant to the service which
is the subject of the concrete meeting, but also to offer a new service and promotes the bank,
with his personal behavior and target the activities that are brought new customers.
This paper, based on a literature analysis and research in practice conducted through a
questionnaire, has the aim to show the most important factors that influence the quality of
banking services.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The quality of the services is one of the most “triggers” of loyalty by customers and
generate an important volume of interest among researchers and practitioners. As a term,
quality is often used in everyday life, and everyone has a good idea of what is good and what
is the poor quality.
Despite such widespread use, researchers still have not been able to find a unique
definition of quality, primarily because of the quality, as well as the concept, bound for a large
number of interpretation (Garvin, 1984). What one person perceives as a quality other person
can see as an average or below-average. Namely, elements that include habits, attitudes,
experiences, a set of values or the social class of an individual are just some factors that
determine the way in which the person can perceive quality. This clearly suggests that the
measurement of the quality is the complex and challenging task (Gronroos, 1984). The
complexity of quality measurement is further enhanced by some service characteristics,
including intangibility, but also by the fact that customers are often involved in the service
process and therefore directly effect on the quality of the service. The complexity of the
measuring quality of services is best illustrated Seth, Deshmukh & Vrat (2005) who presented
19 different models in their study, that are used for measuring the quality of services.
In the increasingly competitive business environment the construction of the close
relations with the consumer is of essential importance for the development and maintenance
of business. In that sense, a service profit chain (Heskett et al., 1994) emphasizes that the
growth in the operations of service organizations, which include banks, is stimulated
primarily by the loyalty of the users of their services.
This loyalty is a direct result of the satisfaction of users of the services and it it has no
without relying on the quality as well as the primary determinant in the process of serving.
Therefore, the ability to provide a high quality service that will satisfy or surpass the needs
and expectations of customers both in banking and in the rest of the service economy is the
basis for building a competitive advantage (Ennew & Waite, 2007). The quality of the
services is not the only factor which determines the decision of the users to use a banking
service, there is still a lot of factors especially in the markets of less developed countries.
Another important element in the banking business is the loyalty of users who appears
as a result of the good ways of providing services. Customer loyalty represents the interest of
the users according to the given enterprise during a long period of time, while recommending
the company and its products or services that it provides to other users. Some researchers
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believe that the loyalty is still an underdeveloped area (Lewis & Soureli, 2006) because it did
not get the significance.
However, very quickly it became evident that the loyalty is paramount importance for
the service oriented companies such as the bank, and that loyalty should be see as the most
valuable assets for all service providers (Silver & Vegholm, 2009). While for researchers,
measuring customer loyalty is a real challenge (Berg, 2008). The complexity of customer
loyalty stems from the fact that the concept of loyalty consists of two dimensions: dimensions
of behavior and dimensions of attitude. The behavior dimension occurs if users continuously
use the services of the same company. As such, loyalty based on the behavior is intended to
re-buy services or products (including the frequency and amount) (Lewis & Soureli, 2006).
While, loyalty based on attitude implies user's nature, preferences, trust or emotional ties to
the services or products and oral propaganda (Marinković & Senić, 2012).
3. METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK
The research carried out in this paper refers refers to the examination of business
factors that contribute to the quality of banking services. The survey questionnaire method
was used for data collection. The structure of the respondents in the sample is heterogeneous in survey participated the clients who work in state-owned enterprises (in education, health,
police, municipal administrations, as well as in the private enterprises) on the territory of the
Eastern Serbia, who use the services of the different banks.
The survey was conducted from may 2017 to january 2018 on the territory of Eastern
Serbia. The survey involved 345 respondents, of whom 320 (or 92,75%) correctly fill their
questionnaire. A standardized questionnaire consisting of two groups of issues (total 30
issues). The first part of the questionnaire which were collected primary data included the
demographic characteristics of the sample, respectively, the issues related to the demographic
data of the respondents such as gender, age, professional qualification and working status.
The second part of the questionnaire was related to the examination of the level of customer
satisfaction with the different elements of the quality of services in banking.
The survey (provided the anonymity of the respondents, and Likert's five-point scale
was used for the grading of the offered modalities of the response (statement), ie the degree of
agreement with unconfined observations. What it meant 1 - absolutely disagree with the
claim, and 5 - absolutely agree with the claim.
The examined claims were selected on the basis of the review of the relevant scientific
literature from the field of marketing services (Parasuraman et al., 1985; Jamal &
Anastasiadou, 2009). In that way it is created the basis for the analysis of the kindness,
professionalism and competence of the employed worker based on the perception of the
clients. In addition to the above, the image of the bank and its affiliates, as well as the level of
compassion of bank worker with the problems customers have, were analyzed.
4. DISCSSION OF RESULTS
4.1. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE
In Table 1 are presented data that enable the acquisition of the image on the structure
of the sample. The sample is represented by (62.5%) men and (32.5%) women. The youngest
respondents under the age of 25 years were the least in the sample (3.8%). The largest
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number of the respondents from 36 to 45 years (35%). There are slightly less respondents
between 46 and 55 years (25.6%) and 26-35 in total (22.5%). As far as the professional
qualifications more than half of the respondents have completed secondary school (63.7%),
then have higher school (20%) and university degree (11.9%), while the smallest percentage
of respondents with primary school (2.5%).
Table 1. The demographic characteristics
The composition of the sample
Percentage( % )
Categories

Demographic variables
















Male
Female
from 18-25 years
from 26-35 years
from 36-45 years
from 46-55 years
over 56 years
Elementary School
Secondary School
School of higher education
Faculty
Master/ doctor of science
less than 5 years
from 6-10 years
from 11-15 years
from 16-20 years
over 20 years
Yes
No
The quality of the product
Kind staff
The expertise and competence of the staff
The speed of the services
Working time
Commission fee
Proximity to the bank
I cant decide




























62.5
37.5
3.8
22.5
35.0
25.6
13.1
2.5
63.7
11.9
20
1.9
6.3
25.0
33.8
24.4
10.6
53.8
46.3
13.1
13.1
19.4
15.6
1.9
21.3
15.0
0.6

How do you usually use banking
services?





Personal going to the bank
Via e-mail
By phone





87.2
10.6
2.2

How are you informed about the
services of the bank?









Going to the bank
Through TV advertising and newspapers
Via the Internet and the website
Through the call center of the bank
Through the flyers
Through a friend
Other









8.1
36.3
18.1
6.9
1.9
26.9
1.9

What are the reasons for your
dissatisfaction with the Bank's
operations?








A bad service
Unkind staff
Crowd at counters
The website is not update
Too much paperwork
Other








10.6
29.4
32.5
4.4
22.5
0.6

Gender

Age

Education

The length of use of the banking
services
Do you use only one bank?

Which characteristic is most
important for you in communication
with the bank?
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Most clients use banking services between 11-15 years old (34.8%), slightly lower
percentage (25%) than 6-10 years old and (24.4%) of 16-20 years. Over 20 years (10.6%) of
clients use banking services, while in the tested sample only (6.3%) clients who use banking
services for less than 5 years.
4.2. FACTOR ANALYSIS
Factor analysis represents a mathematical technique for reducing the amount of data. It
receives a large set of variables and looks for a way to compile this data with a small number
of factors or components (Manasijević, 2011).
A lot of related variables can be reduced by factor analysis to a smaller number that is
suitable for other analyzes. There are three basic steps in the analysis of factors:
1) Calculation of the correlation matrix for all variables;
2) Extraction of initial factors;
3) Rotation of the extracted (obtained) factors to the final solution.
Based on the correlation analysis, or the correlation between issues, for the empirical
validation of the results, i.e. defining key factors that influence the business performance,
factor analysis was used and the obtained results are presented in several next steps.
4.2.1. Assessment of the suitability of data for factor analysis
When determining the suitability of a particular set of data for factor analysis, two
main issues should be considered: the size of the sample and the strength of the link between
the variables. For the strength of the correlation among the variables, two tests are used:
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) indicator of sample adequacy and the Bartler spherical test. The
calculated values of these statistical indicators in this paper are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Calculated values of KMO indicators and Butler spherical test.
KMO and Bartlett's Testa
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Approx. Chi-Square
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

df

0.860
1557.557
231

Sig.

0.000

In the presented result, the value of KMO test indicators (KMO = 0.860) and Bartlet's
test (p = 0.000) confirmed that there are justified conditions for the application of factor
analysis. KMO is 0.860 which means that it moves within the recommended interval and the
results are statistically significant p = 0.000, so the factor analysis is fully justified for the
analysis of this sample.
The use of the analysis of the faktorske is inadequate if the value of the KMO under
0.5. Bartletov test is based on hi-box statistics. Obtained in the value of the shows that the
rejects the zero hypothesis (lack of significant correlations between non-crime incidents
dealt). As well as the method of analysis faktorske in this survey was used in the analysis of
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the main components, and due to the clearer interpretation of factors, used the varimaks
rotation.
The use of factor analysis is not adequate if the value of the KMO are under 0.5.
Bartlet's test is based on hi-square statistics. The obtained value shows that the hypothesis is
rejected (there is no significant correlation between the variables). As a method of factor
analysis in this study the analysis of the main components was used, and for the purpose of
clearer interpretation of the factors was used the varimax rotation.
4.2.2. Extraction of initial factors
Factor extraction include the determination the smallest number of factors which
represent interconnections in a set of variables. For determining the number of factors that
should keep there are more techniques: Kaiser's criterion (criterion of characteristic values);
Scree plot; parallel analysis (Manasijević, 2011).
The obtained results of factor analysis indicate that the analyzed claims grouped
around three formed factors (Table 3). The first factor refers to “Respect and understanding of
clients” and describes 30.706 % variations. Around this factor are grouped claims that refer to
personal attention to clients, the kindness of employees, respect for clients, understanding of
financial needs of clients, readiness to help clients, trust in employees, etc. Recognizing the
attitudes and needs of clients is very important to gain loyalty of the users toward the banks.
The second factor includes „Professionality“ and explains 16.933 % of variance. The quality
and efficiency of the service provided depends on the professionalism of banking officers.
The third selected factor refers to the „Imaging“, where the main elements were grouped: the
image of the bank and the branch, the modernity of equipment and the look of the interior.
The given factor explains 15.864% of the variation. All three factors together describe 63.503
% of the total variation.
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Table 3. Results of Exploratory Factor Analysis
Claims
Respect and understanding of clients
Devoting attention to clients
Kindness of employees
Respecting clients
Understanding the financial needs of clients
Focus on what's best for clients
The readiness to help the client
Confidence of clients in bank employees
Orientation to clients
A sense of security with clients
Providing information to clients
Professionalism
The look of employees
Accuracy of service provided
Speed of service
Efforts made to solve client problems
Respecting deadlines with the client
Fulfilling the promise given to clients
Image
Image compared to competitors
Interior
Modern equipment
The image of the bank
The image of the branch
Percentage of variance

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

0.820
0.799
0.760
0.748
0.702
0.689
0.631
0.609
0.580
0.538
0.701
0.671
0.648
0.615
0.592
0.531

30.706

16.933

0.828
0.791
0.703
0.639
0.579
15.864

All three factors have a high level of reliability. The reliability of the grouped factors
according to the obtained values of Cronbah Alpha coefficient are higher than the minimum
required confidence threshold of 0.7 which recommends Nunnally (1978). Obtained values of
Cronbah Alpha coefficient for the first factor which refers to the respect and understanding of
the clients is 0.87, which can be seen in Table 4. Around this factor were grouped ten claims.
Table 4. Statistical reliability of first factor - Respect and understanding of clients
Cronbach's Alpha
0.87

N of Items
10

When it comes to the second factor which refers to the professionalism of the
employees when providing services to clients, the value of the Cronbah Alpha coefficient is
0.83 which can be seen in Table 5. Around this factor were grouped six claims.
Table 5. Statistical reliability of secound factor - Professionalism
Cronbach's Alpha
0.83

N of Items
6

The overall reliability of the third factor (Table 6) who grouped around five claims
refers to the image of the bank is 0.76. Therefore, in addition to show respect and professional
service, for clients are also important the image of the banks whose services they use.
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Table 6. Statistical reliability of the third factor - Image
Cronbach's Alpha
0.76

N of Items
5

At all three factors obtained value of the Cronbah Alpha coefficient is higher than 0.7,
that can conclude that demands that have been grouped around each individual factor are
internally consistent.
5. CONCLUSION
By carrying out research on the quality of the services provided by the banks to their
clients in branches in Eastern Serbia, banks can determine the level of the quality of the
services that require the customers, measure the current level in the quality of their service,
and also their business strategy a direction that will make them better position on the market.
The obtained results within the conducted research indicate that the quality of services in the
banking system in Eastern Serbia is highly influenced on respect and understanding of clients,
professionalism and image of the bank.
Improving these business segments, managers can significantly to improve their
business, which will positively effect on the satisfaction of employees and their loyalty. In
addition, should always have in mind that users of banking services still give precedence to
those banks that offer the highest level of quality with the lowest fee.
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Abstract: Green Economy is a form of economy that promotes human well-being and social
equality, while reducing harmful impact on the environment and its further exploitation,
thereby justifying its name known as survival strategy. As of 2014, the European Union has
launched the Green Action Plan for small and medium-sized enterprises, and the initiative has
been joined by the Republic of Croatia. The main objective of this paper is to provide answers
to the following questions: Can the principles of the green and circular economy help the
Republic of Croatia and the neighboring countries to reduce the impacts of global climate
change and at the same time to provide development strategies of renewable energy,
moreover to help preserve existing beauty and natural resources? Furthermore, paper will
show how small and medium enterprises in the Republic of Croatia and Europe already use
certain principles of the green economy, as well as to answer the question if the Green Action
Plan is helping them to achieve these goals.
Keywords: green economy, circular economy, the Green Action Plan

1. INTRODUCTION
From the time when the Industrial Revolution happened, human behaviour and
procedures have negative consequences on the environment. Since the beginning of the 21st
century, all world-renowned scientists have constantly warned of growing environmental
problems that could significantly aggravate living conditions on Earth. The biggest problem is
climate change which is caused, among other things, by excessive use of fossil fuels whose
combustion increases carbon dioxide emissions. In the second half of the 20th century the
United Nations began to warn about environmental issues, so in 1972 the first International
Conference dedicated to environmental issues was held in Stockholm [1]. The United Nations
care about environmental issues, as well as the European Union, and with it, the Republic of
Croatia as the newest member of the EU. In recent years, precisely because of this, there is a
growing interest in distributed production from renewable energy sources [2].
The aim of this paper is to provide an insight into the current position of small and
medium-sized enterprises of the Republic of Croatia in transition towards a green economy,
which should be a "roadmap" to a "better tomorrow" and which should promote sustainable
growth and development. In recent years there is a growing interest in distributed production
from renewable energy sources, with an important impact on the environment. Renewable
energy sources include sea energy, wind energy, biomass energy, gas energy from waste
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dumps, geothermal energy, aerothermal and solar energy, and gas from sewage treatment
plants and biogas.
Based on the Flash Eurobarometer 456 data, authors will analyze behavior of Croatian
SMEs towards green economy. The Flash Eurobarometer 456 data is original primary data
that has open access for everyone who is interested in research. Based on those data, each
researcher can carry out their own research and test their own hypothesis as well as generate
their own conclusion. This study uses different statistical analyzes (univariate, bivariate
statistical methods) in order to define relationships between activities of green economy
which are Croatian SMEs applying and their number of employees, enterprise age and annual
turnover. There were eight activities involved in this study (saving water, saving energy,
using predominantly renewable energy, saving materials, minimizing waste, selling scrap
material to other company, recycling, designing products that are easier to maintain, repair or
reuse) which were analyzed in comparison with number of employees, enterprise age and
annual turnover.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
As it is often the case when discussing sustainable development (even in the Smart
Specialization Strategy of the European Union - in the context of smart, inclusive and
sustainable growth), the notion of a green economy has been developed - a sustainable
economy that should improve human well-being and life on the earth. According to the UNEP
definition, green economy is defined as one that results in improved human well-being and
social equity while significantly reducing environmental risks and ecological scarcities [3]. In
addition to this, green economy also implies increased investment in economic sectors that
improve the country's natural capital, reduce environmental problems and environmental
risks. These sectors include renewable energy, low carbon transport, energy efficiency of
buildings, clean technology, smart waste management, sustainable agriculture and forest
management, and the like. Such investments and reforms should provide mechanisms for
enterprise restructuring and the adoption of sustainable consumption and production processes
[3].
The green economy seeks to drive the growth of GDP and jobs through shifting
investments towards clean technologies and natural capital as well as human resources and
social institutions. It focuses on the shifting of public and private investment as a decisive
instrument to achieve growth, environmental improvement, poverty eradication and social
equity, with policy reforms supporting the shift. In a green economy, social dimensions are
considered as targets for shifted investments [4]. Only after a major global financial crisis the
concept of a green economy begins to "take a serious look" in the context of economic
recovery and sustainable growth and development [5].
In addition to the notion of green economy, it is possible to find the term green growth
in literature, which means fostering economic growth and development while ensuring that
natural resources continue to provide resources and environmental services on which our
well-being relies [6]. Green growth can be considered as part of the green economy, and
certainly implies sustainable development. In the context of the realization of strategies
promoting green economy, a green industry is also mentioned which implies green growth in
the industry sector [7]. This includes cleaner technologies, products and services that reduce
environmental risk and minimise pollution and resource use.
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In addition to green growth, an important part of the green economy is circular
economy, which also implies sustainable development. Circular economy is a sustainable
development strategy that is being proposed to tackle urgent problems of environmental
degradation and resource scarcity and with its 3R principles of reducing, reusing and
recycling material clearly illustrates the strong linkages between the environment and
economics According to [8].
In order to implement the Green Economy guidelines into the economy of each
country, the European Commission has adopted The Green Action Plan (GAP) for small and
medium-sized enterprises. Given that small and medium-sized enterprises have a dominant
role in economic growth and employment creation for countries in general [9], GAP is a good
guide to transition to "green" whereas main guidelines [10]: to raise SMEs’ awareness of
resource efficiency improvements and the potential of the circular economy for productivity,
competitiveness and business opportunities, to inform SMEs about EU resource efficiency
actions under the COSME, Horizon 2020 and LIFE programmes, and the European Structural
and Investment Funds. The GAP aims to help businesses by [10]: improving productivity,
driving down costs, supporting green entrepreneurship and developing European leadership in
green processes and technologies.
A major role in the economic growth and development of each country, as well as the
creation of new jobs, are played by medium and small enterprises, which are the focus of this
work and research. According to ETSI data, approximately 23 million small and mediumsized enterprises operate in the European Union. SMEs are the true backbone of the European
economy. They are primarily responsible for economic growth and prosperity. Their capacity
for innovation and flexibility in a changing business environment makes them crucial for
Europe’s success in the global economy [11].
According to the European Commission [12] for more efficient resource use, it is
necessary to combine access to the value chain and to implement complex technical solutions
at enterprise level. It is estimated that due to the more efficient use of resources throughout
the value chain by 2030, the need for input material decreased by 17% to 24%. Additionally,
in the EU, 60% of the total waste is not recycled, composted or reused, which shows that
there are huge amounts of valuable resources that are not sufficiently exploited and significant
business opportunities for small and medium-sized enterprises (MSPs) that can use and sell
green products, services and solutions. Business opportunities can also be created by
including more circular business models and green technologies in existing and future SMEs
in all sectors, including service.
Based on the Eurobarometer data, the following authors analyse and present the
current position of medium and small enterprises of the Republic of Croatia in the context of
the implementation of green economy activities. The implementation of the activities that are
part of green economy has been analysed by a number of employees and the annual turnover
of enterprises. In addition to the before-mentioned, there is a comparison of enterprises in
Croatia and EU28 according to the percentage of SMEs that are implementing these activities.
3. METHODOLOGY
The Eurobarometer is an official measurement instrument of EU that collects data
among European residents in Member States as well as in applicant states and sometimes in
other countries as well. The Eurobarometer publicly shows survey results in official reports,
while primary data on microdata level is publicly available through GESIS. Authors choose to
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analyse microdata from the Flash Eurobarometer 456 (topic: SMEs, resource efficiency and
green markets). Data for 15,019 enterprises from 28 Member States of the EU and 9 non-EU
countries has been analysed covering small and medium companies and the study has been
conducted between 11th and 26th of September 2017. Study included small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) employing 1 or more persons and the upper limit designating an
SME at 250 employees. Interviews were conducted with key decision-makers of companies
via telephone in their mother tongue on behalf of the European Commission, DG
Environment [13].
This study applies different statistical methods (univariate and bivariate methods)
using statistical software IBM SPSS 23.0. in order to define relationships between activities
of green economy which are Croatian SMEs applying and their number of employees and
annual turnover. The Chi-square test was used to find statistically significant difference
among 8 activities of green economy and the number of employees and annual turnover.
There were eight activities involved in this study (saving water, saving energy, using
predominantly renewable energy, saving materials, minimizing waste, selling own scrap to
another company, recycling, by reusing material or waste within the company, designing
products that are easier to maintain, repair, or reuse) which were analysed in comparison with
number of employees and annual turnover.
Designing products that are easier to maintain
Recycling, by reusing material within the company
Selling your scrap material to another company
Minimising waste
Saving materials
Using predominantly renewable energy
Saving energy
Saving water
0.00% 10.00% 20.00% 30.00% 40.00% 50.00% 60.00% 70.00% 80.00%
EU 28

CROATIA

Figure 6. Comparison of Croatian and EU28 SMEs and their involvement in actions that
make enterprises more resource efficient
A comparison between Croatian and EU28 SMEs and their involvement in actions that
make enterprises more resource efficient is shown by Figure 1. Croatian enterprises show
more involvement than EU28 in undertaking activities of green economy such as saving
water, saving energy, saving materials, minimizing waste and selling own scrap material to
another company. On the other hand, enterprises in EU28 are undertaking activities of green
economy such as designing products that are easier to maintain, repair or reuse, recycling, by
reusing material or waste within the company and using predominantly renewable energy
more than Croatian enterprises.
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Designing products that are easier to maintain
Recycling, by reusing material within the company
Selling your scrap material to another company
Minimising waste
Saving materials
Using predominantly renewable energy
Saving energy
Saving water
0.00%

10.00% 20.00% 30.00% 40.00% 50.00% 60.00% 70.00%

EU 28

CROATIA

Figure 7. Comparison of Croatian and EU28 SMEs and their involvement over next 2 years in
actions that make enterprises more resource efficient
A comparison between Croatian and EU28 SMEs and their involvement over next two
years in actions that make enterprises more resource efficient is shown by Figure 2. Croatian
enterprises show more involvement than EU28 in undertaking activities of green economy
over the next two years such as saving water, saving energy, saving materials, minimizing
waste and in selling own scrap material to another company. On the other hand, enterprises in
EU28 are undertaking activities of green economy such as designing products that are easier
to maintain, repair or reuse, recycling, by reusing material or waste within the company and
using predominantly renewable energy more than Croatian enterprises.
4. RESULTS
Authors have used Chi-square test to find differences among eight activities of green
economy and the number of employees as well as annual turnover. In the following 4 tables
statistically significant results will be presented.
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Table 4. Number of employees and actions that enterprise is undertaking to be more resource
efficient
How many employees does your
company have?

No

Saving energy
Yes

Total

Chi - square

1 to 9 employees

n (%)

66 (36.9%)

113 (63.1%)

179 (100.0%)

10 to 49 employees

n (%)

56 (31.6%)

121 (68.4%)

177 (100.0%)

χ2 = 12.712

50 to 249 employees

n (%)

29 (32.2%)

61 (67.8%)

90 (100.0%)

df = 3

250 employees or more n (%)

5 (10.2%)

44 (89.8%)

49 (100.0%)

p = 0.005*

156 (31.5%)

339 (68.5%)

495 (100.0%)

Total

n (%)

Selling your scrap material to another company
No

Yes

Total

1 to 9 employees

n (%)

133 (74.3%)

46 (25.7%)

179 (100.0%)

10 to 49 employees

n (%)

91 (51.4%)

86 (48.6%)

177 (100.0%)

50 to 249 employees

n (%)

45 (50.0%)

45 (50.0%)

90 (100.0%)

250 employees or more n (%)

15 (30.6%)

34 (69.4%)

49 (100.0%)

284 (57.4%)

211 (42.6%)

495 (100.0%)

χ2 = 39.896
df = 3
p = 0.000*

Total

n (%)

Recycling, by reusing material or waste within the
company
No
1 to 9 employees

n (%)

Yes

130 (72.6%)

49 (27.4%)

Total
179 (100.0%)

10 to 49 employees

n (%)

119 (67.2%)

58 (32.8%)

177 (100.0%)

50 to 249 employees

n (%)

59 (65.6%)

31 (34.4%)

90 (100.0%)

250 employees or more n (%)

23 (46.9%)

26 (53.1%)

49 (100.0%)

331 (66.9%)

164 (33.1%)

495 (100.0%)

χ2 = 11.543
df = 3
p = 0.009*

Total

n (%)

Designing products that are easier to maintain,
repair, or reuse
No

Yes

Chi - square

Total

1 to 9 employees

n (%)

152 (84.9%)

113 (15.1%)

179 (100.0%)

χ2 = 16.349

10 to 49 employees

n (%)

128 (72.3%)

121 (27.7%)

177 (100.0%)

df = 3

50 to 249 employees

n (%)

63 (70.0%)

27 (30.0%)

90 (100.0%)

p = 0.001*

* the mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level
Source: authors
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Results of Chi-square test for saving energy and the number of employees in each company
show statistically significant difference (p=0.005, df = 3, χ2 = 12.712). 63.1% of enterprises
with 1 to 9 employees are saving energy, while 67.8% of enterprises with 50 to 249
employees are undertaking the same activity. Regarding the activity of selling own scrap
material to another company and number of employees, Chi-square test results show
statistically significant differences (p=0.000, df = 3, χ2 = 39.896). Only 25.7% of enterprises
with 1 to 9 employees are undertaking that activity, while 50.0% of enterprises that have 50 to
249 employees are undertaking the same activity. In addition, there Chi-square test results
show statistically significant differences (p=0.009, df = 3, χ2 = 11.543) in undertaking
recycling, by reusing material or waste within the company. Just 27.4% of enterprises with 1
to 9 employees are undertaking that activity and 34.4% of enterprises with 50 to 249
employees are undertaking the same activity. Results of Chi-square test for last the activity,
designing products that are easier to maintain, repair or reuse, are also showing statistically
significant differences (p=0.001, df = 3, χ2 = 16.349) between number of employees in
enterprises. Only 15.1% of enterprises with 1 to 9 employees are undertaking the beforementioned activity, while 30.0% enterprises with 50 to 249 employees are designing products
that are easier to maintain, repair or reuse.
Table 5. Number of employees and actions that enterprise is going to undertake over next two
years to be more resource efficient
How many employees does your
company have?

Sell your scrap material to another company
No
Yes
Total

Chi - square

1 to 9 employees

n (%)

141 (78.8%)

38 (21.2%)

179 (100.0%)

10 to 49 employees

n (%)

105 (59.3%)

72 (40.7%)

177 (100.0%)

χ2 = 30.939

50 to 249 employees

n (%)

50 (55.6%)

40 (44.4%)

90 (100.0%)

df = 3

250 employees or more n (%)

21 (42.9%)

28 (57.1%)

49 (100.0%)

p = 0.000*

317 (64.0%)

178 (36.0%)

495 (100.0%)

Total

n (%)

Recycle, by reusing material or waste within the
company
No
1 to 9 employees

n (%)

Yes

135 (75.4%)

44 (24.4%)

Total
179 (100.0%)

10 to 49 employees

n (%)

110 (62.1%)

67 (37.9%)

177 (100.0%)

50 to 249 employees

n (%)

62 (68.9%)

28 (31.1%)

90 (100.0%)

250 employees or more n (%)

26 (53.1%)

23 (46.9%)

49 (100.0%)

333 (67.3%)

162 (32.7%)

495 (100.0%)

χ2 = 12.109
df = 3
p = 0.007*

Total

n (%)

* the mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level
Source: authors
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Results of Chi-square test for the activity of selling own scrap material to another
company over next two years and number of employees, show statistically significant
differences (p=0.000, df = 3, χ2 = 30.939). Only 21.2% of enterprises with 1 to 9 employees
are going to undertake that activity over the next 2 years, while 44.4% of enterprises that have
50 to 249 employees are going to undertake that activity over the next 2 years. Moreover,
Chi-square test results show statistically significant differences (p=0.007, df = 3, χ2 = 12.109)
in recycling, by reusing material or waste within the company over next 2 years. Just 24.4%
of enterprises with 1 to 9 employees will undertake that activity and 37.9% of enterprises with
10 to 49 employees will undertake the same activity.
Table 6. Annual turnover and actions that enterprise is undertaking to be more resource
efficient
What was your turnover last year?

Selling your scrap material to another company
No
Yes
Total

Chi - square

≤ 100 000 €

n (%)

36 (83.7%)

7 (16.3%)

43 (100.0%)

100 000 € -500 000 €

n (%)

85 (68.5%)

39 (31.5%)

124 (100.0%)

500 000 € - 2 million €

n (%)

52 (50.5%)

51 (49.5%)

103 (100.0%)

χ2 = 38.540

2 - 10 million €

n (%)

25 (41.7%)

35 (58.3%)

60 (100.0%)

df = 3

10 - 50 million €

n (%)

8 (40.0%)

12 (60.0%)

20 (100.0%)

p = 0.000*

> 50 million €

n (%)

0 (0.0%)

7 (100.0%)

7 (100.0%)

Total

n (%)

206 (57.7%)

151 (42.3%)

357 (100.0%)

* the mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level
Source: authors

Results of Chi-square test for the activity selling own scrap material to another
company over next two years and annual turnover, show of statistically significant difference
(p=0.000, df = 3, χ2 = 38.540). Only 16.3% enterprises with an annual turnover less than 100
000 Euros are undertaking that activity, while 58.3% of enterprises with an annual turnover
between 2 and 10 million Euros are undertaking the same activity.
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Table 7. Annual turnover and actions that enterprise is going to undertake over next two years
to be more resource efficient
What was your turnover last year?

Selling your scrap material to another company
No
Yes
Total

Chi - square

≤ 100 000 €

n (%)

35 (81.4%)

8 (18.6%)

43 (100.0%)

100 000 € -500 000 €

n (%)

96 (77.4%)

28 (22.6%)

124 (100.0%)

500 000 € - 2 million €

n (%)

59 (57.3%)

44 (42.7%)

103 (100.0%)

χ2 = 27.819

2 - 10 million €

n (%)

33 (55.0%)

27 (45.0%)

60 (100.0%)

df = 5

10 - 50 million €

n (%)

11 (55.0%)

9 (45.0%)

20 (100.0%)

p = 0.000*

> 50 million €

n (%)

1 (14.3%)

6 (85.7%)

7 (100.0%)

Total

n (%)

235 (65.8%)

122 (34.2%)

357 (100.0%)

* the mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level
Source: authors

Chi-square test results show statistically significant differences (p=0.007, df = 3, χ2 =
12.109) in recycling, by reusing material or waste within the company over next 2 years. Just
24.4% of enterprises with 1 to 9 employees will undertake that activity and 37.9% of
enterprises with 10 to 49 employees will undertake the same activity.
5. CONCLUSION
Green economy is a topic of rising interest for many stakeholders, due to the
numerous opportunities and benefits that it can provide. This paper has considered the
differences between Croatian SMEs and their characteristics, which differentiates them from
undertaking green economy activities. As it has been seen, Croatian enterprises differ from
each other significantly regarding the activities undertaken. In all presented cases, larger
enterprises undertake those activities, while enterprises with less employees do not undertake
those activities, nor will they undertake them over the next two years.
In further research of this topic, authors suggest studying the reasons why Croatian
SMEs differ in undertaking green economy activities further. Also, it would be beneficial to
see if SMEs are using financial help from other sources in undertaking those activities.
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Abstract: This paper discusses importance of trust in the context of digital economy. Even
though electronic commerce continues to grow worldwide due to many of its advantages, it
has not been fully adopted yet. The reason for some barriers in adopting e-commerce lies in
potential customers who still perceive online setting as quite risky. Customers who have
concerns related to sellers’ IT infrastructure resilience, and secured and safe personal data,
will hardly ever engage in e-transactions. The nature of trust is very subjective, complex and
multi-faceted. Trust issues are not present only between buyers and sellers, but also between
suppliers and sellers, trust in recommendations and references on certain products, etc.
In this paper authors propose modelling trust using Bayesian networks and provide an
illustrative example which is typical in online transactions.
Keywords: Trust model, electronic commerce, Bayesian networks, uncertainty, subjective

1. INTRODUCTION
Internet, along with cheap and easy-to-use technologies, redefined the ways
organizations and individuals transact. Country economies are becoming globalized, and the
world is starting to look like one big market without geographical borders, time differences,
currencies, etc.
Electronic commerce adoption enables companies around the world to gain
competitive advantage, break into new markets, and strengthen their strategic positions.
E-commerce has many advantages, but it also brings out issues related to privacy,
security, and reliability. Buyers who hesitate adopting e-commerce question whether it is safe
to engage in online transactions at all [1]. They are usually concerned with online
opportunistic behavior which includes risky money transfers, privacy violation, or IT
infrastructure breach [2-3].
Since online setting is still identified with risk, uncertainty and potential malicious
actions, the concept of trust in this context is of paramount importance. Without trust, which
relates to truthfulness, confidentiality, partnership, collaboration, and dependability, no online
industry-consumer relationship will be possible.
The paper is organized as follows – after the introduction, in the second part, the
concept of trust is defined which is followed by discussing digital trust and its importance.
Part three deals with modelling trust and offers an illustrative example on trust evaluation. In
the conclusion part some directions for future research are given.
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2. TRUST IN DIGITAL ECONOMY
2.1. TRUST DEFINITIONS
Trust is the base of all society interactions on many levels. It is crucial for social,
economic, and political relations. Its nature is multidimensional and highly subjective,
therefore quite complex [4]
When we trust somebody, we believe in the reliability, truth, or ability of that person;
we have faith in his or her competences, and we believe that our interaction will have a
positive outcome.
In the context of electronic commerce, a buyer will trust a provider if he is able to
deliver bought products on time and if these items are of desired quality. Other example may
include trust in the process of registering on the website, ordering and paying for the goods
which should be completely safe and confidential. If customers find that buying from a certain
website is satisfying, they will come back in the future and become loyal customers. The more
familiar they are with the provider and the process, the more trust they have in e-commerce in
general.
The concept of trust has been addressed across many disciplines – psychology,
economy, management, engineering, etc. However, one universally accepted definition has
not come up yet [5-6].
From the probability point of view, the most adopted definition was created by the
sociologist Diego Gambetta in which he says that "Trust is a particular level of the subjective
probability with which an agent assesses that another agent or group of agents will perform a
particular action, both before he can monitor such action and in a context in which it affects
its own action" [7].
Some trust definitions that can be found in literature are the following:
-

-

a consumer’s expectation that an online interaction will go securely, without
vulnerabilities exploited or any harm done to the consumer [8].
Trust in the online setting can be defined as a consumer’s confidence in the
provider’s reliability and benevolence to deliver the desired product or service on
time, and the website or platform to be able to perform the supposed functions
[9].
Trust can also be seen as belief of an agent, trustor, that the other agent, trustee,
will act positively. This means that trust is characterized by the actions performed
by the trustee and their effect on the trustor’s own actions [10].

2.2. DIGITAL TRUST AND ITS IMPORTANCE
Some of the most important elements in our lives, such as education, work, health, and
communication, have gone through great transformations thanks to rapid development of new
technologies. The hyper-connected world we live in today offers instant data sharing and
limitless business opportunities. Nowadays, in order to succeed in this emerging environment,
enterprises must be creative, respond quickly, and grasp the opportunities for digital growth.
Traditional economy got its counterpart – a digital economy which is sometimes also
called the New economy, the Internet economy or Web economy. Its first manifestation is e461
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commerce which enabled trade between companies (B2B), between companies and
consumers (B2C) and between private individuals or peers (peer-to-peer: P2P).
Trust, too, received its online version. This transition offered us choice to buy and sell
globally and influenced new ways of building and receiving trust.
Suppliers want to be confident the seller’s IT system is resilient, whereas customers
wants to be sure their personal information is safe. The company/seller is considered
trustworthy if the customers buy products on their website or platform. If the purchase ends
positively for the consumer, he will probably buy again from the same provider. This is one
way of building trust between suppliers and sellers, or sellers and buyers.
Trust includes subjectivity and uncertainty, and it is very hard to measure it even
though its calculation is highly desirable. Today trust presents the most important company
value. Technology is crucial to create and build trust but technology alone is not enough, it is
the suppliers-providers-buyers collaboration and participation that is responsible for
generating digital trust.
One way of generating trust is online reviews or ratings on bought products that
buyers leave on the e-commerce websites. After seeing reviews, potential buyers can make
decisions whether to buy the product or not. Here the process of decision-making is
influenced by their peers’ experience and recommendations. People usually rely on their
peers’ word of mouth. Recently sellers have started to manipulate these reviews in order to
increase sales by paying people to post false reviews of their products [11-12].
E-commerce needs certain improvements that include trustworthy recommendations,
safe personal data and money transactions. The solution for these issues might be the
blockchain technology.
Blockchain networks are decentralized which means that data are stored on multiple
computers and servers worldwide. To control this network and violate stored data is almost
impossible. This technology eliminated the need for banks to act as a transaction third party,
meaning that banking fees are eliminated and only those parties that are actually doing
transactions are present. It is a completely new way to transmit money from one
person/organization to the next without using the traditional banking system. Due to its
transparency and cost-effectiveness, blockchain offers more opportunity for building digital
trust. If companies want to gain competitive advantage or improve their own financial
performance, they should probably invest in blockchain technology because it has already
reshaped doing business in today’s dynamic environment.
3. MODELLING TRUST - SCENARIO
The measurement of trust is a key feature upon which all business interaction
scenarios rely.
Literature shows that that this topic is being exhaustingly investigated by many
researchers who offer various models for trust assessment [13-17].
Bayesian nets enable and facilitate modelling of complex decision problems in digital
economy under uncertainty. It is a compact graphical framework representing
interrelationships between the variables included in the considered problem. At the
topological level, Bayesian net represents an acyclic directed network with nodes representing
critical variables and the arcs representing their interrelationships.
In this paper, we propose a trust model based on Bayesian Network for calculating the
overall trust that comes from two different sources – a provider/seller and peers/ratings. Let
us suppose we want to buy a software from a big e-commerce platform which offers us
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multiple providers/sellers of the software. Using Bayesian nets, we can evaluate trust which
will help us making a decision on the best provider to buy the software from.
Figure 1 shows that an agent, in this case a buyer, builds two different kinds of trust in
different agents - providers and peers. One is the trust in provider’s competence to provide
services. The other is the trust in peers’ reliability to provide recommendations. Here the
reliability includes two aspects: whether the agent, a peer, is truthful in telling its information
and whether the agent, the provider, is trustworthy or not.
The provider is trustworthy if its supplier has the particular product a client wants to
buy in stock, or if the product proves to be of desired quality, and it can be shipped
immediately, and delivered as required; and if the provider’s technology – its website or
platform, is working properly and clients’ personal data are safe.
Also, we can take into consideration ratings and reviews on the software our peers left
on the website. The incomplete reviews were not considered reliable, only those left by
registered users/buyers with detailed description or reviews on the product were taken into
account. Other criteria can be set to value reliability of peers’ recommendations.
For the trust assessment process, raters’ credibility should be taken seriously due to
possibilities of posting false ratings or other manipulative actions.

Figure 1.A Bayesian network model of trust
Figure 1 shows that we trust the provider if its supplier and technology are
trustworthy, and we usually consider reliable ratings left by registered users with detailed
description or experience on the product. Table 1 offers trust values from the reliability
standpoint and shows that the highest trust we have in the most reliable providers and peers.
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The lowest trust we have in providers with the lowest competence to provide services or in
the most unreliable peers.
Table 1. Reliability values
Provider’s competence to Peers’ reliability in providing Reliability
provide services
recommendations
high
High
1
high
Medium
2
high
low
5
medium
High
3
medium
Medium
4
medium
Low
7
low
High
6
low
Medium
8
low
Low
10
4. CONCLUSION
This paper deals with the concept of trust in the context of electronic commerce.
Having in mind that e-commerce is the growing industry worldwide, trust becomes dominant
factor when making decisions on buying products online. We employed Bayesian networks
method and included two different sources of trust – the provider’s competence to provide
services and peers’ reliability to offer recommendations on the product.
Future research may include using others methods and more sources to assess trust in
the online setting, as well as examining peers’ credibility in more detailed way.
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Abstract: In the modern business corporate image represents a powerful promotional
resource of organization. Picture that, intended or unintended, results in public, thanks to the
information emitted by business objects of the company and its staff, in today's competitive
market, can not be neglected. The main benefit that can be drawn from the process-oriented
design of corporate identity (as what the organization is) and corporate image (as what the
public thinks about it), is that this process, if performed creatively and spontaneously adopted
by the management and employees, changes in the positive direction corporate climate and
corporate culture itself, operating in an organization. In order to achieve this successfully,
communication activities used at building a recognizable identity and positive image of
organization, should be so encoded that it accurately communicate adopted identity of the
organization and its market values. Competitive strategy of market-oriented organization
should focus on such positioning, which will maximize the values that customers in the
gravitational field of its sales and services appreciate the most, and which the organization
and its facilities make a positivelly different in relation to other market participants.
Keywords: corporate image, corporate identity, marketing strategy, promotion

1. INTRODUCTION
The special quality of the competitive advantage of any market-oriented organization
and its business objects is a corporate identity, i.e. recognition of the organization based on a
positive image. Corporate identity and corporate image are not formed spontaneously. They
are usually the result of directly created communication strategy, which is part of a global
corporate strategy of the company. Corporate identity, by a rule, is developed through
conceivably designed and implemented corporate communication, which is - with customers
and target audience - achieved in several ways and in several dimensions. It can be generated
visually (through the exhibited items in the shop window and in shop), verbally (through
verbal and written communication), auditory (hearing), fragrantly, tactile (through touch), and
in other ways. All these forms of communication - planned or spontaneous - underline the
uniqueness of the company and its facilities, goods and services, which are offered to
customers, as well as the attitude of management and staff to customers. The image of a
concrete business object certainly makes and ever-present culture of communication with
customers, the public and other clients and culture of serving them.
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The image of a business company is in fact the image that customers and other related
subjects in public, by collecting information received, create about the company and its offer,
i.e. image that, intended or unintended, results in public, thanks to the information emitted by
objects of the company and its staff. Certain managers of business systems and facilities
consider that the image is mainly created on the basis of their targeted communication - only
then and in the way that they want - not realizing at the same time that in reality, this image is
created through everything what they do and what they do not do, in a positive and negative
sense.
2. STRATEGIC APPROACH TO CONTENT AND CREATION OF IMAGE
There are many factors of commercial presentation in business, which in turn are also
the content of the image, whether it is a for-profit or non-profit organizations or their
facilities. Viewed in general terms, all of the mentioned elements can be classified into the
following groups: [1]






exhibition, sales and service facilities (architecture, interior and exterior, the schedule
of offer content, general tidiness and hygiene),
supply range of commodity products and/or services (consistency, quality,
fashionably, appeal and other facilities saturation),
price,
services that are provided to customers (financial, repairing, commuting, informative
and the other),
relationship with customers, as well as relationship between personnel (corporate
culture and corporate climate), etc.

If we want a good image, all the above elements of the offer should be at an
appropriate level. Poor tender presenting of only one factor, can seriously jeopardize a
positive image of the whole company and all its facilities. Since the positive achievement of
all the factors of the image depends on the people, we will keep up the momentum in the
accentuation of the "human factor" as a factor of the image, since it is in this domain in our
economy and social activities, that it is a need to work the most.
Experiencing and understanding of company in which they work, largely determines
the attitude of staff towards the defined tasks and their behavior, which in turn affects the
quality of their work and communication with the public, customers and other groups of
interest in their daily work.
Communication experts point out that in most cases adopted corporate strategy of
creating image, never fully penetrate the consciousness and imagination of all employees in
the company - especially those in executive positions of sale (salesmen and support staff),
who perform everyday tasks with clients. It is the staff who every day communicate with the
public, customers, distributors and other corresponding groups of interest (suppliers, carriers
and others) in different contexts, and that is the staff that creates a real image and reputation
of the company and its service and sales facilities.
If employees do not know committed communications and business strategy of
organization, or do not know how to translate it into their system of daily work, the strategy
will simply remain as unfulfilled idea, conceived in the minds of top managers. To avoid such
a situation in practical operation, it is necessary that business owner or top manager convey
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clearly to the managers of service and sales facilities what the corporate strategy of the
organization is, how it is necessary to achieve it and what in this area they should specifically
do, so that this strategy, through their practical operations, could be accepted by each of
operating perpetrators. Good communication with the staff is a prerequisite condition of a
good communication with the clients of the company.
The owners and top managers of companies - in the development of the
communication system with which the image is developed - should primarily start from
themselves and follow the best. It should not be exercised only in the sense of inventiveness to create the idea of a good image - but also in terms of communication - to convey that idea
and implement it in the heads of operatives at the field that realize that idea in practice.
Practice shows that many managers believe themselves to be good communicators, but
at the same time do not really know what about that think their employees. This is a major
obstacle for those who work on corporate strategy which creates the image of the company,
because due to inadequate or poor communication, they actually ignore the available human
potential that they lead and direct. Experts in the field of management and marketing say that
it is the main reason owing to which Japan achieves a stunning growth rate exactly that - that
in the companies in this country, among managers at all levels and the direct perpetrators,
there is an excellent communication interaction. [2]
Top managers of market-oriented organization should know the possible permutations
of communication success and failure, which can occur due to adequate or inadequate
communication which, on the construction of corporate strategy and corporate identity, create
with their subordinate staff. There are, in this point of view, several communications options.
First option: the strategy is optimal, it is well communicated, it is compatible with the
views of employees and it is feasible.
Second option: the strategy is not communicated or not communicated adequately.
Third option: a strategy is understandable, it is compatible with the interests and
attitudes of employees, but they are not given any tools (means) to really operationalize it.
Fourth option: a strategy that was developed by the company management is
understandable, but does not correspond to the interests of operational executives, i.e. it is
incompatible with understanding of their own obligations on its implementation. [2]
From the above it follows that the success in achieving the appropriate corporate
strategy and corporate identity and image based on this strategy, depends on the owner or
manager of the company and of its operational executives. The owners and top managers of
the company should, in that sense, constantly improve themselves, cognitively and
conceptually, but they also need to continuously enrich the communication they maintain with
the lower-level managers and operational carriers of created strategy.
Redesigning the attitudes and behavior of employees in order to improve them in large
and complex companies, should be consistent and coordinated activity of all managers in
different sectors within the company, as well as the heads of sales and service facilities. As
can from previous be concluded, this activity sometimes begins with changing personal
perceptions (endowment) of own company, at the preliminary enriched basics, and then the
changing of perception of all employees - from managers of sectors, facilities and
departments, across the operational executives, to cleaners. In this sense, it should be made
clear to operational staff, that they do not work for the image, but that they are the image of
the company.
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3. ANALYSIS OF COMPETITORS AND OF THEIR IMAGE
In building a positive image of the company, management of organization - at all
levels - should not only pay attention to their own communications performed with customers
and other target audience. It should also carefully monitor and analyze communications and
the moves of competitors, who are engaged in the same or similar jobs as their company. This
is because the audience and buyers form their opinion on the image of a certain company not
only on the basis of what this company (or another provider) offers and/or how is represented,
but also based on what their competitors - who produce or sell same or similar products and
services in the same market - offer and how are represented. The audience or consumers form
- on the basis of these offers - its scale of evaluation, under which each company or provider
has its place. Since the supply activities of most organizations do not express through one
element but through more of them (the contents of offers, quality, timeliness, delivery
conditions, price and/or something else), this indicates that the corporate identity of the
company usually consists of several different elements. The image of the company is by the
customers seen as a mixture of (a combination) of these elements. [3]
All elements of the image certainly are not of the same character. In some areas of the
market business some are more appreciated, and in other areas other elements of the image.
Also, some customers and consumers more appreciate one and the other the other elements of
the image. Each customer form in his head, his "scale of preference," according to which
identifies his purchases. In content and quality oriented customers appreciate the most content
and quality of products. Price-oriented customers in particular are attracted to the price (high
or low) of the product, while the promotionaly oriented customers primarily trigger for
advertising or other forms of promotion. In the field of sports or the arts, customers (the
audience) are most attracted by performers (displays), and/or rank of organized spectacle.
In trade, the most attractive element of offer is the name and reputation of the
company, as well as the range, quality and price of products. This statement is, however,
principled and very conditional. Because when, for example, comes to self-service stores of
food and related products, it must be borne in mind that the location can be the strongest
factor and real competitive advantage. Stores, located in the right place, regardless of the
name of the company carrying the assortment and prices, have undoubted advantages,
comparing to the shops of the same type that are found in inferior locations. Of course, it is
understood that a bad location represents poor communication.
We should also keep in mind this: that deep psychological analysis revealed (often
more registered by subconscious, then the conscious of customers), that each business object
expresses and transmittes some of its characteristics, which make it a special and
characteristic, and also attractive or unattractive for individual customers. If these specificities
and characteristics are in the spirit of nature, culture, motivation and demands of the majority
of customers in the catchment area, in this case can be considered that the conditions for
building a recognizable identity are created, from which derives the positive image, that
certainly represents a powerful tool of focused marketing for achieving a competitive
advantage.
Competitive strategy in market oriented company should focus on such positioning,
which will maximize the value of those that customers in the gravitational field of its sales
and service facility specially apprecitiate, and that the company and its facilities make a
positive different in relation to other market competitors. It should at the same time bear in
mind that the way consumers make a distinction between one and another company, or
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between the two sales facility, often is more based on emotional than on rational criteria.
Especially if rational criteria are less comparable and less expressive. [4]
4. CHOICE OF IMAGE AND PROFILING OF IDENTITY
A good image is first of all noticeable, positively distinctive, and memorable.
Marketing experts point out that in the unified and assembled systems of mass production and
mass transport, it is very difficult to find a way to be one market-oriented organization and its
sales and service facilities noticeable differentiate from the competition. [5] They also argue
that, if this succede, this difference is even more difficult to maintain, since all then try to
imitate a successful leader. That is noticeable especially in trade, if the majority of
organizations get their supplies by the same supplier. The problem of choosing a recognizable
image sometimes is in the management of the company. Certain number of responsible
leaders in business have a tendency to follow, by any means, someone who is successful, and
not to make a creative effort on designing and deploying their own uniqueness and creativity.
The analyzes show that the best operating companies are those that have managed to
resist the inertia of this type. A number of strategic measures that can be undertaken, which
are aimed at developing positive peculiarities, which will differentiate firm in an attractive
way from other competitors. If you want real success in market business, it must be precisely
define with what assets and how they will achieve positive differentiation relating existing
competitors. [6]
The global activities of the strategic and promotional positioning, for the management
of each market-oriented company, always open two opposite directions, which are
conceptually and structurally different:
• the leadership in quality (the richness and quality of offer content), or
• the leadership in price (low price).
We already know that the classical theory of marketing both turn off, because the
mixing of the two options is losing essential identity of the company and/or store (exclusive
sales - discount sales), which is especially important in the services and retail. The specificity
and recognition in this domain should clearly be defined and expressed - in a first
(exclusivity), or second (mass) direction.
5. CREATION OF MARKET POSITION
The basic definition, which should be taken into account when creating the market
position of certain company on positive recognizable basis, should be based on the identified
criteria and development trends of the most successful organization of the specified type in
the country and the world. It is as follows: [7]
1. Corporate (organizational) strategy of successful companies in the world is based on
long-term defined mission of satisfying consumers, and goals of management and employees
which arise from this mission.
2. Each business organization is unique (different, specific) according to certain
definitions, which may be positive or negative, with respect to the expectations of the
customers and the audience and the offer of the competitors. You need to develop a positive
and eliminate the negative determinations.
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3. The successful business strategy in successful companies is built on an
understanding of the position of the organization in the environment in which it operates.
That definition should certainly be kept in mind when creating the corporate strategy
and the strategy of building the image in their own companies. A key component of the
company's image is corporate structure. In fact, in every business organization, there are
actually two structures: [8]
• the organizational, ie. sector structure, as well as the structure according to the
objects, with its communication lines and responsibilities, and
• the visual structure, which refers to the architecture of buildings, exterior and
interior, created climate of behavior and other visual determinations.
The key to success in creating the image of a concrete company represents skillfully
combining of this structures in order to create and maintain attractive package, and common
values among employees, customers and other target groups of the company. Two basic
factors that have a significant impact on building and fostering a positive image of marketoriented company are:
• the customer (the audience) orientation, and
• the genuine concern for employees.
And most imaginative program of offer will be unsuccessful, unless is directly
positioned according to the available customers, who make basic company clientele.
Certainly, it is about a communication compatibility between the company (its facilities,
goods and personnel) and customers.
Likewise, the best facility and techniques of working with the most attractive goods,
will not bring satisfactory results, if it is not in the hands of well-trained and motivated staff.
Observations and experience of the company in which they work, to the greatest extent
determines the attitude and behavior of staff, which in turn affects their communication with
customers and other target groups in their daily operations. It is known that dissatisfied staff
cannot create satisfied customers.
5.1. PLAN OF ACTION IN PROFILING IMAGE
While creating various models of communication interaction aimed at customers and
other target groups in public, top managers of market-oriented companies and managers of
some service and sales objects, should always ask themselves the question: “Is created
communication clearly reflects and gives a clear picture of my company in the eyes of the
target public?” For example, if the management of the company defined the strategy of
focusing the differences (strategy of differentiation relative to competitors) - built on the
content and quality of additional services provided to customers – it must be accurately
determined whether established communication with customers and their perceptions
(endowments) confirm this positioning, or it may disorient it. Are, in other words, buyers and
other clients of the company aware of these difference (in content and quality of services) and
that on this basis accept its superior image compared to other market competitors.
The management of market-oriented company - at all levels - should follow the
movement of the image of the company, in order to determine whether the image generated
contributes to or impedes the attainment of the goals of the company. If the image is better
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than reality, this indicates the operational problem; if the reality is better than the image, this
indicates the communication problem. Typically Balkan company is often a mixture of both
of these definitions, and this must be counted when determining the ultimate goals of the
identity of programming.
Bearing in mind that sometimes a different image is formed in the mind of different
audiences, it is important to adjust the strategy of image to a specific groups of audience and
other recipients, so that each of these groups can adopt such image of the company, which is
the most convenient to the organization. Also, before of choosing a concept of image, with
which the company will present to the public, it is necessary to make correct market
segmentation and select target customers. The strategy of superior image assumes definitely
engaging in several courses of action.
We will refer to an example of different recipients typical for commercial organization
and possible types of messages that can be communicated to them: [9]
Buyers - to increase awareness of the company as a synonym of: quality, favorable
prices, rich services, sincere and friendly attitude towards them.
Other customers - communicate its business volume - point out to them the importance
of cooperation with the company.
Suppliers - announce company’s commitment to the quality and just in time delivery.
Employees - improve internal communication within the company.
Financial institutions - announce a new strategy and financial result.
Government - influence on decisions and positive regulations from the domain of
trade.
Media - introduce them to new strategy, innovation in business and achieved positive
results.
5.2. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE IMAGE PLAN IN PRACTICE
The basic tool for creating exemplary image in business is certainly a plan of
communication. The plan should define the communication models, media and means of
communication, which will achieve a desirable results in the creation of a positive image of
the company. In addition to other content, communication plan - which is essentially a plan of
image - should include the following elements: [10]
1. Model and plan of design. Customers and other audiences should be able to connect
claims with descriptions, and not only in the practical operational, but also the visual level.
Clarity in explications, should be the main target of the projected design.
2. Constants of marketing communications, which imprint public awareness of the
existence and operations of the company, should be skillfully designed and used. The
constants of marketing communications include: name of the company, symbol (trademark),
logo, official letter, mascot, home colors, name of the product. These adopted standards of
visual identity, make a recognizable promotion of the firm and create her propaganda style.
3. Methods and ways of establishing communication interaction, etc. Communication
plan should certainly provide a clear answer to the following questions: who? what? why?
how? when? how much? Nothing in it should be left to chance, because it is the precision of
expression and the "little things" that can be incorporated in the concept of communication,
base of the communication success.
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6. CONTROL OF IMAGE CREATION
Control of building and nurturing a recognizable identity and positive image should
include all aspects of the business, through which the company presents itself to its customers
and other target audience. It should also refer to the unofficial, spontaneous and less obvious
methods of communication. In this control, in terms of positive redesign, should be involved
not only the strategic moves of the organization, but all the details of daily life of the
company and its service and sales points - from the way how it is arranged sales and
exhibition space; how executive officers, vendors and other staff speak to customers and how
they handle them; how sales representatives respond to letters and phone calls; to the way
how people dress and how they aesthetically look - all these and other details are of
paramount importance, because they reflect the corporate value system of the company and its
image. [11]
7. CONCLUSION
Creating a market position of organization based on distinctive identity and attractive
image, cannot be built in undeveloped and improvised manner. It must, first of all, be
strategically identified in all relevant determinations, to the level of expressed details.
Recognition and attractive image are sometimes expressed in the details. As defined business
strategy, the strategy of the image from the beginning should be clear and should be openly
communicated to employees, shareholders, customers and suppliers of the company. Without
a clear corporate strategy of business, uncertainty can occur, because the adopted values of
the company would not be known, or what is the profiling strategy of the corporate identity of
the organization.
Creation of positive image of successful organization is not a right way, if exposed,
supply, trade and service facilities are not enough interesting for buyers. It's not good to create
the image of an attractive, well-supplied company and its objects, if it does not correspond to
reality. Then it is a "cosmetic beautification" in goal of seduction, which may not be based on
good content and promotional basis, on which a promising future is build.
The basic idea, which should permeate all strategic and operational features of the
management of company and the managers of individual sales units, is that in all that
company as a whole performs, possesses, purchases and sales, there must be a clear idea of
what the company represents in the environment in which it operates and what its goals are.
This idea must be based on certain factors of differentiation (distinction) of firm, from the
company’s direct competitors, as well as the social utility of its business. Differentiation
factors referred to, must have the power of discriminator (pusher of competitors), and not only
motivators for managers and employees. If the profiling of corporate image is accessed
successfully, it can be an important resource of marketing communications in organization
and a powerful tool of positioning in the contemporary market.
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Abstract: Managers of modern companies take decisions in the conditions of constant
changes, incomplete information and opposing views on the problems that have arisen. The
decision-making process is at the heart of strategic, tactical and operational planning. The
decision-making process is a process of identifying the problem of the possibilities to
overcome it and of choosing a decision about the removal or use of these options. The main
objective of the present study is to clarify the essence of the managerial decisions and the
process itself, to establish the efficiency of the managerial decisions in the company "Rademo
- Trans" Ltd. and to offer a system for support of the decision - making process. The main
research methods used in the development are content analysis, method of analysis and
synthesis, intuitive and systematic approach.
Keywords: managerial decisions, company, manager, company "Rademo - Trans" LTD,
process

1. INTRODUCTION
In the past senior executives were able to take and implement in practice solutions
which would allow them to maintain leading positions on the market. But changes within the
environment in which they work today, require much more important decisions that determine
the future of the company. The growth, success and failures of each organization are defined
by decisions taken by the management. It is not required for the important managerial
decisions to have a strategic character. They can affect all aspects of company activities
(structure, control system, external environment reaction, and human resources). When faced
with an unexpected problem, the manager is required to take a management decision to solve
the problem, implement it and control its consequences. The decision-making process
determines the efficiency of overcoming difficulties, allocation of resources and achievement
of the company goals.
One aspect of managing governance is as a process of continuous decision-making.
[19] Further, we can point out that the objective of management is to maximize the number of
managerial decisions that lead to quantified results, thereby reducing subjectivity. And as
Peter Drucer notes, "the managerial decisions made concern the future existence of the
enterprise and require continued and systematic work" [8]. Therefore, management is a
perpetual decision - making process.
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2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1. ESSENCE OF MANAGERIAL DECISIONS
Managerial decisions express the conscious will of managers and are a result of their
actions. "They contain the necessary impacts to influence the operations of the company. The
need to develop a management solution arises when there is a discrepancy between the
organizational goals and the actual situation [24]. “Taking a management decisions is a
persistent part of the manager's daily work. Generally speaking, it can be described as a
voluntary act by the subject of management with a subsequent impact on the object of
management, in order to achieve certain goals. The management decision implies choice and
is taken in the context of choice. It provokes various actions, operations and tasks by
combination and employment of diverse resources - material, financial, human, intellectual,
informational, etc. A review of the scientific literature regarding the nature of management
decision gives reason to draw the following features of management decision: [24, 19, 9, 23,
11, 4, 14, 18]
 affects the management object and leads to changes in team behavior, activity,
organization;
 it is inherent to the subject of management a willful and purposeful act;
 it is taken as a choice while subjected to different restrictions;
 it is a permanent part of management and fundamental for management actions;
 depends on the experience and style of the manager;
 it is a sequence of logically arranged stages, which in their implementation solve a
given problem ;
 it is a process and a result of a process;
 takes place at different levels of the organization.
For the purposes of the study, it is necessary to clarify the specificities and criteria that
management decisions should take into account: [8, 24, 5, 18]
Timely setting and implementation - the decision should be taken within a time frame
that does not aggravate the problem situation. This does not mean that the time
between the occurrence of the problem and its solution must be minimized. It is good
that the deadline is as short as possible, but this is not always possible. Its duration
depends on the specifics of the problem itself;
Rationality, including scientific, should only be taken when there is sufficient
information on the problem situation and the possible implications for the system and
its objectives, it is advisable to make a risk assessment if possible;
Adaptability - the solution must be formulated so that adjustments can be made if
there are difficulties in its implementation or environmental requirements are not met
by it;
Concreteness and complexity - it must be aimed precisely at the problem and at the
same time describe and foresee all additional accompanying changes;
Compatibility of the objectives set - the decision must be consistent not only with
specific objectives at the level or structural features to which it relates, but also with
the other goals of the organization, both horizontally and vertically;
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Clarity of the actions required by all those involved in its implementation;
Legality - the management decision must be taken only by authorized persons;
Assurance with resources.
Management is a conscious human activity. It is one of the most responsible and
creative activities of man. For its part, "the management decision is a permanent link between
the subject and the object of management, providing, on the one hand, an impact on the
executive mechanism of the management system. It, in turn, generates the controlling
influence upon the managed object. On the other hand, control as a feedback component,
provides information about the discrepancy between the actual and desired state of the
controlled object to the control system [3]. In this respect, M. Filipova states that "decisionmaking, as well as the collection and exchange of information, are an integral part of any
managerial function" [24]. The demand of solutions permeates the whole activity of the leader
- from the formation of the goals to their realization. Therefore, we can summarize that the
management decision is a choice of alternatives, a choice of a certain approach, an action plan
from the possible alternatives for solving a problem or situation.
We can conclude on the basis of the above, that one of the important aspects of the
activity of the manager is to take and implement elaborate decisions. The effectiveness of
each action depends on the accuracy and promptitude of managerial decisions. Management
must ensure that the company goals are achieved. The management decision is a prescription
of action, identifying measures to transpose the system from one state to another, or alter the
state itself.
2.2 ANALYSIS OF THE DECISION – MAKING PROCESS IN “RADEMO –
TRANS” LTD., BANSKO, BULGARIA
In order to establish the effectiveness of the decision-making process in the company
"Rademo - Trans" Ltd., the author conducted a survey among the clients of the research
company, monitoring and analyzing the decision making process in the company. The
research was conducted using the following methods: method of analysis and synthesis,
method of observation, content analysis, survey, statistical methods, intuitive and systematic
approach. Microsoft EXCEL software product was used to create a database and process the
information. The object of the survey is the company "Rademo - Trans" LTD., which
specializes in transport and freight of goods for private customers and large production
companies. Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 present the results of the survey.

Figure 1. Opinion of respondents whether they would recommend the company to other
clients
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Source: own research
Chart 1 presents the opinion of respondents regarding whether they would recommend
the company "Rademo - Trans" to other customers. It is clear from the data in the graph that
100% of respondents have answered the question positively. There are no other opinions
registered in the polls on this issue, which leads to the conclusion that the company is a leader
among its clients and it is a favorite choice.

Figure 2. Customer feedback on the success of the company management
Source: own research
Figure 2 presents the respondents' answers to the question whether Rademo-Trans
LTD is managed successfully. It is clear from the presented data that 80% of respondents
have responded positively and believe the company is managed successfully and effectively,
with only 10 % responding negatively, pointing out that some approaches of the company
management should be changed. 10 % of survey respondents noted that they could not judge
because they did not have enough information to answer the question asked in the survey.

Figure 3. Respondents' opinion on the adequacy of the decisions taken in case of a customer
problem
Source: own research
Figure 3 presents the assessment given by respondents about the adequacy of the
decisions made and whether the manager responds quickly and adequately to a customer
problem. The data shows that 50% of the respondents answered the problem negatively
because they believe that the decision taken by the company manager is not fast enough and
adequate to resolve the problem with the company's clients. 20% of respondents gave a
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positive assessment and the remaining 30% hesitated and could not accurately determine their
response due to insufficient awareness.

Figure 4. Opinion of the respondents on the activity of the manager of "Rademo - Trans" LTD
Source: own research
The opinion of the respondents in the survey on the evaluation of the activity of the
manager of "Rademo - Trans" Ltd is visualized on figure 4. It is clear from the data presented
in the chart that 90% of respondents have given positive answers believing that the manager is
doing well with his activity and manages to bring the company to a high level. Only 10% said
they could not judge because their awareness of this issue was not enough.
We can conclude, based on the presented results of the survey that "Rademo - Trans"
Ltd. has built a high level of trust with its customers and is a leading company. The manager
is doing well with his work and the success rate of the decisions made is high. After a detailed
examination of the graphs of the study the we come to a conclusion that the effectiveness of
the decisions and the process of taking management decisions the company are satisfactory.
The survey found the problems with the agility and adequacy of decision-making when
confronted with customer issues. This imposes the manager of "Rademo -Trans" Ltd. to
improve the swiftness and the adequacy of decision-making, which will bring the company to
a higher customer satisfaction. This can be achieved through implementation of a decision
support system.
2.2. SYSTEM FOR ASSISTING THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS
Decision - making is a constant and continuous activity performed by managers. Apart
from the main management functions, they are constantly taking managerial decisions related
to various problems of a different nature. According to Madgerova, in the current conditions
of rapid changes in the market environment, the existence and the development of the
business are impossible without its multilateral information supply, which is an important
basis for improving the quality and effectiveness of the taken managerial decisions.
Information as a factor of effective management is a leading position and is becoming one of
the most important and useful resources of the business. [15]
In the recent years, large amounts of operational data have been accumulated information for customers, suppliers and competitors. Businesses require the use of
information at a very detailed level. Businesses often need a quick establishment and instant
deployment of a database which provides accurate and exact information. The decision
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support system within the database is an extremely important factor for optimizing the return
of investment for making the database that provides System users at all levels of the
organization access to various information. [4]
The DSS - Decision Support System [5] can be easily interpreted as a system, as
interconnected elements. For the purpose of the study, it is appropriate to present some more
detailed interpretations of this concept:
"DSS is an interactive computer-based system that assists managers in making
unstructured decisions-solutions that do not have procedures or a structured way of
action." [6]
"DSS is an interactive computer-aided tool designed to assist managers in complex
tasks requiring a human solution. The purpose of this system is to maintain and
improve the decision-making process. "[7]
"DSS aims to provide access to information systems and analytical models directly to
managers and takes on the challenge of adopting computing as the primary focus of
information-related operations." [11]
"DSS is the use of intellectual, analytical, financial and computer technology to help
improve creativity in decisions that really matter" [10]
The main components of DSS are:
1. The database that is most useful for DSS may in turn be made up of internal and
external data. In the company, a typical database of accounting and financial
operations may need to be substantially supplemented by internal data on production,
personnel, marketing, etc., as well as external data on competition, consumers, market
conditions and the economy as a whole.
2. Base models. In case of need for decision support it is necessary: to have a computer
for processing the information, to have access to a database in the company or to
external sources and to simulate the effect of changes in the data or the effect of new
information. It is necessary for this purpose to create a model that presents a real
physical, economic, financial or other situation. The model is a simplified version of
reality that describes the relations between essential variables in a particular
environment.
3. The primary user of DSS is the decision maker. The other two types of users are
analysts and advisors. Analysts are professionals in various decision-making areas
(finance, marketing, production). As members of the management staff, they are very
close to DSS, they spend a lot of time developing alternative solutions to problems.
Considering the above, we can summarize that strengthening the role of information is
a prerequisite for making better use of the intellectual capabilities of managers who make
managerial decisions. Information allows for new ideas to emerge, accumulate new
knowledge and generate knowledge that is used in the decision-making process and supply
new management information requirements.
3. CONCLUSION
In today's conditions, the importance of managerial decisions is immense and
undisputed. The management decision must consider the interests of the entire system being
managed, therefore be coherent, formulated, justified and precise. This means to indicate the
specific place, time and manner of its execution, as well as the performers. It is also important
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that it is taken at the necessary level and management, as well as prompt, because only a
timely decision is effective. Information becomes one of the most important and useful
resources of the modern company and an important factor for effective management.
Increasing the effectiveness of the decision-making process can be achieved through the
implementation of the DSS.
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Abstract: Making decisions in which included uncertainty, subjectivity and vagueness are an
integral part of the supply chain. The aim is to modeling the supply chain that will satisfy the
requests of all stakeholders. As a first step of an adequate supply chain is a supplier selection
that influences its further flow. The aim of this paper is to determine the relative weights of
the criteria for the supplier selection in the textile company. In order to minimize uncertainty,
subjectivity and vagueness, it is recommended to apply the rough sets theory. A new approach
developed this year by Rough SWARA was used to determine the weight of the criteria. The
company in which the research was conducted is located in the territory of Bosnia and
Herzegovina. The results show that the quality of the materials, price of the material and
delivery time are the most important criteria for supplier selection in the aforementioned
textile company.
Keywords: Rough SWARA, supplier criteria, textile company, quality, delivery time

1. INTRODUCTION
Constant market changes require manufacturing companies to focus on suppliers that
can provide them with a full and timely service. In order to satisfy the specific requirements
of customers, the manufacturing companies must constantly search for an adequate supplier.
In order to be sure of their adequacy it is necessary to evaluate them. For this purpose, the
most common used methods are MCDM methods, because the supplier selection or the
evaluation of the suppliers criteria represents a multi-criteria problem.
The textile industry can be said to be neglected in terms of supply chain management
research. Recently, the industry has undergone a major change, especially with global sources
and a high level of price competitiveness. In addition, textile have market characteristics, such
as a short product life cycle, low predictability and a high degree of impulse buying, and these
problems require the quickest answers because they are of the highest importance.
In the recent rapid advancement of information technology and economic
globalization, the modern industry pays attention to a more precise division of labor.
Accordingly, individual companies focus on the development of their core competencies and
outsource inconsistent jobs with other partners or suppliers with different professional
abilities to upgrade their competitive advantage by applying external and specific resources
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and technological know-how. On the other hand, consumer behavior has been widely changed
due to the increasing consumer ideology.
Therefore, the product life cycle of the product becomes shorter and each company
has to offer a variety of customized products in order to satisfy the needs of consumers
immediately. These pressures encourage businesses to actively invest in the supply chain
management (SCM) and establish strategic alliances. Active investment in supply chains
implies an adequate supplier selection that influences the complete flow of the efficiency of
the transformation of the material into the finished product.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
For the purpose of the supplier selection in the textile company in Istanbul [6], six
criteria have been applied: quality, cost, on-time delivery, relationship closeness and conflict
resolution. Applying the AHP method in [11] three different suppliers were valued on the
basis of the criteria: cost, quality, delivery, flexibility, innovation, trust. The results showed
that quality and delivery are the most important criteria in the SCM textile industry. Gurel et
al. in [8] their research used eight main criteria: cost, delivery, quality, service, strategic
alliance, pollution control, green product, environmental management divided into a total of
31 sub-criteria for the supplier selection in the green supply chain. Study [3] presents an
example on solving the supplier selection problem in the apparel industry by using the
Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), which takes the operational performance (for example,
flexibility, cost, and delivery) into account for supporting supply chain strategies. Fuzzy
TOPSIS was applied in [9] for the supplier selection based on 12 criteria divided into three
main groups, while in [1] for evaluation suppliers within the textile and clothing industry
using sustainability criteria is used grey theory. The combination of DEA and TOPSIS
methods for evaluating 12 suppliers in a company in Taiwan was carried out in [4]. All nine
criteria that have been evaluated in this study can be found in [5;7].
3. METHODS
3.1. ROUGH SET THEORY
In rough set theory, any vague idea can be represented as a couple of exact concepts
based on the lower and upper approximations. That is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Elementary concept of rough set theory [14]
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Suppose U is the universe which contains all the objects, Y is an arbitrary object of U,
R is a set of t classes G1 , G2 ,..., Gt  that cover all the objects in U, R  G1 , G2 ,..., Gt  . If these
classes are ordered as G1  G2  ...  Gt  , then Y U , Gq  R,1  q  t , by R (Y) we mean the class
to which the object belongs, the lower approximation ( Apr (Gq )) , upper approximation
( Apr (Gq ))

and boundary region

of class

( Bnd (Gq ))

Gq

are, defined as:

Apr (Gq )  Y U / R(Y )  Gq  ,

(1)

Apr (Gq )  Y U / R(Y )  Gq  ,

(2)

Bnd (Gq )  Y  U / R(Y )  Gq  

Y  U / R(Y )  Gq  Y U / R(Y )  Gq 

,

(3)

Then Gq can be shown as a rough number ( RN (Gq )) , which is determined by its
corresponding lower limit ( Lim(Gq )) and upper limit ( Lim(G )) where:
q

Lim(Gq ) 

1
ML

Y  Apr (G ) R(Y ) ,

(4)

Lim(Gq ) 

1
MU

Y  Apr (G ) R(Y ) ,

(5)

q

q

RN (Gq )   Lim(Gq ), Lim(Gq )  ,

where M L , MU are the numbers of objects contained in

(6)
and

Apr (Gq )

Apr (Gq ) ,

respectively.

The difference between them is expressed as a rough boundary interval
IRBnd (Gq )  Lim(Gq )  Lim(Gq )

The operations for two rough numbers
Addition (+) of two rough numbers

,

(7)

RN ( )   Lim( ), Lim( ) 

RN ( )

and

RN (  )

RN ( )

and

RN (  )

RN ( )

and

RN (  )

 Lim( )  Lim(  ), 
RN ( )  RN (  )  
,
 Lim( )  Lim(  ) 

Division (/) of two rough numbers

RN ( )

and

RN (  )

 Lim(  ), Lim(  ) 



are:

(8)

(9)

:
(10)

:

 Lim( ) / Lim(  ), 
RN ( ) / RN (  )  
,
 Lim( ) / Lim(  ) 
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RN (  ) 

:

 Lim( )  Lim(  ), 
RN ( )  RN (  )  
,
 Lim( )  Lim(  ) 

Multiplication (×) of two rough numbers

and

:

 Lim( )  Lim(  ), 
RN ( )  RN (  )  
,
 Lim( )  Lim(  ) 

Subtraction (-) of two rough numbers

( IRBnd (Gq )) :

(11)
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Scalar multiplication of rough number

RN ( ) ,

where



is a nonzero constant:

  RN ( )     Lim( ),   Lim( )  ,

12)

3.2. ROUGH SWARA APPROACH
SWARA (Step-wise Weight Assessment Ratio Analysis) method is one of the
methods for determining weight values that play an important role in a decision-making
process. The method was developed by Kersuliene et al. [10] and, according to them, its basic
characteristic is the possibility of assessing the opinion of experts on the significance of
criteria in the process of determining their weights.
Zavadskas et al. [15] in this year developed a Rough SWARA method which consists
of the following steps:
Step 1: Define a set of criteria that participate in a decision-making process.
Step 2: Form a team of k experts who will assess the significance of criteria. First, it is
necessary to rank the criteria according to their importance, from the most significant to the
least significant. Subsequently, sj - is determined in such a way, starting from the second
criterion, to determine significances of how much the criterion c1 is more important than the
criteria c1-n.
Step 3: Converting individual responses of experts into a group rough matrix cj. Each
individual response of the experts k1,k2,...,kn should be converted into a rough group matrix
using the equations (1)-(6):
RN (C j )  c Lj , cUj 

(16)

1 m

Step 4: Normalization of the matrix

RN (C j ) in

order to obtain the matrix

RN ( S j ) (17):

RN ( S j )   s Lj , sUj 

(17)

1 m

The elements of matrix

RN ( S j ) are

obtained by applying the equation (18):

RN ( S j ) 

c Lj , cUj 
max c Lj , cUj 

(18)

The first element of matrix RN (S j ) , i.e.  s Lj , sUj  = 1.00,1.00 , because j  1 . For other
elements j  1 , the equation (18) can be calculated using the equation (19):
m
 c Lj

cUj
RN ( S j )  
,
U
L 
max
c
max
c
j 2
1m
j
j 


Step 5: Calculate the matrix

(19)

RN ( K j ) (20):
RN ( K j )   k Lj , k Uj 

(20)

1 m

by applying the equation (21):
m

RN ( K j )   s Lj  1, sUj  1
1 m
j 2

Step 6: Determine the matrix of recalculated weights
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RN (Q j )  q Lj , qUj 

1 m

The elements of matrix

RN (Q j )

(22)

are obtained by applying the equation (23):


1.00 j  1
1.00 j  1
 L  L

 U
RN (Q j )  q j   q j1
, qUj   q j 1

j

1
j

1


 kU
 kL


 j
 j

(23)

Step 7: The calculation of the matrix of relative weight values RN (W j ) (24):
RN (W j )   wLj , wUj 

1 m

(24)

Individual weight values of criteria are obtained by applying the equation (25):


  q L , qU  
j
j 

 wLj , wUj    m

L
U 


q
,
q
 j j  
 j 1


(25)

4. EVALUATION OF SUPPLIERS CRITERIA IN TEXTILE COMPANY
Bosnia and Herzegovina has a long tradition and a good international reputation in the
textile and clothing sector. About 100 companies operate in this sector in B&H, employing
around 20,000 workers. The experienced and qualified labor force, the proximity of the
markets of Western and Eastern Europe, the short delivery time to European traders, long
tradition and know how - are all potentials attracted by international companies and investors.
Fashion industry affecting the problems of instability, it is difficult to anticipate
fashion trends and consumer demands. In spite of recent improvements, traditional forecasting
techniques can not bring the accuracy of the need for logistics management in the fashion
market. Therefore, foreseeable risks can be reduced and this can be achieved by shortening
the lead time, as this allows a better response to consumer demand. Speed on market has
become a fundamentally important way to cope with the growing demand for fashionable
types [2].
The quality of the final product that is reaching and proving to the customer is
obviously the result of successive, interconnected phases: weaving, clothing and distribution.
In this new competitive environment, quality must be a feature of all market segments - basic
and fashion - in order to meet the specific requirements and tastes of all types of customers.
Moreover, the quality can not be limited to the area of the quality of the goods themselves, but
even more operational aspects must be taken into account [12].
The criteria evaluated in this paper are the result of a developed model in [13] based
on a two-year research in the supply chain parts. The company in which the criteria for the
supplier selection has been evaluated is located in the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina, in
the small city of Modriča. The following criteria were evaluated:


K1 – Quality of the materila,



K2 – Price of the material,



K3 – Certification of the products,
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K4 – Delivery time,



K5 – Reputation,



K6 – Volume discounts,



K7 – Warranty period,



K8 – Reliability,



K9 – Method of payments.

Evaluation of the criteria is perfomed by three decision makers (DM), among which
one is the owner of the company, another expert in the field of textile and the third is manager
of a company that is employed in finance-related affairs.
Table 1. Comparison of the criteria by three DM
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8

E1
1
2
9
3
7
5
8
6

E2
1
2
8
2
7
5
6
4

E3
2
1
7
2
6
3
7
4

Using the equations (1)-(6), a group rough matrix cj is obtained as follows:

c3  9,8,7
Lim  7   7, Lim  7  
Lim  8 

1
 9  8  7   8.00
3

1
1
8  7   7.50, Lim 8  9  8  8.50
2
2

Lim  9  

1
 9  8  7   8.00, Lim  9   9.00
3

RN (c31 )  8.00,9.00; RN (c32 )  7.50,8.50; RN (c33 )  7.00,8.00

c3L 

c31  c32  c33 8.00  7.50  7.00

 7.50
n
3

c3U 

c31  c32  c33 9.00  8.50  8.00

 8.50
n
3

The complete matrix cj obtained on the basis of previous calculations is:
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RN (c1 )  1.11, 1.55 ,
RN (c2 )  1.45, 1.89 ,
RN (c4 )   2.11, 2.55 ,
RN (c9 )  3.50, 4.50 ,
RN (c6 )  3.89, 4.78 ,
RN (c8 )   4.22, 5.11 ,
RN (c5 )   6.45, 6.89 ,
RN (c7 )   6.50, 7.50 ,
RN (c3 )   7.50, 8.50.

In the fourth step, it is necessary to normalize the previous matrix by applying the
equations (17)-(19) in the following way.
The worst ranked criterion has the maximum value, which is the third criterion in this
case. It has been said that the first element RN (S j ) is equal to one, while the other elements of
the same matrix are obtained by dividing them with the maximum values, in this case, with
the values of c3 criterion.
 c L cU   1.45 1.89 
RN ( s2 )   U2 , 2L   
,
  0.171,0.252
 c3 c3   8.50 7.50 
 c L cU   2.11 2.55 
RN ( s4 )   U4 , 4L   
,
  0.248,0.340
 c3 c3   8.50 7.50 

In the same way, it is necessary to calculate the other elements in order to obtain the
matrix:
RN (c1 )  1.000, 1.000 ,
RN (c2 )   0.171, 0.252 ,
RN (c4 )   0.248, 0.340 ,
RN (c9 )   0.412, 0.600 ,
RN (c6 )   0.458, 0.637  ,
RN (c8 )   0.496, 0.681 ,
RN (c5 )   0.759, 0.919 ,
RN (c7 )   0.765, 1.000 ,
RN (c3 )   0.882, 1.133.

In the fifth step, by applying the equation (21), all the elements of the previous matrix,
except the first one that does not change the value, should be added to the number one and the
following matrix is obtained:
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RN (c1 )  1.000, 1.000 ,
RN (c2 )  1.171, 1.252 ,
RN (c4 )  1.248, 1.340 ,
RN (c9 )  1.412, 1.600 ,
RN (c6 )  1.458, 1.637  ,
RN (c8 )  1.496, 1.681 ,
RN (c5 )  1.759, 1.919 ,
RN (c7 )  1.765, 2.000 ,
RN (c3 )  1.882, 2.133.

In the sixth step, the elements of the matrix of recalculated weight are calculated by
applying the equation (23) as follows:
q2 
L

q2 
U

q 4L 
qU4 

q Lj1
k

U
j

qUj1
L
j

k

q Lj1
U

kj

qUj1
L

kj







q1L
U

k2

qU1
L

k2

q 2L
U

k4

qU2
L

k4



1.000
 0.799,
1.252



1.000
 0.854
1.171



0.799
 0.596,
1.340



0.854
 0.684
1.248

It is important to note that j-1 denotes the previous criterion in relation to j. The rank
of criteria from Step 3 is taken into account, which means that if, e.g. the value of the fourth
criterion is calculated, j-1 represents the second criterion because it is the previous one
according to ranking. The complete matrix RN (Q j ) is:
RN (c1 )  1.000, 1.000 ,
RN (c2 )   0.799, 0.854 ,
RN (c4 )   0.596, 0.684 ,
RN (c9 )   0.373, 0.485 ,
RN (c6 )   0.228, 0.333 ,
RN (c8 )   0.135, 0.222 ,
RN (c5 )   0.071, 0.126 ,
RN (c7 )   0.035, 0.072 ,
RN (c3 )   0.017, 0.038.

Using the equation (25) from Step 7, relative weight values of criteria are obtained.
The example of calculation wj is:
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 0.799 0.854 
 w2L , w2U   
,
  0.209,0.263
 3.814 3.253 

RN (c1 )   0.261, 0.307  ,
RN (c2 )   0.209, 0.263 ,
RN (c4 )   0.156, 0.210 ,
RN (c9 )   0.098, 0.149 ,
RN (c6 )   0.060, 0.102 ,
RN (c8 )   0.035, 0.068 ,
RN (c5 )   0.018, 0.039 ,
RN (c7 )   0.009, 0.022 ,
RN (c3 )   0.004, 0.012.

Table 2. Results of Rough SWARA method
Sj
C1
C2
C4
C9
C6
C8
C5
C7
C3
MAX

low
1.00
1.45
2.11
3.50
3.89
4.22
6.45
6.50
7.50
7.50

upp
1.00
1.89
2.55
4.50
4.78
5.11
6.89
7.50
8.50
8.50

low
1.000
0.171
0.248
0.412
0.458
0.496
0.759
0.765
0.882

upp
1.000
0.252
0.340
0.600
0.637
0.681
0.919
1.000
1.133

Kj=Sj+1
low
upp
1.000 1.000
1.171 1.252
1.248 1.340
1.412 1.600
1.458 1.637
1.496 1.681
1.759 1.919
1.765 2.000
1.882 2.133
SUM

qj
low
1.000
0.799
0.596
0.373
0.228
0.135
0.071
0.035
0.017
3.253

wj
upp
1.000
0.854
0.684
0.485
0.333
0.222
0.126
0.072
0.038
3.814

low
0.262
0.209
0.156
0.098
0.060
0.035
0.018
0.009
0.004
0.853

upp
0.307
0.263
0.210
0.149
0.102
0.068
0.039
0.022
0.012
1.173

crisp
0.285
0.236
0.183
0.123
0.081
0.052
0.029
0.016
0.008
1.013

5. CONCLUSION
The textile industry is of great importance and is one of the most important industry
branches and is closely related to logistics. Nowadays, the idea is that there is on the market
not competing companies only, but their supply chains. In doing so, the focus is on finding all
the factors that can improve supply chains and thus positively affect the company's success.
The assessment of suppliers is a management decision-making process that indicates that
some organizations choose their strategic suppliers by improving their competitive advantage
in the market. Therefore that the textile and clothing industry records negative results in spite
of great market potential, attention has been paid to finding possible positive links between
supply chains as important business capacity. The application of the Rough SWARA method
shows that the quality of the material, price of the material and delivery time are the most
important criteria for the supplier selection in the aforementioned textile company. Further
research requires the evaluation of suppliers currently located in several European countries.
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Abstract: The economy of Palestine is significantly affected by Israel's economic shock
policies especially in the absence of any economic and political settlements between both
parties in which these impediments are creating great challenges for the prospec ted final
solution. This paper would collocate the way through a brief definition of the global
financial crisis of 2007-2008, its origin, its causes, effects, and its transmitted channels.
Then, this paper would also discuss the meaning of monetary policy in general with its
tasks, its major components, and mechanisms. Going deeply, the literature reviews would
go further to the topic nucleus through defining the Palestine Monetary Authority (PMA),
its origin, its territories' governance, its functions, and mentioning the main official
currencies that are circulating in Palestine. The influence of global financial crisis of
2007-2008 on the economy of Palestine would be provoked with emphasizing on channels
that transmitted this crisis to Palestinian economy and how the last survived under the
existing light of deliberated Israeli procedures. Nevertheless, for the purpose of presenting
the full picture, this paper would illustrate the current Palestine Monetary Policy (PMP)
during the years of 2011-2015 with its main elements, interlaced links, and mechanisms
such as growth, inflation, and unemployment rates, clearance and grants as a percent of
public revenues and expenditures, domestic saving as a percent of GDP for selected
countries compared to Palestine, lending and deposit interest rates for the main circulated
currency in Palestine such as USD, Jordanian Dinar (JOD), and New Israeli Shekel (NIS),
and annual change in USD exchange rate against New Israeli Shekel (NIS) in Palestine;
and how all of that together with the deliberated Israeli procedures would massively affect
the PMP during the years of this study. Finally, the conclusion and future research would
be settled down at the end of this paper.
Keywords: Global Financial Crisis, Economy Of Palestine, Monetary Policy Of Palestine,
Gross Demotic Product (GDP), Growth, Inflation, Unemployment, Interest, Clearance,
Grants, Domestic Saving, Lending And Deposit Interest, And Exchange Rates

1. INTRODUCTION
The global financial crisis refers to a situation when inadequate financial information
leads to a general panic due to confidence lack where all parties of financial contracts in
several countries would worth less than what previously thought simultaneously because of
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the values of financial assets are decreased. Furthermore, these parties such as banks would
cease advance funds to their clients, would start to demand early loans as well as other
financial instruments repayment, liquidate some financial assets, raise collateral requirements
in which all of that would lead to freezing the financial markets [7].
Moreover, private individuals would participate in such crisis through their fear on
their wealth in which they would demand the financial institution to repay their money back
or even holding their wealth either in the form of gold, cash, or in any other tool that has a
real intrinsic and precious value [7]. Nevertheless, The real global financial crisis started in
September 2008, from US investment bank, Lehman Brothers where the last collapsed due to
the sharp revaluations of lower quality US mortgage-backed securities' prices (called for
subprime mortgages) regardless of many other financial markets started to malfunction before
that time such as some European countries which they started to suffer from a notable
recession from the third quarter of 2007 [7] and [9].
Adding more weights, the US government rejected any type of bailing out which lead
to such counterparty risk fears and lastly lead to almost drying up of financial markets'
transactions in the third and the fourth quarters of 2008. As a consequence, the reduction of
working capital results desperate companies to liquidate their stocks, cut purchasing of
components and parts, and firing staffs in which the whole international markets began to
plummet [7].
Thus, this loss of confidence disseminated its contagion to stocks markets, insurance
firms, bank deposits, government bonds, and all other country's sectors in which this
contagion crossed the borders and transmitted to other nations through the standard linkages
between their financial and economic systems [4]. Nevertheless, according to the [7] that the
following four major channels had disseminated the contagion from the source nation to
others:
Firstly, the international financial assets investments losses affected their owners
directly in their home countries. Secondly, the participants of financial markets in a particular
nation assessed specific and obvious immanent risks at one state in which these circumstances
would be similar in other countries for the purpose of warning them that this recession would
occur at your place; such as what happened in the aftermath of Thailand Succumbing to a
financial crisis in July 1997, where the currencies of other southeast Asian countries as well
as their assets prices' fell in their values due to the perceived commonalities in their
governance, institutional markets, and structures regardless of even if these kinds of
assessments were right or wrong.
Thirdly, the severe economic downturns led to minimize the exports and reduce the
national incomes through the utilized international supply chains in which the sales of final
products' reductions shrank the foreign sourced orders, components, and parts where all of
that is called as bullwhip effect, and later this effect led to a sharp fall in the global trade.
Finally, the volition of government policies to bolster its domestic economy at the
expense of other countries' economies such as the policies of beggar-thy-neighbour where the
last is attributed to taxing foreign companies and workers worse than competitive domestic
ones, subsidising exports for the purpose of winning international contracts at the expense of
companies located in trading partners, restricting governmental contracts to local companies,
depreciate national currencies, increasing trade barriers and tariffs, and force the domestic
financial firms to repatriate their international financial assets.
After this quick introduction about the general origin, causes, effects, and transmitted
channels of this global financial crisis of 2007-2008, the next section would establish
literature reviews to go deep to the nucleus of the topic through defining the meaning of
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monetary policy in general, its major components and mechanisms. Then, the literature
reviews would be more specific through defining the Palestine Monetary Authority (PMA),
its origin, its territories' governance, and mentioning the main official currencies that are
circulating in Palestine.
Then, Section number (3) would focus on the influence of global financial crisis of
2007-2008 on the economy of Palestine in which that section would also emphasize on how
this crisis had been transmitted to Palestine through illustrating the most significant channels
that lead this crisis contagion to hit the economy of Palestine and how the last survived.
Section number (4) would discuss and analyze the current Palestine Monetary Policy
(PMP) during the years of 2011-2015 with its principal elements and mechanisms such as
growth, inflation, and unemployment rates, clearance and grants as a percent of public
revenues and expenditures, domestic saving as a percent of GDP for selected countries
compared to Palestine, lending and deposit interest rates for the main circulated currency in
Palestine such as USD, Jordanian Dinar (JOD), and New Israeli Shekel (NIS), and annual
change in USD exchange rate against New Israeli Shekel (NIS) in Palestine; and how all of
that together with the deliberated Israeli procedures would massively affect the PMP during
the years of this study. Finally, the last section would draw the conclusion and the future
research.
2. LITERATURE REVIEWS
Monetary policy is that operation get used to being run by the monetary authority of a
particular country, such as the currency board or the central bank for the purpose of
controlling the money supply, interest rate, and targeting the inflation rate as well as
guaranteeing the stability of prices and boosting public trust in the currency. Furthermore,
monetary policy has additional aims in which it usually participates in economic growth and
steadiness in order to minimize the unemployment rate and keep foreseeable country's
exchange rates with other currencies [3], [12], and [17].
Since the 1970s, the monetary policy has been set up individually from fiscal policy in
which the last regards to lending and borrowing, government spending, and taxation as well;
while the monetary economics gives visions about how to handle the optimal monetary policy
[8]. Moreover, monetary policy could be either contractionary or expansionary in which both
of them would happen in particular circumstances. Applying expansionary policy by utilizing
monetary authority instruments to encourage the economy through raising the total money
supply more quickly than the normal [1].
In addition, another expansionary monetary policy duties are fighting unemployment
rate in case of recession through minimizing the interest rates in the hope that easy credit will
attract businesses to be widened in which this raises the total demand for all services and
goods and elevate growth, and it could be measured by gross domestic product (GDP). An
expansionary monetary policy reduces typically the currency value in which it leads to
minimize the exchange rate as well [1].
On the contrary, as there is expansionary monetary policy, the vice versa is a
contractionary monetary policy where the last shrink the growth rate of money supply or even
slows it down in which this decelerate the economic growth to minimize or preventing
inflation. Also, the contractionary monetary policy would boost the unemployment and
decrease spending and borrowing made by businesses and consumers which finally this could
lead to an inevitable economic recession; thus this policy should be well conducted and
managed with high care by the monetary policy authority of a given country [2].
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Going further, in the year of 1995, the PMA established its duties as an independent
institution initially by the late President Yasser Arafat (may Allah has mercy on him) through
a presidential decree in which its autonomy and authority of money and banking markets
subsequently formed in the law number (2) of 1997. The primary goal of the PMA is to
maintain and keep the steadiness and efficiency of Palestinian financial system, boosting the
economic sustainability as well as promoting the financial growth of Palestinian economy by
transparent and efficient rules and regulations for the purpose of supervising not only the
banks' operations but also the payments' system in Palestine. Furthermore, the PMA longerterm ambition is to become the central bank for the future independent Palestinian state
[16]141516.
Nevertheless, until today the PMA does not yet fully operate the monetary policy due
to that it cannot issue a national currency without Israeli agreement because Palestine is under
the occupation of Israel and officially there is no Palestinian state. Since the Israeli occupation
in the year of 1967, Palestine is formally named as Occupied Palestinian Territory (OPT) in
which it represents West Bank including Jerusalem and Gaza Strip where Israel destroyed the
Palestinian Central Bank and terminated the using of Palestinian Pound (PAP) and Jordanian
Dinar (JOD) where both of them were circulated in Palestine. After this occupation, Israel
complied its New Israeli Shekel (NIS) as a formal currency of Palestine [14].
Furthermore, according to Paris Protocol on Economic Relations between the
Government of Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) which it signed in
Oslo agreement in the year of 1994, the NIS would be used as a legal tender and would serve
as means of payment in the OPT. Furthermore, Oslo agreement also agrees that the JOD and
the United States Dollars (USD) function as legal tenders as well [14].
Accordingly, around 50% of Palestine's banks' customer deposits are in USD,
followed by 26% of JOD, then 22% are in NIS, while the other 2% are in various currencies.
Nevertheless, the JOD is pegged to USD where both of them are fundamental deposit
currencies, while the NIS is utilized for significant retail transactions. However, in the year of
2007, the transitions between banks operating in OPT and Israel reached 20 Billion NIS
approximately because of Israel is considered as the most significant trading partner of OPT
[16].
In the year of 2006, the PMA adopted a Strategic Transformation Plan (STP) in which
the PMA prepared itself to convert its current institution from agency of banking supervision
to a full-fledged modern central bank. The major aspects of STP are essential interior
renovation and restructuring itself through adopting of a pure emphasizing over the monetary
twin missions which they represent the financial steadiness and designating of a Research and
Monetary Policy Department (RMPD); where the STP also visualize the adoption of "Real
Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) payments system" [16].

14

Wazir: Assistant Director of International Monetary Fund from January 2016 – Present (1 year); Governor and
Chairman of the Board of Palestine Monetary Authority (PMA) from January 2008 – November 2015 (7 years
11 months); Acting as Finance Minister of Palestine from 2005 – 2006 (1 year); & acting as Deputy Finance
Minister of Palestine from 2004 – 2005 (1 year).
15
Atallah: Director of Monetary Policy Research Department in Palestine Monetary Authority (PMA).
16
Sarsour: Research Associates & Economic Researcher in Research and Monetary Policy Department of
Palestine Monetary Authority (PMA).
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3. THE INFLUENCE AND TRANSMITTING CHANNELS OF THE GLOBAL
FINANCIAL CRISIS OF 2007-2008 ON THE ECONOMY OF PALESTINE, AND
HOW THE LAST SURVIVED
As well known that transmission of the global financial crisis came from developed
countries to less developed ones not only through their international banking channels but
also through the whole economic relations between them. Nevertheless, because of the limited
connection between the international, regional, or even emerging markets in term of capital
markets or investments; the volatility in the stock markets are considered to be very bounded.
Furthermore, the Palestinian financial market is connected to the global financial crisis
by its transmission impacts from Israeli economy due to the forthcoming reasons that would
be later mentioned in this paper. Moreover, the inclusion of the Palestinian economy by the
Israeli economy made the Palestinian economy performance subjects to be affected by any
disaster or advantage that comes from the Israeli economy. So, the global financial crisis had
been transmitted to the Palestinian economy through the following three channels:
3.1 PALESTINIAN TRADE WITH ISRAEL
During the last five decades, Israel is considered as the primary trade partner with
West Bank and Gaza Strip (WBGS) in which more than 90% of the Palestinian goods' exports
are directed to the Israeli markets; while 80% of the Palestinian merchandises' imports are
coming from Israel. Thus, any variation that would happen in the Israeli macroeconomic
forces would obviously affect the level of trade between WBGS and Israel. In addition, the
Palestinian goods' importing represents 70% of the WBGS GDP approximately. At the crisis,
the Palestinian exporters avoided the local currency devaluation against USD through paying
in local currencies (either NIS or JOD) in which it encouraged the Israeli importers to buy
more Palestinian goods in NIS as well, rather than in USD [6].
As a consequence of the crisis, particularly during the years of 2008 and 2009, the
Israeli economic policies focused on stabilization and amendments of prices for the purpose
of increasing the aggregate demand in which this also reflected in the Palestinian economy as
well, where the inflation rates in both Palestine and Israel were swinging between 4% and 5%.
Indeed, the local Palestinian prices were stabilized by increasing imports from Israel where it
reached 60% approximately of Palestinian consumption demand [6] and [13].
3.2 INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL FLOWS FROM DONOR COUNTRIES
In the year of 2009, the Palestinian economy was anticipated to suffer from the global
financial crisis by decreasing international grants and aids, particularly from Europe and Gulf
countries as a consequences of USD fall as well as the natural losses of these countries due to
the general crisis, in which these aids are significant for the purpose of financing the
developments and humanitarian projects in Palestine [5].
Additionally, these foreign aids are covering the budget deficit in which they reached
around $2 billion in the year of 2008, and they represented 22% approximately of Gross
National Disposable Income (GNDI). Moreover, these aids also cover around 60% of the
current expenditures in which any reduction in the Palestinian National Authority (PNA)
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budget would reduce the health and social services, food to the people, and even shutting
down some institutions and associations which they get 100% funding from abroad [5].
During the years of 1999 - 2009, the donors' grants quadrupled from $ 497 million to $
1.953 billion in 2008 in which 90% of them were used in budget financing purpose, especially
that since the year of 2006, the PNA local revenues were insufficient to finance the public
sector' salaries and wages bill where the last represented around 55% of the total public
expenditures. Last but not least, these grants also demonstrate 40% of GDP approximately
[15], [10], and [11].
3.3 BANKING SYSTEM
As the normal of any country, the necessity of international investment exists in
Palestinian banking system in which the last invest their deposits abroad in the form of
Certificates of Deposits (CDs) and short-term financial debt securities which they represented
around 50% of the Palestinian banking system investments' resources. Only 2% were invested
in US banks which made the influences of the crisis to be very limited because of the small
size of these deposits which they are made by Palestinian residents in both foreign and local
banks operating in either in Palestine or abroad [15].
The reasons behind this limited effect of the banking system during the time of global
crisis that in the year of 2007, the PMA declared a package of acts for the purpose of
regulating the Palestinian banking system and decreasing the banks' investing risk in
international deposits which they are as the following:
I- Any bank wants to invest in foreign treasury bills, bonds, or even stocks must take
the PMA approval first.
II- The PMA prohibited any bank to invest in any country that imposes money
transactions regulations.
III- The PMA prohibited investing deposits in any non-banking institution by
Palestinian banks.
IV- In the case of any Palestinian wants to invest his or her money abroad, the
International Standard Credits (ISC) must be taken into consideration.
V- Providing customer loans to invest in Palestinian securities is prohibited by the
PMA.
VI- Fines, Penalties, and certain measures would be imposed on any Palestinian bank
violates one of these regulations.
Unsurprisingly, the total investments in international bonds and stocks by Palestinian
banks reached around 6% at the time of crisis in which made its effect to be limited not only
on the Palestinian banking system but also on the PNA where the data available at that time
showed an excellent deposits stability in the Palestinian banks. In other words, the amount of
deposits increased instead of decreasing in which they raised from $4.6 billion in 2007 to $5.8
billion in 2008 and to $6.5 billion in 2009 which they represented a raise by 26% and 41% in
the years of 2008 and 2009 respectively, where both of them are compared to the base crisis
year of 2007 [15].
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4. THE CURRENT PALESTINE MONETARY POLICY (PMP) MECHANISMS AND
HOW IT IS AFFECTED BY ISRAELI PROCEDURES DURING THE YEARS OF
2011 UNTIL 2015
For the purpose of presenting a full and a real explanation of how global financial
crisis affects the PMP; the illustration of interlaced links that would jeopardize the PMP either
internally or externally during an up to date years of 2011 to 2015 would be presented:
4.1 PALESTINIAN ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE IN TERM OF GROWTH,
INFLATION, AND UNEMPLOYMENT RATES DURING THE YEARS OF 20112015
According to figure (1) that in the year of 2015, the Palestinian economy expanded in
marvelous way in which the GDP increased by 3.5%, in comparison with 2014 where it
dropped down to -0.2% as a consequence of the last Israeli war against Gaza Strip which
happened in July, 2014 in where Israel deliberated in that aggression to do enormous damages
to the production and infrastructure bases together with clearance revenue transfers
suspension and a significant increase of Israeli restrictions and violations imposed on
individuals, goods, and services whether inside OPT or between Palestine and other countries.
Nevertheless, the inflation rate decreases from 1.7% in 2014 to 1.4% in 2015 due to price
consistency in which it developed adequately; while the unemployment rate fell to 25.9% in
2014 compared to 26.9% in 2015 due to the large creating of several jobs [14].

Figure 1. Palestinian economic performance during 2011-2015, [14]
The government of Palestine succeeded in decreasing both the current and overall
deficits before having grants from donors' countries (i.e., the European Union and some Arab
countries) in which the public revenues were higher than the public expenditures, and after
aggregating these grants, the total balance had excess money in 2015. Although of some
developments in the year of 2015 regarding the fiscal performance, the governmental public
debt raised by 14.5% compared to the previous year where it reached 2,537.2 million of USD
(about NIS 9,908.1 million) representing around 20% of the GDP in which all of these
attributed to the notable rise of local government debt by 30% with USD 1,466.5 million while
the external governmental debt was 1.7% with USD 1,070.7 million. By the end of 2015, the
government arrears in which they are payable to the private sector and for its employees' wages
and salaries reached NIS 12,928.1 million representing 27.4% of the GDP [14].
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4.2 CLEARANCE AND GRANTS AS A PERCENT OF PUBLIC REVENUES &
EXPENDITURES DURING THE YEARS OF 2011-2015
The Palestinian government suffers from financial fragility which it reflected in
depending on one of two financing sources whenever Israel halts the clearance revenues'
transfer. The two sources of funding are grants from Arab safety net financed by the Arab
World or borrowing from local banking sector which in turn that would increase the local and
national debts as this was mentioned before where figure (2) presents that the local and
national debts which they reached around 1,466.5 million of USD representing 30% of the
GDP in the year of 2015. However, the importance of foreign grants reflected during 20112015 in which they reached 31% of the public expenditure on an ordinary matter. In the year
of 2015, these grants represented around 79.8% of net public revenues and they could cover
about 82.5% of the public expenditure [14].

Figure 2. Clearance and grants as a percent of public revenues and expenditures during 20112015, [14]
4.3 DOMESTIC SAVING AS A PERCENT OF GDP FOR SELECTED COUNTRIES
DURING THE YEARS OF 2011-2014
As figure (3) shows that all Palestinian local saving rates as a percent of GDP are
negative, while the Arab World has the highest rates of saving with 39.6%. Even in the case
of comparing Palestine with the lowest income countries, it is notable that they had 9.2%
during the same period which this attributed to the Israeli occupation policies where the last is
doing a systematic destruction of Palestinian domestic production forces which this leads the
Palestinian economy to be incapable of covering the local consumption needs. Taking into
consideration and comparing to several countries worldwide, Palestine has a good ratio of
average salaries and wages to the average total public expenditures with 48.6% in the year of
2014 and 50.7% on the average during 2011-2014 [14].
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Figure 3. Domestic saving as a percent of GDP, selected countries during 2011-2014, [14]
4.4 LENDING AND DEPOSIT INTEREST RATES FOR USD, JOD, AND NIS IN
PALESTINE, 2014-2015
In this Figure (5), it is notable that the USD increased from 5.58% to 5.84%, while the
JOD and NIS decreased from 6.95% to 6.85% and from 9.5% to 8.61% during the years of
2014 and 2015 respectively. All of these occurred due to the reflection of the financial
intermediation efficiency enhancements in the Palestinian banking system in which these
improvements touch the soul of interbank competitiveness and highlight the policies and
measurements that adopted by the PMA where the last targets are boosting the
competitiveness and efficiency of Palestinian banking system [14].

Figure 4. Lending and deposit rates in Palestine during 2014-2015, [14]
Furthermore, these policies and measures include financial inclusion, geographical
dispersion, creating more prominent and more competitive banking institutions through
banking mergers and acquisition, and create a colossal credit information system database are
handled for the purpose of boosting the velocity and specialization of bank loans decisions
where the Palestinian interest rates developments made it sits on the highest throne of interest
rates in comparison with the neighbouring countries such as Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, and
Syria.
From another angle, the Palestinian banking sectors receive significant threats from
countries whose issuing their currencies in circulation in Palestine, particularly USA, Israel,
and Jordan due to the fluctuation of their interest rates. Moreover, the interest rates in the
Palestinian market have more probability of declining more than to climb, in both of lending
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and depositing cases, due to hedging policies adopted by banks where the last invest their
excess liquidity of these specific currencies at currency-issuing countries' international banks.
4.5 ANNUAL CHANGES IN USD EXCHANGE RATE AGAINST NIS, 2011-2015
The exchange rate is considered as one of the main risks that threaten the Palestinian
economy in general where the banking system of Palestine, in particular, utilize the mentioned
three different currencies namely USD, JOD, and NIS. Some of these threats are represented
in governmental budget deficit where Palestine receives almost of its international grants
either by USD or Euros, while the central part of Palestinian expenditures are in NIS for the
purpose of wages and salaries payments to its employees in which all of these are affecting
and influencing not only the Palestinian financial system but also the whole economy.

Figure 5. Annual change in USD exchange rate against NIS during 2011-2015, [14]
Also, the amount of public debt is affected by the fluctuation of exchange rates,
particularly in the case of borrowing from banking system where the domestic debt
represented around 70% and overdraft balances with banks are in NIS. Nevertheless, figure
(2) shows a significant fluctuation in the exchange rate between USD and NIS during the
years of 2011-2015 where the last had swung from -7% to 8% (total difference of 15%) which
this is considered as a major source of risk [14].
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCHES
The Global financial crisis had an insufficient impact not only on the PMP but also on
the whole economy of Palestine which this attributed to the restricted linkage of Palestinian
stock market with other international markets. Nowadays, the PMA has diversified
investment portfolios in 22 international banks which all of them are under the international
financial system exposure [14]. As consequence of the adopted conservative PMP procedures
regarding regulating the Palestinian banking system and decreasing the banks' investing risk
in international deposits, around 95% of banks' foreign assets operating in Palestine are
protected from the international financial markets risks of both control and dominance [14].
Future researches could be conducted from various angles such as investigating the influence
of this global financial crisis of 2007-2008 on the Palestinian non-financial institutions (i.e.
Industry and Construction firms' sectors) in which the last has several characteristics that
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would be affected by this crisis such as their financial depth, their financial inclusion, their
financial efficiency, and finally their financial stability.
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